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U.S. Senate Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists
Disputed Man-Made Global Warming Claims in
2007
Senate Report Debunks "Consensus"
Complete U.S. Senate Report Now Available: (LINK)

Complete Report w/out Intro: (LINK)
INTRODUCTION:
Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized the climate claims made
by the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore.
The new report issued by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee’s office
of the GOP Ranking Member details the views of the scientists, the overwhelming
majority of whom spoke out in 2007.
Even some in the establishment media now appear to be taking notice of the growing
number of skeptical scientists. In October, the Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet
Eilperin conceded the obvious, writing that climate skeptics "appear to be expanding
rather than shrinking." Many scientists from around the world have dubbed 2007 as the
year man-made global warming fears “bite the dust.” (LINK) In addition, many scientists
who are also progressive environmentalists believe climate fear promotion has "co-opted"
the green movement. (LINK)
This blockbuster Senate report lists the scientists by name, country of residence, and
academic/institutional affiliation. It also features their own words, biographies, and
weblinks to their peer reviewed studies and original source materials as gathered from
public statements, various news outlets, and websites in 2007. This new “consensus
busters” report is poised to redefine the debate.
Many of the scientists featured in this report consistently stated that numerous colleagues
shared their views, but they will not speak out publicly for fear of retribution.
Atmospheric scientist Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and
Physical Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, author of almost 70 peerreviewed studies, explains how many of his fellow scientists have been intimidated.

The HIll: Drudge, global warming
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“Many of my colleagues with whom I spoke share these views and report on their
inability to publish their skepticism in the scientific or public media,” Paldor wrote.
[Note: See also July 2007 Senate report detailing how skeptical scientists have faced
threats and intimidation - LINK ]
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This new report details how teams of international scientists are dissenting from the UN
IPCC’s view of climate science. In such nations as Germany, Brazil, the Netherlands,
Russia, New Zealand and France, nations, scientists banded together in 2007 to oppose
climate alarmism. In addition, over 100 prominent international scientists sent an open
letter in December 2007 to the UN stating attempts to control climate were
“futile.” (LINK)
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Tim Patterson, professor in the department of Earth Sciences at
Carleton University in Ottawa, recently converted from a believer in man-made climate
change to a skeptic. Patterson noted that the notion of a “consensus” of scientists aligned
with the UN IPCC or former Vice President Al Gore is false. “I was at the Geological
Society of America meeting in Philadelphia in the fall and I would say that people with
my opinion were probably in the majority.”
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This new committee report, a first of its kind, comes after the UN IPCC chairman
Rajendra Pachauri implied that there were only “about a dozen" skeptical scientists left in
the world. (LINK) Former Vice President Gore has claimed that scientists skeptical of
climate change are akin to “flat Earth society members” and similar in number to those
who “believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona.” (LINK) &
(LINK)
The distinguished scientists featured in this new report are experts in diverse fields,
including: climatology; oceanography; geology; biology; glaciology; biogeography;
meteorology; oceanography; economics; chemistry; mathematics; environmental
sciences; engineering; physics and paleoclimatology. Some of those profiled have won
Nobel Prizes for their outstanding contribution to their field of expertise and many shared
a portion of the UN IPCC Nobel Peace Prize with Vice President Gore.
Additionally, these scientists hail from prestigious institutions worldwide, including:
Harvard University; NASA; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR); Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; the UN IPCC; the Danish National Space Center; U.S. Department of
Energy; Princeton University; the Environmental Protection Agency; University of
Pennsylvania; Hebrew University of Jerusalem; the International Arctic Research Centre;
the Pasteur Institute in Paris; the Belgian Weather Institute; Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute; the University of Helsinki; the National Academy of Sciences of
the U.S., France, and Russia; the University of Pretoria; University of Notre Dame;
Stockholm University; University of Melbourne; Columbia University; the World
Federation of Scientists; and the University of London.
The voices of many of these hundreds of scientists serve as a direct challenge to the often
media-hyped “consensus” that the debate is “settled.”
A May 2007 Senate report detailed scientists who had recently converted from believers
in man-made global warming to skepticism. [See May 15, 2007 report: Climate
Momentum Shifting: Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming Now Skeptics: Growing Number of Scientists Convert to Skeptics After Reviewing New
Research – (LINK) - In addtiion, an August 2007 report detailed how proponents of man-
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made global warming fears enjoy a monumental funding advantage over skeptical
scientists. (LINK) ]
This report counters the claims made by the promoters of man-made global warming fears
that the number of skeptical scientists is dwindling.

Examples of “consensus” claims made by promoters of man-made
climate fears:
Former Vice President Al Gore (November 5, 2007): “There are still people who
believe that the Earth is flat.” (LINK) Gore also compared global warming skeptics to
people who 'believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona' (June
20, 2006 - LINK)
CNN’s Miles O’Brien (July 23, 2007): The scientific debate is over.” “We're done."
O’Brien also declared on CNN on February 9, 2006 that scientific skeptics of man-made
catastrophic global warming “are bought and paid for by the fossil fuel industry,
usually.” (LINK)
On July 27, 2006, Associated Press reporter Seth Borenstein described a scientist as
“one of the few remaining scientists skeptical of the global warming harm caused by
industries that burn fossil fuels.” (LINK)
Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of the IPCC view on the number of skeptical
scientists as quoted on Feb. 20, 2003: “About 300 years ago, a Flat Earth Society was
founded by those who did not believe the world was round. That society still exists; it
probably has about a dozen members.” (LINK)
Agence France-Press (AFP Press) article (December 4, 2007): The article noted that a
prominent skeptic “finds himself increasingly alone in his claim that climate change poses
no imminent threat to the planet.”
Andrew Dessler in the eco-publication Grist Magazine (November 21, 2007): “While
some people claim there are lots of skeptical climate scientists out there, if you actually
try to find one, you keep turning up the same two dozen or so (e.g., Singer, Lindzen,
Michaels, Christy, etc., etc.). These skeptics are endlessly recycled by the denial machine,
so someone not paying close attention might think there are lots of them out there -- but
that's not the case. (LINK)
The Washington Post asserted on May 23, 2006 that there were only “a handful of
skeptics” of man-made climate fears. (LINK)
UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland on May 10, 2007 declared the
climate debate "over" and added “it's completely immoral, even, to question” the UN’s
scientific “consensus." (LINK)

ABC News Global Warming Reporter Bill Blakemore reported on August 30, 2006:
“After extensive searches, ABC News has found no such [scientific] debate” on global
warming. (LINK)
##

Brief highlights of the report featuring over 400
international scientists:
Israel: Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has authored almost 70 peerreviewed studies and won several awards. “First, temperature changes, as well as rates
of temperature changes (both increase and decrease) of magnitudes similar to that
reported by IPCC to have occurred since the Industrial revolution (about 0.8C in 150
years or even 0.4C in the last 35 years) have occurred in Earth's climatic history. There's
nothing special about the recent rise!”
Russia: Russian scientist Dr. Oleg Sorochtin of the Institute of Oceanology at the
Russian Academy of Sciences has authored more than 300 studies, nine books, and a
2006 paper titled “The Evolution and the Prediction of Global Climate Changes on
Earth.” “Even if the concentration of ‘greenhouse gases’ double man would not perceive
the temperature impact,” Sorochtin wrote.
Spain: Anton Uriarte, a professor of Physical Geography at the University of the
Basque Country in Spain and author of a book on the paleoclimate, rejected manmade climate fears in 2007. “There's no need to be worried. It's very interesting to study
[climate change], but there's no need to be worried,” Uriate wrote.

Netherlands: Atmospheric scientist Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, a scientific pioneer in the
development of numerical weather prediction and former director of research at
The Netherlands' Royal National Meteorological Institute, and an internationally
recognized expert in atmospheric boundary layer processes, “I find the Doomsday
picture Al Gore is painting – a six-meter sea level rise, fifteen times the IPCC number –
entirely without merit,” Tennekes wrote. “I protest vigorously the idea that the climate
reacts like a home heating system to a changed setting of the thermostat: just turn the dial,
and the desired temperature will soon be reached."
Brazil: Chief Meteorologist Eugenio Hackbart of the MetSul Meteorologia Weather
Center in Sao Leopoldo – Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil declared himself a skeptic. “The
media is promoting an unprecedented hyping related to global warming. The media and
many scientists are ignoring very important facts that point to a natural variation in the
climate system as the cause of the recent global warming,” Hackbart wrote on May 30,
2007.
France: Climatologist Dr. Marcel Leroux, former professor at Université Jean
Moulin and director of the Laboratory of Climatology, Risks, and Environment in
Lyon, is a climate skeptic. Leroux wrote a 2005 book titled Global Warming – Myth
or Reality? - The Erring Ways of Climatology. “Day after day, the same mantra - that
‘the Earth is warming up’ - is churned out in all its forms. As ‘the ice melts’ and ‘sea level
rises,’ the Apocalypse looms ever nearer! Without realizing it, or perhaps without wishing
to, the average citizen in bamboozled, lobotomized, lulled into mindless ac-ceptance. ...
Non-believers in the greenhouse scenario are in the position of those long ago who
doubted the existence of God ... fortunately for them, the Inquisition is no longer with
us!”
Norway: Geologist/Geochemist Dr. Tom V. Segalstad, a professor and head of the
Geological Museum at the University of Oslo and formerly an expert reviewer with
the UN IPCC: “It is a search for a mythical CO2 sink to explain an immeasurable CO2
lifetime to fit a hypothetical CO2 computer model that purports to show that an
impossible amount of fossil fuel burning is heating the atmosphere. It is all a fiction.”
Finland: Dr. Boris Winterhalter, retired Senior Marine Researcher of the Geological
Survey of Finland and former professor of marine geology at University of Helsinki,
criticized the media for what he considered its alarming climate coverage. “The effect of
solar winds on cosmic radiation has just recently been established and, furthermore, there
seems to be a good correlation between cloudiness and variations in the intensity of
cosmic radiation. Here we have a mechanism which is a far better explanation to
variations in global climate than the attempts by IPCC to blame it all on anthropogenic
input of greenhouse gases. “
Germany: Paleoclimate expert Augusto Mangini of the University of Heidelberg in
Germany, criticized the UN IPCC summary. “I consider the part of the IPCC report,
which I can really judge as an expert, i.e. the reconstruction of the paleoclimate, wrong,”
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Mangini noted in an April 5, 2007 article. He added: “The earth will not die.”
Canada: IPCC 2007 Expert Reviewer Madhav Khandekar, a Ph.D meteorologist, a
scientist with the Natural Resources Stewardship Project who has over 45 years
experience in climatology, meteorology and oceanography, and who has published
nearly 100 papers, reports, book reviews and a book on Ocean Wave Analysis and
Modeling: “To my dismay, IPCC authors ignored all my comments and suggestions for
major changes in the FOD (First Order Draft) and sent me the SOD (Second Order Draft)
with essentially the same text as the FOD. None of the authors of the chapter bothered to
directly communicate with me (or with other expert reviewers with whom I communicate
on a regular basis) on many issues that were raised in my review. This is not an
acceptable scientific review process.”
Czech Republic: Czech-born U.S. climatologist Dr. George Kukla, a research
scientist with the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University,
expressed climate skepticism in 2007. “The only thing to worry about is the damage that
can be done by worrying. Why are some scientists worried? Perhaps because they feel
that to stop worrying may mean to stop being paid,” Kukla told Gelf Magazine on April
24, 2007.
India: One of India's leading geologists, B.P. Radhakrishna, President of the
Geological Society of India, expressed climate skepticism in 2007. “We appear to be
overplaying this global warming issue as global warming is nothing new. It has happened
in the past, not once but several times, giving rise to glacial-interglacial cycles.”
USA: Climatologist Robert Durrenberger, past president of the American
Association of State Climatologists, and one of the climatologists who gathered at
Woods Hole to review the National Climate Program Plan in July, 1979: “Al Gore
brought me back to the battle and prompted me to do renewed research in the field of
climatology. And because of all the misinformation that Gore and his army have been
spreading about climate change I have decided that ‘real’ climatologists should try to help
the public understand the nature of the problem.”
Italy: Internationally renowned scientist Dr. Antonio Zichichi, president of the
World Federation of Scientists and a retired Professor of Advanced Physics at the
University of Bologna in Italy, who has published over 800 scientific papers:
“Significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the hypothesis of
dangerous human-caused global warming."
New Zealand: IPCC reviewer and climate researcher Dr. Vincent Gray, an expert
reviewer on every single draft of the IPCC reports going back to 1990 and author of
The Greenhouse Delusion: A Critique of "Climate Change 2001: “The [IPCC]
‘Summary for Policymakers’ might get a few readers, but the main purpose of the report
is to provide a spurious scientific backup for the absurd claims of the worldwide
environmentalist lobby that it has been established scientifically that increases in carbon
dioxide are harmful to the climate. It just does not matter that this ain't so.”
South Africa: Dr. Kelvin Kemm, formerly a scientist at South Africa’s Atomic
Energy Corporation who holds degrees in nuclear physics and mathematics: “The
global-warming mania continues with more and more hype and less and less thinking.
With religious zeal, people look for issues or events to blame on global warming.”
Poland: Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, Chairman of the Central Laboratory
for the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiological Protection
in Warsaw: ““We thus find ourselves in the situation that the entire theory of man-made
global warming—with its repercussions in science, and its important consequences for
politics and the global economy—is based on ice core studies that provided a false picture
of the atmospheric CO2 levels.”
Australia: Prize-wining Geologist Dr. Ian Plimer, a professor of Earth and
Environmental Sciences at the University of Adelaide in Australia: "There is new
work emerging even in the last few weeks that shows we can have a very close correlation
between the temperatures of the Earth and supernova and solar radiation.”
Britain: Dr. Richard Courtney, a UN IPCC expert reviewer and a UK-based climate
and atmospheric science consultant: “To date, no convincing evidence for AGW
(anthropogenic global warming) has been discovered. And recent global climate behavior
is not consistent with AGW model predictions.”
China: Chinese Scientists Say C02 Impact on Warming May Be ‘Excessively
Exaggerated’ – Scientists Lin Zhen-Shan’s and Sun Xian’s 2007 study published in
the peer-reviewed journal Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics: "Although the CO2
greenhouse effect on global climate change is unsuspicious, it could have been
excessively exaggerated." Their study asserted that "it is high time to reconsider the trend
of global climate change.”
Denmark: Space physicist Dr. Eigil Friis-Christensen is the director of the Danish
National Space Centre, a member of the space research advisory committee of the
Swedish National Space Board, a member of a NASA working group, and a member
of the European Space Agency who has authored or co-authored around 100 peerreviewed papers and chairs the Institute of Space Physics: “The sun is the source of
the energy that causes the motion of the atmosphere and thereby controls weather and
climate. Any change in the energy from the sun received at the Earth’s surface will
therefore affect climate.”

Belgium: Climate scientist Luc Debontridder of the Belgium Weather Institute’s
Royal Meteorological Institute (RMI) co-authored a study in August 2007 which
dismissed a decisive role of CO2 in global warming: "CO2 is not the big bogeyman of
climate change and global warming. “Not CO2, but water vapor is the most important
greenhouse gas. It is responsible for at least 75 % of the greenhouse effect. This is a
simple scientific fact, but Al Gore's movie has hyped CO2 so much that nobody seems to
take note of it.”
Sweden: Geologist Dr. Wibjorn Karlen, professor emeritus of the Department of
Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology at Stockholm University, critiqued the
Associated Press for hyping promoting climate fears in 2007. “Another of these hysterical
views of our climate. Newspapers should think about the damage they are doing to many
persons, particularly young kids, by spreading the exaggerated views of a human impact
on climate.”
USA: Dr. David Wojick is a UN IPCC expert reviewer, who earned his PhD in
Philosophy of Science and co-founded the Department of Engineering and Public
Policy at Carnegie-Mellon University: “In point of fact, the hypothesis that solar
variability and not human activity is warming the oceans goes a long way to explain the
puzzling idea that the Earth's surface may be warming while the atmosphere is not. The
GHG (greenhouse gas) hypothesis does not do this.” Wojick added: “The public is not
well served by this constant drumbeat of false alarms fed by computer models
manipulated by advocates.”
###
Background: Only 52 Scientists Participated in UN IPCC Summary
The over 400 skeptical scientists featured in this new report outnumber by nearly eight
times the number of scientists who participated in the 2007 UN IPCC Summary for
Policymakers. The notion of “hundreds” or “thousands” of UN scientists agreeing to a
scientific statement does not hold up to scrutiny. (See report debunking “consensus”
LINK) Recent research by Australian climate data analyst Dr. John McLean revealed that
the IPCC’s peer-review process for the Summary for Policymakers leaves much to be
desired. (LINK)
Proponents of man-made global warming like to note how the National Academy of
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Sciences (NAS) and the American Meteorological Society (AMS) have issued statements
endorsing the so-called "consensus" view that man is driving global warming. But both
the NAS and AMS never allowed member scientists to directly vote on these climate
statements. Essentially, only two dozen or so members on the governing boards of these
institutions produced the "consensus" statements. This report gives a voice to the rankand-file scientists who were shut out of the process. (LINK)
The most recent attempt to imply there was an overwhelming scientific “consensus” in
favor of man-made global warming fears came in December 2007 during the UN climate
conference in Bali. A letter signed by only 215 scientists urged the UN to mandate deep
cuts in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050. But absent from the letter were the signatures
of these alleged “thousands” of scientists. (See AP article: - LINK )
UN IPCC chairman Rajendra Pachauri urged the world at the December 2007 UN climate
conference in Bali, Indonesia to "Please listen to the voice of science.”
The science has continued to grow loud and clear in 2007. In addition to the growing
number of scientists expressing skepticism, an abundance of recent peer-reviewed studies
have cast considerable doubt about man-made global warming fears. A November 3, 2007
peer-reviewed study found that “solar changes significantly alter climate.” (LINK) A
December 2007 peer-reviewed study recalculated and halved the global average surface
temperature trend between 1980 – 2002. (LINK) Another new study found the Medieval
Warm Period “0.3C warmer than 20th century” (LINK)
A peer-reviewed study by a team of scientists found that "warming is naturally caused
and shows no human influence." (LINK) – Another November 2007 peer-reviewed study
in the journal Physical Geography found “Long-term climate change is driven by solar
insolation changes.” (LINK ) These recent studies were in addition to the abundance of
peer-reviewed studies earlier in 2007. - See "New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill
Global Warming Fears" (LINK )
With this new report of profiling 400 skeptical scientists, the world can finally hear the
voices of the “silent majority” of scientists.

LINKS TO COMPLETE U.S. SENATE
REPORT: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed
Man-Made Global Warming Claims in 2007
Complete Report: (LINK) - Released December 20, 2007 - U.S. Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee (Minority)

Complete Report w/out Intro: (LINK)
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"consensus" on man-made global warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized
the climate claims made by the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore."
SHABAM!
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I give this thread 24 hours before Neo finds a way to remove it.
Those damn facts, so annoying to liberals!!!
Good
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He won't remove it but I guarantee you he'll sink it. :D
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I was just kidding. It just irritates me how we are told how this site is "balanced" with its moderators, yet I have yet to
see a SINGLE conservative moderator who activly comments and sinks votes like Neo does.
Balanced my ARSE.
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I actually would like to know which, if any, of the moderators are conservatives. They used to have one that
I know of but he mysteriously disappeared.
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Intesting, Neo neg'ed my comment (oh sweet irony), yet no comment of his own.
Neo, since you are obviously active on this thread, care to comment or anyswer any of the questions posed by myself and AG?
Were are the supposed conservative moderators? If they exist, why do they not participate? Can you see where the lack of participation call
into question the supposed balance of this site?
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Heh heh, Neo always proves me right.
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lol, and the silence is deafening....
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"People are afraid of it only because they fear it"...
Neophile...
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MUAHAHAAHAAHAAAA!!! The sky isn't falling, the sky isn't
falling!
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To oversimplify the need for a reduction of fossil fuel
consumption to global warming is myopic since:
(1) dinitrogen pentoxide, sulfur trioxide, and carbon dioxide combustion byproducts harm the
environment by precipitating as acid rain.
(2) fossil fuels are a nonrenewable resource, which necessitates research into alternative
energy sources.
(3) our reliance on fossil fuels harms our national security as it ties us politically, economically,
and militarily to the regions from which oil is extracted, some of which are the most volatile parts
of the world
(4) prolonged inhalation of pollutants and airborne particles has been shown to exacerbate
respiratory illnesses (asthma, lung cancer, allergies, etc.)
Whatever your reasons (global warming or not), fossil fuel consumption needs to be reduced.
I'm baffled by those who support strong measures to protect our national security, yet oppose
strong measures to promote energy independence.
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Furthermore, I don't understand why some people
insist on wasting their time reading non-scientific journals when trying to educate themselves
about climate change. As far as I can see, this article doesn't even present any novel, original
scientific evidence to support its counterargument.
If you really want to learn how human pollution can affect climate change, then either:
1) Visit your local university and take an IR Spectrograph of carbon dioxide for yourself.
2) Take an undergraduate or graduate level class in climate science.
3) Read scientific journals presenting original evidence.
http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/reference/bibliography...
http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/reference/bibliography...
http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/reference/bibliography...
http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/reference/bibliography...
There are dozens more articles to post, but those interested can start with these.
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ROFLMAO! Too funny, MR.
I bet his next comment will be that he was quoting Cat. ; )
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It is unknown to me that any new scientific idea has
been universally accepted. It must also be remembered here that baseline observations about
temperature changes of the atmosphere and oceans, and the unprecedented speed of glacial
retreat (in our experience) are real, the only argument is about the cause. The cause is not very
significant when your house has water in it half-way up the first level.
Let the scientists argue about causes, that's all like arguing about Bush"s and Clinton"s lies.
What we should be doing is planning how to deal with effects, which seem very likely to come.
Even if they never come, we have lost little, but if they do, we can have gained much.
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You should plan for your toilet to plug and
overflow, since it's something that happens when you least expect it, but not so
infrequently that you forget that it can happen. As for the weather, you should expect
snow, rain, drought, flood, tornado and the occasional hurricane to happen tomorrow
morning - because neither meteorology or climatology is advanced enough to predict
squat past 18 hours or so from now. As for whether or not you want to plan for
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everything that can possibly go wrong, how much cash do you have?? LOL!
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We are between the last and the
next Ice Age,,, this isn't the first nor the last time the cool heat cycle has or
will happen
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Probably so. So if it gets
too hot and wet, just strike your tent, gather up your spears and
wives, and move north and higher up. Just be careful of the other
6.5B people doing the same thing. They may want to eat your
children and dogs when it is too dry to grow corn and wheat in the
Midwest any more.
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We are discussing a human
catastrophe of unprecedented proportions, should even the least of the
predictions happen, in terms of the habitability of our coasts, the sustainability
of our agriculture and fisheries, the continuation of present wildlife distribution
and migration patterns, etc. You trivialize, Sir, and it is amusing now. I
sincerely hope that in 20 years I am called a blind fool and not you. Just tell
me this: If 2500 doctors told you that you would die within six months, and
400 said that that could not definitively be concluded, would you write your
will?
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"It is unknown to me that any "new scientific
idea" has been universally accepted".
Uhm what NEW scientific idea are you talking about? These Global climate
catastrophes have been predicted since the late 1800's.
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Do you comprehend what an
insignificant amount of time 200 yrs is? How many species have we lost in
that time, and how many driven to the brink of extinction in that time? How
much hs our population increased in that time? My grandfather could walk
within 500 yards of his home and gather a meal from the wild in an hour or
so, less than 100 years ago. How many is that true of now?
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You make some good points. But you fail to see that
most of this Al Gore hysteria over so-called "global warming" is leftist inspired around the world
and just another attempt to have centralized governmental control over more lives, you know as
in the failed centralized socialistic system in the old Soviet Union, home base, Moscow?
Of course there has been global warming and there's been global cooling going on for eons.
But we humans in the USA are not causing it nor affecting it. There is no reason why we should
"cut back" on our life style while China and India do nothing overseas and while Bobby
Kennedy and Al Gore do nothing about it here. When Al Gore moves into a tent and begins
driving a Hugo, THEN and only then will I be interested in ANYthing he has to say. Ditto Bobby
Kennedy. Meanwhile they can fly around in their personal fuel gulping jets and live in their
overexpansive houses to their content and leave the rest of us alone.
Good
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What is a moderator? Is this someone who is employed by Netscape? One reason that you
fins so few people agreeing with you is the fact that most of the time you're wrong to start with. It has nothing to do with
conservatism, or liberalism. It's just as simple as "right or wrong".
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Looks like you're the one who is wrong.
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I've noticed that a disproportionate number of prominent Conservative posters have been banned
from here since it became propeller.
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Yeah and showing up on Digg
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What is digg? Dumb question, I know.
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Apparently, Netscape didn't let the moderators censor people in the manner that
they do now.
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JamesMarcus

Nobody has been banned for being a conservative. We have banned members, both
liberal and conservative, for violations of our TOU, including abusive behavior, sock puppeting, spamming comment threads, and so
forth. As for the "balance of the site," that is ultimately in the hands of the membership. We try to moderate but keep our thumbs off
the scale as much as humanly possible.
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"We try to moderate but keep our thumbs off the scale as much as humanly
possible."
With all do respect James....and I really mean that...I dont think Neo got that memo.
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"I whole heartedly second that NoSpinDave"!
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You conservative crybabies...
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Yeah, I know, it's almost as bad as the libs with Bush!
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I wasn't directing the comment at you, but there are other moderators who clearly
display a bias and are antagonistic towards Conservative ideas. There is no denying that. There also has clearly been a
change in the enforcement of the terms of service since the switch from Netscape and the balance of the site has shifted
noticably. Sorry for being off topic. I'll stop here.
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I personally fail to see how Neo merely pointing out when someone is
blatently LYING or being a genocidal war-mongering racist is somehow antagonistic towards Conservative ideas
(antagonistic to neo-con ideals, sure, since lying is all they've got to go on).
And I hadn't noticed any fewer of those lying bastaches around, anyway, so I'm pretty sure that's complete BS.
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As long as you're unbiased...
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Not at all. I loathe you disingenuous lying arseholes.
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I don't think that lying is a bootable offense. Plenty of people to
correct the facts.
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But it's tiring...
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Who's been booted? Nothing to do with what I said.
Just pointing out that, contrary to dropdead's comment, there has been no noticeable shift, and
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he's just whining because neo participates and isn't on his side.
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Were they really banned? or did they just quit using this site and move to another one?
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A good way to tell is to look for any stories they might have submitted.
Apparently when someone is banned, every record of them ever being here is wiped away.
If someone could explain why I would appreciate it. I like have the abilit to go back and referrence topics that have
previously been discussed, and find it frustrating when entire stories are wiped clean.
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Its not a new thing
http://humor.propeller.com/story/2007/07/26/gon...
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Maybe they deserved to be banned...
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And maybe your deserve to be shot, but we give the benefit of the doubt. You
know, innocent until proven guilty.
Or did I miss something, and they deserve it because they are conservative?
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Davidhalko got booted recently. I get the idea from his website he leaned a little
conservative
http://mywebpage.netscape.com/DavidHalko/cons/
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Dang. That site is as tasteless and shameless as he is.
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He has along with 26 others. Strange those 26 others often appear on post that have 30 votes, usually only a few
comments (and sometimes No Comments) and have been up for more than 12 hr on the front page?
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Do the facts really matter in this case? What's important is all the talk about what MAY happen. At least it's getting us
talking about the environment, the state it's in now, and the state it could be in years from now.
If not Gore, someone else would have picked up the torch and would have kept the conversation going.
Too bad so many people want to bury their heads in the sand about this and other important issues. I guess they really don't care at all about the future of the
planet!
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It's only fact if its from your side of the isle...even though all the evidence points towards global warming as a fact..let's forget
that for a minute.What is the problem ?Is it a bad thing in your repug view to do something to help our planet ?Is it bad to limit emissions or do you think thats a good
thing also ? Is it some kind of liberal lie that species of animals are disappearing.Is it a liberal lie that we are poisoning are water(lake,rivers,oceans)at an astounding
rate.
If global warming is true then lets do what we can.We owe our children that much at least.If it isn't true what have we lost by cleaning up our act..I don't get your
argument.
If your just ******ed because Gore got a nobel prize,then do a study to refute his claims,make your own movie and get your own prize,and then grow up.
Good
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Hi baddad, let's give you a shot as nobody else has answers:
Hi Dionys.
1. How does the "science" explain the undenyable connection between global temperatures and solar activity?
2. How do they then say it's man-made when Jupiter and Mars are experiencing the same phenomena without humans present?
3. Why are so many of Al Gore's "scientists" actually from fields that have nothing to do with Earth Sciences?
If you can then still swallow all they're feeding you, how can you explain their desire to hide these simple truths?
Respectfully, I really hope to understand your view as well. Thanks.
Good
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This story has mostly positive ratings. 1 vote / No sinks

Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed Man-Made…
Science – Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming.
Tags: Global Warming, Climate Change, Al Gore, Science
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Scientists issue global warming report
Science – Global warming could strain the Northeast's power grid, farms, forests and marine
fisheries by the next century unless carbon dioxide emissions are reduced by 3 percent each
year, according to a report released Wednesday.
Tags: global warming report, scientist
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Global Warming Started, Man Made & "Unstoppable" for Centuries!!
News – That pretty much sums up the result from the 20 page report created by the world's top
climate scientists. They say that Global Warming has already begun, was "very likely" (which
they report is 90% accurate) caused by humans and is going to be unstoppable for centuries to
come.
Tags: global, warming, breaking news, science, temperature
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U.S. Senate Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists
Disputed Man-Made Global Warming Claims in
2007
Senate Report Debunks "Consensus"
Complete U.S. Senate Report Now Available: (LINK)

Complete Report w/out Intro: (LINK)
INTRODUCTION:
Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized the climate claims made
by the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore.
The new report issued by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee’s office
of the GOP Ranking Member details the views of the scientists, the overwhelming
majority of whom spoke out in 2007.
Even some in the establishment media now appear to be taking notice of the growing
number of skeptical scientists. In October, the Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet
Eilperin conceded the obvious, writing that climate skeptics "appear to be expanding
rather than shrinking." Many scientists from around the world have dubbed 2007 as the
year man-made global warming fears “bite the dust.” (LINK) In addition, many scientists
who are also progressive environmentalists believe climate fear promotion has "co-opted"
the green movement. (LINK)
This blockbuster Senate report lists the scientists by name, country of residence, and
academic/institutional affiliation. It also features their own words, biographies, and
weblinks to their peer reviewed studies and original source materials as gathered from
public statements, various news outlets, and websites in 2007. This new “consensus
busters” report is poised to redefine the debate.
Many of the scientists featured in this report consistently stated that numerous colleagues
shared their views, but they will not speak out publicly for fear of retribution.
Atmospheric scientist Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and
Physical Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, author of almost 70 peerreviewed studies, explains how many of his fellow scientists have been intimidated.
“Many of my colleagues with whom I spoke share these views and report on their
inability to publish their skepticism in the scientific or public media,” Paldor wrote.
[Note: See also July 2007 Senate report detailing how skeptical scientists have faced
threats and intimidation - LINK ]
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This new report details how teams of international scientists are dissenting from the UN
IPCC’s view of climate science. In such nations as Germany, Brazil, the Netherlands,
Russia, New Zealand and France, nations, scientists banded together in 2007 to oppose
climate alarmism. In addition, over 100 prominent international scientists sent an open
letter in December 2007 to the UN stating attempts to control climate were
“futile.” (LINK)
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Tim Patterson, professor in the department of Earth Sciences at
Carleton University in Ottawa, recently converted from a believer in man-made climate
change to a skeptic. Patterson noted that the notion of a “consensus” of scientists aligned
with the UN IPCC or former Vice President Al Gore is false. “I was at the Geological
Society of America meeting in Philadelphia in the fall and I would say that people with
my opinion were probably in the majority.”

Gulf Coast Hurricane Response

This new committee report, a first of its kind, comes after the UN IPCC chairman
Rajendra Pachauri implied that there were only “about a dozen" skeptical scientists left in
the world. (LINK) Former Vice President Gore has claimed that scientists skeptical of
climate change are akin to “flat Earth society members” and similar in number to those
who “believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona.” (LINK) &
(LINK)

Improving the Service of the
Federal Bureaucracy

The distinguished scientists featured in this new report are experts in diverse fields,
including: climatology; oceanography; geology; biology; glaciology; biogeography;
meteorology; oceanography; economics; chemistry; mathematics; environmental
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sciences; engineering; physics and paleoclimatology. Some of those profiled have won
Nobel Prizes for their outstanding contribution to their field of expertise and many shared
a portion of the UN IPCC Nobel Peace Prize with Vice President Gore.
Additionally, these scientists hail from prestigious institutions worldwide, including:
Harvard University; NASA; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR); Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; the UN IPCC; the Danish National Space Center; U.S. Department of
Energy; Princeton University; the Environmental Protection Agency; University of
Pennsylvania; Hebrew University of Jerusalem; the International Arctic Research Centre;
the Pasteur Institute in Paris; the Belgian Weather Institute; Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute; the University of Helsinki; the National Academy of Sciences of
the U.S., France, and Russia; the University of Pretoria; University of Notre Dame;
Stockholm University; University of Melbourne; Columbia University; the World
Federation of Scientists; and the University of London.
The voices of many of these hundreds of scientists serve as a direct challenge to the often
media-hyped “consensus” that the debate is “settled.”
A May 2007 Senate report detailed scientists who had recently converted from believers
in man-made global warming to skepticism. [See May 15, 2007 report: Climate
Momentum Shifting: Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming Now Skeptics: Growing Number of Scientists Convert to Skeptics After Reviewing New
Research – (LINK) - In addtiion, an August 2007 report detailed how proponents of manmade global warming fears enjoy a monumental funding advantage over skeptical
scientists. (LINK) ]
This report counters the claims made by the promoters of man-made global warming fears
that the number of skeptical scientists is dwindling.

Examples of “consensus” claims made by promoters of man-made
climate fears:
Former Vice President Al Gore (November 5, 2007): “There are still people who
believe that the Earth is flat.” (LINK) Gore also compared global warming skeptics to
people who 'believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona' (June
20, 2006 - LINK)
CNN’s Miles O’Brien (July 23, 2007): The scientific debate is over.” “We're done."
O’Brien also declared on CNN on February 9, 2006 that scientific skeptics of man-made
catastrophic global warming “are bought and paid for by the fossil fuel industry,
usually.” (LINK)
On July 27, 2006, Associated Press reporter Seth Borenstein described a scientist as
“one of the few remaining scientists skeptical of the global warming harm caused by
industries that burn fossil fuels.” (LINK)
Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of the IPCC view on the number of skeptical
scientists as quoted on Feb. 20, 2003: “About 300 years ago, a Flat Earth Society was
founded by those who did not believe the world was round. That society still exists; it
probably has about a dozen members.” (LINK)
Agence France-Press (AFP Press) article (December 4, 2007): The article noted that a
prominent skeptic “finds himself increasingly alone in his claim that climate change poses
no imminent threat to the planet.”
Andrew Dessler in the eco-publication Grist Magazine (November 21, 2007): “While
some people claim there are lots of skeptical climate scientists out there, if you actually
try to find one, you keep turning up the same two dozen or so (e.g., Singer, Lindzen,
Michaels, Christy, etc., etc.). These skeptics are endlessly recycled by the denial machine,
so someone not paying close attention might think there are lots of them out there -- but
that's not the case. (LINK)
The Washington Post asserted on May 23, 2006 that there were only “a handful of
skeptics” of man-made climate fears. (LINK)
UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland on May 10, 2007 declared the
climate debate "over" and added “it's completely immoral, even, to question” the UN’s
scientific “consensus." (LINK)

ABC News Global Warming Reporter Bill Blakemore reported on August 30, 2006:
“After extensive searches, ABC News has found no such [scientific] debate” on global
warming. (LINK)
##

Brief highlights of the report featuring over 400
international scientists:
Israel: Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has authored almost 70 peerreviewed studies and won several awards. “First, temperature changes, as well as rates
of temperature changes (both increase and decrease) of magnitudes similar to that
reported by IPCC to have occurred since the Industrial revolution (about 0.8C in 150
years or even 0.4C in the last 35 years) have occurred in Earth's climatic history. There's
nothing special about the recent rise!”
Russia: Russian scientist Dr. Oleg Sorochtin of the Institute of Oceanology at the
Russian Academy of Sciences has authored more than 300 studies, nine books, and a
2006 paper titled “The Evolution and the Prediction of Global Climate Changes on
Earth.” “Even if the concentration of ‘greenhouse gases’ double man would not perceive
the temperature impact,” Sorochtin wrote.
Spain: Anton Uriarte, a professor of Physical Geography at the University of the
Basque Country in Spain and author of a book on the paleoclimate, rejected manhttp://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minority.Blogs&ContentRecord_id=f80a6386-802a-23ad-40c8-3c63dc2d02cb (2 of 6)21.12.2007 21:17:31
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made climate fears in 2007. “There's no need to be worried. It's very interesting to study
[climate change], but there's no need to be worried,” Uriate wrote.

Netherlands: Atmospheric scientist Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, a scientific pioneer in the
development of numerical weather prediction and former director of research at
The Netherlands' Royal National Meteorological Institute, and an internationally
recognized expert in atmospheric boundary layer processes, “I find the Doomsday
picture Al Gore is painting – a six-meter sea level rise, fifteen times the IPCC number –
entirely without merit,” Tennekes wrote. “I protest vigorously the idea that the climate
reacts like a home heating system to a changed setting of the thermostat: just turn the dial,
and the desired temperature will soon be reached."
Brazil: Chief Meteorologist Eugenio Hackbart of the MetSul Meteorologia Weather
Center in Sao Leopoldo – Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil declared himself a skeptic. “The
media is promoting an unprecedented hyping related to global warming. The media and
many scientists are ignoring very important facts that point to a natural variation in the
climate system as the cause of the recent global warming,” Hackbart wrote on May 30,
2007.
France: Climatologist Dr. Marcel Leroux, former professor at Université Jean
Moulin and director of the Laboratory of Climatology, Risks, and Environment in
Lyon, is a climate skeptic. Leroux wrote a 2005 book titled Global Warming – Myth
or Reality? - The Erring Ways of Climatology. “Day after day, the same mantra - that
‘the Earth is warming up’ - is churned out in all its forms. As ‘the ice melts’ and ‘sea level
rises,’ the Apocalypse looms ever nearer! Without realizing it, or perhaps without wishing
to, the average citizen in bamboozled, lobotomized, lulled into mindless ac-ceptance. ...
Non-believers in the greenhouse scenario are in the position of those long ago who
doubted the existence of God ... fortunately for them, the Inquisition is no longer with
us!”
Norway: Geologist/Geochemist Dr. Tom V. Segalstad, a professor and head of the
Geological Museum at the University of Oslo and formerly an expert reviewer with
the UN IPCC: “It is a search for a mythical CO2 sink to explain an immeasurable CO2
lifetime to fit a hypothetical CO2 computer model that purports to show that an
impossible amount of fossil fuel burning is heating the atmosphere. It is all a fiction.”
Finland: Dr. Boris Winterhalter, retired Senior Marine Researcher of the Geological
Survey of Finland and former professor of marine geology at University of Helsinki,
criticized the media for what he considered its alarming climate coverage. “The effect of
solar winds on cosmic radiation has just recently been established and, furthermore, there
seems to be a good correlation between cloudiness and variations in the intensity of
cosmic radiation. Here we have a mechanism which is a far better explanation to
variations in global climate than the attempts by IPCC to blame it all on anthropogenic
input of greenhouse gases. “
Germany: Paleoclimate expert Augusto Mangini of the University of Heidelberg in
Germany, criticized the UN IPCC summary. “I consider the part of the IPCC report,
which I can really judge as an expert, i.e. the reconstruction of the paleoclimate, wrong,”
Mangini noted in an April 5, 2007 article. He added: “The earth will not die.”
Canada: IPCC 2007 Expert Reviewer Madhav Khandekar, a Ph.D meteorologist, a
scientist with the Natural Resources Stewardship Project who has over 45 years
experience in climatology, meteorology and oceanography, and who has published
nearly 100 papers, reports, book reviews and a book on Ocean Wave Analysis and
Modeling: “To my dismay, IPCC authors ignored all my comments and suggestions for
major changes in the FOD (First Order Draft) and sent me the SOD (Second Order Draft)
with essentially the same text as the FOD. None of the authors of the chapter bothered to
directly communicate with me (or with other expert reviewers with whom I communicate
on a regular basis) on many issues that were raised in my review. This is not an
acceptable scientific review process.”
Czech Republic: Czech-born U.S. climatologist Dr. George Kukla, a research
scientist with the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University,
expressed climate skepticism in 2007. “The only thing to worry about is the damage that
can be done by worrying. Why are some scientists worried? Perhaps because they feel
that to stop worrying may mean to stop being paid,” Kukla told Gelf Magazine on April
24, 2007.
India: One of India's leading geologists, B.P. Radhakrishna, President of the
Geological Society of India, expressed climate skepticism in 2007. “We appear to be
overplaying this global warming issue as global warming is nothing new. It has happened
in the past, not once but several times, giving rise to glacial-interglacial cycles.”
USA: Climatologist Robert Durrenberger, past president of the American
Association of State Climatologists, and one of the climatologists who gathered at
Woods Hole to review the National Climate Program Plan in July, 1979: “Al Gore
brought me back to the battle and prompted me to do renewed research in the field of
climatology. And because of all the misinformation that Gore and his army have been
spreading about climate change I have decided that ‘real’ climatologists should try to help
the public understand the nature of the problem.”
Italy: Internationally renowned scientist Dr. Antonio Zichichi, president of the
World Federation of Scientists and a retired Professor of Advanced Physics at the
University of Bologna in Italy, who has published over 800 scientific papers:
“Significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the hypothesis of
dangerous human-caused global warming."
New Zealand: IPCC reviewer and climate researcher Dr. Vincent Gray, an expert
reviewer on every single draft of the IPCC reports going back to 1990 and author of
The Greenhouse Delusion: A Critique of "Climate Change 2001: “The [IPCC]
‘Summary for Policymakers’ might get a few readers, but the main purpose of the report
is to provide a spurious scientific backup for the absurd claims of the worldwide
environmentalist lobby that it has been established scientifically that increases in carbon
dioxide are harmful to the climate. It just does not matter that this ain't so.”
South Africa: Dr. Kelvin Kemm, formerly a scientist at South Africa’s Atomic
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Energy Corporation who holds degrees in nuclear physics and mathematics: “The
global-warming mania continues with more and more hype and less and less thinking.
With religious zeal, people look for issues or events to blame on global warming.”
Poland: Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, Chairman of the Central Laboratory
for the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiological Protection
in Warsaw: ““We thus find ourselves in the situation that the entire theory of man-made
global warming—with its repercussions in science, and its important consequences for
politics and the global economy—is based on ice core studies that provided a false picture
of the atmospheric CO2 levels.”
Australia: Prize-wining Geologist Dr. Ian Plimer, a professor of Earth and
Environmental Sciences at the University of Adelaide in Australia: "There is new
work emerging even in the last few weeks that shows we can have a very close correlation
between the temperatures of the Earth and supernova and solar radiation.”
Britain: Dr. Richard Courtney, a UN IPCC expert reviewer and a UK-based climate
and atmospheric science consultant: “To date, no convincing evidence for AGW
(anthropogenic global warming) has been discovered. And recent global climate behavior
is not consistent with AGW model predictions.”
China: Chinese Scientists Say C02 Impact on Warming May Be ‘Excessively
Exaggerated’ – Scientists Lin Zhen-Shan’s and Sun Xian’s 2007 study published in
the peer-reviewed journal Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics: "Although the CO2
greenhouse effect on global climate change is unsuspicious, it could have been
excessively exaggerated." Their study asserted that "it is high time to reconsider the trend
of global climate change.”
Denmark: Space physicist Dr. Eigil Friis-Christensen is the director of the Danish
National Space Centre, a member of the space research advisory committee of the
Swedish National Space Board, a member of a NASA working group, and a member
of the European Space Agency who has authored or co-authored around 100 peerreviewed papers and chairs the Institute of Space Physics: “The sun is the source of
the energy that causes the motion of the atmosphere and thereby controls weather and
climate. Any change in the energy from the sun received at the Earth’s surface will
therefore affect climate.”

Belgium: Climate scientist Luc Debontridder of the Belgium Weather Institute’s
Royal Meteorological Institute (RMI) co-authored a study in August 2007 which
dismissed a decisive role of CO2 in global warming: "CO2 is not the big bogeyman of
climate change and global warming. “Not CO2, but water vapor is the most important
greenhouse gas. It is responsible for at least 75 % of the greenhouse effect. This is a
simple scientific fact, but Al Gore's movie has hyped CO2 so much that nobody seems to
take note of it.”
Sweden: Geologist Dr. Wibjorn Karlen, professor emeritus of the Department of
Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology at Stockholm University, critiqued the
Associated Press for hyping promoting climate fears in 2007. “Another of these hysterical
views of our climate. Newspapers should think about the damage they are doing to many
persons, particularly young kids, by spreading the exaggerated views of a human impact
on climate.”
USA: Dr. David Wojick is a UN IPCC expert reviewer, who earned his PhD in
Philosophy of Science and co-founded the Department of Engineering and Public
Policy at Carnegie-Mellon University: “In point of fact, the hypothesis that solar
variability and not human activity is warming the oceans goes a long way to explain the
puzzling idea that the Earth's surface may be warming while the atmosphere is not. The
GHG (greenhouse gas) hypothesis does not do this.” Wojick added: “The public is not
well served by this constant drumbeat of false alarms fed by computer models
manipulated by advocates.”
###
Background: Only 52 Scientists Participated in UN IPCC Summary
The over 400 skeptical scientists featured in this new report outnumber by nearly eight
times the number of scientists who participated in the 2007 UN IPCC Summary for
Policymakers. The notion of “hundreds” or “thousands” of UN scientists agreeing to a
scientific statement does not hold up to scrutiny. (See report debunking “consensus”
LINK) Recent research by Australian climate data analyst Dr. John McLean revealed that
the IPCC’s peer-review process for the Summary for Policymakers leaves much to be
desired. (LINK)
Proponents of man-made global warming like to note how the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) and the American Meteorological Society (AMS) have issued statements
endorsing the so-called "consensus" view that man is driving global warming. But both
the NAS and AMS never allowed member scientists to directly vote on these climate
statements. Essentially, only two dozen or so members on the governing boards of these
institutions produced the "consensus" statements. This report gives a voice to the rankand-file scientists who were shut out of the process. (LINK)
The most recent attempt to imply there was an overwhelming scientific “consensus” in
favor of man-made global warming fears came in December 2007 during the UN climate
conference in Bali. A letter signed by only 215 scientists urged the UN to mandate deep
cuts in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050. But absent from the letter were the signatures
of these alleged “thousands” of scientists. (See AP article: - LINK )
UN IPCC chairman Rajendra Pachauri urged the world at the December 2007 UN climate
conference in Bali, Indonesia to "Please listen to the voice of science.”
The science has continued to grow loud and clear in 2007. In addition to the growing
number of scientists expressing skepticism, an abundance of recent peer-reviewed studies
have cast considerable doubt about man-made global warming fears. A November 3, 2007
peer-reviewed study found that “solar changes significantly alter climate.” (LINK) A
December 2007 peer-reviewed study recalculated and halved the global average surface
temperature trend between 1980 – 2002. (LINK) Another new study found the Medieval
Warm Period “0.3C warmer than 20th century” (LINK)
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A peer-reviewed study by a team of scientists found that "warming is naturally caused
and shows no human influence." (LINK) – Another November 2007 peer-reviewed study
in the journal Physical Geography found “Long-term climate change is driven by solar
insolation changes.” (LINK ) These recent studies were in addition to the abundance of
peer-reviewed studies earlier in 2007. - See "New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill
Global Warming Fears" (LINK )
With this new report of profiling 400 skeptical scientists, the world can finally hear the
voices of the “silent majority” of scientists.

LINKS TO COMPLETE U.S. SENATE
REPORT: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed
Man-Made Global Warming Claims in 2007
Complete Report: (LINK) - Released December 20, 2007 - U.S. Senate Environment
and Public Works Committee (Minority)

Complete Report w/out Intro: (LINK)
###
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SENATOR INHOFE ANNOUNCES PUBLIC RELEASE OF
"SKEPTIC'S GUIDE TO DEBUNKING GLOBAL WARMING"
December 8, 2006
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 08, 2006
Contact: Marc Morano (Marc_Morano@epw.senate.gov ), Matt Dempsey
(Matthew_Dempsey@epw.senate.gov )
Washington D.C. - Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), the outgoing Chairman of
Environment & Public Works Committee, is pleased to announce the public release of the
Senate Committee published booklet entitled “A Skeptic’s Guide to Debunking Global
Warming Alarmism. Hot & Cold Media Spin Cycle: A Challenge To Journalists who
Cover Global Warming.”
Click here to download the "Skeptic's Guide"
The color glossy 64 page booklet -- previously was only available in hardcopy to the
media and policy makers -- includes speeches, graphs, press releases and scientific
articles refuting catastrophe climate fears presented by the media, the United Nations,
Hollywood and former Vice President turned-foreign-lobbyist Al Gore.
The “Skeptic’s Guide” includes a copy of Senator Inhofe’s 50 minute Senate floor
speech delivered on September 25, 2006 challenging the media to improve its reporting.
The ‘Skeptic’s Guide’, which has received recognition by the LA Times and
Congressional Quarterly, is now available free for international distribution on the Senate
Environmental & Public Works Web site.
The book, which features web links to all supporting documentation, also serves as a
handbook to identify the major players in media bias when it comes to poor climate
science reporting. The guide presents a reporter’s virtual who’s-who’s of embarrassing
and one-sided media coverage, with a focus on such reporters as CBS News “60 Minutes”
Scott Pelley, ABC News reporter Bill Blakemore, CNN’s Miles O’Brien, and former
NBC Newsman Tom Brokaw.
Senator Inhofe’s “Skeptic’s Guide” also includes hard hitting critiques of the New York
Times, Time Magazine, Newsweek, Associated Press, Reuters, the LA Times, the
Chicago Tribune, and the Washington Post.
Senator Inhofe has challenged the media in a series of speeches and hearings to stop the
unfounded hype.
“The American people are fed up with the media for promoting the idea that former Vice
President Al Gore represents the scientific “consensus” that SUV’s and the modern
American way of life have somehow created a 'climate emergency' that only United
Nations bureaucrats and wealthy Hollywood liberals can solve,” Senator Inhofe said in
October.
Skepticism that human C02 emissions are creating a “climate catastrophe” has grown in
recent times. In September, renowned French geophysicists and Socialist Party member
Claude Allegre, converted from a believer in manmade catastrophic global warming to a
climate skeptic. This latest defector from the global warming camp caps a year in which
numerous scientific studies have bolstered the claims of climate skeptics.
Scientific studies that debunk the dire predictions of human-caused global warming have
continued to accumulate and many believe the new science is shattering the mediapromoted scientific “consensus” on climate alarmism. See: (http://epw.senate.gov/
pressitem.cfm?party=rep&id=264777)
Related Links:
12/06/2006 - Inhofe Says Global Warming Media Hearing Exposed Alarmist Media
(http://epw.senate.gov/pressitem.cfm?party=rep&id=266540)
10/17/2006 - Renowned Scientist Defects From Belief in Global Warming – Caps
Year of Vindication for Skeptics (http://epw.senate.gov/pressitem.cfm?
party=rep&id=264777)
10/30/2006 - “I Don’t Like The Word ‘Balance’’- Says ABC News Global Warming
Reporter (http://epw.senate.gov/fact.cfm?party=rep&id=265464)
10/24/2006 - Senator Inhofe Credited For Prompting Newsweek Admission of Error
on 70's Predictions of Coming Ice Age - In Case You Missed It.... (http://epw.senate.
gov/fact.cfm?party=rep&id=265087 )
09/25/2006 – Senator Inhofe Speech: “Hot & Cold Media Spin: A Challenge To
Journalists Who Cover Global Warming” (http://epw.senate.gov/speechitem.cfm?
party=rep&id=263759)
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Scientists Counter AP Article Promoting Computer Model Climate Fears
September 24, 2007

Scientists Counter AP Article Promoting Computer Model
Climate Fears
Posted By Marc Morano – Marc_Morano@EPW.Senate.Gov 9:55 AM ET
Nearly two dozen prominent scientists from around the world have denounced a recent
Associated Press article promoting sea level fears in the year 2100 and beyond based on
unproven computer models predictions. The AP article also has been accused of
mischaracterizing the views of a leading skeptic of man-made global warming fears. The
scientists are dismissing the AP article, entitled “Rising Seas Likely to Flood U.S.
History” (LINK) as a “scare tactic,” “sheer speculation,” and “hype of the worst
order.” (H/T: Noel Sheppard of Newsbusters.org - LINK)
Dr. Richard S. Courtney, a climate and atmospheric science consultant and a UN
IPCC expert reviewer ridiculed the AP article.
“Rarely have I read such a collection of unsubstantiated and scare-mongering twaddle.
Not only do real studies show no increase to rate of sea level change, the [AP] article
gives reasons for concern that are nonsense,” Courtney told Inhofe EPW Press Blog on
September 23.
UN IPCC reviewer and climate researcher Dr Vincent Gray, of New Zealand
slammed the article as well:
“This [AP article] is a typical scare story based on no evidence or facts, but only on the
‘opinions’ and ‘beliefs’ of ‘experts’, all of whom have a financial interest in the
promotion of their computer models,” Gray wrote to the Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
Swedish Professor Wibjorn Karlen of the Department of Social and Economic
Geography at Stockholm University:
“Another of these hysterical views of our climate,” Karlen wrote to Inhofe EPW Press
Blog regarding the AP article. "Newspapers should think about the damage they are doing
to many persons, particularly young kids, by spreading the exaggerated views of a human
impact on climate,” Karlen explained.
The September 22, 2007 Associated Press article promoting future computer generated
climate fears, appears just days before a high profile UN climate summit in New York
City this week. The AP’s Seth Borenstein has a history of promoting unverifiable climate
fears of the future (See: “AP Incorrectly claims scientists praise Gore’s movie” from June
2006 – LINK )

Related Links
●

●

This AP report comes at a time when the peer-reviewed science is continuing to debunk
the foundation of man-made climate change fears. (See "New Peer-Reviewed Scientific
Update on Gore's Refusal To Studies Chill Global Warming Fears" (LINK)
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's Alabama State Climatologist Dr. John Christy of the University of Alabama in
Huntsville, stated that the AP mischaracterized his views on sea level in the article
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming promoting climate fears a hundred years from now.
Alarmism"
“[My] discussion [with the AP reporter Seth Borenstein] was primarily about the storm
surges which come from hurricanes - that's the real vulnerability. The sea level is rising
around 1 inch per decade, but sea level is like any other climate parameter - its either
rising or falling all the time. To me, 16 inches per century is not a significant problem to
deal with. But since storm surges of 15 to 30 feet occur in 6 hours, any preventive
strategy, like an extra 3 feet of elevation, would be helpful,” Christy wrote to the Inhofe
EPW Press blog.
“Thinking that legislation can change sea level is hubris. I did a calculation on what 1000
new nuclear power plants operating by 2020 would do for the IPCC best guess in the year
2100. The answer is 1.4 cm – about half an inch (if you accept the IPCC projection A1B
for the base case.) Also, there doesn't seem to be any acceleration of the slow trend,”
Christy explained.
Borenstein's AP article stated: “Ultimately, rising seas will likely swamp the first
American settlement in Jamestown, Va., as well as the Florida launch pad that sent the
first American into orbit, many climate scientists are predicting. In about a century, some
of the places that make America what it is may be slowly erased.”
Borenstein, who only quotes six scientists in the article, of which only one can be labeled
a climate skeptic, uses the generic phrase “several leading scientists say." [EPW Blog
Note: This blog report alone quotes nearly two dozen climate experts countering the
AP’s “report” on sea level]
Borenstein’s article also claims alarming sea levels “will happen regardless of any future
actions to curb greenhouse gases, several leading scientists say. And it will reshape the
nation.”
“Storm surges worsened by sea level rise will flood the waterfront getaways of rich
politicians—the Bushes' Kennebunkport and John Edwards' place on the Outer Banks.
And gone will be many of the beaches in Texas and Florida favored by budget-conscious
students on Spring Break,” Borenstein’s AP article continued.
But prominent scientists are speaking out and denouncing the article a mere hours after its
publication.
Here is a sampling of scientists’ reaction to the AP story:
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State of Florida Climatologist Dr. Jim O'Brien of Florida State University countered
the AP article.
“The best measurements of sea level rise are from satellite instrument called altimeters.
Currently they measure 14 inches in 100 years. Everyone agrees that there is no
acceleration. Even the UN IPCC quotes this,” O’Brien wrote to EPW on September 23.
O’Brien is also the director of the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies.
“If you increase the rate of rise by four times, it will take 146 years to rise to five feet. Sea
level rise is the ‘scare tactic’ for these guys,” O’Brien added.
Climate researcher Dr Vincent Gray, of New Zealand, an expert reviewer on every
single draft of the IPCC reports going back to 1990:
The IPCC never makes ‘predictions’, only ‘projections’; what might happen, or be
'likely" if you believe the assumptions in the model. No computer model has ever been
shown to be capable of successful prediction,” Gray wrote to the Inhofe EPW Press Blog
on September 23.
“Actual data on sea levels are unreliable. Long term figures are based on tide-gauge
measurements near port cities prone to subsidence and damage of equipment from severe
weather. Many recent and more reliable measurements show little recent change. Satellite
measurements have shown a recent rise which may be temporary,” Gray added.
Dr. Boris Winterhalter, a retired Senior Research Scientist and Coordinator for
national international marine geological research at the Geological Survey of
Finland:
“Even the worst case scenario is half of that quoted by Associated Press. This is a hype of
the worst order. This whole scare builds on GCM's which we know mimic Earth
processes very simplistically and are thus most unreliable,” Winterhalter told Inhofe EPW
Press Blog on September 23.
“I, as a marine geologist, am abhorred. I just looked at the USGS (US Geological Survey)
site and am astonished that none of the references or fact sheets seem to refer to IPCC
Fourth Assessment Report released this spring,” Winterhalter added.
Prominent scientist Professor Nils-Axel Morner, declared "the rapid rise in sea
levels predicted by computer models simply cannot happen." Morner, a leading world
authority on sea levels and coastal erosion who headed the Department of
Paleogeophysics & Geodynamics at Stockholm University, called the AP story
"propaganda." "The AP article must be regarded as an untenable horror scenario not based
in observational facts," Morner told Inhofe EPW Press Blog, “Sea level will not rise by 1
m in 100 years. This is not even possible. Storm surges are in no way intensified at a sea
level rise. Sea level was not at all rising 'a third of a meter in the last century': only some
10 cm from 1850 to 1940,” he wrote.
Morner previously noted on August 6, 2007: "When we were coming out of the last ice
age, huge ice sheets were melting rapidly and the sea level rose at an average of one meter
per century. If the Greenland ice sheet stated to melt at the same rate - which is unlikely sea level would rise by less than 100 mm - 4 inches per century." Morner, who was
president of the INQUA Commission on Sea Level Changes and Coastal Evolution
from 1999 to 2003, has published a new booklet entitled "The Greatest Lie Ever Told," to
refute claims of catastrophic sea level rise. (LINK)
Dr. Richard S. Courtney, a climate and atmospheric science consultant and a UN
IPCC expert reviewer:
“Global sea level has been rising for the 10,000 years since the last ice age, and no
significant change to the rate of sea level rise has been observed recently,” Courtney
wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog on September 23.
"A continuing rise of ~2 mm/year for the next 100 years would raise sea level by ~0.2 m
as it did during the twentieth century. And it is hard to see any justification for Andrew
Weaver's claim (as quoted by AP) that ‘We're going to get a meter and there's nothing we
can do about it, unless Weaver is talking about the next 500 years,” Courtney wrote.
“Simply, there is no reason to suppose that sea level rise will be more of a problem in this
century than it was in the last century or each of the previous ten centuries,” he
concluded.
Geophysicist Dr. David Deming of University of Oklahoma.
“Projections of sea-level rise are based on projections of future warming, fifty or a
hundred years hence. And these projections are based on speculative computer models
that have numerous uncertainties,” Deming wrote in a September 23, e-mail to Inhofe
EPW Press Blog.
“These models cannot even be tested; their validity is completely unknown. In short,
predictions of future sea-level rise are nothing but sheer speculation,” Deming added.
Swedish Professor Wibjorn Karlen of the Department of Social and Economic
Geography at Stockholm University:
“I have used the NASA temperature data for a study of several major areas. As far as I
can see the IPCC “Global Temperature” is wrong. Temperature is fluctuating but it is still
most places cooler than in the 1930s and 1940s," Karlen wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog
regarding the AP article.
“The latest estimates of sea level rise are 1.31 mm/year. With this water level increase it
will take about 800 years before the water level has increased by 1 m if not conditions
change before that (very likely). Society will looks very different at that time,” he
added.
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Emmy Nominated Meteorologist Art Horn says AP loves ‘a scary story’
“Fearless forecasts from people who likely have never made real time, real world
predictions. We who have worked in the real world of everyday weather forecasting for
decades understand what it's like to be burned, even when you felt the forecast was a lock.
I'm of the belief that most if not all of these predictions come from people who don't
know much about the nature of prediction,” Horn wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog the
day after the AP article was published.
“Working with computer models that don't even start with a climate remotely similar to
the real world can't give you results that are in any way close to useful. But the AP and all
news organizations love a scary story. I know, I worked as a TV meteorologist for 25
years. If it will generate a buzz they will run with it,” Horn explained.
“Making predictions about how much sea level will rise helps to insure the money train
will continue. There will be people in seats of power that will continue to feed money to
universities, research facilities and people like [NASA’s] James Hansen.
Greenpeace co-founder ecologist Dr. Patrick Moore noted the AP article was way off
base from even the UN IPCC predictions.
“The IPCC predicts 18 - 59 cm, i.e. their high end is about half predicted in the AP story,
and the AP story warns of a possible three meters,” Moore told Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
“The sea was 400 feet (130 meters) lower than today at the peak of the last Ice Age
18,000 years ago. This is an average of 72 cm/100 years. Most of this occurred between
18,000 and 6,000 years ago so there were periods when the sea rose more that 1 meter per
100 years,” Moore concluded.
Former Harvard physicist Dr. Lubos Motl:
“There's no good reason to expect more than 3 millimeters per year in average. It's been
really 1.5 mm in the last 50 years, and 2 mm per year in 1900-1950. The rate has
actually slowed down according to some papers,” Motl wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
“Any model that predicts significant acceleration [of sea level] with growing CO2 is
falsified or nearly falsified by the observed data. It's crazy to think that this slow gradual
rise is anything that would justify any actions besides the houses that have to be either
moved or protected on the centennial scale,” he added.
“Any calculation that wants to indicate that the effects of sea level rise are a significant
portion of the life or the economy is simply a miscalculation,” he concluded.
Chemist and agronomist Paavo Siitam:
“Despite some doom and gloom predictions, excluding waves washing onto shores by
relatively rarely occurring tsunamis and storm-surges, low-lying areas on the face of our
planet have NOT yet been submerged by rising oceans... so probably low-lying areas
along shorelines of Canada and the USA will be SAFE into foreseeable and even distant
futures,” Siitam wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
“By the way, I'd be happy to buy prized oceanfront properties at bargain prices, anywhere
in the world, when unwarranted, panic selling begins. The dire predictions will not come
true this century,” he added.
IPCC 2007 Expert Reviewer Dr. Madhav Khandekar, a Ph.D meteorologist:
“I cannot help but conclude that this is one more example of scare-mongering by some
very reputed scientists in the atmosphere/ocean science. I am disappointed to find that
none of these scientists seem to want to refer to the excellent work of Prof Morner of
Stockholm University who was the President of the INQUA commission for Maldive
Islands SLR and who has discounted & dismissed the Maldive Islands 'disappearing' in
ONE hundred years or even earlier according to some scare-mongerers!” Khandekar
wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
“Besides Prof Morner's excellent studies, the scientists named in the news story seem to
have ignored another well-documented study by Simon Holgate , an oceanographer in
UK, whose paper in GRL( Geophysical Research Letters, 2007) has analyzed nine long
sea-level records from 1903-2003 and the study finds that the SLR from 1953-2003 was
about 1.5 mm/yr while the SLR from 1903-1953 was about 2 mm/yr, so there is NO
ESCALATING sea level rise at present,” Khandekar explained.
“If the earth's climate enters into a mini ice age by 2035-2040 as several solar scientists
are suggesting now, we may NOT even see half the sea level rise as quoted above,” he
added.
Atmospheric physicist Dr. Fred Singer:
“The key to Borenstein’s story is the first very word: 'Ultimately.' Yes -- with sea level
continuing to rise at the rate of about seven inches per century (as it has in past centuries),
Florida will be flooded in a few 1000 years,” Singer, co-author of “Unstoppable Global
Warming Every 1500 Years,” wrote.
Singer added sea levels will rise “unless a new ice age begins sooner -- lowering sea level
-- as ocean water turns into continental ice sheets.”
Dr. Art Robinson of the Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine:
“Long term temperature data suggest that the current - entirely natural and not man made
- temperature rise of about 0.5 degrees C per century could continue for another 200
years. Therefore, the best data available leads to an extrapolated value of about 1 foot of
rise during the next two centuries,” Robinson explained to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
”There is no scientific basis upon which to guess that the rise will be less or will be more
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than this value. Such a long extrapolation over two centuries is likely to be significantly in
error - but it is the only extrapolation that can be made with current data. There may be no
sea level rise at all. No one knows,” he added.
Accuweather chief meteorologist Joe Bastardi, who specializes in long-range
forecasts, slammed the AP article for being offering up "a series of anything can
happen and probably will statements."
“As someone who competes in the private sector and gets fired if my forecasts are not
supply enough merit to be right enough for clients to benefit, I would welcome the kind of
padding one has in making such outrageous long range forecasts that no one still alive
will be able to verify,” Bastardi explained.

Internationally known forecasting pioneer Scott Armstrong of the Wharton School
at the Ivy League University of Pennsylvania and his colleague Kesten Green
Monash University in Australia:
“Dire consequences have been predicted to arise from warming of the Earth in coming
decades of the 21st Century. Enormous sea level rises is one of the more dramatic
forecasts. According to the AP’s Borenstein, such sea-level forecasts were experts'
judgments on what will happen,” Armstrong and Green wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
“As shown in our analysis experts' forecasts have no validity in situations characterized
by high complexity, high uncertainty, and poor feedback. To date we are unaware of any
forecasts of sea levels that adhere to proper (scientific) forecasting methodology and our
quick search on Google Scholar came up short,” Armstrong and Green explained.
“Media outlets should be clear when they are reporting on scientific work and when they
are reporting on the opinions held by some scientists. Without scientific support for their
forecasting methods, the concerns of scientists should not be used as a basis for public
policy,” they concluded.
The Viscount Christopher Monckton of Brenchley in the UK, an advisor to the
Science and Pulblic Policy Institute, who has authored numerous climate science
analyses (LINK):
“Given the absence of credible evidence for extreme sea-level rise over the coming
century in the peer-reviewed literature, the IPCC has been compelled to reduce its sealevel estimates. The mean centennial sea-level rise over then 10,000 years since the end of
the last Ice Age has been 4 feet per century; in the 20th century sea level rose less than 8
inches; and the IPCC's current central estimate is that in the coming century sea level will
rise by just 43 cm (1 ft 5 in),” Monckton wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
Canadian Geologist Albert F. Jacobs, co-founder of the group Friends of Science:
“Basic to the IPCC case for sea level rise and for the alarmists’ hype is the hypothesis that
increasing levels of carbon dioxide will cause increasing amounts of global warming. It
should be stressed that this assumption of truth is no more than a hypothesis, which is
increasingly being attacked and on which any meaningful discussion has been thwarted
by the IPCC’s political masters,” Jacobs wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
“As far as CO2 is concerned, basic physics has always been clear about the limitations of
higher concentrations of gas to absorb equivalent amounts of heat radiation. ‘Doubling of
CO2’ does none of the things the IPCC’s computer says it does. And that’s all separate
from the fact that water vapour is a much greater ‘greenhouse’ driver than carbon dioxide
in any case," Jacobs added.
Canadian economist Dr. Ross McKitrick of the University of Guelph in Ontario
(who was key in debunking the infamous “Hockey Stick”) pointed out that real estate
values would be plummeting on the coastlines if the AP article was accurate.
“If what they're saying is true, we will see the effect on land values long before we see the
effect on sea levels. They are saying that it is certain that all sea-level waterfront property
around the US will be worthless in 50-100 years. Since the market is very efficient at
discounting future certainties into present values, US beachfront property ought to be
losing at least 20 percent of its remaining value every decade from now on,” McKitrick
wrote to Inhofe EPW Press Blog.
”It might be worth asking some real estate agents, especially in places like Hollywood
and the Hamptons, where there seems to be such a consciousness of global warming, if
beachfront owners are beginning to dump their properties at a discount. Because, of
course, if some people have inside information that this land is really going to be
worthless soon, they'll be the first ones to cash out and move to higher ground,” he
concluded.
As EPW previously reported in a comprehensive report debunking fears of Greenland
melting and a scary sea level rise, many prominent scientists dismiss computer model
fears. (LINK)
Ivy League geologist Dr. Robert Giegengack of the University of Pennsylvania,
explains that sea level is only rising up 1.8 millimeters per year (0.07 inches) -- less than
the thickness of one nickel.
"Sea level is rising," Giegengack said, but it's been rising ever since warming set in
18,000 years ago, he explained according to a February 2007 article in Philadelphia
Magazine. “So if for some reason this warming process that melts ice is cutting loose and
accelerating, sea level doesn’t know it. And sea level, we think, is the best indicator of
global warming," he said. (LINK) Giegengack also noted that the history of the last one
billion years on the planet reveals "only about 5% of that time has been characterized by
conditions on Earth that were so cold that the poles could support masses of permanent
ice." (LINK)
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New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
August 20, 2007

New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming
Fears
Posted By Marc Morano – Marc_Morano@EPW.Senate.Gov – 4:44 PM ET
Washington DC – An abundance of new peer-reviewed studies, analyses, and data error
discoveries in the last several months has prompted scientists to declare that fear of
catastrophic man-made global warming “bites the dust” and the scientific underpinnings
for alarm may be “falling apart.” The latest study to cast doubt on climate fears finds that
even a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide would not have the previously predicted
dire impacts on global temperatures. This new study is not unique, as a host of recent peerreviewed studies have cast a chill on global warming fears.
“Anthropogenic (man-made) global warming bites the dust,” declared astronomer Dr. Ian
Wilson after reviewing the new study which has been accepted for publication in the
Journal of Geophysical Research. Another scientist said the peer-reviewed study
overturned “in one fell swoop” the climate fears promoted by the UN and former Vice
President Al Gore. The study entitled “Heat Capacity, Time Constant, and Sensitivity of
Earth’s Climate System,” was authored by Brookhaven National Lab scientist Stephen
Schwartz. (LINK)
“Effectively, this (new study) means that the global economy will spend trillions of
dollars trying to avoid a warming of ~ 1.0 K by 2100 A.D.” Dr. Wilson wrote in a note to
the Senate Environment & Public Works Committee on August 19, 2007. Wilson, a
former operations astronomer at the Hubble Space Telescope Institute in Baltimore MD,
was referring to the trillions of dollars that would be spent under such international global
warming treaties like the Kyoto Protocol.
“Previously, I have indicated that the widely accepted values for temperature increase
associated with a doubling of CO2 were far too high i.e. 2 – 4.5 Kelvin. This new peerreviewed paper claims a value of 1.1 +/- 0.5 K increase for a doubling of CO2,” he added.
Climate fears reduced to ‘children’s games’
Other scientists are echoing Wilson’s analysis. Former Harvard physicist Dr. Lubos Motl
said the new study has reduced proponents of man-made climate fears to “playing the
children’s game to scare each other.”
“Recall that most of the 1.1 degree - about 0.7 degrees - has already occurred since the
beginning of the industrial era. This fact itself is an indication that the climate sensitivity
is unlikely to be much greater than 1 Celsius degree: the effect of most of the doubling
has already been made and it led to 0.7 K of warming,” Motl wrote in an August 17, 2007
blog post. (LINK)
“By the end of the (CO2) doubling i.e. 560 ppm (parts per million) expected slightly
before (the year) 2100 -- assuming a business-as-usual continued growth of CO2 that has
been linear for some time -- Schwartz and others would expect 0.4 C of extra warming
only - a typical fluctuation that occurs within four months and certainly nothing that the
politicians should pay attention to,” Motl explained.
“As far as I can say, all the people who end up with 2 or even 3 Celsius degrees for the
climate sensitivity are just playing the children's game to scare each other, as [MIT
climate scientist] Richard Lindzen says, by making artificial biased assumptions about
positive feedbacks. There is no reasonable, balanced, and self-consistent work that would
lead to such a relatively high sensitivity,” Motl concluded.
Overturning IPCC consensus ‘in one fell swoop’
The new study was also touted as “overturning the UN IPCC 'consensus’ in one fell
swoop” by the American Enterprise Institute’s (AEI) Joel Schwartz in an August 17, 2007
blog post. (LINK)
“New research from Stephen Schwartz of Brookhaven National Lab concludes that the
Earth’s climate is only about one-third as sensitive to carbon dioxide as the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) assumes,” wrote AEI’s Schwartz, who hold
a master’s degree in planetary science from the California Institute of Technology.
The study’s “result is 63% lower than the IPCC’s estimate of 3 degrees C for a doubling
of CO2 (2.0–4.5 degrees C, 2SD range). Right now we’re about 41% above the estimated
pre-industrial CO2 level of 270 ppm. At the current rate of increase of about 0.55% per
year, CO2 will double around 2070. Based on Schwartz’s results, we should expect about
a 0.6 degrees C additional increase in temperature between now and 2070 due to this
additional CO2. That doesn’t seem particularly alarming,” AEI’s Schwartz explained.
“In other words, there’s hardly any additional warming ‘in the pipeline’ from previous
greenhouse gas emissions. This is in contrast to the IPCC, which predicts that the Earth’s
average temperature will rise an additional 0.6 degrees C during the 21st Century even if
greenhouse gas concentrations stopped increasing,” he added.
“Along with dozens of other studies in the scientific literature, [this] new study belies Al
Gore’s claim that there is no legitimate scholarly alternative to climate catastrophism.
Indeed, if Schwartz’s results are correct, that alone would be enough to overturn in one
fell swoop the IPCC’s scientific ‘consensus’, the environmentalists’ climate hysteria, and
the political pretext for the energy-restriction policies that have become so popular with
the world’s environmental regulators, elected officials, and corporations. The question is,
will anyone in the mainstream media notice?” AEI’s Schwartz concluded.
UK officially admits: Global warming has stopped!
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Recent scientific studies may make 2007 go down in history as the "tipping point" of manmade global warming fears. A progression of peer-reviewed studies have been published
which serve to debunk the United Nations, former Vice President Al Gore, and the media
engineered “consensus” on climate change.
Paleoclimate scientist Bob Carter, who has testified before the U.S. Senate Committee on
Environment & Public Works (LINK), noted in a June 18, 2007 essay that global
warming has stopped.
“The accepted global average temperature statistics used by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change show that no ground-based warming has occurred since 1998. Oddly,
this eight-year-long temperature stasis has occurred despite an increase over the same
period of 15 parts per million (or 4 per cent) in atmospheric CO2. Second, lower
atmosphere satellite-based temperature measurements, if corrected for non-greenhouse
influences such as El Nino events and large volcanic eruptions, show little if any global
warming since 1979, a period over which atmospheric CO2 has increased by 55 ppm (17
%),” (LINK)
In August 2007, the UK Met Office was finally forced to concede the obvious: global
warming has stopped. (LINK) The UK Met Office acknowledged the flat lining of global
temperatures, but in an apparent attempt to keep stoking man-made climate alarm, the
Met Office is now promoting more unproven dire computer model projections of the
future. They now claim climate computer models predict “global warming will begin in
earnest in 2009” because greenhouse emissions will then overtake natural climate
variability.
Southern Hemisphere is COOLING
UN scientist Dr. Madhav L. Khandekar, a retired Environment Canada scientist and an
expert IPCC reviewer in 2007, explained on August 6, 2007 that the Southern
Hemisphere is cooling. “In the Southern Hemisphere, the land-area mean temperature has
slowly but surely declined in the last few years. The city of Buenos Aires in Argentina
received several centimeters of snowfall in early July, and the last time it snowed in
Buenos Aires was in 1918! Most of Australia experienced one of its coldest months of
June this year. Several other locations in the Southern Hemisphere have experienced
lower temperatures in the last few years. Further, the sea surface temperatures over world
oceans are slowly declining since mid-1998, according to a recent world-wide analysis of
ocean surface temperatures," Dr. Khandekar explained. (LINK)
Meteorologist Joseph Conklin, who launched the skeptical website www.ClimatePolice.
com in 2007, recently declared the “global warming movement [is] falling apart.”
“A few months ago, a study came out that demonstrated global temperatures have leveled
off. But instead of possibly admitting that this whole global warming thing is a farce, a
group of British scientists concluded that the real global warming won’t start until 2009,”
Conklin wrote in an August 10, 2007 blog post on his website. (LINK)
Climate models made by unlicensed 'software engineers'
But the credibility of these computer model predictions took a significant hit in June 2007
when Dr. Jim Renwick, a top UN IPCC scientist, admitted that climate models do not
account for half the variability in nature and thus are not reliable. "Half of the variability
in the climate system is not predictable, so we don’t expect to do terrifically well,"
Renwick conceded. (LINK)
Another high-profile UN IPCC lead author, Dr. Kevin Trenberth, recently echoed
Renwick’s sentiments about climate models by referring to them as “story lines.”
“In fact there are no predictions by IPCC at all. And there never have been. The IPCC
instead proffers ‘what if’ projections of future climate that correspond to certain
emissions scenarios,” Trenberth wrote in journal Nature’s blog on June 4, 2007. He also
admitted that the climate models have major shortcomings because “they do not consider
many things like the recovery of the ozone layer, for instance, or observed trends in
forcing agents. There is no estimate, even probabilistically, as to the likelihood of any
emissions scenario and no best guess." (LINK)
IPCC reviewer and climate researcher Dr Vincent Gray, of New Zealand, an expert
reviewer on every single draft of the IPCC reports going back to 1990 and author of The
Greenhouse Delusion: A Critique of "Climate Change 2001," declared “The claims of the
IPCC are dangerous unscientific nonsense” in an April 10, 2007 article. (LINK)
“All [UN IPCC does] is make ‘projections’ and ‘estimates’. No climate model has ever
been properly tested, which is what ‘validation’ means, and their ‘projections’ are nothing
more than the opinions of ‘experts’ with a conflict of interest, because they are paid to
produce the models. There is no actual scientific evidence for all these ‘projections’ and
‘estimates,'” Gray noted.
In addtion, meteorologist Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, a scientific pioneer in the development
of numerical weather prediction and former director of research at The Netherlands' Royal
National Meteorological Institute, recently compared scientists who promote computer
models predicting future climate doom to unlicensed “software engineers."
"I am of the opinion that most scientists engaged in the design, development, and tuning
of climate models are in fact software engineers. They are unlicensed, hence unqualified
to sell their products to society," Tennekes wrote on February 28, 2007. (LINK)
Sampling of very recent inconvenient scientific developments for proponents of
catastrophic man-made global warming:
1) New peer-reviewed study finds global warming over last century linked to natural
causes: Published in Geophysical Research Letters: Excerpt: “Tsonis et al. investigate the
collective behavior of known climate cycles such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, the
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North Atlantic Oscillation, the El Nino/Southern Oscillation, and the North Pacific
Oscillation. By studying the last 100 years of these cycles' patterns, they find that the
systems synchronized several times. Further, in cases where the synchronous state was
followed by an increase in the coupling strength among the cycles, the synchronous state
was destroyed. Then a new climate state emerged, associated with global temperature
changes and El Nino/Southern Oscillation variability. The authors show that this
mechanism explains all global temperature tendency changes and El Nino variability in
the 20th century. Authors: Anastasios A. Tsonis, Kyle Swanson, and Sergey Kravtsov:
Atmospheric Sciences Group, Department of Mathematical Sciences, University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, U.S.A. See August 2, 2007 Science Daily
– “Synchronized Chaos: Mechanisms For Major Climate Shifts” (LINK)
2) Belgian weather institute’s (RMI) August 2007 study dismisses decisive role of
CO2 in warming: Excerpt: "Brussels: CO2 is not the big bogeyman of climate change
and global warming. This is the conclusion of a comprehensive scientific study done by
the Royal Meteorological Institute, which will be published this summer. The study does
not state that CO2 plays no role in warming the earth. "But it can never play the decisive
role that is currently attributed to it", climate scientist Luc Debontridder said. "Not CO2,
but water vapor is the most important greenhouse gas. It is responsible for at least 75 % of
the greenhouse effect. This is a simple scientific fact, but Al Gore's movie has hyped CO2
so much that nobody seems to take note of it." said Debontridder. "Every change in
weather conditions is blamed on CO2. But the warm winters of the last few years (in
Belgium) are simply due to the 'North-Atlantic Oscillation'. And this has absolutely
nothing to do with CO2," he added. (LINK)
3) Updated: September 27, 2007: New peer-reviewed study counters global warming
theory, finds carbon dioxide did not end the last Ice Age. Excerpt: Deep-sea
temperatures rose 1,300 years before atmospheric CO2, ruling out the greenhouse gas as
driver of meltdown, says study in Science. Carbon dioxide did not cause the end of the
last ice age, a new study in Science suggests, contrary to past inferences from ice core
records. “There has been this continual reference to the correspondence between CO2 and
climate change as reflected in ice core records as justification for the role of CO2 in
climate change,” said USC geologist Lowell Stott, lead author of the study, slated for
advance online publication Sept. 27 in Science Express. “You can no longer argue that
CO2 alone caused the end of the ice ages.” Deep-sea temperatures warmed about 1,300
years before the tropical surface ocean and well before the rise in atmospheric CO2, the
study found. The finding suggests the rise in greenhouse gas was likely a result of
warming and may have accelerated the meltdown – but was not its main cause. < > “The
climate dynamic is much more complex than simply saying that CO2 rises and the
temperature warms,” Stott said. The complexities “have to be understood in order to
appreciate how the climate system has changed in the past and how it will change in the
future.” (LINK)
4) New peer-reviewed study finds clouds may greatly reduce global warming:
Excerpt: This study published on August 9, 2007 in the Geophysical Research Letters
finds that climate models fail test against real clouds. "To give an idea of how strong this
enhanced cooling mechanism is, if it was operating on global warming, it would reduce
estimates of future warming by over 75 percent," Dr. Roy Spencer said. "At least 80
percent of the Earth's natural greenhouse effect is due to water vapor and clouds, and
those are largely under the control of precipitation systems. Until we understand how
precipitation systems change with warming, I don't believe we can know how much of
our current warming is manmade. Without that knowledge, we can't predict future climate
change with any degree of certainty," Spencer added. The paper was co-authored by
University of Alabama Huntsville's Dr. John R. Christy and Dr. W. Danny Braswell, and
Dr. Justin Hnilo of Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Livermore, CA. (LINK)
5) New peer-reviewed study finds that the solar system regulates the earth’s climate
- The paper, authored by Richard Mackey, was published August 17, 2007 in the Journal
of Coastal Research - Excerpt: “According to the findings reviewed in this paper, the
variable output of the sun, the sun’s gravitational relationship between the earth (and the
moon) and earth’s variable orbital relationship with the sun, regulate the earth’s climate.
The processes by which the sun affects the earth show periodicities on many time scales;
each process is stochastic and immensely complex. (LINK) & (LINK)
6) New peer-reviewed study on Surface Warming and the Solar Cycle: Excerpt: The
study found that times of high solar activity are on average 0.2 degrees C warmer than
times of low solar activity, and that there is a polar amplification of the warming. This
result is the first to document a statistically significant globally coherent temperature
response to the solar cycle, the authors note. Authors: Charles D. Camp and Ka Kit Tung:
Department of Applied Mathematics, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, U.S.
A. Source: Geophysical Research Letters (GRL) paper 10.1029/2007GL030207, 2007
(LINK) [EPW Blog Note: Despite the fact that one of the co-author’s protests this study
being used to chill climate fears, this paper is an important contribution to establishing
the solar climate link.]
7) Update - August 29, 2007: SURVEY: LESS THAN HALF OF ALL PUBLISHED
SCIENTISTS ENDORSE GLOBAL WARMING THEORY - Excerpt: "Of 539 total
papers on climate change, only 38 (7%) gave an explicit endorsement of the consensus. If
one considers 'implicit' endorsement (accepting the consensus without explicit statement),
the figure rises to 45%. However, while only 32 papers (6%) reject the consensus
outright, the largest category (48%) are neutral papers, refusing to either accept or reject
the hypothesis. This is no 'consensus.'" (LINK) A July 2007 review of 539 abstracts in
peer-reviewed scientific journals from 2004 through 2007 found that climate science
continues to shift toward the views of global warming skeptics. Excerpt: “There
appears to be little evidence in the learned journals to justify the climate-change
alarm.” (LINK)
8) Chinese scientists Lin Zhen-Shan, and Sun Xian’s 2007 study, published in the
peer-reviewed Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics, noted that CO2’s impact on
warming may be “excessively exaggerated.” Excerpt: “The global climate warming is
not solely affected by the CO2 greenhouse effect. The best example is temperature
obviously cooling however atmospheric CO2 concentration is ascending from 1940s to
1970s. Although the CO2 greenhouse effect on global climate change is unsuspicious, it
could have been excessively exaggerated. It is high time to reconsider the trend of global
climate change,” the two scientists concluded. (LINK) & (LINK)
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9) Updated: October 2, 2007: Danish National Space Center Study concludes: “The
Sun still appears to be the main forcing agent in global climate change.” The report
was authored by Physicist Henrik Svensmark and Eigil Friis-Christensen. (LINK)
Several other recent scientific studies and scientists have debunked a media hyped UK
study alleging there has not been a solar-climate link in the past 20 years. UK
Astrophysicist Piers Corbyn confirmed the Danish study and also debunked the “No SolarClimate Link Study” on July 14, 2007. Excerpt: “[The study claiming to prove a]
‘refutation’ of the decisive role of solar activity in driving climate is as valid as claiming a
particular year was not warm by simply looking at the winter half of data. The most
significant and persistent cycle of variation in the world’s temperature follows the 22-year
magnetic cycle of the sun’s activity,” Corbyn, who heads the UK based long-term solar
forecast group Weather Action, wrote. (LINK) Other studies and scientists have found
also confirmed the solar-climate link. (LINK) & (LINK) & (LINK)
10) A June 29, 2007 critique by Gerd Burger of Berlin’s Institute of Meteorology in
the peer-reviewed Science Magazine challenged a previously touted study claiming
the 20th century had been unusually warm. Excerpt: “Burger argues that [the 2006
temperature analysis by] Osborn and Briffa did not apply the appropriate statistical tests
that link the proxy records to observational data, and as such, Osborn and Briffa did not
properly quantify the statistical uncertainties in their analyses. Burger repeated all
analyses with the appropriate adjustments and concluded “As a result, the ‘highly
significant’ occurrences of positive anomalies during the 20th century
disappear.” (LINK) Burger's technical comments in Science Magazine state: “Osborn and
Briffa (Reports, 10 February 2006, p. 841) identified anomalous periods of warmth or
cold in the Northern Hemisphere that were synchronous across 14 temperature-sensitive
proxies. However, their finding that the spatial extent of 20th-century warming is
exceptional ignores the effect of proxy screening on the corresponding significance levels.
After appropriate correction, the significance of the 20th-century warming anomaly
disappears.” (LINK)
11) An April 2007 study revealed the Earth’s climate “seesawing” during the last
10,000 years, according to Swedish researchers Svante Björck, Karl Ljung and Dan
Hammarlund of Lund University. Excerpt: During the last 10,000 years climate has
been seesawing between the North and South Atlantic Oceans. As revealed by findings
presented by Quaternary scientists at Lund University, Sweden, cold periods in the north
have corresponded to warmth in the south and vice verse. These results imply that Europe
may face a slightly cooler future than predicted by IPCC, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. < > We can identify a persistent "seesaw" pattern. When the South
Atlantic was warm it was cold in the North Atlantic and vice versa. This is most certainly
related to large-scale ocean circulation in the Atlantic Ocean. The main current system "the Great Ocean Conveyor" - is driven by sinking of dense, relatively cold and salty
water in the northern North Atlantic. This results in southward-flowing deep-water that is
replaced by warm surface water brought to high northern latitudes from the tropics and
ultimately from the South Atlantic, says Svante Björck. < > Our results from Nightingale
Island in the Tristan da Cunha island group, between South Africa and Argentina, for the
first time give evidence of warming of the South Atlantic associated with cooling in the
north. This is a major breakthrough in palaeoclimate research. (LINK)
12) An August 2007 NASA temperature data error discovery has lead to 1934 -- not
the previously hyped 1998 -- being declared the hottest in U.S. history since records
began. Revised data now reveals four of the top ten hottest years in the U.S. were in the
1930's while only three of the hottest years occurred in the last decade. Excerpt: "NASA
has yet to own up fully to its historic error in misinterpreting US surface temperatures to
conform to the Global Warming hypothesis, as discovered by Stephen McIntyre at
ClimateAudit.org." (LINK) [EPW Blog note: 80% of man-made CO2 emissions
occurred after 1940. (LINK) ]
13) Numerous U.S. temperature collection data errors exposed by team of
researchers led by Meteorologist Anthony Watts in 2007 (LINK) - “The (U.S.)
National Climate Data Center (NCDC) is in the middle of a scandal. Their global
observing network, the heart and soul of surface weather measurement, is a disaster.
Urbanization has placed many sites in unsuitable locations — on hot black asphalt, next
to trash burn barrels, beside heat exhaust vents, even attached to hot chimneys and above
outdoor grills! The data and approach taken by many global warming alarmists is
seriously flawed. If the global data were properly adjusted for urbanization and station
siting, and land use change issues were addressed, what would emerge is a cyclical
pattern of rises and falls with much less of any background trend,” Meteorologist Joseph
Conklin wrote in an August 10, 2007 blog post. (LINK)
14) Team of Scientists Question Validity Of A 'Global Temperature' – The study was
published in Journal of Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics. Excerpt from a March 18,
2007 article in Science Daily: “Discussions on global warming often refer to 'global
temperature.' Yet the concept is thermodynamically as well as mathematically an
impossibility, says Bjarne Andresen, a professor at The Niels Bohr Institute, University of
Copenhagen, who has analyzed this topic in collaboration with professors Christopher
Essex from University of Western Ontario and Ross McKitrick from University of
Guelph, Canada.” The Science Daily article reads: "It is impossible to talk about a single
temperature for something as complicated as the climate of Earth", Bjarne Andresen says,
an expert of thermodynamics. "A temperature can be defined only for a homogeneous
system. Furthermore, the climate is not governed by a single temperature. Rather,
differences of temperatures drive the processes and create the storms, sea currents,
thunder, etc. which make up the climate.” He explains that while it is possible to treat
temperature statistically locally, it is meaningless to talk about a global temperature for
Earth. The Globe consists of a huge number of components which one cannot just add up
and average. That would correspond to calculating the average phone number in the
phone book. That is meaningless. Or talking about economics, it does make sense to
compare the currency exchange rate of two countries, whereas there is no point in talking
about an average 'global exchange rate.’” The article concludes: “Thus claims of disaster
may be a consequence of which averaging method has been used, the researchers point
out.” (LINK)
15) Updated: September 26, 2007: New Report from the international group
Institute of Physics’ finds no “consensus” on global warming. Excerpt: As world
leaders gathered in New York for a high-level UN meeting on climate change, a new
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report by some of the world's most renowned scientists urges policymakers to keep their
eyes on the "science grapevine", arguing that their understanding of global warming is
still far from complete. Recognizing that powerful computer-based simulations are a key
element in predicting climate change, a new Institute of Physics (IOP)
report, published on 26 September 2007, shows that leading climate-physicists' views on
the reliability of these models differ. The IOP is also urging world leaders "to remain alert
to the latest scientific thought on climate change". (LINK)
16) A July 2007 analysis of peer-reviewed literature thoroughly debunks fears of
Greenland and the Arctic melting and predictions of a frightening sea level rise.
Excerpt: "Research in 2006 found that Greenland has been warming since the 1880’s, but
since 1955, temperature averages at Greenland stations have been colder than the period
between 1881-1955. A 2006 study found Greenland has cooled since the 1930's and
1940's, with 1941 being the warmest year on record. Another 2006 study concluded
Greenland was as warm or warmer in the 1930’s and 40’s and the rate of warming from
1920-1930 was about 50% higher than the warming from 1995-2005. One 2005 study
found Greenland gaining ice in the interior higher elevations and thinning ice at the lower
elevations. In addition, the often media promoted fears of Greenland’s ice completely
melting and a subsequent catastrophic sea level rise are directly at odds with the latest
scientific studies." [See July 30, 2007 Report - Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of
Greenland Melt – (LINK) ]
17) Update - September 11, 2007: Antarctic ice GROWS to record levels.
Excerpt: While the news focus has been on the lowest ice extent since satellite monitoring
began in 1979 for the Arctic, the Southern Hemisphere (Antarctica) has quietly set a new
record for most ice extent since 1979. This can be seen on this graphic from this
University of Illinois site The Cryosphere Today, which updated snow and ice extent for
both hemispheres daily. The Southern Hemispheric areal coverage is the highest in the
satellite record, just beating out 1995, 2001, 2005 and 2006. Since 1979, the trend has
been up for the total Antarctic ice extent. < > This winter has been an especially harsh one
in the Southern Hemisphere with cold and snow records set in Australia, South America
and Africa. (LINK) & (LINK) A February 2007 study reveals Antarctica is
not following predicted global warming models. Excerpt: “A new report on climate
over the world's southernmost continent shows that temperatures during the late 20th
century did not climb as had been predicted by many global climate models." The
research was led by David Bromwich, professor of professor of atmospheric sciences in
the Department of Geography, and researcher with the Byrd Polar Research Center at
Ohio State University. [See: Antarctic temperatures disagree with climate model
predictions - (LINK) ]
18) Update - September 14, 2007: A soon to be released survey finds Polar Bear
population rising in warmer part of the Arctic. Excerpt: Fears that two-thirds of the
world’s polar bears will die off in the next 50 years are overblown, says [Arctic biologist]
Mitchell Taylor, the Government of Nunavut’s director of wildlife research. “I think it’s
naïve and presumptuous,” Taylor said. < > The Government of Nunavut is conducting a
study of the [southern less ice region of the] Davis Strait bear population. Results of the
study won’t be released until 2008, but Taylor says it appears there are some 3,000 bears
in an area - a big jump from the current estimate of about 850 bears. “That’s not theory.
That’s not based on a model. That’s observation of reality,” he says. And despite the fact
that some of the most dramatic changes to sea ice is seen in seasonal ice areas such as
Davis Strait, seven or eight of the bears measured and weighed for the study this summer
are among the biggest on record, Taylor said. “Davis Strait is crawling with polar bears.
It's not safe to camp there. They're fat. The mothers have cubs. The cubs are in good
shape,” Taylor said, according to a September 14, 2007 article. (LINK) [EPW Blog
Note: In a classic case of observed reality versus unproven computer model predictions,
the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service estimates that the polar bear population is currently at
20,000 to 25,000 bears, up from as low as 5,000-10,000 bears in the 1950s and 1960s.
A 2002 U.S. Geological Survey of wildlife in the Arctic Refuge Coastal Plain noted that
the polar bear populations ‘may now be near historic highs.’ ]
19) Even the alarmist UN has cut sea level rise estimates dramatically since 2001 and
has reduced man’s estimated impact on the climate by 25%. Meanwhile a separate
2006 UN report found that cow emissions are more damaging to the planet than all of the
CO2 emissions from cars and trucks. (LINK)
20) Update - September 10, 2007: New study claims UN IPCC peer-review process is
"an illusion." A September 2007 analysis of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change) scientific review process entitled “Peer Review? What Peer Review?”
by climate data analyst John McLean, revealed very few scientists are actively involved in
the UN's peer-review process. According to the analysis, “The IPCC would have us
believe that its reports are diligently reviewed by many hundreds of scientists and that
these reviewers endorse the contents of the report. Analyses of reviewer comments show
a very different and disturbing story.” The paper continued: "In [the IPCC's] Chapter 9,
the key science chapter, the IPCC concludes that 'it is very highly likely that greenhouse
gas forcing has been the dominant cause of the observed global warming over the last 50
years.' The IPCC leads us to believe that this statement is very much supported by the
majority of reviewers. The reality is that there is surprisingly little explicit support for this
key notion. Among the 23 independent reviewers just 4 explicitly endorsed the chapter
with its hypothesis, and one other endorsed only a specific section. Moreover, only 62 of
the IPCC’s 308 reviewers commented on this chapter at all." The analysis
concluded: “The IPCC reports appear to be largely based on a consensus of scientific
papers, but those papers are the product of research for which the funding is strongly
influenced by previous IPCC reports. This makes the claim of a human influence selfperpetuating and for a corruption of the normal scientific process.” (LINK)
21) A May 2007 Senate Environment & Public Works report detailed a sampling of
scientists who were once believers in man-made global warming and who now are
skeptical. [See May 15, 2007 report: Climate Momentum Shifting: Prominent
Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now Skeptics: Growing
Number of Scientists Convert to Skeptics After Reviewing New Research –
(LINK) ]
22) An upcoming Fall 2007 blockbuster U.S. Senate report is set to be released that
will feature a sampling of peer-reviewed studies and hundreds of scientists (many
current and former UN scientists) who have spoken out recently against Gore, the
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UN, and the media engineered climate “consensus.” Please keep checking this blog
for updates.
Prominent scientists speak out to calm CO2 emission fears
Many prominent scientists have spoken out in 2007 to debunk many fears relating to
increased carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. Climatologist Dr. Timothy Ball recently
explained that one of the reasons climate models are failing is because they overestimate
the warming effect of CO2 in the atmosphere. Ball described how CO2’s warming impact
diminishes. “Even if CO2 concentration doubles or triples, the effect on temperature
would be minimal. The relationship between temperature and CO2 is like painting a
window black to block sunlight. The first coat blocks most of the light. Second and third
coats reduce very little more. Current CO2 levels are like the first coat of black paint,”
Ball explained in a June 6, 2007 article in Canada Free Press. (LINK)
Boston College paleoclimatologist Dr. Amy Frappier recently explained how carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere can cease to have a warming impact. Frappier noted in a
February 1, 2007 article in Boston College’s newspaper The Heights, that greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere do not consistently continue to have a warming effect on
Earth, but the impact of the gases instead stabilize and cease having a warming effect.
"At some point the heat-trapping capacity of [CO2] and its effect gets saturated," said
Frappier, "and you don't have increased heating." (LINK) "The geologic record shows
that many millions of years ago, CO2 levels were indeed higher - in some cases many
times higher - than today," Frappier, who believes mankind is having an impact on the
climate, explained. According the article, Frappier criticizes Gore because “the movie (An
Inconvenient Truth) fails to mention any ancient incongruity between carbon dioxide and
temperature.”
Spitting outside has ‘same effect’ as doubling CO2
In May 2007, the “father of meteorology” Dr. Reid Bryson, the founding chairman of the
Department of Meteorology at University of Wisconsin, dismissed fears of increased manmade CO2 in the atmosphere.
“You can go outside and spit and have the same effect as doubling carbon dioxide,”
Bryson, who has been identified by the British Institute of Geographers as the most
frequently cited climatologist in the world, said. (LINK) “All this argument is the
temperature going up or not, it’s absurd. Of course it’s going up. It has gone up since the
early 1800s, before the Industrial Revolution, because we’re coming out of the Little Ice
Age, not because we’re putting more carbon dioxide into the air,” Bryson added.
Environmental economist Dennis Avery, co-author with climate scientist Dr. Fred Singer
of the new book "Unstoppable Global Warming Every 1500 Years," explained the impact
man-made CO2 has had on global temperatures. "The earth has warmed only a net 0.2
degrees C of net warming since 1940. Human-emitted CO2 gets the blame for only half of
that—or 0.1 degree C of warming over 65 years! We've had no warming at all since 1998.
Remember, too, that each added unit of CO2 has less impact on the climate. The first 40
parts per million of human-emitted CO2 added to the atmosphere in the 1940s had as
much climate impact as the next 360 ppm," Avery wrote in August 2007. The book,
"Unstoppable Global Warming Every 1500 Years," details more than 100 scientific
studies with more than 300 co-authors revealing how solar activity is linked to the Earth's
natural temperature cycles.
"How do the Greens project a mind-numbing surge of global warming from this New
Math on Global Warming?" Avery asked, calling the new scientific research debunking
climate fears a "real crisis" for Gore and the proponents of man-made catastrophic global
warming. (LINK)
‘Temperature drives CO2’
Ivy League geologist Dr. Robert Giegengack, the chair of Department of Earth and
Environmental Science at the University of Pennsylvania, recently spoke out against fears
of rising CO2 impacts promoted by Gore and others. Giegengack does not even consider
global warming among the top ten environmental problems.
“In terms of [global warming’s] capacity to cause the human species harm, I don’t think it
makes it into the top 10,” Giegengack said in an interview in the May/June 2007 issue of
the Pennsylvania Gazette. (LINK) Giegengack also noted “for most of Earth’s history, the
globe has been warmer than it has been for the last 200 years. It has rarely been
cooler.” (LINK) “[Gore] claims that temperature increases solely because more CO2 in
the atmosphere traps the sun’s heat. That’s just wrong … It’s a natural interplay. As
temperature rises, CO2 rises, and vice versa,” Giegengack explained. “It’s hard for us to
say that CO2 drives temperature. It’s easier to say temperature drives CO2,” he added.
(LINK) "The driving mechanism is exactly the opposite of what Al Gore claims, both in
his film and in that book. It's the temperature that, through those 650,000 years, controlled
the CO2; not the CO2 that controlled the temperature," he added. (LINK)
“Certain ‘feedback loops’ naturally control the levels of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. A warmer temperature drives gases out of solution in the ocean and releases
them,” he continued. “[Today, humans] are putting 6.5 billion tons of fossil-fuel carbon
into the atmosphere, and only 3.5 billion is staying there, so 3 billion tons is going
somewhere else. In the past, when the Earth’s climate rose, CO2 came out of the ocean,
the soils, and the permafrost. Today as temperatures rise, excess CO2 is instead going into
those and other reservoirs. This reversed flux is very important. Because of this, if we
reduced the rate at which we put carbon into the atmosphere, it won’t reduce the
concentration in the atmosphere; CO2 is just going to come back out of these reservoirs ...
If we were to stop manufacturing CO2 tomorrow, we wouldn’t see the effects of that for
generations,” Giegengack said.
Man-made CO2 equivalent to linoleum on first floor of 100 story building
Meteorologist Joseph D’Aleo, the first Director of Meteorology at The Weather Channel
and former chairman of the American Meteorological Society’s (AMS) Committee on
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Weather Analysis and Forecasting, explained how miniscule mankind’s CO2 emissions
are in relation to the atmosphere.
“If the atmosphere was a 100 story building, our annual anthropogenic CO2 contribution
today would be equivalent to the linoleum on the first floor,” D’Aleo wrote in an August
15, 2007 blog on his website www.IceCap.US. (LINK)
“Carbon dioxide is 0.000383 of our atmosphere by volume (0.038%). Only 2.75% of
atmospheric CO2 is anthropogenic in origin. The amount we emit is said to be up from
1% a decade ago. Despite the increase in emissions, the rate of change of atmospheric
carbon dioxide at Mauna Loa remains the same as the long term average (+0.45%/
year). We are responsible for just 0.001% of this atmosphere. If the atmosphere was a
100 story building, our anthropogenic CO2 contribution today would be equivalent to the
linoleum on the first floor. This is likely because the oceans are a far more important sink
for excess carbon dioxide than generally accepted,” he explained.
NASA's James Hansen calls climate skeptics ‘court jesters’
In the face of this growing surge of scientific research and the increasing number of
scientists speaking out, NASA scientist James Hansen wrote this past week that skeptics
of a predicted climate catastrophe were engaging in “deceit” and were nothing more than
“court jesters.”
“The contrarians will be remembered as court jesters. There is no point to joust with court
jesters. They will always be present,” Hanson wrote on August 16, 2007. (LINK) &
(LINK) & (LINK) [EPW Blog Note: It is ironic to have accusations of ‘deceit’ coming
from a man who conceded in a 2003 issue of Natural Science that the use of “extreme
scenarios" to dramatize global warming “may have been appropriate at one time” to
drive the public's attention to the issue --- a disturbing admission by a prominent
scientist. (LINK) Also worth noting is Hansen’s humorous allegation that he was
muzzled by the current Administration despite the fact he did over 1400 on-the-job
media interviews. (LINK) ]
If the scientific case is so strong for predictions of catastrophic man-made global
warming, why do its promoters like Hansen and his close ally Gore feel the need to resort
to insults and intimidation when attempting to silence skeptics? [EPW Blog Note: Gore
and Hansen are not alone - See: EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy’ Career
of Climate Skeptic - LINK ]
Media continues to ignore growing scientific evidence
The mainstream media’s response to these recent scientific developments casting
significant doubt on warming fears has been – utter silence.
In fact, the media is continuing to promote the unfounded scaremongering of both Gore
and actor Leonardo DiCaprio. Both Newsweek (LINK) and NBC Nightly News (LINK)
thoroughly embarrassed themselves recently with “news” items on global warming.
[EPW Blog Note: Newsweek’s cover article featured such shoddy reporting that the
magazine was forced to debunk itself in the very next issue, as one of its own editors
slapped the magazine down for a “highly contrived” and “ fundamentally misleading”
article on global warming. See: (LINK) ]
###
Related Links:
Global Warming "Consensus" Continues To Melt Away (Op-Ed By Senator Inhofe, Power Magazine)
[ Excerpt: "Yet the media insist that there is a 'consensus' on global warming and claim that the UN IPCC Summary
for Policymakers is the voice of hundreds or even thousands of the world's top scientists. But such claims do not hold
up to even the lightest scrutiny. According to the Associated Press, during the IPCC Summary for Policymakers
meeting in April 2007, only 52 scientists were present." < > "In addition, we often hear how the National Academy
of Sciences (NAS) and the American Meteorological Society (AMS) have issued statements endorsing the so-called
"consensus" view that man is driving global
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EPA Chief Vows to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy’ Career of Climate Skeptic
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Posted By Marc_Morano@EPW.Senate.Gov – 4:12 PM ET
Update (3:00pm ET, Friday, July 27, 2007): American Council on Renewable Energy
(ACORE) contacted the Inhofe EPW Press Blog and asked that we include a link
to Michael Eckhart's response. Also included here is a response by Marlo Lewis.
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During today’s hearing, Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, confronted Stephen Johnson, Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with a threatening e-mail from a group of
which EPA is currently a member. The e-mail threatens to “destroy” the career of a
climate skeptic. Michael T. Eckhart, president of the environmental group the American
Council on Renewable Energy (ACORE), wrote in an email on July 13, 2007 to Marlo
Lewis, senior fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI):
“It is my intention to destroy your career as a liar. If you produce one more editorial
against climate change, I will launch a campaign against your professional integrity. I will
call you a liar and charlatan to the Harvard community of which you and I are members. I
will call you out as a man who has been bought by Corporate America. Go ahead, guy.
Take me on."
In a July 16, Washington Times article, Eckhart confirmed that he did indeed write the
email.
After Senator Inhofe read Eckhart's comments, Johnson vowed to launch a probe
concerning the threatening e-mail. Johnson responded to Inhofe saying, “I was not aware
of this quote.” He continued, “Statements like this are of concern to me. I am a believer
in cooperation and collaboration across all sectors.” Johnson then added, “This is an area I
will look into for the record.” (See YouTube video of exchange between Senator Inhofe
and Johnson)

Contact
Nominations
Hearings

Senator Inhofe replied, “I would like to have you look into this and make an evaluation,
talk it over with your people and see if it is appropriate to be a part of an organization that
is headed up by a person who makes this statement.”

Related Links

Following the hearing, Senator Inhofe announced that he will be sending letters to the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, the Department of Energy, and
EPA, urging them to “reconsider their membership in ACORE.”

●

●

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Full Text of Eckhart’s July 13, 2007 e-mail to CEI’s Lewis:
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Marlo –
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"
You are so full of crap.
You have been proven wrong. The entire world has proven you wrong. You are the last
guy on Earth to get it. Take this warning from me, Marlo. It is my intention to destroy
your career as a liar. If you produce one more editorial against climate change, I will
launch a campaign against your professional integrity. I will call you a liar and charlatan
to the Harvard community of which you and I are members. I will call you out as a man
who has been bought by Corporate America. Go ahead, guy. Take me on.
Mike
Michael T. Eckhart
President
American Council On Renewable Energy (ACORE)
#
Background:
During today’s hearing ( “Examining the Case for the California Waiver: An Update from
EPA” ), Senator Inhofe explained to the Committee that this kind of vilification of climate
skeptics and subsequent threats to their professional integrity are not uncommon.
“This is so typical of these hate filled people who threaten and use vile language. I was
called a traitor by one of the extreme left, this is what happens when you lose your case
and [this threatening e-mail by ACORE’s president] is the best evidence of it,” Senator
Inhofe explained. “We have all of these people who have a stake in [promoting man-made
climate hysteria] like the Weather Channel’s Heidi Cullen. If the trend now in science is
refuting that anthropogenic gases are a primary cause of climate change, then she is out of
business, her whole weekly program (The Climate Code) is gone, her career is gone,”
Senator Inhofe concluded.
Sampling of recent threats and intimidation targeted at climate skeptics:
RFK Jr. Lashes out at skeptics of global warming: 'This is treason. And we need to
start treating them as traitors' (July 8, 2007)
Excerpt: "Get rid of all these rotten politicians that we have in Washington, who are
nothing more than corporate toadies," said Robert F. Kennedy Jr., the environmentalist
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author, president of Waterkeeper Alliance and Robert F. Kennedy's son, who grew hoarse
from shouting. "This is treason. And we need to start treating them as traitors.
Inhofe Responds to RFK Jr’s “Traitor” Comments on Fox News (Video)
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
(January 17, 2007)
Excerpt: The Weather Channel’s most prominent climatologist is advocating that
broadcast meteorologists be stripped of their scientific certification if they express
skepticism about predictions of manmade catastrophic global warming. This latest call to
silence skeptics follows a year (2006) in which skeptics were compared to "Holocaust
Deniers" and Nuremberg-style war crimes trials were advocated by several climate
alarmists.
Inhofe Interview on Fox and Friends: Weather Wars (Video)
NUREMBERG-STYLE TRIALS PROPOSED FOR GLOBAL WARMING
SKEPTICS (October 11, 2006)
Excerpt: Grist Magazine’s staff writer David Roberts called for the Nuremberg-style trials
for the “bastards” who were members of what he termed the global warming “denial
industry.”
Skeptics called 'Climate Criminals’ who are committing ‘Terracide’ (killing of
Planet Earth) (July 25, 2007)
Excerpt: Global warming driven by greenhouse gas pollution (but ultimately by greed,
racism and lying) is killing our Planet. Our Planet, the Earth - is under acute threat from
Climate Criminals threatening the Third World with Climate Genocide and the Biosphere
with Terracide (the killing of our Planet).
Update November 12, 2007: UN official warns ignoring warming would be
'criminally irresponsible'
Excerpt: The U.N.'s top climate official warned policymakers and scientists trying to
hammer out a landmark report on climate change that ignoring the urgency of global
warming would be "criminally irresponsible." Yvo de Boer's comments came at the
opening of a weeklong conference that will complete a concise guide on the state of
global warming and what can be done to
stop the Earth from overheating.
Update: September 29. 2007: VA State Climatologist skeptical of global warming
loses job after clash with Governor: 'I was told that I could not speak in public'
Excerpt: Michaels has argued that the climate is becoming warmer but that the
consequences will not be as dire as others have predicted. Gov. Kaine had warned.
Michaels not to use his official title in discussing his views. "I resigned as Virginia state
climatologist because I was told that I could not speak in public on my area of expertise,
global warming, as state climatologist," Michaels said in a statement this week provided
by the libertarian Cato Institute, where he has been a fellow since 1992. "It was
impossible to maintain academic freedom with this speech restriction." (LINK)
Skeptical State Climatologist in Oregon has title threatened by Governor (February
8, 2007)
Excerpt: “[State Climatologist George Taylor] does not believe human activities are the
main cause of global climate change…So the [Oregon] governor wants to take that title
from Taylor and make it a position that he would appoint. In an exclusive interview with
KGW-TV, Governor Ted Kulongoski confirmed he wants to take that title from Taylor.
Skeptical State Climatologist in Delaware silenced by Governor (May 2, 2007)
Excerpt: Legates is a state climatologist in Delaware, and he teaches at the university.
He`s not part of the mythical climate consensus. In fact, Legates believes that we
oversimplify climate by just blaming greenhouse gases. One day he received a letter from
the governor, saying his views do not concur with those of the administration, so if he
wants to speak out, it must be as an individual, not as a state climatologist. So essentially,
you can have the title of state climatologist unless he`s talking about his views on
climate?
U.N. official says it's 'completely immoral' to doubt global warming fears (May 10, 2007)
Excerpt: UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland declared “it's completely
immoral, even, to question” the UN’s scientific “consensus."
Former US Vice President Al Gore compared global warming skeptics to people who
'believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona' (June 20,
2006)
Gore Refuses to Hear Skeptical Global Warming Views (Video)
UK environment secretary David Miliband said ‘those who deny [climate change]
are the flat-Earthers of the twenty-first century’ (October 6, 2006)
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
View Inhofe YouTube Channel
###
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Climate Momentum Shifting: Prominent Scientists Reverse
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Growing Number of Scientists Convert to Skeptics After Reviewing New Research
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Following the U.S. Senate's vote today on a global warming measure (see today's AP
article: Senate Defeats Climate Change Measure,) it is an opportune time to examine
the recent and quite remarkable momentum shift taking place in climate science. Many
former believers in catastrophic man-made global warming have recently reversed
themselves and are now climate skeptics. The names included below are just a sampling
of the prominent scientists who have spoken out recently to oppose former Vice President
Al Gore, the United Nations, and the media driven “consensus” on man-made global
warming.
The list below is just the tip of the iceberg. A more detailed and comprehensive sampling
of scientists who have only recently spoken out against climate hysteria will be
forthcoming in a soon to be released U.S. Senate report. Please stay tuned to this website,
as this new government report is set to redefine the current climate debate.
In the meantime, please review the list of scientists below and ask yourself why the media
is missing one of the biggest stories in climate of 2007. Feel free to distribute the partial
list of scientists who recently converted to skeptics to your local schools and
universities. The voices of rank and file scientists opposing climate doomsayers can serve
as a counter to the alarmism that children are being exposed to on a daily basis. (See
Washington Post April 16, 2007 article about kids fearing of a “climactic Armageddon” )
The media's climate fear factor seemingly grows louder even as the latest science grows
less and less alarming by the day. (See Der Spiegel May 7, 2007 article: Not the End of
the World as We Know It ) It is also worth noting that the proponents of climate fears are
increasingly attempting to suppress dissent by skeptics. (See UPI May 10, 2007 article: U.
N. official says it's 'completely immoral' to doubt global warming fears )
Once Believers, Now Skeptics ( Link to pdf version )
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Geophysicist Dr. Claude Allegre, a top geophysicist and French Socialist who has
authored more than 100 scientific articles and written 11 books and received numerous
scientific awards including the Goldschmidt Medal from the Geochemical Society of the
United States, converted from climate alarmist to skeptic in 2006. Allegre, who was one
of the first scientists to sound global warming fears 20 years ago, now says the cause of
Related Links
climate change is "unknown" and accused the “prophets of doom of global warming” of
being motivated by money, noting that "the ecology of helpless protesting has become a
● Update on Gore's Refusal To
very lucrative business for some people!" “Glaciers’ chronicles or historical archives
Take the Pledge
point to the fact that climate is a capricious phenomena. This fact is confirmed by
● Download Senator Inhofe's
mathematical meteorological theories. So, let us be cautious,” Allegre explained in a
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
September 21, 2006 article in the French newspaper L'EXPRESS. The National Post in
Debunking Global Warming Canada also profiled Allegre on March 2, 2007, noting “Allegre has the highest
environmental credentials. The author of early environmental books, he fought successful
Alarmism"
battles to protect the ozone layer from CFCs and public health from lead pollution.”
Allegre now calls fears of a climate disaster "simplistic and obscuring the true dangers”
mocks "the greenhouse-gas fanatics whose proclamations consist in denouncing man's
role on the climate without doing anything about it except organizing conferences and
preparing protocols that become dead letters." Allegre, a member of both the French and
U.S. Academy of Sciences, had previously expressed concern about manmade global
warming. "By burning fossil fuels, man enhanced the concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere which has raised the global mean temperature by half a degree in the last
century," Allegre wrote 20 years ago. In addition, Allegre was one of 1500 scientists who
signed a November 18, 1992 letter titled “World Scientists' Warning to Humanity” in
which the scientists warned that global warming’s “potential risks are very great.”
Geologist Bruno Wiskel of the University of Alberta recently reversed his view of manmade climate change and instead became a global warming skeptic. Wiskel was once
such a big believer in man-made global warming that he set out to build a “Kyoto house”
in honor of the UN sanctioned Kyoto Protocol which was signed in 1997. Wiskel wanted
to prove that the Kyoto Protocol’s goals were achievable by people making small changes
in their lives. But after further examining the science behind Kyoto, Wiskel reversed his
scientific views completely and became such a strong skeptic, that he recently wrote a
book titled “The Emperor's New Climate: Debunking the Myth of Global Warming.” A
November 15, 2006 Edmonton Sun article explains Wiskel’s conversion while building
his “Kyoto house”: “Instead, he said he realized global warming theory was full of holes
and ‘red flags,’ and became convinced that humans are not responsible for rising
temperatures.” Wiskel now says “the truth has to start somewhere.” Noting that the Earth
has been warming for 18,000 years, Wiskel told the Canadian newspaper, “If this
happened once and we were the cause of it, that would be cause for concern. But glaciers
have been coming and going for billions of years." Wiskel also said that global warming
has gone "from a science to a religion” and noted that research money is being funneled
into promoting climate alarmism instead of funding areas he considers more worthy. "If
you funnel money into things that can't be changed, the money is not going into the places
that it is needed,” he said.
Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv, one of Israel's top young award winning scientists,
recanted his belief that manmade emissions were driving climate change. ""Like many
others, I was personally sure that CO2 is the bad culprit in the story of global warming.
But after carefully digging into the evidence, I realized that things are far more
complicated than the story sold to us by many climate scientists or the stories regurgitated
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by the media. In fact, there is much more than meets the eye,” Shaviv said in February 2,
2007 Canadian National Post article. According to Shaviv, the C02 temperature link is
only “incriminating circumstantial evidence.” "Solar activity can explain a large part of
the 20th-century global warming" and "it is unlikely that [the solar climate link] does not
exist,” Shaviv noted pointing to the impact cosmic- rays have on the atmosphere.
According to the National Post, Shaviv believes that even a doubling of CO2 in the
atmosphere by 2100 "will not dramatically increase the global temperature." “Even if we
halved the CO2 output, and the CO2 increase by 2100 would be, say, a 50% increase
relative to today instead of a doubled amount, the expected reduction in the rise of global
temperature would be less than 0.5C. This is not significant,” Shaviv explained. Shaviv
also wrote on August 18, 2006 that a colleague of his believed that “CO2 should have a
large effect on climate” so “he set out to reconstruct the phanerozoic temperature. He
wanted to find the CO2 signature in the data, but since there was none, he slowly had to
change his views.” Shaviv believes there will be more scientists converting to man-made
global warming skepticism as they discover the dearth of evidence. “I think this is
common to many of the scientists who think like us (that is, that CO2 is a secondary
climate driver). Each one of us was working in his or her own niche. While working
there, each one of us realized that things just don't add up to support the AGW
(Anthropogenic Global Warming) picture. So many had to change their views,” he wrote.
Mathematician & engineer Dr. David Evans, who did carbon accounting for the
Australian Government, recently detailed his conversion to a skeptic. “I devoted six
years to carbon accounting, building models for the Australian government to estimate
carbon emissions from land use change and forestry. When I started that job in 1999 the
evidence that carbon emissions caused global warming seemed pretty conclusive, but
since then new evidence has weakened the case that carbon emissions are the main cause.
I am now skeptical,” Evans wrote in an April 30, 2007 blog. “But after 2000 the evidence
for carbon emissions gradually got weaker -- better temperature data for the last century,
more detailed ice core data, then laboratory evidence that cosmic rays precipitate low
clouds,” Evans wrote. “As Lord Keynes famously said, ‘When the facts change, I change
my mind. What do you do, sir?’” he added. Evans noted how he benefited from climate
fears as a scientist. “And the political realm in turn fed money back into the scientific
community. By the late 1990's, lots of jobs depended on the idea that carbon emissions
caused global warming. Many of them were bureaucratic, but there were a lot of science
jobs created too. I was on that gravy train, making a high wage in a science job that would
not have existed if we didn't believe carbon emissions caused global warming. And so
were lots of people around me; and there were international conferences full of such
people. And we had political support, the ear of government, big budgets, and we felt
fairly important and useful (well, I did anyway). It was great. We were working to save
the planet! But starting in about 2000, the last three of the four pieces of evidence
outlined above fell away or reversed,” Evans wrote. “The pre-2000 ice core data was the
central evidence for believing that atmospheric carbon caused temperature increases. The
new ice core data shows that past warmings were *not* initially caused by rises in
atmospheric carbon, and says nothing about the strength of any amplification. This piece
of evidence casts reasonable doubt that atmospheric carbon had any role in past
warmings, while still allowing the possibility that it had a supporting role,” he added.
“Unfortunately politics and science have become even more entangled. The science of
global warming has become a partisan political issue, so positions become more
entrenched. Politicians and the public prefer simple and less-nuanced messages. At the
moment the political climate strongly supports carbon emissions as the cause of global
warming, to the point of sometimes rubbishing or silencing critics,” he concluded. (Evans
bio link )
Climate researcher Dr. Tad Murty, former Senior Research Scientist for Fisheries
and Oceans in Canada, also reversed himself from believer in man-made climate change
to a skeptic. “I stated with a firm belief about global warming, until I started working on
it myself,” Murty explained on August 17, 2006. “I switched to the other side in the early
1990's when Fisheries and Oceans Canada asked me to prepare a position paper and I
started to look into the problem seriously,” Murty explained. Murty was one of the 60
scientists who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian
prime minister Stephen Harper which stated in part, "If, back in the mid-1990s, we knew
what we know today about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not exist, because we
would have concluded it was not necessary.”
Botanist Dr. David Bellamy, a famed UK environmental campaigner, former
lecturer at Durham University and host of a popular UK TV series on wildlife,
recently converted into a skeptic after reviewing the science and now calls global
warming fears "poppycock." According to a May 15, 2005 article in the UK Sunday
Times, Bellamy said “global warming is largely a natural phenomenon. The world is
wasting stupendous amounts of money on trying to fix something that can’t be fixed.”
“The climate-change people have no proof for their claims. They have computer models
which do not prove anything,” Bellamy added. Bellamy’s conversion on global warming
did not come without a sacrifice as several environmental groups have ended their
association with him because of his views on climate change. The severing of relations
came despite Bellamy’s long activism for green campaigns. The UK Times reported
Bellamy “won respect from hardline environmentalists with his campaigns to save
Britain’s peat bogs and other endangered habitats. In Tasmania he was arrested when he
tried to prevent loggers cutting down a rainforest.”
Climate scientist Dr. Chris de Freitas of The University of Auckland, N.Z., also
converted from a believer in man-made global warming to a skeptic. “At first I accepted
that increases in human caused additions of carbon dioxide and methane in the
atmosphere would trigger changes in water vapor etc. and lead to dangerous ‘global
warming,’ But with time and with the results of research, I formed the view that, although
it makes for a good story, it is unlikely that the man-made changes are drivers of
significant climate variation.” de Freitas wrote on August 17, 2006. “I accept there may
be small changes. But I see the risk of anything serious to be minute,” he added. “One
could reasonably argue that lack of evidence is not a good reason for complacency. But I
believe the billions of dollars committed to GW research and lobbying for GW and for
Kyoto treaties etc could be better spent on uncontroversial and very real environmental
problems (such as air pollution, poor sanitation, provision of clean water and improved
health services) that we know affect tens of millions of people,” de Freitas concluded. de
Freitas was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal
of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper which stated in part, “Significant
[scientific] advances have been made since the [Kyoto] protocol was created, many of
which are taking us away from a concern about increasing greenhouse gases.”
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Meteorologist Dr. Reid Bryson, the founding chairman of the Department of
Meteorology at University of Wisconsin (now the Department of Oceanic and
Atmospheric Sciences, was pivotal in promoting the coming ice age scare of the 1970’s
( See Time Magazine’s 1974 article “Another Ice Age” citing Bryson: & see Newsweek’s
1975 article “The Cooling World” citing Bryson) has now converted into a leading global
warming skeptic. In February 8, 2007 Bryson dismissed what he terms "sky is falling"
man-made global warming fears. Bryson, was on the United Nations Global 500 Roll of
Honor and was identified by the British Institute of Geographers as the most frequently
cited climatologist in the world. “Before there were enough people to make any difference
at all, two million years ago, nobody was changing the climate, yet the climate was
changing, okay?” Bryson told the May 2007 issue of Energy Cooperative News. “All this
argument is the temperature going up or not, it’s absurd. Of course it’s going up. It has
gone up since the early 1800s, before the Industrial Revolution, because we’re coming out
of the Little Ice Age, not because we’re putting more carbon dioxide into the air,” Bryson
said. “You can go outside and spit and have the same effect as doubling carbon dioxide,”
he added. “We cannot say what part of that warming was due to mankind's addition of
‘greenhouse gases’ until we consider the other possible factors, such as aerosols. The
aerosol content of the atmosphere was measured during the past century, but to my
knowledge this data was never used. We can say that the question of anthropogenic
modification of the climate is an important question -- too important to ignore. However,
it has now become a media free-for-all and a political issue more than a scientific
problem,” Bryson explained in 2005.
Global warming author and economist Hans H.J. Labohm started out as a man-made
global warming believer but he later switched his view after conducting climate research.
Labohm wrote on August 19, 2006, “I started as a anthropogenic global warming
believer, then I read the [UN’s IPCC] Summary for Policymakers and the research of
prominent skeptics.” “After that, I changed my mind,” Labohn explained. Labohn coauthored the 2004 book “Man-Made Global Warming: Unraveling a Dogma,” with
chemical engineer Dick Thoenes who was the former chairman of the Royal
Netherlands Chemical Society. Labohm was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an April
6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper
which stated in part, “’Climate change is real’ is a meaningless phrase used repeatedly by
activists to convince the public that a climate catastrophe is looming and humanity is the
cause. Neither of these fears is justified. Global climate changes all the time due to natural
causes and the human impact still remains impossible to distinguish from this natural
‘noise.’”
Paleoclimatologist Tim Patterson, of Carlton University in Ottawa converted from
believer in C02 driving the climate change to a skeptic. “I taught my students that CO2
was the prime driver of climate change,” Patterson wrote on April 30, 2007. Patterson
said his “conversion” happened following his research on “the nature of paleocommercial fish populations in the NE Pacific.” “[My conversion from believer to climate
skeptic] came about approximately 5-6 years ago when results began to come in from a
major NSERC (Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada) Strategic
Project Grant where I was PI (principle investigator),” Patterson explained. “Over the
course of about a year, I switched allegiances,” he wrote. “As the proxy results began to
come in, we were astounded to find that paleoclimatic and paleoproductivity records were
full of cycles that corresponded to various sun-spot cycles. About that time, [geochemist]
Jan Veizer and others began to publish reasonable hypotheses as to how solar signals
could be amplified and control climate,” Patterson noted. Patterson says his conversion
“probably cost me a lot of grant money. However, as a scientist I go where the science
takes me and not were activists want me to go.” Patterson now asserts that more and more
scientists are converting to climate skeptics. "When I go to a scientific meeting, there's
lots of opinion out there, there's lots of discussion (about climate change). I was at the
Geological Society of America meeting in Philadelphia in the fall and I would say that
people with my opinion were probably in the majority,” Patterson told the Winnipeg Sun
on February 13, 2007. Patterson, who believes the sun is responsible for the recent warm
up of the Earth, ridiculed the environmentalists and the media for not reporting the truth.
"But if you listen to [Canadian environmental activist David] Suzuki and the media, it's
like a tiger chasing its tail. They try to outdo each other and all the while proclaiming that
the debate is over but it isn't -- come out to a scientific meeting sometime,” Patterson said.
In a separate interview on April 26, 2007 with a Canadian newspaper, Patterson explained
that the scientific proof favors skeptics. “I think the proof in the pudding, based on what
(media and governments) are saying, (is) we're about three quarters of the way (to
disaster) with the doubling of CO2 in the atmosphere," he said. “The world should be
heating up like crazy by now, and it's not. The temperatures match very closely with the
solar cycles."
Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, chairman of the Central Laboratory for the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiological Protection in
Warsaw, took a scientific journey from a believer of man-made climate change in the
form of global cooling in the 1970’s all the way to converting to a skeptic of current
predictions of catastrophic man-made global warming. “At the beginning of the 1970s I
believed in man-made climate cooling, and therefore I started a study on the effects of
industrial pollution on the global atmosphere, using glaciers as a history book on this
pollution,” Dr. Jaworowski, wrote on August 17, 2006. “With the advent of man-made
warming political correctness in the beginning of 1980s, I already had a lot of experience
with polar and high altitude ice, and I have serious problems in accepting the reliability of
ice core CO2 studies,” Jaworowski added. Jaworowski, who has published many papers
on climate with a focus on CO2 measurements in ice cores, also dismissed the UN IPCC
summary and questioned what the actual level of C02 was in the atmosphere in a March
16, 2007 report in EIR science entitled “CO2: The Greatest Scientific Scandal of Our
Time.” “We thus find ourselves in the situation that the entire theory of man-made global
warming—with its repercussions in science, and its important consequences for politics
and the global economy—is based on ice core studies that provided a false picture of the
atmospheric CO2 levels,” Jaworowski wrote. “For the past three decades, these wellknown direct CO2 measurements, recently compiled and analyzed by Ernst-Georg Beck
(Beck 2006a, Beck 2006b, Beck 2007), were completely ignored by climatologists—and
not because they were wrong. Indeed, these measurements were made by several Nobel
Prize winners, using the techniques that are standard textbook procedures in chemistry,
biochemistry, botany, hygiene, medicine, nutrition, and ecology. The only reason for
rejection was that these measurements did not fit the hypothesis of anthropogenic climatic
warming. I regard this as perhaps the greatest scientific scandal of our time,” Jaworowski
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wrote. “The hypothesis, in vogue in the 1970s, stating that emissions of industrial dust
will soon induce the new Ice Age, seem now to be a conceited anthropocentric
exaggeration, bringing into discredit the science of that time. The same fate awaits the
present,” he added. Jaworowski believes that cosmic rays and solar activity are major
drivers of the Earth’s climate. Jaworowski was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an
April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister Stephen
Harper which stated in part: "It may be many years yet before we properly understand the
Earth's climate system. Nevertheless, significant advances have been made since the
protocol was created, many of which are taking us away from a concern about increasing
greenhouse gases."
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Ian D. Clark, professor of the Department of Earth Sciences
at University of Ottawa, reversed his views on man-made climate change after further
examining the evidence. “I used to agree with these dramatic warnings of climate disaster.
I taught my students that most of the increase in temperature of the past century was due
to human contribution of C02. The association seemed so clear and simple. Increases of
greenhouse gases were driving us towards a climate catastrophe,” Clark said in a 2005
documentary "Climate Catastrophe Cancelled: What You're Not Being Told About
the Science of Climate Change.” “However, a few years ago, I decided to look more
closely at the science and it astonished me. In fact there is no evidence of humans being
the cause. There is, however, overwhelming evidence of natural causes such as changes in
the output of the sun. This has completely reversed my views on the Kyoto protocol,”
Clark explained. “Actually, many other leading climate researchers also have serious
concerns about the science underlying the [Kyoto] Protocol,” he added.
Environmental geochemist Dr. Jan Veizer, professor emeritus of University of
Ottawa, converted from believer to skeptic after conducting scientific studies of climate
history. “I simply accepted the (global warming) theory as given,” Veizer wrote on April
30, 2007 about predictions that increasing C02 in the atmosphere was leading to a climate
catastrophe. “The final conversion came when I realized that the solar/cosmic ray
connection gave far more consistent picture with climate, over many time scales, than did
the CO2 scenario,” Veizer wrote. “It was the results of my work on past records, on
geological time scales, that led me to realize the discrepancies with empirical
observations. Trying to understand the background issues of modeling led to realization
of the assumptions and uncertainties involved,” Veizer explained. “The past record
strongly favors the solar/cosmic alternative as the principal climate driver,” he added.
Veizer acknowledgez the Earth has been warming and he believes in the scientific value
of climate modeling. “The major point where I diverge from the IPCC scenario is my
belief that it underestimates the role of natural variability by proclaiming CO2 to be the
only reasonable source of additional energy in the planetary balance. Such additional
energy is needed to drive the climate. The point is that most of the temperature, in both
nature and models, arises from the greenhouse of water vapor (model language ‘positive
water vapor feedback’,) Veizer wrote. “Thus to get more temperature, more water vapor
is needed. This is achieved by speeding up the water cycle by inputting more energy into
the system,” he continued. “Note that it is not CO2 that is in the models but its presumed
energy equivalent (model language ‘prescribed CO2’). Yet, the models (and climate)
would generate a more or less similar outcome regardless where this additional energy is
coming from. This is why the solar/cosmic connection is so strongly opposed, because it
can influence the global energy budget which, in turn, diminishes the need for an energy
input from the CO2 greenhouse,” he wrote.
More to follow...
Related Links:
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
Global Warming "Consensus" Continues To Melt Away (Op-Ed By Senator Inhofe,
Power Magazine)
Newsweek Editor Calls Mag's Global Warming 'Deniers' Article 'Highly Contrived'
Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic Standards of Journalism
Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt
EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy’ Career of Climate Skeptic
Senator Inhofe declares climate momentum shifting away from Gore (The Politico op ed)
Scientific Smackdown: Skeptics Voted The Clear Winners Against Global Warming
Believers in Heated NYC Debate
Global Warming on Mars & Cosmic Ray Research Are Shattering Media Driven
"Consensus’
Global Warming: The Momentum has Shifted to Climate Skeptics
Prominent French Scientist Reverses Belief in Global Warming - Now a Skeptic
Top Israeli Astrophysicist Recants His Belief in Manmade Global Warming - Now Says
Sun Biggest Factor in Warming
Warming On Jupiter, Mars, Pluto, Neptune's Moon & Earth Linked to Increased Solar
Activity, Scientists Say
Panel of Broadcast Meteorologists Reject Man-Made Global Warming Fears- Claim 95%
of Weathermen Skeptical
MIT Climate Scientist Calls Fears of Global Warming 'Silly' - Equates Concerns to ‘Little
Kids’ Attempting to "Scare Each Other"
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Weather Channel TV Host Goes 'Political'- Stars in Global Warming Film Accusing U.S.
Government of ‘Criminal Neglect’
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
ABC-TV Meteorologist: I Don't Know A Single Weatherman Who Believes 'Man-Made
Global Warming Hype'
The Weather Channel Climate Expert Refuses to Retract Call for Decertification for
Global Warming Skeptics
Senator Inhofe Announces Public Release Of "Skeptic’s Guide To Debunking Global
Warming"

###

●

Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming
InhofeEPWClimateSkepticsreversingthemselves.pdf | 39.9 KBs
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EPW Fact of the Day: Clinton, Obama Sign Onto to Boxer’s $4,500 Climate Tax on
American Families
May 9, 2007
Posted by Marc Morano - Marc_Morano@epw.Senate.Gov - 1:34 PM ET

Senate Environment & Public Works Chairman Barbara Boxer (D-CA) and Senator
Bernie Sanders (I-VT) have proposed the "Global Warming Pollution Reduction Act"
aimed at combating climate change. The proposed partisan bill (S.309) is supported by
another 15 senators, including: Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton (D-NY); Sen. Barack
Obama (D-IL); Sen. Christopher J. Dodd (D-CT); Sen. Joseph R. Biden (D-DE); Sen.
Daniel K. Akaka (D-HI); Sen. Russell D. Feingold (D-WI); Sen. Daniel K. Inouye (DHI); Sen. Edward M. Kennedy (D-MA); Sen. Frank R. Lautenberg (D-NJ); Sen. Patrick J.
Leahy (D-VT); Sen. Robert Menendez (D-NJ); Sen. Jack Reed (D-RI); Sen. Sheldon
Whitehouse (D-RI); Sen. Barbara A. Mikulski (D-MD), and Sen. Benjamin L. Cardin (DMD).

FACT: A new MIT study concludes that the Sanders-Boxer approach would impose a
tax-equivalent of $366 billion annually, or more than $4,500 per family of four, by 2015.
And the annual costs will grow after 2015. [Read full MIT study]
The Kyoto Protocol would have imposed an equivalent tax of $300 billion a year, 10
times the size of the Clinton-Gore tax increase of 1993. In addition to the MIT study, a
new Congressional Budget Office study released recently, details how a carbon cap-andtrade system would result in massive wealth redistribution from the poor and working
class to wealthier Americans. [Read more on CBO study]
Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), EPW Ranking Member, said today:
"Carbon caps would artificially and needlessly raise the cost of energy the most on
the people least able to afford it. It astounds me that any Senator could support
such a proposal."
Read Senator Inhofe's full opening statement from today's EPW subcommittee hearing
[Link]
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Scientific Smackdown: Skeptics Voted The Clear Winners Against Global Warming
Believers in Heated NYC Debate
March 16, 2007
Posted By Marc Morano – 8:45 AM ET – Marc_Morano@EPW.Senate.gov
Just days before former Vice President Al Gore’s scheduled visit to testify about global
warming before the U.S. Senate Committee on Environment & Public Works, a high
profile climate debate between prominent scientists Wednesday evening ended with
global warming skeptics being voted the clear winner by a tough New York City before
an audience of hundreds of people.
Before the start of the nearly two hour debate the audience polled 57.3% to 29.9% in
favor of believing that Global Warming was a “crisis”, but following the debate the
numbers completely flipped to 46.2% to 42.2% in favor of the skeptical point of view.
The audience also found humor at the expense of former Vice President Gore’s reportedly
excessive home energy use.
After the stunning victory, one of the scientists on the side promoting the belief in a
climate "crisis" appeared to concede defeat by noting his debate team was ‘pretty dull"
and at "a sharp disadvantage" against the skeptics. ScientificAmerican.com’s blog agreed,
saying the believers in a man-made climate catastrophe “seemed underarmed for the
debate and, not surprising, it swung against them."
The New York City audience laughed as Gore became the butt of humor during the
debate.
"What we see in this is an enormous danger for politicians in terms of their hypocrisy. I’m
not going to say anything about Al Gore and his house. But it is a very serious point,"
quipped University of London emeritus professor Philip Stott to laughter from the
audience.
The audience also applauded a call by novelist Michael Crichton to stop the hypocrisy of
environmentalists and Hollywood liberals by enacting a ban on private jet travel.
"Let’s have the NRDC (Natural Resources Defense Council), the Sierra Club and
Greenpeace make it a rule that all of their members, cannot fly on private jets. They must
get their houses off the [power] grid. They must live in the way that they’re telling
everyone else to live. And if they won’t do that, why should we? And why should we take
them seriously?" Crichton said to applause audience. (For more debate quotes see
bottom of article)
The debate was sponsored by the Oxford-style debating group Intelligence Squared and
featured such prominent man-made global warming skeptics as MIT scientist Richard
Lindzen, the University of London emeritus professor of biogeography Philip Stott
and Physician turned Novelist/filmmaker Michael Crichton on one side.
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The scientists arguing for a climate ‘crisis’ were NASA scientist Gavin Schmidt,
meteorologist Richard C.J. Somerville of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
and Brenda Ekwurzel of the Union of Concerned Scientists. The event, which was
moderated by New York Public Radio’s Brian Lehrer, debated the proposition: "Global
warming is not a crisis.”
Skeptics Dramatically Convinced Audience
The skeptics achieved the vote victory despite facing an audience that had voted 57% in
favor of the belief that mankind has created a climate "crisis" moments before the debate
began.
But by the end of the debate, the audience dramatically reversed themselves and became
convinced by the arguments presented by the skeptical scientists. At the conclusion, the
audience voted for the views of the skeptics by a margin of 46.2% to 42.2%. Skeptical
audience members grew from a pre-debate low of 29.9% to a post debate high of 46.2% -a jump of nearly 17 percentage points. [Link to official audience voting results]
[Link to full debate pdf transcript]
Scientist Concedes Debate To Skeptics
NASA’s Gavin Schmidt, one of the scientists debating for the notion of a man-made
global warming "crisis" conceded after the debate that his side was ‘pretty dull’ and was
at "a sharp disadvantage." Schmidt made the comments in a March 15 blog posting at
RealClimate.org.
"…I'm afraid the actual audience (who by temperament I'd say were split roughly half/
half on the question) were apparently more convinced by the entertaining narratives from
[Novelist Michael] Crichton and [UK’s Philip] Stott (not so sure about Lindzen) than they
were by our drier fare. Entertainment-wise it's hard to blame them. Crichton is extremely
polished and Stott has a touch of the revivalist preacher about him. Comparatively, we
were pretty dull," Schmidt wrote.
‘Advantage: Climate Contrarians’
The ScientificAmerican.com’s blog also declared the global warming skeptics the clear
winner of the debate in a March 15 post titled: "Debate Skills? Advantage: Climate
Contrarians."
"The proponents [of a climate crisis] seemed underarmed for the debate and, not
surprisingly, it swung against them, particularly when Schmidt made the fatal debating
error of dismissing the ability of the audience to judge the scientific nuances,"
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ScientificAmerican.com’s David Biello wrote.
The advocates of climate alarmism "were faced with the folksy anecdotes of Crichton and
the oratorical fire of Stott," Biello wrote at ScientificAmerican.com.
Biello concluded, "…the audience responded to Crichton's satirical call for a ban on
private jets more than Ekwurzel's vague we need to throw ‘everything we can at the
climate crisis.’ By the final vote, 46 percent of the audience had been convinced that
global warming was indeed not a crisis, while just 42 percent persisted in their opinion
that it was."
Biello also criticized climate "crisis" advocate Richard Somerville as "perplexed" and
"hardly inspiring."
Skeptic’s ‘Very Popular’
Debate participant Schmidt lamented that the evening turned into one of futility for
believers in a man-made global warming catastrophe.
"Crichton went with the crowd-pleasing condemnation of private jet-flying liberals - very
popular, even among the private jet-flying Eastsiders present and the apparent hypocrisy
of people who think that global warming is a problem using any energy at all."
Schmidt continued, "Stott is a bit of a force of nature and essentially accused anyone who
thinks global warming is a problem of explicitly rooting for misery and poverty in the
third world. He also brought up the whole cosmic ray issue as the next big thing in
climate science."
Schmidt appeared so demoralized that he mused that debates equally split between
believers of a climate ‘crisis’ and scientific skeptics are probably not “worthwhile” to
ever agree to again.
Selected Quotes from the climate debate from transcript: [Link to full debate pdf
transcript]
Skeptical quotes from Novelist Michael Crichton:
"I would like to suggest a few symbolic actions that right—might really mean something.
One of them, which is very simple, 99% of the American population doesn’t care, is ban
private jets. Nobody needs to fly in them, ban them now. And, and in addition,
[APPLAUSE] "Let’s have the NRDC (Natural Resources Defense Council), the Sierra
Club and Greenpeace make it a rule that all of their members, cannot fly on private jets.
They must get their houses off the [electrical] grid. They must live in the way that they’re
telling everyone else to live. And if they won’t do that, why should we? And why should
we take them seriously? [APPLAUSE]"
"I suddenly think about my friends, you know, getting on their private jets. And I think,
well, you know, maybe they have the right idea. Maybe all that we have to do is mouth a
few platitudes, show a good, expression of concern on our faces, buy a Prius, drive it
around for a while and give it to the maid, attend a few fundraisers and you’re done.
Because, actually, all anybody really wants to do is talk about it."
"I mean, haven’t we actually raised temperatures so much that we, as stewards of the
planet, have to act? These are the questions that friends of mine ask as they are getting on
board their private jets to fly to their second and third homes. [LAUGHTER]"
"Everyday 30,000 people on this planet die of the diseases of poverty. There are, a third
of the planet doesn’t have electricity. We have a billion people with no clean water. We
have half a billion people going to bed hungry every night. Do we care about this? It
seems that we don’t. It seems that we would rather look a hundred years into the future
than pay attention to what’s going on now. I think that's unacceptable. I think that’s really
a disgrace."
Skeptical quotes of University of London’s emeritus professor of biogeography
Philip Stott:
"What we see in this is an enormous danger for politicians in terms of their hypocrisy. I’m
not going to say anything about Al Gore and his house. [LAUGHTER] But it is a very
serious point."
"In the early 20th century, 95% of scientists believe in eugenics. [LAUGHTER] Science
does not progress by consensus, it progresses by falsification and by what we call
paradigm shifts."
"The first Earth Day in America claimed the following, that because of global cooling, the
population of America would have collapsed to 22 million by the year 2000. And of the
average calorie intake of the average American would be wait for this, 2,400 calories,
would good it were. [LAUGHTER] It’s nonsense and very dangerous. And what we have
fundamentally forgotten is simple primary school science. Climate always changes."
"Angela Merkel the German chancellor, my own good prime minister (Tony Blair) for
whom I voted -- let me emphasize, arguing in public two weeks ago as to who in Annie
get the gun style could produce the best temperature. ‘I could do two degrees C said
Angela.’ ‘No, I could only do three said Tony.’ [LAUGHTER] Stand back a minute,
those are politicians, telling you that they can control climate to a degree Celsius.”
“And can I remind everybody that IPCC that we keep talking about, very honestly admits
that we know very little about 80% of the factors behind climate change. Well let’s use an
engineer; I don’t think I’d want to cross Brooklyn Bridge if it were built by an engineer
who only understood 80% of the forces on that bridge. [LAUGHTER]”
Skeptical quotes of MIT’s Professor of Atmospheric Science Richard Lindzen:
"Now, much of the current alarm, I would suggest, is based on ignorance of what is
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normal for weather and climate."
"The impact on temperature per unit carbon dioxide actually goes down, not up, with
increasing CO2. The role of anthropogenic greenhouse gases is not directly related to the
emissions rate or even CO2 levels, which is what the legislation is hitting on, but rather to
the impact of these gases on the greenhouse effect."
"The real signature of greenhouse warming is not surface temperature but temperature in
the middle of the troposphere, about five kilometers. And that is going up even slower
than the temperature at the surface."
###
Related Links:
Global Warming on Mars & Cosmic Ray Research Are Shattering Media Driven
"Consensus’
Global Warming: The Momentum has Shifted to Climate Skeptics
Prominent French Scientist Reverses Belief in Global Warming - Now a Skeptic
Weather Channel TV Host Goes 'Political'- Stars in Global Warming Film Accusing U.S.
Government of ‘Criminal Neglect’
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
AMS Certified Weatherman Strikes Back At Weather Channel Call For Decertification
The Weather Channel Climate Expert Refuses to Retract Call for Decertification for
Global Warming Skeptics
Senator Inhofe Announces Public Release Of "Skeptic’s Guide To Debunking Global
Warming"
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Weather Channel TV Host Goes 'Political'- Stars in Global Warming Film Accusing U.S.
Government of ‘Criminal Neglect’
January 26, 2007
Posted By Marc Morano (marc_morano@epw.senate.gov) 12:00am ET
The Weather Channel’s top climate expert -- already under fire for advocating the
scientific decertification of global warming skeptics -- is one of the stars of a new
politically charged global warming documentary that, according to the film's
website, accuses the U.S. government of “criminal neglect” and blames “right-wing think
tanks” for helping to “defeat climate-friendly legislation.”
The supercharged political message in the new documentary “Everything’s Cool,” which
prominently features the Weather Channel's climate expert Heidi Cullen, appears to
conflict with the network and Cullen’s recently stated goal of not taking “a political
position on global warming.” ( See Cullen’s blog ) Cullen, who hosts the Weather
Channel’s weekly show “The Climate Code,” made the remarks on January 18, following
the controversy surrounding her proposal that the American Meteorological Society
decertify broadcast meteorologists skeptical of manmade global warming predictions.
(Click here to see Cullen’s original remarks on the Weather Channel website calling on
the AMS to decertify climate skeptics)
Cullen is featured in the new documentary as one of the “global warming messengers,”
along with many eco-activists and such Hollywood celebrities as Salma Hayek and Jake
Gyllenhaal. The film premiered last week at Robert Redford’s Sundance Film Festival in
Utah which runs through January 28.
Movie Slams ‘Right-Wing think tanks’
“Everything’s Cool” severely challenges Cullen’s promise to steer clear of politics. The
documentary’s promotional website states that the climate “crisis” is being met by the U.
S. “government with apathy, denial, and perhaps, even criminal neglect.” See: http://www.
everythingscool.org/about.htm
An excerpt from the “About the Film” webpage of “Everything’s Cool” reveals the
political overtones of the film, noting that Cullen and the other “global warming
messengers” are opposed by “recalcitrant politicians, the fossil-fuel corporations” and
“right-wing think tanks that do their bidding, by working tirelessly to obscure the science
and gum up the works of government to defeat climate-friendly legislation and promote
the unrestrained use of fossil fuels.”
“Tell Congress to reject ExxonMobil's tactics to undermine science cast doubt on the facts
about global warming,” the documentary’s website also implores.
The overtly political content of the film is at odds with the mission of The Weather
Channel as stated by website executive editor Matthew de Ganon, who noted on January
19th that The Weather Channel’s goal was “to present an open, balanced dialogue around
the scientific facts concerning global climate change.”
Cullen Criticized for Starring in ‘Big Political Movie’
ABC-TV Birmingham meteorologist James Spann was quick to critique Cullen’s
participation in the new documentary.
“She is trying to say [global warming] should not be a political issue and I totally agree
with that, but boy this movie looks political,” said Spann, an AMS certified
meteorologist, on Monday after reviewing the “Everything’s Cool” movie website. Spann
made his comments during his weekly podcast “Weather Brains.”
“When you start talking about your government and ‘criminal neglect,’ that to me is a big
political movie,” Spann said. Spann had previously denounced Cullen’s call for the
American Meteorological Society to decertify TV weathermen who express skepticism
about manmade global warming.
The "Everythings Cool" website urges concerned citizens to “Take Action” by contacting
a long list of politically charged environmental special-interest groups including: The
National Resources Defense Council, The Union of Concerned Scientists, The Sierra
Club, Greenpeace USA and Environmental Defense.
US Puts 'Planet in Jeopardy'
It appears from the promotional material available on the movies website, that
“Everything’s Cool” is set to make former Vice President Al Gore’s “An Inconvenient
Truth” appear downright timid in its presentation of the fears of global warming. The
website states:
“If the U.S. as a nation and a government does not aggressively cut greenhouse gas
emission in the next decade, the problem of climate change will eventually dwarf all other
economic and social problems. Inaction by the U.S. places everyone else on the planet in
jeopardy.”
Actor/activist Redford reportedly made special arrangements for a special pre-screening
of “Everything’s Cool” for the Sundance Festival’s key financial backers. The film, which
is being billed as a “toxic comedy,” was produced by Daniel B. Gold and Judith Helfand.
(Note: The movie apparently also “premiered” at the 2006 Sundance Film Festival as
well. See 2006 website listing of “Everything’s Cool”
Review Calls Celebrity Roles ‘Silly’
Hollywood celebrities Salma Hayek and Jake Gyllenhaal roles in the film have been
ridiculed in at least one early review of the movie. The review noted that the scenes
featuring the two celebrities at a “publicity appearance at an Arctic village comes off as
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silly.”
Also appearing with Cullen in the documentary is longtime global warming activist Ross
Gelbspan. (Note: Gelbspan has made somewhat of a career out of the humorous allegation
that all global warming skeptics are funded by industry while totally ignoring the
overwhelming funding advantage that climate alarmists enjoy. See funding notes near end
of the blog. Also see this link for more on funding advantages of global warming
proponents:
Cullen’s appearance in “Everything’s Cool” is not the first time she has flirted with
political activism. On March 14, 2005, Cullen called for “simple measures” to limits C02
emissions while participating in a Capitol Hill press conference. "The UK has cut
emissions by 15 percent and it hasn't hurt their economy," Cullen says.
Cullen also featured a guest on the December 17, 2006 episode of The Weather Channel’s
"The Climate Code" TV show, who had once openly called for Nuremberg-style Trials
for global warming skeptics.
Related Links:
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
Ams Certified Weatherman Strikes Back At Weather Channel Call For Decertification
The Weather Channel Climate Expert Refuses to Retract Call for Decertification for
Global Warming Skeptics
The Hill: Drudge, global warming shut down Senate site
Wall Street Journal Praises New Inhofe EPW Blog for "Making Waves"
Senator Inhofe Announces Public Release Of “Skeptic’s Guide To Debunking Global
Warming”
###

●

A Skeptic's Guide to Debunking Global Warming Alarmism
Skeptics_Guide.pdf | 2.3 MBs
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Wall Street Journal Praises New Inhofe EPW Blog for "Making Waves"
January 23, 2007
Posted by matthew_dempsey@epw.senate.gov (11:12PM ET)
From The Wall Street Journal's OpinionJournal.com [ http://www.opinionjournal.com/
best/?id=110009566#Inhofe,%20IMHO ]
Senator Inhofe Joins the Pajama Pundits
By Kimberley A. Strassel
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Pundits do it. Scientists do it. Even Donald Trump does it. So why shouldn't Congress
blog too?
As the former Chairman of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee,
Republican Jim Inhofe was a coruscating critic of climate change alarmism. Now in the
minority, he plans to make sure his voice is heard over the din of the media-savvy
environmental groups through a new blog. His team even intends to make a bit of
Congressional history by conducting the first-ever live Senate blog during the president's
State of the Union Address tonight. Watch out, National Review Online.
This is the latest in Senator Inhofe's strategy of trying to shout louder than his many
opponents in the environmental community. His media team is somewhat notorious in
Washington for their "facts of the day" and "weekly closer" emails that attempt to get out
another side of the story. And their new blog is already making waves, not to mention
causing some congressional tech malfunctioning.
Last week the minority blog issued a scathing indictment of Heidi Cullen, host of the
Weather Channel's weekly global warming program "The Climate Code." Ms. Cullen had
called for the American Meteorological Society to decertify any TV weatherperson who
exhibits undue skepticism about climate warming. The widely-read Drudge Report linked
to the Inhofe site's critique of Ms. Cullen, generating so much traffic that the Senate's web
servers shut down. A subsequent email update from the Senate Sergeant-at-Arms said the
link had been bringing "30-50,000 queries per hour to senate.gov."
No word yet as to when Senator Inhofe himself might roll up his sleeves and post a few
items. Let's hope the Senate can get its still-sluggish servers up to speed by then. The blog
can be found at www.epw.senate.gov/minority/blog.
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Live 2007 State of the Union Inhofe EPW Press Blog
January 23, 2007
Posted by marc_morano@epw.senate.gov and matthew_dempsey@epw.senate.gov
Post #1: Welcome to EPW's historic Blog...
08:59 PM (All Times Eastern)
Welcome to the Inhofe Press Team EPW State of the Union Blog.
Tonight we are making history by blogging live during President Bush’s SOTU
address. A first for a Senate office. Please sit back and don’t click that mouse. We will
have an information packed blog coming your way for the next 90 minutes or so. So pull
up a chair, sit and relax and prepare to stare at your computer or digital device screen.
Post #2: President about to begin speaking...
09:07 PM
Stay tuned...
Post #3: Global Warming mention
09:20 PM
The President is referring to global warming. Make sure all of you out there check out
Senator Inhofe’s "Skeptic’s Guide to Global Warming Alarmism." You can download
your free copy from from the EPW website. No home in America with school age
children should be without this vital government published book. (Link http://epw.senate.
gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressRoom.Facts&ContentRecord_id=8F5C9829C459-4D17-89BB-3E3B04D8D444 ) As former Vice President Al Gore’s movie shows
up in more and more schools, kids today need the ammunition to battle the Academy
Award Nominated Science Fiction film. Posted by MM
Post #4: A VERY SHORT HISTORY OF THE RENEWABLE FUELS STANDARD
09:30 PM
The Environment and Public Works Committee has exclusive jurisdiction over
transportation fuels, including renewable fuels, most prominently since the the Clean Air
Act Amendments of 1990.
As Chairman of the EPW Committee, Senator Inhofe co-sponsored legislation that
created a comprehensive program to increase the use of renewable fuels in the United
States. The Reliable Fuels Act (For a comprehensive overview of renewable fuels ses
Committee report here: http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lis/cpquery/R?cp109:FLD010:@1
(sr074 , ultimately incorporated into the Energy Policy Act signed into law in 2005,
encourages the production and use of ethanol made from cellulosic biomass by counting
each gallon of ethanol produced from cellulosic biomass as if it were 1.5 gallons of cornbased ethanol. The legislation also authorized loan guarantees for up to four cellulosic
ethanol commercial demonstration projects under the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy
Research and Development Act of 1974. These projects will produce cellulosic ethanol
from agricultural residue or municipal solid waste.
Click here for the most recent EPW hearing on implementing the historic renewable fuels
standard click here:
http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Hearings.
Hearing&Hearing_ID=79ab2b12-51ed-4370-b9d0-d2631f0e75b3

Post #5: Who voted against the RFS in Committee?
09:31 PM
With the decisive vote of the 2005 energy bill, many members of Congress (especially
those running for President) laud the benefits of domestic ethanol production. Yet, their
voting record on the subject does not meet their rhetoric.
Senator Clinton voted against S. 606, the Reliable Fuels Act <http://www.congress.gov/
cgi-lis/cpquery/R?cp109:FLD010:@1(sr074> -- the basis of the Energy Bill's fuel title
establishing the historic renewable fuels standard -- in committee, and then against the
energy bill. <http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.
cfm?congress=109&session=1&vote=00213>
Senator Clinton also voted against Senator Inhofe’s Gas PRICE Act, <http://epw.senate.
gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressRoom.
PressReleases&ContentRecord_id=6FCC14C8-ABB9-49B1-8D34-426FFD977D9B>
legislation supported by a wide range of groups including the Renewable Fuels
Association and the National Mining Association, which would significantly increase
domestic bio-refining capacity. Instead, Senator Clinton supported the Democrat
alternative, which would essentially socialize refining capacity by placing the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in charge of designing, constructing and
operating refineries. Clearly this is not a solution. Thankfully, the Democrat alternative
was defeated down a straight party-line vote in committee last year.
The Committee on Environment and Public Works met to consider S. 606 on March 16,
2005. During consideration of the bill, a manager's amendment offered by Senator Inhofe
was agreed to by Unanimous Consent. The bill was ordered reported to the Senate, as
amended, by voice vote. Senators Jeffords, Boxer, Clinton, Lautenberg, and Warner were
recorded as voting no.
(see: http://www.congress.gov/cgi-lis/cpquery/R?cp109:FLD010:@1(sr074))
To see who voted against the 2005 Energy Bill, see http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/
roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?congress=109&session=1&vote=00213
Post #6: The 2005 Energy Bill
09:42 PM
After several years of Democratic obstruction of energy policy, Republicans were
finally successful in passing comprehensive energy legislation in 2005. That
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legislation included several key provisions that improve energy efficiency, renewable
electricity generation, and nuclear power to name just a few.
NUCLEAR
●

●

●

New Nuclear Plants: Because of the provisions in the energy bill, including the
loan guarantee authority, the production tax credits, and the insurance protection
against licensing delays and litigation, nine generating companies and consortiums
across the United States are preparing applications for permission to build between
9 and 19 new nuclear power plants.
Increased Generation: If all 19 are built, they would generate between 20,00025,000 megawatts of new electricity between the years 2015 and 2020, enough
electricity to power between 15 – 19 million households.
Creation of New Jobs: Those plants would also create between 40,000 and
45,000 construction jobs and approximately 10,000 high paying, high-tech plant
operation jobs.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY:
●

●

●

●

●

●

New Federal Efficiency Standards: The energy bill implemented new efficiency
standards for 15 large commercial and residential appliances that have, in the past,
consumed a great deal of energy, such as commercial washers, refrigerators,
freezers, air conditions and ice makers. In response to that mandate, the
Department of Energy last month codified 15 new efficiency standards.
Energy Savings: Because of these new standards alone, we will save 50,000
megawatts off-peak electricity use by 2020 – which is an energy savings equal to
more than 80 600-megawatts power plants.
Helps consumers save energy: Encourages consumers to make their homes more
energy efficient by giving them a 10-percent personal tax credit for energy
efficiency improvements. The maximum credit is $500 ($300 for windows).
Expires after December 31, 2007.
Helps builders build more energy efficient homes: Home builders get a business
tax credit for the construction of new homes that meet a 30 percent energy
reduction standard. The tax credit expires after December 31, 2007.
Helps businesses save energy: Provides a deduction for energy efficient
commercial buildings meeting a 50 percent energy reduction standard. The
maximum deduction is $1.80 per square foot of the building. Expires after
December 31, 2007.
Helps manufacturers build more energy-efficient home products: Provides a
manufacturers’ tax credit for energy efficient dishwashers, clothes washers, and
refrigerators manufactured in 2006 and 2007.

WIND
●

●

●

Encourages new wind production: The energy bill extended until 2007 a 1.8
cent per kilowatt hour production tax credit for new wind energy. This will
strongly encourage utilities to build more clean and renewable wind power.
Increased Capacity: 2,500 megawatts (MW) of new wind power, enough energy
for the annual needs of 875,000 households, will be installed this year due in part
to the extension of production tax credits in the energy bill. A total of more than
14,000 MW of wind energy could be online by the end of 2007, when the tax
credits expire, which is enough energy to power roughly five million homes for
one year.
Improving the environment: This new power alone will offset the emission of
approximately 7 billion pounds of carbon dioxide, equivalent to keeping nearly
500,000 SUVs off the road, according to the American Wind Energy Association.

SOLAR
●

●

Encourages generation of more solar energy: The energy bill gives a
comparable tax incentive to the solar industry until 2007 to encourage the
electricity industry to build more clean and renewable solar power.
Encourages consumers to produce their own solar energy: Creates a 30-percent
tax credit for the purchase of residential solar water heating, photovoltaic
equipment, and fuel cell property. The maximum credit is $2,000 for solar
equipment and $500 for each kilowatt of capacity (for fuel cells). Expires after
12/31/2007.

ELECTRICITY
●

●

●

●

●

Electric Reliability: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) has
finalized new mandatory rules that ensure consumers a reliable supply of
electricity and help prevent future blackouts.
Market Manipulation: The energy bill grants FERC the authority to facilitate
energy price transparency and strengthens existing protections against market
manipulation of energy prices. These provisions were designed to prevent future
market abuses such as those in California, Washington and Oregon in 1999
through 2001.
PUHCA Repeal: The energy bill repealed the Public Utilities Holding Company
Act (PUHCA) of 1935 and passed PUHCA 2005, a streamlined version of the law
which opens the electricity and natural gas sectors to new sources of investment
for necessary energy infrastructure development. This will have the effect of
encouraging the construction of power lines, pipelines and underground bundled
cables to meet America’s future energy needs.
Mergers: The energy bill protects consumers from unnecessarily high electricity
prices by requiring FERC to determine whether or not a proposed utilities merger
will harm consumers. FERC is also directed to expedite certain mergers in order
to encourage more electricity generation and better delivery of electricity to
consumers.
Gas Storage Pricing: The energy bill requires the expansion of natural gas
storage capacity in order to protect consumers from price spikes due to tight
supply.

Post #7: Increasing the Renewable Fuel Standard
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09:48 PM
The President’s ambitious and far-reaching renewable and alternative fuels proposal
raises several issues that the EPW Committee has been considering for some time.
Ranking Member Inhofe looks forward to working with his colleagues and the
Administration on fully analyzing the ramifications of the initiative.
In particular, Senator Inhofe would like to better assess:
1. Current and continued implementation of the RFS rather than increasing the size and
form of the mandate -- and he is not alone in that sentiment. Even the Renewable Fuels
Association, ethanol’s lobbying body, stated as much:
"RFA spokesman Matt Hartwig said the group has not decided whether or not to endorse
Harkin's new bill but thinks Congress should wait to see how the existing ethanol mandate
plays out before extending it. U.S. EPA is expected to finalize rules in the spring for
renewable fuel standards required by last year's energy law, which require the use of 7.5
billion gallons of renewable fuels by 2012." (Greenwire, January 10, 2007)
2. Conflicts between food, feed, and fuel. A growing body of vocal agriculture interests
are fearful that increases in the RFS could significantly hurt their industries.
The Wall Street Journal on January 16, 2007, in an article titled Ethanol Could Fuel
Rise in Corn, reported:
"Corn prices are likely to reach unprecedented highs in the next two to three years, as an
ethanol boom in the U.S. is likely to limit corn's availability for food and feed use. This
has fueled concerns that corn, a staple food ingredient in many countries and widely used
as feed in the poultry and livestock sectors, might become out of reach for poorer
consumers, boosting food prices in general. Soaring food prices could cause urban riots in
scores of low-income countries that rely on grain imports, such as Indonesia, Egypt,
Algeria, Nigeria and Mexico, said Lester Brown, founder of the Earth Policy Institute and
author of a recent report about potential corn demand from the ethanol industry. The
report said the ethanol distilleries being built in the U.S. will need 139 million metric tons
of corn by the 2008 harvest, far more than a U.S. Department of Agriculture estimate of
the requirement, pegged at around 60 million tons."
Further commentary on the impact on food prices comes from a January 5, 2007
New York Times article by Alexei Barrionuevo, Rise in Ethanol Raises Concerns
About Corn as a Food :
"Renewing concerns about whether there will be enough corn to support the demand for
both fuel and food, a new study has found that ethanol plants could use as much as half of
America's corn crop next year.
"Dozens of new ethanol plants are being built by farmers and investors in a furious gold
rush, spurred by a call last year from the Bush administration and politicians from farm
states to produce more renewable fuels to curb America's reliance on oil. But the new
study by the Earth Policy Institute, an environmental group, found that the number of
ethanol plants coming on line has been underreported by more than 25 percent by both the
Agriculture Department and the Renewable Fuels Association, the ethanol industry's main
lobbying group. The Earth Policy Institute says that 79 ethanol plants are under
construction, which would more than double ethanol production capacity to 11 billion
gallons by 2008. Yet late last month, the Renewable Fuels Association said there were 62
plants under construction. The lower tally has led to an underestimate of the grain that
would be needed for ethanol, clouding the debate over the priorities of allocating corn for
food and fuel, said Lester R. Brown, who has written more than a dozen books on
environmental issues and is the president of the Earth Policy Institute. ''This
unprecedented diversion of corn to fuel production will affect food prices everywhere,''
Mr. Brown said. Bob Dinneen, the president of the Renewable Fuels Association, said the
group had not intentionally tried to play down the number of plants under construction. ''It
has been a moving target,'' Mr. Dinneen said in an interview on Thursday. ''We are not
trying to hide the ball. We are trying to keep up with a growing and dynamic industry as
best we can.""
And James C. McKinley, Jr., writes in an article Cost of Corn Soars, Forcing
Mexico to Set Price Limits in the New York Times (January 19, 2007):
"Facing public outrage over the soaring price of tortillas, President Felipe Calderón
abandoned his free-trade principles on Thursday and forced producers to sign an
agreement fixing prices for corn products. Skyrocketing prices for corn on the world
market have pushed up the price of the humble tortilla, the mainstay of the Mexican diet,
by nearly a third in the past three weeks, to 35 cents a pound in Mexico City and even
higher in other parts of the country. Half of the country’s 107 million people live on $4 a
day or less, and many of them survive largely on tortillas and beans. The price increases
have riled the public to such an extent that it has created a political storm that threatens to
swamp Mr. Calderón’s fresh presidency. This month, the president, who took office in
December, was booed and heckled at events around the country over food prices.
Mexican lawmakers called on him to impose price controls, while leftist opposition
leaders suggested that he was protecting giant corn companies. One editorial cartoonist
depicted him falling from a tower as tortillas flew upward like birds."
Meanwhile, MarketWatch has this to say about fuel economy in an August 31, 2006
article &&&Flex-fuel fans beware: Consumer Reports says mileage takes a hit with
ethanol blend:
"Sport-utility loyalists may be four-wheeling through the wrong mud bog if they think
ethanol-friendly SUVs will cut gas costs and help the U.S. curb its dependence on foreign
oil, according to a Consumer Reports study released Thursday. The consumer watchdog
publication ran a battery of tests on the 2007 Chevy Tahoe flexible-fuel vehicle, which
can run on either E85 -- a mixture consisting of 85% ethanol -- or gasoline, and found that
the SUV's mileage dropped from 14 mpg to 10 mpg on E85. The decline could be
expected in any flex-fuel vehicle, the report said, because ethanol has a lower energy
content than gasoline."
An Energy Washington Week article, "RFA Backs Away From Endorsing Further
Hikes In Renewable Fuel Standard," outlines the Renewable Fuels Association's
position on expanding the RFS mandate:
"In a wide-ranging, exclusive interview, Bob Dineen, president of the Renewable Fuels
Association (the top industry lobby for ethanol fuels) is surprising many by not endorsing
further increases in the size of the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS) -- a fuel use mandate
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specifically designed to boost use of the fuels. Speaking year-end with Peter Rohde,
senior editor of EnergyWashington, Dineen said RFA wants to wait until implementation
of EPA regulations for the current RFS, which was set into place by the August 2005
comprehensive energy law, to see if further incentives are needed. He asserts that "It may
be that you don't need an additional requirement to get refiners to utilize our product
because you now have infrastructure available to them coast to coast, border to border,
which was not the case just a few years ago.""
In response to questions from then-Chairman Inhofe, Dr. Keith Collins (USDA’s chief
economist) stated that "rising [corn] prices would cause more land to be bid into
production for crops used in biofuels. Some of this land would come from other crops and
some may come from cropland pasture or idle land." (See transcript from EPW Oversight
Hearing on Renewable Fuels, September 6, 2006)
For additional articles, see:
http://www.kearneyhub.com/site/news.cfm?
newsid=17731562&BRD=268&PAG=461&dept_id=577571&rfi=6
http://www.ocregister.com/ocregister/opinion/editorials/article_1380088.php
http://www.desmoinesregister.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=2007701140322
3. Focus on cellulosic ethanol shows great promise, but will the technology meet the
timetable set out by the President?
Some of the foremost research on cellulosic ethanol is being conducted in my home state
of Oklahoma through the Noble Foundation. As I’ve mentioned before while Chairman of
the EPW Committee, their work can lead toward a more energy-secure America. Yet the
market, rather than the heavy hand of government, should foster science and technology .

Post #8: TODAY’S RHETORIC DOESN’T MATCH YESTERDAY’S VOTES
09:49 PM
The junior Senator from New York is not alone in her pandering:
Senator Kerry’s 2004 Presidential Run
While on the last Presidential campaign trail, Senator Kerry made non-hydropower
renewable energy a cornerstone of his energy policy. In fact, Sen. Kerry proposed a
mandate that 20% of our nation’s electricity be generated with renewable sources by
2020. In 2003, DOE’s Energy Information Administration concluded that a 10% mandate
could cost America more than $100 billion. The fact is that wind energy, the most costeffective renewable, is only effective when the wind blows. And we already know where
the rich elite stand on developing wind turbines off the coast of Cape Cod in the Senator’s
home state of Massachussets.
Perhaps that is the reason that the Senator failed to show up for an energy bill vote in
2003 that would have renewed a tax credit for wind and solar energy -- and that tax credit
died. Prior to that vote, Randall Swisher of the American Wind Energy Association said,
"If the energy bill dies, extension of the wind production tax credit will also die for any
time in the foreseeable future." (NPR, Dec. 31, 2003)
Swisher and many in the industry contend the credit is essential to maintaining their
businesses. Said Swisher: "If we weren't in the bill, the credit that is the foundation of our
industry was going to expire and with it our industry would expire. So, yes, it was
important for us to see that the energy bill moved forward."
Kerry Preparing for 2008
Sen. Kerry recently unveiled a "new" energy plan -- in fact, it looks eerily similar to his
plan from his last go-round.
Like so many others, Sen. Kerry recognizes the political importance of supporting
renewable fuels. In fact, he states, "We must significantly ramp up our production of Flex
Fuel Vehicles. They run on alternative fuels, like E85, a blend of 85 percent ethyl alcohol
-- a home-grown, domestic, completely renewable source of fuel that burns cleaner than
gasoline … And we must set a goal of having 30 percent of our fuels come from biofuels
by 2020" (see http://kerry.senate.gov/v3/cfm/record.cfm?id=261502&). Further, the
Senator said that he "will offer an amendment to get over 1800 E85 pumps across the
country in the next year alone, and with your help we’ll make the Congress vote yes or no
– choose the status quo or choose America’s energy future."
The question many of us are wondering is how the junior senator from Massachusetts will
vote on his own amendment. The fact is that his rhetoric today doesn’t match his actions –
in 2005, Sen. Kerry voted "NO." He voted against the historic renewable fuels standard
when he voted against the comprehensive bi-partisan Energy Policy Act of 2005. (see
http://www.senate.gov/legislative/LIS/roll_call_lists/roll_call_vote_cfm.cfm?
congress=109&session=1&vote=00213)
Post #9: The New Majority's Energy Legislation
09:58 PM
The new Democratic majority of the 110th Congress has spoken volumes about energy
policy, and in fact they have acted. However, the sole energy measure that the House has
passed fails to meet with their statements on energy indepence. In fact, their move makes
America even more reliant on foreign sources of energy.
See Attached "Democrats Energy Plan"
The Independent Petroleum Association of America (IPAA), in their press release House
Votes for Oil Imports Over American Energy <http://www.ipaa.org/news/press_releases/
pr2007/2007-01-18.php> on January 18, 2007 wrote,
The House of Representatives today passed energy legislation (HR 6) that discourages
investment in new, American oil and natural gas supplies and does nothing to decrease
the nation's dependence on foreign oil...
"This is purely a political bill playing on the campaign rhetoric of the 2006 election," said
Barry Russell, president of the Independent Petroleum Association of America. "At a time
when we need more American energy, it simply doesn't make sense to harm those
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companies that can provide it.
Unfortunately, this bill is a loss for American consumers and a win for foreign oil
suppliers."
IPAA represents more than 5,000 American oil and natural gas companies, most of them
small, independent businesses, who drill 90 percent of the oil and natural gas wells in the
United States.
The legislation would single-out the American oil and natural gas industry for an
increased tax rate; require some Gulf of Mexico operators to renegotiate valid contracts
that the government mistakenly drafted; and redirect revenue from the industry to
alternative energy projects. These provisions take capital away from U.S. oil and natural
gas producers that otherwise would have been used by companies to invest in new,
domestic supplies.
The bill will now be considered by the U.S. Senate.
Russell said: "The formulation of America's energy policy deserves more than three hours
of debate, as the House has done today. We hope and believe the Senate will give these
important issues more thorough and thoughtful consideration."
For more information on the bill's provisions and IPAA's position, please see the
following press release: http://www.ipaa.org/news/press_releases/pr2007/2007-01-12.
php.

Post #10: DEMOCRAT HYPOCRISY
10:03 PM
Roger Pielke Jr, on his blog Prometheus, highlighted more liberal hypocrisy – this time in
Boulder, Colorado, in his post Hypocrisy Starts at Home <http://sciencepolicy.colorado.
edu/prometheus/archives/energy_policy/001061hypocrisy_starts_at_.html> . Pielke points
out, "If you want a sense of how difficult it will be for 6.5 billion people to reduce, much
less eliminate, their emissions of fossil fuels, consider this telling vignette from the
University of Colorado, my home institution, here in Boulder." Posted by MM

Post #11: A Brief History of Democratic Obstruction on energy
10:07 PM
Democrats' skills at obstructing sensible energy policies - policies that that would make
America more secure and benefit consumers - is legendary. For a brief summary see the
attached chart: Manufacturing and Jobs
Post #12: The Democratic Response on Energy: More Empty Rhetoric
10:14 PM
From Webb’s response: "Our manufacturing base is being dismantled and sent overseas.
Good American jobs are being sent along with them."
Why is that? A significant reason is that Democrats have blocked attempts to increase
domestic energy supplies, specifically natural gas. We’ve known for some time the
correlation between the strength of manufacturing and energy prices. This graph below
taken from testimony by Dr. Jeffrey R. Currie, Managing Director of Goldman, Sachs &
Co. before the House Energy Committee (Hearing on Natural Gas Supply and Demand
Issues Before the House Comm. on Energy and Commerce, 108th Cong. (June 10, 2003).
Dr. Currie analyzed the effect of high natural gas prices in the manufacturing sector. He
concluded that "[t]he loss in industrial demand was massive: a 20% permanent decline
that resulted in the loss of at least 200,000 manufacturing jobs."
Today, Democrats say that they are concerned about the strength of the manufacturing
sector – we welcome them in exploring ways to increase natural gas supplies.
Post #13: Debate of Coal and Ethanol
10:22 PM
Sen. Obama has recast himself as a "conditional" supporter of his state’s significant coal
industry. "Conditional" only because although he has recently joined with Sen. Bunning
in forming a coal-to-liquids caucus (see. Ben Geman, "ENERGY POLICY: Sens.
Bunning, Obama to lead coal-to-liquids effort," Greenwire, January 9, 2007), he has
actually voted against coal-to-liquids.
In fact, as a member of the EPW Committee Sen. Obama voted against S. 1772, the Gas
PRICE Act (along with his fellow democrats; October 26, 2005) – which would have
assisted communities that choose to build new or expand existing coal to liquids,
petroleum, or renewable fuel/ethanol plants – a bill that was strongly supported by the
National Mining Association (see, http://www.nma.org/pdf/cong_test/101805_epw.pdf).
Beyond the 2005 energy bill, Sen. Obama did vote for a substitute amendment of S. 1772
which would have provided the federal EPA with the authority to site, construct, and
operate transportation fuels facilities.
Post #14: Note on Cellulosic Biomass Ethanol
10:27 PM
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, Inc. of Ardmore is deeply involved in developing
and commercializing advanced biomass crops for cellulosic biofuels production and
providing statewide leadership to attract biofuels investment to Oklahoma.
The Noble Foundation’s work in this field has been recognized by both the U.S.
Department of Energy and USDA.
The Noble Foundation and Oklahoma State University are finalizing a multi-million
dollar collaborative agreement to build a comprehensive cellulosic bioenergy research
institute at Ardmore. The State of Oklahoma has committed $10 million to help construct
the facility.
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Energy crops represent an important opportunity for agricultural producers, rural
economies and producers and users of liquid transportation fuels.

Post #15: Senator Boxer on CAFE - Then & Now
10:34 PM
EPW Chair Boxer and the Democratic Majority support federal mandates for
higher CAFE standards for automobiles, yet their rhetoric does not match their
lifestyles.
Senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA) Then:
From a September 24, 1990 article in Automotive News:
"Dingell and Boxer had an exchange of their own during last week's House hearing.
Dingell pressured an embarrassed Boxer into admitting that her husband leases a Porsche
and that her children own imports. Boxer admitted that she did not know the mileage
rating of the Porsche. (Porsche's 1990 city ratings ranged from 13 to 18 mpg; highway, 19
to 26 mpg.).
'Why don't you buy a Geo (Metro)?' Dingell asked Boxer, who owns a Chrysler
convertible."
Senator Boxer Now:
From MSNBC’s Tucker Carlson on April 27, 2006:
"Senator Barbara Boxer held a one-woman rally at an Exxon station to attack the Bush
administration’s relationship with big oil. Then as the 'Washington Post' reported this
morning, Boxer jumped into a gas guzzling Chrysler for the block-long ride to her office.
Senator Chuck Schumer of New York did virtually the same thing, choosing to drive
mere yards back to the Capitol from his photo op."
From the April 27, 2006 edition of The Washington Post: "[Senator Boxer] then hopped
in a waiting Chrysler LHS (18 mpg) -- even though her Senate office was only a block
away." See: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/04/26/
AR2006042602307.html?nav=rss_opinion/columns

Post #16: INHOFE COMMENTS ON STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS
10:40 PM
WASHINGTON, DC – Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the
Environment & Public Works Committee, commented this evening on the President’s
plan for ensuring energy reliability and improving the nation’s energy security by
promoting renewable fuels, clean coal technology, and the expansion of the use of nuclear
power.
“President Bush is right; America is far too dependent upon foreign powers for our
energy needs and we must improve the nation’s energy security,” Senator Inhofe said.
“Congress should build upon the significant gains made in passing the bi-partisan
Energy Bill in 2005 where Congress made a commitment to advancing clean
technologies and expanding domestic energy production. While Chairman of the
EPW Committee, I worked with my colleagues to include several provisions in the
Energy Bill that have helped expand refinery capacity, expand the use of nuclear
energy and strengthen security at nuclear facilities, and improve permitting
processes so we can explore our domestic resources in an environmentally-conscious
manner. These provisions continue to benefit Oklahoma and the nation as a whole.”
“I am a strong proponent of increasing energy security by increasing domestic
production. However, we must carefully measure the President’s ambitious
proposal to drastically increase the use of alternative fuels, particularly when the
unintended consequences of such a mandate could have on the American people.
While Chairman, I worked closely with my colleagues to craft a responsible bipartisan compromise that lead to the historic RFS included in the Energy Policy Act
of 2005. Since passage of that comprehensive measure last August, I chaired three
EPW Committee oversight hearings on transportation fuels, and a legislative
hearing on my bill that improve the process to build critical fuels infrastructure. My
careful examination of ethanol and monitoring the RFS implementation has lead me
to voice concern over increasing costs of food and feed. Secure energy supply must
be grounded on three key principles – stable, diverse, and affordable. I look
forward to weighing how the President’s initiative meets this test.
“I commend the President for his continued commitment to increasing domestic
refining capacity. As Chairman of the EPW Committee I introduced the Gas PRICE
Act and Energy Price Reduction Act, legislation designed to increase refining
capacity for gasoline and boutique fuels, only to see Senate Democrats block and
obstruct reasonable legislation. As the President said today, increased refining
capacity can go a long way in addressing the nation’s short-, mid-, and long-term
fuels challenges. My refining legislation established greater regulatory certainty
without changing any environmental law, through improving efficiency, and by
establishing a future for the use of ultra-clean transportation fuels derived from
abundant domestic resources such as coal and renewable agriculture sources.”

EPW COMMITTEE COMMITMENT TO NATIONAL SECURITY AND
ENERGY INDEPENDENCE
In 2005 as Chairman of the EPW Committee, Senator Inhofe introduced the Gas
Petroleum Refiner Improvement and Community Empowerment Act (Gas PRICE Act),
which will expand the nation’s refining capacity and help establish a future for the use of
ultra clean transportation fuels derived from abundant domestic resources. During the
Committee’s mark-up, the Gas PRICE Act was amended to include coal-to-liquid
facilities, biorefineries, and any facility that produces a renewable fuel as defined by the
Clean Air Act under the definition of a “refinery.”
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As Chairman of the EPW Committee, Senator Inhofe co-sponsored legislation that
created a comprehensive program to increase the use of renewable fuels in the United
States. The Reliable Fuels Act, ultimately incorporated into the Energy Policy Act signed
into law in 2005, encourages the production and use of ethanol made from cellulosic
biomass by counting each gallon of ethanol produced from cellulosic biomass as if it were
1.5 gallons of corn-based ethanol. The legislation also authorized loan guarantees for up
to four cellulosic ethanol commercial demonstration projects under the Federal NonNuclear Energy Research and Development Act of 1974. These projects will produce
cellulosic ethanol from agricultural residue or municipal solid waste.
Also included in the Energy Policy Act were three bills approved by the Committee that
will encourage the expansion of the use of nuclear power:
·

S. 858: the Nuclear Fees Reauthorization Act of 2005

Titles II and III of S. 858 contain key Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) reform
provisions that are critical to better aligning the NRC’s resources and capabilities as well
as human capital provisions needed to ensure that NRC meets its long-term staffing needs.
·

S. 864: Nuclear Security Act of 2005

S. 846 includes additional authorities that the NRC has requested of the Committee such
as expansion of background checks, finger printing, and providing additional security
tools for the personnel who guard these sites. The bill as introduced provides the base text
for comprehensive discussion on nuclear security.
·

S. 865: Price-Anderson Act Amendments of 2005

The Price Anderson Act of 1957 established a liability insurance program for damages to
the general public from potential nuclear incidents. The Act has been reauthorized four
times with the latest occurring in the FY2003 Omnibus Appropriations Act when the
program was extended to December 31, 2003. Although the program never expires for
existing reactors, the program would not be available for new reactors until it is
reauthorized. Recognizing the reauthorization of this program is absolutely essential for
the growth of nuclear power in the nation, this legislation reauthorizes the program until
December 31, 2025. Variations of the bill have passed the EPW Committee and the full
Senate over the past few congresses.

###
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The HIll: Drudge, global warming shut down Senate site
January 23, 2007
Posted by Matthew_Dempsey@epw.senate.gov
Emily Heil, in her column Under the Dome in The Hill newspaper, uncovers the reason
why Senate Web sites were down throughout the Senate last Friday morning.From her
column:
Internet surfers trying to access the Senate’s website on Friday (oh, c’mon, you know you
were) might have encountered a bit of a delay. For part of the day, all of the Senate’s Web
pages, including senators’ personal pages and committee sites, were down.
The culprits? Two oft-blamed scourges: DrudgeReport.com and global warming. Well,
sort of.
Traffic to a blog posted by Republicans on the Environment and Public Works Committee
was so heavy Friday, thanks to a link posted on DrudgeReport.com, that the Senate site
got bogged down. The blog entry that caused the stir was critical of the Weather
Channel’s call for decertification of meteorologists who are skeptical of global warming.
An e-mail sent to Senate offices by the Sergeant at Arms, whose office was scrambling to
fix the problem on Friday, read in part, “Drudgereport.com established a link on their web
site to a press release on a Senate committee Web site. This link was creating 30-50,000
queries per hour to senate.gov, which in turn was generating a query to the Press
Application for each of those hits.”
EPW ranking member Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.) started the blog in December.
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U.S. Senate Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed Man-Made Global Warming
Claims in 2007
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized the climate claims made by
the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore.
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The new report issued by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee’s office of
the GOP Ranking Member details the views of the scientists, the overwhelming majority of
whom spoke out in 2007.
Even some in the establishment media now appear to be taking notice of the growing
number of skeptical scientists. In October, the Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet Eilperin
conceded the obvious, writing that climate skeptics "appear to be expanding rather than
shrinking." Many scientists from around the world have dubbed 2007 as the year man-made
global warming fears “bite the dust.” (LINK) In addition, many scientists who are also
progressive environmentalists believe climate fear promotion has "co-opted" the green
movement. (LINK)
(more ... )
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Global Carbon Tax Urged at UN Climate Conference
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BALI, Indonesia – A global tax on carbon dioxide emissions was urged to help save the
Earth from catastrophic man-made global warming at the United Nations climate
conference. A panel of UN participants on Thursday urged the adoption of a tax that would
represent “a global burden sharing system, fair, with solidarity, and legally binding to all
nations.”
“Finally someone will pay for these [climate related] costs,” Othmar Schwank, a global tax
advocate, told Inhofe EPW Press Blog following the panel discussion titled “A Global CO2
Tax.” Schwank is a consultant with the Switzerland based Mauch Consulting firm
(more ... )
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Over 100 Prominent Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile' Climate Control Efforts

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
The UN climate conference met strong opposition Thursday from a team of over 100
prominent international scientists, who warned the UN, that attempting to control the
Earth's climate was "ultimately futile."
The scientists, many of whom are current and former UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change) scientists, sent an open letter to the UN Secretary-General questioning
the scientific basis for climate fears and the UN's so-called "solutions."
"Attempts to prevent global climate change from occurring are ultimately futile, and
constitute a tragic misallocation of resources that would be better spent on humanity's real
and pressing problems," the letter signed by the scientists read. The December 13 letter was
released to the public late Thursday. (LINK)
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, December 11, 2007
Skeptical Scientists Urge World To ‘Have the Courage to Do Nothing' At UN Conference
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
BALI, Indonesia - An international team of scientists skeptical of man-made climate fears
promoted by the UN and former Vice President Al Gore, descended on Bali this week to
urge the world to "have the courage to do nothing" in response to UN demands.
Lord Christopher Monckton, a UK climate researcher, had a blunt message for UN climate
conference participants on Monday.
"Climate change is a non-problem. The right answer to a non-problem is to have the
courage to do nothing," Monckton told participants.
"The UN conference is a complete waste of our time and your money and we should no
longer pay the slightest attention to the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change,)" Monckton added. (LINK)
(more ... )
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Tuesday, December 11, 2007
EPW FACT OF THE DAY: NO ETHANOL “CEILING”
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Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
One United States Senator, in making his case for an increased ethanol mandate on the floor
of the United States Senate yesterday, argued that that the ethanol mandate signed into law
in 2005 created a “ceiling” and that the industry is now bumping up against that ceiling.
FACT: No such ceiling exists. Rather, as Senator Harkin (D-IA) noted during Senate
consideration in 2005, the Senate established a “strong floor.” Senator Harkin stated:
“So what we are doing makes sense. With an 8-billion-gallon renewable fuels standard, we
establish a strong floor for the time frame under consideration. The fact is, we will have no
trouble whatsoever producing enough ethanol to meet this standard. As I said, the industry
already has the capacity to produce nearly 4 billion gallons of ethanol a year.”
(more ... )
●

Friday, December 7, 2007
BI-PARTISAN LETTER URGES PRESIDENT TO CONSIDER HEALTH AND SAFETY
ISSUES THAT COULD RESULT FROM INCREASED USE OF ETHANOL AS
“GENERAL PURPOSE” TRANSPORTATION FUEL
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and Energy
Independence
On Tuesday, December 4, 2007, Senator Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, joined Senators Jack Reed (D-RI), Benjamin L.
Cardin (D - MD), Bernard Sanders (I-VT) and Susan M. Collins (R - ME) in writing a letter
to the President to “urge your Administration to carefully evaluate and respond to
unintended public health and safety risks that could result from the increased use of ethanol
as a ‘general purpose’ transportation fuel.”
The letter notes that the President has called for a national effort to reduce consumers’
demand for gasoline by 20 percent in ten years, in part through increased use of renewable
transportation fuels such as ethanol. In addition, the Senate, as part of its pending energy
legislation, has adopted language that would significantly increase renewable fuel use –
particularly the use of ethanol – over the next two decades.

(more ... )
●

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT TO PROTECT POOR FROM RISING
ENERGY COSTS
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Sen. Bond’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly burdensome
higher home heating or cooling prices as a result of this bill.
Bond Amendment #1
Low- and fixed-income families are particularly vulnerable to higher home heating and
cooling prices threatened by the Lieberman-Warner bill. None of the programs contained in
this bill guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly
burdensome higher home energy prices. The currently proposed Federal Reserve Boardtype cost relief measures are triggered only by economy-wide and nationwide problems and
are too general and indirect to address specific situations such as low- or fixed-income
suffering in certain regions of the country. Auction and allocation programs make funds
available to aid the poor and seniors, but there are no guarantees recipients such as States
where given a choice will devote their funds to aid the poor and seniors versus other
authorized activities such as efficiency or conservation programs. Energy Assistance funds
are routed through programs such as LIHEAP favoring Northeastern States or winter
heating costs as opposed to other States or summer cooling needs. Even with the maximum
amount of funds going to aid low- and fixed-income families, there is no guarantee of
protection from price increases that outstrip available aid funds.

(more ... )
●

Tuesday, December 4, 2007
A Northeastern Liberal’s Inconvenient Emissions Problem
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit
Analysis, National Security and Energy Independence
In a twist of irony this week, Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) introduced legislation today
that will increase the use of home heating oil, a major contributor of greenhouse gasses, in
the same week that the Senator is pushing his colleagues on the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee to go farther in cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Sen. Sanders introduced legislation today to increase funding for the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), a federal program that helps low-income
families, principally located in Northeastern states, that can’t afford dramatic price
increases for home heating oil and natural gas. Because home heating oil is heavily relied
upon by low-income families in the Northeast, increased funds for LIHEAP ultimately
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means these funds will go toward increasing the use of home heating oil. Meanwhile, the
EPW Committee is set to consider the Lieberman-Warner climate bill tomorrow; a bill Sen.
Sanders has said does not go far enough in reducing emissions.
(more ... )
●

Monday, December 3, 2007
Look Closer at Global Warming "Solutions" (In Case You Missed It...Sen. Inhofe Op/Ed,
Roll Call)
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Just in time for the United Nations Climate Change Conference, the chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee has scheduled a business meeting to consider
legislation that seeks to impose mandatory global warming “solutions” on the American
people. The global warming cap-and-trade bill (S. 2191) introduced by Sens. Joe
Lieberman (ID-Conn.) and John Warner (R-Va.) seeks to regulate carbon dioxide by
creating a whole new federal bureaucracy. In moving the bill out of committee, supporters
of the bill are anxious for a symbolic “victory” just in time for their U.N. trip to Bali.
There is a better way for Congress to legislate. The American people deserve an open and
honest debate on the merits of any proposed climate change legislation, especially
considering that mandatory carbon cap-and-trade legislation will impose the largest tax
increase ever in the U.S. without any measurable climate benefits. Consideration of the
Lieberman-Warner bill, The Wall Street Journal reported in a Nov. 5 article, comes at a
time when a “winter-heating crisis looms.”
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, November 27, 2007
Lieberman-Warner Climate Bill 'Running into Resistance'
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
The Lieberman-Warner global warming cap-and-trade bill continues to meet growing
opposition. In a November 19 article, Bloomberg News called efforts to promote the bill a
"vain pursuit," and weighed in with a breakdown of the growing "resistance" the bill faces.
(For more details of how the bill is losing momentum, see here)
The bill "is running into resistance from an unlikely collection of environmental activists,
big oil and coal companies, labor unions and Congress's sole socialist. Some opponents say
the measure doesn't go far enough; others say complying with it would cost too much and
put U.S. businesses at a competitive disadvantage. The fight threatens to scuttle the first
legislation mandating emissions cuts to be approved by a congressional subcommittee,"
reported the Bloomberg News article by Daniel Whitten and Kim Chipman.
(more ... )
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U.S. Senate Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed Man-Made Global Warming
Claims in 2007
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized the climate claims made by
the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore.
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The new report issued by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee’s office of
the GOP Ranking Member details the views of the scientists, the overwhelming majority of
whom spoke out in 2007.
Even some in the establishment media now appear to be taking notice of the growing
number of skeptical scientists. In October, the Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet Eilperin
conceded the obvious, writing that climate skeptics "appear to be expanding rather than
shrinking." Many scientists from around the world have dubbed 2007 as the year man-made
global warming fears “bite the dust.” (LINK) In addition, many scientists who are also
progressive environmentalists believe climate fear promotion has "co-opted" the green
movement. (LINK)
(more ... )
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Global Carbon Tax Urged at UN Climate Conference
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
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BALI, Indonesia – A global tax on carbon dioxide emissions was urged to help save the
Earth from catastrophic man-made global warming at the United Nations climate
conference. A panel of UN participants on Thursday urged the adoption of a tax that would
represent “a global burden sharing system, fair, with solidarity, and legally binding to all
nations.”
“Finally someone will pay for these [climate related] costs,” Othmar Schwank, a global tax
advocate, told Inhofe EPW Press Blog following the panel discussion titled “A Global CO2
Tax.” Schwank is a consultant with the Switzerland based Mauch Consulting firm
(more ... )
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Thursday, December 13, 2007
Related Links
●

●

Over 100 Prominent Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile' Climate Control Efforts

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
The UN climate conference met strong opposition Thursday from a team of over 100
prominent international scientists, who warned the UN, that attempting to control the
Earth's climate was "ultimately futile."
The scientists, many of whom are current and former UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change) scientists, sent an open letter to the UN Secretary-General questioning
the scientific basis for climate fears and the UN's so-called "solutions."
"Attempts to prevent global climate change from occurring are ultimately futile, and
constitute a tragic misallocation of resources that would be better spent on humanity's real
and pressing problems," the letter signed by the scientists read. The December 13 letter was
released to the public late Thursday. (LINK)
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, December 11, 2007
Skeptical Scientists Urge World To ‘Have the Courage to Do Nothing' At UN Conference
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
BALI, Indonesia - An international team of scientists skeptical of man-made climate fears
promoted by the UN and former Vice President Al Gore, descended on Bali this week to
urge the world to "have the courage to do nothing" in response to UN demands.
Lord Christopher Monckton, a UK climate researcher, had a blunt message for UN climate
conference participants on Monday.
"Climate change is a non-problem. The right answer to a non-problem is to have the
courage to do nothing," Monckton told participants.
"The UN conference is a complete waste of our time and your money and we should no
longer pay the slightest attention to the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change,)" Monckton added. (LINK)
(more ... )
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Tuesday, December 11, 2007
EPW FACT OF THE DAY: NO ETHANOL “CEILING”
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Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
One United States Senator, in making his case for an increased ethanol mandate on the floor
of the United States Senate yesterday, argued that that the ethanol mandate signed into law
in 2005 created a “ceiling” and that the industry is now bumping up against that ceiling.
FACT: No such ceiling exists. Rather, as Senator Harkin (D-IA) noted during Senate
consideration in 2005, the Senate established a “strong floor.” Senator Harkin stated:
“So what we are doing makes sense. With an 8-billion-gallon renewable fuels standard, we
establish a strong floor for the time frame under consideration. The fact is, we will have no
trouble whatsoever producing enough ethanol to meet this standard. As I said, the industry
already has the capacity to produce nearly 4 billion gallons of ethanol a year.”
(more ... )
●

Friday, December 7, 2007
BI-PARTISAN LETTER URGES PRESIDENT TO CONSIDER HEALTH AND SAFETY
ISSUES THAT COULD RESULT FROM INCREASED USE OF ETHANOL AS
“GENERAL PURPOSE” TRANSPORTATION FUEL
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and Energy
Independence
On Tuesday, December 4, 2007, Senator Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, joined Senators Jack Reed (D-RI), Benjamin L.
Cardin (D - MD), Bernard Sanders (I-VT) and Susan M. Collins (R - ME) in writing a letter
to the President to “urge your Administration to carefully evaluate and respond to
unintended public health and safety risks that could result from the increased use of ethanol
as a ‘general purpose’ transportation fuel.”
The letter notes that the President has called for a national effort to reduce consumers’
demand for gasoline by 20 percent in ten years, in part through increased use of renewable
transportation fuels such as ethanol. In addition, the Senate, as part of its pending energy
legislation, has adopted language that would significantly increase renewable fuel use –
particularly the use of ethanol – over the next two decades.

(more ... )
●

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT TO PROTECT POOR FROM RISING
ENERGY COSTS
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Sen. Bond’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly burdensome
higher home heating or cooling prices as a result of this bill.
Bond Amendment #1
Low- and fixed-income families are particularly vulnerable to higher home heating and
cooling prices threatened by the Lieberman-Warner bill. None of the programs contained in
this bill guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly
burdensome higher home energy prices. The currently proposed Federal Reserve Boardtype cost relief measures are triggered only by economy-wide and nationwide problems and
are too general and indirect to address specific situations such as low- or fixed-income
suffering in certain regions of the country. Auction and allocation programs make funds
available to aid the poor and seniors, but there are no guarantees recipients such as States
where given a choice will devote their funds to aid the poor and seniors versus other
authorized activities such as efficiency or conservation programs. Energy Assistance funds
are routed through programs such as LIHEAP favoring Northeastern States or winter
heating costs as opposed to other States or summer cooling needs. Even with the maximum
amount of funds going to aid low- and fixed-income families, there is no guarantee of
protection from price increases that outstrip available aid funds.

(more ... )
●

Tuesday, December 4, 2007
A Northeastern Liberal’s Inconvenient Emissions Problem
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit
Analysis, National Security and Energy Independence
In a twist of irony this week, Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) introduced legislation today
that will increase the use of home heating oil, a major contributor of greenhouse gasses, in
the same week that the Senator is pushing his colleagues on the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee to go farther in cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Sen. Sanders introduced legislation today to increase funding for the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), a federal program that helps low-income
families, principally located in Northeastern states, that can’t afford dramatic price
increases for home heating oil and natural gas. Because home heating oil is heavily relied
upon by low-income families in the Northeast, increased funds for LIHEAP ultimately
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means these funds will go toward increasing the use of home heating oil. Meanwhile, the
EPW Committee is set to consider the Lieberman-Warner climate bill tomorrow; a bill Sen.
Sanders has said does not go far enough in reducing emissions.
(more ... )
●

Monday, December 3, 2007
Look Closer at Global Warming "Solutions" (In Case You Missed It...Sen. Inhofe Op/Ed,
Roll Call)
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Just in time for the United Nations Climate Change Conference, the chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee has scheduled a business meeting to consider
legislation that seeks to impose mandatory global warming “solutions” on the American
people. The global warming cap-and-trade bill (S. 2191) introduced by Sens. Joe
Lieberman (ID-Conn.) and John Warner (R-Va.) seeks to regulate carbon dioxide by
creating a whole new federal bureaucracy. In moving the bill out of committee, supporters
of the bill are anxious for a symbolic “victory” just in time for their U.N. trip to Bali.
There is a better way for Congress to legislate. The American people deserve an open and
honest debate on the merits of any proposed climate change legislation, especially
considering that mandatory carbon cap-and-trade legislation will impose the largest tax
increase ever in the U.S. without any measurable climate benefits. Consideration of the
Lieberman-Warner bill, The Wall Street Journal reported in a Nov. 5 article, comes at a
time when a “winter-heating crisis looms.”
(more ... )
●

Friday, November 30, 2007
CBS News Seeks ‘Hip’ Environmental Reporter, No ‘Knowledge of Enviro Beat’ Necessary
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming
The low bar set by CBS News for their reporting may have reached new depths. CBS News
is seeking a reporter for its ‘eco beat’ who does not need any “knowledge of the enviro
beat,” but must be “funny, irreverent and hip, oozing enthusiasm and creative energy,”
according to a new job posting on JournalismJobs.com. The potential CBS News employee
must also be “vibrant” and bring “a dash of humor to our coverage.”
(more ... )
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EPW FACT OF THE DAY: NO ETHANOL “CEILING”
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
One United States Senator, in making his case for an increased ethanol mandate on the floor
of the United States Senate yesterday, argued that that the ethanol mandate signed into law
in 2005 created a “ceiling” and that the industry is now bumping up against that ceiling.
FACT: No such ceiling exists. Rather, as Senator Harkin (D-IA) noted during Senate
consideration in 2005, the Senate established a “strong floor.” Senator Harkin stated:
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“So what we are doing makes sense. With an 8-billion-gallon renewable fuels standard, we
establish a strong floor for the time frame under consideration. The fact is, we will have no
trouble whatsoever producing enough ethanol to meet this standard. As I said, the industry
already has the capacity to produce nearly 4 billion gallons of ethanol a year.”
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BI-PARTISAN LETTER URGES PRESIDENT TO CONSIDER HEALTH AND SAFETY
ISSUES THAT COULD RESULT FROM INCREASED USE OF ETHANOL AS
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Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and Energy
Independence
On Tuesday, December 4, 2007, Senator Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, joined Senators Jack Reed (D-RI), Benjamin L.
Cardin (D - MD), Bernard Sanders (I-VT) and Susan M. Collins (R - ME) in writing a letter
to the President to “urge your Administration to carefully evaluate and respond to
unintended public health and safety risks that could result from the increased use of ethanol
as a ‘general purpose’ transportation fuel.”
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The letter notes that the President has called for a national effort to reduce consumers’
demand for gasoline by 20 percent in ten years, in part through increased use of renewable
transportation fuels such as ethanol. In addition, the Senate, as part of its pending energy
legislation, has adopted language that would significantly increase renewable fuel use –
particularly the use of ethanol – over the next two decades.
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Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS OPPOSE AMENDMENT TO ENSURE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
NATURAL GAS
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Senator Vitter’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
would allow for the expansion of the U.S. energy supply and reduce U.S. dependence on
foreign oil by permitting, under certain circumstances, the exploration for natural gas off
the coast of certain states.
Vitter Amendment #1
Natural gas demand is outstripping supply, and the bill makes it worse. December 2007
natural gas futures price are already priced 23.75% above today’s level, and FERC is
forecasting electricity prices to rise across the country from 19% to as high as 32% because
of high natural gas prices. The adoption of carbon caps in the near-term will exacerbate this
problem greatly by causing fuel shifting from coal—currently about half of US electric
generating capacity—to natural gas resources.
Since the natural gas crisis started in late 2000, we have lost 18.5% of all manufacturing
jobs or 3.2 million good paying jobs. High natural gas costs played a significant role in
those job losses. Higher energy prices mean job losses will continue because natural gas
prices are cheaper in other countries.
Consumers paid a staggering $75.7 billion more for natural gas and $65 billion more for
electricity in 2006 than in 2000. Even though natural gas is used to produce only 20 percent
of the electricity, it accounts for 55 percent of the industry’s entire fuel expense ($50 billion
out of $91 billion) according to the Electric Power Research Institute.
We must increase domestic supply because even small increases or decreases can have an
enormous impact on natural gas prices. For example, even though we lost only 5% of our
natural gas production because of Hurricane Katrina, consumers paid $40.8 billion more in
higher natural gas prices over the following five months.
Natural gas exploration is one solution to this problem. There is an abundant supply of deepsea natural gas on the Outer Continental Shelf that can be retrieved in a safe and
environmentally sound manner. Yet, 85% of these supplies are off-limits to exploration.
The OCS has enough natural gas to heat 100 million homes for 60 years, and enough oil to
drive 85 million cars for 35 years. Natural gas exploration would provide greater access to
this supply would help reverse the current imbalance in supply and demand of natural gas.
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U.S. energy policies promote the use of natural gas, driving up demand, yet they also
restrict access to domestic supplies.
Decades of experience has proven that deep-sea natural gas exploration is safe, and the
development of new technologies is making it even safer. Increasing our supply of natural
gas from OCS resources can be accomplished with little risk to the environment.
Link to Vitter #1

How Committee Members Voted: (7-11-1, Amendment Defeated)
Senate Majority Committee Members
Sen. Barbara Boxer - NO
Sen. Max Baucus - NO
Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman - NO
Sen. Thomas R. Carper - NO
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton - NO
Sen. Frank R. Lautenberg -NO
Sen. Benjamin L. Cardin - NO
Sen. Bernard Sanders -NO
Sen. Amy Klobuchar - NO
Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse -NO

Senate Minority Committee Members
Sen.James M. Inhofe - YES
Sen. John Warner - PRESENT
Sen. George V. Voinovich - YES
Sen. Johnny Isakson - YES
Sen. David Vitter - YES
Sen. John Barrasso - YES
Sen. Larry E. Craig - YES
Sen. Lamar Alexander - YES
Sen. Christopher S. Bond - YES
(more ... )
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Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT TO PROTECT POOR FROM RISING
ENERGY COSTS
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Sen. Bond’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly burdensome
higher home heating or cooling prices as a result of this bill.
Bond Amendment #1
Low- and fixed-income families are particularly vulnerable to higher home heating and
cooling prices threatened by the Lieberman-Warner bill. None of the programs contained in
this bill guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly
burdensome higher home energy prices. The currently proposed Federal Reserve Boardtype cost relief measures are triggered only by economy-wide and nationwide problems and
are too general and indirect to address specific situations such as low- or fixed-income
suffering in certain regions of the country. Auction and allocation programs make funds
available to aid the poor and seniors, but there are no guarantees recipients such as States
where given a choice will devote their funds to aid the poor and seniors versus other
authorized activities such as efficiency or conservation programs. Energy Assistance funds
are routed through programs such as LIHEAP favoring Northeastern States or winter
heating costs as opposed to other States or summer cooling needs. Even with the maximum
amount of funds going to aid low- and fixed-income families, there is no guarantee of
protection from price increases that outstrip available aid funds.

(more ... )
●

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING
JOBS
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and
Energy Independence
Inhofe Amendment 13
Inhofe amendment to require the submission of annual reports describing the effect of this
legislation on the automotive industry
The Lieberman-Warner bill will not only harm consumers by raising their energy costs, it
will likely cost them their jobs. The respected consulting firm CRA International testified
before this committee last month that by 2020, this bill will cause a net loss of between 1.5
and 3.4 million jobs.
Senator Inhofe is very concerned about the impact of this bill on our domestic automobile
industry, which has endured significant job cuts over the last few years. The economies of
several Midwestern states—including Missouri, Ohio, and Michigan, to name a few—are
directly tied to the prosperity of this industry.
The Inhofe amendment is about protecting jobs and keeping our economy strong. It requires
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the Secretary of Commerce, a year after the bill becomes law, and every year thereafter, to
report on whether this bill will cut 10,000 jobs in the automobile industry during the
following calendar year. In other words, it gives us the ability to look ahead and see how
people will be impacted.
If the report shows 10,000 jobs will be lost, then the EPA Administrator, in consultation
with the Secretary of Commerce, must increase the number of allowances necessary to
preserve those jobs.
(more ... )
●

Monday, December 3, 2007
Look Closer at Global Warming "Solutions" (In Case You Missed It...Sen. Inhofe Op/Ed,
Roll Call)
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Just in time for the United Nations Climate Change Conference, the chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee has scheduled a business meeting to consider
legislation that seeks to impose mandatory global warming “solutions” on the American
people. The global warming cap-and-trade bill (S. 2191) introduced by Sens. Joe
Lieberman (ID-Conn.) and John Warner (R-Va.) seeks to regulate carbon dioxide by
creating a whole new federal bureaucracy. In moving the bill out of committee, supporters
of the bill are anxious for a symbolic “victory” just in time for their U.N. trip to Bali.
There is a better way for Congress to legislate. The American people deserve an open and
honest debate on the merits of any proposed climate change legislation, especially
considering that mandatory carbon cap-and-trade legislation will impose the largest tax
increase ever in the U.S. without any measurable climate benefits. Consideration of the
Lieberman-Warner bill, The Wall Street Journal reported in a Nov. 5 article, comes at a
time when a “winter-heating crisis looms.”
(more ... )
●

Monday, November 19, 2007
ANALYSIS CITED BY BOXER INCLUDES HUGE NUCLEAR ENERGY GAINS,
DESPITE HER STAUNCH OPPOSITION TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Dismissing Republican Members of the EPW Committee’s request for economic analysis
by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) before the Committee marks up the Lieberman-Warner bill, Senator Boxer,
chairman of the EPW Committee, said at the November 15 EPW Committee hearing that
enough analysis had already been conducted, citing analysis done by the environmental
group Clean Air Task Force. Interestingly however, the CATF analysis relies heavily upon
the assumption that nuclear power will greatly benefit under the bill. The charts below are
from a presentation by the CATF distributed to Members of the committee and the press.
As shown below, CATF makes the assumption that 90 new nuclear power plants will be
built.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, November 15, 2007
NEW ANALYSIS: CARBON MANDATE WOULD HARM CONSUMERS, JOBS AND
ECONOMY
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, Environmental
Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, joined Senators George V. Voinovich (R-OH) and John Barrasso (R-WY) in
saying today that new Energy Information Administration (EIA) analysis reinforces the
need for a full analysis of the Lieberman-Warner bill now before the EPW Committee. New
analysis from the EIA released this week shows energy costs for consumers and employers
will be even more expensive – and burdens on hard-working Americans, the elderly and the
poor will be even more severe – if Congress adopts carbon mandates but fails to enact
policies to increase domestic energy supplies.
In response to a request from Senators Voinovich, Barrasso and Inhofe sent in midSeptember, EIA found that cap-and-trade legislation, without new nuclear power plants and
rapid deployment of biomass and clean coal technology, will cause huge increases in
electricity and natural gas prices.
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, November 14, 2007
Inhofe: Geothermal Heat Pumps Key to Increasing Energy Efficiency in Homes and
Businesses
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and Energy Independence
First, the Inhofe EPW Press Blog would like to be one of the first to congratulate New York
Times environment reporter on his new blog, Dot Earth.
In his post last night, America's Leaky Buildings and the Climate Challenge, Revkin asked
Senator Inhofe for a comment on the findings of a new report "North American Carbon
Budget and Implications for the Global Carbon Cycle."
Senator Inhofe provided the following quote touting his commitment to increasing energy
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efficiency and his work on promoting the use of geothermal heat pumps:
"Increasing energy efficiency has long been a top priority for me. One of the least known
but most effective ways to increase energy efficiency in our homes and businesses is
utilizing an exciting new technology called geothermal heat pumps. Geothermal heat pumps
are a proven, effective, and efficient technology that can meet consumer heating and
cooling needs while simultaneously conserving energy. That's why I teamed up with
Senator Ken Salazar (D-Colo.) on November 6 to introduce the bipartisan Geothermal Heat
Pump Development Act of 2007, which would provide American homes and businesses
with tax credits to promote greater use of geothermal heat pumps. Geothermal heat pumps
are electrically-powered devices that use the earth's natural heat storage ability to heat and
cool homes and meet energy demands. Our legislation encourages the use of this renewable
and cost-effective energy source by providing tax credits for businesses and residents who
install geothermal heat pumps. Similarly, I introduced legislation in June to encourage the
use of this renewable source in federal buildings. I worked with Senator Hillary Clinton (DNY) to see that it was added to the Senate-passed energy bill."
(more ... )
●

Thursday, October 25, 2007
INHOFE DISCUSSES NUCLEAR ENERGY WITH GLENN BECK
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
(more ... )
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EDITORIAL: YES, THEY'RE TERRORISTS (Rocky Mountain News, May 29, 2007)
Associated issues: Eco-Terrorism
Lawyers for the people who pled guilty and are now being sentenced for a crime spree that
included the 1998 Vail Mountain arson naturally argue that their clients are not terrorists,
no indeed.
"KEVIN TUBBS IS NOT A TERRORIST," Tubbs' lawyer wrote in melodramatic fashion
in a court brief (the capital letters were his). The given reason: Tubbs' violence was
motivated by a love for animals and an "overwhelming feeling of despair."
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Tubbs, a supporter of the Earth Liberation Front, was sentenced Thursday in federal court
in Eugene, Ore., to more than 12 years in prison.
(more ... )
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Friday, May 25, 2007
Eco-Terrorists Face Tough New Federal Law Authored by Senator Inhofe
Associated issues: Eco-Terrorism
Eco-terrorism is in the news again this week, providing an opportunity to highlight the new
federal law written and shepherded through the Senate by Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.)
to combat such acts of violence.
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A May 25, 2007 Rocky Mountain News reported on animal rights extremists: "They
wanted to save the forests, to protect animals such as the lynx, to send a message to
governments and corporations that putting profits before the good of the planet would not
be tolerated. Instead, the environmental radicals who unleashed arson and other destruction
during a five-year span starting in the mid-1990s - including the 1998 fires on Vail
Mountain - have found themselves in a federal courthouse here this week, branded as
‘terrorists.'"
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In addition, a federal judge ruled this week that radical environmentalists were guilty of
using "elements of terrorism" for torching SUVs in Oregon. U.S. District Judge Ann Aiken
told the convicted arsonist: "It was your intent to scare and frighten other people through a
very dangerous and psychological act – arson." Judge Aiken added, "Your actions included
elements of terrorism to achieve your goal."
These types of eco-terror acts are the reason Senator Inhofe authored the "Animal
Enterprise Terrorism Act," which was signed into law by President Bush in November 27,
2006.
(more ... )
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Wednesday, May 2, 2007

Related Links
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Animal Rights Extremists Arrested in the United Kingdom

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

Associated issues: Eco-Terrorism
As reported in the Western Mail, UK law enforcement authorities arrested 30 people after
raids were conducted across Britain, Belgium, and the Netherlands to apprehend members
of an international criminal animal rights terrorist organization called Stop Huntington
Animal Cruelty (SHAC). As Chairman of the Senate Committee on Environment and
Public Works, Senator James M. Inhofe held hearings on SHAC and their dangerous tactics
in the United States and passed the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act in the 109th Congress.
(For more, visit Senator Inhofe’s EPW Committee website page on Eco-Terrorism )
(more ... )
●

Thursday, February 8, 2007
Animal Rights Extremists Suspected of Second Letter Bomb
Associated issues: Eco-Terrorism
A second letter bomb injured two men Tuesday following a letter bomb Monday that
injured one person in the UK. British police suspect animal rights extremists of these
bombings due to evidence found at the scenes. In 2006, Senator James Inhofe introduced
and passed the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act which address animal rights extremists’
criminal behavior in the United States.
Click Here for the story.
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, January 24, 2007
More on the PETA Trial
Associated issues: Eco-Terrorism, National Security and Energy Independence
Check out Brit Hume's Political Grapevine video clip of the PETA trial which began
Monday. PETA has been criticized by Senator Inhofe for funding radical extremist groups
like the Animal Liberation Front and the Earth Liberation Front. As in the current trial,
PETA has paid for the defense of ALF members after burning down university laboratories.
(more ... )
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EPW FACT OF THE DAY: NO ETHANOL “CEILING”
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
One United States Senator, in making his case for an increased ethanol mandate on the floor
of the United States Senate yesterday, argued that that the ethanol mandate signed into law
in 2005 created a “ceiling” and that the industry is now bumping up against that ceiling.
FACT: No such ceiling exists. Rather, as Senator Harkin (D-IA) noted during Senate
consideration in 2005, the Senate established a “strong floor.” Senator Harkin stated:
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“So what we are doing makes sense. With an 8-billion-gallon renewable fuels standard, we
establish a strong floor for the time frame under consideration. The fact is, we will have no
trouble whatsoever producing enough ethanol to meet this standard. As I said, the industry
already has the capacity to produce nearly 4 billion gallons of ethanol a year.”
(more ... )
●

Thursday, November 15, 2007
NEW ANALYSIS: CARBON MANDATE WOULD HARM CONSUMERS, JOBS AND
ECONOMY
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, Environmental
Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
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Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, joined Senators George V. Voinovich (R-OH) and John Barrasso (R-WY) in
saying today that new Energy Information Administration (EIA) analysis reinforces the
need for a full analysis of the Lieberman-Warner bill now before the EPW Committee. New
analysis from the EIA released this week shows energy costs for consumers and employers
will be even more expensive – and burdens on hard-working Americans, the elderly and the
poor will be even more severe – if Congress adopts carbon mandates but fails to enact
policies to increase domestic energy supplies.
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In response to a request from Senators Voinovich, Barrasso and Inhofe sent in midSeptember, EIA found that cap-and-trade legislation, without new nuclear power plants and
rapid deployment of biomass and clean coal technology, will cause huge increases in
electricity and natural gas prices.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, November 1, 2007
THE HILL ADMITS MISTAKES, WILL OFFER CORRECTION

Related Links
●

●
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Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security
and Energy Independence

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

Today, The Hill newspaper ran an article with several inaccuracies regarding yesterday's
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee hearing focusing on Yucca Mountain.
The article, Clinton Skips Senate Hearing She Called For, wrongfully states that Senator
Clinton "skipped" the hearing. Senator Clinton did in fact attend the hearing as evident by
the press release released by her Senate office that includes video they posted on You Tube.
In addition, The Hill wrongfully reported that Senator Inhofe criticized Senator Clinton for
not attending. The Hill mistakenly reported Clinton's supposed absence "drew a strong
rebuke from Sen. James Inhofe (Okla.), ranking Republican on the Environment and Public
Works Committee."
In fact, the comments made by Senator Inhofe included in the article actually came from a
July 24, 2007 press release from Senator Inhofe's EPW Committee office titled, Senator
Clinton Fails To Ask ‘Hard Questions' About Yucca Mountain.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, October 25, 2007
INHOFE DISCUSSES NUCLEAR ENERGY WITH GLENN BECK
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
(more ... )
●

Friday, October 19, 2007
U.S. Senate Commemorates the 35th Anniversary of the Clean Water Act
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, Environmental Accomplishments
WASHINGTON, DC - Today, U.S. Senator Frank Lautenberg (D-N.J.) and Senator David
Vitter (R-La.), Chairman and Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on Transportation
Safety, Infrastructure Security and Water Quality, joined with Senator Barbara Boxer (DCalif.), Chairman of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee and Ranking
Member James Inhofe (R-Okla.) to sponsor a resolution commemorating the 35th
anniversary of the Clean Water Act. The resolution was adopted today by the Senate by
unanimous consent.
Senator Lautenberg said: "For 35 years, Americans have relied on the Clean Water Act to
keep our lakes, rivers, streams and coastal waters safe for us to fish and swim. It is the law
that preserves our wetlands and protects our drinking water. I'm pleased to join my
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colleagues in commemorating this landmark of environmental and public health
protection."
Senator Vitter said: "The Clean Water Act is responsible for many important impacts since
it became law more than 35 years ago. The Act has leveraged billions of dollars for state
and local governments to improve water quality and address water infrastructure needs. The
entire Lake Pontchartrain Basin ecosystem will continue to benefit from the assistance
provided under the Act."
Senator Boxer said: "The Clean Water Act has been one of our most successful
environmental statutes to date. Since 1972, we have made tremendous progress, and today,
our rivers, lakes and streams are far cleaner than they were three decades ago. But there is
still more work to be done. Forty percent of the nation's tested waters currently fail to meet
quality standards. As we honor the successes of the CWA today, it is important that we also
recommit to protecting the quality of our nation's water."
Senator Inhofe said: "Today as we mark the 35th anniversary of the Clean Water Act, I am
proud to join with my Senate colleagues in recognition of the tremendous progress our
nation has made in cleaning up and improving our nation's water resources. Thanks to the
CWA and the commitment by the American people, our nation's waterways are far cleaner
and our drinking water dramatically improved. As we look to build upon this success, I am
mindful of the challenges ahead. Oklahomans face a projected $586 million in clean water
related needs over the next 20 years. I remain committed to working to ensure these needs
are met and that we do so in a way that makes sense both for our environment and our
economy."
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, October 17, 2007
BLOG UPDATE: INHOFE DISCUSSES LOST, GLOBAL WARMING, and WRDA
WITH GLENN BECK
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
Yesterday, Tuesday, October 17, 2007, Senator Inhofe was a guest on Glenn Beck's radio
and televison programs. The Senator discussed several import issues including the Law of
the Sea Treaty (LOST), global warming, and the Water Resources Development Act
(WRDA). Included below is additional information that Senator Inhofe wants to make sure
you have on each of these issues.
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, October 16, 2007
WELCOME GLENN BECK VIEWERS!
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response,
Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
Welcome Glenn Beck listeners! Senator Inhofe covered several issues in this morning's
radio interview with Glenn Beck including WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global
warming. Missed the interview? Click here to listen.
For those looking for more information on each of these issues, check out the information
below:
1) Global Warming Hysteria: There is an abundance of new peer-reviewed studies,
analyses, and data error discoveries in the last several months that has prompted scientists
to declare that fear of catastrophic man-made global warming "bites the dust" and the
scientific underpinnings for alarm are "falling apart."
(more ... )
●

Thursday, October 4, 2007
Inhofe on the G Gordon Liddy Show
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments,
Gulf Coast Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and
Energy Independence
Senator Inhofe discussed WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global warming this morning
on the G Gordon Liddy Show. Listen by clicking here.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, September 27, 2007
Nuclear Power Use Must Be Expanded
Associated issues: Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy
Independence
A strong, robust nuclear industry must continue to play a growing part of our nation’s
energy future, both for the sake of national security and environmental progress. Nuclear
energy is clean, reliable, cost-effective, and most important, increases our domestic energy
supply. Expansion of nuclear energy in the United States requires confidence in our
government. The American public must be able to trust that the government will protect
public health, provide nuclear waste solutions and provide confidence to potential investors.
(more ... )
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Wednesday, September 26, 2007
In Case You Missed It...THE OKLAHOMAN EDITORIAL: ILL-TIMED VETO
MIGHT BACKFIRE ON BUSH
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
In its editorial today, Water Works: Ill-Timed Veto Might Backfire On Bush, the
Oklahoman agrees with Senator Inhofe that the president should re-consider his veto-threat
of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) that received overwhelming bi-partisan
support in both the House and the Senate. The editorial states:
“We understand both sides of the argument. The White House says there's too much
spending being authorized and that a number of projects are outside the purview of the
federal government. White House officials contend ‘fiscal irresponsibility’ should be
addressed when it surfaces. But the administration's ability to fend off ill-conceived
spending later on will be weakened if the president's veto — premature in Inhofe's opinion
— is overwhelmingly overridden. There's no question the water bill contains money for
important projects. As Casteel reports, Inhofe got $30 million included to complete
relocation of Tar Creek-area residents, as well as a provision that would save Edmond $10
million in its Arcadia Lake dispute with the Corps of Engineers.The real issue is keeping
worthy projects on track while weeding out those of questionable merit, an effort Inhofe
believes will be hampered by an early, unsuccessful veto. We think he's right.”
On Monday, September 24, 2007, the United States Senate passed the conference report for
the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495) by a vote of 81-12.
The vote in the Senate follows House approval in August by a vote of 381-40. As the
ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator Inhofe has made passage
of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage of the Conference Report,
the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
Watch Senator Inhofe’s Senate Floor speech in favor of passage of WRDA
Read Senator Inhofe’s Press Release and Floor Statement
(more ... )
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U.S. Senate Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed Man-Made Global Warming
Claims in 2007
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized the climate claims made by
the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore.
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The new report issued by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee’s office of
the GOP Ranking Member details the views of the scientists, the overwhelming majority of
whom spoke out in 2007.
Even some in the establishment media now appear to be taking notice of the growing
number of skeptical scientists. In October, the Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet Eilperin
conceded the obvious, writing that climate skeptics "appear to be expanding rather than
shrinking." Many scientists from around the world have dubbed 2007 as the year man-made
global warming fears “bite the dust.” (LINK) In addition, many scientists who are also
progressive environmentalists believe climate fear promotion has "co-opted" the green
movement. (LINK)
(more ... )
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Thursday, December 13, 2007
Global Carbon Tax Urged at UN Climate Conference
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
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BALI, Indonesia – A global tax on carbon dioxide emissions was urged to help save the
Earth from catastrophic man-made global warming at the United Nations climate
conference. A panel of UN participants on Thursday urged the adoption of a tax that would
represent “a global burden sharing system, fair, with solidarity, and legally binding to all
nations.”
“Finally someone will pay for these [climate related] costs,” Othmar Schwank, a global tax
advocate, told Inhofe EPW Press Blog following the panel discussion titled “A Global CO2
Tax.” Schwank is a consultant with the Switzerland based Mauch Consulting firm
(more ... )
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Thursday, December 13, 2007
Related Links
●

●

Over 100 Prominent Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile' Climate Control Efforts

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
The UN climate conference met strong opposition Thursday from a team of over 100
prominent international scientists, who warned the UN, that attempting to control the
Earth's climate was "ultimately futile."
The scientists, many of whom are current and former UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change) scientists, sent an open letter to the UN Secretary-General questioning
the scientific basis for climate fears and the UN's so-called "solutions."
"Attempts to prevent global climate change from occurring are ultimately futile, and
constitute a tragic misallocation of resources that would be better spent on humanity's real
and pressing problems," the letter signed by the scientists read. The December 13 letter was
released to the public late Thursday. (LINK)
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, December 11, 2007
Skeptical Scientists Urge World To ‘Have the Courage to Do Nothing' At UN Conference
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
BALI, Indonesia - An international team of scientists skeptical of man-made climate fears
promoted by the UN and former Vice President Al Gore, descended on Bali this week to
urge the world to "have the courage to do nothing" in response to UN demands.
Lord Christopher Monckton, a UK climate researcher, had a blunt message for UN climate
conference participants on Monday.
"Climate change is a non-problem. The right answer to a non-problem is to have the
courage to do nothing," Monckton told participants.
"The UN conference is a complete waste of our time and your money and we should no
longer pay the slightest attention to the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change,)" Monckton added. (LINK)
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS OPPOSE AMENDMENT TO ENSURE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
NATURAL GAS
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Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Senator Vitter’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
would allow for the expansion of the U.S. energy supply and reduce U.S. dependence on
foreign oil by permitting, under certain circumstances, the exploration for natural gas off
the coast of certain states.
Vitter Amendment #1
Natural gas demand is outstripping supply, and the bill makes it worse. December 2007
natural gas futures price are already priced 23.75% above today’s level, and FERC is
forecasting electricity prices to rise across the country from 19% to as high as 32% because
of high natural gas prices. The adoption of carbon caps in the near-term will exacerbate this
problem greatly by causing fuel shifting from coal—currently about half of US electric
generating capacity—to natural gas resources.
Since the natural gas crisis started in late 2000, we have lost 18.5% of all manufacturing
jobs or 3.2 million good paying jobs. High natural gas costs played a significant role in
those job losses. Higher energy prices mean job losses will continue because natural gas
prices are cheaper in other countries.
Consumers paid a staggering $75.7 billion more for natural gas and $65 billion more for
electricity in 2006 than in 2000. Even though natural gas is used to produce only 20 percent
of the electricity, it accounts for 55 percent of the industry’s entire fuel expense ($50 billion
out of $91 billion) according to the Electric Power Research Institute.
We must increase domestic supply because even small increases or decreases can have an
enormous impact on natural gas prices. For example, even though we lost only 5% of our
natural gas production because of Hurricane Katrina, consumers paid $40.8 billion more in
higher natural gas prices over the following five months.
Natural gas exploration is one solution to this problem. There is an abundant supply of deepsea natural gas on the Outer Continental Shelf that can be retrieved in a safe and
environmentally sound manner. Yet, 85% of these supplies are off-limits to exploration.
The OCS has enough natural gas to heat 100 million homes for 60 years, and enough oil to
drive 85 million cars for 35 years. Natural gas exploration would provide greater access to
this supply would help reverse the current imbalance in supply and demand of natural gas.
U.S. energy policies promote the use of natural gas, driving up demand, yet they also
restrict access to domestic supplies.
Decades of experience has proven that deep-sea natural gas exploration is safe, and the
development of new technologies is making it even safer. Increasing our supply of natural
gas from OCS resources can be accomplished with little risk to the environment.
Link to Vitter #1

How Committee Members Voted: (7-11-1, Amendment Defeated)
Senate Majority Committee Members
Sen. Barbara Boxer - NO
Sen. Max Baucus - NO
Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman - NO
Sen. Thomas R. Carper - NO
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton - NO
Sen. Frank R. Lautenberg -NO
Sen. Benjamin L. Cardin - NO
Sen. Bernard Sanders -NO
Sen. Amy Klobuchar - NO
Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse -NO

Senate Minority Committee Members
Sen.James M. Inhofe - YES
Sen. John Warner - PRESENT
Sen. George V. Voinovich - YES
Sen. Johnny Isakson - YES
Sen. David Vitter - YES
Sen. John Barrasso - YES
Sen. Larry E. Craig - YES
Sen. Lamar Alexander - YES
Sen. Christopher S. Bond - YES
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT TO PROTECT POOR FROM RISING
ENERGY COSTS
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Sen. Bond’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly burdensome
higher home heating or cooling prices as a result of this bill.
Bond Amendment #1
Low- and fixed-income families are particularly vulnerable to higher home heating and
cooling prices threatened by the Lieberman-Warner bill. None of the programs contained in
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this bill guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly
burdensome higher home energy prices. The currently proposed Federal Reserve Boardtype cost relief measures are triggered only by economy-wide and nationwide problems and
are too general and indirect to address specific situations such as low- or fixed-income
suffering in certain regions of the country. Auction and allocation programs make funds
available to aid the poor and seniors, but there are no guarantees recipients such as States
where given a choice will devote their funds to aid the poor and seniors versus other
authorized activities such as efficiency or conservation programs. Energy Assistance funds
are routed through programs such as LIHEAP favoring Northeastern States or winter
heating costs as opposed to other States or summer cooling needs. Even with the maximum
amount of funds going to aid low- and fixed-income families, there is no guarantee of
protection from price increases that outstrip available aid funds.

(more ... )
●

Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING
JOBS
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and
Energy Independence
Inhofe Amendment 13
Inhofe amendment to require the submission of annual reports describing the effect of this
legislation on the automotive industry
The Lieberman-Warner bill will not only harm consumers by raising their energy costs, it
will likely cost them their jobs. The respected consulting firm CRA International testified
before this committee last month that by 2020, this bill will cause a net loss of between 1.5
and 3.4 million jobs.
Senator Inhofe is very concerned about the impact of this bill on our domestic automobile
industry, which has endured significant job cuts over the last few years. The economies of
several Midwestern states—including Missouri, Ohio, and Michigan, to name a few—are
directly tied to the prosperity of this industry.
The Inhofe amendment is about protecting jobs and keeping our economy strong. It requires
the Secretary of Commerce, a year after the bill becomes law, and every year thereafter, to
report on whether this bill will cut 10,000 jobs in the automobile industry during the
following calendar year. In other words, it gives us the ability to look ahead and see how
people will be impacted.
If the report shows 10,000 jobs will be lost, then the EPA Administrator, in consultation
with the Secretary of Commerce, must increase the number of allowances necessary to
preserve those jobs.
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, December 4, 2007
A Northeastern Liberal’s Inconvenient Emissions Problem
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit
Analysis, National Security and Energy Independence
In a twist of irony this week, Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) introduced legislation today
that will increase the use of home heating oil, a major contributor of greenhouse gasses, in
the same week that the Senator is pushing his colleagues on the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee to go farther in cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Sen. Sanders introduced legislation today to increase funding for the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), a federal program that helps low-income
families, principally located in Northeastern states, that can’t afford dramatic price
increases for home heating oil and natural gas. Because home heating oil is heavily relied
upon by low-income families in the Northeast, increased funds for LIHEAP ultimately
means these funds will go toward increasing the use of home heating oil. Meanwhile, the
EPW Committee is set to consider the Lieberman-Warner climate bill tomorrow; a bill Sen.
Sanders has said does not go far enough in reducing emissions.
(more ... )
●

Monday, December 3, 2007
Look Closer at Global Warming "Solutions" (In Case You Missed It...Sen. Inhofe Op/Ed,
Roll Call)
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Just in time for the United Nations Climate Change Conference, the chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee has scheduled a business meeting to consider
legislation that seeks to impose mandatory global warming “solutions” on the American
people. The global warming cap-and-trade bill (S. 2191) introduced by Sens. Joe
Lieberman (ID-Conn.) and John Warner (R-Va.) seeks to regulate carbon dioxide by
creating a whole new federal bureaucracy. In moving the bill out of committee, supporters
of the bill are anxious for a symbolic “victory” just in time for their U.N. trip to Bali.
There is a better way for Congress to legislate. The American people deserve an open and
honest debate on the merits of any proposed climate change legislation, especially
considering that mandatory carbon cap-and-trade legislation will impose the largest tax
increase ever in the U.S. without any measurable climate benefits. Consideration of the
Lieberman-Warner bill, The Wall Street Journal reported in a Nov. 5 article, comes at a
time when a “winter-heating crisis looms.”
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(more ... )
●

Friday, November 30, 2007
CBS News Seeks ‘Hip’ Environmental Reporter, No ‘Knowledge of Enviro Beat’ Necessary
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming
The low bar set by CBS News for their reporting may have reached new depths. CBS News
is seeking a reporter for its ‘eco beat’ who does not need any “knowledge of the enviro
beat,” but must be “funny, irreverent and hip, oozing enthusiasm and creative energy,”
according to a new job posting on JournalismJobs.com. The potential CBS News employee
must also be “vibrant” and bring “a dash of humor to our coverage.”
(more ... )
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WELCOME GLENN BECK VIEWERS!
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response,
Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
Welcome Glenn Beck listeners! Senator Inhofe covered several issues in this morning's
radio interview with Glenn Beck including WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global
warming. Missed the interview? Click here to listen.
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For those looking for more information on each of these issues, check out the information
below:
1) Global Warming Hysteria: There is an abundance of new peer-reviewed studies,
analyses, and data error discoveries in the last several months that has prompted scientists
to declare that fear of catastrophic man-made global warming "bites the dust" and the
scientific underpinnings for alarm are "falling apart."
(more ... )
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Inhofe on the G Gordon Liddy Show
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Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments,
Gulf Coast Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and
Energy Independence
Senator Inhofe discussed WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global warming this morning
on the G Gordon Liddy Show. Listen by clicking here.
(more ... )
●

Monday, October 1, 2007
INHOFE CONTINUES TO MAKE HIS CASE IN SUPPORT OF WRDA, DRAWS
MORE PRAISE FROM OKLAHOMA NEWSPAPERS
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response

Contact
Nominations
Hearings

Writing in last weekend’s Oklahoman, Senator Inhofe continued to make his case in
support of the re-authorization of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA). Senator
Inhofe took the opportunity to respond to President Bush’s criticism about “excessive
spending” in WRDA, writing:

Related Links
●

●

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

“The president has cited "excessive spending” as his motivation for the potential veto. But
as I continue to point out, and as The Oklahoman did in a recent editorial, the fact is the
WRDA bill is not a spending bill, it is an authorizing bill. It simply sets out which projects
and programs are allowed to get in line for future funding. While the bill is not perfect, it
makes significant progress in addressing our water resources needs in a responsible manner.
Infrastructure is an essential part of our nation's economy and its importance should not be
understated.
Senator Inhofe then asked readers to keep two points in mind:
“First, I am a staunch fiscal conservative, but I am not apologetic about increased spending
on our nation's defense and infrastructure needs. Second, this bill doesn't spend a dime. It's
an authorizing bill that sets criteria for projects. Without this bill, Senate appropriators
would be turned loose to ram earmarks through with no discipline at all.”
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, September 26, 2007
In Case You Missed It...THE OKLAHOMAN EDITORIAL: ILL-TIMED VETO
MIGHT BACKFIRE ON BUSH
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
In its editorial today, Water Works: Ill-Timed Veto Might Backfire On Bush, the
Oklahoman agrees with Senator Inhofe that the president should re-consider his veto-threat
of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) that received overwhelming bi-partisan
support in both the House and the Senate. The editorial states:
“We understand both sides of the argument. The White House says there's too much
spending being authorized and that a number of projects are outside the purview of the
federal government. White House officials contend ‘fiscal irresponsibility’ should be
addressed when it surfaces. But the administration's ability to fend off ill-conceived
spending later on will be weakened if the president's veto — premature in Inhofe's opinion
— is overwhelmingly overridden. There's no question the water bill contains money for
important projects. As Casteel reports, Inhofe got $30 million included to complete
relocation of Tar Creek-area residents, as well as a provision that would save Edmond $10
million in its Arcadia Lake dispute with the Corps of Engineers.The real issue is keeping
worthy projects on track while weeding out those of questionable merit, an effort Inhofe
believes will be hampered by an early, unsuccessful veto. We think he's right.”
On Monday, September 24, 2007, the United States Senate passed the conference report for
the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495) by a vote of 81-12.
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The vote in the Senate follows House approval in August by a vote of 381-40. As the
ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator Inhofe has made passage
of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage of the Conference Report,
the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
Watch Senator Inhofe’s Senate Floor speech in favor of passage of WRDA
Read Senator Inhofe’s Press Release and Floor Statement
(more ... )
●

Monday, September 24, 2007
SENATE JOINS HOUSE IN OVERWHELMINGLY PASSING WRDA, DESPITE
BUSH VETO THREAT
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), ranking member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, stated that today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote in the Senate in favor of the
conference report for the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495)
“sends a clear message to the President: don’t veto this critically important infrastructure
bill.” The Senate passage today by a vote of 81-12 follows House approval in August by a
vote of 381-40. As the ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator
Inhofe has made passage of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage
of the Conference Report, the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
“Today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote in favor of the WRDA bill in the Senate, and
previously in the House, sends a clear message to the President: don’t veto this critically
important infrastructure bill,” Senator Inhofe said. “The WRDA bill, which is actually
WRDA 2002, 2004, 2006 and now 2007 all rolled into one, is long overdue. I commend the
hard work of my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to complete work on this important
bill that authorizes and modifies numerous critical projects in the areas of navigation, flood
damage reduction, hurricane and storm damage reduction and environmental restoration in
a reasonable and responsible manner.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, March 29, 2007
EPW COMMITTEE PASSES WRDA BILL, MARTELLA NOMINATION
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response
WASHINGTON, DC – Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Environment
& Public Works Committee, today praised committee passage of the Water Resources
Development Act (WRDA) and nomination of Roger Martella for General Counsel of the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) following the EPW Committee business meeting.
The WRDA bill that passed out of the Committee today is essentially the same bill the
Senate passed last year, which should allow for faster consideration in the Senate. Today’s
approval of Mr. Martella’s nomination is the second time the EPW Committee has
favorably reported his nomination.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, March 15, 2007
EPW HEARING FOCUSES ON PASSING WRDA, ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS BUDGET
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response
At today's EPW Subcommittee on Transportation and Infrastructure hearing, Water
Resources Needs and the President’s Budget Proposal, Senator Inhofe stressed the
importance of passing the long overdue Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) for
Oklahoma and the nation. In addition, Senator Inhofe discussed his public-private
partnership provision included in last year’s WRDA bill as a way to provide for more
recreation opportunities in Oklahoma. The Corps of Engineers is the largest provider of
outdoor recreation - larger than both the National Park Service and the Forest Service.

(more ... )
●

Friday, February 23, 2007
EPW COMMITTEE TO HOLD FIELD HEARING IN LOUISIANA
Associated issues: Gulf Coast Hurricane Response
The U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works will conduct a field hearing
at 10:00 a.m. (CST) on Monday, February 26, 2007, in New Orleans, Louisiana, to receive
testimony on moving forward after Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, with a focus on debris
waste management, coastal wetlands restoration and hurricane and storm damage reduction.
Senator Vitter (R-LA), member of the EPW Committee and Senator Mary Landrieu (DLA), chairman of the Homeland Security Subcommittee on Disaster Recovery, worked
closely with EPW Committee Chairwoman Barbara Boxer (D-CA) and Ranking Member
James Inhofe (R-OK) to put the latest field hearing together. The EPW Committee has
conducted a series of oversight hearings since the devastation caused by hurricanes Katrina
and Rita (for more information visit www.epw.senate.gov.) In addition, the EPW
Committee previously conducted a field hearing in New Orleans on Tuesday, April 18,
2006 to examine the Ongoing Rebuilding and Restoration Efforts of Hurricane and Flood
Protection by the Army Corps of Engineers and a field hearing in New Orleans on Friday,
August 26, 2005 to Examine Coastal Erosion Causes, Effects and Solutions in Louisiana.
(more ... )
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A Northeastern Liberal’s Inconvenient Emissions Problem
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit
Analysis, National Security and Energy Independence
In a twist of irony this week, Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) introduced legislation today
that will increase the use of home heating oil, a major contributor of greenhouse gasses, in
the same week that the Senator is pushing his colleagues on the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee to go farther in cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Sen. Sanders introduced legislation today to increase funding for the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), a federal program that helps low-income
families, principally located in Northeastern states, that can’t afford dramatic price
increases for home heating oil and natural gas. Because home heating oil is heavily relied
upon by low-income families in the Northeast, increased funds for LIHEAP ultimately
means these funds will go toward increasing the use of home heating oil. Meanwhile, the
EPW Committee is set to consider the Lieberman-Warner climate bill tomorrow; a bill Sen.
Sanders has said does not go far enough in reducing emissions.
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Thursday, November 1, 2007
THE HILL ADMITS MISTAKES, WILL OFFER CORRECTION
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Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security
and Energy Independence
Today, The Hill newspaper ran an article with several inaccuracies regarding yesterday's
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee hearing focusing on Yucca Mountain.
The article, Clinton Skips Senate Hearing She Called For, wrongfully states that Senator
Clinton "skipped" the hearing. Senator Clinton did in fact attend the hearing as evident by
the press release released by her Senate office that includes video they posted on You Tube.
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In addition, The Hill wrongfully reported that Senator Inhofe criticized Senator Clinton for
not attending. The Hill mistakenly reported Clinton's supposed absence "drew a strong
rebuke from Sen. James Inhofe (Okla.), ranking Republican on the Environment and Public
Works Committee."
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In fact, the comments made by Senator Inhofe included in the article actually came from a
July 24, 2007 press release from Senator Inhofe's EPW Committee office titled, Senator
Clinton Fails To Ask ‘Hard Questions' About Yucca Mountain.
(more ... )
●

Related Links
●
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Thursday, October 25, 2007

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

INHOFE DISCUSSES NUCLEAR ENERGY WITH GLENN BECK
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, October 17, 2007
BLOG UPDATE: INHOFE DISCUSSES LOST, GLOBAL WARMING, and WRDA
WITH GLENN BECK
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
Yesterday, Tuesday, October 17, 2007, Senator Inhofe was a guest on Glenn Beck's radio
and televison programs. The Senator discussed several import issues including the Law of
the Sea Treaty (LOST), global warming, and the Water Resources Development Act
(WRDA). Included below is additional information that Senator Inhofe wants to make sure
you have on each of these issues.
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, October 16, 2007
WELCOME GLENN BECK VIEWERS!
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response,
Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
Welcome Glenn Beck listeners! Senator Inhofe covered several issues in this morning's
radio interview with Glenn Beck including WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global
warming. Missed the interview? Click here to listen.
For those looking for more information on each of these issues, check out the information
below:
1) Global Warming Hysteria: There is an abundance of new peer-reviewed studies,
analyses, and data error discoveries in the last several months that has prompted scientists
to declare that fear of catastrophic man-made global warming "bites the dust" and the
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scientific underpinnings for alarm are "falling apart."
(more ... )
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Thursday, October 4, 2007
Inhofe on the G Gordon Liddy Show
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments,
Gulf Coast Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and
Energy Independence
Senator Inhofe discussed WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global warming this morning
on the G Gordon Liddy Show. Listen by clicking here.
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, October 3, 2007
Opening Statement: Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Reactor Oversight Process
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, National Security and
Energy Independence
(more ... )
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Wednesday, September 26, 2007
In Case You Missed It...THE OKLAHOMAN EDITORIAL: ILL-TIMED VETO
MIGHT BACKFIRE ON BUSH
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
In its editorial today, Water Works: Ill-Timed Veto Might Backfire On Bush, the
Oklahoman agrees with Senator Inhofe that the president should re-consider his veto-threat
of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) that received overwhelming bi-partisan
support in both the House and the Senate. The editorial states:
“We understand both sides of the argument. The White House says there's too much
spending being authorized and that a number of projects are outside the purview of the
federal government. White House officials contend ‘fiscal irresponsibility’ should be
addressed when it surfaces. But the administration's ability to fend off ill-conceived
spending later on will be weakened if the president's veto — premature in Inhofe's opinion
— is overwhelmingly overridden. There's no question the water bill contains money for
important projects. As Casteel reports, Inhofe got $30 million included to complete
relocation of Tar Creek-area residents, as well as a provision that would save Edmond $10
million in its Arcadia Lake dispute with the Corps of Engineers.The real issue is keeping
worthy projects on track while weeding out those of questionable merit, an effort Inhofe
believes will be hampered by an early, unsuccessful veto. We think he's right.”
On Monday, September 24, 2007, the United States Senate passed the conference report for
the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495) by a vote of 81-12.
The vote in the Senate follows House approval in August by a vote of 381-40. As the
ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator Inhofe has made passage
of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage of the Conference Report,
the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
Watch Senator Inhofe’s Senate Floor speech in favor of passage of WRDA
Read Senator Inhofe’s Press Release and Floor Statement
(more ... )
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Monday, September 24, 2007
SENATE JOINS HOUSE IN OVERWHELMINGLY PASSING WRDA, DESPITE
BUSH VETO THREAT
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), ranking member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, stated that today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote in the Senate in favor of the
conference report for the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495)
“sends a clear message to the President: don’t veto this critically important infrastructure
bill.” The Senate passage today by a vote of 81-12 follows House approval in August by a
vote of 381-40. As the ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator
Inhofe has made passage of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage
of the Conference Report, the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
“Today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote in favor of the WRDA bill in the Senate, and
previously in the House, sends a clear message to the President: don’t veto this critically
important infrastructure bill,” Senator Inhofe said. “The WRDA bill, which is actually
WRDA 2002, 2004, 2006 and now 2007 all rolled into one, is long overdue. I commend the
hard work of my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to complete work on this important
bill that authorizes and modifies numerous critical projects in the areas of navigation, flood
damage reduction, hurricane and storm damage reduction and environmental restoration in
a reasonable and responsible manner.
(more ... )
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Thursday, September 20, 2007
Opening Statement: Hearing To Examine The Condition of Our Nation's Bridges
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
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Oklahoma, National Security and Energy Independence
Thank you Madame Chairman. I am pleased that you have called this hearing to examine
the state of our nation’s bridge infrastructure. As I’m sure you remember, I suggested back
in February that we hold a hearing on the Emergency Relief Program because of the
funding and how the eligibility works
The catastrophic failure of the I-35 bridge in Minnesota was a tragedy for the families of
the 13 victims as well as the people of Minnesota, and I hope a wake-up call for all of us.
Our infrastructure is crumbling and we cannot afford to ignore it. We have been enjoying
investments made 50 years ago and have not been giving enough attention to replacement,
or even adequate maintenance, of the very infrastructure that has fueled unprecedented
economic prosperity. As I have stated many times, the primary responsibility of
government is to provide for the defense of the country and infrastructure. We have done an
inadequate job maintaining and expanding our infrastructure.
I do have one concern that I would like to put on the table. Following the tragedy in
Minnesota, many have rushed to call for dramatic increases in the amount of money we
spend on bridges. While I appreciate that may be a natural response, I would suggest that as
the committee of jurisdiction on this issue, we need to look at the entire picture before we
make decisions on how to spend additional scarce resources. Please do not misunderstand
me; I am not saying that we do not need to devote more resources to bridges. In fact my
home state leads the nation in structurally deficient and functionally obsolete bridges. If
anyone understands the need for increased attention on bridges, I do. But I believe when we
examine the state of our infrastructure in its entirety, we will find that it is not just bridges
but everything that needs attention. The investment needs for aging bridges are staggering,
but we cannot let this overshadow the overwhelming needs on all aspects our nation’s
highways.
(more ... )
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Friday, October 26, 2007
Senator Inhofe Exposes Costly Global Warming 'Solutions'
Associated issues: INHOFE SPEECH: 2007 - GLOBAL WARMING ALARMISM
REACHES A TIPPING POINT, Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis
Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), Ranking Member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, delivered a more than two-hour floor speech on October 26, debunking fears of
man-made global warming. Below is an excerpt of his remarks about the economics of socalled global warming "solutions."
Senator Inhofe Speech Excerpt:
CARBON MANDATES DON'T REDUCE TEMPERATURES
First, going on a carbon diet would do nothing to avert climate change. After the U.S.
signed the Kyoto Protocol in 1997, Al Gore's own scientist, Tom Wigley of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, calculated that Kyoto would reduce emissions by only
0.07 degrees Celsius by the year 2050. That's all. 0.07 degrees. And that's if the United
States had ratified Kyoto and the other signatories met their targets.
(more ... )
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BLOG UPDATE: INHOFE DISCUSSES LOST, GLOBAL WARMING, and WRDA
WITH GLENN BECK
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
Yesterday, Tuesday, October 17, 2007, Senator Inhofe was a guest on Glenn Beck's radio
and televison programs. The Senator discussed several import issues including the Law of
the Sea Treaty (LOST), global warming, and the Water Resources Development Act
(WRDA). Included below is additional information that Senator Inhofe wants to make sure
you have on each of these issues.
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Tuesday, October 16, 2007
WELCOME GLENN BECK VIEWERS!
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National
Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response,
Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
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Welcome Glenn Beck listeners! Senator Inhofe covered several issues in this morning's
radio interview with Glenn Beck including WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global
warming. Missed the interview? Click here to listen.
For those looking for more information on each of these issues, check out the information
below:
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1) Global Warming Hysteria: There is an abundance of new peer-reviewed studies,
analyses, and data error discoveries in the last several months that has prompted scientists
to declare that fear of catastrophic man-made global warming "bites the dust" and the
scientific underpinnings for alarm are "falling apart."
(more ... )
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Thursday, October 4, 2007
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Inhofe on the G Gordon Liddy Show
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments,
Gulf Coast Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments , National Security and
Energy Independence
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Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"

Senator Inhofe discussed WRDA, Law of the Sea Treaty and global warming this morning
on the G Gordon Liddy Show. Listen by clicking here.
(more ... )
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Monday, October 1, 2007
INHOFE CONTINUES TO MAKE HIS CASE IN SUPPORT OF WRDA, DRAWS
MORE PRAISE FROM OKLAHOMA NEWSPAPERS
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments, Gulf Coast Hurricane Response
Writing in last weekend’s Oklahoman, Senator Inhofe continued to make his case in
support of the re-authorization of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA). Senator
Inhofe took the opportunity to respond to President Bush’s criticism about “excessive
spending” in WRDA, writing:
“The president has cited "excessive spending” as his motivation for the potential veto. But
as I continue to point out, and as The Oklahoman did in a recent editorial, the fact is the
WRDA bill is not a spending bill, it is an authorizing bill. It simply sets out which projects
and programs are allowed to get in line for future funding. While the bill is not perfect, it
makes significant progress in addressing our water resources needs in a responsible manner.
Infrastructure is an essential part of our nation's economy and its importance should not be
understated.
Senator Inhofe then asked readers to keep two points in mind:
“First, I am a staunch fiscal conservative, but I am not apologetic about increased spending
on our nation's defense and infrastructure needs. Second, this bill doesn't spend a dime. It's
an authorizing bill that sets criteria for projects. Without this bill, Senate appropriators
would be turned loose to ram earmarks through with no discipline at all.”
(more ... )
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Wednesday, September 26, 2007
In Case You Missed It...THE OKLAHOMAN EDITORIAL: ILL-TIMED VETO
MIGHT BACKFIRE ON BUSH
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
In its editorial today, Water Works: Ill-Timed Veto Might Backfire On Bush, the
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Oklahoman agrees with Senator Inhofe that the president should re-consider his veto-threat
of the Water Resources Development Act (WRDA) that received overwhelming bi-partisan
support in both the House and the Senate. The editorial states:
“We understand both sides of the argument. The White House says there's too much
spending being authorized and that a number of projects are outside the purview of the
federal government. White House officials contend ‘fiscal irresponsibility’ should be
addressed when it surfaces. But the administration's ability to fend off ill-conceived
spending later on will be weakened if the president's veto — premature in Inhofe's opinion
— is overwhelmingly overridden. There's no question the water bill contains money for
important projects. As Casteel reports, Inhofe got $30 million included to complete
relocation of Tar Creek-area residents, as well as a provision that would save Edmond $10
million in its Arcadia Lake dispute with the Corps of Engineers.The real issue is keeping
worthy projects on track while weeding out those of questionable merit, an effort Inhofe
believes will be hampered by an early, unsuccessful veto. We think he's right.”
On Monday, September 24, 2007, the United States Senate passed the conference report for
the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495) by a vote of 81-12.
The vote in the Senate follows House approval in August by a vote of 381-40. As the
ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator Inhofe has made passage
of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage of the Conference Report,
the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
Watch Senator Inhofe’s Senate Floor speech in favor of passage of WRDA
Read Senator Inhofe’s Press Release and Floor Statement
(more ... )
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Monday, September 24, 2007
SENATE JOINS HOUSE IN OVERWHELMINGLY PASSING WRDA, DESPITE
BUSH VETO THREAT
Associated issues: Improving the Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Commitment to
Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works Accomplishments, Gulf Coast
Hurricane Response, Environmental Accomplishments
Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), ranking member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, stated that today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote in the Senate in favor of the
conference report for the Water Resources Development Act of 2007 (WRDA) (H.R. 1495)
“sends a clear message to the President: don’t veto this critically important infrastructure
bill.” The Senate passage today by a vote of 81-12 follows House approval in August by a
vote of 381-40. As the ranking member and former chairman of the Committee, Senator
Inhofe has made passage of the WRDA bill a top priority. With Senate and House passage
of the Conference Report, the bill now goes to the President for his consideration.
“Today’s overwhelming bi-partisan vote in favor of the WRDA bill in the Senate, and
previously in the House, sends a clear message to the President: don’t veto this critically
important infrastructure bill,” Senator Inhofe said. “The WRDA bill, which is actually
WRDA 2002, 2004, 2006 and now 2007 all rolled into one, is long overdue. I commend the
hard work of my colleagues on both sides of the aisle to complete work on this important
bill that authorizes and modifies numerous critical projects in the areas of navigation, flood
damage reduction, hurricane and storm damage reduction and environmental restoration in
a reasonable and responsible manner.
(more ... )
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Monday, September 24, 2007
****MEDIA ADVISORY****SENATORS TO HOLD PRESS CONFERENCE
FOLLOWING VOTE ON WATER RESOURCES BILL
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments
Following tonight’s Senate vote on the conference report for the Water Resources
Development Act of 2007, Senators will appear in the Senate Radio and Television Gallery
to discuss the bill.
WHEN: 6:00 PM EDT, Monday, September 24, 2007
LOCATION: Senate Radio-Television Gallery Studio, S-325
WHO: EPW COMMITTEE SENATORS
(more ... )
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Wednesday, September 19, 2007
INHOFE WELCOMES FREEMAN BEFORE EPW COMMITTEE
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments
WASHINGTON, D.C. – U.S. Senator James M. Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, today thanked Mr. Joe Freeman, Chief of the
Financial Assistance Division of the Oklahoma Water Resources Board, for his testimony
before the EPW Committee. Mr. Freeman is the Vice President of the Council of
Infrastructure Financing Authorities (CIFA). CIFA is the national organization of state
officials involved in the financing of water and wastewater pollution control projects. CIFA
members are responsible for management of the Clean Water and Drinking Water State
Revolving Funds. Senator Inhofe invited Mr. Freeman to testify before the Subcommittee
on Transportation Safety, Infrastructure Security, and Water Quality hearing titled,
“Meeting America’s Wastewater Infrastructure Needs in the 21st Century.”
"I was pleased to welcome Mr. Freeman before the Senate Environment and Public Works
Committee today," Senator Inhofe said. "Mr. Freeman provided the EPW Committee
valuable perspective regarding the challenges facing water infrastructure systems in
Oklahoma and across the nation. He expressed the importance of the Revolving Loan Fund
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to Oklahoma’s communities and explained to the Committee the financial benefits
municipalities get from using the SRF. He noted that Tulsa, OK will save $59 million over
5 years by using the SRF. He also emphasized the need to maintain a program free of too
many extra requirements that make the program too complicated for towns, particularly
small towns, to use.
(more ... )
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Wednesday, August 1, 2007
PRESS RELEASE: INHOFE VOWS TO WORK TO OVERRIDE POTENTIAL
PRESIDENTIAL VETO OF WRDA BILL
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and Public Works
Accomplishments
“I am disappointed that the President intends to veto this critically important bill,” Senator
Inhofe said. “This bill, while not perfect, has received overwhelming bi-partisan support in
Congress and goes a long way towards addressing our nation's water resource needs. The
fact is that WRDA, a bill that should be enacted every two years, is now five years overdue,
accounting for much of the size of the bill.
“As the most fiscally conservative member of the United States Senate, as ranked by the
American Conservative Union, I have long argued that the two most important functions of
the federal government are to provide for the national defense and to develop and improve
public infrastructure. That means I am not shy about voting for increased authorization and
spending on national defense needs or public infrastructure. At the same time, we must
spend limited taxpayer dollars wisely. The way to ensure wise use of taxpayer dollars is to
follow the full authorization-appropriations process. The issue here is not about the WRDA
bill, it’s about the authorization process. Authorization is the only way to keep discipline
over the annual appropriations process. In enacting a WRDA bill we will take the first step
of authorization.
(more ... )
●

Tuesday, July 31, 2007
Opening Statement: EPW Business Meeting
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Infrastructure and
Public Works Accomplishments, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, Environmental
Accomplishments
Madame Chairman, thank you for holding today’s mark-up. While there are a number of
important items on today’s agenda, I think the most important point is what you excluded
from the agenda, not what you included.
First and foremost, I am deeply troubled that you did not include the NRC nominee Kristine
Svenicki on today’s agenda. Her hearing and the follow up questions raised no issues,
major or minor, about her qualifications. I understand there is some interest on the part of
the majority in waiting for the re-nomination of Greg Jaczko. However, his current term
does not expire until next June. During Ms. Svenicki’s hearing you said there was some
precedent for re-nominating a sitting NRC Commissioner early, you promised to get us
some examples which to date we haven’t seen.
I am most concerned because this Committee has a long bipartisan history of moving
nominees through the Committee in a timely basis. If members have concerns, political or
otherwise, they have waited until the floor to hold up nominees. I think politicizing the
Committee process for the first time is a dangerous precedent to set, particularly as we look
to a whole host of new Presidential nominees in the next Congress.
(more ... )
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EPW FACT OF THE DAY: NO ETHANOL “CEILING”
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, Environmental Accomplishments ,
National Security and Energy Independence
One United States Senator, in making his case for an increased ethanol mandate on the floor
of the United States Senate yesterday, argued that that the ethanol mandate signed into law
in 2005 created a “ceiling” and that the industry is now bumping up against that ceiling.
FACT: No such ceiling exists. Rather, as Senator Harkin (D-IA) noted during Senate
consideration in 2005, the Senate established a “strong floor.” Senator Harkin stated:
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“So what we are doing makes sense. With an 8-billion-gallon renewable fuels standard, we
establish a strong floor for the time frame under consideration. The fact is, we will have no
trouble whatsoever producing enough ethanol to meet this standard. As I said, the industry
already has the capacity to produce nearly 4 billion gallons of ethanol a year.”
(more ... )
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Friday, December 7, 2007
BI-PARTISAN LETTER URGES PRESIDENT TO CONSIDER HEALTH AND SAFETY
ISSUES THAT COULD RESULT FROM INCREASED USE OF ETHANOL AS
“GENERAL PURPOSE” TRANSPORTATION FUEL
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Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Commitment to
Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and Energy
Independence
On Tuesday, December 4, 2007, Senator Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, joined Senators Jack Reed (D-RI), Benjamin L.
Cardin (D - MD), Bernard Sanders (I-VT) and Susan M. Collins (R - ME) in writing a letter
to the President to “urge your Administration to carefully evaluate and respond to
unintended public health and safety risks that could result from the increased use of ethanol
as a ‘general purpose’ transportation fuel.”
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The letter notes that the President has called for a national effort to reduce consumers’
demand for gasoline by 20 percent in ten years, in part through increased use of renewable
transportation fuels such as ethanol. In addition, the Senate, as part of its pending energy
legislation, has adopted language that would significantly increase renewable fuel use –
particularly the use of ethanol – over the next two decades.
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Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS OPPOSE AMENDMENT TO ENSURE AN ADEQUATE SUPPLY OF
NATURAL GAS
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Senator Vitter’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
would allow for the expansion of the U.S. energy supply and reduce U.S. dependence on
foreign oil by permitting, under certain circumstances, the exploration for natural gas off
the coast of certain states.
Vitter Amendment #1
Natural gas demand is outstripping supply, and the bill makes it worse. December 2007
natural gas futures price are already priced 23.75% above today’s level, and FERC is
forecasting electricity prices to rise across the country from 19% to as high as 32% because
of high natural gas prices. The adoption of carbon caps in the near-term will exacerbate this
problem greatly by causing fuel shifting from coal—currently about half of US electric
generating capacity—to natural gas resources.
Since the natural gas crisis started in late 2000, we have lost 18.5% of all manufacturing
jobs or 3.2 million good paying jobs. High natural gas costs played a significant role in
those job losses. Higher energy prices mean job losses will continue because natural gas
prices are cheaper in other countries.
Consumers paid a staggering $75.7 billion more for natural gas and $65 billion more for
electricity in 2006 than in 2000. Even though natural gas is used to produce only 20 percent
of the electricity, it accounts for 55 percent of the industry’s entire fuel expense ($50 billion
out of $91 billion) according to the Electric Power Research Institute.
We must increase domestic supply because even small increases or decreases can have an
enormous impact on natural gas prices. For example, even though we lost only 5% of our
natural gas production because of Hurricane Katrina, consumers paid $40.8 billion more in
higher natural gas prices over the following five months.
Natural gas exploration is one solution to this problem. There is an abundant supply of deepsea natural gas on the Outer Continental Shelf that can be retrieved in a safe and
environmentally sound manner. Yet, 85% of these supplies are off-limits to exploration.
The OCS has enough natural gas to heat 100 million homes for 60 years, and enough oil to
drive 85 million cars for 35 years. Natural gas exploration would provide greater access to
this supply would help reverse the current imbalance in supply and demand of natural gas.
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U.S. energy policies promote the use of natural gas, driving up demand, yet they also
restrict access to domestic supplies.
Decades of experience has proven that deep-sea natural gas exploration is safe, and the
development of new technologies is making it even safer. Increasing our supply of natural
gas from OCS resources can be accomplished with little risk to the environment.
Link to Vitter #1

How Committee Members Voted: (7-11-1, Amendment Defeated)
Senate Majority Committee Members
Sen. Barbara Boxer - NO
Sen. Max Baucus - NO
Sen. Joseph I. Lieberman - NO
Sen. Thomas R. Carper - NO
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton - NO
Sen. Frank R. Lautenberg -NO
Sen. Benjamin L. Cardin - NO
Sen. Bernard Sanders -NO
Sen. Amy Klobuchar - NO
Sen. Sheldon Whitehouse -NO

Senate Minority Committee Members
Sen.James M. Inhofe - YES
Sen. John Warner - PRESENT
Sen. George V. Voinovich - YES
Sen. Johnny Isakson - YES
Sen. David Vitter - YES
Sen. John Barrasso - YES
Sen. Larry E. Craig - YES
Sen. Lamar Alexander - YES
Sen. Christopher S. Bond - YES
(more ... )
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Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMENDMENT TO PROTECT POOR FROM RISING
ENERGY COSTS
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
During today's Environment and Public Works Committee business meeting, Senate
Democrats defeated Sen. Bond’s amendment to the Lieberman-Warner bill that would
guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly burdensome
higher home heating or cooling prices as a result of this bill.
Bond Amendment #1
Low- and fixed-income families are particularly vulnerable to higher home heating and
cooling prices threatened by the Lieberman-Warner bill. None of the programs contained in
this bill guarantee low- and fixed-income families are protected from significantly
burdensome higher home energy prices. The currently proposed Federal Reserve Boardtype cost relief measures are triggered only by economy-wide and nationwide problems and
are too general and indirect to address specific situations such as low- or fixed-income
suffering in certain regions of the country. Auction and allocation programs make funds
available to aid the poor and seniors, but there are no guarantees recipients such as States
where given a choice will devote their funds to aid the poor and seniors versus other
authorized activities such as efficiency or conservation programs. Energy Assistance funds
are routed through programs such as LIHEAP favoring Northeastern States or winter
heating costs as opposed to other States or summer cooling needs. Even with the maximum
amount of funds going to aid low- and fixed-income families, there is no guarantee of
protection from price increases that outstrip available aid funds.

(more ... )
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Wednesday, December 5, 2007
DEMOCRATS VOTE AGAINST AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE MANUFACTURING
JOBS
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and
Energy Independence
Inhofe Amendment 13
Inhofe amendment to require the submission of annual reports describing the effect of this
legislation on the automotive industry
The Lieberman-Warner bill will not only harm consumers by raising their energy costs, it
will likely cost them their jobs. The respected consulting firm CRA International testified
before this committee last month that by 2020, this bill will cause a net loss of between 1.5
and 3.4 million jobs.
Senator Inhofe is very concerned about the impact of this bill on our domestic automobile
industry, which has endured significant job cuts over the last few years. The economies of
several Midwestern states—including Missouri, Ohio, and Michigan, to name a few—are
directly tied to the prosperity of this industry.
The Inhofe amendment is about protecting jobs and keeping our economy strong. It requires
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the Secretary of Commerce, a year after the bill becomes law, and every year thereafter, to
report on whether this bill will cut 10,000 jobs in the automobile industry during the
following calendar year. In other words, it gives us the ability to look ahead and see how
people will be impacted.
If the report shows 10,000 jobs will be lost, then the EPA Administrator, in consultation
with the Secretary of Commerce, must increase the number of allowances necessary to
preserve those jobs.
(more ... )
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Tuesday, December 4, 2007
A Northeastern Liberal’s Inconvenient Emissions Problem
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Improving the
Service of the Federal Bureaucracy, Global Warming, Commitment to Cost-Benefit
Analysis, National Security and Energy Independence
In a twist of irony this week, Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT) introduced legislation today
that will increase the use of home heating oil, a major contributor of greenhouse gasses, in
the same week that the Senator is pushing his colleagues on the Senate Environment and
Public Works Committee to go farther in cutting greenhouse gas emissions in the United
States. Sen. Sanders introduced legislation today to increase funding for the Low Income
Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP), a federal program that helps low-income
families, principally located in Northeastern states, that can’t afford dramatic price
increases for home heating oil and natural gas. Because home heating oil is heavily relied
upon by low-income families in the Northeast, increased funds for LIHEAP ultimately
means these funds will go toward increasing the use of home heating oil. Meanwhile, the
EPW Committee is set to consider the Lieberman-Warner climate bill tomorrow; a bill Sen.
Sanders has said does not go far enough in reducing emissions.
(more ... )
●

Monday, December 3, 2007
Look Closer at Global Warming "Solutions" (In Case You Missed It...Sen. Inhofe Op/Ed,
Roll Call)
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Just in time for the United Nations Climate Change Conference, the chairman of the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee has scheduled a business meeting to consider
legislation that seeks to impose mandatory global warming “solutions” on the American
people. The global warming cap-and-trade bill (S. 2191) introduced by Sens. Joe
Lieberman (ID-Conn.) and John Warner (R-Va.) seeks to regulate carbon dioxide by
creating a whole new federal bureaucracy. In moving the bill out of committee, supporters
of the bill are anxious for a symbolic “victory” just in time for their U.N. trip to Bali.
There is a better way for Congress to legislate. The American people deserve an open and
honest debate on the merits of any proposed climate change legislation, especially
considering that mandatory carbon cap-and-trade legislation will impose the largest tax
increase ever in the U.S. without any measurable climate benefits. Consideration of the
Lieberman-Warner bill, The Wall Street Journal reported in a Nov. 5 article, comes at a
time when a “winter-heating crisis looms.”
(more ... )
●

Monday, November 19, 2007
ANALYSIS CITED BY BOXER INCLUDES HUGE NUCLEAR ENERGY GAINS,
DESPITE HER STAUNCH OPPOSITION TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
Associated issues: Commitment to Independent and Verifiable Science, Global Warming,
Commitment to Oklahoma, Commitment to Cost-Benefit Analysis, National Security and
Energy Independence
Dismissing Republican Members of the EPW Committee’s request for economic analysis
by the Energy Information Administration (EIA) and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) before the Committee marks up the Lieberman-Warner bill, Senator Boxer,
chairman of the EPW Committee, said at the November 15 EPW Committee hearing that
enough analysis had already been conducted, citing analysis done by the environmental
group Clean Air Task Force. Interestingly however, the CATF analysis relies heavily upon
the assumption that nuclear power will greatly benefit under the bill. The charts below are
from a presentation by the CATF distributed to Members of the committee and the press.
As shown below, CATF makes the assumption that 90 new nuclear power plants will be
built.
(more ... )
●

Thursday, November 15, 2007
NEW ANALYSIS: CARBON MANDATE WOULD HARM CONSUMERS, JOBS AND
ECONOMY
Associated issues: Global Warming, Commitment to Oklahoma, Environmental
Accomplishments , National Security and Energy Independence
Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), Ranking Member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, joined Senators George V. Voinovich (R-OH) and John Barrasso (R-WY) in
saying today that new Energy Information Administration (EIA) analysis reinforces the
need for a full analysis of the Lieberman-Warner bill now before the EPW Committee. New
analysis from the EIA released this week shows energy costs for consumers and employers
will be even more expensive – and burdens on hard-working Americans, the elderly and the
poor will be even more severe – if Congress adopts carbon mandates but fails to enact
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policies to increase domestic energy supplies.
In response to a request from Senators Voinovich, Barrasso and Inhofe sent in midSeptember, EIA found that cap-and-trade legislation, without new nuclear power plants and
rapid deployment of biomass and clean coal technology, will cause huge increases in
electricity and natural gas prices.
(more ... )
●

Wednesday, November 14, 2007
Inhofe: Geothermal Heat Pumps Key to Increasing Energy Efficiency in Homes and
Businesses
Associated issues: Commitment to Oklahoma, National Security and Energy Independence
First, the Inhofe EPW Press Blog would like to be one of the first to congratulate New York
Times environment reporter on his new blog, Dot Earth.
In his post last night, America's Leaky Buildings and the Climate Challenge, Revkin asked
Senator Inhofe for a comment on the findings of a new report "North American Carbon
Budget and Implications for the Global Carbon Cycle."
Senator Inhofe provided the following quote touting his commitment to increasing energy
efficiency and his work on promoting the use of geothermal heat pumps:
"Increasing energy efficiency has long been a top priority for me. One of the least known
but most effective ways to increase energy efficiency in our homes and businesses is
utilizing an exciting new technology called geothermal heat pumps. Geothermal heat pumps
are a proven, effective, and efficient technology that can meet consumer heating and
cooling needs while simultaneously conserving energy. That's why I teamed up with
Senator Ken Salazar (D-Colo.) on November 6 to introduce the bipartisan Geothermal Heat
Pump Development Act of 2007, which would provide American homes and businesses
with tax credits to promote greater use of geothermal heat pumps. Geothermal heat pumps
are electrically-powered devices that use the earth's natural heat storage ability to heat and
cool homes and meet energy demands. Our legislation encourages the use of this renewable
and cost-effective energy source by providing tax credits for businesses and residents who
install geothermal heat pumps. Similarly, I introduced legislation in June to encourage the
use of this renewable source in federal buildings. I worked with Senator Hillary Clinton (DNY) to see that it was added to the Senate-passed energy bill."
(more ... )
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U.S. Senate Report: Over 400 Prominent Scientists Disputed
Man-Made Global Warming Claims in 2007
Senate Report Debunks "Consensus"
Report Released on December 20, 2007
U.S. Senate Environment and Public Works Committee (Minority)
INTRODUCTION:
Over 400 prominent scientists from more than two dozen countries recently voiced
significant objections to major aspects of the so-called "consensus" on man-made global
warming. These scientists, many of whom are current and former participants in the UN
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change), criticized the climate claims made by
the UN IPCC and former Vice President Al Gore.
The new report issued by the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee's office of
the GOP Ranking Member details the views of the scientists, the overwhelming majority of
whom spoke out in 2007.
Even some in the establishment media now appear to be taking notice of the growing
number of skeptical scientists. In October, the Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet Eilperin
conceded the obvious, writing that climate skeptics "appear to be expanding rather than
shrinking." Many scientists from around the world have dubbed 2007 as the year man-made
global warming fears "bite the dust." (LINK) In addition, many scientists who are also
progressive environmentalists believe climate fear promotion has "co-opted" the green
movement. (LINK)
This blockbuster Senate report lists the scientists by name, country of residence, and
academic/institutional affiliation. It also features their own words, biographies, and
weblinks to their peer reviewed studies and original source materials as gathered from
public statements, various news outlets, and websites in 2007. This new "consensus
busters" report is poised to redefine the debate.
Many of the scientists featured in this report consistently stated that numerous colleagues
shared their views, but they will not speak out publicly for fear of retribution. Atmospheric
scientist Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, author of almost 70 peer-reviewed
studies, explains how many of his fellow scientists have been intimidated.
"Many of my colleagues with whom I spoke share these views and report on their inability
to publish their skepticism in the scientific or public media," Paldor wrote. [Note: See also
July 2007 Senate report detailing how skeptical scientists have faced threats and
intimidation - LINK ]
Scientists from Around the World Dissent
This new report details how teams of international scientists are dissenting from the UN
IPCC's view of climate science. In such nations as Germany, Brazil, the Netherlands,
Russia, New Zealand and France, nations, scientists banded together in 2007 to oppose
climate alarmism. In addition, over 100 prominent international scientists sent an open
letter in December 2007 to the UN stating attempts to control climate were "futile." (LINK)
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Tim Patterson, professor in the department of Earth Sciences at
Carleton University in Ottawa, recently converted from a believer in man-made climate
change to a skeptic. Patterson noted that the notion of a "consensus" of scientists aligned
with the UN IPCC or former Vice President Al Gore is false. "I was at the Geological
Society of America meeting in Philadelphia in the fall and I would say that people with my
opinion were probably in the majority."
This new committee report, a first of its kind, comes after the UN IPCC chairman Rajendra
Pachauri implied that there were only “about a dozen" skeptical scientists left in the world.
(LINK) Former Vice President Gore has claimed that scientists skeptical of climate change
are akin to "flat Earth society members" and similar in number to those who "believe the
moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona." (LINK) & (LINK)
The distinguished scientists featured in this new report are experts in diverse fields,
including: climatology; oceanography; geology; biology; glaciology; biogeography;
meteorology; oceanography; economics; chemistry; mathematics; environmental sciences;
engineering; physics and paleoclimatology. Some of those profiled have won Nobel Prizes
for their outstanding contribution to their field of expertise and many shared a portion of the
UN IPCC Nobel Peace Prize with Vice President Gore.
Additionally, these scientists hail from prestigious institutions worldwide, including:
Harvard University; NASA; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR); Massachusetts Institute of
Technology; the UN IPCC; the Danish National Space Center; U.S. Department of Energy;
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Princeton University; the Environmental Protection Agency; University of Pennsylvania;
Hebrew University of Jerusalem; the International Arctic Research Centre; the Pasteur
Institute in Paris; the Belgian Weather Institute; Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute; the University of Helsinki; the National Academy of Sciences of the U.S., France,
and Russia; the University of Pretoria; University of Notre Dame; Stockholm University;
University of Melbourne; Columbia University; the World Federation of Scientists; and the
University of London.
The voices of many of these hundreds of scientists serve as a direct challenge to the often
media-hyped "consensus" that the debate is "settled."
A May 2007 Senate report detailed scientists who had recently converted from believers in
man-made global warming to skepticism. [See May 15, 2007 report: Climate Momentum
Shifting: Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now
Skeptics: Growing Number of Scientists Convert to Skeptics After Reviewing New Research
– (LINK) - In addtiion, an August 2007 report detailed how proponents of man-made global
warming fears enjoy a monumental funding advantage over skeptical scientists. LINK) ]
The report counters the claims made by the promoters of man-made global warming fears
that the number of skeptical scientists is dwindling.
Examples of "consensus" claims made by promoters of man-made climate fears:
Former Vice President Al Gore (November 5, 2007): "There are still people who believe
that the Earth is flat." (LINK) Gore also compared global warming skeptics to people who
'believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona' (June 20, 2006 LINK)
CNN's Miles O'Brien (July 23, 2007): The scientific debate is over." "We're done."
O'Brien also declared on CNN on February 9, 2006 that scientific skeptics of man-made
catastrophic global warming "are bought and paid for by the fossil fuel industry,
usually." (LINK)
On July 27, 2006, Associated Press reporter Seth Borenstein described a scientist as
"one of the few remaining scientists skeptical of the global warming harm caused by
industries that burn fossil fuels." (LINK)
Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, Chairman of the IPCC view on the number of skeptical scientists
as quoted on Feb. 20, 2003: "About 300 years ago, a Flat Earth Society was founded by
those who did not believe the world was round. That society still exists; it probably has
about a dozen members." (LINK)
Agence France-Press (AFP Press) article (December 4, 2007): The article noted that a
prominent skeptic "finds himself increasingly alone in his claim that climate change poses
no imminent threat to the planet."
Andrew Dessler in the eco-publication Grist Magazine (November 21, 2007): "While
some people claim there are lots of skeptical climate scientists out there, if you actually try
to find one, you keep turning up the same two dozen or so (e.g., Singer, Lindzen, Michaels,
Christy, etc., etc.). These skeptics are endlessly recycled by the denial machine, so someone
not paying close attention might think there are lots of them out there -- but that's not the
case. (LINK)
The Washington Post asserted on May 23, 2006 that there were only "a handful of
skeptics" of man-made climate fears. (LINK)
UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland on May 10, 2007 declared the
climate debate "over" and added “it's completely immoral, even, to question” the UN’s
scientific “consensus." (LINK)
ABC News Global Warming Reporter Bill Blakemore reported on August 30, 2006:
"After extensive searches, ABC News has found no such [scientific] debate" on global
warming. (LINK)
##

Brief highlights of the report featuring over 400 international
scientists:
Israel: Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has authored almost 70 peerreviewed studies and won several awards. "First, temperature changes, as well as rates of
temperature changes (both increase and decrease) of magnitudes similar to that reported by
IPCC to have occurred since the Industrial revolution (about 0.8C in 150 years or even 0.4C
in the last 35 years) have occurred in Earth's climatic history. There's nothing special about
the recent rise!"
Russia: Russian scientist Dr. Oleg Sorochtin of the Institute of Oceanology at the
Russian Academy of Sciences has authored more than 300 studies, nine books, and a
2006 paper titled "The Evolution and the Prediction of Global Climate Changes on
Earth." "Even if the concentration of ‘greenhouse gases' double man would not perceive
the temperature impact," Sorochtin wrote.
Spain: Anton Uriarte, a professor of Physical Geography at the University of the
Basque Country in Spain and author of a book on the paleoclimate, rejected man-made
climate fears in 2007. "There's no need to be worried. It's very interesting to study [climate
change], but there's no need to be worried," Uriate wrote.
Netherlands: Atmospheric scientist Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, a scientific pioneer in the
development of numerical weather prediction and former director of research at The
Netherlands' Royal National Meteorological Institute, and an internationally
recognized expert in atmospheric boundary layer processes, "I find the Doomsday
picture Al Gore is painting - a six-meter sea level rise, fifteen times the IPCC number entirely without merit," Tennekes wrote. "I protest vigorously the idea that the climate
reacts like a home heating system to a changed setting of the thermostat: just turn the dial,
and the desired temperature will soon be reached."
Brazil: Chief Meteorologist Eugenio Hackbart of the MetSul Meteorologia Weather
Center in Sao Leopoldo - Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil declared himself a skeptic. "The
media is promoting an unprecedented hyping related to global warming. The media and
many scientists are ignoring very important facts that point to a natural variation in the
climate system as the cause of the recent global warming," Hackbart wrote on May 30,
2007.
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France: Climatologist Dr. Marcel Leroux, former professor at Université Jean Moulin
and director of the Laboratory of Climatology, Risks, and Environment in Lyon, is a
climate skeptic. Leroux wrote a 2005 book titled Global Warming - Myth or Reality? The Erring Ways of Climatology. "Day after day, the same mantra - that ‘the Earth is
warming up' - is churned out in all its forms. As ‘the ice melts' and ‘sea level rises,' the
Apocalypse looms ever nearer! Without realizing it, or perhaps without wishing to, the
average citizen in bamboozled, lobotomized, lulled into mindless ac-ceptance. ... Nonbelievers in the greenhouse scenario are in the position of those long ago who doubted the
existence of God ... fortunately for them, the Inquisition is no longer with us!"
Norway: Geologist/Geochemist Dr. Tom V. Segalstad, a professor and head of the
Geological Museum at the University of Oslo and formerly an expert reviewer with
the UN IPCC: "It is a search for a mythical CO2 sink to explain an immeasurable CO2
lifetime to fit a hypothetical CO2 computer model that purports to show that an impossible
amount of fossil fuel burning is heating the atmosphere. It is all a fiction."
Finland: Dr. Boris Winterhalter, retired Senior Marine Researcher of the Geological
Survey of Finland and former professor of marine geology at University of Helsinki,
criticized the media for what he considered its alarming climate coverage. "The effect of
solar winds on cosmic radiation has just recently been established and, furthermore, there
seems to be a good correlation between cloudiness and variations in the intensity of cosmic
radiation. Here we have a mechanism which is a far better explanation to variations in
global climate than the attempts by IPCC to blame it all on anthropogenic input of
greenhouse gases. "
Germany: Paleoclimate expert Augusto Mangini of the University of Heidelberg in
Germany, criticized the UN IPCC summary. "I consider the part of the IPCC report, which
I can really judge as an expert, i.e. the reconstruction of the paleoclimate, wrong," Mangini
noted in an April 5, 2007 article. He added: "The earth will not die."
Canada: IPCC 2007 Expert Reviewer Madhav Khandekar, a Ph.D meteorologist, a
scientist with the Natural Resources Stewardship Project who has over 45 years
experience in climatology, meteorology and oceanography, and who has published
nearly 100 papers, reports, book reviews and a book on Ocean Wave Analysis and
Modeling: "To my dismay, IPCC authors ignored all my comments and suggestions for
major changes in the FOD (First Order Draft) and sent me the SOD (Second Order Draft)
with essentially the same text as the FOD. None of the authors of the chapter bothered to
directly communicate with me (or with other expert reviewers with whom I communicate
on a regular basis) on many issues that were raised in my review. This is not an acceptable
scientific review process."
Czech Republic: Czech-born U.S. climatologist Dr. George Kukla, a research scientist
with the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University, expressed
climate skepticism in 2007. "The only thing to worry about is the damage that can be done
by worrying. Why are some scientists worried? Perhaps because they feel that to stop
worrying may mean to stop being paid," Kukla told Gelf Magazine on April 24, 2007.
India: One of India's leading geologists, B.P. Radhakrishna, President of the
Geological Society of India, expressed climate skepticism in 2007. "We appear to be
overplaying this global warming issue as global warming is nothing new. It has happened in
the past, not once but several times, giving rise to glacial-interglacial cycles."
USA: Climatologist Robert Durrenberger, past president of the American Association
of State Climatologists, and one of the climatologists who gathered at Woods Hole to
review the National Climate Program Plan in July, 1979: "Al Gore brought me back to
the battle and prompted me to do renewed research in the field of climatology. And because
of all the misinformation that Gore and his army have been spreading about climate change
I have decided that ‘real' climatologists should try to help the public understand the nature
of the problem."
Italy: Internationally renowned scientist Dr. Antonio Zichichi, president of the World
Federation of Scientists and a retired Professor of Advanced Physics at the University
of Bologna in Italy, who has published over 800 scientific papers: "Significant new peerreviewed research has cast even more doubt on the hypothesis of dangerous human-caused
global warming."
New Zealand: IPCC reviewer and climate researcher Dr. Vincent Gray, an expert
reviewer on every single draft of the IPCC reports going back to 1990 and author of
The Greenhouse Delusion: A Critique of "Climate Change 2001: "The [IPCC]
‘Summary for Policymakers' might get a few readers, but the main purpose of the report is
to provide a spurious scientific backup for the absurd claims of the worldwide
environmentalist lobby that it has been established scientifically that increases in carbon
dioxide are harmful to the climate. It just does not matter that this ain't so."
South Africa: Dr. Kelvin Kemm, formerly a scientist at South Africa's Atomic Energy
Corporation who holds degrees in nuclear physics and mathematics: "The globalwarming mania continues with more and more hype and less and less thinking. With
religious zeal, people look for issues or events to blame on global warming."
Poland: Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, Chairman of the Central Laboratory for
the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiological Protection in
Warsaw: ""We thus find ourselves in the situation that the entire theory of man-made
global warming-with its repercussions in science, and its important consequences for
politics and the global economy-is based on ice core studies that provided a false picture of
the atmospheric CO2 levels."
Australia: Prize-wining Geologist Dr. Ian Plimer, a professor of Earth and
Environmental Sciences at the University of Adelaide in Australia: "There is new work
emerging even in the last few weeks that shows we can have a very close correlation
between the temperatures of the Earth and supernova and solar radiation."
Britain: Dr. Richard Courtney, a UN IPCC expert reviewer and a UK-based climate
and atmospheric science consultant: "To date, no convincing evidence for AGW
(anthropogenic global warming) has been discovered. And recent global climate behavior is
not consistent with AGW model predictions."
China: Chinese Scientists Say C02 Impact on Warming May Be ‘Excessively
Exaggerated' - Scientists Lin Zhen-Shan's and Sun Xian's 2007 study published in the
peer-reviewed journal Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics: "Although the CO2
greenhouse effect on global climate change is unsuspicious, it could have been excessively
exaggerated." Their study asserted that "it is high time to reconsider the trend of global
climate change."
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Denmark: Space physicist Dr. Eigil Friis-Christensen is the director of the Danish
National Space Centre, a member of the space research advisory committee of the
Swedish National Space Board, a member of a NASA working group, and a member
of the European Space Agency who has authored or co-authored around 100 peerreviewed papers and chairs the Institute of Space Physics: "The sun is the source of the
energy that causes the motion of the atmosphere and thereby controls weather and climate.
Any change in the energy from the sun received at the Earth's surface will therefore affect
climate."
Belgium: Climate scientist Luc Debontridder of the Belgium Weather Institute's Royal
Meteorological Institute (RMI) co-authored a study in August 2007 which dismissed a
decisive role of CO2 in global warming: "CO2 is not the big bogeyman of climate change
and global warming. "Not CO2, but water vapor is the most important greenhouse gas. It is
responsible for at least 75 % of the greenhouse effect. This is a simple scientific fact, but Al
Gore's movie has hyped CO2 so much that nobody seems to take note of it."
Sweden: Geologist Dr. Wibjorn Karlen, professor emeritus of the Department of
Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology at Stockholm University, critiqued the
Associated Press for hyping promoting climate fears in 2007. "Another of these hysterical
views of our climate. Newspapers should think about the damage they are doing to many
persons, particularly young kids, by spreading the exaggerated views of a human impact on
climate."
USA: Dr. David Wojick is a UN IPCC expert reviewer, who earned his PhD in
Philosophy of Science and co-founded the Department of Engineering and Public
Policy at Carnegie-Mellon University: "In point of fact, the hypothesis that solar
variability and not human activity is warming the oceans goes a long way to explain the
puzzling idea that the Earth's surface may be warming while the atmosphere is not. The
GHG (greenhouse gas) hypothesis does not do this." Wojick added: "The public is not well
served by this constant drumbeat of false alarms fed by computer models manipulated by
advocates."
###
Background: Only 52 Scientists Participated in UN IPCC Summary
The over 400 skeptical scientists featured in this new report outnumber by nearly eight
times the number of scientists who participated in the 2007 UN IPCC Summary for
Policymakers. The notion of "hundreds" or "thousands" of UN scientists agreeing to a
scientific statement does not hold up to scrutiny. (See report debunking "consensus" LINK)
Recent research by Australian climate data analyst Dr. John McLean revealed that the
IPCC's peer-review process for the Summary for Policymakers leaves much to be desired.
(LINK)
Proponents of man-made global warming like to note how the National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) and the American Meteorological Society (AMS) have issued statements
endorsing the so-called "consensus" view that man is driving global warming. But both the
NAS and AMS never allowed member scientists to directly vote on these climate
statements. Essentially, only two dozen or so members on the governing boards of these
institutions produced the "consensus" statements. This report gives a voice to the rank-andfile scientists who were shut out of the process. (LINK)
The most recent attempt to imply there was an overwhelming scientific "consensus" in
favor of man-made global warming fears came in December 2007 during the UN climate
conference in Bali. A letter signed by only 215 scientists urged the UN to mandate deep
cuts in carbon dioxide emissions by 2050. But absent from the letter were the signatures of
these alleged "thousands" of scientists. (See AP article: - LINK )
UN IPCC chairman Rajendra Pachauri urged the world at the December 2007 UN climate
conference in Bali, Indonesia to "Please listen to the voice of science."
The science has continued to grow loud and clear in 2007. In addition to the growing
number of scientists expressing skepticism, an abundance of recent peer-reviewed studies
have cast considerable doubt about man-made global warming fears. A November 3, 2007
peer-reviewed study found that "solar changes significantly alter climate." (LINK) A
December 2007 peer-reviewed study recalculated and halved the global average surface
temperature trend between 1980 - 2002. (LINK) Another new study found the Medieval
Warm Period "0.3C warmer than 20th century" (LINK)
A peer-reviewed study by a team of scientists found that "warming is naturally caused and
shows no human influence." (LINK) - Another November 2007 peer-reviewed study in the
journal Physical Geography found "Long-term climate change is driven by solar insolation
changes." (LINK ) These recent studies were in addition to the abundance of peer-reviewed
studies earlier in 2007. - See "New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming
Fears" (LINK )
With this new report of profiling 400 skeptical scientists, the world can finally hear the
voices of the "silent majority" of scientists.

FULL SENATE REPORT: U.S. Senate Report: Over 400
Prominent Scientists Disputed Man-Made Global
Warming Claims in 2007
December 20, 2007
This report is in the spirit of enlightenment philosopher Denis Diderot who reportedly
said, "Skepticism is the first step towards truth."
[Disclaimer: The following scientists named in this report have expressed a range of
views from skepticism to outright rejection of predictions of catastrophic man-made
global warming. As in all science, there is no lock step single view.]
Atmospheric scientist Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and
Physical Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem has authored almost
70 peer-reviewed studies and won several awards. "First, temperature changes, as well as
rates of temperature changes (both increase and decrease) of magnitudes similar to that
reported by IPCC to have occurred since the Industrial revolution (about 0.8C in 150 years
or even 0.4C in the last 35 years) have occurred in Earth's climatic history. There's nothing
special about the recent rise!" Paldor told EPW on December 4, 2007. "Second, our ability
to make realizable (or even sensible) future forecasts are greatly exaggerated relied upon by
the IPCC. This is true both for the numerical modeling efforts (the same models that yield
abysmal 3-day forecasts are greatly simplified and run for 100 years!)," Paldor explained.
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"Third, the rise in atmospheric CO2 is much smaller (by about 50%) than that expected
from the anthropogenic activity (burning of fossil fuels such as oil, coal and natural gas),
which implies that the missing amount of CO2 is (most probably) absorbed by the ocean.
The oceanic response to increasing CO2 concentration in the atmosphere might be much
slower than that of the atmosphere (and is presently very poorly understood). It is quite
possible that after an ‘adjustment time' the ocean (which contains far more CO2 than the
atmosphere) will simply increase its biological activity and absorb the CO2 from the
atmosphere (i.e. the atmospheric CO2 concentration will decrease)," he added. "Fourth, the
inventory of fossil fuels is fairly limited and in one generation we will run out of oil. Coal
and natural gas might take 100-200 years but with no oil their consumption will increase so
they probably won't last as long. The real alternative that presently available to humanity is
nuclear power (that can easily produce electricity for domestic and industrial usage and for
transportation when our vehicles are reverted to run on electricity). The technology for this
exists today and can replace our dependence on fossil fuel in a decade! This has to be made
known to the general public who is unaware of the alternative for taking action to lower the
anthropogenic spewing of CO2. This transformation to nuclear energy will probably rake
place when oil reserves dwindle regardless of the CO2 situation," he wrote. Paldor also
noted the pressure for scientists to bow to the UN IPCC view of climate change. "Many of
my colleagues with whom I spoke share these views and report on their inability to publish
their skepticism in the scientific or public media," he concluded. (LINK)
Dr. Denis G. Rancourt, Professor of Physics and an Environmental Science researcher
at the University of Ottawa, believes the global warming campaigns do a disservice to the
environmental movement. "Promoting the global warming myth trains people to accept
unverified, remote, and abstract dangers in the place of true problems that they can discover
for themselves by becoming directly engaged in their workplace and by doing their own
research and observations. It trains people to think lifestyle choices (in relation to CO2
emission) rather than to think activism in the sense of exerting an influence to change
societal structures," Rancourt wrote in a February 27, 2007 blog post. Rancourt believes
that global warming "will not become humankind's greatest threat until the sun has its next
hiccup in a billion years or more (in the very unlikely scenario that we are still around,)"
and noted that even if C02 emissions were a grave threat, "government action and political
will cannot measurably or significantly ameliorate global climate in the present world."
Rancourt believes environmentalists have been duped into promoting global warming as a
crisis. "I argue that by far the most destructive force on the planet is power-driven
financiers and profit-driven corporations and their cartels backed by military might; and
that the global warming myth is a red herring that contributes to hiding this truth. In my
opinion, activists who, using any justification, feed the global warming myth have
effectively been co-opted, or at best neutralized," Rancourt wrote. Rancourt also questioned
the whole concept of a global average temperature, noting, "Averaging problems aside,
many tenuous approximations must be made in order to arrive at any of the reported final
global average temperature curves." He further explained: "This means that determining an
average of a quantity (Earth surface temperature) that is everywhere different and
continuously changing with time at every point, using measurements at discrete times and
places (weather stations), is virtually impossible; in that the resulting number is highly
sensitive to the chosen extrapolation method(s) needed to calculate (or rather approximate)
the average." "The estimates are uncertain and can change the calculated global warming by
as much as 0.5 C, thereby removing the originally reported effect entirely," he added.
Finally, Rancourt asserted that in a warm world, life prospers. "There is no known case of a
sustained warming alone having negatively impacted an entire population," he said, adding,
"As a general rule, all life on Earth does better when it's hotter: Compare ecological
diversity and biotic density (or biomass) at the poles and at the equator." Rancourt added,
"Global warming is strictly an imaginary problem of the First World middle class." (LINK)
Czech-born U.S. climatologist Dr. George Kukla, a research scientist with the LamontDoherty Earth Observatory at Columbia University expressed climate skepticism in
2007. "The only thing to worry about is the damage that can be done by worrying. Why are
some scientists worried? Perhaps because they feel that to stop worrying may mean to stop
being paid," Kukla told Gelf Magazine on April 24, 2007. "What I think is this: Man is
responsible for a PART of global warming. MOST of it is still natural," Kukla explained.
(LINK) Kukla "said that the accelerating warming of the Earth is not caused by man but by
the regularities of the planets' circulation around the Sun," according to a June 4, 2007
article in the Prague Monitor. "The changes in the Earth's circulation around the Sun are
now extremely slow. Moreover, they are partially being compensated by the human impact
on the climate. I think we will know more in about 50 years," Kukla said. Kukla is viewed
as a pioneer in the study of solar forcing of climate changes. (LINK) & (LINK)
One of India's leading geologists, B.P. Radhakrishna, President of the Geological
Society of India, expressed climate skepticism in 2007. "There is some evidence to show
that our planet Earth is becoming warmer and that human action is probably partly
responsible, especially in the matter of greenhouse gas emissions. What is in doubt,
however, is whether the steps that are proposed to be taken to reduce carbon emission will
really bring down the carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere and whether such attempts,
even carried out on a global scale, will produce the desired effect," Radhakrishna wrote in
an August 23, 2007 essay. "We appear to be overplaying this global warming issue as
global warming is nothing new. It has happened in the past, not once but several times,
giving rise to glacial-interglacial cycles. We appear to be now only in the middle of an
interglacial cycle showing a trend toward warming as warming and cooling are global and
have occurred on such a scale when humans had not appeared on the planet. If we read
geology correctly, the earth we live on is not dead but is dynamic and is continuously
changing. The causes of these changes are cosmogenic and nothing we are able to do is
likely to halt or reverse such processes," he explained. "Warming of the climate, melting of
glaciers, rise in sea levels and other marked changes in climate - these do not pose
immediate threats and there is besides, no way of controlling such changes even if we want
to. Exercises at mitigation of these likely disasters are, however, possible and mankind, in
all likelihood, will gradually adjust itself to the changed conditions. This has happened
before; men and animals have moved to greener pastures and adapted themselves to the
changed situations," he added. (LINK)
Climatologist Dr. John Maunder, past president of the Commission for Climatology
who has spent over 50 years in the "weather business" all around the globe, and who
has written four books on weather and climate, says "the science of climate change will
probably never be fully understood." "It is not always true that the climate we have now
(wherever we live) is the best one ... some people (and animals and crops) may prefer it to
be wetter, drier, colder, or warmer," Maunder wrote on his website updated on November
27, 2007. "Climatic variations and climatic changes from WHATEVER cause (i.e. human
induced or natural) clearly create risks, but also provide real opportunities. (For example,
the 2007 IPCC report - see below - shows that from 1900 to 2005, significantly increased
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precipitation has been observed in eastern parts of North and South America, northern
Europe, and northern and central Asia)," he explained. (LINK)
Glaciologist Nikolai Osokin of the Institute of Geography and member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences dismissed alarmist climate fears of all of the world's ice melting in a
March 27, 2007 article. "The planet may rest assured," Osokin wrote. "This hypothetical
catastrophe could not take place anytime within the next thousand years," he explained.
"Today, scientists say that the melting of the permafrost has stalled, which has been proved
by data obtained by meteorological stations along Russia's Arctic coast," Olokin added.
"The (recent) period of warming was tangible, but now it may be drawing to a close. Most
natural processes on the earth are cyclical, having a shorter or longer rhythm. Yet no matter
how these sinusoids look, a temperature rise is inevitably followed by a decline, and vice
versa." (LINK)
Atmospheric Physicist Dr. Garth W. Paltridge, an Emeritus Professor from University
of Tasmania, is another prominent skeptic. Paltridge who was a Chief Research
Scientist with the CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Research before taking up positions
in 1990 as Director of the Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies at the
University of Tasmania and as CEO of the Antarctic Cooperative Research Center.
Paltridge questioned the motives of scientists hyping climate fears. "They have been so
successful with their message of greenhouse doom that, should one of them prove
tomorrow that it is nonsense, the discovery would have to be suppressed for the sake of the
overall reputation of science," Paltridge wrote in an April 6, 2007 op-ed entitled "Global
Warming - Not Really a Done Deal?" Paltridge is best known internationally for his work
on atmospheric radiation and on the theoretical basis of climate change. He is a fellow of
the Australian Academy of Science. Paltridge also worked with the National Climate
Program Office. "Even as it is, the barriers to public dissemination of results that might cast
doubt on one aspect or another of accepted greenhouse wisdom are extraordinarily high.
Climate scientists rush in overwhelming numbers to repel infection by ideas not supportive
of the basic thesis that global warming is perhaps the greatest of the threats to mankind and
that it is caused by human folly - the burning of fossil fuels to support our way of life,"
Paltridge explained. "In a way, their situation is very similar to that of the software
engineers who sold the concept of the Y2K bug a decade ago. The ‘reputation stakes' have
become so high that it is absolutely necessary for some form of international action (any
action, whether sensible or not) to be forced upon mankind. Then, should disaster not in
fact befall, the avoidance of doom can be attributed to that action rather than to the
probability that the prospects for disaster were massively oversold," he added. "Pity the
politicians who (we presume) are trying their best to make an informed decision on the
matter. Of course politicians realize that those clamoring for their attention on any
particular issue usually have other un-stated agendas. But they may not recognize that
scientists too are human and are as subject as the rest of us to the seductions of well-funded
campaigns. One of the more frightening statements about global warming to be heard now
from the corridors of power is that ‘the scientists have spoken'. Well maybe they have some of them anyway - but the implication of god-like infallibility is a bit hard to take," he
concluded.
Climate Scientist Dr. Ben Herman, past director of the Institute of Atmospheric
Physics and Head of the Department of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of
Arizona, questioned how the UN IPCC could express 90% confidence that humans have
warmed the planet. "That conclusion was really surprising to me, it having come from a
world wide group of supposedly outstanding climate experts," Herman wrote in an April 6,
2007 article in Climate Science. Herman, who is currently studying several satellite based
remote sensing projects to monitor ozone, temperature, water vapor, and aerosols from
space, noted that the climate models are not cooperating with predictions of a man-made
climate catastrophe. "Now, the models also predict that the mid tropospheric warming
should exceed that observed at the ground, but satellite data contradicts this," Herman
wrote. (LINK)
Prof. Francis Massen of the Physics Laboratory in Luxemburg and the leader of a
meteorological station examined the UN IPCC's Summary for Policymakers (SPM). "The
SPM conceals that the methane concentration in the atmosphere has been stable for seven
years (and nobody knows exactly why); not one climatic model foresaw this," Massen
wrote in a February 2007 article entitled "IPCC 4AR SPM: Gloom and Doom." (translated)
Massen noted there is an "unrestrained contest among media, environmental groups and
politicians" to paint as dire a picture as possible of future climate conditions following the
UN summary. Massen called some of the climate reporting "absolute rubbish." "It seems
that in the climatic area a new faith fight has broken out, which has all characteristics of
historical Religion," he added. (LINK)
Chief Meteorologist Eugenio Hackbart of the MetSul Meteorologia Weather Center in
Sao Leopoldo - Rio Grande do Sul - Brazil declared himself a skeptic. "The media is
promoting an unprecedented hyping related to global warming. The media and many
scientists are ignoring very important facts that point to a natural variation in the climate
system as the cause of the recent global warming," Hackbart wrote on May 30, 2007. "I
believe we have the duty to inform people about the true facts of global warming. It is
interesting that is this global warming era of hysteria we just lived a very cold week with
snow in the higher elevation of Southern Brazil and that the next week could be even colder
with low temperatures not seen in this part of the globe during the month of May in the last
20 to 30 years. It is not only South Africa that is freezing. South America is under a
sequence of cold blasts not seen since the very cold climatic winter of 2000 (La Niña),"
Hackbart concluded. In a June 5, 2007 article, Hackbart noted that the "historical cold
events in Southern Brazil (in 1957, 1965, 1975, 1984, 1996 and 2006) have another aspect
in common. They all took place around the 11-year sun cycle solar minimum. (LINK) &
(LINK)
Ocean researcher Dr. John T. Everett, a former National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) administrator and UN IPCC lead author and reviewer, who
led work on five impact analyses for the IPCC including Fisheries, Polar Regions,
Oceans and Coastal Zones. Everett, who is also project manager for the UN Atlas of
the Oceans, received an award while at NOAA for "accomplishments in assessing the
impacts of climate change on global oceans and fisheries." Everett, who publishes the
website http://www.climatechangefacts.info/index.htm also expressed skepticism about
climate fears in 2007. "It is time for a reality check," Everett testified to Natural Resources
Committee in the U.S. Congress on April 17, 2007. "Warming is not a big deal and is not a
bad thing," Everett emphasized. "The oceans and coastal zones have been far warmer and
colder than is projected in the present scenarios of climate change," Everett said. "In the
oceans, major climate warming and cooling is a fact of life, whether it is over a few years as
in an El Niño or over decades as in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation or the North Atlantic
Oscillation. Currents, temperatures, salinity, and biology changes rapidly to the new state in
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months or a couple years. These changes far exceed those expected with global warming
and occur much faster. The one degree F. rise since about 1860, indeed since the year 1000,
has brought the global average temperature from 56.5 to 57.5 degrees. This is at the level of
noise in this rapidly changing system," Everett explained. "I would much rather have the
present warm climate, and even further warming, than the next ice age that will bring
temperatures much colder than even today. The NOAA PaleoClimate Program shows us
that when the dinosaurs roamed the earth, the earth was much warmer, the CO2 levels were
2 to 4 times higher, and coral reefs were much more expansive. The earth was so productive
then that we are still using the oil, coal, and gas it generated," he added. "More of the
warming, if it comes, will be during winters and at night and toward the poles. For most
life in the oceans, warming means faster growth, reduced energy requirements to stay
warm, lower winter mortalities, and wider ranges of distribution," he explained. "No one
knows whether the Earth is going to keep warming, or since reaching a peak in 1998, we
are at the start of a cooling cycle that will last several decades or more," Everett concluded.
Everett also worked for the National Marine Fisheries Service Division Chief for
Fisheries Development in the 1970s and he noted that the concern then was about how
predicted global cooling would impact the oceans. (LINK) & (LINK)
Physicist Dr. Syun-Ichi Akasofu, the former director of both University of Alaska
Fairbanks' Geophysical Institute and International Arctic Research Center who has
twice been named in "1000 Most Cited Scientists," released a scientific study of the
Arctic on March 2007 that concluded the recent warming was likely "natural" and not
manmade. (LINK) Akasofu, an award winning scientist who has published more than 550
professional journal articles and authored or co-authored 10 books, also recently blasted the
UN IPCC process. "I think the initial motivation by the IPCC (established in 1988) was
good; it was an attempt to promote this particular scientific field," Akasofu said in an April
1, 2007 interview. "But so many [scientists] jumped in, and the media is looking for a
disaster story, and the whole thing got out of control," Akasofu added. The article
continued: "Akasofu said there is no data showing that ‘most' of the present warming is due
to the man-made greenhouse effect, as the members of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change wrote in February. "If you look back far enough, we have a bunch of data
that show that warming has gone on from the 1600s with an almost linear increase to the
present," Akasofu said. The article concluded: "Akasofu said scientists who support the
man-made greenhouse gas theory disregard information from centuries ago when exploring
the issue of global warming. Satellite images of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean have been
available in the satellite era only since the 1960s and 1970s. ‘Young researchers are
interested in satellite data, which became available after 1975,' he said. ‘All the papers since
(the advent of satellites) show warming. That's what I call 'instant climatology.' I'm trying
to tell young scientists, 'You can't study climatology unless you look at a much longer time
period.'" (LINK)
Physicist Dr. Gerhard Gerlich, of the Institute of Mathematical Physics at the
Technical University Carolo-Wilhelmina in Braunschweig in Germany, and Dr. Ralf
D. Tscheuschner co-authored a July 7, 2007 paper titled "Falsification of the
Atmospheric CO2 Greenhouse Effects Within the Frame of Physics." The abstract of
the paper reads in part, "(a) there are no common physical laws between the warming
phenomenon in glass houses and the fictitious atmospheric greenhouse effects; (b) there are
no calculations to determine an average surface temperature of a planet; (c) the frequently
mentioned difference of 33 C is a meaningless number calculated wrongly; (d) the formulas
of cavity radiation are used inappropriately; (e) the assumption of a radiative balance is
unphysical; (f) thermal conductivity and friction must not be set to zero, the atmospheric
greenhouse conjecture is falsified." Gerlich and Tscheuschner's study concluded, "The
horror visions of a risen sea level, melting pole caps and developing deserts in North
America and in Europe are fictitious falsification of the consequences of fictitious physical
mechanisms, as they cannot be seen even in the climate model computations. The
emergence of hurricanes and tornados cannot be predicted by climate models, because all of
these deviations are ruled out. The main strategy of modern CO2-greenhouse gas defenders
seems to hide themselves behind more and more pseudo explanations, which are not part of
the academic education or even of the physics training." (LINK)
Geologist/Geochemist Dr. Tom V. Segalstad, a professor and head of the Geological
Museum at the University of Oslo and formerly an expert reviewer with the UN IPCC,
expressed skepticism of climate fears in 2007. A July 7, 2007 article in Canada's Financial
Post read, "In the real world, as measurable by science, CO2 in the atmosphere and in the
ocean reach a stable balance when the oceans contain 50 times as much CO2 as the
atmosphere. ‘The IPCC postulates an atmospheric doubling of CO2, meaning that the
oceans would need to receive 50 times more CO2 to obtain chemical equilibrium,' explains
Prof. Segalstad. ‘This total of 51 times the present amount of carbon in atmospheric CO2
exceeds the known reserves of fossil carbon-- it represents more carbon than exists in all
the coal, gas, and oil that we can exploit anywhere in the world.'" The article continued,
"Also in the real world, Prof. Segalstad's isotope mass balance calculations -- a standard
technique in science -- show that if CO2 in the atmosphere had a lifetime of 50 to 200
years, as claimed by IPCC scientists, the atmosphere would necessarily have half of its
current CO2 mass. Because this is a nonsensical outcome, the IPCC model postulates that
half of the CO2 must be hiding somewhere, in ‘a missing sink.' Many studies have sought
this missing sink -- a Holy Grail of climate science research-- without success. ‘It is a
search for a mythical CO2 sink to explain an immeasurable CO2 lifetime to fit a
hypothetical CO2 computer model that purports to show that an impossible amount of fossil
fuel burning is heating the atmosphere,' Prof. Segalstad concludes. ‘It is all a
fiction.'" (LINK)
Geologist Dr. David Kear, the former director of geological survey at the Department
of Science and Industrial Research in New Zealand, called predictions of rising sea level
as a result of man-made global warming "science fiction," and said the basic rules of
science are being ignored. "When youngsters are encouraged to take part in a school
science fair the first thing they are told to do is check the results, then re-check them,
something NIWA [National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research] appear to have
forgotten to do," Kear said in a April 13, 2007 article. "In looking at the next 50 years, why
have they not studied the past 50 years and applied their findings to the predictions? One
would think this was a must," Kear explained. The article continued, "First global warming
predictions made in 1987 estimated an annual rise in sea levels of 35mm. That scared the
world but since then, the figure has continued to be reduced by ‘experts.'" Kear concluded,
"Personal beliefs on climate change and rising sea levels should be delayed until just one of
the many predictions made since 1985 on the basis of carbon additions to the atmosphere
comes true." (LINK)
Solar Physicist and Climatologist Douglas V. Hoyt, who coauthored the book The Role
of the Sun in Climate Change, and has worked at both the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the National Center for Atmospheric
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Research (NCAR), has developed a scorecard to evaluate how accurate climate models
have been. Hoyt wrote, "Starting in 1997, we created a scorecard to see how climate model
predictions were matching observations. The picture is not pretty with most of the
predictions being wrong in magnitude and often in sign." (LINK) A March 1, 2007 blog
post in the National Review explained how the scoring system works. "[Hoyt] gives each
prediction a ‘yes-no-undetermined score.' So if the major models' prediction is confirmed,
the score at the beginning would be 1-0-0. So how do the models score when compared
with the evidence? The final score is 1-27-4. That's one confirmed prediction, 27
disconfirmed, and 4 undetermined," the blog noted. Hoyt has extensively researched the
sun-climate connection and has published nearly 100 scientific papers in such areas as the
greenhouse effect, aerosols, cloud cover, radiative transfer, and sunspot structure. (LINK)
To see Hoyt's climate model scorecard, go here: (LINK)
Dr. Boris Winterhalter, retired Senior Marine Researcher of the Geological Survey of
Finland and former professor of marine geology at University of Helsinki, criticized
the media for what he considered its alarming climate coverage. "It is with great regret that
I find media apt to grab any prophesy for catastrophes by ‘reputed scientists' without
hesitation," Winterhalter wrote on his website. Winterhalter, one of the 60 signatories in a
2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper, also
wrote, "The effect of solar winds on cosmic radiation has just recently been established and,
furthermore, there seems to be a good correlation between cloudiness and variations in the
intensity of cosmic radiation. Here we have a mechanism which is a far better explanation
to variations in global climate than the attempts by IPCC to blame it all on anthropogenic
input of greenhouse gases." "To state that sea level rises or falls due to global change is
completely out of proportion. There are far too many factors affecting this planet from the
inside and the outside to warrant the idea that man is capable of influencing these natural
processes," he added. (LINK)
Particle Physicist Jasper Kirkby, a research scientist at CERN, the European
Organization for Nuclear Research, believes his research will reveal that the sun and
cosmic rays are a "part of the climate-change cocktail." Kirkby runs a CLOUD (Cosmics
Leaving Outdoor Droplets) project that examines how the sun and cosmic rays impact
clouds and subsequently the climate. In a February 23, 2007 Canadian National Post article,
CERN asserted, "Clouds exert a strong influence on the Earth's energy balance, and
changes of only a few per cent have an important effect on the climate." According to the
National Post article, "Dr. Kirkby has assembled a dream team of atmospheric physicists,
solar physicists, and cosmic ray and particle physicists from 18 institutes around the world,
including the California Institute of Technology and Germany's Max-Planck Institutes, with
preliminary data expected to arrive this coming summer. The world of particle physics is
awaiting these results with much anticipation because they promise to unlock mysteries that
can tell us much about climate change, as well as other phenomena." Kirkby once said his
research into the sun and cosmic rays "will probably account for somewhere between a half
and the whole of the increase in the Earth's temperature that we have seen in the last
century." (LINK)
Solar physicists Galina Mashnich and Vladimir Bashkirtsev, of the Institute of SolarTerrestrial Physics of the Siberian Division of the Russian Academy of Sciences,
believe the climate is driven by the sun and predict global cooling will soon occur. The two
scientists are so convinced that global temperatures will cool within the next decade they
have placed a $10,000 wager with a UK scientist to prove their certainty. The criteria for
the $10,000 bet will be to "compare global temperatures between 1998 and 2003 with those
between 2012 and 2017. The loser will pay up in 2018," according to an April 16, 2007
article in Live Science. (LINK) Bashkirtsev and Mashnich have questioned the view that the
"anthropogenic impact" is driving Earth's climate. "None of the investigations dealing with
the anthropogenic impact on climate convincingly argues for such an impact," the two
scientists noted in 2003. Bashkirtsev and Mashnich believe the evidence of solar impacts on
the climate "leave little room for the anthropogenic impact on the Earth's climate." They
believe that "solar variations naturally explain global cooling observed in 1950-1970, which
cannot be understood from the standpoint of the greenhouse effect, since CO2 was intensely
released into the atmosphere in this period." (LINK)
Physics Professor Emeritus Dr. Howard Hayden of the University of Connecticut and
author of "The Solar Fraud: Why Solar Energy Won't Run the World," debunked
fears of a man-made climate disaster during a presentation in April. "You think SUVs are
the cause of glaciers shrinking? I don't think so," Hayden, who retired after 32 years as a
professor, said, according to an April 25, 2007 article in Maine Today. "Don't believe what
you hear out of Hollywood and Washington, D.C.," Hayden said. According to the article,
Hayden argued that "climate history proves that Gore has the relationship between carbon
dioxide concentration and global warming backwards. A higher concentration of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere, he said, does not cause the Earth to be warmer. Instead," he said,
"a warmer Earth causes the higher carbon dioxide levels." Hayden explained, "The sun
heats up the Earth and the oceans warm up and atmospheric carbon dioxide rises."
According to the article, Hayden "said humans' contribution to global carbon dioxide levels
is virtually negligible." Hayden is also the editor of a monthly newsletter called "The
Energy Advocate." (LINK)
Internationally renowned scientist Dr. Antonio Zichichi, president of the World
Federation of Scientists and a retired Professor of Advanced Physics at the University
of Bologna in Italy, who has published over 800 scientific papers, questioned man-made
global warming fears. According to an April 27, 2007 article at Zenit.org, Zichichi "pointed
out that human activity has less than 10% impact on the environment." The article noted
that Zichichi "showed that the mathematical models used by the [UN's] IPCC do not
correspond to the criteria of the scientific method. He said the IPCC used ‘the method of
'forcing' to arrive at their conclusions that human activity produces meteorological
variations.'" Zichichi said that based upon actual scientific fact "it is not possible to exclude
the idea that climate changes can be due to natural causes," and he added that it is plausible
that "man is not to blame." According to the article, "He also reminded those present that
500,000 years ago the Earth lost the North and South Poles four times. The poles
disappeared and reformed four times, he said. Zichichi said that in the end he is not
convinced that global warming is caused by the increase of emissions of ‘greenhouse gases'
produced through human activity. Climate changes, he said, depend in a significant way on
the fluctuation of cosmic rays." Zichichi also signed a December 2007 open letter to the
United Nations stating in part "Significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more
doubt on the hypothesis of dangerous human-caused global warming." (LINK) & (LINK)
& bio: (LINK)
Renowned Astronomer Sir Patrick Moore, a fellow of the UK's Royal Astronomical
Society, host of the BBC's Sky at Night program since 1957 and author of over 60
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books on astronomy called global warming concern ‘rubbish' in an interview with The Sun
in 2005. "I think it's a lot of rubbish! From 1645-1715 the sun was inactive and we had a
'Little Ice Age,'" Moore said. "Then the sun went back to normal and the world warmed
up," he concluded. Moore most recently co-authored two books published in 2006: 50
Years in Space: What We Thought Then What We Know Now; and Bang! The Complete
History of the Universe. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist Dr. James P. Koermer, a Professor of Meteorology and the
director of the Meteorological Institute at Plymouth State University dismissed manmade global warming fears. "Global warming hysteria is based to a large extent on the
unproven predictions of climate models. These numerical models are based on many
simplified approximations of very complicated physical processes and phenomena,"
Koermer wrote to EPW on December 3, 2007. "My biggest concern is their [computer
models'] lack of ability to adequately handle water vapor and clouds, which are much more
important as climate factors than anthropogenic contributors. Until we can realistically
simulate types of clouds, their optical thicknesses, and their altitudes, which we have a
difficult time doing for short-term weather forecasts, I can't have much faith in climate
models," Koermer wrote. "Another major reason that I remain skeptical is based on what I
know about past climate changes that occurred before man walked on earth. I am more
amazed with how relatively stable climate has been over the past 15,000 or so years, versus
the large changes that frequently appeared to take place prior to that time. I also can't ignore
some of the recent evidence presented by some very well respected astrophysicists on solar
variability. Most meteorologists including me have always been taught to treat the sun's
output as a constant--now I am not so sure and I am intrigued by their preliminary findings
relating to climate," he concluded. (LINK)
Renowned agricultural scientist Dr. Norman Borlaug, known as the father of the
"Green Revolution" for saving over a billion people from starvation by utilizing
pioneering high yield farming techniques, is one of only five people in history who has
been awarded a Nobel Peace Prize, the Presidential Medal of Freedom ,and the
Congressional Gold Medal. Borlaug also declared himself skeptical of man-made climate
fears in 2007. "I do believe we are in a period where, no question, the temperatures are
going up. But is this a part of another one of those (natural) cycles that have brought on
glaciers and caused melting of glaciers?" Borlaug asked, according to a September 21, 2007
article in Saint Paul Pioneer Press. The article reported that Borlaug is "not sure, and he
doesn't think the science is, either." Borlaug added, "How much would we have to cut back
to take the increasing carbon dioxide and methane production to a level so that it's not a
driving force?" We don't even know how much." (LINK)
Astronomer Dr. Jeff Zweerink of the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA)
studies gamma rays, black holes, and neutron stars and has declared himself a skeptic of
man-made climate fears. "Many natural phenomena significantly affect the global climate.
Atmospheric conditions are impacted by tectonic activity, erosion, and changes in Earth's
biomass, for example," Zweerink wrote on December 18, 2006. "While politicians and
activists focus on the effects of fossil fuel burning the breeding and domestication of cows
and cultivation of rice, for example, actually does more harm than driving too many
SUV's," Zweerink added. (LINK)
Computer modeler Dr. Donald DuBois, who holds a PhD in Philosophy of Science, has
spent most of his career modeling computer networks for NASA's International Space
Station, GE Space Systems, the Air Force, and the Navy. DuBois is very skeptical of
climate computer models predicting doom. "I know something about how misleading
models can be, and the fact that their underlying assumptions can completely predetermine
the results of the model. If the major climate models that are having a major impact on
public policy were documented and put in the public domain, other qualified professionals
around the world would be interested in looking into the validity of these models," DuBois
wrote to EPW on May 17, 2007. "Right now, climate science is a black box that is highly
questionable with unstated assumptions and model inputs. It is especially urgent that these
models come out in the open considering how much climate change legislation could cost
the United States and the world economies. Ross McKitrick's difficulty in getting the
information from [Michael] Mann on his famous ‘hockey stick' [temperature] curve is a
case in point which should be a scandal not worth repeating. The cost of documenting the
models and making them available would be a trifle; the cost of not doing so could be
astronomical," DuBois wrote. "I headed up a project to model computer networks (to see
how they will perform before they are built) for NASA's International Space Station
(including the ground stations around the globe). If I had suggested a $250 million network
for the ISS and said that I was basing this recommendation on my modeling but the models
were not available for inspection, I would have been laughed out of the auditorium in
Houston."
Anton Uriarte, a professor of Physical Geography at the University of the Basque
Country in Spain and author of a book on the paleoclimate, rejected man-made climate
fears. "It's just a political thing, and the lies about global warming are contributing to the
proliferation of nuclear energy," Uriarte said according to a September 2007 article in the
Spanish newspaper El Correo. "There's no need to be worried. It's very interesting to study
[climate change], but there's no need to be worried," Uriarte wrote. "Far from provoking the
so-called greenhouse effect, [CO2] stabilizes the climate." Uriarte noted that "the Earth is
not becoming desertified, it's greener all the time." Uriarte says natural factors dominate the
climate system. "The Earth being spherical, the tropics always receive more heat than the
poles and the imbalance has to be continually rectified. They change places because of the
tilt of the earth's axis. And, moreover, the planet isn't smooth, but rough, which produces
perturbations in the interchange of air masses. We know the history of the climate very well
and it has changed continuously," he wrote. "It's evident that the Earth is a human planet,
and that being so, it's quite normal that we influence the atmosphere. It's something else
altogether to say that things will get worse. I believe that a little more heat will be very
good for us. The epochs of vegetational exuberance coincided with those of more heat," he
explained. "In warm periods, when there are more greenhouse gases in the atmosphere more CO2 and water vapour - climate variability is less. In these periods greenhouse gases,
which act as a blanket, cushion the differences between the tropics and the poles. There is
less interchange of air masses, less storms. We're talking about a climate which is much less
variable," he added. (Translation) (LINK)
Professor David Noble of Canada's York University is a committed environmentalist
and a man-made global warming skeptic. Noble now believes that the movement has
"hyped the global climate issue into an obsession." Noble wrote a May 8 essay entitled
"The Corporate Climate Coup" which details how global warming has "hijacked" the
environmental left and created a "corporate climate campaign" which has "diverted
attention from the radical challenges of the global justice movement." (LINK)
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Award-winning quaternary geologist Dr. Olafur Ingolfsson, a professor from the
University of Iceland who has conducted extensive expeditions and field research in
the both the Arctic and Antarctic, chilled fears that the iconic polar bear is threatened
by global warming. Ingolfsson was awarded the prestigious "Antarctic Service Medal
of the United States" by the National Science Foundation. "We have this specimen that
confirms the polar bear was a morphologically distinct species at least 100,000 years ago,
and this basically means that the polar bear has already survived one interglacial period,"
Ingolfsson said according to a December 10, 2007 article in the BBC. The article explained,
"And what's interesting about that is that the Eeemian - the last interglacial - was much
warmer than the Holocene (the present)." Ingolfsson continued, "This is telling us that
despite the on-going warming in the Arctic today, maybe we don't have to be quite so
worried about the polar bear. That would be very encouraging." Ingolfsson is optimistic
about the polar bears future because of his research about the Earth's history. "The polar
bear is basically a brown bear that decided some time ago that it would be easier to feed on
seals on the ice. So long as there are seals, there are going to be polar bears. I think the
threat to the polar bears is much more to do with pollution, the build up of heavy metals in
the Arctic. This is just how I interpret it. But this is science - when you have little data, you
have lots of freedom," he concluded. (LINK)
Over 100 Prominent International Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile' Climate
Control Efforts in a December 13, 2007 open letter. "Attempts to prevent global climate
change from occurring are ultimately futile, and constitute a tragic misallocation of
resources that would be better spent on humanity's real and pressing problems," the letter
signed by the scientists read. (LINK) The scientists, many of whom are current and
former UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) scientists, sent an open
letter to the UN Secretary-General questioning the scientific basis for climate fears and the
UN's so-called "solutions." "It is not possible to stop climate change, a natural
phenomenon that has affected humanity through the ages. Geological, archaeological, oral
and written histories all attest to the dramatic challenges posed to past societies from
unanticipated changes in temperature, precipitation, winds and other climatic variables," the
scientists wrote. "In stark contrast to the often repeated assertion that the science of climate
change is ‘settled,' significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the
hypothesis of dangerous human-caused global warming," the open letter added. [EPW
Note: Several other recent peer-reviewed studies have cast considerable doubt about manmade global warming fears. For most recent sampling see: New Peer-Reviewed Study
finds 'Solar changes significantly alter climate' (11-3-07) (LINK) & "New Peer-Reviewed
Study Halves the Global Average Surface Temperature Trend 1980 - 2002" (LINK) &
New Study finds Medieval Warm Period '0.3C Warmer than 20th Century' (LINK) - New
Peer-Reviewed Study Finds: "Warming is naturally caused and shows no human
influence." (LINK) - A November peer-reviewed study in the journal Physical
Geography found "Long-term climate change is driven by solar insolation changes"
LINK ) For a more comprehensive sampling of peer-reviewed studies earlier in 2007 see
"New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears" (LINK ) - For a
detailed analysis of how "consensus" has been promoted, see: Debunking The SoCalled "Consensus" On Global Warming - LINK - ] The scientists' letter continued: "The
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has issued increasingly
alarming conclusions about the climatic influences of human-produced carbon dioxide
(CO2), a non-polluting gas that is essential to plant photosynthesis. While we understand
the evidence that has led them to view CO2 emissions as harmful, the IPCC's conclusions
are quite inadequate as justification for implementing policies that will markedly diminish
future prosperity. In particular, it is not established that it is possible to significantly alter
global climate through cuts in human greenhouse gas emissions." "The IPCC Summaries
for Policy Makers are the most widely read IPCC reports amongst politicians and nonscientists and are the basis for most climate change policy formulation. Yet these
Summaries are prepared by a relatively small core writing team with the final drafts
approved line-by-line by -government -representatives. The great -majority of IPCC
contributors and -reviewers, and the tens of thousands of other scientists who are qualified
to comment on these matters, are not involved in the preparation of these documents. The
summaries therefore cannot properly be represented as a consensus view among experts,"
the letter added. [EPW Note: Only 52 scientists participated in the UN IPCC Summary
for Policymakers in April 2007, according to the Associated Press. - LINK - An
analysis by Australian climate researcher Dr. John Mclean in 2007 found the UN
IPCC peer-review process to be "an illusion." LINK ] The letter was signed by
renowned scientists such as Dr. Antonio Zichichi, president of the World Federation of
Scientists; Dr. Reid Bryson, dubbed one of the "Fathers of Meteorology"; Atmospheric
pioneer Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, formerly of the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute;
Award winning physicist Dr. Syun-Ichi Akasofu of the International Arctic Research
Center, who has twice named one of the "1000 Most Cited Scientists"; Award winning MIT
atmospheric scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen; UN IPCC scientist Dr. Vincent Gray of New
Zealand; French climatologist Dr. Marcel Leroux of the University Jean Moulin; World
authority on sea level Dr. Nils-Axel Morner of Stockholm University; Physicist Dr.
Freeman Dyson of Princeton University; Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, chairman of
the Scientific Council of Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection in Poland;
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Robert M. Carter of Australia; Former UN IPCC reviewer Geologist/
Geochemist Dr. Tom V. Segalstad, head of the Geological Museum in Norway; and Dr.
Edward J. Wegman, of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Other scientists (not
already included in this report) who signed the letter include: Don Aitkin, PhD, Professor,
social scientist, retired Vice-Chancellor and President, University of Canberra, Australia;
Geoff L. Austin, PhD, FNZIP, FRSNZ, Professor, Dept. of Physics, University of
Auckland, New Zealand; Chris C. Borel, PhD, remote sensing scientist, U.S.; Dan
Carruthers, M.Sc., wildlife biology consultant specializing in animal ecology in Arctic
and Subarctic regions, Alberta, Canada; Hans Erren, Doctorandus, geophysicist and
climate specialist, Sittard, The Netherlands; William Evans, PhD, Editor, American
Midland Naturalist; Dept. of Biological Sciences, University of Notre Dame, U.S.; R. W.
Gauldie, PhD, Research Professor, Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology,
School of Ocean Earth Sciences and Technology, University of Hawai'i at Manoa;
Albrecht Glatzle, PhD, sc.agr., Agro-Biologist and Gerente ejecutivo, INTTAS, Paraguay;
Fred Goldberg, PhD, Adj Professor, Royal Institute of Technology, Mechanical
Engineering, Stockholm, Sweden; Louis Hissink M.Sc. M.A.I.G., Editor AIG News and
Consulting Geologist, Perth, Western Australia; Andrei Illarionov, PhD, Senior Fellow,
Center for Global Liberty and Prosperity, U.S.; founder and director of the Institute of
Economic Analysis, Russia; Jon Jenkins, PhD, MD, computer modelling - virology,
Sydney, NSW, Australia; Olavi Kärner, Ph.D., Research Associate, Dept. of Atmospheric
Physics, Institute of Astrophysics and Atmospheric Physics, Toravere, Estonia; Jan J.H.
Kop, M.Sc. Ceng FICE (Civil Engineer Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers),
Emeritus Professor of Public Health Engineering, Technical University Delft, The
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Netherlands; Professor R.W.J. Kouffeld, Emeritus Professor, Energy Conversion, Delft
University of Technology, The Netherlands; Salomon Kroonenberg, PhD, Professor,
Dept. of Geotechnology, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands; The Rt. Hon.
Lord Lawson of Blaby, economist; Chairman of the Central Europe Trust; former
Chancellor of the Exchequer, U.K.; Douglas Leahey, PhD, meteorologist and air-quality
consultant, Calgary, Canada; William Lindqvist, PhD, consulting geologist and company
director, Tiburon, California, U.S.; A.J. Tom van Loon, PhD, Professor of Geology
(Quaternary Geology), Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland; former President of
the European Association of Science Editors; Horst Malberg, PhD, Professor for
Meteorology and Climatology, Institut für Meteorologie, Berlin, Germany; Alister
McFarquhar, PhD, international economist, Downing College, Cambridge, U.K.; Frank
Milne, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Economics, Queen's University, Canada; Asmunn Moene,
PhD, former head of the Forecasting Centre, Meteorological Institute, Norway; Alan
Moran, PhD, Energy Economist, Director of the IPA's Deregulation Unit, Australia; John
Nicol, PhD, physicist, James Cook University, Australia; Mr. David Nowell, M.Sc.,
Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society, former chairman of the NATO Meteorological
Group, Ottawa, Canada; Brian Pratt, PhD, Professor of Geology, Sedimentology,
University of Saskatchewan, Canada; Harry N.A. Priem, PhD, Emeritus Professor of
Planetary Geology and Isotope Geophysics, Utrecht University; former director of the
Netherlands Institute for Isotope Geosciences; Colonel F.P.M. Rombouts, Branch Chief Safety, Quality and Environment, Royal Netherlands Air Force; R.G. Roper, PhD,
Professor Emeritus of Atmospheric Sciences, School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences,
Georgia Institute of Technology, U.S.; Arthur Rorsch, PhD, Emeritus Professor,
Molecular Genetics, Leiden University, The Netherlands; Rob Scagel, M.Sc., forest
microclimate specialist, principal consultant, Pacific Phytometric Consultants, B.C.,
Canada; Gary D. Sharp, PhD, Center for Climate/Ocean Resources Study, Salinas, CA, U.
S.; L. Graham Smith, PhD, Associate Professor, Dept. of Geography, University of
Western Ontario, Canada; Peter Stilbs, TeknD, Professor of Physical Chemistry, Research
Leader, School of Chemical Science and Engineering, KTH (Royal Institute of
Technology), Stockholm, Sweden; Len Walker, PhD, power engineering, Pict Energy,
Melbourne, Australia; Stephan Wilksch, PhD, Professor for Innovation and Technology
Management, Production Management and Logistics, University of Technology and
Economics Berlin, Germany; and Raphael Wust, PhD, Lecturer, Marine Geology/
Sedimentology, James Cook University, Australia. Also, "Other professional persons
knowledgeable about climate change who expressed support for the open letter to the UN
Secretary General" included meteorological researcher and spotter for the National Weather
Service Allan Cortese; Water resources engineer Don Farley; Dr. David A. Gray of
Messiah College, a former researcher in electromagnetic waves in the atmosphere; Barrie
Jackson, associate professor of Chemical Engineering at Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada; Raymond J. Jones, PhD, FATSE, OAM. retired, Agronomist,
Townsville, Australia; J.A.L. Robertson, M.A. (Cantab.), F.R.S.C., nuclear-energy
consultant, Deep River, ON, Canada; J.T.Rogers, PhD, FCAE, nuclear engineer; energy
analyst, Ottawa, Canada; John K. Sutherland, PhD in Geology (Manchester University),
New Brunswick, Canada; Noor van Andel, PhD Energy Physics, Burgemeester
Stroinkstraat, The Netherlands; Arthur M. Patterson, P.Eng, Geological Engineer.
Extensive experience in the Canadian Arctic; Agronomist Pat Palmer of New Zealand;
and Alois Haas emeritus Prof. PhD, nuclear chemistry. (LINK) (See attachment one for
full text of letter and complete list of signatories at end of this report.)
Dutch Geologist Dr. Chris Schoneveld, a retired exploration geophysicist, has become
an outspoken skeptic regarding the human influence on climate over the past four
years. "If global warming is just a consequence of natural climatic fluctuations similar to
well-documented, geologically caused climate changes, wouldn't we rather adapt to a
warming world than to spend trillions of dollars on a futile exercise to contain carbon
dioxide emissions?" Schoneveld wrote in the October 1, 2007 International Herald
Tribune. "As long as the causes of the many climate changes throughout the Earth's history
are not well understood, one cannot unequivocally separate natural causes from possibly
man-made ones. The so-called scientific consensus discourages healthy debate between
believers in global warming and skeptics. There has never been a UN-organized conference
on climate change where skeptics were invited for the sake of balance to present their case,"
he explained. (LINK) Schoneveld also critiqued the UN IPCC process on February 3,
2007. "Who are the geologists that the IPCC is relying on? Is the IPCC at all concerned
about the frequency and recurrence of ice ages? Who are the astronomers that advise the
IPCC on other cause of possible climate change (sun spots or earth's elliptical orbit, tilt and
wobble of its axis) so as to ascertain that we are not just experiencing a normal trend related
to interglacial warming or variation in solar radiation?" he asked. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, a scientific pioneer in the development
of numerical weather prediction and former director of research at The Netherlands'
Royal National Meteorological Institute, and an internationally recognized expert in
atmospheric boundary layer processes, took climate modelers to task for their projections
of future planetary doom in a February 28, 2007 post on Climate Science. "I am of the
opinion that most scientists engaged in the design, development, and tuning of climate
models are in fact software engineers. They are unlicensed, hence unqualified to sell their
products to society. In all regular engineering professions, there exists a licensing authority.
If such an authority existed in climate research, I contend, the vast majority of climate
modelers would vainly attempt certification. Also, they would be unable to obtain insurance
against professional liability," Tennekes said. (LINK) Tennekes also unleashed on the
promoters of climate fears in a January 31, 2007 article. "I worry about the arrogance of
scientists who claim they can help solve the climate problem, provided their research
receives massive increases in funding", he wrote. "I am angry about the Climate Doomsday
hype that politicians and scientists engage in. I am angry at Al Gore, I am angry at the
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists for resetting its Doomsday clock, I am angry at Lord Martin
Rees for using the full weight of the Royal Society in support of the Doomsday hype, I am
angry at Paul Crutzen for his speculations about yet another technological fix, I am angry at
the staff of IPCC for their preoccupation with carbon dioxide emissions, and I am angry at
Jim Hansen for his efforts to sell a Greenland Ice Sheet Meltdown Catastrophe," he
explained. (LINK) Tennekes has also blasted Gore and the UN in the Dutch De Volskrant
newspaper on March 28, 2007. "I find the Doomsday picture Al Gore is painting - a sixmeter sea level rise, fifteen times the IPCC number - entirely without merit," Tennekes
wrote. "I protest vigorously the idea that the climate reacts like a home heating system to a
changed setting of the thermostat: just turn the dial, and the desired temperature will soon
be reached. We cannot run the climate as we wish," Tennekes said. "Whatever the IPCC
staff thinks, it is not at all inconceivable that decreasing solar activity will lead to some
cooling ten years from now," he concluded. (LINK)
Chemical engineer Thomas Ring, who has a degree from Case Western Reserve
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University, declared "we should not fear global warming" in 2007. "Warming of the Earth
has never been catastrophic; in fact, humankind has always fared better in warmer than
cooler periods, with less hardship and illness and improved agriculture," Ring wrote on
November 28, 2007. Ring called for "solid, objective and unbiased research, rather than
fear-mongering based on a nonscientific ‘consensus.'" "What's responsible for prior periods
of warmth in 600 BC, 1000 and 1912 to 1943, all when there was no or little man-made
CO2? It's most likely the sun, whose radiation varies to the fourth power of its
temperature," he wrote. "Atmospheric water vapor is, however, 0.9 percent, 25 times as
much as CO2. Water vapor is a "radiator" that is three times more powerful than CO2, but
its larger effect has been ignored in the global warming debate," he concluded. (LINK)
Harvard-educated Physicist Arthur E. Lemay, a renowned computer systems
specialist, declared his climate skepticism in 2007. "Recent studies show that there are
far better explanations for the earth's warming before 1998. The variations in the sun's
radiant energy and production of cosmic rays are far more persuasive than the greenhouse
gas theory," Lemay wrote on December 5, 2007 in the Jakarta Post during the UN Climate
Conference in Bali. "The solar theory explains it, the greenhouse gas theory does not. In
science, when observations do not support a theory, it is the theory which needs to be
discarded. So, all this blather about reducing CO2, the Kyoto Protocol and the Bali
conference are all a waste of money," Lemay explained. "Of course, the global warming
alarmists cannot tolerate the solar theory because we cannot do anything about it, and no
government wants to spend billions of dollars for nothing," he wrote. "It's time for
Indonesia and other developing countries to demand an explanation as to why CO2
reduction is being mandated when it is not the problem," he concluded. (LINK) & (LINK)
Geophysicist Dr. Claude Allegre, a top Geophysicist and French Socialist who has
authored more than 100 scientific articles, written 11 books, and received numerous
scientific awards including the Goldschmidt Medal from the Geochemical Society of the
United States, converted from climate alarmist to skeptic in 2006. Allegre, who was one of
the first scientists to sound global warming fears 20 years ago, now says the cause of
climate change is "unknown" and accused the "prophets of doom of global warming" of
being motivated by money, noting that "the ecology of helpless protesting has become a
very lucrative business for some people!" "Glaciers' chronicles or historical archives point
to the fact that climate is a capricious phenomena. This fact is confirmed by mathematical
meteorological theories. So, let us be cautious," Allegre explained in a September 21, 2006
article in the French newspaper L'EXPRESS. The National Post in Canada also profiled
Allegre on March 2, 2007, noting, "Allegre has the highest environmental credentials. The
author of early environmental books, he fought successful battles to protect the ozone layer
from CFCs and public health from lead pollution." Allegre now calls fears of a climate
disaster "simplistic and obscuring the true dangers" and mocks "the greenhouse-gas fanatics
whose proclamations consist in denouncing man's role on the climate without doing
anything about it except organizing conferences and preparing protocols that become dead
letters." Allegre, a member of both the French and U.S. Academy of Sciences, had
previously expressed concern about man-made global warming. "By burning fossil fuels,
man enhanced the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere which has raised the
global mean temperature by half a degree in the last century," Allegre wrote 20 years ago.
In addition, Allegre was one of 1500 scientists who signed a November 18, 1992 letter
titled "World Scientists' Warning to Humanity" in which the scientists warned that global
warming's "potential risks are very great." Allegre mocked former Vice President Al Gore's
Nobel Prize in 2007, calling it "a political gimmick." Allegre said on October 14, 2007,
"The amount of nonsense in Al Gore's film! It's all politics; it's designed to intervene in
American politics. It's scandalous." (LINK)
Astrophysicist Dr. Howard Greyber, a Fellow Royal Astronomical Society and
member of the International Astronomical Union, called warming fears "unwarranted
hysteria" and chastised a newspaper columnist's views on global warming. "When
[columnist] Thomas Friedman touts carbon dioxide as the cause of global warming in his
column, I respond as a physicist that he cannot comprehend that it is still not proven that
carbon dioxide emissions actually are causing global warming. Correlation does not prove
Causation," Greyber wrote on September 20, 2007 in the International Herald Tribune.
"The Earth's climate changes all the time. Did carbon dioxide emissions cause the Medieval
Warm Period, when Vikings raised crops on Greenland's coast? What caused the cold
climate from 1700 to 1850? In 1975, articles were published predicting we were entering a
New Ice Age. Reputable scientists oppose this unwarranted alarmist hysteria," he noted.
"Understanding climate change is an extremely difficult scientific problem. Giant
computers generating climate models cannot be trusted so far. As any computer person
knows, garbage in means garbage out. If research suggests subtle variations in our Sun's
radiation reaching Earth are causing global climate change, what would Friedman
recommend?" Greyber concluded. (LINK)
Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv, one of Israel's top, young, award-winning scientists of
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, recanted his belief that man-made emissions were
driving climate change. "Like many others, I was personally sure that CO2 is the bad culprit
in the story of global warming. But after carefully digging into the evidence, I realized that
things are far more complicated than the story sold to us by many climate scientists or the
stories regurgitated by the media. In fact, there is much more than meets the eye," Shaviv
said in a February 2, 2007 Canadian National Post article. According to Shaviv, the CO2
temperature link is only "incriminating circumstantial evidence." "Solar activity can explain
a large part of the 20th-century global warming" and "it is unlikely that [the solar climate
link] does not exist," Shaviv noted, pointing to the impact cosmic- rays have on the
atmosphere. According to the National Post, Shaviv believes that even a doubling of CO2
in the atmosphere by 2100 "will not dramatically increase the global temperature." "Even if
we halved the CO2 output, and the CO2 increase by 2100 would be, say, a 50% increase
relative to today instead of a doubled amount, the expected reduction in the rise of global
temperature would be less than 0.5C. This is not significant," Shaviv explained. Shaviv also
wrote on August 18, 2006 that a colleague of his believed that "CO2 should have a large
effect on climate" so "he set out to reconstruct the phanerozoic temperature. He wanted to
find the CO2 signature in the data, but since there was none, he slowly had to change his
views." Shaviv believes there will be more scientists converting to man-made global
warming skepticism as they discover the dearth of evidence. "I think this is common to
many of the scientists who think like us (that is, that CO2 is a secondary climate driver).
Each one of us was working in his or her own niche. While working there, each one of us
realized that things just don't add up to support the AGW (Anthropogenic Global Warming)
picture. So many had to change their views," he wrote.
Research physicist Dr. John W. Brosnahan develops remote-sensing instruments for
atmospheric science for such clients as NOAA and NASA and has published numerous
peer-reviewed research, as well as developed imaging Doppler interferometry for
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sensing winds, waves, and structure in the atmosphere. "Of course I believe in global
warming, and in global cooling -- all part of the natural climate changes that the Earth has
experienced for billions of years, caused primarily by the cyclical variations in solar
output," Brosnahan wrote to EPW on December 10, 2007. "I have not seen any sort of
definitive, scientific link to man-made carbon dioxide as the root cause of the current global
warming, only incomplete computer models that suggest that this might be the case,"
Brosnahan explained. "Even though these computer climate models do not properly handle
a number of important factors, including the role of precipitation as a temperature regulator,
they are being (mis-)used to force a political agenda upon the U.S. While there are any
number of reasons to reduce carbon dioxide generation, to base any major fiscal policy on
the role of carbon dioxide in climate change would be inappropriate and imprudent at best
and potentially disastrous economic folly at the worst," he concluded.
Mathematician & Engineer Dr. David Evans, who did carbon accounting for the
Australian Government and is head of the group "Science Speak," recently detailed his
conversion to a skeptic. "I devoted six years to carbon accounting, building models for the
Australian government to estimate carbon emissions from land use change and forestry.
When I started that job in 1999 the evidence that carbon emissions caused global warming
seemed pretty conclusive, but since then new evidence has weakened the case that carbon
emissions are the main cause. I am now skeptical," Evans wrote in an April 30, 2007 blog.
"But after 2000 the evidence for carbon emissions gradually got weaker -- better
temperature data for the last century, more detailed ice core data, then laboratory evidence
that cosmic rays precipitate low clouds," Evans wrote. "As Lord Keynes famously said,
‘When the facts change, I change my mind. What do you do, sir?'" he added. Evans noted
how he benefited from climate fears as a scientist. "And the political realm in turn fed
money back into the scientific community. By the late 1990s, lots of jobs depended on the
idea that carbon emissions caused global warming. Many of them were bureaucratic, but
there were a lot of science jobs created too. I was on that gravy train, making a high wage
in a science job that would not have existed if we didn't believe carbon emissions caused
global warming. And so were lots of people around me; and there were international
conferences full of such people. And we had political support, the ear of government, big
budgets, and we felt fairly important and useful (well, I did anyway). It was great. We were
working to save the planet! But starting in about 2000, the last three of the four pieces of
evidence outlined above fell away or reversed," Evans wrote. "The pre-2000 ice core data
was the central evidence for believing that atmospheric carbon caused temperature
increases. The new ice core data shows that past warmings were not initially caused by rises
in atmospheric carbon, and says nothing about the strength of any amplification. This piece
of evidence casts reasonable doubt that atmospheric carbon had any role in past warmings,
while still allowing the possibility that it had a supporting role," he added. "Unfortunately
politics and science have become even more entangled. The science of global warming has
become a partisan political issue, so positions become more entrenched. Politicians and the
public prefer simple and less-nuanced messages. At the moment the political climate
strongly supports carbon emissions as the cause of global warming, to the point of
sometimes rubbishing or silencing critics," he concluded. (Evans bio link )
Yury Zaitsev, an analyst with Russia's Institute of Space Studies, rejected man-made
global warming fears in 2007. "Paleoclimate research shows that the chillier periods of the
Earth's history have always given way to warmer times, and vice versa. But it is not quite
clear what causes this change," Zaitsev wrote on September 28, 2007 in the Russian
publication RIA Novosti. "Yury Leonov, director of the Institute of Geology at the
Russian Academy of Sciences, thinks that the human impact on nature is so small that it
can be dismissed as a statistical mistake," Zaitsev explained. "Until quite recently, experts
primarily attributed global warming to greenhouse gas emissions, with carbon dioxide
singled out as the chief culprit. But it transpires that water vapor is just as bad," he wrote.
"Sun-related phenomena have fairly regular and predictable consequences on the Earth. Of
course, they exert influence on humans and other species and, to some extent, on the
environment, altering atmospheric pressure and temperature. But they are not likely to
contribute much to climate change. This is a global process and is the result of global
causes. For the time being, we are far from understanding them fully," he added. (LINK)
Climate researcher Dr. Tad Murty, former Senior Research Scientist for Fisheries
and Oceans in Canada and former director of Australia's National Tidal Facility and
professor of earth sciences, Flinders University, reversed himself from believer in manmade climate change to a skeptic. "I started with a firm belief about global warming, until I
started working on it myself," Murty explained on August 17, 2006. "I switched to the
other side in the early 1990s when Fisheries and Oceans Canada asked me to prepare a
position paper and I started to look into the problem seriously," Murty explained. Murty
was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto
to Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper which stated in part, "If, back in the mid1990s, we knew what we know today about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not
exist, because we would have concluded it was not necessary."
French climatologist Dr. Marcel Leroux, former professor at University of Jean
Moulin and former director of the Laboratory of Climatology, Risks, and
Environment (CNRS) in Lyon, is a climate skeptic. Leroux wrote a 2005 book titled
Global Warming - Myth or Reality? - The Erring Ways of Climatology. "Hardly a week
goes by without some new scoop ... filling our screens and the pages of our newspapers,"
Leroux wrote in his book. The media promotes the view that "global warming caused by
the greenhouse effect is our fault, just like everything else, and the message/slogan/
misinformation becomes even more simplistic, ever cruder! It could not be simpler: if the
rain falls or draught strikes; if the wind blows a gale or there is none at all; whether it's heat
or hard frost; it's all because of the greenhouse effect, and we are to blame. An easy
argument, but stupid!" he explained. "The Fourth Report of the IPCC might just as well
decree the suppression of all climatology textbooks, and replace them in our schools with
press communiqués. ... Day after day, the same mantra - that ‘the Earth is warming up' - is
churned out in all its forms. As ‘the ice melts' and ‘sea level rises,' the Apocalypse looms
ever nearer! Without realizing it, or perhaps without wishing to, the average citizen in
bamboozled, lobotomized, lulled into mindless ac-ceptance. ... Non-believers in the
greenhouse scenario are in the position of those long ago who doubted the existence of
God ... fortunately for them, the Inquisition is no longer with us!" he wrote. "The possible
causes, then, of climate change are: well-established orbital parameters on the paleoclimatic
scale, ... solar activity, ...; volcanism ...; and far at the rear, the greenhouse effect, and in
particular that caused by water vapor, the extent of its influence being unknown. These
factors are working together all the time, and it seems difficult to unravel the relative
importance of their respective influences upon climatic evolution. Equally, it is tendentious
to highlight the anthropogenic factor, which is, clearly, the least credible among all those
previously mentioned," he added.
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Climate scientist Dr. Chris de Freitas of the University of Auckland, N.Z., also
converted from a believer in man-made global warming to a skeptic. "At first I accepted
that increases in human-caused additions of carbon dioxide and methane in the atmosphere
would trigger changes in water vapor, etc. and lead to dangerous ‘global warming,' but with
time and with the results of research, I formed the view that, although it makes for a good
story, it is unlikely that the man-made changes are drivers of significant climate variation,"
de Freitas wrote on August 17, 2006. "I accept there may be small changes. But I see the
risk of anything serious to be minute," he added. "One could reasonably argue that lack of
evidence is not a good reason for complacency. But I believe the billions of dollars
committed to GW research and lobbying for GW and for Kyoto treaties etc could be better
spent on uncontroversial and very real environmental problems (such as air pollution, poor
sanitation, provision of clean water and improved health services) that we know affect tens
of millions of people," de Freitas concluded. De Freitas was one of the 60 scientists who
wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian Prime Minister
Stephen Harper which stated in part, "Significant [scientific] advances have been made
since the [Kyoto] protocol was created, many of which are taking us away from a concern
about increasing greenhouse gases."
Atmospheric scientist Dr. Gerhard Kramm of the Geophysical Institute at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks expressed climate skepticism in 2007. "The IPCC would
never be awarded by the Nobel Prize in Physics because most of the statements of the IPCC
can be assessed as physical misunderstanding and physical misinterpretations," Kramm
wrote in a letter to the Associated Press on October 21, 2007. "There is no scientific
certainty, even though the Associated Press distributes this message always every day,"
Kramm wrote in his letter, criticizing the news outlet. "The change in the radiative forcing
components since the beginning of the industrial era is so small (2 W/m^2, according to the
IPCC 2007) that we have no pyrgeometers (radiometers to measure the infrared radiometer
emitted by the earth and the atmosphere) which are able to provide any empirical evidence
of such a small change because their degrees of accuracy are too less," he wrote. "By far,
most of [the IPCC] members can be considered, indeed, as members of a Church of Global
Warming. They are not qualified enough to understand the physics behind the greenhouse
effect and to prove the accuracy of global climate models (see, for instance, the poor
publication record of Dr. [RK] Pachauri, the current Chairman of the IPCC). However, in
science it would be highly awkward to vote which results are correct and which are wrong,"
he added. "A decrease of the anthropogenic CO2 emission to the values below of those of
1990 would not decrease the atmospheric CO2 concentration. This concentration would
increase further, however the increase would be lowering. As illustrated in Slide 38, it
might be that the atmospheric CO2 concentration tends to an equilibrium concentration of
somewhat higher than 500 ppmv. Here, equilibrium means that the increase of natural and
anthropogenic CO2 emission is equaled by the uptake of CO2 by vegetation and ocean," he
concluded. (LINK)
Geologist Georgia D. Brown, an instructor of Geology & Oceanography at College of
Lake County in Illinois, rejected climate fears and supported the notion of a coming global
cool down. "I talk to my students about this topic every semester, not just when we are
covering glacial geology, but at different points throughout the term. I want them to know
that they shouldn't take every alarmist claim at face value," Brown wrote on December 13,
2006. "Fear is a means of controlling a population, and since the cold war has ended, the
government needed new fuel for its control fire," Brown wrote. (LINK)
Physicist Dr. Laurence I. Gould, chair of the Physics Department at the University of
Hartford, former chairman of the New England Section of the American Physical
Society, and author of numerous peer-reviewed research, challenged climate fears in
2007. "There is (I have found) a huge problem in getting to learn of both sides of the AGW
debate. But this ‘debate' needs to be aired, regardless of what is being presented to scientists
and to the public as the ‘truth' about AGW," Gould wrote in a September 20, 2007 editorial
titled "Global Warming from a Critical Perspective." "Although I have seen many articles
arguing for the reality and danger of anthropogenic greenhouse warming (AGW), I have
rarely seen one that presents scientific arguments against the AGW claims," Gould wrote.
"The implication [by many in the media] seems to be that anyone who has a contrary
argument is not ‘respectable' - yet there are many leading climatologists (such as Richard
Lindzen of MIT) who have very good arguments disagreeing," Gould wrote. (LINK) &
(LINK)
Russian scientist Alexander G. Egorov, a researcher with the Arctic and Antarctic
Research Institute in Saint Petersburg, called global warming a temporary inconvenience
tied to the natural fluctuation of the sun. According to an October 18, 2007 translated article
in Russian Science News, Egorov believes warming is "not more than a natural variation."
The article explained that Egorov believes "long-term temperature rising to be just an
episode of global history, a consequence of natural fluctuations, which depend on changes
in solar activity and surface air pressure. The scientist has analyzed data of monthly average
values of surface air pressure between November and April 1923-2005 in cellular mesh
points, located northwards from 40th parallel of the northern hemisphere." The article
concluded, "If pressure over Atlantic drops, then speed of warm water transfer grows, like
in 1920-1940s, when warming was detected in the Arctic. During the 22nd solar cycle,
which started in 1986, the pressure over vast territories of the northern hemisphere,
including Canada, Greenland, the Arctic Ocean, Eastern Europe, Eastern and Western
Siberia, dropped significantly. This stage of natural fluctuations concurs with current
climate state, which is usually called the global warming. However, in the next solar cycle
the pressure over the Northern Atlantic may change, causing the end of global
warming." (LINK)
One of the "Fathers of Meteorology," Dr. Reid Bryson, the founding chairman of the
Department of Meteorology at University of Wisconsin (now the Department of
Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences, was pivotal in promoting the coming ice age scare of
the 1970s (See Time Magazine's 1974 article "Another Ice Age" citing Bryson: & see
Newsweek's 1975 article "The Cooling World" citing Bryson) has now converted into a
leading global warming skeptic. On February 8, 2007 Bryson dismissed what he terms "sky
is falling" man-made global warming fears. Bryson was on the United Nations Global 500
Roll of Honor and was identified by the British Institute of Geographers as the most
frequently cited climatologist in the world. "Before there were enough people to make any
difference at all, two million years ago, nobody was changing the climate, yet the climate
was changing, okay?" Bryson told the May 2007 issue of Energy Cooperative News. "All
this argument is the temperature going up or not, it's absurd. Of course it's going up. It has
gone up since the early 1800s, before the Industrial Revolution, because we're coming out
of the Little Ice Age, not because we're putting more carbon dioxide into the air," Bryson
said. "You can go outside and spit and have the same effect as doubling carbon dioxide," he
added. "We cannot say what part of that warming was due to mankind's addition of
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‘greenhouse gases' until we consider the other possible factors, such as aerosols. The
aerosol content of the atmosphere was measured during the past century, but to my
knowledge this data was never used. We can say that the question of anthropogenic
modification of the climate is an important question -- too important to ignore. However, it
has now become a media free-for-all and a political issue more than a scientific problem,"
Bryson explained in 2005.
UN IPCC reviewer, global warming author, and economist Dr. Hans H.J. Labohm, a
lecturer at the Netherlands Defense Academy, started out as a man-made global warming
believer but he later switched his view after conducting climate research. Labohm wrote on
August 19, 2006, "I started as an anthropogenic global warming believer, then I read the
[UN's IPCC] Summary for Policymakers and the research of prominent skeptics." "After
that, I changed my mind," Labohm explained. Labohm co-authored the 2004 book ManMade Global Warming: Unraveling a Dogma with Eindhoven University of Technology
emeritus professor of chemical engineer Dick Thoenes who was the former chairman
of the Royal Netherlands Chemical Society. Labohm was one of the 60 scientists who
wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian Prime Minister
Stephen Harper which stated in part, "‘Climate change is real' is a meaningless phrase used
repeatedly by activists to convince the public that a climate catastrophe is looming and
humanity is the cause. Neither of these fears is justified. Global climate changes all the time
due to natural causes and the human impact still remains impossible to distinguish from this
natural ‘noise.'"
Paleoclimatologist Tim Patterson, professor in the department of Earth Sciences at
Carleton University in Ottawa converted from believer in CO2's driving the climate
change to a skeptic. "I taught my students that CO2 was the prime driver of climate
change," Patterson wrote on April 30, 2007. Patterson said his "conversion" happened
following his research on "the nature of paleo-commercial fish populations in the NE
Pacific." "[My conversion from believer to climate skeptic] came about approximately 5-6
years ago when results began to come in from a major NSERC (Natural Sciences and
Engineering Research Council of Canada) Strategic Project Grant where I was PI (principle
investigator)," Patterson explained. "Over the course of about a year, I switched
allegiances," he wrote. "As the proxy results began to come in, we were astounded to find
that paleoclimatic and paleoproductivity records were full of cycles that corresponded to
various sun-spot cycles. About that time, [geochemist] Jan Veizer and others began to
publish reasonable hypotheses as to how solar signals could be amplified and control
climate," Patterson noted. Patterson says his conversion "probably cost me a lot of grant
money. However, as a scientist I go where the science takes me and not where activists
want me to go." Patterson now asserts that more and more scientists are converting to
climate skeptics. "When I go to a scientific meeting, there's lots of opinion out there,
there's lots of discussion [about climate change]. I was at the Geological Society of
America meeting in Philadelphia in the fall and I would say that people with my opinion
were probably in the majority," Patterson told the Winnipeg Sun on February 13, 2007.
Patterson, who believes the sun is responsible for the recent warming of the Earth, ridiculed
the environmentalists and the media for not reporting the truth. "But if you listen to
[Canadian environmental activist David] Suzuki and the media, it's like a tiger chasing its
tail. They try to outdo each other and all the while proclaiming that the debate is over but it
isn't -- come out to a scientific meeting sometime," Patterson said. In a separate interview
on April 26, 2007 with a Canadian newspaper, Patterson explained that the scientific proof
favors skeptics. "I think the proof in the pudding, based on what [media and governments]
are saying, [is] we're about three quarters of the way [to disaster] with the doubling of CO2
in the atmosphere," he said. "The world should be heating up like crazy by now, and it's
not. The temperatures match very closely with the solar cycles." (LINK)
Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, Chairman of the Central Laboratory for the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiological Protection in
Warsaw, took a scientific journey from a believer of man-made climate change in the form
of global cooling in the 1970s all the way to converting to a skeptic of current predictions
of catastrophic man-made global warming. "At the beginning of the 1970s I believed in
man-made climate cooling, and therefore I started a study on the effects of industrial
pollution on the global atmosphere, using glaciers as a history book on this pollution," Dr.
Jaworowski, wrote on August 17, 2006. "With the advent of man-made warming political
correctness in the beginning of 1980s, I already had a lot of experience with polar and high
altitude ice, and I have serious problems in accepting the reliability of ice core CO2
studies," Jaworowski added. Jaworowski, who has published many papers on climate with a
focus on CO2 measurements in ice cores, also dismissed the UN IPCC summary and
questioned what the actual level of CO2 was in the atmosphere in a March 16, 2007 report
in EIR Science entitled "CO2: The Greatest Scientific Scandal of Our Time." "We thus find
ourselves in the situation that the entire theory of man-made global warming-with its
repercussions in science, and its important consequences for politics and the global
economy-is based on ice core studies that provided a false picture of the atmospheric CO2
levels," Jaworowski wrote. "For the past three decades, these well-known direct CO2
measurements, recently compiled and analyzed by Ernst-Georg Beck (Beck 2006a, Beck
2006b, Beck 2007), were completely ignored by climatologists-and not because they were
wrong. Indeed, these measurements were made by several Nobel Prize winners, using the
techniques that are standard textbook procedures in chemistry, biochemistry, botany,
hygiene, medicine, nutrition, and ecology. The only reason for rejection was that these
measurements did not fit the hypothesis of anthropogenic climatic warming. I regard this as
perhaps the greatest scientific scandal of our time," Jaworowski wrote. "The hypothesis, in
vogue in the 1970s, stating that emissions of industrial dust will soon induce the new Ice
Age, seems now to be a conceited anthropocentric exaggeration, bringing into discredit the
science of that time. The same fate awaits the present," he added. Jaworowski believes that
cosmic rays and solar activity are major drivers of the Earth's climate. Jaworowski was one
of the 60 scientists who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to
Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper which stated in part, "It may be many years yet
before we properly understand the Earth's climate system. Nevertheless, significant
advances have been made since the protocol was created, many of which are taking us away
from a concern about increasing greenhouse gases."
A group of German scientists of "several scientific disciplines" formed a new group in
2007 to declare themselves climate change skeptics. The group of scientists issued a
proclamation on September 15, 2007 titled "The Climate Manifest of Heiligenroth." The
group, which included prominent scientist Ernst-George Beck who authored a
groundbreaking February 2007 paper, entitled "180 Years of Atmospheric C02 Analysis by
Chemical Methods," (LINK) publicly issued six basic points of skepticism about man-made
global warming. They stated that their "motivation was to initiate processes against daily
campaigns of media and politics concerning climate." Their six points are: 1) "There is not
proven influence on climate by man made emission of CO2; 2) Scenarios on future climate
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change derived from computer models are speculative and contradicted by climate history;
3) There has been climate change in all times of Earth history with alternating cold and
warm phases; 4) The trace gas CO2 dos not pollute the atmosphere, CO2 is an essential
resource for plant growth and therefore a precondition for life on Earth; 5) We are
committing ourselves to an effective preservation of our environment and support
arrangements to prevent unnecessary stress on eco systems; and 6) We strongly warn
against taking action using imminent climate catastrophe as a vehicle which will not be
beneficial for our environment and will cause economic damage." The declaration was
signed by the following: Dr. Herbert Backhaus; Ernst-Georg Beck; Dieter Ber; Paul
Bossert; Brigitte Bossert; Helgo Bran; Gunter Ederer; Werner Eisenkopf; Edgar
Gartner; Wilfried Heck; Heinz Hofman; Rainer Hoffman; Ferdinand Furst zu
Hohenlohe-Bartenstein; Dieter Kramer; Nikolaus Lentz; Dr. Rainer Six; Uwe
Tempel; and Heinze Thieme. (LINK)
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Ian D. Clark, professor of the Department of Earth Sciences at
University of Ottawa, who has been involved with the International Atomic Energy
Agency and co-authored the book Environmental Isotopes in Hydrogeology, which won
the Choice Magazine "Outstanding Textbook" award in 1998, reversed his views on
man-made climate change after further examining the evidence. "I used to agree with these
dramatic warnings of climate disaster. I taught my students that most of the increase in
temperature of the past century was due to human contribution of CO2. The association
seemed so clear and simple. Increases of greenhouse gases were driving us towards a
climate catastrophe," Clark said in a 2005 documentary Climate Catastrophe Cancelled:
What You're Not Being Told About the Science of Climate Change. "However, a few years
ago, I decided to look more closely at the science and it astonished me. In fact there is no
evidence of humans being the cause. There is, however, overwhelming evidence of natural
causes such as changes in the output of the sun. This has completely reversed my views on
the Kyoto protocol," Clark explained. "Actually, many other leading climate researchers
also have serious concerns about the science underlying the [Kyoto] Protocol," he added.
Prominent scientist Professor Dr. Nils-Axel Morner, a leading world authority on sea
levels and coastal erosion who headed the Department of Paleogeophysics &
Geodynamics at Stockholm University, declared in 2007 "the rapid rise in sea levels
predicted by computer models simply cannot happen." Morner called a September 23, 2007
AP article predicting dire sea level rise "propaganda." "The AP article must be regarded as
an untenable horror scenario not based in observational facts," Morner wrote to EPW. "Sea
level will not rise by 1 m in 100 years. This is not even possible. Storm surges are in no
way intensified at a sea level rise. Sea level was not at all rising 'a third of a meter in the
last century': only some 10 cm from 1850 to 1940," he wrote. Morner previously noted on
August 6, 2007, "When we were coming out of the last ice age, huge ice sheets were
melting rapidly and the sea level rose at an average of one meter per century. If the
Greenland ice sheet stated to melt at the same rate - which is unlikely - sea level would rise
by less than 100 mm - 4 inches per century." Morner, who was president of the INQUA
Commission on Sea Level Changes and Coastal Evolution from 1999 to 2003, has
published a new booklet entitled "The Greatest Lie Ever Told," to refute claims of
catastrophic sea level rise. (LINK) & (LINK)
Environmental geochemist Dr. Jan Veizer, professor emeritus of University of
Ottawa, converted from believer to skeptic after conducting scientific studies of climate
history. "I simply accepted the [global warming] theory as given," Veizer wrote on April
30, 2007 about predictions that increasing CO2 in the atmosphere was leading to a climate
catastrophe. "The final conversion came when I realized that the solar/cosmic ray
connection gave far more consistent picture with climate, over many time scales, than did
the CO2 scenario," Veizer wrote. "It was the results of my work on past records, on
geological time scales, that led me to realize the discrepancies with empirical observations.
Trying to understand the background issues of modeling led to realization of the
assumptions and uncertainties involved," Veizer explained. "The past record strongly favors
the solar/cosmic alternative as the principal climate driver," he added. Veizer acknowledged
the Earth has been warming and he believes in the scientific value of climate modeling.
"The major point where I diverge from the IPCC scenario is my belief that it underestimates
the role of natural variability by proclaiming CO2 to be the only reasonable source of
additional energy in the planetary balance. Such additional energy is needed to drive the
climate. The point is that most of the temperature, in both nature and models, arises from
the greenhouse of water vapor (model language ‘positive water vapor feedback')," Veizer
wrote. "Thus to get more temperature, more water vapor is needed. This is achieved
by speeding up the water cycle by inputting more energy into the system," he continued.
"Note that it is not CO2 that is in the models but its presumed energy equivalent (model
language ‘prescribed CO2'). Yet, the models (and climate) would generate a more or less
similar outcome regardless where this additional energy is coming from. This is why the
solar/cosmic connection is so strongly opposed, because it can influence the global energy
budget which, in turn, diminishes the need for an energy input from the CO2 greenhouse,"
he wrote.
German scientist Ernst-Georg Beck, a biologist, authored a February 2007 paper
entitled 180 Years of Atmospheric C02 Analysis by Chemical Methods that found
levels of atmospheric CO2 levels were not measured correctly possibly due to the fact
that they measurements did not fit with hypothesis of man-made global warming. The
abstract to the paper published in Energy and Environment reads in part, ""More than
90,000 accurate chemical analyses of CO2 in air since 1812 are summarized. The historic
chemical data reveal that changes in CO2 track changes in temperature, and therefore
climate in contrast to the simple, monotonically increasing CO2 trend depicted in the post1990 literature on climate-change. Since 1812, the CO2 concentration in northern
hemispheric air has fluctuated exhibiting three high level maxima around 1825, 1857 and
1942 the latter showing more than 400 ppm." The paper concluded: "Most authors and
sources have summarized the historical CO2 determinations by chemical methods
incorrectly and promulgated the unjustifiable view that historical methods of analysis were
unreliable and produced poor quality results." (LINK)
Internationally known forecasting pioneer Scott Armstrong of the Wharton School at
the Ivy League University of Pennsylvania and his colleague Kesten Green of Monash
University in Australia challenged Gore to a $10,000 bet in June 2007 over the accuracy
of climate computer models predictions. "Claims that the Earth will get warmer have no
more credence than saying that it will get colder." According to Armstrong, the author of
Long-Range Forecasting, the most frequently cited book on forecasting methods, "Of 89
principles [of forecasting], the [UN] IPCC violated 72." Armstrong and Green also
critiqued the Associated Press for hyping climate fears in 2007. "Dire consequences have
been predicted to arise from warming of the Earth in coming decades of the 21st century.
Enormous sea level rise is one of the more dramatic forecasts. According to the AP's
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Borenstein, such sea-level forecasts were experts' judgments on what will happen,"
Armstrong and Green wrote to EPW on September 23, 2007. "As shown in our analysis,
experts' forecasts have no validity in situations characterized by high complexity, high
uncertainty, and poor feedback. To date we are unaware of any forecasts of sea levels that
adhere to proper [scientific] forecasting methodology and our quick search on Google
Scholar came up short," Armstrong and Green explained. "Media outlets should be clear
when they are reporting on scientific work and when they are reporting on the opinions held
by some scientists. Without scientific support for their forecasting methods, the concerns of
scientists should not be used as a basis for public policy," they concluded. (LINK)
Armstrong and Green also co-authored a November 29, 2007 paper with astrophysicist Dr.
Willie Soon which fond that polar bear extinction predictions violate "scientific forecasting
procedures." The study analyzed the methodology of key polar bear predictions and found
that the a study had "extrapolated nearly 100 years into the future on the basis of only five
years data - and data for these years were of doubtful validity." The study concluded that
"experts' predictions, unaided by evidence-based forecasting procedures, should play no
role in this decision [to list polar bear as endangered]. Without scientific forecasts of a
substantial decline of the polar bear population and of net benefits from feasible policies
arising from listing polar bears, a decision to list polar bears as threatened or endangered
would be irresponsible." (LINK)
UK Professor Emeritus of Biogeography Philip Stott of the University of London
ridiculed the notion of a scientific "consensus" on catastrophic man-made global warming.
"In the early 20th century, 95% of scientists believed in eugenics. Science does not progress
by consensus, it progresses by falsification and by what we call paradigm shifts," Stott said
on March 14, 2007 during a live debate with other scientists in New York City. "And can I
remind everybody that IPCC that we keep talking about, very honestly admits that we know
very little about 80% of the factors behind climate change. Well let's use an engineer; I
don't think I'd want to cross Brooklyn Bridge if it were built by an engineer who only
understood 80% of the forces on that bridge," Stott said. He noted how ridiculous political
leaders act when it comes to global warming." Angela Merkel, the German chancellor,
[and] my own good Prime Minister (UK's Tony Blair), for whom I voted -- let me
emphasize -- arguing in public two weeks ago as to who in ‘Annie get the gun style' could
produce the best temperature. ‘I could do two degrees C said Angela [Merkel].' ‘No, I could
only do three [degrees] said Tony [Blair].' Stand back a minute, those are politicians telling
you that they can control climate to a degree Celsius," Stott said. (LINK)
Swedish Geologist Dr. Wibjorn Karlen, professor emeritus of the Department of
Physical Geography and Quaternary Geology at Stockholm University, critiqued the
Associated Press for hyping climate fears. "Another of these hysterical views of our
climate," Karlen wrote to EPW regarding the September 22, 2007 AP article predicting dire
sea level rise. "Newspapers should think about the damage they are doing to many persons,
particularly young kids, by spreading the exaggerated views of a human impact on climate,"
Karlen explained. "I have used the NASA temperature data for a study of several major
areas. As far as I can see the IPCC "Global Temperature" is wrong. Temperature is
fluctuating but it is still most places cooler than in the 1930s and 1940s," Karlen wrote.
"The latest estimates of sea level rise are 1.31 mm/year. With this water level increase it
will take about 800 years before the water level has increased by 1 m if not conditions
change before that (very likely). Society will look very different at that time," he added.
(LINK)
Ecologist Dr. Patrick Moore, a Greenpeace founding member who left the
environmental organization because he believed it had become too radical, rejected
climate alarmism and lamented the efforts to silence climate skeptics. "It appears to be the
policy of the [UK] Royal Society to stifle dissent and silence anyone who may have doubts
about the connection between global warming and human activity. That kind or repression
seems more suited to the Inquisition than to a modern, respected scientific body," Moore,
the chief scientist for Greenspirit, wrote in a September 21, 2006 letter to the Royal Society
accusing it of attempting to silence skeptics. "I am sure the Royal Society is aware of the
difference between a hypothesis and a theory. It is clear the contention that human-induced
CO2 emissions and rising CO2 levels in the global atmosphere are the cause of the present
global warming trend is a hypothesis that has not yet been elevated to the level of a proven
theory. Causation has not been demonstrated in any conclusive way," Moore wrote.
(LINK)
Geologist Morten Hald, an Arctic expert at of the University of Tromso in Norway,
questioned the reliability of computer models predicting a melting Arctic. "The main
problem is that these models are often based on relatively new climate data. The
thermometer has only been in existence for 150 years and information on temperature
which is 150 years old does not capture the large natural changes," Hald, who is
participating with a Norwegian national team in Arctic climate research, said in a May 18,
2007 article. (LINK) The article continued, "Professor Hald believes the models which are
utilized to make prognoses about the future climate changes consider paleoclimate only to a
minor degree." "Studies of warm periods in the past, like during the Stone Ages can
provide valuable knowledge to understand and tackle the warmer climate in the future,"
Hald explained.
Paavo Siitam, a retired professor of chemistry, agronomy, biology, and physics, and a
researcher in soils and microbiology, critiqued the Associated Press for hyping climate
fears in 2007. "Despite some doom and gloom predictions, excluding waves washing onto
shores by relatively rarely occurring tsunamis and storm-surges, low-lying areas on the face
of our planet have NOT yet been submerged by rising oceans... so probably low-lying areas
along shorelines of Canada and the USA will be SAFE into foreseeable and even distant
futures," Siitam wrote to EPW on September 22, 2007 regarding an AP article predicting
dire sea level rise. "By the way, I'd be happy to buy prized oceanfront properties at bargain
prices, anywhere in the world, when unwarranted, panic selling begins. The dire predictions
will not come true this century," he added. (LINK)
Meteorologist Grant Dade Texas TV's KLTV, a member of both the American
Meteorological Society and the National Weather Association, dismissed man-made
climate fears in 2007. "I think it is about time we see the other side of the Global Warming
debate come out," Dade said on November 8, 2007. "Is the Earth warming? Yes, I think it
is. But is man causing that? No. It's a simple climate cycle our climate goes through over
thousands of years." Dade critiqued the media for hyping climate fears while ignoring
inconvenient facts. "Did you hear about the Arctic ice melting? But you didn't hear in
Antarctica last winter was the most ice ever recorded," Dade said. "You don't hear that," he
added. (LINK) & Click to watch video: (LINK)
Dr. Art Robinson of the Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine declared his climate
skepticism in 2007. "Long-term temperature data suggest that the current - entirely natural
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and not man made - temperature rise of about 0.5 degrees C per century could continue for
another 200 years. Therefore, the best data available leads to an extrapolated value of about
1 foot of rise during the next two centuries," Robinson wrote to EPW on September 23,
2007. "There is no scientific basis upon which to guess that the rise will be less or will be
more than this value. Such a long extrapolation over two centuries is likely to be
significantly in error - but it is the only extrapolation that can be made with current data.
There may be no sea level rise at all. No one knows," he added. (LINK)
Canadian Geologist Albert F. Jacobs, co-founder of the group Friends of Science,
critiqued the Associated Press for hyping climate fears in 2007. "Basic to the IPCC case for
sea level rise and for the alarmists' hype is the hypothesis that increasing levels of carbon
dioxide will cause increasing amounts of global warming. It should be stressed that this
assumption of truth is no more than a hypothesis, which is increasingly being attacked and
on which any meaningful discussion has been thwarted by the IPCC's political masters,"
Jacobs wrote to EPW on September 23, 2007. "As far as CO2 is concerned, basic physics
has always been clear about the limitations of higher concentrations of gas to absorb
equivalent amounts of heat radiation. ‘Doubling of CO2' does none of the things the IPCC's
computer says it does. And that's all separate from the fact that water vapour is a much
greater ‘greenhouse' driver than carbon dioxide in any case," Jacobs added. (LINK)
Meteorologist Chuck Wiese lambasted "fancy computer models that can be manipulated"
and "are absolutely incorrect and fraudulent." Wiese called computer model predictions of
climate doom a "bunch of baloney." "The physics of this is in support of anyone who is a
skeptic. As I have said, C02 is of secondary importance; anything that we did to reduce C02
emissions is going to make no change in my opinion that you could really measure in the
climate response at all, because other things are going on that just overpower the small
contribution you get from C02, it does not make a dog's bit of difference," Wiese said in a
January 18, 2007 radio interview. (LINK)
American Enterprise Institute's (AEI) Joel Schwartz, who holds a master's degree in
planetary science from the California Institute of Technology, touted a significant 2007
peer-reviewed study as "overturning the UN IPCC 'consensus' in one fell swoop." "New
research from Stephen Schwartz of Brookhaven National Lab concludes that the Earth's
climate is only about one-third as sensitive to carbon dioxide as the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) assumes," wrote AEI's Schwartz in an
August 17, 2007 blog post. (LINK) The study's "result is 63% lower than the IPCC's
estimate of 3 degrees C for a doubling of CO2 (2.0-4.5 degrees C, 2SD range). Right now
we're about 41% above the estimated pre-industrial CO2 level of 270 ppm. At the current
rate of increase of about 0.55% per year, CO2 will double around 2070. Based on
Schwartz's results, we should expect about a 0.6 degrees C additional increase in
temperature between now and 2070 due to this additional CO2. That doesn't seem
particularly alarming," AEI's Schwartz explained. "In other words, there's hardly any
additional warming ‘in the pipeline' from previous greenhouse gas emissions. This is in
contrast to the IPCC, which predicts that the Earth's average temperature will rise an
additional 0.6 degrees C during the 21st Century even if greenhouse gas concentrations
stopped increasing," he added. "Along with dozens of other studies in the scientific
literature, [this] new study belies Al Gore's claim that there is no legitimate scholarly
alternative to climate catastrophism. Indeed, if Schwartz's results are correct, that alone
would be enough to overturn in one fell swoop the IPCC's scientific ‘consensus', the
environmentalists' climate hysteria, and the political pretext for the energy-restriction
policies that have become so popular with the world's environmental regulators, elected
officials, and corporations. The question is, will anyone in the mainstream media notice?"
AEI's Schwartz concluded.
Chemist Dr. Franco Battaglia, a professor of Environmental Chemistry at the
University of Modena in Italy and co-author of a book critical of the modern
environmental movement tilted "Green Outside, Red Inside: Deception of
Environmentalists." The book was co-authored with Dr. Renato Angelo Ricci, emeritus
professor of physics at the University of Padua and honorary president of the Italian
Society of Physics. Battaglia dismissed man-made global warming fears as "trivial."
Battaglia mocked that notion that we live in "a world where the colorless, odorless, taste,
harmless CO2, food plants and therefore our food was at the same rank of radioactive
waste." "A world where a trivial global warming is currently less than what [Viking] Erik
the Red faced when he colonized Greenland" during the Medieval Warm Period," Battaglia
wrote on September 2, 2007 in the Italian newspaper Il Giornale. "Our energy needs put
CO2 into the atmosphere (at least until we decide to produce at 100% over nuclear), he
explained. Battaglia also referred to the Kyoto Protocol as "stupid." (translated) (LINK)
Climate scientist Luc Debontridder of the Belgium Weather Institute's Royal
Meteorological Institute (RMI) co-authored a study in August 2007 which dismissed a
decisive role of CO2 in global warming. The press release about the study read, "CO2 is
not the big bogeyman of climate change and global warming. This is the conclusion of a
comprehensive scientific study done by the Royal Meteorological Institute, which will be
published this summer. The study does not state that CO2 plays no role in warming the
earth." "But it can never play the decisive role that is currently attributed to it," Luc
Debontridder said according to the August 2007 release. "Not CO2, but water vapor is the
most important greenhouse gas. It is responsible for at least 75 % of the greenhouse effect.
This is a simple scientific fact, but Al Gore's movie has hyped CO2 so much that nobody
seems to take note of it," Debontridder explained. "Every change in weather conditions is
blamed on CO2. But the warm winters of the last few years (in Belgium) are simply due to
the 'North-Atlantic Oscillation'. And this has absolutely nothing to do with CO2," he added.
(LINK)
Australian climate data analyst Dr. John McLean authored a September 2007 study
which found the UN IPCC peer-review process is "an illusion." A September 2007
analysis of the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) scientific review
process entitled "Peer Review? What Peer Review?" revealed very few scientists are
actively involved in the UN's peer-review process. According to McLean's analysis, "The
IPCC would have us believe that its reports are diligently reviewed by many hundreds of
scientists and that these reviewers endorse the contents of the report. Analyses of reviewer
comments show a very different and disturbing story." The paper continued, "In [the
IPCC's] Chapter 9, the key science chapter, the IPCC concludes that 'it is very highly likely
that greenhouse gas forcing has been the dominant cause of the observed global warming
over the last 50 years.' The IPCC leads us to believe that this statement is very much
supported by the majority of reviewers. The reality is that there is surprisingly little explicit
support for this key notion. Among the 23 independent reviewers just 4 explicitly endorsed
the chapter with its hypothesis, and one other endorsed only a specific section. Moreover,
only 62 of the IPCC's 308 reviewers commented on this chapter at all." The analysis
concluded, "The IPCC reports appear to be largely based on a consensus of scientific
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papers, but those papers are the product of research for which the funding is strongly
influenced by previous IPCC reports. This makes the claim of a human influence selfperpetuating and for a corruption of the normal scientific process." (LINK)
Canadian climatologist Dr. Timothy Ball, formerly of the University of Winnipeg, who
earned his PhD from the University of London, called fears of man-made global
warming "the greatest deception in the history of science" in a February 5, 2007 op-ed in
Canada Free Press. "Believe it or not, Global Warming is not due to human contribution of
Carbon Dioxide (CO2). This, in fact, is the greatest deception in the history of science. We
are wasting time, energy and trillions of dollars while creating unnecessary fear and
consternation over an issue with no scientific justification," Ball wrote. "The world has
warmed since 1680, the nadir of a cool period called the Little Ice Age (LIA) that has
generally continued to the present. These climate changes are well within natural variability
and explained quite easily by changes in the sun. But there is nothing unusual going on,"
Ball explained. "As [MIT's Richard] Lindzen said many years ago, ‘the consensus was
reached before the research had even begun.' Now, any scientist who dares to question the
prevailing wisdom is marginalized and called a skeptic, when in fact they are simply being
good scientists. This has reached frightening levels with these scientists now being called
climate change denier with all the holocaust connotations of that word. The normal
scientific method is effectively being thwarted," Ball concluded. Ball also explained that
one of the reasons climate models are failing is because they overestimate the warming
effect of CO2 in the atmosphere. Ball described how CO2’s warming impact diminishes.
“Even if CO2 concentration doubles or triples, the effect on temperature would be minimal.
The relationship between temperature and CO2 is like painting a window black to block
sunlight. The first coat blocks most of the light. Second and third coats reduce very little
more. Current CO2 levels are like the first coat of black paint,” Ball explained in a June 6,
2007 article in Canada Free Press. (LINK)
Climate data analyst Stephen McIntyre of ClimateAudit.org, one of the individuals
responsible for debunking the infamous "Hockey Stick" temperature graph, exposed
a NASA temperature data error in 2007 which led to 1934 -- not the previously hyped
1998 -- being declared the hottest in U.S. history since records began. Revised NASA
temperature data now reveals four of the top ten hottest years in the U.S. were in the 1930's
while only three of the hottest years occurred in the last decade. [Note: 80% of man-made
CO2 emissions occurred after 1940. (LINK) ] "NASA has yet to own up fully to its historic
error in misinterpreting US surface temperatures to conform to the Global Warming
hypothesis, as discovered by Stephen McIntyre at ClimateAudit.org," reported an August
17, 2007 article in American Thinker. (LINK) McIntyre has also harshly critiqued the UN
IPCC process. "So the purpose of the three-month delay between the publication of the
(IPCC) Summary for Policy-Makers and the release of the actual WG1 (Working Group 1
report) is to enable them to make any ‘necessary' adjustments to the technical report to
match the policy summary. Unbelievable. Can you imagine what securities commissions
would say if business promoters issued a big promotion and then the promoters made the
‘necessary' adjustments to the qualifying reports and financial statements so that they
matched the promotion. Words fail me," McIntyre explained January 2007. (LINK)
A Panel of Broadcast Meteorologists Rejected Man-Made Global Warming Fears in
2007 - Claimed 95% of TV Meteorologists Skeptical. "You tell me you're going to
predict climate change based on 100 years of data for a rock that's 6 billion years old?"
Meteorologist Mark Johnson said. Johnson dismissed the 2007 UN IPCC summary for
policymakers, "Consensus does not mean fact. ... Don't drink the Kool-Aid." Meteorologist
Mark Nolan said, "I'm not sure which is more arrogant - to say we caused [global
warming] or that we can fix it." Johnson and Nolan were joined on the panel by fellow
Ohio meteorologists Dan Webster, Dick Goddard, and John Loufman in dismissing
fears of global warming, according to Crain's Cleveland publication on February 13, 2007.
"Mr. Webster observed that in his dealings with meteorologists nationwide, ‘about 95%'
share his skepticism about global warming," the paper reported. Goddard noted that
scientists have flip-flopped on climate issues before. "I have a file an inch thick from 30
years ago that says the planet was cooling," Goddard explained. Webster jokingly
referenced former Vice President Gore. "Where's Al Gore now? You can bet he's not in
New York, where they've got nearly 12 feet of snow right now," Webster joked to the
crowd of several hundred.
Polar expert Ivan Frolov, the head of Russia's Science and Research Institute of Arctic
and Antarctic Regions, said atmospheric temperature would have to much higher to make
continental glaciers melt. "Many hundred years or 20-30 degree temperature rise would
have made glaciers melt," Frolov said in a December 14, 2006 Russian news article.
(LINK) Frolov noted that currently Greenland's and Antarctic glaciers have the tendency to
grow. The article explained, "Frolov says cooling and warming periods are common for
our planet - temperature fluctuations amounted to 10-12 degrees. However, such
fluctuations haven't caused glaciers to melt. Thus, we shouldn't be afraid they melt today."
Atmospheric scientist Dr. William R. Cotton of the Department of Atmospheric
Science at Colorado State University, an internationally respected expert in the
aerosol effects on weather and climate, called claims that man-made global warming was
causing any recent abnormal weather an "abuse of limited scientific knowledge." Cotton,
who has been extensively cited in the peer reviewed literature, rejected global warming
alarmism on October 17, 2006 in Climate Science. "Climate variability has been with Earth
for eons. Greenhouse warming is only one factor affecting climate change. There are many
other factors some associated with human activity, many not, and not all processes
associated with climate variability have been quantitatively identified," Cotton said.
"Therefore I am skeptical about claims of forecasts of what the climate will be like in say,
5, 10 years or more. I also view claims that a few years of abnormal weather (like intense
hurricane landfalls, severe storms and floods, and droughts) to be caused by human activity
as abuse of limited scientific knowledge." (LINK)
Bernie Rayno, Senior Meteorologist with AccuWeather, said in February 2007, "Our
climate has been changing since the dawn of time. There is not enough evidence to link
global warming to greenhouse gases." "We as humans thought we were causing a cooling
cycle," Rayno said, referring to the fears of a coming ice age in the 1970s. "It's interesting
to watch the media flip back and forth on this," he added.
VK Raina, India's leading Glaciologist, questioned the assertion that global warming
was melting glaciers in India. "Claims of global warming causing glacial melt in the
Himalayas are based on wrong assumptions," Raina told the Hindustan Times on February
11, 2007. The paper continued, "Raina told the Hindustan Times that out of 9,575 glaciers
in India, till date, research has been conducted only on about 50. Nearly 200 years data has
shown that nothing abnormal has occurred in any of these glaciers. It is simple. The issue of
glacial retreat is being sensationalized by a few individuals, the septuagenarian Raina
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claimed. Throwing a gauntlet to the alarmist, he said the issue should be debated threadbare
before drawing a conclusion." (LINK)
IPCC 2007 Expert Reviewer Madhav Khandekar, a Ph.D meteorologist, a scientist
with the Natural Resources Stewardship Project who has over 45 years experience in
climatology, meteorology and oceanography, and who has published nearly 100
papers, reports, book reviews and a book on Ocean Wave Analysis and Modeling,
slammed the UN IPCC process. "To my dismay, IPCC authors ignored all my comments
and suggestions for major changes in the FOD (First Order Draft) and sent me the SOD
(Second Order Draft) with essentially the same text as the FOD. None of the authors of the
chapter bothered to directly communicate with me (or with other expert reviewers with
whom I communicate on a regular basis) on many issues that were raised in my review.
This is not an acceptable scientific review process," Khandekar wrote in a May 28, 2007
letter to the editor of Canada's The Hill Times. "...Adherents of the IPCC science like to
insist that the debate over climate change science is over and it is now time for action. I
urge [those IPCC supporters] to browse through recent issues of major international
journals in climate and related science. Hardly a week goes by without a significant paper
being published questioning the science," Khandekar added. "The science of climate change
is continuously evolving. The IPCC and its authors have closed their minds and eyes to this
evolving science which points to solar variability as the prime driver of earth's climate and
not the human-added greenhouse gases," he concluded. (LINK) Khandekar also further
critiqued the UN's IPCC process in a February 13, 2007 interview in the Winnipeg Sun. "I
think the IPCC science is a bit too simplistic," he explained. "IPCC scientists did not
thoroughly analyze why the Earth's surface temperature -- land and ocean combined -- has
increased only modestly in the past 30 years," Khandekar said. "We have not fully explored
why the climate changes from one state to another. It is too premature to say," he
concluded. (LINK) Khandekar also wrote an August 6, 2007 commentary explaining that
the Southern Hemisphere is cooling. "In the Southern Hemisphere, the land-area mean
temperature has slowly but surely declined in the last few years. The city of Buenos Aires
in Argentina received several centimeters of snowfall in early July, and the last time it
snowed in Buenos Aires was in 1918! Most of Australia experienced one of its coldest
months of June this year. Several other locations in the Southern Hemisphere have
experienced lower temperatures in the last few years. Further, the sea surface temperatures
over world oceans are slowly declining since mid-1998, according to a recent world-wide
analysis of ocean surface temperatures," Dr. Khandekar explained. (LINK)
Award winning Chief Meteorologist James Spann of Alabama ABC TV affiliate
declared that he does "not know of a single TV meteorologist who buys into the manmade global warming hype." "I have been in operational meteorology since 1978, and I
know dozens and dozens of broadcast meteorologists all over the country," Spann, who
holds the highest level of certification from the American Meteorological Society, wrote in
a January 18, 2007 blog post. "I do not know of a single TV meteorologist who buys into
the man-made global warming hype. I know there must be a few out there, but I can't find
them," Spann added. "Billions of dollars of grant money is flowing into the pockets of those
on the man-made global warming bandwagon. No man-made global warming, the money
dries up. This is big money, make no mistake about it. Always follow the money trail and it
tells a story... Nothing wrong with making money at all, but when money becomes the
motivation for a scientific conclusion, then we have a problem. For many, global warming
is a big cash grab," Spann said. "[The climate] will always change, and the warming in the
last 10 years is not much difference than the warming we saw in the 1930s and other
decades. And, lets not forget we are at the end of the ice age in which ice covered most of
North America and Northern Europe," he noted.
Dr. Habibullo Abdussamatov, head of Space Research for the Pulkovo Observatory in
Russia, pointed to global warming on Mars and the melting ice cap on the red planet as
more evidence that the sun was a key driver of climate change. "Mars has global warming,
but without a greenhouse and without the participation of Martians," Abdussamatov said in
an interview on January 26, 2007 with Canada's National Post. "These parallel global
warmings -- observed simultaneously on Mars and on Earth -- can only be a straight-line
consequence of the effect of the one same factor: a long-time change in solar irradiance,"
Abdussamatov explained. "It is no secret that increased solar irradiance warms Earth's
oceans, which then triggers the emission of large amounts of carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere. So the common view that man's industrial activity is a deciding factor in global
warming has emerged from a misinterpretation of cause and effect relations,"
Abdussamatov added. A predicted decline in solar irradiance is going to lead to global
cooling by 2015 and "will inevitably lead to a deep freeze around 2055-60," according to
Abdussamatov. Abdussamatov was also featured in a February 28, 2007 article in National
Geographic titled "Mars Melt Hints at Solar, Not Human, Cause for Warming, Scientist
Says," where he reiterated his scientific findings that "man-made greenhouse warming has
made a small contribution to the warming seen on Earth in recent years, but it cannot
compete with the increase in solar irradiance."
French physicist Dr. Serge Galam, director of research at the National Center of
Scientific Research (CNRS) and member of a laboratory of Ecole Polytechnique,
expressed man-made global warming skepticism in 2007. "The human cause of global
warming is the subject of a consensus of scientists and experts, but not a diagnosis
indisputable," Galam wrote in a February 7, 2007 article in Le Monde titled "No Scientific
Certainty on Climate." "The world, our planet, is showing signs of changing its undeniable
natural cycles, which also shape the course of all life forms currently on the Earth. These
changes are clearly visible, but remain limited for the time being," Galam explained. He
also compared man-made climate fears to ancient pagan fears of nature. "Throughout the
history, our ancestors were persuaded that the forces of nature obeyed the gods, and that
these was the mistakes which involved their ires, which appeared then by natural disordered
states. During very a long time, one believed to be able to stop them by human and animal
sacrifices. Science taught us that that was not founded, and here that this old antiquated
belief re-appears with a found vitality, and who in more is pressed on the scientists in the
name of science," he explained. (translated) (LINK)
James Woudhuysen, a professor of Forecasting and Innovation at De Montfort
University in Britain, critiqued the environmental movement from a liberal perspective.
"Science seems to have become the Great Dictator, and no dissent can be allowed. We refer
to this as the New Scientism. We call it new to distinguish it from the old sort - the sort that,
ironically enough, was organised by US imperialism in the Cold War," Woudhuysen wrote
on February 5, 2007. "As with the original Cold War scientism, the New Scientism perverts
objective science towards questionable political ends," he wrote. "Ironically, greens now
rehabilitate the Cold War scientism of RAND, which they affect to hate so much, so as to
legitimise not the Cold War, but today's war on personal behaviour - the war to colonise
people's minds, make them internalise green mores, and make them spend all their time
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buying (and repairing) windmills, sorting their rubbish, and turning off their consumer
electronics equipment. Instead of rationing access to fallout shelters, David Miliband wants
a nationwide scheme to ration carbon," he added. Woudhuysen also mocked the UN IPCC's
claims of "consensus." "Some have used the IPCC summary to assert that the debate on
climate change is over. In part, this stems from the proclamations of the IPCC itself and its
supporters. For example, Achim Steiner said that 2 February, the day the summary was
published, would be ‘remembered as the day the question mark was removed'. Anyone
interested in genuine scientific inquiry, not to mention political debate, should always be
concerned when question marks are removed," Woudhuysen wrote. "The heart of the
problem with today's supposed consensus on climate science is not so much a false claim to
knowledge of how climate works, as an assertion that such knowledge can tell us how to
live our lives. In this sense, the real consensus on climate change today is more political
than scientific. It is a consensus that privileges emotional fears of loss, and which is based
on apocalyptic thinking and doubt about humanity's achievements and capabilities," he
added. (LINK)
Geologist Peter Sciaky who has served as a chief geologist for companies and written
scientific reports, declared himself a skeptic of man-made climate change in 2007.
"Among all my liberal and leftist friends (and I am certainly one of those), I know not a one
who does not accept that global warming is an event caused by mankind. I do not know one
geologist who believes that global warming is not taking place. I do not know a single
geologist who believes that it is a man-made phenomenon," Sciaky wrote in a June 9, 2007
article at CounterPunch.org. "A geologist has a much longer perspective. There are several
salient points about our earth that the greenhouse theorists overlook (or are not aware). The
first of these is that the planet has never been this cool," Sciaky wrote. "There is abundant
fossil evidence to support this--from plants of the monocot order (such as palm trees) in the
rocks of Cretaceous Age in Greenland and warm water fossil in sedimentary rocks of the
far north. This is hardly the first warming period in the earth's history. The present global
warming is hardly unique. It is arriving pretty much ‘on schedule.' One thing, for sure, is
that the environmental community has always spurned any input from geologists (many of
whom are employed by the petroleum industry)," Sciaky wrote. "There are hundreds of
reasons--political, pragmatic and economic, health and environmental--for cleaning up our
environment, for conservation of energy, for developing alternate fuels, cleaning up our
nuclear program, etc. Global warming is not one of them," he concluded. (LINK)
Marine Biologist Daniel Botkin, President of the Center for the Study of the
Environment and Professor Emeritus in the department of Ecology, Evolution, and
Marine Biology at the University of California, authored the book Discordant
Harmonies: A New Ecology for the Twenty-First Century. Botkin also dampened global
warming fears in 2007. "Global warming doesn't matter except to the extent that it will
affect life -- ours and that of all living things on Earth. And contrary to the latest news, the
evidence that global warming will have serious effects on life is thin. Most evidence
suggests the contrary," Botkin wrote in an October 17, 2007 op-ed in the Wall Street
Journal. "Case in point: This year's United Nations report on climate change and other
documents say that 20%-30% of plant and animal species will be threatened with extinction
in this century due to global warming -- a truly terrifying thought. Yet, during the past 2.5
million years, a period that scientists now know experienced climatic changes as rapid and
as warm as modern climatological models suggest will happen to us, almost none of the
millions of species on Earth went extinct," Botkin explained. "We're also warned that
tropical diseases are going to spread, and that we can expect malaria and encephalitis
epidemics. But scientific papers by Prof. Sarah Randolph of Oxford University show that
temperature changes do not correlate well with changes in the distribution or frequency of
these diseases; warming has not broadened their distribution and is highly unlikely to do so
in the future, global warming or not," he wrote. "I'm not a naysayer. I'm a scientist who
believes in the scientific method and in what facts tell us. I have worked for 40 years to try
to improve our environment and improve human life as well. I believe we can do this only
from a basis in reality, and that is not what I see happening now. Instead, like fashions that
took hold in the past and are eloquently analyzed in the classic 19th century book
Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness of Crowds, the popular imagination
today appears to have been captured by beliefs that have little scientific basis," he added.
(LINK)
Nigel Calder, former editor of New Scientist and co-author with Physicist Henrik
Svensmark of a new 2007 book entitled The Chilling Stars: A New Theory of Climate
Change," expressed his view that the UN rejects science it sees as "politically incorrect,"
and accused the UN of denying that "climate history and related archeology give solid
support to the solar hypothesis." Calder wrote in a February 11, 2007 op-ed in the UK
Times, "Twenty years ago, climate research became politicized in favor of one particular
hypothesis, which redefined the subject as the study of the effect of greenhouse gases. As a
result, the rebellious spirits essential for innovative and trustworthy science are greeted with
impediments to their research careers." Calder concluded, "Humility in face of Nature's
marvels seems more appropriate than arrogant assertions that we can forecast and even
control a climate ruled by the sun and the stars."
Ivy League Geologist Dr. Robert Giegengack, the chair of Department of Earth and
Environmental Science at the University of Pennsylvania, believes Gore's understanding
of climate science is so poor that he told his undergrad students at University of
Pennsylvania in February 2007, "Every single one of you knows more about [global
warming] than Al Gore." According to the February 2007 edition of Philadelphia
Magazine, the Ivy League professor Giegengack voted for Gore for president in 2000 and
would probably vote for him again if given the opportunity. But Giegengack's support of
Gore faded when he examined the science presented in Gore's film: "The glossy production
[An Inconvenient Truth] is replete with inaccuracies and misrepresentations, and appeals to
public fear as shamelessly as any other political statement that hopes to unite the public
behind a particular ideology." Giegengack, who holds both a master's degree and a
doctorate in geology, explained that the Earth has been warming for about 20,000 years,
and humans have only been collecting data for about 200 years. "For most of Earth's
history, the globe has been warmer than it has been for the last 200 years. It has only rarely
been cooler," Giegengack said, noting that the colder periods included ice piled up two
miles thick on what is now North America. According to the magazine, "Giegengack tells
his students they might want to consider that ‘natural' climatic temperature cycles control
carbon dioxide levels, not the other way around. That's the crux of his argument with Gore's
view of global warming - he says carbon dioxide doesn't control global temperature, and
certainly not in a direct, linear way." "Sea level is rising," Giegengack said. The article
continued: "But, he explains, it's been rising ever since warming set in 18,000 years ago.
The rate of rise has been pretty slow - only about 400 feet so far. And recently - meaning in
the thousands of years - the rate has slowed even more. The Earth's global ocean level is
only going up 1.8 millimeters per year. That's less than the thickness of one nickel. For the
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catastrophe of flooded cities and millions of refugees that Gore envisions, sea levels would
have to rise about 20 feet." Giegengack explains: "At the present rate of sea-level rise it's
going to take 3,500 years to get up there [to Gore's predicted rise of 20 feet]. So if for some
reason this warming process that melts ice is cutting loose and accelerating, sea level
doesn't know it. And sea level, we think, is the best indicator of global warming." Finally,
Giegengack concludes by rejecting the notion that we need to "save" the Earth. "There's all
this stuff about saving the planet. The Earth is fine. The Earth was fine before we got here,
and it'll be fine long after we're gone." Giegengack's colleague Professor Ed Doheney
also critiqued former Vice President Al Gore's climate science presentation. "[Gore's] got
his independent and dependent variables all mixed up," Doheney said according to an
October 18, 2007 article in The Daily Pennsylvanian. Doheny also mocked Gore by stating,
"I didn't know they gave the Nobel Prize for acting." (LINK)
AccuWeather Chief Meteorologist Joe Bastardi questioned whether mankind was
driving recent warming or whether it was "the pulsing of the sun" in an April 10, 2007 blog
titled, "Does the Sun Have the Smoking Gun?" "People are concerned that 50 years from
now it will be warm beyond a point of no return. My concern is almost opposite, that it's
cold and getting colder," Bastardi, who specializes in long-range forecasts, wrote. "You see,
the warmer it gets, the tougher it is to get warmer. There will always be a certain set point
in a system and unless the amounts of water and land changes, it will try to get back to that
set point. The oscillations of water temperatures can distort feedback from the Earth as I
believe we are seeing now, and the dance between the tropics and non tropical areas as far
as the weather goes is something that one can see in the [19]30s through the [19]50s, but at
least to me disappears in the [19]60s through the [19]80s, or when the Pacific is in its
warmer cycle, the Atlantic cooler," Bastardi wrote. He rejected the idea that the C02
climate connection was the only acceptable view in the climate change debate. "One has to
understand that the force feeding of any idea with so many variables in a system is counter
to methods long established to prove or disprove theories," Bastardi explained.
Environmental scientist Dr. David W. Schnare, a senior enforcement counsel at the U.
S. Environmental Protection Agency who has managed EPA's Office of GroundWater and Drinking Water Economic, Legislative and Policy Analysis Branch,
proclaimed his man-made climate skepticism in 2007. "When it comes to global warming,
I'm a skeptic because the conclusions about the cause of the apparent warming stand on the
shoulders of incredibly uncertain data and models," Schnare wrote on August 10, 2007. "I
'm a Ph.D. environmental scientist. As a scientist, from time-to-time I must also be a
skeptic. It's in the nature of the job," he wrote. "The fundamental data set on which the
international community has based its models has been challenged and the keepers of the
data have had to downward adjust their numbers, the first of several downward
adjustments, apparently," Schnare explained. "As a policy matter, one has to be less willing
to take extreme actions when data are highly uncertain. So, for this reason alone, I'm also
skeptical about governmental responses," he added. (LINK)
Environmental Economist and global warming co-author Dennis Avery's 2006 book,
Unstoppable Global Warming: Every 1500 Years, details the solar-climate link using
hundreds of studies from peer reviewed literature and "shows the earth's temperatures
following variations in solar intensity through centuries of sunspot records, and finds cycles
of sun-linked isotopes in ice and tree rings." "Past climate warmings haven't correlated with
CO2 changes. The Antarctic ice cores show that after the last four Ice Ages, the
temperatures warmed 800 years before the CO2 levels increased in the atmosphere. The
warming produced more CO2 in the atmosphere, not the other way around," said co-author
Avery in an April 6, 2007 op-ed. (LINK) Avery also noted that "70% of the warming we
have had since 1850 occurred before 1940 and 80% of the human emitted C02 occurred
after 1940, which tells me that the warming before 1940 was by natural cycle. The warming
since 1940 -- 2/10 of a degree Celsius -- I will give Al Gore 1/10 [of a degree Celsius], that
is all I can give him (for a human contribution to warming) and I don't think that's enough
to frighten my school children," Avery said in an April 28, 2007 CBS Chicago TV special
"The Truth About Global Warming." (LINK) Avery also explained in an April 25, 2007 oped, "We've had no warming at all since 1998." "Remember, too, that each added unit of
CO2 has less impact on the climate. The first 40 parts per million (ppm) of human-emitted
CO2 added to the atmosphere in the 1940s had as much climate impact as the next 360
ppm," he added. (LINK)
Aeronautical engineer Eduardo Ferreyra, president and founder of the Argentinean
Foundation for a Scientific Ecology, questioned man-made climate fears in 2007. "Wasn't
warming supposed to be ‘global'? As our records shows, Argentina has been cooling since
10 years ago, and the central part of the country since 1987. As Hadley Center's recently
published data shows, the Southern Hemisphere temperatures have been decreasing for the
last seven years," Ferreyra wrote in the New York Times blog Dot Earth on December 18,
2007. "2007 has seen media temperatures steadily 2º to 4ºC lower than normal average, and
our present summer shows a December with a decreasing trend," Ferreyra explained. "Cold
Antarctic Polar Fronts have increased in intensity and frequency. Late frosts as the
November 14th, 2007 one caused a 50-80% loss in wheat, corn, and barley crops in the
humid Pampas. Similar abnormal cold weather was observed in the rest of South America,
South Africa, New Zealand and big areas in Australia. So, where is global warming? Or
these are just natural variations (when it is cooling) but when there is a slight increase in
temperature then it is human induced "global warming"? Ferreyra wrote. (LINK) & (LINK)
Climatologist Brian Fuchs of the National Drought Mitigation Center at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln said in February 2007 that it was "up in the air" how long
the current warming trend would continue. Fuchs also replied "probably not" when asked if
human emissions are solely to blame for global warming. (LINK)
Meteorologist Robert Cohen, a member of the American Meteorological Society who
also has a Masters in physical oceanography, called the UN IPCC process "scientific
socialism" on March 5, 2007 and declared that the "idea of a consensus in the
meteorological community is false." "Research has also shown that slight changes in energy
from the sun can significantly affect the earth, particularly in terms of clouds, which are a
weak link in the global warming models. The level and amount of cloud can determine
whether temperatures will warm as the cloud layer limits heat dissipation to space or
whether temperatures will cool as the sun's incoming energy is reflected back to space
before reaching the Earth's surface," he wrote. "I do not agree with all of the IPCC
conclusions and know through peer discussions that the idea of a consensus in the
meteorological community is false," Cohen said. He added: "Is it worth destroying our
economy and lifestyle based on an unproven theory which does not correlate with historical
observations?" (LINK) "Much of the ‘proof' of agw (anthropogenic global warming) is
based on models that can not recreate the historical record. There is a wealth of
observations that disprove these models, but that is ignored in the media," he wrote on
August 13, 2007.
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Dr. Paul Reiter, a malaria expert formerly of the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention and professor of entomology and tropical disease with the Pasteur Institute
in Paris, participated in the UN IPCC process and now calls the concept of consensus on
global warming a "sham." Professor Reiter, an expert in malaria, had to threaten legal
action to have his name removed from the IPCC. "That is how they make it seem that all
the top scientists are agreed," he said on March 5, 2007. "It's not true." Reiter has written
more than 30 papers in peer-reviewed journals. (LINK) Reiter also wrote on January 11,
2007: "For years, the public has been fed a lusty diet of climate doom and gloom, cooked
and served by alarmists who use the language of science to push their agenda. Now, every
politician of every stripe must embrace the ‘climate consensus' or be branded a callous
skeptic. For twelve years, my colleagues and I have protested against the unsubstantiated
claims that climate change is causing the disease [of malaria] to spread. We have failed
miserably to alter the situation. Recently, the Associated Press quoted an entomologist who
claimed there is an unprecedented outbreak of malaria in Karatina, Kenya, at 1,868 meters
(6,130 feet). The heart-rending article began: ‘The soft cries of children broke the morning
stillness, as parents brought them into the hillside hospital, one by one ... drained by a
disease once unknown in the high country of Kenya.' But there is nothing new about
malaria in Karatina. Between World War I and the 1950s, there were ten disastrous
epidemics in the region, and they extended much higher into these hills," Reiter wrote. "We
have done the studies and challenged the alarmists - but they continue to ignore the facts,
and perpetuate the lies," he concluded. (LINK)
Lord Christopher Monckton, the Viscount Monckton of Brenchley, a climate
researcher, found 31 errors and exaggerations in the UN IPCC 4th assessment summary in
February 2007. The IPCC quietly made the corrections without public admission of guilt,
according to Lord Christopher Monckton. "The UN has still not corrected or apologized for
the ‘hockey-stick,' by which it falsely abolished the Mediaeval Warm Period, when
temperatures were 2 or 3C warmer than today, and disaster failed to ensue. But it has been
forced to correct several schoolboy howlers - though it has not had the honesty to announce
publicly and clearly that it has done so," Monckton said in March 2007. Monckton echoed
UK Lord Nigel Lawson's call that the IPCC be disbanded. "It is too politicized and too
incompetent to serve any useful purpose," Monckton said. (LINK)
Soil scientist Don Barron presented his research in Minnesota on March 13, 2007 that
details his view that global warming is natural and not driven by anthropogenic emissions.
Barron cited numerous scientific studies and concluded by asking, "Global warming or
Gospel by Gore? You decide." (LINK)
Former Colorado State Climatologist Dr. Roger Pielke, Sr., presently senior scientist
at the University of Colorado in Boulder, chastised the news media for promoting the
idea that the UN IPCC Summary for Policymakers is written by the scientists. "The media
is in error when it states that, ‘The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change -made up of
thousands of scientists from around the world - reported earlier this month they are more
certain than ever that humans are heating earth's atmosphere through the burning of fossil
fuels...,'" Pielke, Sr. wrote on March 9, 2007. "Are there really ‘thousands of scientists' who
wrote this report? Hardly. The IPCC is actually led and written by just a few dozen
scientists," Pielke Sr. added. (LINK) Pielke, Sr. believes land use changes play a key role in
impacting temperatures and believes the IPCC fails to recognize this factor. "In terms of
climate change and variability on the regional and local scale, the IPCC Reports, the CCSP
Report on surface and tropospheric temperature trends, and the U.S. National Assessment
have overstated the role of the radiative effect of the anthropogenic increase of CO2 relative
to the role of the diversity of other human climate forcing on global warming, and more
generally, on climate variability and change," Pielke, Sr.'s blog states on the "Main
Conclusions" page. (LINK) In a May 10, 2007 blog post, Pielke wrote that the UN was
"disingenuous" with many of their claims. "Since about 2002 there has been NO
statistically significant global average warming in the lower and middle troposphere and
since about 1995 there has been NO statistically significant cooling in the stratosphere. The
IPCC SPM conclusion that ‘warming of the climate system is unequivocal' is wrong as it
ignores the lack of such warming in recent years by these other metrics of climate system
heat changes," Pielke explained. "Perhaps global warming will begin again. However, the
neglect to include the recent lack of tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling (both
of which are predicted to continue quasi-linearly for the coming decades by the multidecadal global climate models, except for major volcanic eruptions) results in a seriously
biased report by the IPCC. It has been disappointing that the media so far has chosen to
parrot the statements in the IPCC SPMs rather than do investigative reporting on these
issues," he concluded. (LINK)
Meteorologist Bill Steffen of Grand Rapids, Michigan noted that C02 is not the only
factor to consider in climate change. "There are at least several causes of recent ‘global
warming'. Carbon Dioxide (CO2) gets most of the attention, but there are other factors. A
minor effect is the lack of a substantial volcano in recent years. The last volcano to pump a
lot of dirt into the upper atmosphere was Mt. Pinatubo in the Philippines in 1991," Steffen
wrote in a January 28, 2007 blog post. (LINK)
Mathematician David Orrell dismissed long-term climate models as unreliable. "The
track record of any kind of long-distance prediction is really bad, but everyone's still really
interested in it. It's sort of a way of picturing the future. But we can't make long-term
predictions of the economy, and we can't make long-term predictions of the climate," Orrell
said in an April 3, 2007 article in Canada's National Post. The National Post article
explained Orrell's views: "And so scientists use theoretical concepts like ‘flux adjustments'
to make the models agree with reality. When models about the future climate are in
agreement, ‘it says more about the self-regulating group psychology of the modeling
community than it does about global warming and the economy.'" (LINK)
Biochemistry researcher Dr. Thomas Lavin, who is a physician who holds patents
regarding physical, chemical, and biological sciences and has conducted peer-reviewed
research and experiments, expressed climate skepticism in 2007. "I first published a peer
reviewed paper in 1981, and have been looking at data for 30 years," Lavin wrote to EPW
on December 13, 2007. "I am somebody who has designed experiments and looked at data.
And if you simply freeze Al Gore's movie when he introduces the CO2 and temperature
relationship through geologic time, and look at the graph, the temperature goes up before
the CO2 in every one of the six or seven elevations recorded geologically. And this time
gap is on the order of a few hundred years," Lavin explained. "Add this to the NASA
temperature revision [making 1934 the hottest year in the U.S.] and then add that many of
the climate models which predict doom use the old, unrevised NASA data, and you have
total garbage in/ garbage out," he wrote. "Before we start regulating who gets to build a
factory, and who gets to fly on a private jet, or drive to work, I think the data has to be real
and convincing," he added. "This episode in history I think will go down as marking the
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reverse of Galileo and Copernicus, the end of the Age of Reason, and it's frightening,"
Lavin concluded.
Australian engineer Dr. Peter Harris authored an August 20, 2007 paper entitled
"Probability of Sudden Global Cooling." The study Harris authored found that "the data...
clearly shows the nominal 100KY cycle for glaciation and the interglacial phases and it
shows that we have reached the end of the typical interglacial cycle and are due for a
sudden cooling climate change. Based on this analysis we can say that there is a probability
of 94% of imminent global cooling and the beginning of the coming ice age." He added,
"By observation of a number of natural internal processes we can find further support for
the coming change and I have referred before to the confirmed slowdown of the Gulf
Stream, the effect of major endothermic polar ice melt and forecast reduction in solar
activity after 70 years of extreme activity not seen for 8000 years before. The Stratosphere
is cooling and ice is building on the South Pole. Climate is becoming unstable. Most of
these major natural processes that we are witnessing now are interdependent and occur at
the end of each interglacial period, ultimately causing sudden long term cooling." (LINK)
French scientist Vincent Courtillot is the director of the Institute de Physique du
Globe de Paris, a member of the Academy of Sciences, a geomagnetism scientist, and
president of the Geomagnetism and Paleomagnetism Section of the American
Geophysical Union. Courtillot is also a climate skeptic. Courtillot joined his fellow
colleagues at the French Academy of Sciences in a scientific debate. Courtillot explained in
an October 15, 2007 article in Le Figaro that "it is important that [climate skeptics] can
express themselves." Courtillot represented the skeptical arguments along with
geophysicist Louis Le Mouël of the Institute de Physique du Globe de Paris. Claude
Allègre, prominent climate skeptic, French Socialist, and award winning geophysicist
also supported the skeptics' team. The article, titled "Climate: Polemic Between
Academics" in Le Figaro reported, "Louis Le Mouël represented the path of ‘skeptics,'
highlighting the role of variations in activity of the sun, volcanism, cosmic rays or
magnetism, rather than changes in CO2 of human origin, to explain variations in
temperature." (LINK)
Frederic Fluteau, a geomagnetism scientist with the Institute de Physique du Globe de
Paris, co-authored a paper published on January 30, 2007 in the Earth and Planetary
Science Letters. The paper, co-authored with geomagnetism scientist Yves Gallet and
scientist Agnes Genevey of the Centre de Research at the Restauration des Musées,
found, "Much of the observed increase in global surface temperature over the past
150 years occurred prior to the 1940s and after the 1980s. The main causes invoked are
solar variability, changes in atmospheric greenhouse gas content or sulfur due to natural or
anthropogenic action, or internal variability of the coupled ocean-atmosphere system." The
paper also found that "a proposed mechanism involves variations in the geometry of the
geomagnetic field (f.i. tilt of the dipole to lower latitudes), resulting in enhanced cosmic-ray
induced nucleation of clouds. No forcing factor, be it changes in CO2 concentration in the
atmosphere or changes in cosmic ray flux modulated by solar activity and geomagnetism,
or possibly other factors, can at present be neglected or shown to be the overwhelming
single driver of climate change in past centuries." Le Mouël also served as one of the coauthors. (LINK)
Meteorologist Jesse Ferrell of AccuWeather praised the new skeptical UK documentary
The Great Global Warming Swindle in an April 2, 2007 blog post. "I will say that this
movie has blown the entire [climate] debate open again, or should," Ferrell wrote. "Many
people have made up their minds without seeing or hearing all the evidence. If you've seen
Al Gore's An Inconvenient Truth then you should take the time to watch The Great Global
Warming Swindle," he added. (LINK)
The New Zealand Climate Science Coalition released seven "pillars of wisdom" to
counter the UN IPCC climate report. As detailed in the Dominion Post on April 5, 2007,
the coalition of prominent scientific skeptics includes: Dr. Vincent Gray, an expert
reviewer for the IPCC and most recently a visiting scholar at the Beijing Climate
Centre; Dr Gerrit van der Lingen, a geologist and paleoclimatologist and former
director of Geoscience Research and Investigations New Zealand; Professor Augie
Auer (deceased June 2007) of Auckland, past professor of atmospheric science,
University of Wyoming, and previously MetService chief meteorologist; Professor Bob
Carter, a New Zealand-trained geologist with extensive research experience in
palaeoclimatology, now at the Marine Geophysical Laboratory, James Cook
University, Warwick Hughes, a New Zealand earth scientist living in Pert; and Roger
Dewhurst, of Katikati, a consulting environmental geologist and hydrogeologist.
The seven "pillars of wisdom" are:
1. Over the past few thousand years, the climate in many parts of the world has been
warmer and cooler than it is now. Civilizations and cultures flourished in the warmer
periods.
2. A major driver of climate change is variability in solar effects, such as sunspot cycles,
the sun's magnetic field and solar particles.
These may account in great part for climate change during the past century. Evidence
suggests warming involving increased carbon dioxide exerts only a minor influence.
3. Since 1998, global temperature has not increased. Projection of solar cycles suggests that
cooling could set in and continue to about 2030.
4. Most recent climate and weather events are not unusual; they occur regularly.
For example, in the 1930s the Arctic experienced higher temperatures and had less ice than
now.
5. Stories of impending climate disaster are based almost entirely on global climate models.
Not one of these models has shown that it can reliably predict future climate.
6. The Kyoto Protocol, if fully implemented, would make no measurable difference to
world temperatures.
The trillions of dollars that it will cost would be far better spent on solving known problems
such as the provision of clean water, reducing air pollution, and fighting malaria and Aids.
7. Climate is constantly changing and the future will include coolings, warmings, floods,
droughts, and storms.
The best policy is to make sure we have in place disaster response plans that can deal with
weather extremes and can react adaptively to longer-term climate cooling and warming
trends. (LINK)
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Emeritus Professor Lance Endersbee, a former dean of engineering and pro-vice
chancellor at Monash University, accused the scientific leaders of trying to stifle debate
over the causes of climate change. (LINK) According to a April 5, 2007 article in the
Sydney Morning Herald, Professor Endersbee says it is highly probable that increased
electromagnetic radiation of the sun is behind global warming. "There are several
disturbing aspects of the IPCC report which indicate that the conclusions are based on
serious misconceptions about the behavior of the Earth," Prof Endersbee said. "The report
reflects little understanding of the dynamic relation between the Earth, the Sun and the
Cosmos. In these circumstances it is incredible that some leaders of scientific societies and
academies have tried to use their authority to demand acceptance of the IPCC report,"
Endersbee added. In a follow-up interview on July 6, 2007 on Australia's ABC Western
Queensland's Morning Program, Endersbee explained the earth is an electrical conductor
moving through the magnetic flux of the sun. "So we have these electric currents being
created within the earth in response to the electro-magnetic radiation of the sun and that is
the main driver of climate change on earth - it's not man," he explained. Endersbee believes
that the world has been warming naturally due to this increased magnetic flow from the sun
that started around the year 1700. "And now we're starting to depict that it seems to be
reaching an end of that cycle and it does seem as though the earth may be cooling down,"
he said. Endersbee also said carbon trading schemes were being set up by governments for
political reasons, not scientific reasons. "What terrifies me is the way the state governments
in Australia [with] their emissions trading are contemplating using the superannuation
funds to invest in carbon trading - they're going to lose their money!" He further explained,
"Scholarship is being driven by media and media attention and this is a terrifying state of
affairs. You can get all the money in the world if the research you're doing is related to
climate change... if you say climate change isn't caused by man it's caused by the sun, it
doesn't get any money at all." (LINK)
Mathematical researcher Douglas J. Keenan, a former Morgan Stanley employee and
current independent mathematical researcher, who has authored numerous peerreviewed studies, accused the UN of "fabrications" and "discovered that the sources used
by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) have disregarded the positions
of weather stations." Keenan accused the UN of "intentionally using outdated data on China
from 1991 and ignoring revised data on the country from 1997." (LINK) "One of the big
problems in global warming studies, and in science generally, is that research data is often
not available to outsiders. Instead, researchers tend to hoard the data for themselves and
their friends (who are reluctant to be critical)," Keenan on April 4, 2007. (LINK) Keenan
wrote in a March 28, 2007 blog, "The problems with the peer review process have
implications for our understanding of global warming (as well as for science generally).
Once something has been published in a peer-reviewed journal-particularly a prestigious
journal-it tends to be considered as established, possibly even heralded as ‘truth'. This
means that other researchers will often rely on its conclusions, with little, if any, further
checking. The extent to which this happens varies among different branches of science. It
seems to be especially so in the study of global warming." Keenan continued, "The
primary body tasked with advising government policy makers about global warming is the
IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). Policy makers generally regard the
IPCC as authoritative. The IPCC bases its analyses on peer-reviewed research, but it does
no checking of that research itself. Yet most peer-reviewed research is not properly checked
prior to its publication. In other words, most of the research that is relied upon by the IPCC,
and thus government policy makers, has never been properly checked. That probably seems
incredible; it is unfortunately true." (LINK)
Chief Meteorologist Craig James, of a Michigan NBC TV affiliate, questions the
computer model predictions of climate doom. James, who was elected a fellow of the
American Meteorological Society for outstanding contribution to the atmospheric sciences,
wrote in a February 14, 2007 blog post, "It seems to make sense, CO2 is a greenhouse gas
and if the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere increases, the temperature should increase.
Unfortunately, it is not that simple. If CO2 was the only thing that changed and there were
no other what are called ‘forcings' and ‘feedbacks', then maybe it would be simple." "It
seems to me there is plenty of room for skepticism about the scenarios painted by the
models based on purely scientific grounds. Anyone who takes the time and effort to study
the issue would not make the incredible statement that skeptics are on a par with ‘Holocaust
Deniers' as Ellen Goodman did in a Boston Globe article a couple of weeks ago," James
wrote. According to James, computer models do not include volcanoes, which cool the
atmosphere, and "the models do not properly account for the role clouds may play in a
warmer world. We don't clearly understand whether they produce a positive or negative
feedback (additional warming or cooling)." (LINK) James probed the heart of the argument
for man-made global warming when he asked in a June 4, 2007 blog, "Is it good science to
never once mention the problems with the General Circulation Models (GCMs)?" "The
rationale seems to be that the models produce the kind of warming we see only when you
include an increasing amount of CO2 into the atmosphere. The warming cannot be
reproduced by natural processes alone in the models. That's because the models do not
handle those natural processes correctly. They either don't include or are woefully
inadequate in their handling of major climate forcings such as the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation, the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation, El Nino, La Nina, water vapor, cloud
feedbacks, etc. This is one case where getting the answer you are looking for in the models
occurs for the wrong reason. There may have to be a snowstorm in Miami before it is no
longer politically incorrect to say such a thing in public. Actually, the snowstorm would
probably be blamed on global warming too," he explained. (LINK) James also wrote a blog
post detailing how the IPCC downplays cold weather is a bigger killer than hot weather.
James's April 4, 2007 blog was titled "Heat and Cold Related Deaths." "This paper from
WebMD states: ‘Cold-related deaths are far more numerous than heat-related deaths in the
United States, Europe, and almost all countries outside the tropics," James wrote. (LINK)
James summed up his view in a May 28, 2007 blog: "The more I study this subject and
become increasingly aware of the failings of the computer models, the more I think you can
trust the Old Farmer's Almanac on what next year's winter will be like more than you can
trust the climate models." (LINK)
Prize-wining Geologist Dr. Ian Plimer, a professor of Earth and Environmental
Sciences at the University of Adelaide in Australia, rejected alarmist views of climate
science in an article in the Sydney Morning Herald on April 6, 2007. "The Earth's
temperature rose by 0.7 per cent in the 20th century, but there was also an increase in
piracy. Does that mean piracy causes global warming?" Plimer asked. "There is new work
emerging even in the last few weeks that shows we can have a very close correlation
between the temperatures of the Earth and supernova and solar radiation. What if global
warming has nothing to do with human activity? What happens if the astronomers are right,
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and the world is actually entering a cooling period?" Plimer questioned. "We geologists
have seen climate change for 4500 million years. Tell us something new," he added.
(LINK)
Meteorologist Jim Clark declared he did not agree with what has been labeled the
"consensus" view on global warming in a March 30, 2007 radio interview. Clark, an on-air
weather forecaster since 1983, said, "The amount of human impact on climate change
seems to be pretty small and seems very unlikely to be a disaster." "Climate is something
that has always been changing on the planet. It fluctuates, it goes up and down. I have
always thought of climate that is not homeostasis. So much of the current debate, it just
strikes me as very odd, especially in the popular media where the headlines screamed the
debate is over. Well, there never was a debate about whether the globe was warming. The
real debate has always been the amount of the human effect on the climate," Clark said.
(LINK)
Indur M Goklany, Ph.D, who has represented the United States at the International
Panel on Climate Change and in the negotiations leading to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change, also scrutinized the UN's IPCC Summary
for Policymakers (SPM) released in 2007. "Once one gets past the opaque verbiage of the
SPM, it is clear that most of the negative impacts listed in the SPM are overstated, while the
positive impacts are understated," Goklany noted in an April 9, 2007 critique. (LINK)
Goklany managed the US Environmental Protection Agency's fledgling emissions-trading
program in the 1980s. "These [IPCC] studies estimate impacts for 2085 using technologies
from the 1990s or earlier. This is like estimating today's food production and levels of
hunger using technologies from the 1910s! You are bound to underestimate food production
and overestimate hunger. In developing countries prevalence of chronic hunger declined
from 37% to 17% between 1970 and 2001, despite an 83% increase in population, in
substantial part because of new technologies," Goklany added. "Similarly, human health
impacts are often estimated assuming that adaptive capacities are fixed as of the start date
of the analysis. Under such a methodology the mortality and morbidity rates from water
related diseases in the U.S., for example, would be the same in 2000 as in 1900. But in fact,
these rates have declined by 99% or more during the 20th century for disease such as
typhoid, paratyphoid, dysentery, malaria, etc.," Goklany noted.
Global warming author and economist Dr. Thomas Gale Moore is a former professor
at Michigan State University, a senior fellow at the Hoover Institute, and author of the
book Climate of Fear: Why We Shouldn't Worry about Global Warming. "I don't argue
that we're having global warming, but I find the effects are going to be small," Moore said
according to the September/October 2005 issue of Stanford Magazine. The article explained
that Moore "insists that Americans in particular will benefit from a warmer climate in many
ways, including longer growing seasons and reduced heating costs." (LINK)
Meteorologist Joseph Conklin launched a skeptical website called Climatepolice.com
on February 25, 2007. "The goal of the website is to show the public that other research on
climate change exists and the debate is not over," Conklin said. Conklin, who specializes in
analysis of surface weather observations, also operates NiceWeather.com, a website
specializing in monthly weather forecasts. "Scientific research should be apolitical.
Extremist groups have promoted global warming as their primary political issue. I want
this website to help correct that," Conklin added. (LINK) On August 10, 2007 Conklin
wrote: “A few months ago, a study came out that demonstrated global temperatures have
leveled off. But instead of possibly admitting that this whole global warming thing is a
farce, a group of British scientists concluded that the real global warming won’t start until
2009.” (LINK)
Dr. David Wojick is a UN IPCC expert reviewer, who earned his PhD in Philosophy of
Science and co-founded the Department of Engineering and Public Policy at CarnegieMellon University. "In point of fact, the hypothesis that solar variability and not human
activity is warming the oceans goes a long way to explain the puzzling idea that the Earth's
surface may be warming while the atmosphere is not. The GHG (greenhouse gas)
hypothesis does not do this," Wojick, who specializes in mathematical logic, wrote in a
May 2, 2005 commentary. "The public is not well served by this constant drumbeat of false
alarms fed by computer models manipulated by advocates," he explained. (LINK)
Oxford-educated economist Tony Gilland is the science and society director of the UK
based Institute of Ideas. Gilland, who initiated the UK's Science Education Project,
declared the debate about global warming far from over in 2007 and lamented the UN's
politicization. "The UN's all-powerful climate change panel is no straightforward scientific
body. It is a deeply political organization that was born out of disenchantment with
progress," Gilland wrote in a June 28, 2007 essay. "The IPCC, an unelected body, holds an
unprecedented influence on the lives of everyone on the planet - and any attempt to
question this body's legitimacy or actions is shouted down as ‘denial' of the scientific facts,"
he explained. "It is striking how many in the scientific community have become extremely
intolerant of dissent," Gilland added. "The way in which politicians, the media and civil
society have come to hang on the latest pronouncements of the IPCC demonstrates how this
political failure has allowed a scientific conceptualization of a political problem to become
institutionalized across the globe, to the point where conceiving of it differently has become
almost unimaginable," he concluded. (LINK)
Analytical chemist Hans Schreuder who publishes the UK based website
ILoveMyCarbonDioxide.com, rejected man-made global warming fears in 2007. "Any
and all arguments put forward by the perceived consensus of scientists who still have their
names engraved on the IPCC report are based on nothing more than theory and best fit
computer modeling. Normally varying weather patterns are ‘blamed' on AGW
(anthropogenic global warming) without any scientific basis and for the sole purpose of
scaremongering a gullible public," Schreuder wrote on December 10, 2007. Schreuder also
asserted that "ALL ‘proof' is based on theories and computer models, not actual direct
evidence - cause there ain't none. ALL the records from the past show clearly that CO2 did
NOTHING to ‘drive' or ‘force' any temperature changes. If it did, we would be as hot as
hell by now and no life would be possible." (LINK) & (LINK)
Russian scientist Dr. Oleg Sorochtin of the Institute of Oceanology at the Russian
Academy of Sciences has authored more than 300 studies, nine books, and a 2006
paper titled "The Evolution and the Prediction of Global Climate Changes on Earth."
Sorochtin, who made several Antarctic expeditions, rejected man-made climate fears in
2007. "The temperature increase has a pronounced natural origin and is not determined by
the ‘greenhouse effect' of greenhouse gases," Sorochtin wrote in an essay on October 9,
2007 in Ria Novosti. (translated) "Even if the concentration of ‘greenhouse gases' double
man would not perceive the temperature impact," Sorochtin wrote. "The real causes of
climate change lie in the unevenness of the sun's radiation, in the precession (amendment of
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the rotational axis) of the earth, in the instability of the ocean currents in the periodic
desalination and salinity of surface waters of the Arctic Sea and the other. The main causes
of which are the solar activity and the luminosity. The higher these parameters, the higher
the temperature," Sorochtin wrote. "The highest point of the warming has already
occurred," he wrote. "The low point phase of solar activity, with a sharp decline in
temperature will be accompanied; against the year 2041 is expected. The cool climate is at
least 50 to 60 years," he added. (LINK)
Climate change author and engineer Rolf Riehm of Germany wrote the 2007 book
skeptical of man-made global warming titled Is the climatic Change inevitable? - About
the Environmental Hypocrisy. "Allegedly the temperature of the earth has risen during the
past 20 years by about 0.6° C. And carbon dioxide is claimed to be the reason for it. In
reality it is not possible to mea-sure the temperature of the earth: One would have to define
before in what region, one would have to say if we compare at night or during day-time. If
in summer or in winter. If we measure in the Antarctic or in the Sahara!" Riehm wrote in
his book. "In reality climate changes occur in cycles of several 1000 years," he added.
Riehm also critiqued former Vice President Al Gore. "Gore has no knowledge of the laws
of science. But this does not prevent him from making hundreds of false statements. He
showed terrific trick films of the rise of the sea water level and showed how dozens of
major towns drowned in the floods," Riehm wrote.
State of Florida Climatologist Dr. Jim O'Brien, professor emeritus of Florida State
University, and who serves as the director of the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric
Prediction Studies, critiqued the Associated Press for hyping climate fears. "The best
measurements of sea level rise are from satellite instrument called altimeters. Currently
they measure 14 inches in 100 years. Everyone agrees that there is no acceleration. Even
the UN IPCC quotes this," O'Brien wrote to EPW on September 23 about an AP article
predicting dire sea level rise. "If you increase the rate of rise by four times, it will take 146
years to rise to five feet. Sea level rise is the ‘scare tactic' for these guys," O'Brien added.
(LINK)
IPCC reviewer and climate researcher and scientist Dr. Vincent Gray of New
Zealand, an expert reviewer on every single draft of the IPCC reports going back to
1990 and author of The Greenhouse Delusion: A Critique of "Climate Change 2001,
declared, "The claims of the IPCC are dangerous unscientific nonsense" in an April 10,
2007 article. Gray is also a member of The New Zealand Climate Science Coalition. "All
[UN IPCC does] is make ‘projections' and ‘estimates'. No climate model has ever been
properly tested, which is what ‘validation' means, and their ‘projections' are nothing more
than the opinions of ‘experts' with a conflict of interest, because they are paid to produce
the models. There is no actual scientific evidence for all these ‘projections' and ‘estimates'.
It should be obvious that they are ridiculous," Gray noted. "Global temperatures have not
been rising for eight years. New Zealand temperatures in the last 50 years have gone down
with volcanoes and up with El Niños but have no signs of ‘warming'. Christchurch has not
warmed since 1917. The sea level in Auckland has been much the same since 1960," Gray
added. (LINK) In a July 3, 2007 blog post, Gray further explained, "I have written many
pages of comments on the various IPCC Reports and most of them have been ignored."
"The very few comments made by most of the reviewers suggest that there may be very few
actual people who ever read the report itself all the way through except those who write it,"
he added. "The [IPCC] ‘Summary for Policymakers' might get a few readers, but the main
purpose of the report is to provide a spurious scientific backup for the absurd claims of the
worldwide environmentalist lobby that it has been established scientifically that increases in
carbon dioxide are harmful to the climate. It just does not matter that this ain't so," he
concluded. (LINK) In a May 28, 2007 letter to Canada's The Hill Times, Gray noted how
political the IPCC process has become. "[No one can] deny that the ‘Summary for
Policymakers' is approved line-by-line by the government representatives because the press
has recently mentioned that particular conclusions have involved clashes between the
Russians, Chinese and Americans. The ‘drafting authors' job is to write down what they are
told to do," Gray wrote. "...The ‘lead authors' of the report are all chosen (and usually
financed) by government representatives, so they can be relied upon to produce results
which the governments like. They do not want another fiasco like the one in the 1995 report
when they had to alter the ‘final draft' to comply with the ‘Summary for Policymakers.'
They have a set of instructions for ‘lead authors' which ensures that they toe the line. This
year's report is more extreme than before and there is continuous publicity for its
extravagant claims. The ‘lead authors' are certainly behind this, but an increasing
proportion of all the other scientists involved with the report are becoming irritated by the
propaganda. It is interesting that this year we have had a succession of ‘Summaries for
Policymakers' without a single copy of any of the reports upon which they are supposed to
be based," he concluded.
Former Harvard University Physicist Dr. Lubos Motl, a string theorist who is
currently a professor at Charles University in the Czech Republic, challenged the
premise of the C02 driven climate cycles in a April 9, 2007 blog post. (LINK) "As we have
explained in 2006, Vostok ice core records show that the carbon dioxide concentration
averaged over a few centuries has been correlated with temperature at least for half a
million of years. However, we know for sure that the temperature was the cause and the
CO2 concentration was its consequence, not the other way around. It follows that the
greenhouse effect hasn't been important in the last half a million of years," Motl wrote. "For
whatever reason, some people are not willing to accept this obvious conclusion. That's why
they invent various bizarre verbal constructs to circumvent the otherwise inevitable
conclusion," Motl noted. "However, there are other ways to see that the influence of
temperature on the concentration of gases has been more important than any influence in
the opposite direction. For example, the ice core records show that the concentration of
methane was correlated with temperature, too. If the CO2 concentration were the primary
cause, we would have no explanation why the CH4 (Methane) concentration was also
correlated. In fact, CO2 and CH4 play the very same role in the ice core records. If some
combination of them determined the temperature, we would still have no explanation why
these two concentrations were correlated with one another," Motl added. (LINK)
Team of Scientists Question Validity of a 'Global Temperature' - From a March 18,
2007 article in Science Daily: "Discussions on global warming often refer to 'global
temperature.' Yet the concept is thermodynamically as well as mathematically an
impossibility, says Physicist Dr. Bjarne Andresen, a professor at The Niels Bohr Institute,
University of Copenhagen, who has analyzed this topic in collaboration with professors
Christopher Essex from University of Western Ontario and Ross McKitrick from
University of Guelph, Canada." The Science Daily article reads, "It is impossible to talk
about a single temperature for something as complicated as the climate of Earth." "A
temperature can be defined only for a homogeneous system. Furthermore, the climate is not
governed by a single temperature. Rather, differences of temperatures drive the processes
and create the storms, sea currents, thunder, etc. which make up the climate." He explains
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that while it is possible to treat temperature statistics locally, it is meaningless to talk about
a global temperature for Earth. "The globe consists of a huge number of components which
one cannot just add up and average. That would correspond to calculating the average
phone number in the phone book. That is meaningless. Or talking about economics, it does
make sense to compare the currency exchange rate of two countries, whereas there is no
point in talking about an average 'global exchange rate.'" The article concludes, "These are
but two examples of ways to calculate averages. They are all equally correct, but one needs
a solid physical reason to choose one above another. Depending on the averaging method
used, the same set of measured data can simultaneously show an upward trend and a
downward trend in average temperature. Thus claims of disaster may be a consequence of
which averaging method has been used, the researchers point out." (LINK)
Geologist Dr. Don J. Easterbrook, Emeritus Professor at Western Washington
University, chastised Gore for his scientific inaccuracies. "But there are a lot of
inaccuracies in the statements we are seeing, and we have to temper that with real data,"
Easterbrook said in a March 13, 2007 New York Times article. "[Easterbrook] hotly
disputed Mr. Gore's claim that ‘our civilization has never experienced any environmental
shift remotely similar to this' threatened change.
"Nonsense, Dr. Easterbrook told the crowded session. He flashed a slide that showed
temperature trends for the past 15,000 years. It highlighted 10 large swings, including the
medieval warm period. These shifts, he said, were up to ‘20 times greater than the warming
in the past century.' Getting personal, he mocked Mr. Gore's assertion that scientists agreed
on global warming except those industry had corrupted. ‘I've never been paid a nickel by an
oil company,' Dr. Easterbrook told the group," the Times article explained. (LINK)
Easterbrook rejects the notion that there is a "consensus" on global warming. "There are
several hundred thousand scientists in the world. And the people who wrote the [UN IPCC]
report that received a lot of publicity in February consisted of 33 policy makers, and the
authorship of the entire IPCC report consists of 143 people. And that's hardly representative
of the entire meteorological word," Easterbrook told Fox News Channel on March 13,
2007. "The validity of a scientific concept is not a matter of how many people vote for it or
against it. It's a matter of the evidence upon which it's based. And the truth is there is no
real tangible evidence of the connection between CO2 and global warming," he added.
Paleoclimate expert Augusto Mangini of the University of Heidelberg in Germany,
criticized the UN IPCC summary. "I consider the part of the IPCC report, which I can really
judge as an expert, i.e. the reconstruction of the paleoclimate, wrong," Mangini noted in an
April 5, 2007 article.(translated) "The earth will not die. Our archives show clearly that it
has often been warmer, in addition, there have been cooler periods, which occurred just as
fast as the current warm phase," Mangini said. "The statement that the heating up of the
climate taking place now is comparable only with the heating up before 120,000 years is
simply not correct. We have data, which show that there were periods which were similarly
warm or even still warmer than today during the last ten thousand years," Mangini said.
(LINK)
German climate scientist Dr. Hans von Storch, the Director of Institute for Coastal
Research of the GKSS Research Centre, a professor at the Meteorological Institute of
the University of Hamburg who focuses on climate diagnostics and statistical
climatology, and has published 11 books. Storch believes human are influencing climate
change, but feels the fear factor has been dramatically overplayed. "We should spend more
time talking about adjusting to the inevitable and not about reducing CO2 emissions. We
have to take away people's fear of climate change," Storch told the German publication Der
Spiegel on March 16, 2007. Storch dismissed fears of mass deaths from future heat waves
caused by global warming. "Such claims are completely idiotic and dubious. What they did
was to simply perform an extrapolation based on the mortality rate during the exceptionally
hot 2003 summer, which took everyone by surprise and for which we were therefore
completely unprepared. But if higher summer temperatures become the norm in the future,
people will adjust," he explained. (LINK) Storch noted the limitations of science. "We
climate researchers can only offer possible scenarios. In other words, things could end up
being completely different. But there are undoubtedly parts of the world that will benefit on
balance from climate change. Those areas tend to be in the north, where it has been cold
and uncomfortable in the past. But it's considered practically heretical to even raise such
issues," he said.
Alabama State Climatologist Dr. John Christy of the University of Alabama in
Huntsville and NASA, served as a UN IPCC lead author in 2001 for the 3rd
assessment report and detailed how he witnessed scientists distorting the science. "I was at
the table with three Europeans, and we were having lunch. And they were talking about
their role as lead authors. And they were talking about how they were trying to make the
report so dramatic that the United States would just have to sign that Kyoto Protocol,"
Christy told CNN on May 2, 2007. "One of the statements in the [IPCC Summary for
Policymakers] SPM was the statement that, if you boil it down, it says we are 90 percent
certain that most of the warming in the last 50 years was due to human effects. I don't agree
with that. I think things are much more ambiguous," Christy said. Christy also dismissed
Gore's warning of a 20 foot sea level rise to due future global warming. "To come up with
20 feet is really grasping at straws, I think, but it does make a dramatic image. It makes a
startling announcement," Christy said. (LINK) Christy dismissed fears of man-made
climate doom. "I don't see a catastrophe developing from our emissions into the air of what
should be correctly identified as ‘plant food,'" Christy wrote in a February 6, 2007 article.
"The climate cannot be predictably managed with such [emission reduction] proposals
given the uncertainty of natural variations. For example, to make a 10 percent dent in CO2
would require 1000 nuclear power plants and this would still not make a measurable
difference on whatever the climate will do anyway," Christy explained. "I'm full of
optimism about the continued growth of wealth and health around the world. This wealth
will create cleaner environments even in countries where persistent poverty has destroyed
too much habitat and fouled too many rivers," he concluded. (LINK)
Meteorologist Brian van de Graaff attributed recent warming trends to natural variability.
"History has taught us that weather patterns are cyclical and although we have noticed a
warming pattern in recent time, I don't know what generalizations can be made from this
with the lack of long-term scientific data," van de Graaff said in a December 2006
interview. Van de Graaff, who holds the prestigious Seal of Approval from the American
Meteorological Society, also noted how global warming has turned into such a heated
debate. "Often, it is so politicized and those on both sides don't always appear to have their
facts straight," he said. (LINK)
Meteorologist David Aldrich declared, "I am a global warming skeptic" in an April 9,
2007 blog post. "If you have had doubts, you have come to the right place," Aldrich wrote.
"Although, I believe man plays a role in climate change through urbanization ("the heat
island effect" & development), land use changes, and aerosols and gases -- natural factors
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are ALSO important, most notably the sun and ocean," Aldrich who is certified by both the
American Meteorological Society and the National Weather Association, explained.
(LINK) "There's a different side to what is causing climate change. I think too much
emphasis has been put on CO2. I do not believe CO2 is a pollutant. I'm made of CO2,
you're made of CO2 ... the ocean is a reservoir of CO2," Aldrich explained in a June 6,
2007 article in City Paper. (LINK)
Renowned hurricane forecaster Dr. William Gray, Emeritus Professor of
Atmospheric Science at Colorado State University (CSU), and head of the schools
Tropical Meteorology Project, chastised former Vice President Al Gore as "a gross
alarmist" in an April 6, 2007 Associated Press interview. "[Gore's] one of these guys that
preaches the end-of-the-world type of things. I think he's doing a great disservice and he
doesn't know what he's talking about," Dr. Gray said. The AP article explained, "Gray
believes a recent increase in strong hurricanes is not due to global warming but is part of a
multi-decade trend of alternating busy and slow periods related to ocean circulation
patterns." Gray believes current climate researchers rely too much on computer models.
"Us older guys that were around in the pre-satellite, pre-computer age, we had to deal with
the real weather. Most of these people don't forecast," he said. "They don't live in a real
world. They're living in an imaginary world." (LINK)
Physicist Dr. Freeman Dyson, Professor Emeritus of Physics at the Institute for
Advanced Study, in Princeton, is a fellow of the American Physical Society, a member
of the US National Academy of Sciences, and a fellow of the Royal Society of London.
Dyson called himself a "heretic" on global warming. "Concerning the climate models, I
know enough of the details to be sure that they are unreliable. They are full of fudge factors
that are fitted to the existing climate, so the models more or less agree with the observed
data. But there is no reason to believe that the same fudge factors would give the right
behavior in a world with different chemistry, for example in a world with increased CO2 in
the atmosphere.," Dyson said in an April 10, 2007 interview. Dyson is also a fellow of the
American Physical Society, a member of the US National Academy of Sciences, and a
fellow of the Royal Society of London. (LINK) "The fuss about global warming is grossly
exaggerated," Dyson also wrote in his 2007 book "Many Colored Glass: Reflections on the
Place of Life in the Universe." Dyson focuses on debunking climate models predictions of
climate doom: "They do not begin to describe the real world that we live in. The real world
is muddy and messy and full of things that we do not yet understand. It is much easier for a
scientist to sit in an air-conditioned building and run computer models, than to put on
winter clothes and measure what is really happening outside in the swamps and the clouds.
That is why the climate model experts end up believing their own models."
Paleoclimate scientist Dr. Bob Carter of Australia's James Cook University and
former chairman of the earth science panel of the Australian Research Council, who
has published numerous peer-reviewed papers, discredited the UN IPCC. "Many
distinguished scientists refuse to participate in the IPCC process, and others have resigned
from it, because in the end the advice that the panel provides to governments is political and
not scientific. Although at least -$50 billion has been spent on climate research, the science
arguments for a dangerous human influence on global warming have, if anything, become
weaker since the establishment of the IPCC in 1988," Carter wrote in an April 11, 2007 oped in the UK Telegraph. Carter, who has had over 100 papers published refereed scientific
journals, continued, "For more than 90 per cent of recent geological time, the cores show
that the earth has been colder than today. We modern humans are lucky to live towards the
end of the most recent of the intermittent, and welcome, warm interludes. It is a 10,000
year-long period called the Holo-cene, during which our civilizations have evolved and
flourished." "Similar cores through polar ice reveal, contrary to received wisdom, that past
temperature changes were followed - not preceded, but followed - by changes in the
atmospheric content of carbon dioxide. Yet the public now believes strongly that increasing
human carbon dioxide emissions will cause runaway warming; it is surely a strange cause
of climate change that naturally postdates its supposed effect?" he added. "So the evidence
for dangerous global warming forced by human carbon dioxide emissions is extremely
weak. That the satellite temperature record shows no substantial warming since 1978, and
that even the ground-based thermometer statistic records no warming since 1998, indicates
that a key line of circumstantial evidence for human-caused change (the parallel rise in the
late 20th century of both atmospheric carbon dioxide and surface temperature) is now
negated," Carter concluded. (LINK) Carter also wrote a June 18, 2007 op-ed detailing even
more skepticism on climate fears. "Lower atmosphere satellite-based temperature
measurements, if corrected for non-greenhouse influences such as El Niño events and large
volcanic eruptions, show little if any global warming since 1979, a period over which
atmospheric CO2 has increased by 55 ppm (17 per cent)," Carter wrote. "There are strong
indications from solar studies that Earth's current temperature stasis will be followed by
climatic cooling over the next few decades," he added. (LINK)
Penn State Meteorologist Paul Knight, host and founder of the program "Weather
World" expressed skepticism about man-made global warming in 2007. "We have to be
very careful about using global temperatures. You have very few people who do it
absolutely correctly," Knight said in a April 20, 2007 interview. "I wish the climate system
were simple. It is not. Listen to the facts. There is a fair bit we do not understand," Knight
said. The article continued, "The southern ice cap over Antarctica has actually gotten larger
since the 1970s, Knight said. And the overall average temperature on the southern tundra
has actually dropped a half degree Celsius over the last two decades. To understand global
climate change, the sun must be taken into account, according to Knight. He said much of
the warmer temperatures the earth has experienced may be attributed to longer sunspot
cycles on the sun. Some scientists argue sunspots may actually make the sun's powerful
rays even stronger during cycles and may cause slightly higher temperatures on Earth."
http://www.lancasterfarming.com/node/532
Geophysicist Dr. David Deming, associate professor of arts and sciences at the
University of Oklahoma who has published numerous peer-reviewed research articles,
dismissed fears of man-made global warming. "Present-day temperatures are not
anomalously warm. The best methods we have for estimating past temperatures are
borehole temperatures and the elevation of tree lines. Both of these methods indicate
temperatures during the High Middle Ages were just as warm as today. Five thousand to
7,000 years ago, temperatures were significantly warmer," Deming wrote in a January 10,
2007 op-ed in the Edmond Sun. "Ninety percent of the greenhouse effect is due to water
vapor. The warming response to the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is
logarithmic. That means if some global warming does occur, most of it will be at night, at
winter, and at high latitudes where humidity is low. These are places and times where
warmer temperatures would be beneficial, not detrimental," Deming wrote. "Neither the
Greenland nor the Antarctic ice sheets are undergoing any significant ablation or melting.
The polar bear population is stable," he added. "No one has ever died from global warming.
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What kills people is cold, not heat. For more than 150 years, it has been documented in the
medical literature that human mortality rates are highest in the winter when temperatures
are the coldest," he explained. "In summary, the problem is not one of skepticism, it's one
of ignorance. Global warming hysteria is based on ignorance fueled by speculation and
alarmism. The average person is more likely to be struck by a meteorite from outer space
than harmed by global warming," Deming concluded. (LINK)
Dr. Mel Goldstein, a PhD Meteorologist on Connecticut's TV News Channel 8,
questioned the long-range climate models used by the UN's IPCC. "When you are in the
trenches and forecasting each and everyday, you begin to realize the inadequacies of our
computer models," Goldstein wrote in a March 9, 2007 blog. "I become skeptical when
atmospheric models are used to project conditions 100 or 200 years from now," he noted.
Goldstein, who established the first and only Bachelor's degree program in meteorology at
Connecticut Western Connecticut State University and authored the book The Complete
Idiot's Guide to Weather, also questioned how the IPCC could account for the range of
variables that go into long range climate projections. "There are many important variables
we just can't handle with confidence. For example in the IPCC report, the cooling effect of
clouds is given a low level of scientific understanding (LOSU). The range of possibilities is
so great that the highest estimate of reflectivity from clouds can completely balance the
highest estimate of warming from carbon dioxide. Then, there is the whole issue of water
vapor which is a powerful greenhouse gas. It can range from 0.2 to 2% in the atmosphere.
Whereas, carbon dioxide is about .03%. Sadly, we know so little about water vapor and the
heat it generates," Goldstein wrote. (LINK) In a June 29, 2007 blog post, Goldstein
continued his critique of the shortcoming of climate predictions. "Long range forecasts are
often short on reality. Sure, we have great mathematical equations applied to predicting our
weather. But not all is known about our weather. We don't understand how water vapor
comes into the equations, and that is a big deal. Heat sources represent other major
unknowns, after all, heat drives the atmosphere. We make assumptions about these
unknowns, and as long as these fit for the moment, the forecast looks good. But a slight
error will only magnify as the forecast is further extended," Goldstein wrote. "We can get
an idea of a trend, but specifics 30 days or 90 days out are seldom correct. Most of what we
know about the atmosphere was known a hundred years ago. No doubt, technology has
advanced faster than our basic understanding of the atmosphere. There are times when even
a 24-hour forecast leaves something to be desired," he concluded. (LINK)
Dr. Anthony Lupo, Professor of Atmospheric Science, University of MissouriColumbia, wrote in a May 18, 2007 email to EPW, "I don't believe that the climate change
issue is an emergency, or that there is compelling evidence to blame humanity for the
current warming. Warming is undoubtedly occurring, but it may have nothing (0%), or a
little (0-10%) to do with human activity." Lupo continued, "There is abundant scientific
evidence demonstrating that the climate changes cyclically on time-scales ranging from a
few years, to hundreds of thousands of years. There is plenty of evidence to suggest that the
climate is not ‘stagnant' either. The climate has been relatively cool for the last few hundred
years and has warmed to levels which are at or below an inferred maximum approximately
1000 years ago." "There are too many unknowns (e.g., the nature of solar and internal
variability). There are too many things we don't understand about the current climate (e.g.,
the carbon cycle, atms - ocean interactions)," he added. Lupo has also critiqued Gore's
movie. "[Gore's] whole tone of this was, ‘We've got to make radical changes in our
lifestyle, and we have to make them now, and that's because the science on the issue is
settled,'" Lupo said in a July 13, 2006 article in the Columbia Tribune. "Well that's not
entirely the case. The science, for one thing, is not settled." Lupo disputes the reason for
warming temperatures and says recent temperatures are within natural variability. "One
thing I can agree with Gore on is the world is getting warmer," he said. "One thing I can't
agree on is the cause." (LINK)
Dr. Thomas P. Sheahen, an MIT educated physicist, author of the book An
Introduction to High-Temperature Superconductivity, and writer of the popular
newspaper column "Ask the Everyday Scientist," dismisses the idea of a "consensus" on
man-made global warming. "We must all remember that scientific truth is not determined
by popular vote. The [UN] IPCC is severely tainted by politics," Sheahen wrote to EPW on
June 11, 2007. "No one disputes that the Earth has been warming over the last 150 years.
The controversy is over whether it's natural or anthropogenic (AGW)," he added. "I have
done computer modeling of physical and chemical phenomena, and I know two things very
well: first, your outputs will always be conditioned by the input assumptions you make at
the front end; and second, data always trumps theory. For a model to be valid, it has to
match the data. Given the observations of temperature variations during the 20th century,
you really can't make the case that mankind caused such erratic temperature swings,"
Sheahen concluded.
Dr. Edward J. Wegman, a professor at the Center for Computational Statistics at
George Mason University and chair of the National Academy of Sciences' Committee
on Applied and Theoretical Statistics, played a prominent role in questioning the
statistical validity of Michael Mann's UN promoted "Hockey Stick" temperature
graph of last 1000 years of Northern Hemisphere temperatures. Wegman and a panel of
statisticians conducted a third-party review the "Hockey Stick." According to a November
28, 2006 article in Canada's National Post, Wegman found that Mann made a basic error
that "may be easily overlooked by someone not trained in statistical methodology. We note
that there is no evidence that Dr. Mann or any of the other authors in paleoclimate studies
have had significant interactions with mainstream statisticians." Wegman found that Mann's
"small group of climate scientists were working on their own, largely in isolation, and
without the academic scrutiny needed to ferret out false assumptions." "I am baffled by the
claim that the incorrect method doesn't matter because the answer is correct anyway.
Method Wrong + Answer Correct = Bad Science," Wegman said. (LINK) Wegman also
noted how the peer-review process can be skewed by a cozy group of scientists within a
specific field. "Of course, if a given discipline area is small and the authors in the area are
tightly coupled, then this process is likely to turn up very sympathetic referees. These
referees may have coauthored other papers with a given author. They may believe they
know that author's other writings well enough that errors can continue to propagate and
indeed be reinforced," Wegman wrote in his report to the U.S. Congress. (LINK)
Dr. Richard Tol, the director of the Centre for Marine and Atmospheric Science, and
a prominent economist with Hamburg University in Germany, dismissed the Stern
Report on the economics of climate change as "preposterous." Tol, one of the authors of
three of the IPCC Working Groups, dismissed the idea that mankind must act now to
prevent catastrophic global warming, according a February 2, 2007 article in Canada's
National Post. "Tol doesn't think the evidence is in on global warming and its effects, he
doesn't think there's reason to rush to action, and he doesn't think that crash programs to
curb global warming are called for," the National Post article explained. Tol debunked the
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Stern review as "alarmist and incompetent." "There is no risk of damage [from global
warming] that would force us to act injudiciously," according to Tol. "We've got enough
time to look for the economically most effective options, rather than dash into 'actionism,'
which then becomes very expensive," he concluded. Tol wrote the critique despite the fact
that his work was cited by the Stern Report no less than 63 times. (LINK)
Dr. Duncan Wingham, Professor of Climate Physics at University College London and
Director of the Centre for Polar Observation and Modeling, has presented evidence
that Antarctic ice is growing. According to a December 15, 2006 article in Canada's
National Post, "Early last year at a European Union Space Conference in Brussels, for
example, Dr. Wingham revealed that data from a European Space Agency satellite showed
Antarctic thinning was no more common than thickening, and concluded that the
spectacular collapse of the ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula was much more likely to
have followed natural current fluctuations than global warming." "One cannot be certain,
because packets of heat in the atmosphere do not come conveniently labeled 'the
contribution of anthropogenic warming,' " Wingham said, noting that the evidence is not
"favorable to the notion we are seeing the results of global warming." Wingham and his
colleagues found that 72% of the ice sheet covering the entire land mass of Antarctica is
growing at the rate of 5 millimeters per year. "That makes Antarctica a sink, not a source,
of ocean water. According to their best estimates, Antarctica will ‘lower global sea levels
by 0.08 mm' per year" the National Post article reported. (LINK)
The Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change and the website "C02
Science" was established to debunk man-made climate fears. An April 11, 2007 report
noted that current temperatures in Southern Greenland are "1.5°C colder than the peak
warmth of Medieval Times." (LINK) A June 6, 2007 scientific report by the Center also
debunked many of NASA's James Hansen's climate claims by finding "very little evidence
to justify [Hansen's] policy prescriptions for dealing with what he calls a ‘dangerous
climate change.'" (LINK) The website, run by three scientists, agronomist Dr. Craig
Idso, physicist Dr, Sherwood Idso, and botanist Keith Idso, documents the scientific
evidence countering warming fears and offers evidence that the Earth was as warm or
warmer during the Medieval Warm Period. The "Medieval Warm Period Project's" goal is
to show that "approximately one thousand years ago, when the atmosphere's CO2
concentration was approximately 25% lower than it is currently, earth's near-surface air
temperature was equally as warm as, or even warmer than, it is today, demonstrating that
today's temperatures are not unnatural and need not be due to the historical rise in the air's
CO2 content." Scientific supporters of the Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and
Global change include: Climate expert Donald G. Baker of the University of Minnesota;
Biologist W. Dennis Clark of Arizona State University; Chemist Alan Moghissi of the
Institute for Regulatory Science; Meteorologist William E. Reifsnyder; Physics
professor Clinton H. Sheehan of Ouachita Baptist University in Arkansas; Zoologist
Kenneth E. F. Watt; and Horticulturist Sylvan H. Wittwer of the Michigan State
University. (LINK)
Astrophysicist Piers Corbyn of the UK based long-term solar forecast group Weather
Action noted the UN's IPCC fourth assessment had a "serious misrepresentation of solar
activity in the Report." Corbyn also ridiculed the idea that the IPCC summary for
policymakers was written by 2500 of the worlds "leading scientists" and said IPCC should
instead be called a "The IPCC Report by appointees of many governments." "In fact the
report is drafted and finalized by appointees of Governments who may have little or no
expertise in many of the wide ranging fields covered. It should further be noted that the
many scientists who undertake diligent measurement and observational or estimation work
which is used to indirectly support the report conclusions have generally no expertise or
locus around the key subject on which the findings of the report are actually based, namely
‘Climate Models.' This is the preserve of only a handful of people who generally are in
government funded institutions rather than more independent bodies," Corbyn wrote in an
open letter to UK government officials on February 11, 2007. "Perhaps the phrase ‘The
(IPCC) Report by appointees of many governments' would be fairer and should be insisted
on, and would not incorrectly imply informed confirmed agreement from many scientists
whose work, however excellent, does no such thing," Corbyn concluded. (LINK) Corbyn
also debunked a 2007 widely publicized no solar-climate link study on July 20, 2007. "In
desperate attempts to shore up their crumbling doctrine of man-made climate change,
Professor Lockwood and Henry Davenport (Letters, July 14) cherry-pick data themselves.
Professor Lockwood's ‘refutation' of the decisive role of solar activity in driving climate is
as valid as claiming a particular year was not warm by simply looking at the winter half of
data. The most significant and persistent cycle of variation in the world's temperature
follows the 22-year magnetic cycle of the sun's activity. So what does he do? He ‘finds' that
for an 11-year stretch around 1987 to 1998 world temperatures rose, while there was a fall
in his preferred measures of solar activity. A 22-year cycle and an 11-year cycle will of
necessity move in opposite directions half the time. The problem for global warmers is that
there is no evidence that changing CO2 is a net driver for world climate. Feedback
processes negate its potential warming effects. Their theory has no power to predict. It is
faith, not science. I challenge them to issue a forecast to compete with our severe weather
warnings - made months ago - for this month and August which are based on predictions of
solar-particle and magnetic effects that there will be periods of major thunderstorms, hail
and further flooding in Britain, most notably July 22-26, August 5-9 and August 18-23.
These periods will be associated with new activity on the sun and tropical storms. We also
forecast that British and world temperatures will continue to decline this year and in 2008.
What do the global warmers forecast?" Corbyn wrote. (LINK)
Meteorologist Joseph D'Aleo served as the first Director of Meteorology at The
Weather Channel and was the Chief Meteorologist at Weather Services International
Corporation and served as chairman of the American Meteorological Society's (AMS)
Committee on Weather Analysis and Forecasting. D'Aleo founded a new website and
organization skeptical of man-made global warming fears called International
Climate and Environmental Change Assessment Project at Icecap.us on April 9, 2007.
D'Aleo is a Certified Consultant Meteorologist (CCM) and he was elected a Fellow and a
councilor with the AMS. D'Aleo's new website states the affiliated scientists "believe that
local problems with the station data and natural cycles such as those in the sun and oceans
are also important contributors to the global changes in our climate and weather. We worry
the sole focus on greenhouse gases and the unwise reliance on imperfect climate models
while ignoring real data may leave civilization unprepared for a sudden climate shift that
history tells us will occur again, very possibly soon." D'Aleo wrote on May 17, 2007,
"When I started really looking at the data I saw the signatures of urbanization and local land
use factor in global temperatures. I also saw that temperatures cycled over time and those
cycles correlated far better with the cycles in the sun and ocean temperatures than with
greenhouse gases, which would argue for a parallel increase not cyclical warming and
cooling." "I have recently done extensive correlative studies that convince me that the sun
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and oceans are the real drivers and carbon dioxide is a bit player in the scheme of things. I
also believe the cyclical warming has peaked as the factors are changing and a cooling has
started or will soon do so, depending on what measure you use," he added. Other scientists
affiliated with D'Aleo on his Icecap.us website include: Astrophysicist Dr. Sallie
Baliunas, Deputy Director of Mount Wilson Observatory; Hurricane expert Dr.
William Gray, Associate Professor head of the Tropical Research Project at Colorado
State University; Oregon State Climatologist George Taylor of Oregon State
University's College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences; Marine Biologist Dr. Gary
D. Sharp of the Center for Climate/Ocean Resources Study; former radioactive
chemist Alan Siddons, Florida State Climatologist Dr. James O'Brien, Director
Emeritus of the Center for Ocean-Atmospheric Prediction Studies at Florida State
University; Climate scientist Dr. Richard C. Willson of Columbia University's Center
for Climate Systems Research. http://icecap.us
Oceanographer Dr. Willem de Lange of the department of Earth and Ocean Sciences
at the University of Waikato in New Zealand has published numerous peer-reviewed
papers in the areas of coastal processes and climatic hazards; tsunami and storm
surge prediction and mitigation; wave-induced sediment transport. He has also
declared himself skeptical of man-made climate fears. "The Greenhouse Effect is a climate
feedback mechanism - it modifies climate change but does not drive it," de Lange wrote to
EPW on December 18, 2007. "Earth's climate is a complex system that is continually
changing at different temporal and spatial scales - it may change abruptly, or gradually and
affect regions or the whole globe. The primary driver of Earth's Climate at Human time
scales is the quantity and quality of Solar radiation - the total amount, and the distribution
of radiation across different wavelengths," de Lange explained. "Humans affect climate in a
variety of ways - Human impacts are greatest at the micro-scale (your office), and diminish
at larger spatial and temporal scales (impact at a global scale over the last 100 years is small
- as far as I can tell it tends to disappear into the measurement errors). Emissions of
greenhouse gases are a minor contribution to climate feedback as the Greenhouse Effect
operates between physically constrained limits," he wrote. "Catastrophic climate changes in
the next century are unlikely based on observational data," he concluded. (LINK)
Senior Meteorologist Dr. Joe Sobel of Accuweather, winner of the American
Meteorological Society 2005 Award for Broadcaster of the Year, asserted that climate
change is nothing new. "The climate is changing. The climate has always changed, that is a
fact of the earth's existence," Sobel said on January 11, 2007. Sobel has 35 years experience
at Accuweather and has also been a member of the American Meteorology Society since
1966. "Only 10,000 years ago -- which is geologically speaking is like [the snap of a finger]
-- we were in the midst of an ice age," Sobel said. "There is not much doubt that climate
changes and that climate will continue to change," Sobel reiterated. "The question is what is
causing it. It is totally a naturally cycle? Is it totally human induced? I suspect the truth lies
somewhere in between," he concluded. (LINK) Sobel also lamented the National Hurricane
Center's new tropical storm naming policy because he believes it results in false claims of
global warming related increases in storms. "Back in the old days... and I'm only talking 5
years or so ago... we did not name sub-tropical storms. Names were only given to storms
that were deemed to be truly tropical. In the last few years, there have been a number of subtropical storms named. Those named storms go into the total of named storms and
obviously increase the number of storms that year and consequently increase the average
number of storms per year," Sobel wrote on May 9, 2007 in his blog. "It has been claimed
that global warming is responsible for an increasing number of tropical storms and
hurricanes, but here is a reason that the number of storms is increasing that has absolutely
nothing to do with global warming. It's because we are mixing apples and oranges and
calling them all apples!" he added. (LINK)
Economist Dr. Owen McShane, chair of the policy panel of the New Zealand based
International Climate Science Coalition, slammed "consensus" science on global
warming on April 21, 2007. "There is no scientific evidence to justify the wild claims of
doom and catastrophe that have made headlines in recent weeks," McShane said. "All we
have is a scenario promoted by government funded scientists who are part of the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), based on computer modeling
that has been slammed by many independent climatologists around the world as lacking any
scientific validity or credibility," he said. "People generally seem not to be aware that the
UN defines ‘climate change' as only the effects of climate that result from human activity.
It ignores the natural drivers that have governed the global climate for millions of years
past. For reasons that have everything to do with politics and nothing to do with science or
meteorological observations and records, the present Government committed New Zealand
to the Kyoto Protocol that even its most ardent supporters admit will not reduce global
warming," McShane asserted. "What Kyoto will do, like the sale of indulgences in the
Middle Ages, is make people and organizations pay for emissions of carbon dioxide by
buying credits from countries like Russia that have vast tracts of forested land," he
concluded. (LINK)
Anthropologist Dr. Benny Peiser of the Faculty of Science of Liverpool John Moores
University in the UK who has published peer-reviewed studies, debunked a 2004 study
published in Science which Gore cited in his movie. The study examined 928 peer-reviewed
studies and found a virtual 100% consensus on man-made global warming. But Peiser's
own analysis found that the study's "entire argument is flawed as the whole ISI data set
includes just 13 abstracts (less than 2%) that explicitly endorse what [the author] has called
the 'consensus view.'" "In fact, the vast majority of abstracts do not mention anthropogenic
climate change," Peiser added. (LINK) Peiser, who edits a climate change Internet
newsletter, has also noted that the media ignores the scientists and studies that cast doubt on
climate alarmism. "Hardly a week goes by without a new research paper that questions part
or even some basics of climate change theory," Peiser told the New York Times on March
13, 2007. (LINK) Peiser noted how science has been overtaken with an "apocalyptic" view
of the future climate. "Not since the apocalyptic consensus of the Middle Ages has the
prognostication of impending doom and global catastrophe on the basis of mathematical
modeling been as widely accepted as today," Peiser noted in an April 18, 2007 presentation
to European Parliament on climate change. "Ironically, these apocalyptic predictions of the
future are politically sanctioned at the same time as a growing number of scientists are
recognizing that environmental and economic computer modeling of an inherently
unpredictable future is illogical and futile," Peiser said. "Over the last 10 years, the editors
of the world's leading science journals such as Science and Nature as well as popular
science magazines such as Scientific American and New Scientist have publicly advocated
drastic policies to curb CO2 emissions. At the same time, they have publicly attacked
scientists skeptical of the climate consensus," Peiser noted. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist and hurricane expert Dr. Christopher W. Landsea NOAA's
National Hurricane Center who served as a UN IPCC as both an author and a
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reviewer and has published numerous peer-reviewed research noted that recent
hurricane activity is not linked to man-made factors. According to a February 23, 2007
article in Myrtle Beach Online, Landsea explained that "the 1926-1935 period was worse
for hurricanes than the past 10 years and 1900-1905 was almost as bad." Landsea asserted
that it is therefore not true that there is a current trend of more and stronger hurricanes. "It's
not a trend, it's a cycle: 20-45 years quiet, 20-45 years busy," Landsea said. He did say that
a warming world would only make hurricanes "5 percent stronger 100 years from now. We
can't measure it if it's that small." The article said Landsea blamed Gore's An Inconvenient
Truth, for "persuad[ing] some people that global warming is contributing to hurricane
frequency and strength." (LINK) Landsea, who was both an author and a reviewer for the
IPCC's 2nd Assessment Report in 1995 and the 3rd Assessment Report in 2001, resigned
from the 4th Assessment Report after becoming charging the UN with playing politics with
Hurricane science. "I am withdrawing because I have come to view the part of the IPCC to
which my expertise is relevant as having become politicized. In addition, when I have
raised my concerns to the IPCC leadership, their response was simply to dismiss my
concerns," Landsea wrote in a January 17, 2005 public letter. "My view is that when people
identify themselves as being associated with the IPCC and then make pronouncements far
outside current scientific understandings that this will harm the credibility of climate
change science and will in the longer term diminish our role in public policy," he continued.
"I personally cannot in good faith continue to contribute to a process that I view as both
being motivated by pre-conceived agendas and being scientifically unsound," Landsea
added. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist Glen Shaw, a Professor of Physics at the Geophysical Institute
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks, who was skeptical of global cooling fears in
1970s, now calls the current warming scare "massively political." Shaw noted in a April 22,
2007 article in News Miner that "a significantly large fraction of the science being done on
global climate change is perhaps not wrong, but not enough, a little naive, repetitive and
incorporating only a fraction of the complexity required to base policy on." "And the issue
of global warming has become massively political. Special interests abound. Try getting
funding while being a skeptic," he added. Shaw also explained how he ran up against the
coming ice age scare three decades ago. "In the 1970s as a young scientist at the
Geophysical Institute I wrote passionate letters complaining that for the first time in the
geologic era man was changing the atmosphere of the planet. I argued that continued
dumping of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere would be associated with a warming of the
entire Earth and pled for attention to this matter. The letters were ignored. They were
ignored because in the 1970s, Newsweek, the Christian Science Monitor, the New York
Times, and countless books and articles were warning of the dangers of global cooling.
Things have changed." Shaw concluded: "There is much more in climate science that we
simply do not understand. Believe it or not, nobody has any sustainable theory, other than a
few clues, about the causes of the ice ages. They are resonant with some of the orbital
movements of the planets, but only roughly so and other things are going on that cause and
end these spectacular events. We do not know." (LINK)
Geologist Dr. Lee C. Gerhard, past director and state geologist with the Kansas
Geological Society and a senior scientist emeritus of the University of Kansas and a
UN IPCC reviewer, debunked the notion that human C02 emissions are driving climate
change. "Overall, the earth's climate has been cooling for 60 million years, but that is only
an average -- temperature goes up and down constantly," Gerhard said in a January article
in a National Policy Analysis publication. "Depending on the period in earth's history that is
chosen, the climate will either be warming or cooling. Choosing whether earth is warming
or cooling is simply a matter of picking end points," Gerhard stated. Gerhard also noted that
C02 only represents about ¼ of one percent of the total greenhouse gas effect, "hardly a
device to drive the massive energy system of earth's climate." (LINK) Gerhard also wrote
on August 17, 2006: "I never fully accepted or denied the anthropogenic global warming
(AGW) concept until the furor started after [NASA's James] Hansen's wild claims in the
late 1980's. I went to the [scientific] literature to study the basis of the claim, starting at first
principles. My studies then led me to believe that the claims were false, they did not
correlate with recorded human history." Gerhard concluded that "the current climate
changes were entirely explainable by geologic history." Gerhard has published more than
150 papers and authored the 2001 book "Geological Perspectives of Global Climate
Change."
Climatologist Dr. Roy W. Spencer, formerly a senior scientist for climate studies at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center where he received NASA's Exceptional
Scientific Achievement Medal, and currently principal research scientist at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville, questioned how much scientists really know about
the climate. "CO2 concentrations - now running at 380 parts per million (ppm), up about 40
percent in the last century - are indeed one possible explanation for our current warmth. But
we also know that our climate is a nonlinear, dynamic system - which can go through
sizeable gyrations all by itself," Spencer wrote in a February 26, 2007 article in the New
York Post. "The one atmospheric process that has the greatest control on the Earth's climate
is the one we understand the least - precipitation," Spencer, currently a principal research
scientist at the Global Hydrology and Climate Center of the National Space Science and
Technology Center in Huntsville, Alabama, wrote. "In fact, for the amount of solar energy
available to it, our climate seems to have a ‘preferred' average temperature, damping out
swings beyond one degree or so. I believe that, through various negative feedback
mechanisms, the atmosphere ‘decides' how much of the available sunlight will be allowed
in, how much greenhouse effect it will generate in response, and what the average
temperature will be," he concluded. Spencer has published more than two dozen scientific
papers in peer-reviewed journals. (LINK)
Dr. Kelvin Kemm, formerly a scientist at South Africa's Atomic Energy Corporation
who holds degrees in nuclear physics and mathematics, refuted climate alarmism in
an op-ed titled "No scientific basis for global warming contention." Kemm was also
honored with a 2003 National Science and Technology Forum Award for sustained
outstanding contributions to Science and Technology. "The global-warming mania
continues with more and more hype and less and less thinking. With religious zeal, people
look for issues or events to blame on global warming," Kemm wrote in an April 27, 2007
op-ed in South Africa's Engineering News. "Former US Veep Al Gore is being totally
simplistic in his movie by just saying that Mount Kilimanjaro's loss of ice-cap volume is a
sign of global warming. Most of Al's movie exhibited the same absence of genuine science,
and rather presented itself as part of an election campaign," Kemm explained, while noting
that warming temperatures did not cause a ice-cap melt on Kilimanjaro. "It is also a
scientific fact that there has been no measurable atmospheric warming in the region of
Kilimanjaro. Satellites have been measuring the regional temperature since 1979 in the free
troposphere between 1 000-m and 8 000-m altitude and they show no troposphere warming
in that area. None. So what is causing the ice cap to melt? The answer appears to be trees,
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or rather lack of them," Kemm wrote. "...Since the locals have cut down so many trees over
the last century, there is much less wet air moving up the mountain than there used to be, so
less ice forms at the top," he added. (LINK)
Economist David Henderson, a Professor at the Westminster Business School and
former Chief economist for the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development, derided the UN IPCC process in a presentation in Brussels on April 18,
2007. "I believe that there is a problem of unwarranted trust in the IPCC process and in the
role of the Panel itself, a problem which the Stern Review shows no awareness of. In peerreviewed work that the IPCC has drawn on, the authors concerned have failed to make due
disclosure of data, sources and procedures, and the IPCC has not required them to do so,"
Henderson said. Noting that he believed the IPCC "has acquired what is effectively a
monopoly position," Henderson said the IPCC was "far from being a model of rigor,
inclusiveness and impartiality." "To begin with, the very idea of creating a single would-be
authoritative fount of wisdom is itself open to doubt. Even if the IPCC process were
indisputably and consistently rigorous, objective and professionally watertight, it is
imprudent for governments to place virtually exclusive reliance, in matters of extraordinary
complexity where huge uncertainties prevail, on a single source of analysis and advice and
a single process of inquiry. Viewed in this light, the very notion of setting consensus as an
aim appears as questionable if not ill-judged," he said. Henderson also dismissed the Stern
Review as "a heavily biased, exercise in speculative alarmism" and urged governments to
"think again" about the focus on C02 reductions. "Rather than pursuing as a matter of
urgency ambitious and costly targets for curbing CO2 emissions, [governments] should take
prompt steps to ensure that they and their citizens are more fully and more objectively
informed and advised," he said. (LINK)
IPCC Contributing author Aynsley Kellow of the University of Tasmania declared UN
process "goes looking for bad news" on climate. "They really do emphasize the bad news.
They're looking for bad news in all of this," Kellow, a former professor of Social Sciences
at the Australian School of Environmental Studies at Griffith University, said in a April 23,
2007 article in Spiked-Online. Kellow, who was a referee for Chapter 19 in the IPCC's
fourth assessment report which covered "Key Vulnerabilities and Risk Assessment,"
questioned the premise of the IPCC's gloomy future predictions. "The IPCC is assuming
rates of economic growth that dwarf the nineteenth-century success of the USA, the
twentieth century in Japan and so on. The USA experienced, I think, a nine fold increase in
GDP per capita; these are making assumptions about 30-fold increases. So you can question
their credibility. But if you do that, you're questioning the emissions scenarios that are
driving the climate models," Kellow said. The IPCC process is heavily political, according
to Kellow. "The scientists are in there but it is, after all, called the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change. The scientists are there at the nomination of governments.
Governments fund the exercise and sign-off on it ultimately," Kellow explained. "I'm not
holding my breath for this criticism to be taken on board, which underscores a fault in the
whole peer review process for the IPCC: there is no chance of a chapter [of the IPCC
report] ever being rejected for publication, no matter how flawed it might be," he added.
Kellow also noted that the whole Kyoto Protocol approach to greenhouse gas emissions
does not favor developing nations. "The emphasis on CO2 suits largely post-1990
decarbonised European economies worried about justifying high levels of taxation, energy
security policies and so on. It doesn't suit those with ample coal supplies at a quarter of the
cost of producing coal in Europe - which includes India and China. There's a very European
slant to Kyoto," he explained. (LINK)
Harvard-Smithsonian Center Astrophysicist Dr. Willie Soon, co-author of the book
"The Maunder Minimum and the Variable Sun-Earth Connection" (LINK),and chief
science advisor to the Science and Public Policy Institute, authored a comprehensive
November 2007 study that was published in the peer-reviewed journal Physical
Geography. The study concluded: "[L]ong-term climate change is driven by solar
insolation changes, from both orbital variations and intrinsic solar magnetic and luminosity
variations... There is no quantitative evidence that varying levels of minor greenhouse gases
like CO2 and CH4 have accounted for even as much as half of the reconstructed glacialinterglacial temperature changes or, more importantly, for the large variations in global ice
volume on both land and sea over the past 650 thousand years. ... [C]hanges in solar
insolation at climatically sensitive latitudes and zones exceed the global radiative forcings
of CO2 and CH4 by several-fold, and ... [therefore] regional responses to solar insolation
forcing will decide the primary climatic feedbacks and changes." (LINK) Soon also coauthored a November 2007 study that found mankind's emissions are not harming the
atmosphere. The paper, co-authored with Dr. Art Robinson and Noah Robinson, was
published in journal of American physicians and Surgeons was titled, "Environmental
Effects of Increased Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide." The study reported: "A review of the
research literature concerning the environmental consequences of increased levels of
atmospheric carbon dioxide leads to the conclusion that in creases during the 20th and early
21st centuries have produced no deleterious effects upon Earth's weather and climate.
Increased carbon dioxide has, however, markedly in creased plant growth." The study also
found, "There are no experimental data to support the hypothesis that increases in human
hydrocarbon use or in atmospheric carbon dioxide and other green house gases are causing
or can be expected to cause unfavorable changes in global temperatures, weather, or
landscape." (LINK)
CBS Chicago affiliate Chief Meteorologist Steve Baskerville expressed skepticism that
there is a "consensus" about mankind's role in global warming. "What is the truth about
global warming? As you have seen in this program, it depends on who you talk to. As
decision makers ponder our future as it relates to climate change, we need to keep asking
questions. Because an informed public should have a role in determining the ultimate truth
about global warming," the Emmy Award winning Baskerville concluded in an April 28,
2007 TV special he hosted called "The Truth about Global Warming." Baskerville's climate
TV special clearly portrayed the science as not settled on man's role in climate change as he
featured interviews with prominent skeptics, including MIT climate scientist Richard
Lindzen and environmental economist Dennis Avery, co-author of the 2006 book
Unstoppable Global Warming: Every 1500 Years. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist and hurricane expert Dr. Neil Frank, former director of the
National Hurricane Center, dismissed fears of catastrophic man-made global warming.
"It's a hoax," Frank told the Washington Post on May 28, 2006 regarding doomsday climate
scenarios. According to the article, "[Frank] says cutting carbon emissions would wind up
hurting poor people. I ask if he thinks more CO2 in the air would be a good thing. ‘Exactly!
Maybe we're living in a carbon dioxide-starved world. We don't know.'" Frank also
lamented that the UN's IPCC does not reach out to many skeptics of global warming like
himself. Frank has published a variety of professional papers on tropical meteorology and
served the chairman of the International Hurricane Committee. (LINK)
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Statistician Dr. Bjorn Lomborg, author of "The Skeptical Environmentalist" and
professor at the Copenhagen Business School, questioned former Vice President Al
Gore's scientific presentations. "But if we are to embark on the costliest political project
ever, maybe we should make sure it rests on solid ground. It should be based on the best
facts, not just the convenient ones," Lomborg co-wrote in a January 21, 2007 Wall Street
Journal op-ed titled "Will Al Gore Melt?" Lomborg, who proclaimed he "has provided one
of the clearest counterpoints to Mr. Gore's tune," accused Gore of "chicken[ing]" out of a
debate. "But if we are to follow Mr. Gore's suggestions of radically changing our way of
life, the costs are not trivial," Lomborg wrote. "In the year 2100, Mr. Gore will have left the
average person 30% poorer, and thus less able to handle many of the problems we will face,
climate change or no climate change. Clearly we need to ask hard questions. Is Mr. Gore's
world a worthwhile sacrifice? But it seems that critical questions are out of the question,"
he continued. "It would have been great to ask [Gore] why he only talks about a sea-level
rise of 20 feet. In his movie he shows scary sequences of 20-feet flooding Florida, San
Francisco, New York, Holland, Calcutta, Beijing and Shanghai. But were realistic levels
not dramatic enough? The U.N. climate panel expects only a foot of sea-level rise over this
century. Moreover, sea levels actually climbed that much over the past 150 years. Does Mr.
Gore find it balanced to exaggerate the best scientific knowledge available by a factor of
20?" Lomborg wrote. "[Gore] considers Antarctica the canary in the mine, but again doesn't
tell the full story. He presents pictures from the 2% of Antarctica that is dramatically
warming and ignores the 98% that has largely cooled over the past 35 years. The U.N.
panel estimates that Antarctica will actually increase its snow mass this century. Similarly,
Mr. Gore points to shrinking sea ice in the Northern Hemisphere, but don't mention that sea
ice in the Southern Hemisphere is increasing. Shouldn't we hear those facts?" Lomborg
added. (LINK) Lomborg organized some of the world's top Nobel Laureates to form the
2004 Copenhagen Consensus which ranked the world's most pressing problems. The
Copenhagen Consensus placed global warming at the bottom of the list in terms of our
planet's priorities, behind combating disease, stopping malaria, securing clean water, and
building infrastructure to help lift the developing nations out of poverty. (LINK)
Geologist Dr. Simon Brassell, of the Department of Geological Sciences at the Indiana
University, noted "climate change is nothing new." According to an October 16, 2006
Washington Post article, "Brassell said the evidence of climate change so long ago during a
period without humans could influence the modern-day understanding of global warming."
"If there are big, inherent fluctuations in the system, as paleoclimate studies are showing, it
could make determining the Earth's climatic future even harder than it is," Brassell said.
"We're learning our climate, throughout time, has been a wild beast," Brassell added. The
study was conducted with the Royal Netherlands Institute for Sea Research and the results
were published in the October 2006 issue of Geology. (LINK)
Polar bear expert Dennis Compayre, who has studied the bears for almost 30 years in
their natural habitat and is working on a new UK documentary about the bears,
disputed fears a potential global warming threat to polar bears. A December 7, 2007 article
in the UK Daily Mail reported, "Dennis Compayre raises bushy grey eyebrows as he listens
to the environmentalists predict the polar bear's demise. ‘They (environmentalists) say the
numbers are down from 1,200 to around 900, but I think I know as much about polar bears
as anyone, and I tell you there are as many bears here now as there were when I was a
kid.'" According to the article, Compayre, who was born and raised in the Arctic town, "is
among those who eye the new ‘experts' in town with deep suspicion. Compayre added,
‘Churchill [in Northern Canada] is full of these scientists going on about vanishing bears
and thinner bears. They come here preaching doom, but I question whether some of them
really have the bears' best interests at heart. The bear industry in Churchill is big bucks, and
what better way to keep people coming than to tell them they'd better hurry to see the
disappearing bears.'" The article also noted, "To some Churchill residents, who base their
opinions on personal experience rather than fancy charts and computer models, [the polar
bear's demise] is so much nonsense put about by scaremongers for their own dubious
ends." (LINK)
David Dilley, founder of Global Weather Oscillations, Inc., rejects the idea of manmade global warming. Dilley's research found that the current global warming
episode is a "Natural Recurring Cycle." "Dilley demonstrated that the current global
warming episode is a ‘Natural Recurring Cycle,' and that this current cycle will begin to
diminish as early as 2015, and no later than 2040," according to an April 6, 2007 press
release. "Dilley's 15-years of ongoing climate research have uncovered a very powerful
external forcing mechanism that causes shifts in regional weather cycles, and the world's
climate. This forcing mechanism is called the ‘Primary Forcing Trigger Mechanism,' or
PFM. The PFM is a cyclical forcing mechanism that can be forecast years in advance, or
even traced back through the earth's climate history. The major influence of the PFM on
the earth's climate is that it causes the world's dominating regional high-pressure systems to
shift position, or become displaced from their normal seasonal position," noted the press
release on the website of Global Weather Oscillations. "Dilley states that the current global
warming is without a doubt the result of a known external "natural" forcing cycle.
According to Dilley, most government officials, climatologists and meteorologists are
looking only at the increase in temperatures and carbon dioxide (CO2) levels over the past
50 to 100 years. But when you take into account nearly 40 other global warming episodes
over the past 5 thousand years, it becomes very apparent that CO2 levels cannot be the
forcing mechanism that has caused global warming," the press release stated. (LINK)
Biologist Josef Reichholf, who heads the Vertebrates Department at the National
Zoological Collection in Munich, rejected climate fears and asserted global warming will
be beneficial to humans and animals, particularly polar bears. Fears of mass species
extinctions because of global warming are "nothing but fear-mongering, for which there is
no concrete evidence. On the contrary, there is much to be said for the argument that
warming temperatures promote biodiversity. There is a clear relationship between
biodiversity and temperature. The number of species increases exponentially from the
regions near the poles across the moderate latitudes and to the equator. To put it succinctly,
the warmer a region is, the more diverse are its species," Reichholf said in an interview
with Der Spiegel on May 8, 2007. Reichholf, a professor of ecology and conservation at
both of Munich's two universities, and author of the book A Short Natural History of the
Last Millennium, continued, "As recently as the 1960s, people were more concerned about
a new ice age -- and that would indeed pose a great danger to us. The most catastrophic eras
were those in which the weather became worse, not phases of warmer climates. Precisely
because we have to feed a growing population on this planet, we should in fact embrace a
warmer climate. In warmer regions it takes far less effort to ensure survival," he said. "How
did the polar bear survive the last warm period? Seals are the polar bear's most important
source of food, and the Canadians slaughter tens of thousands of them every spring. That's
why life is becoming more and more difficult for polar bears, and not because it's getting
warmer. Look at the polar bear's close relative, the brown bear. It is found across a broad
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geographic region, ranging from Europe across the Near East and North Asia, to Canada
and the United States. Whether bears survive will depend on human beings, not the
climate," he said. Fear of spreading malaria is also unfounded, according to Reichholf.
"That's another one of those myths. Many people truly believe that malaria will spread as
temperatures rise. But malaria isn't even a true tropical disease. In the 19th century,
thousands of people in Europe, including Germany, the Netherlands and even Scandinavia,
died of malaria, even though they had never gone abroad. That's because this disease was
still prevalent in northern and central Europe in previous centuries. We only managed to
eliminate malaria in Europe by quarantining the sick, improving hygiene and draining
swamps. That's why I consider it virtually impossible that malaria would return to us purely
because of climate change. If it does appear, it'll be because it has been brought in
somewhere," he said. "There have been much faster climate fluctuations in the past, which
did not automatically lead to a global extinction of species. As a biologist, I can tell you
that only the fewest animals and plants are accustomed to rigid climate conditions," he
added. (LINK)
Emmy award-winning Chief Meteorologist for an NBC affiliate Bill Meck, who has
earned Seals of Approval from both the American Meteorological Society and the
National Weather Association, questioned the notion that there is a scientific "consensus"
about global warming. "If the science is ‘clear,' and there is no more ‘debate,' why is there
still a tremendous amount of our tax dollars being allocated to research (and a PR campaign
for that matter)? We don't still go around researching why the Earth is round, or why the
sky is blue. If it's a done deal, why are folks still trying to justify or prove it?" Meck asked
in a February 13, 2007 blog. (LINK) Meck, who produced a TV series called the "Global
Warming Myth," praised the March 13, 2007 article in the New York Times for debunking
much of the science presented in Gore's An Inconvenient Truth. "There are many wonderful
nuggets of information to pull from [the New York Times article], but file away the bits
about how there may not be the ‘consensus of scientists' you so often hear about. Also
check the info toward the end about the natural climate cycles. That is my contention all
along. There have been natural climate cycles, always have, always will," Meck explained
in a March 12, 2007 blog. "Also take note how there are very few times when the
temperature hangs around the ‘average', it's either warm or cold balancing out as an
‘average'. Our current warming began at the end of the Little Ice Age, just over 100 years
ago, when it was REALLY cold. Our current warm spell is simply balancing it out. Now
go enjoy the 70's in March, guilt free!" he wrote. (LINK)
Dr. Martin Hertzberg, a retired Navy meteorologist with a PhD in physical chemistry,
distrusts climate computer models and believes the models do not adequately account for
water in the atmosphere. According to the May 14, 2007 issue of The Nation magazine,
Hertzberg said water in the form of oceans, snow, ice cover, clouds and vapor "is
overwhelming in the radiative and energy balance between the Earth and the sun.... Carbon
dioxide and the greenhouse gases are, by comparison, the equivalent of a few farts in a
hurricane." The article explained Hertzberg's views: "Water covers 71 percent of Earth's
surface. Compared with the atmosphere, there's 100 times more CO2 in the oceans,
dissolved as carbonate. As the post-glacial thaw progresses the oceans warm up, and some
of the dissolved carbon emits into the atmosphere, like fizz from soda." Hertzberg is quoted
saying, "The greenhouse global warming theory has it ass backwards. It is the warming of
the Earth that is causing the increase of carbon dioxide and not the reverse." The article
noted, "In vivid confirmation of that conclusion, several new papers show that for the last
750,000 years, CO2 changes have always lagged behind global temperatures by 800 to
2,600 years." (LINK) & (LINK)
Climate scientist Dr. Oliver W. Frauenfeld, a co-author of the 2005 book Shattered
Consensus: The True State of Global Warming and a research scientist at the
Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences Division of Cryospheric
and Polar Processes at the University of Colorado, questions the accuracy of climate
models. "Without question, much more progress is necessary regarding our current
understanding of climate and our abilities to model it. Before we can accurately understand
the midlatitudes' response to tropical forcing, the tropical forcings themselves must be
identified and understood," Frauenfeld wrote in "Shattered Consensus." Frauenfeld, a
Contributing Author to the IPCC Working Group 1 Fourth Assessment Report, added,
"Only after we identify these factors and determine how they affect one another, can we
begin to produce accurate models. And only then should we rely on those models to shape
policy. Until that time, climate variability will remain controversial and uncertain." (LINK)
Geologist David Archibald of Summa Development Limited in Australia wrote a
scientific paper titled "Solar Cycles 24 and 25 and Predicted Climate Response" in
Energy and Environment in 2006 (LINK) showing that solar cycles are more important
than C02 levels. In a May 2007 updated paper, "The Past and Future of Climate" Archibald
predicts an "imminent cooling" by 2030 based on solar cycles states. "Most rural
temperature records in the United States were set in the 1930s and 1940s. Greenland had its
highest recorded temperatures in the 1930s and has been cooler since," Archibald wrote.
"The 1.5° temperature decline from the late 1950s to the mid-70s was due to a weak solar
cycle 20 after a strong solar cycle 19," Archibald explains. Archibald also noted that the
Medieval Warm Period was originally recognized by the UN IPCC to have been warmer
than current temperatures, but it "become inconvenient to the IPCC, so they haven't
mentioned it since." Archibald asserted, "Anthropogenic warming is real, it is also
miniscule." He explained, "Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, increased
atmospheric carbon dioxide has increased the temperature of the atmosphere by 0.1°."
"There is no correlation in the geologic record between atmospheric carbon dioxide and
global temperature. The Earth went into an ice age 450 million years ago despite a level of
atmospheric carbon dioxide that is ten times what it is today," Archibald wrote. "There are
no deleterious consequences of higher atmospheric carbon dioxide levels. Higher
atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are wholly beneficial," he added. "Anthropogenic Global
Warming is so miniscule that the effect cannot be measured from year to year, and even
from generation to generation," he concluded. (LINK)
Physics professor Kjell Aleklett of the Department of Radiation Sciences and the
Uppsala Hydrocarbon Depletion Study Group at Uppsala University in Sweden asserts
that severe climate change is unlikely before the Earth runs out of fossil fuels. Writing in a
June 5, 2007 post at Australia's Online Opinion, Aleklett suggests that "the combined
volumes of these fuels are insufficient to cause the changes in climate." Aleklett believes
that "compared with what has been previously asserted, we are going to be much better off
in terms of carbon dioxide emissions" because the Earth is nearing "the maximum
production rate for oil, or ‘Peak Oil.'" He concludes by noting "we must discuss and dispute
the temperature increases that the IPCC-families indicate and the fossil fuel resources that
the IPCC uses in its prognoses. We need new estimates of future temperature increases
based on realistic expectations of oil, natural gas and coal use. Only then can we make
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sensible decisions for our future. The world's greatest future problem is that too many
people must share too little energy." (LINK)
Anthony Watts, former meteorologist for KHSL-TV, a CBS-TV affiliate in Redding,
California, has examined 460 of the 1221 official climatic weather stations in the 48
lower states, and discovered multiple irregularities that are causing temperature data
to skew higher than it should. Watts, who publishes a website devoted to investigating
surface stations, (LINK) believes his research casts doubt on NOAA's current and historical
temperature data reports. "I believe we will be able to demonstrate that some of the global
warming increase is not from CO2 but from localized changes in the temperaturemeasurement environment," Watts told the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review on June 17, 2007.
Watts examined temperature stations that the National Oceanic & Atmospheric
Administration's (NOAA) uses as part of its National Climatic Data Center. The NCDC
has about 1,221 mostly rural weather observation stations around the country. Watts, who
founded the web site surfacestations.org, has made it his mission to quality check weather
stations to see if the data is being accurately captured. (LINK) Watts noted one such
weather station in California was "surrounded by asphalt and concrete, its also within 10
feet of buildings, and within 8 feet of a large metal cell tower that could be felt reflecting
sunlight/heat. And worst of all, air conditioning units on the cell tower electronics buildings
vent warm air within 10 feet of the sensor." Watts concluded, "I can tell you with certainty,
the temperature data from this station is useless." Watt's extensive data research was noted
by Meteorologist Joseph Conklin on August 10, 2007: (LINK) "The (U.S.) National
Climate Data Center (NCDC) is in the middle of a scandal. Their global observing
network, the heart and soul of surface weather measurement, is a disaster. Urbanization has
placed many sites in unsuitable locations - on hot black asphalt, next to trash burn barrels,
beside heat exhaust vents, even attached to hot chimneys and above outdoor grills! The data
and approach taken by many global warming alarmists is seriously flawed. If the global
data were properly adjusted for urbanization and station siting, and land use change issues
were addressed, what would emerge is a cyclical pattern of rises and falls with much less of
any background trend." (LINK)
Dr. Wilson Flood, of the Royal Society of Chemistry and a chemistry education
consultant, wrote that it is an "unproven hypothesis that rising greenhouse gas levels are
largely responsible for climate change" in a June 27, 2007 letter to the Scotsman
newspaper. "Further Met Office data also shows that global temperatures have actually
fallen slightly in the last decade and have shown no statistically significant rise since 1990.
Just to cap it all, NASA studies show that atmospheric levels of the greenhouse gas
methane are falling, not rising. All of the above are easily verifiable and fly in the face of
the conventional wisdom. But, hey, we shouldn't let a few inconvenient facts get in the way
of what politicians believe, should we?" Flood wrote. (LINK) In the May 2006 edition of
Education in Chemistry, Flood explained, "Of all the scientific disciplines, chemistry
equips us best to grasp the essentials of the global warming debate. After all global
warming comes down to the absorption of infrared radiation by organic molecules, coupled
with the mole concept which allows us to convert tonnes of fossil fuels into tonnes of
carbon dioxide." Flood continued, "Those claiming that the effects of global warming
from additional greenhouse gases can already be detected, I believe, are deluding
themselves. It would take 5.5Wm-2 to produce a rise of 1K and an 11K rise (sometimes
claimed) would need a massive 55W of additional energy for every square metre of the
Earth's surface. There simply is not that amount of energy available still to be absorbed
from the Earth's spectrum, most of which is largely saturated anyway owing to absorption
by carbon dioxide and water vapour." Flood said, "Those who promote apocalyptic global
warming claim that the sensitivity is much higher than 0.18K, some claiming 0.75K and
even 1.5K.6 These claims are mainly based on a postulated magnifying effect of water
vapour but, from a consideration of infrared absorption spectroscopy in relation to the
spectrum emitted by a body at 288K, it is not clear how such large values can be achieved."
Flood concluded by noting that the proponents of a climate catastrophe are out "to frighten
the population." (LINK)
Senior Meteorologist Peter McGurk, with WSI Corporation, a provider of weatherdriven business solutions to such clients as CNN, FOX, NBC, American Airlines,
Delta, and FedEX, and formerly a Senior International Meteorologist for the former
Weather Services Corporation, dismissed fears of "a global Armageddon in the making."
After analyzing temperature data for U.S. states, McGurk, who holds a Master of Science
degree in Geophysics from the University of Chicago, explained in a June 29, 2007 report,
"As far as extreme maxes are concerned, not only is the overall average greater during the
first half of the last century, but 2/3 of the monthly averages are also greater during the
period 1900-1949. Only for the months of March, June, October and December were they
warmer during the period 1950-1999." McGurk concluded, "I suspect that if we were truly
headed for a Global Meltdown, that this data would vastly different than it is currently.
Namely, we would be seeing many more record state maxes occurring more frequently
during the recent past that the distant past. Additionally, we should not be seeing more state
record extreme mins set during the second half of the past century." He added, "For 3 out
of the four seasons there were more record maxes during the first half of the last century
and more record mins during the second half of the 1900s. From an extreme state monthly
record perspective, hardly a global Armageddon in the making." (LINK) & (LINK) " I
don't feel that climate modeling is advanced enough to tell us with any degree of certainty
what our planet's climate will be like one to three centuries from now. While I agree that
there may have been some slight global warming during the past 150 years, there is still
plenty of scientific debate as to what factors are responsible. Certainly the human race does
influence the climate here on Earth, but we cannot say with any certainty to what extent this
influence is when compared to other natural cycles of climate variability," McGurk wrote in
a May 18 e-mail to EPW.
Chief Meteorologist Tom Chisholm of WMTW ABC Portland, Maine, who has also
been on camera on The Weather Channel, wrote in an e-mail to
EPW, "Variable processes in nature exist on a continuum. Any statement, concluding an
absolute fixed state of variable, dissipative structures is folly." Chisholm continued, "This
is true concerning accelerating and deaccelerating mathematical equations representing the
earth's heat budget. Initializing an absolute measure of the earth's energy
is impossible. Therefore, ‘computer models' that global warming pundits exercise and
represent as predictively accurate, over long periods of time are, at best, suspect."
Atmospheric Scientist Ross Hays of NASA's Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility, in
Palestine, Texas, declared himself a skeptic. "My belief is the planetary climate system is
an ever changing and evolving one. The climate and geological state of the earth did not
develop to this point and time and stop the clock," Hays wrote in a May 18, 2007 e-mail to
EPW. Hays, who authored a study on African waves and their development into tropicalkin
cyclones, continued, "The climate and the shape of our continents will continue to change.
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Yes we are in a cycle of warming, and we should protect our planet from pollution, but we
will continue to go through cycles and changes no matter what. In the future there will be
another cooling phase as our climate continues to take its sinusoidal trek through history."
Senior Meteorologist Jeff Halblaub of WSI Corporation which provides weatherdriven business solutions to such clients as CNN, FOX, NBC, American Airlines,
Delta, and FedEX, rejected man-made global warming fears. "It is my firm belief that
the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, politicians, some
scientists, multinational corporations, environmentalists, moviemakers, and news media are
making false claims regarding the effects of humans on the atmosphere," Halblaub wrote in
a May 18, 2007 e-mail to EPW. "As recently as three decades ago, Newsweek Magazine
reported cataclysmic climate damage would occur from "global cooling." Satellite
observations, which survey the entire Earth (which is mostly water), show no temperature
change at all since the late 1970s. Mankind changes climates on small scales through urban
sprawl and other land-use modifications; human impact on global temperatures is miniscule
compared to atmospheric, oceanic, geologic, and solar anomalies and phenomena,"
Halblaub wrote. "Carbon Dioxide is a ‘trace gas.' Per unit volume, CO2 is not even one
tenth of one percent of the gases present. Water vapor is up to 114 times more abundant
than CO2. It has a much greater effect as a greenhouse gas. In truth, climate researchers are
taking a very small increase in CO2 and projecting it into the future using climate models.
These models cannot even reproduce past climates. The results of these modeling studies
are overinflated and inaccurate temperature increases. The ‘debate' on human-induced
global warming is not over; there never was any. The ‘science' was decided before the
research ever began," he added.
Climatologist Robert Durrenberger, past president of the American Association of
State Climatologists, and one of the climatologists who gathered at Woods Hole to
review the National Climate Program Plan in July, 1979, rejected man-made climate
fears. Durrenberger says Gore's "misinformed" scientific assertions motivated him to get
actively involved in the climate debate. "Al Gore brought me back to the battle and
prompted me to do renewed research in the field of climatology. And because of all the
misinformation that Gore and his army have been spreading about climate change I have
decided that ‘real' climatologists should try to help the public understand the nature of the
problem. I hope by writing a book that I have contributed to the effort to combat the
‘alarmists' who are trying to harm this country," Durrenberger wrote to EPW on May 19,
2007. "Put me on the list of skeptical members," Durrenberger, who is also a meteorologist,
wrote. He also served as a member of a science panel for the National Academy of
Sciences.
Meteorologist John Coleman, Founder of The Weather Channel and former
meteorologist for ABC's Good Morning America, slammed the "recent political hype
and media frenzy" about man-made global warming fears. "The recent political hype and
media frenzy about ‘Global Warming' is, in my studied opinion, an unprecedented episode
of mass extremism and silliness," Coleman wrote in a May 19, 2007 email to EPW. "I
believe that fifty years from now, serious scientists, political leaders and news editors will
look back with astonished embarrassment at the irresponsibility of their predecessors. Its
not that the Earth's atmosphere isn't somewhat warmer in 2007 than it was in 1907. It is. It
is not that mankind's civilization isn't contributing to warming. It is. But the recent warming
trend is not extreme or wildly accelerating or irreversible or destined to destroy our way of
life. As I see it, the predictions of future catastrophic consequences of warming are totally
without foundation," Coleman explained. "Much of what minor warming has been
underway in recent years is the result of natural fluctuations in the heat output of the Sun
and from other natural cycles. Much of the man made warming is from Urban Heat Islands
and is well documented. Many other human activities from agriculture to aviation are
having some impact on climate. These changes are worthy of study, reasonable concern and
corrective action. All of that is taking place. But as for the dire predictions that dominate
the political and media coverage today, there are serious doubts in my mind about their
validity," he continued. "The historic data on which many of the ‘studies' are based seems
to have been selected and massaged to produce the investigators biased predetermined
conclusions. And, the notion that the historic measurements are accurate within less than a
degree of two is questionable. The old instruments were crude by any modern standards.
And inference of past temperatures from other environmental traces seem to me to be
subject to significant error. All computer forecast models require a basic set of assumptions.
In many cases the bias of the investigators seem to have produced assumptions that have
little reasonable basis," he concluded. (LINK)
Chief Meteorologist Bob Breck of WVUE-TV in New Orleans rejected man-made
climate fears. "As you well know, those of us older than 50 recall the same type of scare
tactics back in the late 60s & 70s. The ‘consensus' of scientists back then were warning of
global cooling and the possible beginning of a new Little Ice Age. How could so many
brilliant scientists have been so wrong?" Breck wrote to EPW on May 20, 2007. "The new
(translation-younger) ‘consensus' of scientists want you to believe that they have better
data, that they have computer modeling and (worse yet) they're smarter! They want us to
believe that the current warming will continue forever, yet there is nothing in the
climatological history of our planet that indicates this will be the case. On the
contrary, there is ample evidence to explain the current warming, that CO2 is NOT the
driver, and that other factors (deep ocean current cycles, solar energy fluctuations) are more
responsible," Breck explained. "The media has decided that the facts, other than carbon
dioxide being the driver, are not sexy enough to warrant any coverage. I hope there are
enough members of Congress who remember the global cooling scare of 30-40 years ago,"
Breck concluded.
Atmospheric scientist Bruce Schwoegler, former U.S. Navy meteorologist and Boston
broadcast meteorologist, rejected man-made climate fears. "It is my contention that too
many variables cloud the global warming broth that has boiled over. A rational approach
and lower setting on the hot stove political and media agenda is in order," Schwoegler
wrote to EPW on May 29, 2007. Schwoegler, who was awarded the American
Meteorological Society's Outstanding Broadcast Meteorologist service award, is also an
investigator with an international team studying environmental impacts of a Caribbean
volcano. "Yes, significant global warming is a concern, and there is a likely relationship
between human induced impacts and climate change. But has anyone truly ascertained the
scope, depth and outcome in our planetary system which is rife with natural checks and
balances? Quantifying them and resultant interactions remains mostly a game of my theory
versus yours," he explained. "Urbanization's heat islands, volcanic activity, solar
fluctuations, historical climate cycles, oceanic and green canopy carbon budgets and the
magnitude of artificial irrigation are but a few of the more blatant examples of puzzle
pieces not yet in place. Even proliferating aircraft contrails and changes in measuring
techniques and sites must be considered. All comprise a cloudy soup that should be set to
low as I am not yet prepared to eat," he concluded.
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NASA consultant and former space shuttle engineer John L. Casey of the Florida
based Verity Management Services Inc. (VMS), has found solar influences on the
climate dominate. An April 3, 2007 press release from VMS touted "A new theory for how
the sun contributes to the heating and especially the cooling of the Earth." The release from
Casey, who has conducted satellite launch studies for the U.S. Department of Defense,
explained, "Discovered in the process of doing research into a book on natural disasters he
is writing, the theory uncovered by Casey has identified two important cycles of the sun.
One is between 90 and 100 years long and another 207 years long, that he says are the
primary cycles for weather patterns in the US and possibly around the globe. ‘The surprise,'
said Casey ‘was the near 100% match between low temperatures and solar activity lows
between now and as far back as 900 AD. A correlation this strong is rare and exciting. The
data is reliable enough for me to call an end to the current 207 year or ‘Bi-Centennial' cycle
with the next solar sunspot period, and with it the start of a new period of declining
temperatures.' If the theory's fundamental cycles play out as he predicts, over the next ten
years we will be well on our way into a global cool down. He estimates by the peak of the
next solar sunspot cycle which he calculates for the year 2012, there should be strong signs
the cooler period has started in accordance with the relational cycle theory. He also says
signs of a Bi-Centennial cycle changeover are already occurring although modestly. His
observations are based on lower sunspot counts and year to year comparisons between 2006
and 2007."
Veteran climate researcher Erich Roeckner of the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology laments the lack of climate computer model reliability. "Clouds are still our
biggest headache," Roeckner conceded, according to a May 7, 2007 article in DER
SPIEGEL (LINK) According to the article, "Even the most powerful computer models are
still too imprecise to simulate the details. However, the clouds alone will determine whether
temperatures will increase by one degree more or less than the average predicted by the
models. This is a significant element of uncertainty. Roeckner is a conscientious man and a
veteran of climate research, so he, of all people, should know the limits of simulation
programs. Roeckner, who constantly expects surprises, neatly sums up the problem when
he says, ‘No model will ever be as complex as nature.'" The Der Spiegel article continued,
"‘According to our computer model, neither the number nor intensity of storms is
increasing,' says Jochem Marotzke, director of the Hamburg-based Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology, one of the world's leading climate research centers. ‘Only the boundaries of
low-pressure zones are changing slightly, meaning that weather is becoming more severe in
Scandinavia and less so in the Mediterranean.'"
Meteorologist Larry Cosgrove said on Fox News Channel on January 19, 2007, "I do not
espouse the global kool-aid line of the American Meteorological Society. Now, I like many
people, believe in global warming. You can't refute that. Temperatures are warming around
the globe. But, the question is what's causing it. Is it purely man made as the American
Meteorological Society and [the Weather Channel's Dr. [Heidi] Cullen espouse or is it a
combination of events, namely what's happening on the earth and ‘some help' so to speak,
from man kind?" (LINK)
Nuclear Scientist Dr. Michael R. Fox, who holds a PhD in Physical Chemistry and is a
science analyst for the Grassroot Institute of Hawaii, dismisses global warming
"hysteria." "Regrettably, the current hysteria about global warming is based much more on
fear, political agendas, and computer models that don't agree with each other or the climate,
rather than hard-nosed evidence and science. The climate forces which have led to the
estimated 0.6C degree temperature increase over the past 100 years or more (according to
the International Panel on Climate Change) have been assumed to be man-made CO2
emissions from advanced nations including the U.S. We know this can't be true for several
reasons," Fox wrote on July 18, 2007. "The first is that water vapor provides 95 percent of
the total of the greenhouse gases, not CO2. The total of the CO2 represents less than 3
percent of the total. The second is that of the total atmospheric CO2 inventory, the
manmade fraction is less than 3 percent of the CO2 total and therefore far less than 1
percent of the total greenhouse gas inventories. Third, studies of the recent climate
variations are finding, for example, (See article by J. Oestermans, Science, p. 375, April 29,
2005) that glaciers have been receding since 1750 or so, well before any significant manmade CO2 emissions occurred. The mid 1700s were at the very depths of the Little Ice Age,
which we have learned was the coldest climate over the last 5000 years. Obviously, other
warming forces were at work before humans had anything to do with it. Now we have
learned much more based upon observations of cosmic radiation, their sources, and the
sun's magnetic fields, combined and new discoveries in the laboratory. A new and more
comprehensive understanding of our planetary environment has emerged. This gives us a
scientifically defensible explanation of both global warming and cooling," Fox explained.
"Thanks to some recent excellent experimental work in physics by those such as Danish
scientist Henrik Svensmark, we now know that cosmic rays and some of the debris from
nuclear collisions with atoms in the atmosphere are directly involved with the initiating
mechanisms of cloud formation. Basically, the more cosmic rays, the more clouds are
formed and the cooler the temperature. Since many of the cosmic rays can be deflected by
the Sun's magnet field, the cosmic ray intensity varies inversely with the strength of that
field. The stronger the solar magnetic field, the fewer cosmic rays hit the atmosphere, fewer
clouds are formed, and the climate becomes warmer. Today the sun's magnetic field is
more than twice as strong as it was at the turn of the last century. During the mid 1700s
during the Little Ice Age there was a 70 year period when there were no sunspots (called
the Maunder Minimum), and the solar magnetic field was very weak," Fox added. "What
lies ahead are some exciting times in climate physics and our understanding of the
environment. Unexplained findings in geological and climate histories are now being
explained by these new lines of inquiry. It appears that the Sun's magnetic field has had a
stronger effect on our climate than just the variations in solar irradiance could explain.
Political leaders, environmental advocates, and even Oscar-winning documentarians who
claim that "the debate of climate science is over" have been shown once again to be very
wrong," he concluded. (LINK)
Biologist Dr. Jennifer Marohasy, who has been a field biologist in remote parts of
Africa and Madagascar and published in international and Australian scientific
journals, dismisses climate fears. "I've always considered it somewhat pretentious to
believe humans can actually stop climate change, given the earth's climate has always
changed," Marohasy wrote on May 25, 2007 in an article entitled "Cooling Heels on Global
Warming." (LINK) She also critiqued Gore's presentation of climate science. "Never once
during this so-called documentary does Gore acknowledge that there is potential for an
alternative thesis on global warming and the role of carbon dioxide. All dissent is met with
ridicule and/or name calling. Al Gore certainly doesn't appear to understand the potential
value of hypotheses testing. Instead Gore reduces global warming to a moral issue and a
contest between the good guys, which according to Gore includes all of the world's climate
scientists, and the so-bad so-called skeptics, who he suggests are all hired guns," Marohasy
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wrote on September 16, 2006. (LINK) She has also stated, "As a consequence of the
burning of fossil fuels, atmospheric carbon dioxide levels are currently increasing. There is
no evidence, however, to suggest this will bring doom or that, by signing the Kyoto
Protocol, Australia would make a significant difference to global carbon dioxide levels or to
the rate of climate change." (LINK)
Professor Dr. William J.R. Alexander, Emeritus of the Department of Civil and
Biosystems Engineering at the University of Pretoria in South Africa and a former
member of the United Nations Scientific and Technical Committee on Natural
Disasters, rejected the so-called "consensus" view on global warming. "Mix Al Gore, polar
bears, Kilimanjaro, Katrina, the Royal Society, the Stern Review, the 2000 IPCC scientists
and what do you get - the end of the world. Should we in Africa start digging our graves or
make reservations at the crematorium? Or should we challenge the doomsday scenarios?"
Alexander wrote in a May 1, 2007 report. "The claimed increases in surface air temperature
resulting from global warming are less than those between breakfast and morning tea on a
sunny day. In our part of the world they are also considerably less than those experienced
when moving in and out of the shade on a cloudless day," Alexander explained. "Acting
under political pressures of their own making, northern hemisphere scientists have allowed
themselves to be forced into a claustrophobic position from which there is no escape. They
are now desperately trying to convince the rest of the world of the catastrophic terrestrial
consequences of global warming. In the absence of believable evidence of the claimed
consequences, they are exercising dangerous practices of attempting to suppress all research
that questions human causality. The reprehensible edicts of the Royal Society, the patently
dishonest Stern Review and the pompous attempts to prevent the distribution of the DVD
on the climate change swindle are evidence of the desperate situation in which the
doomsday advocates find themselves," he added. Alexander also expressed concerns that
any so-called "solutions" to global warming will harm the poor. "The World Trade
Organization has failed in its attempts to lift trade restrictions imposed by affluent
countries. In a recent development, some UK organizations have reduced the importation of
perishable agricultural products from Africa using the excuse that this will reduce air
pollution. Now the developed countries have the audacity to expect African countries to
bow to their pressures based on corrupt science and broken promises of aid, in order to save
the world from their imaginary doomsday scenarios. We are not that stupid," he concluded.
(LINK) Alexander co-authored a June 2, 2007 paper entitled "Linkages between solar
activity, climate predictability and water resource development" with Solar system
researcher Frederick Bailey, Hydrogeologist Dr. David B Bredenkamp, Chemical
engineer Dr. Alwyn van der Merwe and engineer Nico Willemse. The paper read in part:
"The analysis of this data demonstrates an unequivocal synchronous linkage between these
processes in South Africa and elsewhere, and solar activity. This confirms observations and
reports by others in many countries during the past 150 years. It is also shown with a high
degree of assurance that there is a synchronous linkage between the statistically significant,
21-year periodicity in these processes and the acceleration and deceleration of the sun as it
moves through galactic space. Despite a diligent search, no evidence could be found of
trends in the data that could be attributed to human activities." (LINK)
Geologist Dr. Cliff Ollier, a Research Fellow at the University of Western Australia,
has worked internationally as a geologist, geomorphologist, and soil scientist, and has
authored ten books and over 300 publications. Ollier dismissed fears of Greenland and
Antarctic ice melts in an October 21, 2007 report entitled "THE GREENLANDANTARCTICA MELTING PROBLEM DOES NOT EXIST." Ollier debunked fears of a
meltdown promoted by NASA's James Hansen. "Hansen is a modeller, and his scenario for
the collapse of the ice sheets is based on a false model," Ollier wrote. "Hansen has a model
of an ice sheet sliding along an inclined plane, lubricated by meltwater, which is itself
increasing because of global warming. The same model is adopted in many copy-cat
papers. Christoffersen and Hambrey (2006) and Bamber et al. (2007). A popular article
based on the same flawed model appeared in the June 2007 issue of National Geographic,
and the idea is present in textbooks such as The Great Ice Age (2000) by R.C.L. Wilson et
al.," Ollier explained. "Hansen's model, unfortunately, includes neither the main form of the
Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets, nor an understanding of how glaciers flow. The
predicted behaviour of the ice sheets is based on melting and accumulation rates at the
present day, and on the concept of an ice sheet sliding down an inclined plane on a base
lubricated by meltwater, which is itself increasing because of global warming. The idea of a
glacier sliding downhill on a base lubricated by meltwater seemed a good idea when first
presented by de Saussure in 1779, but a lot has been learned since then," he added. "It is not
enough to think that present climate over a few decades can affect the flow of ice sheets. Ice
sheets do not simply grow and melt in response to average global temperature. Anyone with
this naïve view would have difficulty in explaining why glaciation has been present in the
southern hemisphere for about 30 million years, and in the northern hemisphere for only 3
million years," Ollier continued. "Some of the present-day claims that ice sheets ‘collapse'
are based on false concepts. Ice sheets do not melt from the surface down - only at the
edges. Once the edges are lost, further loss depends on the rate of flow of the ice. The rate
of flow of an ice sheet does not depend on the present climate, but on the amount of ice
already accumulated, and that will keep it flowing for a very long time. It is possible that
any increase in temperature will cause increased snowfall thereby nourishing the growth of
the ice sheet, not diminishing it," he wrote. "The global warming doomsday writers claim
the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets are melting catastrophically, and will cause a sudden
rise in sea level of 5 or more metres. This ignores the mechanism of glacier flow which is
by creep. Glaciers are not melting from the surface down, nor are they sliding down an
inclined plane lubricated by meltwater. The existence of ice over 3 km thick preserving
details of past snowfall and atmospheres, used to decipher past temperature and CO2 levels,
shows that the ice sheets have accumulated for hundreds of thousands of years without
melting. Variations in melting around the edges of ice sheets are no indication that they are
collapsing. Indeed ‘collapse' is impossible," he concluded. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist William R. Kininmonth, who headed Australia's National
Climate from 1986 to 1998 and coordinated the scientific and technical review of the
1997-98 El Niño event for the World Meteorological Organization and its input to the
United Nations Task Force on El Niño, rejected man-made climate fears and asserted
warming is natural. "How often does it need to be said that CO2 is a colourless, odourless
gas whose only detrimental characteristic is to form a very weak acid (carbonic acid) when
dissolved in water. On the other hand, CO2 is an essential component of photosynthesis:
Increased CO2 in the atmosphere is an effective fertiliser of the biosphere as shown by
horticulturalists artificially increasing the CO2 content within glasshouses. CO2 is NOT a
pollutant," Kininmonth said in a May 30, 2007 article. "There is every reason to believe that
increasing CO2 in the atmosphere will have no significant impact on the climate system.
The greatest impact of atmospheric CO2 on the earth's radiation budget was the first 20
ppmv. After this concentration the source of IR radiation to space from the active CO2
radiation bands was in the stratosphere, where temperature does not change as the
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emanation goes to higher and higher altitudes with increasing concentration," Kininmonth
explained. "There is every reason to believe that earth is near an upper temperature limit
given its present distribution of land and ocean and the strength of solar irradiance. The
earth's surface is heated by way of solar radiation and back IR radiation emanating from
clouds, greenhouse gases and aerosols; it is cooled by conduction, evaporation and IR
emission. Solar radiation and conduction are essentially constant and the earth's surface
temperature will vary according to increasing back IR radiation (radiation forcing from
CO2 and water vapour) being offset by surface IR emission and latent heat of evaporation,"
he added. "AGW (anthropogenic global warming) is a fiction and a very dangerous
fiction," he concluded. (LINK) On June 1, 2007, Kininmonth wrote, "Not only is it
speculative to claim that humans can in any way influence the course of climate but it is
arrogant to suggest that today's climate is getting worse than it has been in the past. For
example, who would prefer to return to pre-industrial conditions as they were during the
Little Ice Age? Frost Fairs were common on many rivers of Europe and the London diarist
John Evelyn records that in 1683-84 the Thames River froze from late December to early
February. Conditions were terrible with men and cattle perishing and the seas locked with
ice such that no vessels could stir out or come in. The fowls, fish and exotic plants and
greens were universally perishing. Food and fuel were exceptionally dear and coal smoke
hung so thickly that one could scarcely see across the street and one could scarcely
breathe." (LINK)
Economist Des Moore, former deputy secretary of the federal Treasury in Australia
and current director of the Institute for Private Enterprise, debunked the UK Stern
Report's claims that it is cheaper to act now to confront global warming. "I take a position
similar to the Dual Critique of the Stern Review by 14 well-qualified scientists and
economists. Their conclusion was that the Review is "flawed to a degree that makes it
unsuitable ... for use in setting policy". I also agree with the not dissimilar conclusion on the
IPCC's February report by ten qualified economists and scientists, including Australian
meteorologist, William Kininmonth, in a February 2007 publication by Canada's Fraser
Institute," Moore wrote in a April 29, 2007 report entitled "How Big Can Global Carbon
Markets Get?" "Modelling of possible outcomes reflect assumptions that are not
necessarily correct about the weightings given to possible influences, or about the
simplifications of highly complex human relationships. My analyses of past scientific
predictions also suggest to me that, when looking to the future, science faces modelling
problems similar to economics and has made as many if not more erroneous predictions,"
Moore explained. "[The UN IPCC Summary for Policymakers] concluded that it is 90 per
cent certain that most of the recent warming is due to increased human activity. However,
as two Australian economists have pointed out, 90 per cent certainty is the weakest
acceptable level of confidence in a hypothesis test. Moreover, the Summary for
Policymakers published by the IPCC on 6 April claims only an 80 per cent chance that
warming has caused many of the perceived adverse environmental affects," Moore wrote.
"Although there has been an increase in average global temperatures of about 0.6 a degree
over the past 100 years, historical evidence suggests that temperature levels have been as
high if not higher in periods in the past and that this did not then have adverse effects on
societies. Indeed, rather to the contrary: significant economic and other advances seem to
have occurred in past warm periods," he concluded. (LINK)
Geologist Bob Foster, director of the Lavoisier Group in Australia denounced the UN
IPCC reports. "Belief in the mythical stability of past climate has, as its equally-implausible
corollary, belief that ‘doing the right thing' about greenhouse gas emissions can ensure a
stable future climate," Foster wrote in a May 22, 2005 article. "IPCC's hypothesis of a
people-driven climate is said to represent the consensus of 2,500 of the world's top climate
scientists; and it has been embraced unquestioningly by Australia's governments, Federal
and State. The Mediaeval Warm Period and Little Ice Age have been abolished; and IPCC
ostentatiously promotes the ‘Mann Hockeystick' - a thousand-year temperature graph
purporting to show a stable pre-industrial climate (handle), disturbed only now by humans
burning fossil fuels (blade)," Foster wrote. "The Kyoto Protocol is but King Canute's first
step toward impoverishing the world for no attainable purpose. But an alternative
hypothesis offers two natural drivers for our ever-changing climate. Both have an
underlying solar/planetary pace-maker, although via very different mechanisms. Humans
can't control the Sun and planets - or climate," he added. (LINK)
Global warming author and engineer Ray Evans, one of the founders of the Australian
Lavoisier Group, published "Nine Facts About Climate Change" in February 2007.
"Environmentalism has largely superseded Christianity as the religion of the upper classes
in Europe and to a lesser extent in the United States," Evans writes in his publication. "It is
a form of religious belief which fosters a sense of moral superiority in the believer, but
which places no importance on telling the truth," he says. "The science from the
anthropology point of view has collapsed. The carbon-dioxide link is increasingly
recognised as irrelevant," Evans wrote. "CO2 only has a limited greenhouse effect in the
atmosphere," he argues. "A ‘saturation effect' makes the carbon dioxide reduction road to
salvation a ‘completely futile and irrational exercise in faith''' he says. (LINK) On March
26, 2007, Evan further explained his views. "What is of very great importance to us now is
to look for explanations as to why institutions such as the CSIRO so easily and carelessly
abandoned reason, and decided to go with the faith alone crowd,'' he said. "We have quite a
way to go before reason can overcome hysteria in this debate," he added. (LINK)
Meteorologist Rob Roseman of Colorado, who earned a Masters degree in
Meteorology, expressed man-made global warming skepticism in 2007. "I don't think
[global warming] is man-made. I could give you, and will give you, just a couple of
examples of -- by way of questions -- that will make people question why they think it's
man-made. For some reason we as humans have a tendency to want to believe things that
are popular in the media rather than just, say, listen to all of the scientists. Number one, it is
not settled science -- I will tell you that; absolutely not settled science," Roseman said on
April 23, 2007 on the Caplis & Silverman Show. "Colorado was covered by thousands of
feet of ice at some point. How did that melt unless there were some little guys driving
around in cars that we didn't know about?" Rosemand asked. "500 years ago, the Earth was
about 5 degrees warmer than it is now -- especially in North America and Northern Europe.
Guess what? Some of the best climate, the best crop-growing weather and everything else,
and the seas weren't 3 feet higher than they are today," he added.
Economist Dr. Robert Higgs, a Senior Fellow for the Independent Institute and who
has been a visiting scholar at Oxford University, Stanford University, and a fellow for
the National Science Foundation, rejected the notion of a "consensus" on man-made
global warming and dismissed the UN IPCC's scientific credentials. "The United Nations
(and its committees and the bureaus it oversees) is no more a scientific organization than
the U.S. Congress (and its committees and the bureaus it oversees). When decisions and
pronouncements come forth from these political organizations, it makes sense to treat them
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nine years of professional experience -- twenty-six as a university professor, including
fifteen at a major research university, and then thirteen as a researcher, writer, and editor -in close contact with scientists of various sorts, including some in the biological and
physical sciences and many in the social sciences and demography. I have served as a peer
reviewer for more than thirty professional journals and as a reviewer of research proposals
for the National Science Foundation, the National Institutes of Health," Higgs wrote. He
then explained how the peer-review process has many flaws. "Personal vendettas,
ideological conflicts, professional jealousies, methodological disagreements, sheer selfpromotion, and a great deal of plain incompetence and irresponsibility are no strangers to
the scientific world; indeed, that world is rife with these all-too-human attributes. In no
event can peer review ensure that research is correct in its procedures or its conclusions.
The history of every science is a chronicle of one mistake after another," Higgs wrote.
(LINK)
Physicist Wm. Robert Johnston, who co-wrote the scientific paper in 2007
"Observations of the Ionospheric Projection of the Plasmapause and Comparisons
with Relativistic Electron Measurements" which was submitted to the GRL, expressed
his skepticism about global warming in a December 29, 2005 report entitled "What If All
the Ice Melts? - Myths and Realities." "The suggestions that human activities will cause
significant changes in global temperature and sea level in the next century are flawed
predictions which haven't been confirmed by observations. The solutions to this apparently
non-existent problem proposed by environmentalists would not have a significant effect on
climate, but they would cause a significant amount of human suffering," Johnston wrote.
"Note that it has taken 18,000 years to melt 60% of the ice from the last ice age. The
remaining ice is almost entirely at the north and south poles and is isolated from warmer
weather. To melt the ice of Greenland and Antarctica would take thousands of years under
any realistic change in climate. In the case of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, which accounts
for 80% of the Earth's current ice, Sudgen argues that it existed for 14,000,000 years,
through wide ranges in global climate," Johnston explained. "It is sad that some youngsters
think that burning of hydrocarbons could cause the ice caps to melt and drown cities; it is
criminal when teachers don't correct this nonsense," he concluded. (LINK)
Space Physicist Dr. James Wanliss of Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, who
received a prestigious award from National Science Foundation in 2004, rejects manmade climate fears and teaches an honors course titled "The Politics and Science of Fear."
"I fear that attempts are being made to purposefully subvert the public understanding of the
nature of science in order to achieve political goals," Wanliss said according to a May 12,
2007 article in Florida's News Journal. "Science is not about consensus, and to invoke this
raises the hackles of scientists such as myself. The lure of politics and publicity is no doubt
seductive, but it nevertheless amazes me that so many scientists have jumped on the
bandwagon of consensus science, apparently forgetting or ignoring the sad history of
consensus science," Wanliss explained. "The atmosphere is incredibly complicated, and we
know very little about it. We are studying a system which is so big . . . we don't know what
all the variables are," he said. "You want certainty, but it's hard to get that," he said.
"Science isn't about certainty." Wanliss is heading a team of researchers who will use data
gathered from ground- and satellite-based instruments that measure fluctuations in the
Earth's magnetic field. (LINK)
Oregon State Climatologist George Taylor of Oregon State University's College of
Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences, had his job title threatened by the state's Governor
over his skeptical stance on man-made warming fears. Excerpt from a February 8, 2007
article from KGW.com: "[State Climatologist George Taylor] does not believe human
activities are the main cause of global climate change...So the [Oregon] governor wants to
take that title from Taylor and make it a position that he would appoint. In an exclusive
interview with KGW-TV, Governor Ted Kulongoski confirmed he wants to take that title
from Taylor." The article quoted Taylor as stating: "Most of the climate changes we have
seen up until now have been a result of natural variations."
Astronomer and Physicist Dr. Hugh Ross, who has conducted research on quasars and
galaxies, expressed global warming skepticism in a December 18, 2006 article entitled
"Global Warming -- How Concerned Do We Really Need to be?" "We tend to think Earth's
climate will always be optimal for human civilization if we just take better care of it. But
nothing could be further from the truth," Ross wrote. "When we put emotion and politics
aside and take a rational look at our planet's history, we actually see something quite
different. Ice and sediment cores show that over the past four million years, the global
climate has oscillated many times. The changes are caused by variations in Earth's orbit.
Each cycle lasts about 100,000 years with an ice age typically taking up 90,000 of those
years, and a global warming effect, the other 10,000 years," Ross explained. "Contrary to
the claims of a few high profile politicians, celebrities, and environmentalists, some of our
human activities in fact create a cooling effect," Ross wrote. "The release of aerosols and
particulates actually blocks out sunlight and generates light-reflecting cloud layers,
especially over densely populated and highly industrialized regions where pollution is
loosely, if at all regulated. The bottom line here is that there are dozens of physical,
chemical, and biological processes that contribute to both heating and cooling the planet.
When any one of these factors gets out of balance with the others, Earth is at risk of losing
its optimal climate for human civilization," Ross added. "This delicate balancing act of
multiple and diverse natural processes and human activities gives us reason to be cautious.
But to suggest that we can stop global warming by simply cutting back on fossil fuel
combustion and altering our industrial processes is naïve at best. If we ignore one or more
of certain mechanisms that contribute to either global warming or cooling, our attempted
solutions could actually make matters worse," he concluded. (LINK)
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Fred Michel, Director of the Institute of Environmental Science
and Associate Professor of the Department of Earth Sciences at Carleton University in
Canada, rejected global warming fears. "Climate hysteria has been known to be a sham all
along," Michel told EPW on May 16, 2007. "As someone who has worked in the arctic on
topics such as permafrost, groundwater, and Quaternary glacial history, it has always been
quite clear that the climate is constantly changing and that natural processes are able to
produce very large changes over very short time periods," wrote Michel, who has worked
with the International Energy Agency. We need "to return our focus to the important issues
that need to be addressed, which includes being aware of the effects of a changing climate
whether it be warmer or colder," he added. (LINK)
State Climatologist Dr. Charles Wax of Mississippi State University and past
president of the American Association of State Climatologists, declared his skepticism
on warming in 2007. "First off, there isn't a consensus among scientists. Don't let anybody
tell you there is," Wax said, according to a May 16, 2007 article. "I don't know if it's going
to rain Thursday or not. Certainly I don't know what the temperature is going to be in
2050," Wax explained. "In 1957, all the thermometers (the government uses to track
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temperatures) were moved from fields onto airports. It went from the Weather Bureau,
which supported agriculture, to the Department of Commerce. Cities are hotter. (If you look
at the numbers) you'll see a major climate change in 1957 alone," he said. Wax, who
chaired the U.S.D.A.'s Southern Region Research Committee for Climatology in
Agricultural Production, also explained the geologic history of the Earth. "There was a little
ice age from 1400 to 1800. We're warming back up, but it's not nearly as warm as it was
2,000 or 7,000 years ago," he explained. (LINK) & (LINK)
Chemical Engineer Dr. Tony Burns of the University of New South Wales in Sydney,
Australia expressed skepticism of man-made global warming. "The common viewpoint is
that man-made carbon dioxide is to blame, but the Earth has been through ice ages and
periods of global warming for millions of years," Burns wrote in an April 2006 essay. "As
recently as 1,000 years ago, the Earth was a degree warmer in the ‘Medieval Warm Period'
and the Vikings could grow crops in Greenland," Burns explained. "No one questions how
this could happen so many years before our recent fuel consumption excesses. No one
questions why man-made carbon dioxide would have any effect on global warming when it
constitutes less than 1 percent of greenhouse gases (the major greenhouse gas is water
vapor). No one questions the recent Antarctic ice cores from Dome Concordia, with ice up
to 700,000 years old, which show increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration
occurring about 1,000 years after global temperature rises, thus suggesting that high carbon
dioxide levels are a result of global warming, not a cause," he added. Burns decried the
demonization of climate skeptics. "In 1633, opposition to the common viewpoint could
mean death. This was the case with Galileo when he proposed that the Earth revolved
around the sun. He was tried for heresy. Of course things are different today. People who
question dogma are no longer burnt at the stake. Instead, they're branded as having suspect
motives, as reactionaries or simply as nutcases," he concluded. (LINK)
Dr. Michael J. Economides, Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at
Cullen College of Engineering at University of Houston and the author of numerous
books and over 50 scientific studies, rejected climate fears. "After a desperate literature
search over four years, involving as many as 30 engineering and science graduate students,
we have yet to come up with one professional paper that shows a quantitative causality
between increased carbon dioxide and enhanced global temperature," Economides, who is a
member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences, wrote in a April 9, 2007 article in
Energy Tribune. "This means there is not one paper in the literature of heat transfer or
thermodynamics that shows the physics of global warming in a quantified way, using wellknown laws or principles. There are, however, many arm-waving and postulating writings,
often in the popular press, all referencing the other ‘hundreds of papers,'" Economides
explained. (LINK) & (LINK)
Chemical Scientist Dr. Brian G. Valentine of the U.S. Department of Energy and
professor at University of Maryland, has studied computational fluid dynamics and
modeling of complex systems and expressed global warming skepticism. "Human
development, associated with the continual advance of Civilization on the Earth, has always
influenced the local weather; and the degree of influence on local weather is probably
proportional to the magnitude of the changes in the Earth's topography that have resulted
from continual human advances," Valentine wrote to EPW on May 17, 2007. "There is no
evidence that any of these changes in local weather have ever resulted in a change to the
global climate. My own research has convinced me that excepting for one situation, there
have NEVER been ANY influences that have changed the global climate - not solar, not
stellar, not variations in Earth's spin on its axis - nothing - that can be demonstrated beyond
reasonable doubt, for which equally valid evidence is available that contradicts the
assumption of global climate change," Valentine explained. "This single exception is the
known variation of eccentricity of the Earth's orbit about the Sun. This is the periodic
variation of distance from Earth to the Sun that changes the distance from the Earth to the
Sun within Earth's seasons, and occurs within tens of thousands of year epochs," he
concluded.
Microbiologist Gary Novak publishes a website detailing his skepticism of man-made
global warming. "Arctic ice is melting faster than expected, because oceans are heating
more than the atmosphere. No atmospheric temperature increase has been found in eight
years. Alarmists are not promoting science; they are promoting propaganda justified
through a black-box analysis which generates contrived numbers. Science requires evidence
and logic," Novak, who holds a masters degree in microbiology, wrote on his website in
2007. "There is no mechanism for carbon dioxide creating global warming. ‘Greenhouse
gases' absorb all radiation available to them in a few meters. More of the gas cannot absorb
more radiation. A thick sheet of plastic does nothing more than a thin sheet. Doubling the
CO2 would only shorten the distance for absorption of radiation from 10 meters to 5
meters, which is not an increase in temperature," Novak explained. "The real cause of
global warming could be an increase in solar energy, as critics generally claim; but there is
evidence that it is due to variations in heat from the earth's core. Ice ages are caused by
oceans heating, which appears to result from increased heat from inside the earth. The
primary evidence is the exact cycling of ice ages. Environmental factors would not be so
precise. Also, the oceans heating more than the atmosphere points to the heat coming from
inside the earth. Atmospheric changes can result from variations in solar activity, but they
are superficial compared to heat from the earth's core which drives ice age cycles," he
concluded. (LINK) & (LINK)
Biologist and Biophysicist Dr. Paulo N. Correa, who has published extensively in
scientific journals, co-authored a recent paper entitled "Global Warming: An Official
Pseudoscience." Correa wrote about "mass-hysterias as the pseudoscientific fad of 'global
warming.'" "In the 70s, in the wake of the atmospheric cooling experienced between 19451947 and 1972, there was a passing fad of 'global' cooling, supposedly buttressed by study
of the fossil record and ice samples, which had 'established' the existence of cycles of minor
ice-ages (see reference to the Milankovitch model below). At that time, the fear was that
the earth was just turning the corner into a new ice-age," Correa wrote. "Just like seawater
shows oscillations in temperature or content of sensible heat, the atmosphere, too, is subject
to long-term oscillations in energy content, including sensible heat and its measure by
temperature. In fact, the evidence indicates that the atmosphere undergoes regular periods
of cooling and heating, both near the ground and all the way up, through the troposphere, to
the tropopause and the stratosphere. The scientific evidence collected over the past 50
years suggests that there are periods of cooling and warming superimposed on cycles of
various scales, and that these variations are connected, in ways not yet understood, to solar
periodicities, geothermal energy, varying atmospheric electricity and latent heat, and
varying cloud cover and cloud composition," he added. (LINK)
Meteorologist Justin Berk asserted that the "majority of TV meteorologists" are
skeptical of dire man-made global warming claims. Berk said in a March 30, 2007
article in The Jewish Times, "I truly believe that global warming is more political than
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anything else. It's a hot topic. It grabs people's interest. As a meteorologist, I have studied
this a lot and I believe in cutting down pollution and in energy efficiency. But I have a hard
time accepting stories how we as individuals can stop climate change. It has happened on
and off throughout history. We produce pollution but that is a small piece of the entire
puzzle." Berk continued: "There are cycles of hurricanes and we had a 30-year cycle from
the 1930s to the 1950s. Then from the mid-1960s to the 1990s there was low hurricane
activity. We knew there would be another round of higher activity in hurricanes and now
it's happening. [But people have] latched onto this topic and it's been distorted and
exploited. I know that a lot of scientists, including the majority of TV meteorologists, agree
with me. In the mid-1970s, climate experts said we were heading for an ice age. Thirty
years later, they're saying global warming. If you look at the big picture, we've had
warming and cooling throughout history. It's a natural cycle. We haven't created it and it's
not something we can stop." (LINK)
Physicist George E. Smith, a member of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science and the American Institute of Physics, expressed his climate
skepticism in 2007. "There is enough doubt to scuttle any idea that man is causing [global
warming]," Smith wrote to EPW on May 27, 2007. "The earth is a giant swamp cooler, with
increased warming (mostly in the oceans) leading to increased evaporation, which
ultimately leads to more clouds forming somewhere, and hence less solar radiation reaching
the ground so it cools down again. So long as we have oceans, we can't change the
temperature of the earth, either up or down, even if we wanted to," Smith, who received the
Distinguished Alumni Award from the University of Auckland, explained. "The so-called
global mean temperature is reputed to be 58F versus about 57 F a century ago. So what
value would you like it to be and why?" Smith added. In 2005, Smith also detailed his
skepticism in a January 2005 Physics Today article. "The largest single repository of CO2
on Earth is the oceans, and that the solubility of CO2 in water drops as the water
temperature increases. So clearly a mechanism exists whereby increasing ocean water
temperatures (which is where most of the solar energy goes) causes increased out-gassing
of CO2 into the atmosphere. Furthermore, Arctic permafrost zones revert to marshy peat
bogs when the Arctic warms, and then bacterial activity takes hold and converts decaying
ancient vegetation into atmospheric CO2. Both of those processes are happening right
now," Smith wrote. "The Russian Vostok ice cores going back 420 000 years and the DomeC ice cores going back 730 000 years show that the Antarctic ice sheet has not melted
during that time frame, even in the warmest interglacial periods. The ice cores also show
periods of rapid global warming followed by rapidly increasing atmospheric CO2," he
added. (LINK)
Chemical Engineer Thomas Ring dismissed man-made climate fears on November 28,
2007. "Over many millennia, the Earth's average temperature has cycled between about 54
Fahrenheit and 72 Fahrenheit. It now is about 60 degrees. Prior to about 1850, we have only
proxy information about the Earth's temperature, but we know it was warm in Roman times
(about 600 BC) and around 1000 (when grapes grew in the United Kingdom and Greenland
was rich in vegetation). These warmer periods occurred in the absence of man-made CO2,"
Ring wrote in an article titled "We Should Not Fear Global Warming." "Since 1850, it has
been possible to measure the Earth's average temperature and atmospheric CO2 more
precisely. From 1850 to 1912, there was a rather stable ‘cool' period. From 1912 to 1943,
when there was little man-made CO2 emission, it warmed about 1.1 degrees (remember the
heat and drought in the Southwest United States in the 1930s?), and atmospheric CO2
increased from 0.029 percent to 0.031 percent. From 1943 to 1974, it cooled about 0.6
degrees (while CO2 increased from 0.031 percent to 0.033 percent), giving rise to a ‘new
ice age' scare," Ring explained. "Since 1974, it has warmed about 1.3 degrees, and
atmospheric CO2 increased from 0.033 percent to 0.037 percent, giving rise to the current
scare of ‘global warming caused by man-made CO2,'" he added. "What's responsible for
prior periods of warmth in 600 BC, 1000 and 1912 to 1943, all when there was no or little
man-made CO2? It's most likely the sun, whose radiation varies to the fourth power of its
temperature...The major greenhouse gases are CO2 and water vapor. Current atmospheric
CO2 is a teeny 0.037 percent, and its impact is far less than proportional as its concentration
increases. Atmospheric water vapor is, however, 0.9 percent, 25 times as much as CO2.
Water vapor is a ‘radiator' that is three times more powerful than CO2, but its larger effect
has been ignored in the global warming debate," he added. "Warming of the Earth has never
been catastrophic; in fact, humankind has always fared better in warmer than cooler
periods, with less hardship and illness and improved agriculture. We should not fear global
warming. We do, however, need solid, objective and unbiased research, rather than fearmongering based on a nonscientific ‘consensus,'" he concluded. (LINK)
Evolutionary Biologist and Paleozoologist Dr. Susan Crockford of University of
Victoria in Canada has published papers in peer-reviewed academic journals and
rejected fears that man-made global warming could devastate animal life on Earth. "It is
apparent to me that animal species are much more flexible over the long term (centuries and
millennia) than we assume based on short-term studies of local populations: most species
have the capacity to adjust to abrupt climate or habitat change," Crockford told EPW on
December 1, 2007. "While many individuals, or even entire local populations, may perish
in the face of change, others do just fine (this variation in ‘survivability' among individuals
within a population is characteristic of all species). The individuals who survive rebuild the
population and the species perpetuates," Crockford added. "Contrary to popular belief,
populations can rebound from quite low levels, as demonstrated by the fact that many
population expansions (and introductions by humans) derive from a handful of individuals
at best and often, a single pregnant female. Polar bears, for example, survived several
episodes of much warmer climate over the last 10,000 years than exists today and if global
numbers of bears dropped during these times, they must have rebounded nicely or there
would not be so many bears today. Ringed seals, the primary prey of polar bears (and
similarly dependant on sea ice), also survived these warm periods and are now very
abundant," she added. "In other words, there is no evidence to suggest that the polar bear or
its food supply is in danger of disappearing entirely with increased Arctic warming,
regardless of the dire fairy-tale scenarios predicted by computer models: evidence from the
past is a kind of ‘ground truth' we can trust and it tells us that sufficient sea ice will persist,
even with significant increases in temperature, to ensure the survival of both polar bears
and ringed seals," she concluded. (LINK)
Meteorologist Herb Stevens, one of the original meteorologists at The Weather
Channel and founder of Grass Roots Weather, expressed climate skepticism in 2007.
"Based on my background as a scientist, you should also know that I am a firm believer that
warming of out atmosphere is not caused by man. Quite simply, the evidence does not exist
to prove a correlation between greenhouse gas emissions and rising atmospheric
temperatures...the correlation does not pass muster with the scientific method, and until it
does, thousands of other scientists and I continue to look elsewhere for the answers to
questions of short and long term climate change," Stevens wrote on May 17, 2007. "The
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vast majority of the coverage of global warming suggests catastrophic consequences await
in the not too distant future...mind you, all of those predictions for 25, 50, or even 100
years in the future come from computer models, the same technology that quite often can't
get tomorrow's weather right," Stevens explained. "It is especially troubling to scientists
that the vast majority of spokespersons for global warming have little if any scientific
background...politicians, actors, radio and television hosts, and other members of the media,
most of whom have journalism backgrounds," Stevens added. "Unfortunately, due to the
one-sidedness of the information barrage, much of our society has bought in to the notion
that we are on the road to ruin. Several entities within the winter sports industry have
become vocal supporters of the notion of human-induced global warming, and they have
scared the heck out of a lot of people in the process," he concluded.
Meteorologist Arthur T. "Terry" Safford III, a retired Lt Col. of the U.S. Air Force
has declared himself a skeptic. "My principal interest in this subject is not so much how
climate change affects public policy, but more the scientific aspects. That does bother me
greatly. I was always taught that as a pure scientist, you gather the facts, develop some
possible explanation, and select the best-tested solution. That is clearly not the norm with
(internationally) government-granted scientists or grants from agenda groups. They tend to
start with the conclusion and work backwards to the facts. If the facts aren't convenient,
they are adjusted, the sample size reduced, or simply ignored," Safford wrote to EPW on
May 21, 2007. "This is ‘junk' science, at its worst and needs to uncovered and exposed. It's
OK, under the First Amendment, if Hollywood advocates junk science, but it is not OK for
the meteorological/climatological community. The science of meteorology has enough
trouble with its ‘public image' without destroying its credibility altogether," Safford
explained. "I am a retired synoptic meteorologist from the Air Force for 29 years. I spent
the vast majority of that time directly supporting military operations at a number of
locations and differing commands in both the Air Force and Army," he concluded.
The UK-based Scientific Alliance, which bills itself as a "evidence-based approach" to
environmental issues and has numerous scientists as members, rejected climate alarm
in 2007. "The Scientific Alliance points out that these (the UN IPCC) conclusions are
derived from the output of computer models based on an imperfect understanding of the
non-linear, chaotic system which is our climate," stated a May 3, 2007 press release from
the group. Chemist Martin Livermore, director of the Scientific Alliance, stated in the
release, "Politicians and many in the scientific community are putting their faith in the
unproven hypothesis that carbon dioxide is the main driver of climate change. They ignore
the fact that the formation of clouds - known to have a major influence on climate - is
poorly understood. They ignore the major influence of El Niño events, responsible for the
record average temperatures in 1998 but the mechanism of which we do not understand.
And they ignore the lack of agreement between model predictions and observation in the
upper atmosphere and much of the southern hemisphere. This is not a sound basis for the
most radical global policy proposals ever seen." The release continued, "It is clear that
there has been a significant warming trend in parts of the world in the last 30 years,
particularly in the northern hemisphere. But what has caused these changes, and what will
happen over the next 30 years, is not well understood. To believe that we can control
climate with our current level of knowledge is misguided. In the circumstances, the global
community should focus its efforts on protecting vulnerable areas while helping to lift
people out of the poverty which increases their vulnerability. Putting reduction of carbon
dioxide emissions as top priority will do nothing for the world's poorest countries."
Scientists who are members of the Scientific Alliance include: Professor Tom
Addiscott of the University of East London, who was awarded the Royal Agricultural
Society of England Research Medal, specializes in research about modelling the
processes which determine losses of nitrate from the soil; Chemist Dr Jack Barrett of
Imperial College has conducted research into spectroscopy and photochemical
kinetics and authored several textbooks about Inorganic Chemistry and the Bacterial
Oxidation of Minerals; Dr Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen has worked on emission
models; Biochemist and microbiologist Professor Vivian Moses of King's College and
University College in London; Professor Anthony Trewavas of the Institute of
Molecular Plant Sciences at the University of Edinburgh who has authored over 220
papers and two books; and Chemical Engineer Professor William Wilkinson, who was
the former deputy chief executive of British Nuclear Fuels and served on the UK
Advisory Committee on Research and Development and the Science Research
Council. http://scientific-alliance.org/
Climatologist Dr. David R. Legates, the Delaware State Climatologist and the
Director, Center for Climatic Research at the University of Delaware, has authored or
coauthored 45 peer-reviewed scientific studies. Legates also expressed climate
skepticism in 2007. "Scientific debate continues regarding the extent to which human
activities contribute to global warming and what the potential impact on the environment
might be. Importantly, much of the scientific evidence contradicts assertions that substantial
global warming is likely to occur soon and that the predicted warming will harm the Earth's
biosphere," Legates wrote in a May 15, 2007 study entitled "Climate Science: Climate
Change and Its Impacts." "Sea levels have been rising - in fact, they have been rising since
the end of the last ice age 20,000 years ago - but there is no evidence of an accelerating
trend. The complexity of the climate and the limitations of data and computer models mean
projections of future climate change are unreliable at best. In sum, the science does not
support claims of drastic increases in global temperatures over the 21st century, nor does it
support claims of human influence on weather events and other secondary effects of climate
change," Legates concluded. Legates has also served as Coordinator of the National
Geographic sponsored Delaware Geographic Alliance and served as the Associate Director
for the NASA sponsored Delaware Space Grant Consortium. (LINK) Legates has also
clashed with the Governor of Delaware in 2007 because of the Governor disagreed with his
skeptical views on global warming. (LINK)
Meteorologists Andre and Sally Bernier of WJW-TV, in Cleveland, Ohio, both reject
climate fears. "As two degreed and seasoned meteorologists, we will not be selling our
snowblower anytime soon or tempted to try planting a palm tree in our front lawn," the
Berniers, who were formerly of The Weather Channel, wrote to EPW on May 21, 2007.
"There is simply far too little evidence to support entertaining the notion of anthropogenic
causes for any climate shift. The focus has been to unearth as much evidence as possible all
the while ignoring any evidence that is contrary to the theory the likes of which is far too
significant to cast off," the Berniers explained. "Additionally, to rely and act on computer
models which do not even come close to accurately capture the infinitely complex climate
system of Earth is nothing short of reckless and irresponsible," they explained. "Thirty
years ago headlines frightened everyone with an in imminent ice age. We suspect that fifty
years from now, real science will have cast off and forgotten these claims similar to the
realization that Galileo was right after all," the Berniers concluded.
Yury Izrael, the director of Global Climate and Ecology Institute, a member of the
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Russian Academy of Sciences and UN IPCC Vice President, rejected man-made global
warming fears. "There is no proven link between human activity and global warming,"
Izrael, who also served as former first vice-president of the World Meteorological
Organization, wrote on June 23, 2005 in RIA Novosti. "Global temperatures increased
throughout the 1940s, declined in the 1970s and subsequently began to rise again. Presentday global warming resembles the 1940s, when ships could easily navigate Arctic passages.
However, man's impact was much smaller at that time. A Russian expedition that recently
returned from the central Antarctic says that temperatures are now starting to decrease.
These sensational findings are one of Mother Nature's surprises," Izrael wrote.
"Atmospheric carbon dioxide was 280 PPM (parts per million air molecules) in 1880, and
now stands at 378 PPM. It has increased by 31% since the pre-industrial era. This is quite a
lot, but temperatures have increased by only 0.6 degrees. Paradoxically, temperatures
tended to rise by one to 12 degrees at peak intervals, with carbon-dioxide fluctuations
totaling not more than 300 PPM. This contradiction is rather baffling. Therefore I believe
that the link between man's activities and rising temperatures has not been proved
completely. Natural factors and the impact of man seem to be interlinked," he added. "The
European Union has established by fiat that a two-degree rise in global temperatures would
be quite dangerous. However, this data is not scientifically sound. In ancient times the Earth
had periods when maximum CO2 concentrations were 6,000 PPM (in Carboniferous
period). But life still goes on," he concluded. (LINK)
Chemist Dr. Joel M. Kauffman, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry at the University of
the Sciences in Philadelphia, rejected the notion that "the vast majority" of scientists
believe in man-made global warming. "The truth about this is the opposite; most scientists
do not," Kauffman wrote on September 7, 2007. "CO2 can hardly have been the cause of
warming because its level in air has been higher than it is now at least 3 times between
1812 and 1962 as shown by 90,000 direct chemical measurements (Beck, E.-G., 180 Years
of Atmospheric CO2 Gas Analysis by Chemical Methods, Energy & Environment, 2007, 18
(2), 259-282). Further, there is no recent correlation between CO2 levels and atmospheric
temps as you may see easily from a NOAA graph," he wrote. "With an allowance for such
urban heat island effects, the global temperature rise from 1905-1940 was similar to the one
from 1970-2003 (www.giss.nasa.gov). Dr. Hansen's flawed USA ground station temps from
2000-2006 needed a Y2K correction provided by the Canadian Steve McIntyre showing
that 1934 was the warmest year of the last 100, not 1998 or 2006," he concluded. (LINK)
Meteorologist Jim Ott, formerly of WTMJ-TV in Wisconsin, a member of the
American Meteorological Society and a former lecturer at University of Wisconsin,
expressed climate skepticism in 2007 of climate fears. "There is no question that the past 25
years have been warmer than average. There is also no question that background levels of
carbon dioxide, or CO2, in the atmosphere have shown a slow but steady increase since the
late 1950s, when measurements were begun in a remote spot in the Hawaiian Islands. That
is where the certainty ends and the questions really begin," Ott, who hold a masters of
science, wrote on February 10, 2007. "Evidence buried deeper in the Earth suggests that
there may have been four major glaciations in North America, with each period of cooling
followed by warming. Theories abound about why the climate changed enough to form the
glaciers and then to melt them, but the fact is no one knows for sure what caused those
climate changes. One thing we do know: It wasn't anything that humans did. And if we
really don't know the answers, isn't it possible that the same factors that caused those
climate changes could become active again?" he wrote. "More questions: If CO2 levels
have been increasing since the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century, as many scientists
surmise, why have we seen some major changes in weather patterns over that time period
that don't fit the global warming theory? For example, why were the 1930s much warmer
than the 1960s? And why were some of our most severe winters in the late 1970s and early
1980s? Weren't CO2 levels rising during those times? Obviously, other factors besides man
have an impact on climate," he added. "If we conclude that from now on only human
activity can affect climate change, we are ignoring factors that we don't understand. Could
we be in for some unexpected surprises if we assume that the Earth's climate will only get
warmer in the coming decades?" he wrote. "Assuming that 25 years of warmer-thanaverage weather constitutes a long-term, irreversible climate change ignores other periods
of anomalous weather that were only temporary. Assuming that human activity is the only
factor that will affect the Earth's climate, and that what is happening now will continue in
the future, leaves some big questions unanswered," he concluded. (LINK)
Legendary inventor Ray Kurzweil, described as "an inventor whose work in artificial
intelligence has dazzled technological sophisticates for four decades" according to May
2, 2007 CNN article, dismissed former Vice President Al Gore's climate views. "These
slides that Gore puts up are ludicrous, they don't account for anything like the technological
progress we're going to experience," Kurzweil said, according to the CNN article. The
article also noted Kurzweil "invented the flatbed scanner, the first true electric piano, and
large-vocabulary speech-recognition software; he's launched ten companies and sold five,
and has written five books; he has a BS in computer science from MIT and 13 honorary
doctorates." (LINK) In a June 19, 2006 interview with the Washington Post, Kurzweil
elaborated more on technology. "None of the global warming discussions mention the word
‘nanotechnology. Yet nanotechnology will eliminate the need for fossil fuels within 20
years. If we captured 1% of 1% of the sunlight (1 part in 10,000) we could meet 100% of
our energy needs without ANY fossil fuels. We can't do that today because the solar panels
are too heavy, expensive, and inefficient. But there are new nanoengineered designs that are
much more effective. Within five to six years, this technology will make a significant
contribution," he said. "I don't see any disasters occurring in the next 10 years from this.
However, I AM concerned about other environment issues. There are other reasons to want
to move quickly away from fossil fuels including environmental pollution at every step and
the geopolitical instability it causes," he concluded. (LINK)
Meteorologist Augie Auer of the New Zealand Climate Science Coalition, former
professor of atmospheric sciences at the University of Wyoming and former
MetService chief meteorologist, dismissed climate fears: "People should not allow
themselves to be deluded by the computer-modeled speculation with which they are
bombarded in the news media these days. Measurements show mankind's contribution to
the greenhouse effect through carbon dioxide emissions has been somewhere between
miniscule to indiscernible," said Professor Auer in a April 5, 2007 article. "In any case,
records tell us that increases in the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere have followed,
not led, natural cyclical increases in Earth's temperature," Prof. Auer added. (LINK) Auer
took to task doomsday computer predictions. "Most of these climate predictions or models,
they are about a half a step ahead of PlayStation 3 (video game). They're really not justified
in what they are saying. Many of the assumptions going into [the models] are simply not
right," Auer said in May 2007 in a New Zealand radio interview shortly before his death in
June 10, 2007. (LINK) Auer also declared man-made climate fears unfounded. "We're all
going to survive this," Auer said in a May 19, 2007 article in the Timaru Herald. "If we
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didn't have the greenhouse effect the planet would be at minus 18 deg C but because we do
have the greenhouse effect it is plus 15 deg C, all the time," he explained. "We couldn't do
it (change the climate) even if we wanted to because water vapour dominates," he
concluded. (LINK) [In Memoriam: Auer died on June 10, 2007]
Geologist Dr. Norman J. Page a retired independent geological consultant, rejected
climate fears. "It is clear that periodic changes in the suns activity, its size, irradiance and
magnetism strongly affect climate and are likely the main driver of climate change," Page
explained in to EPW on May 25, 2007. "The words ‘United States' are almost invariably
followed by ‘the world's biggest polluter.' This is not so. The U.S. emits a large amount of
CO2 but land use patterns in the United States also absorb large amounts of CO2. The
important figure for any country or region is not the total emitted but the net amount after
absorption is subtracted from emissions. The data are not robust, but a paper published in
Science magazine in 1998 concludes that on balance North America takes up more CO2
than it emits to the tune of about 100 million tons per year while Eurasia actually puts into
the atmosphere on balance about 3.5 billion tons CO2. The United States cleans up its own
mess while Europe is a massive net polluter," Page wrote. "Compared to most of earth's
history the earth is now impoverished in CO2. At various times in the last 550 million years
CO2 levels have often been four or five times current levels and for some eras 10 to 15
times greater than today. Water vapor is by far the most abundant greenhouse gas while
CO2 comprises less than 3% of earth's greenhouse gases," Page explained.
Fifteen scientists in the Netherlands signed an open letter declaring "Man is not
responsible for global warming" in 2007. "The warming is mainly natural causes," read
the January 11, 2007 open letter signed by the 15 scientists in De Volkskrant, Holland.
"Some cite the fact that the climate is currently warming and that the level of carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere is increasing. True - but correlation is never proof of causation.
Besides, the climate cooled for much of the 20th century, from 1940 to 1975 -- even while
CO2 was increasing rapidly," the 15 scientists explained. "There are nearly two dozen large
models -- each giving a different result, depending on the assumptions fed into the
computer," the letter continued. "In any case, model results are never evidence; only actual
observations and data count," they added. "The current warming may well be part of
the natural 1500-year cycle that has been measured in ice cores, ocean sediments,
stalagmites, etc., going back nearly a million years," the scientists concluded. The scientists
who signed the open letter included: Peter Bloemers, professor of biochemistry, University
of Nijmegen: Adriaan Broere, an engineer and geophysicist, worked in satellite
technology; Bas van Geel, paleo-ecology professor, University of Amsterdam; Hub
Jongen, electrical engineer; Rob Kouffeld, professor of energy, TU Delft; Rob Melon,
professor of molecular recognition, Utrecht University; Jan Mulderink, a chemical
engineer, former research director AKZO Arnhem, former chairman for the Foundation of
Sustainable Chemical Technology in Wageningen; Harry Priem, . professor of planetary
and isotope geology, former director ZWO / NWO Institute for Isotope - Geophysical
Research, a former chairman Royal Dutch Geological organization; Jan Mulderink, a
chemical engineer, former research director AKZO Arnhem, former chairman Foundation
Sustainable Chemical Technology in Wageningen; Henk Schalke, former chairman of the
management team IUGS-UNESCO; Olaf Schuiling, Geochemistry professor, University of
Utrecht; Dick Thoenes, em. professor chemical process engineering TU Eindhoven, a
former chairman Royal Dutch Chemical Society; and Jan Pieter van Wolfswinkel, a
retired mechanical engineering professor, TU Delft. (LINK)
Australian marine scientist Dr. Walter Starck rallied around NASA's top
administrator Michael Griffin's skeptical climate comments. "Griffin makes an important
distinction between the scientific findings of climate change and dramatic predictions of
catastrophic consequences accompanied by policy demands. The former can be evaluated
by its evidence, but; the latter rest only on assertions and claims to authority," Starck said in
a June 1, 2007 press release. "Alternate predictions of benefits from projected changes have
been proposed with comparable authority and plausibility. For example, unless one chooses
to define the Little Ice Age as ‘normal' and ‘optimal' the net effect of any warming has only
been beneficial and any anthropogenic contribution very small indeed. Dramatic predictions
of imminent disaster have a near perfect record of failure. Griffin's note of caution in the
escalating concern over climate change deserves sober consideration," he added. (LINK)
Meteorologist Paul G. Becker, a former chief meteorologist with the Air Force and
former Colorado Springs chapter president of the American Meteorological Society,
called Gore's view of climate change the "biggest myth of the century." "The most plentiful
is water vapor making up 35 to 70 percent of all greenhouse gases. Mankind's total
contribution to all greenhouse gases - this includes cars, trucks, manufacturing plants, boats,
planes and any pollution producer you can name - the total is less than 1 percent. Mother
Nature provides the other 99 percent," Becker wrote in a June 3, 2007 article. "Remember
that most of the natural wonders of the world were caused by various ice ages and periods
of global warming. We've warmed one-half of a degree in the last century, but Gore has
Florida under water in a decade or so when the ice cap melts," he added. (LINK)
Climate scientist Dr. Christopher L. Castro, a Professor of the Department of
Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Arizona, expressed skepticism of a global
warming catastrophe in 2007. "I believe the balance of evidence from the paleoclimate
record, recent climate history (particularly since the 1980s), and the anthropogenic
attribution GCM (Global Climate Models) experiments (e.g., Meehl et al. type studies)
support the conclusion that recent climate change is due, in part, to anthropogenic forcing,"
Castro wrote on June 4, 2007. But Castro also said he generally agrees that "other possible
forcings to the climate system besides CO2 (like land-use change, aerosols, etc.) are not
accounted for well, if at all" and "models are highly sensitive to parameterized processes,
like clouds, convection, and radiation, and these processes can have significant impacts on
their results." Castro also said, "GCMs have very limited utility for climate prediction (i.e.,
seasonal forecasts) or climate projection (i.e., global warming projections) on the regional
scale." (LINK)
Climatologist Dr. Robert E. Davis, a Professor at University of Virginia, a former UN
IPCC contributor and past president of the Association of American Geographers,
and past-chair of the American Meteorological Society's Committee on
Biometeorology and Aerobiology, dismissed what he termed "hysteria over global
warming." "We keep hearing about historically warm years, warm decades, or warm
centuries, uncharacteristically long or severe droughts, etc. for which mankind's striving for
a high quality of life is to blame, via the internal combustion engine and its by-product,
carbon dioxide. But in reality, in most cases, we have a tragically short record of good
observations to really determine how much of a record we're even close to setting," Davis
wrote on May 12, 2005. "Be wary of global warming psychics warning us of unprecedented
climate shifts -- in most cases, they are only unprecedented because of the short life span of
most scientists. Remember one of the absolutely fundamental and too-often unstated tenets
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of science -- there's little point in studying anything that doesn't vary during a scientist's
lifetime," he added. Davis has written numerous papers on such topics as atmospheric
circulation change." (LINK)
Dr. Robert H. Essenhigh, a Bailey Professor of Energy Conversion in the department
of Mechanical Engineering at Ohio State University, who has published over 45 peerreviewed studies, dismissed climate fears. "Man's addition to the carbon-dioxide flux in the
atmosphere, by fossil-fuel combustion, is essentially irrelevant," Essenhigh wrote on June
13, 2005. "Of the two main reasons, the first is that nature does a far bigger job in the
carbon-dioxide supply rate, and the second is that carbon dioxide is secondary to water as a
so-called greenhouse gas. So shouldn't we first try to control water? And behind that again
is the alternative warming concept, most generally known as the Arctic Ocean Model,
which is considered by many to be the real driver for the temperature oscillations and has
been for the last million years or so. So, is the carbon dioxide driving the temperature, as so
many people seem to believe? Or, is the temperature driving the carbon dioxide? If it's the
latter, then what's the problem with carbon dioxide emissions?" Essenhigh wrote.
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change - and can it be wrong? nature's rate of carbon supply to the atmosphere (carried as carbon dioxide) and back out
again is about 150 gigatons per year. About 60 gigatons per year come from and go back to
vegetation, and 90 gigatons per year are from and to the sea. And from man? That's about 5
or 6 or possibly 7 gigatons per year, which is about the size of the noise in the nature data
and is essentially trivial by comparison," he added. "And, of the two gases in the
atmosphere that do most of the warming, carbon dioxide, as noted, is secondary. Water is
responsible for roughly 80 percent to 85 percent of the absorption and re-radiation, and
carbon dioxide is responsible for (most of) the balance of 15 percent to 20 percent," he
added. (LINK)
Applied Physicist and Engineer Dr. Jeffrey A. Glassman wrote an October 24, 2006
paper entitled "The Acquittal of Carbon Dioxide." In the abstract of the paper
appearing in Rocket Scientist's Journal, Glassman wrote, "Carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere is the product of oceanic respiration due to the well?known but under?
appreciated solubility pump. Carbon dioxide rises out of warm ocean waters where it is
added to the atmosphere. There it is mixed with residual and accidental CO2, and
circulated, to be absorbed into the sink of the cold ocean waters." Glassman further
explained, "Next the thermohaline circulation carries the CO2?rich sea water deep into the
ocean. A millennium later it appears at the surface in warm waters, saturated by lower
pressure and higher temperature, to be exhausted back into the atmosphere."
"Notwithstanding that carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas, atmospheric carbon dioxide has
neither caused nor amplified global temperature increases. Increased carbon dioxide has
been an effect of global warming, not a cause. Technically, carbon dioxide is a lagging
proxy for ocean temperatures. When global temperature, and along with it, ocean
temperature rises, the physics of solubility causes atmospheric CO2 to increase. If increases
in carbon dioxide, or any other greenhouse gas, could have in turn raised global
temperatures, the positive feedback would have been catastrophic. While the conditions for
such a catastrophe were present in the Vostok record from natural causes, the runaway
event did not occur. Carbon dioxide does not accumulate in the atmosphere," he wrote.
(LINK)
Dr. A.T.J. de Laat, who specialized in atmospheric composition and climate research
at the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute, commented in the February 2007
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society. "The line of reasoning here is that natural
factors alone cannot explain the observed twentieth-century temperature variations, while
including greenhouse gases does. The logical fallacy is the ‘fallacy of false dilemma/eitheror fallacy,' that is, the number of alternatives are (un)intentionally restricted, thereby
omitting relevant alternatives from consideration (Haskins 2006)," de Laat wrote. "That
global twentieth-century temperature variations can be explained by using a simple model
merely points to a certain consistency between this model or climate model simulations and
observations. Furthermore, the fact that the late-twentieth-century warming is unexplained
by two factors (solar variations and aerosols) and can be explained by including a third
factor (greenhouse gases) does not prove that greenhouse gases are the cause; it just points
to a missing process in this model," he explained. "In fact, this whole line of reasoning
does not prove the existence of global warming; it is merely consistent with it. As an
example, it is still debated whether or not land surface temperature changes during the
twentieth century are affected by anthropogenic non-greenhouse gas processes and whether
or not these processes affect surface temperatures on a global scale (Christy et al. 2006;
Kalnay et al. 2006; de Laat and Maurellis 2006). There is a risk associated with this line of
reasoning in that it suggests that understanding temperature variations of the climate system
as a whole is very simple and completely understood, all one has to consider is the amount
of incoming and outgoing radiation by changes in atmospheric absorbers and reflectors," he
added. "Notwithstanding the fact that temperature is not a conserved quantity in any
physical system, and thus is not the best metric to study energy within the climate system, it
also suggests that other processes and nonlinear behavior of the climate system are either
nonexistent or do not affect (decadal and global) temperature variations. Presenting climate
science this way oversimplifies the complexity of the climate system and possibly
overstates our current understanding," he concluded. (LINK)
Dr. Patrick J. Michaels, Virginia State Climatologist, a UN IPCC reviewer, and
University of Virginia professor of environmental sciences, called Gore's film "science
fiction" in a February 23, 2007 article. "The main point of [Gore's] movie is that, unless we
do something very serious, very soon about carbon dioxide emissions, much of Greenland's
630,000 cubic miles of ice is going to fall into the ocean, raising sea levels over twenty feet
by the year 2100," Michaels wrote. Michaels is a senior fellow in environmental studies at
the Cato Institute and author of "Meltdown: The Predictable Distortion of Global Warming
by Scientists, Politicians, and the Media." Michaels continued, "Nowhere in the
traditionally refereed scientific literature do we find any support for Gore's hypothesis.
Instead, there's an un-refereed editorial by NASA climate firebrand James E. Hansen, in the
journal Climate Change - edited by Steven Schneider, of Stanford University, who said in
1989 that scientists had to choose ‘the right balance between being effective and honest'
about global warming - and a paper in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
that was only reviewed by one person, chosen by the author, again Dr. Hansen. These are
the sources for the notion that we have only ten years to ‘do' something immediately to
prevent an institutionalized tsunami. And given that Gore only conceived of his movie
about two years ago, the real clock must be down to eight years! It would be nice if my
colleagues would actually level with politicians about various ‘solutions' for climate
change. The Kyoto Protocol, if fulfilled by every signatory, would reduce global warming
by 0.07 degrees Celsius per half-century." (LINK)
Australian Scientist Jonathan Lowe, who specializes in statistical analysis of climate
change and holds masters in science, is currently working on his PhD, expressed
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climate skepticism. "If CO2 emissions were the major cause of global warming then we
would see constant increases in temperature across the day and night as the CO2 blanket
keeps the heat inside our atmosphere. Scientific research has shown that this has occurred
with both minimum and maximum temperature increasing. We have pointed out time and
time again how minimum temperatures are not a good indication of night time warming,
especially when it rarely occurs at night," Lowe wrote of Australian temperatures on his
Gust of Hot Air blog on November 7, 2007. "If CO2 was the major cause of global
warming then we would see no significant difference in rate of change of temperature
anomalies, in other words, all temperatures should increase equally. If the sun was a major
cause of global warming then we would see no or limited changes at night, an increase in
the rate of change approaching the middle of the day, and then a decreasing rate of change
of temperature anomalies when the sun starts to lose its daytime strength," he explained.
"So what do we find when looking at the data?" he asked. "The data points heavily towards
sun induced global warming," he concluded. (LINK)
Tim Thornton, who holds degrees in Meteorology and Computer Science, publishes
the website "The Global Warming Heretic." "If warming is in fact occurring, is it
human-induced (i.e. anthropogenic)? There is no -- zero, zilch, nada -- conclusive evidence
to this effect, despite what you hear daily from pundits and politicians. It is often asserted,
often assumed, but to my knowledge never demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt or on a
preponderance of the evidence," Thornton wrote on May 21, 2007. "It has seemed so clear
to me that the global warming (or climate change, or whatever they're calling it this week)
juggernaut has been only 10 percent science mixed with 90 percent politics. If this was a
purely scientific issue, why would we see it -- alone of all scientific pursuits -- declared to
be ‘settled' and closed to further inquiry? Why else would the media be giving the time of
day to people who say that those who challenge the orthodoxy are the moral equivalent of
Holocaust deniers? When some Hollywood climate expert like Leonardo DiCaprio
proclaims that humanity possibly faces extinction because of global warming, why doesn't
someone on the pro-AGW side ask him to stop making their cause look bad?" Thornton
wrote. (LINK)
60 Prominent Scientists came forward in 2006 to question the so-called "consensus"
that the Earth faces a "climate emergency." The 60 scientists wrote an open letter in
2006 to the Canadian Prime Minister asserting that the science is deteriorating from
underneath global warming alarmists. "If, back in the mid-1990s, we knew what we know
today about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not exist, because we would have
concluded it was not necessary," the 60 scientists wrote on April 6, 2006. "Observational
evidence does not support today's computer climate models, so there is little reason to trust
model predictions of the future...Significant [scientific] advances have been made since the
[Kyoto] protocol was created, many of which are taking us away from a concern about
increasing greenhouse gases," the 60 scientists wrote. "‘Climate change is real' is a
meaningless phrase used repeatedly by activists to convince the public that a climate
catastrophe is looming and humanity is the cause. Neither of these fears is justified. Global
climate changes all the time due to natural causes and the human impact still remains
impossible to distinguish from this natural ‘noise,'" they added. "It was only 30 years ago
that many of today's global-warming alarmists were telling us that the world was in the
midst of a global-cooling catastrophe. But the science continued to evolve, and still does,
even though so many choose to ignore it when it does not fit with predetermined political
agendas," the 60 scientists concluded. Scientists signing the letter included: Dr. Paul
Copper, FRSC, professor emeritus, Dept. of Earth Sciences, Laurentian University,
Sudbury, Ont.; Dr. Andreas Prokoph, adjunct professor of earth sciences, University of
Ottawa; consultant in statistics and geology; Mr. David Nowell, M.Sc. (Meteorology),
fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society, Canadian member and past chairman of the
NATO Meteorological Group, Ottawa; Dr. Gordon E. Swaters, professor of applied
mathematics, Dept. of Mathematical Sciences, and member, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Research Group, University of Alberta; Dr. L. Graham Smith, associate professor, Dept.
of Geography, University of Western Ontario, London, Ont.; Dr. G. Cornelis van Kooten,
professor and Canada Research Chair in environmental studies and climate change, Dept. of
Economics, University of Victoria; Dr./Cdr. M. R. Morgan, FRMS, climate consultant,
former meteorology advisor to the World Meteorological Organization. Previously research
scientist in climatology at University of Exeter, U.K.; Dr. Keith D. Hage, climate
consultant and professor emeritus of Meteorology, University of Alberta; Rob Scagel, M.
Sc., forest microclimate specialist, principal consultant, Pacific Phytometric Consultants,
Surrey, B.C.; Dr. Douglas Leahey, meteorologist and air-quality consultant, Calgary; Dr.
Gerrit J. van der Lingen, geologist/paleoclimatologist, Climate Change Consultant,
Geoscience Research and Investigations, New Zealand; Dr. Asmunn Moene, past head of
the Forecasting Centre, Meteorological Institute, Norway; Dr. Jack Barrett, chemist and
spectroscopist, formerly with Imperial College London, U.K.; Dr. Harry N.A. Priem,
emeritus professor of planetary geology and isotope geophysics, Utrecht University; former
director of the Netherlands Institute for Isotope Geosciences; past president of the Royal
Netherlands Geological & Mining Society; Dipl.-Ing. Peter Dietze, independent energy
advisor and scientific climate and carbon modeller, official IPCC reviewer, Bavaria,
Germany; Dr. Hugh W. Ellsaesser, physicist/meteorologist, previously with the Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, Calif.; atmospheric consultant; Dr. Arthur Rorsch,
emeritus professor of molecular genetics, Leiden University, The Netherlands; past board
member, Netherlands organization for applied research (TNO) in environmental, food and
public health; and Dr. Alister McFarquhar, Downing College, Cambridge, U.K.;
international economist. (LINK) (See attachment two for full letter and complete list of
signatories at end of "Consensus Busters" report)
Physicist and Mathematician Dr. Vladimir Shaidurov of the Russian Academy of
Sciences, who has published more than 50 papers in peer-reviewed journals, presented
his views on climate change in 2006. According to a March 13, 2006 press release from the
University of Leicester in the UK, "A new theory to explain global warming was revealed
at a meeting at the University of Leicester (UK) and is being considered for publication in
the journal Science First Hand. The controversial theory has nothing to do with burning
fossil fuels and atmospheric carbon dioxide levels. According to Vladimir Shaidurov of the
Russian Academy of Sciences, the apparent rise in average global temperature recorded by
scientists over the last hundred years or so could be due to atmospheric changes that are not
connected to human emissions of carbon dioxide from the burning of natural gas and oil.
Shaidurov explained how changes in the amount of ice crystals at high altitude could
damage the layer of thin, high altitude clouds found in the mesosphere that reduce the
amount of warming solar radiation reaching the earth's surface." The release continued,
"The most potent greenhouse gas is water, explains Shaidurov, and it is this compound on
which his study focuses. According to Shaidurov, only small changes in the atmospheric
levels of water, in the form of vapour and ice crystals can contribute to significant changes
to the temperature of the earth's surface, which far outweighs the effects of carbon dioxide
and other gases released by human activities. Just a rise of 1% of water vapour could raise
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the global average temperature of Earth's surface more then 4 degrees Celsius." The release
concluded, "Shaidurov has concluded that only an enormous natural phenomenon, such as
an asteroid or comet impact or airburst, could seriously disturb atmospheric water levels,
destroying persistent so-called 'silver', or noctilucent, clouds composed of ice crystals in the
high altitude mesosphere (50 to 85km)." (LINK)
Ross McKitrick, Associate Professor of Environmental Economics at the University of
Guelph, is author or coauthor of dozens of peer-reviewed papers in both economics
and climate science journals. McKitrick, a UN IPCC expert reviewer, and one of the
de-bunkers of the IPCC 'hockey stick' graph, is coauthor of the prize-winning bestseller "Taken By Storm: The Troubled Science, Policy and Politics of Global
Warming." In an essay published on December 5, 2007 in the National Post, he describes
new research that shows the IPCC surface temperature record is exaggerated. "The data
come from thermometers around the world, but between the thermometer readings and the
final, famous, warming ramp, a lot of statistical modeling aims at removing known sources
of exaggeration in the warming trend. In a new article in the December 2007 issue of the
peer-reviewed Journal of Geophysical Research, Climatologist Dr. Patrick Michaels and
McKitrick concluded that the temperature manipulations for the steep post-1980 period are
inadequate, and the [IPCC] graph is an exaggeration. McKitrick believes that the United
Nations agency promoting the global temperature graph has made "false claims about the
quality of its data." McKitrick reports in this new, peer-reviewed study that data
contamination problems "account for about half the surface warming measured over land
since 1980." (LINK) & (LINK) & (LINK)
Meteorologist Gary England, who pioneered the use of Doppler radar weatherforecasting, dismisses climate fears. "The climate has always been changing and it will
most likely always continue to change. In the distant past, we have been much colder than
we are now and we have been much warmer than we are now. And all of that happened
many times without humans," England wrote on July 1, 2007 in an article in Associated
Content. "Here in Oklahoma we're a little warmer than we were 30 years ago. Recently we
ended a two year drought and it has been replaced with significant, long duration rains. Is
all of this a result of global warming? Maybe it is and maybe it isn't. You see, no one really
knows. If they say they do, I suggest that person is confused at best or has an agenda at the
worst," England explained. "An examination of ice core data is frequently used as proof
that CO2 heats the atmosphere. A close examination of that data shows that the air
temperature went up first and then the CO2 went up. Mars is loosing pole ice faster that
earth is loosing the same. As someone said recently, ‘It's the sun stupid!' Recent research
suggests that the activity of our sun combined with cosmic radiation from far outside our
galaxy interact with our atmosphere to produce effects never dreamed of a few years ago. Is
anything or everything in this paragraph correct? Nobody really knows," he concluded.
(LINK)
Chemical engineer Robert W. Hahn dismissed climate fears in an article titled
"Global Warming Skepticism" on July 5, 2007. "I remain very skeptical that carbon
dioxide is the primary cause and that humans either have caused it or can reverse it.
According to the data, the temperature near the surface of the Earth has warmed less than
one degree Celsius since 1880. That is not very much," Hahn wrote. "Carbon dioxide is not
a very potent greenhouse gas. Water vapor and atmospheric methane account for most of
the greenhouse effect, about 95 percent. Humans account for less than one-tenth of one
percent of the greenhouse gases and about three percent of the carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. If we stopped burning all fossils fuels, including natural gas, coal, wood,
gasoline, diesel, jet fuel and the like, it would have very little effect," he added. "There is a
growing body of scientific evidence that the irradiance of our sun is the primary cause of
global warming. The sun is at a peak in activity, which drives off more cosmic radiation,
which in turn causes less cloud cover, which then warms the surface. Studies in
Copenhagen and most recently Canada have confirmed this correlation and have suggested
we are heading toward a cooling, not warming, period," he concluded. (LINK)
Economist Tim Curtin, a former advisor with the EU, World bank, and an Emeritus
Faculty member of Australian National University, debunked the notion that global
warming would have serious economic consequences. In a June 29, 2007 paper titled "The
Da Vinci Code of Climate Change Economics," Curtin wrote, "This paper questions the
claims of the IPCC and the Stern Review that the predicted warming climate over the next
100 years will have serious adverse economic consequences for the poor everywhere and
above all in Africa. Finally, the paper suggests that attempts to reduce carbon emissions by
systems of caps and trades are unlikely to produce any net reductions in emissions." Curtin
explained, "With a little more inaction on the part of the government, we will with any luck
escape the horrors of carbon emission trading, with its associated armies of inspectors and
traders all engaged in an essentially unproductive and useless exercise - useless because
when permits have been issued to all current emitters at or pro rata within their current level
of emissions, the subsequent trades between emission cutters and emission increasers can
only produce ZERO net reduction emissions. In sum, Nicholas Stern's quest for the da
Vinci code that will save the globe may seem in retrospect as no more than another of those
episodes like the persecution of the Witches of Salem that occasionally beset the most
rational and well ordered societies." (LINK)
Scientist Michael Hammer who works as a research scientist/engineer for a high
technology manufacturer and major worldwide exporter based in Australia wrote a
June 20, 2007 paper titled "A Theoretical Analysis of the Effect of Greenhouse Gases in the
Atmosphere." The paper read, "A further hypothesis suggests that only a small portion of
the temperature rise is due to the direct action of carbon dioxide with much of the
remainder being due to positive feedback via water vapour. The total predicted temperature
rise for an increase in CO2 levels to 560 ppm is 2 - 4.5 degrees above current temperatures
with 3 degrees most likely. This spectroscopic-based analysis suggests that sensitivity to
both gases is likely to be far lower than would be required for such a scenario and does not
support either hypothesis. It suggests that an increase in CO2 concentration from the current
379 ppm to 560 ppm is likely to cause a temperature increase of about 0.12 degrees (0.22
degrees C for a change from 280 ppm to 560 ppm) and that the positive feedback effect
from water vapour should be less than 15% of this direct effect. These results are about 20
times lower than the IPCC predictions." (LINK)
Hydro-climatologist Stewart Franks is an Associate Professor of Environmental
Engineering at the University of Newcastle in Australia whose research has focused
flood and drought risk and seasonal climate prediction. A March 17, 2007 article in The
Australian newspaper explained Franks' climate views. Franks "is increasingly uneasy
about the dangerous path the debate is taking, where alternative views are discouraged and
reputations attacked and discredited. Franks says our understanding of the physics of
climate is still so limited, we cannot explain natural variability or predict when droughts
will break, or the when and why clouds form, which makes him wary of mainstream claims
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projecting temperature changes over the next century. He argues that greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere account for only about 2 per cent to 3 per cent of the overall warming
effect, meaning even major increases in gases lead to only slight shifts in temperature:
between 0.5C and 1C. He is less certain than other dissenting scientists that variation in
solar activity is the cause, but doubts that greenhouse gases are the main driver of
temperature changes," the article stated. "It's clear that we don't understand enough of the
physics of climate to understand natural variability but I don't expect climate change from
CO2 to be particularly significant at any point in the future," Franks said. The article
continued, "Franks points to new modeling which has measured changes in the Earth's
albedo, or reflectance, driven mainly by cloud formation. The paper by a team of
geophysicists reported an unexplained decline in cloud cover until 1998, which caused the
Earth to absorb more heat from the atmosphere. This resulted in increases in incoming solar
radiation more than 10 times bigger than the same effect attributed to greenhouse gases.
Franks says the current IPCC models assume albedo is constant but such research should be
added to the body of knowledge, not excluded or rejected. ‘It's reached the point that
anyone who offers an open mind publicly is basically criticized and put down,' he
says." (LINK) Franks also wrote a June 2007 paper titled "Multi-decadal Climate
Variability: Flood and Drought - New South Wales" in which he concluded that "strong
evidence of multi-decadal climate variability" has dominated the climate. "Climate has
never been static!" Franks wrote. "Current drought cannot be directly linked to ‘climate
change'" and "El Niño/La Niña variability [is] due to natural processes," Franks wrote.
(LINK)
Meteorologist Art Horn, currently operating The ‘Art' Of the Weather business, is
skeptical of man-made climate fears. "It is my belief that climate change is not a product of
human activity. Many other meteorologists feel this way," Horn wrote to EPW on May 29,
2007. "The debate on this issue is not over as many who will profit from the ‘Global
Warming industry' would like it to be. They stand to make millions if not billions of dollars
by creating a climate of fear, regulation, carbon offsets and taxes. The atmosphere is
regulated by changes in the solar output and it's affects on the oceans. These factors and
others impart a far greater influence on our climate than the very small amounts of carbon
dioxide and other greenhouse gases in our atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is a natural part of
the air. Humans are adding some additional amounts but it is a very small part of the total,"
Horn explained. "Water vapor is by far the most significant greenhouse gas, five times
more effective at retaining heat from the sun and 50 to 100 times more plentiful in our
atmosphere. The news media has been using the fear of climate change due to humans as a
method of generating audience. Now every news program, documentary, newspaper,
magazine and Hollywood star is on the ‘bandwagon' to make money from something they
don't understand but stand to profit from. In a free society an open debate on this important
issue needs to take place, not the one sided drumbeat we get from the media," Horn
concluded.
Ivy League Organic Chemist Dr. D. Bruce Merrifield is a former Undersecretary of
Commerce for Economic Affairs, Professor Emeritus of the Wharton School of
Business at the University of Pennsylvania, and a member of the Visiting Committee
for Physical Sciences at the University of Chicago. "The earth has been subjected to
many warming and cooling periods over millions of years, none of which were of human
origin," Merrifield wrote on July 11, 2007. "Data from many independent sources have
mutually corroborated these effects. They include data from coring both the Antarctic ice
cap and sediments from the Sargasso Sea, from stalagmites, from tree rings, from upwellings in the oceans, and from crustaceans trapped in pre-historic rock formations. The
onset of each 100,000-year abrupt warming period has been coincident with emissions into
the atmosphere of large amounts of both carbon dioxide and methane greenhouse gases,
which absorb additional heat from the sun, a secondary warming effect," he explained.
"Solar radiation would appear to be the initial forcing event in which warming oceans
waters release dissolved carbon dioxide, and melt methane hydrates, both of which are
present in the oceans in vast quantities. Subsequent declines in radiation are associated with
long cooling periods in which the green house gases then gradually disappear (are reabsorbed) into terrestrial and ocean sinks, as reflected in the data from coring the Antarctic
Ice Cap and Sargasso Sea," he added. "The current 100 year solar radiation cycle may now
have reached its peak, and irradiation intensity has been observed to be declining. This
might account for the very recent net cessation of emission of green house gases into the
atmosphere starting about 1988, in spite of increasing generation of anthropomorphicallysourced industrial-based green house gases. While it seems likely that solar radiation, rather
than human activity, is the ‘forcing agent' for global warming, the subject surely needs
more study," he concluded. (LINK)
Oxford-educated Geochemist Dr. Cal Evans, a prominent researcher who has advised
the Alberta Research Council, the Natural Sciences, and Engineering Research
Council of Canada, and who is affiliated with the Calgary-based group Friends of
Science, dismissed climate fears in 2007. "The primary process that governs global
temperature cycles has been identified - it's a combination of solar irradiation and highenergy cosmic rays. Carbon dioxide appears to be a very minor factor. Although the
political forces that support the CO2 theory remain formidable, the science has turned
decisively against them," Evans said according to an article on July 9, 2007. "Yes, there's
been an increase [in CO2] but the quantity remains extremely small, no more than a trace
element," Evans said. "Whatever causes global warming must involve clouds and other
atmospheric vapour. To date, no one has been able to identify a link between higher CO2
concentrations and greater volumes of atmospheric water vapour," he added. "The slight
increase in ground temperature has no parallel in the troposphere. If atmospheric CO2
concentration was actually a significant factor in global warming, it stands to reason that
atmospheric temperatures would rise but that hasn't happened," he said. "It's ironic that
CO2 propaganda has achieved an unprecedented degree of political penetration in Canada
and the United States precisely at the same time that the scientific case is melting away.
Billions of dollars in research funding and related activity are at stake, and so are a great
many professional reputations. So the truth will certainly be inconvenient for someone, and
the struggle won't end for a while yet. Eventually, however, the facts will make themselves
known," he concluded. (LINK)
Dr. Peter Ridd, a Reader in Physics at James Cook University in Australia who
specializes in Marine Physics and who is also a scientific adviser to the Australian
Environment Foundation, dismissed the idea of a "consensus" on man-made global
warming. "It should be apparent that scientists and politicians such as Al Gore, who have
been telling us that the science is unquestionable on this issue, have been stretching the
truth," Ridd, who has authored over 60 publications in scientific journals, wrote on July 19,
2007. "It seems that there are some good reasons to believe that we may have been
swindled," Ridd added. Ridd also debunked fears of global warming negatively impacting
coral reefs. "Just as canaries were used to detect gas in coal mines, coral reefs are the
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canaries of the world, and their death is a first indication of our apocalyptic greenhouse
future. The bleaching events of 1998 and 2002 were our warning. Heed them now or
retribution will be visited upon us. In fact a more appropriate creature with which to
compare corals would be cockroaches - at least for their ability to survive. If our future
brings us total self-annihilation by nuclear war, pollution or global warming, my bet is that
both cockroaches and corals will survive. Their track-record is impressive," Ridd explained.
"Corals have survived 300 million years of massively varying climate both much warmer
and much cooler than today, far higher CO2 levels than we see today, and enormous sea
level changes. Corals saw the dinosaurs come and go, and cruised through mass extinction
events that left so many other organisms as no more than a part of the fossil record. Corals
are particularly well adapted to temperature changes and in general, the warmer the better.
It seems odd that coral scientists are worrying about global warming because this is one
group of organisms that like it hot. Corals are most abundant in the tropics and you
certainly do not find fewer corals closer to the equator. Quite the opposite, the further you
get away from the heat, the worse the corals. A cooling climate is a far greater threat. The
scientific evidence about the effect of rising water temperatures on corals is very
encouraging," he added. "Why does a scientist and environmentalist such as myself worry
about a little exaggeration about the reef? Surely it's better to be safe than sorry. To a
certain extent it is, however, the scientist in me worries about the credibility of science and
scientists. We cannot afford to cry wolf too often or our credibility will fall to that of used
car salesmen and estate agents - if it is not there already. The environmentalist in me
worries about the misdirection of scarce resources if we concentrate on ‘saving' a system
such as the Great Barrier Reef," he concluded.
Space physicist Dr. Eigil Friis-Christensen is the director of the Danish National Space
Centre, a member of the space research advisory committee of the Swedish National
Space Board, a member of a NASA working group, and a member of the European
Space Agency. Friis-Christensen co-authored a paper along with physicist Henrik
Svensmark on Thursday, July 19, 2007, entitled "What Do We Really Know about the
Sun-Climate Connection?" The paper stated, "The sun is the source of the energy that
causes the motion of the atmosphere and thereby controls weather and climate. Any change
in the energy from the sun received at the Earth's surface will therefore affect climate.
During stable conditions there has to be a balance between the energy received from the sun
and the energy that the Earth radiates back into Space. This energy is mainly radiated in the
form of long wave radiation corresponding to the mean temperature of the Earth." The
study continued, "From historical and geological records we know that the Earth's climate
has always been changing. Sometimes such changes have been relatively abrupt and have
apparently had large sociological effects." Friis-Christensen has authored or co-authored
around 100 peer-reviewed papers and chairs the Institute of Space Physics. (LINK)
UK atmospheric scientist John Kettley, formerly of the Met Office and the Fluid
Dynamics Department at the Bracknell headquarters, dismissed the linkage of wild
weather in the summer of 2007 in England to global warming. "In my view, none of the
severe weather we have experienced is proof of 'climate change.' It is just a poor summer nothing more, nothing less - something that was the norm throughout most of the Sixties
and has been repeated on several occasions more recently," Kettley, a former meteorologist
with the BBC, wrote in an op-ed on July 22, 2007 titled "Global Warming? No, Just an OldStyle British Summer." "To many, the black skies and fierce rains must have seemed an
ominous portent of things to come: symptomatic of the environmental ravages of global
warming. But, however extreme the weather we have experienced over the past few days,
its significance in meteorological terms is likely to be more prosaic. This year's apparently
extraordinary weather is no more sinister than a typical British summer of old and a
reminder of why Mediterranean holidays first became so attractive to us more than 40 years
ago," Kettley wrote. "Going further back, history also shows that 1912 was an atrocious
summer. It was so bad, in fact, that we are still some way short of the torrential downpours
that happened that year. It seemed particularly bad at the time because 1911 had been such
an exceptionally good summer. So, taking a long view, there is a pattern of warming and
cooling. The Edwardians were experiencing a period of significant warming (much like
now) following a cold Victorian spell. There was a period of warming from the Twenties
through to the end of the Fifties and, after a cooler period, there has been a further
significant warming over the past 20 years," he added. "In the final analysis, this summer
may be just such a 'blip' in the charts," he concluded. (LINK) & (LINK)
Geologist Gabriel Salas, who leads a UN High Commission for Refugees funded team,
rejected the idea that man-made global warming was causing droughts in Africa. A July 27,
2007 article in The Christian Science Monitor reported, "Salas, as a geologist, doesn't see
the problem of global warming as a recent phenomenon, but as something that has been
going on for thousands of years. The attack of Rome by Hannibal happened 2,400 years
ago, and he took elephants from Carthage and marched them toward Rome. Now, the fact
that you had elephants in the North of Africa shows that there has been climate change and
that desertification has been taking place for a long time." (LINK)
Former New Zealand Science Ministry analyst Don Stewart, a UK-based researcher in
geological and biological history, said, "The residual ice caps and glaciers we see today
have shrunk considerably since 2450 BC. Furthermore, British reports from navigators and
explorers since Elizabethan times show that there has been a significant retreat since those
first empirical observations available to us from their logs written up to 200 years before
the Industrial Revolution that is often falsely blamed for global warming." "Although the
pollution of 200 years of carbon-based industrial activity may have contributed a miniscule
factor, either reducing or increasing the already-rising atmospheric temperatures, the
globe's own natural heat from molten lava and iron at its core, in addition to the sun's rays
heating the atmosphere, means that the ice caps could not exist forever anyway and in fact
now look like disappearing altogether within 4500 years (2450 BC - 2050 AD) of their
formation." Stewart dismissed claims that UK floods were evidence of man-made global
warming. "At the moment, we really have insufficient empirical evidence to conclude that
is true," he added. (LINK)
Chemist Frank Britton rejected man-made climate fears in 2007. "CO2 makes a very
small contribution to the Earth's temperature. It is only 0.039 percent of the atmosphere.
Nitrogen, oxygen, water vapor and argon comprise more than 99 percent of the atmosphere.
Furthermore, carbon dioxide is not a particularly effective greenhouse gas. Out of the wide
spectrum of radiation received from the sun, CO2 only absorbs energy from three very
narrow levels," Britton wrote in a July 28, 2007 article in the Pasadena Star titled "Global
Warming is Nature's Doing." "Many people believe there is a difference between manmade CO2 and natural CO2. There is no difference. Carbon dioxide is comprised of one
carbon atom and two oxygen atoms. CO2 is a natural, vital part of biological life. Ants,
termites and decaying foliage account for the formation of most of the CO2. There are more
than a quadrillion ants and termites," Britton explained. "Global-warming activists believe
mankind is altering the Earth's temperature. Although many know that man's contribution is
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negligible, it is not to their political advantage to reveal this fact. Climate scientists receive
funding from the government to research causes of and solutions to man-made global
warming. If the current warming were demonstrated to be the natural cycle, this funding
would be cut," he added. "Carbon dioxide's contribution to global warming is minimal;
water vapor is the great buffer for the Earth's temperature; the oceans control this process.
Human beings have no measurable control over global temperatures," he concluded.
(LINK)
Dr. John Brignell is a UK Emeritus Engineering Professor of Northampton
Engineering College who held the Chair in Industrial Instrumentation at
Southampton and was awarded the Callendar Silver Medal by InstMC. He also served
on a committee of the Institute of Physics and currently publishes the website http://
www.numberwatch.co.uk/ with the mission to expose "scares, scams, junk, panics and
flummery cooked up by the media, politicians, bureaucrats and so-called scientists and
others that try to confuse the public with wrong numbers." His motto is "Working to
Combat Math Hysteria." "Global warming is a new phenomenon in human affairs. Not only
is it now a major religion, but it has an associated industrial complex of a wealth sufficient
to give it unheard of political power throughout the world. It presides over a virtual
monopoly of research funding," Brignell wrote in July 2007. (LINK) "Clearly, global
warming is anthropogenic (man-made). It exists mainly in the human mind and is
manufactured from two sources - careless data acquisition and dubious data processing,"
Brignell wrote. In November 2007, Brignell, who wrote a book entitled Sorry, Wrong
Number: The Abuse of Measurement, compiled a list of over 600 things allegedly caused by
global warming. To see the full list with weblinks to the source, see here: (LINK)
Retired Air Force atmospheric scientist Dr. Edward F Blick, Professor of Meteorology
and Engineering at University of Oklahoma, rejected man-made climate fears in 2007.
"Is their any solid evidence the earth is warming due to man's use of fossil fuels transferring
excessive amounts of CO2 in our atmosphere? The answer is NO!" Blick wrote on June 17,
2007 in an article titled "The Religions of Global Warming." "The amount of CO2 that man
puts into the atmosphere each year is about 3 billion tons per year. But this is insignificant
compared to the 39,000 billion tons in our oceans, 2,200 billion tons in our vegetation and
soils, and 750 billion tons in our atmosphere. Much of the CO2 generated by man is
consumed by vegetation," Blick explained. "Man cannot control the weather, but he can kill
millions of people in his vain attempt to control it, by limiting or eliminating the fuel that
we use," Blick added. He also questioned the accuracy of temperature gathering. "At the
time of the collapse of the Soviet Union (around 1990), they could not afford their weather
stations in Siberia, so they were closed. Hence, with the loss of the cooler temperature data
from Siberia and rural stations in other countries, coupled with the heat island effects of the
large city stations, and errors in thermometers of the 1800's, any increase in the average
earth temperature in the past may be an illusion," he wrote. "CO2 is not poison and it is not
our enemy. CO2 and oxygen are the twin gases of life. Humans and animals breathe in
oxygen and exhale CO2. Plants breathe in CO2, make carbohydrates, and breathe out
oxygen. We feed the plants and they feed us," Blick wrote. (LINK)
Iowa State Climatologist Dr. Elwynn Taylor, Professor of Meteorology at Iowa State
University and a former project scientist with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, expressed skepticism of man-made climate fears. An August 2007
article reported that "while Taylor believes entirely in global warming, he hasn't yet jumped
on the popular Inconvenient Truth bandwagon. ‘I don't know how much people have
caused,' he says. ‘Nobody really knows ... but what I do know is that we had a global
cooling period from around the middle 1800s to around 1900, global warming from 1900 to
around 1940, global cooling again from 1940 to 1972, and global warming since 1972.
Thermometers have measured this for us.'" The article continued, "Taylor accepts that
global warming is occurring. But he says the extent to which man is contributing to its
acceleration is debatable...he says the popular theories floated by the likes of Al Gore may
be slightly overcooked. ‘I think people are exaggerating the idea that all of the temperature
change occurring on Earth is being caused by this,' he says. ‘They shouldn't be saying that.
Because pretty soon we could discover that these things are only partially true. And then
people, feeling misled, won't do anything.'" The article added, "Taylor is reluctant to blame
human activity-specifically, increased emissions of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxidefor [global warming's] apparent acceleration? Because the bigger picture tells him there are
more powerful cycles at play. He justifies his pragmatic position with convincing anecdotal
evidence from the story he tells about Greenland's super-thick ice cap starting to melt back
and revealing that humans inhabited the place 1,400 years ago. ‘You could have taken your
ship across the North Pole late in the summer then, too,' he says. ‘So what we've discovered
is there have been occasions throughout history when sea ice in the North Pole would go
away during certain times of the year and other spans of history where the ice was
essentially permanent. These things go back and forth. We wonder now if there was ever a
time when there was no glacier on top of Greenland at all. Geologists say yes-a short 3
million years ago we didn't have any permanent year-round ice on the planet. These things
come and go in natural cycles.'" (LINK) & (LINK)
Meteorologist Dr. Fred Ward, who earned his PhD in Meteorology from MIT and is a
former meteorologist for Boston TV, ridiculed what he termed "global warming zealots."
"Good, worldwide temperature data are available for less than a century, but that hasn't
stopped the alarmists from quoting what are called ‘temperature' data extending back to the
Romans. Such data are not temperatures, but proxies which are claimed to measure
temperature," Ward wrote in the New Hampshire Union Leader on July 16, 2007. "Such
proxies include tree rings, ice cores and the like, but they all suffer from one serious
limitation. The proxies can be calculated from the weather, but the weather cannot be
calculated from the proxies. The brief reason is that many different weather elements work
in complex ways to produce the proxy," he added. "Finally, for those of you old enough to
read in the 1970s, there was a lot of hysteria back then about the global temperature. The
same ‘if we don't act promptly, in 10 years it will be too late' statements were published, on
the covers of reputable papers and magazines, by many of the same ‘scientists,' and for
many of the same base motives. The only difference between the 1970s and now was that
the disaster that was just around the corner was global cooling! How times change, while
people don't," he concluded. (LINK)
A 2006 study of Greenland by a team of scientists debunked fears of Greenland
melting. The study led by Petr Chylek of Los Alamos National Laboratory, Space and
Remote Sensing Sciences found the rate of warming in 1920-1930 was about 50%
higher than that in 1995-2005, suggesting carbon dioxide ‘could not be the cause' of
warming. (LINK) "We find that the current Greenland warming is not unprecedented in
recent Greenland history. Temperature increases in the two warming periods (1920-1930
and 1995-2005) are of similar magnitude, however the rate of warming in 1920-1930 was
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reviewed study, which was published in the June 13, 2006 Geophysical Research Letters,
found that after a warm 2003 on the southeastern coast of Greenland, "the years 2004 and
2005 were closer to normal being well below temperatures reached in the 1930s and
1940s." The study further continued, "Almost all post-1955 temperature averages at
Greenland stations are lower (colder climate) than the (1881-1955) temperature average."
In addition, the Chylek-led study explained, "Although there has been a considerable
temperature increase during the last decade (1995 to 2005) a similar increase and at a faster
rate occurred during the early part of the 20th century (1920 to 1930) when carbon dioxide
or other greenhouse gases could not be a cause. The Greenland warming of 1920-1930
demonstrates that a high concentration of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases is not
a necessary condition for a period of warming to arise. The observed 1995-2005
temperature increase seems to be within natural variability of Greenland climate. A general
increase in solar activity [Scafetta and West, 2006] since 1990s can be a contributing factor
as well as the sea surface temperature changes of tropical ocean [Hoerling et al., 2001]."
"To summarize, we find no direct evidence to support the claims that the Greenland ice
sheet is melting due to increased temperature caused by increased atmospheric
concentration of carbon dioxide." The co-authors of the study were M.K. Dubey of Los
Alamos National Laboratory and G. Lesins, Dalhousie University in Canada. Chylek has
authored over 100 studies in peer-reviewed journals. Chylek was one of the 60 scientists
who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister
Stephen Harper which stated, "If, back in the mid-1990s, we knew what we know today
about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not exist, because we would have concluded it
was not necessary." (LINK)
Former California State Climatologist Jim Goodridge, a consultant for the California
Department of Water Resources, authored a July 28, 2007 paper noting the impact of
the sun on climate change. "Evidence for climate variation is inferred from the sunspot
numbers. The ‘Solar Constant' sunspot relationship clearly suggests a long-range historic
view of solar irradiance from 1500. The solar irradiance has been clearly increasing since
1940. The Maunder Minimum of sunspot numbers from 1660 to 1710 was clearly a time of
worldwide cold temperatures. The year 1816 was known as the year without a summer,"
Goodridge wrote. Goodridge also blamed natural factors for the increase in temperatures in
California since the 1970s. "The evidence for a major climate shift since the mid 1970s is
quite real. California indices of rainfall and temperature have both shown an increasing
trend since 1975. Physical changes in Earth weather systems that accompany the 1975
weather trend changes include the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) index, a 1975 change
in the Atmospheric Angular Momentum (AAM) index and a 1940 increase in solar
irradiance," he explained. "A comparison of the accumulated departure from average of the
California temperature and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation Index (PDO) indices indicate
both peaking about 1943 and generally declining until the major climate shift of 1975.
Again, this suggests a 35-year lag time in solar influence," he added. (LINK)
Geologist Bruno Wiskel of the University of Alberta recently reversed his view of manmade climate change and instead became a global warming skeptic. Wiskel was once such
a big believer in man-made global warming that he set out to build a "Kyoto house" in
honor of the UN sanctioned Kyoto Protocol which was signed in 1997. Wiskel wanted to
prove that the Kyoto Protocol's goals were achievable by people making small changes in
their lives. But after further examining the science behind Kyoto, Wiskel reversed his
scientific views completely and became such a strong skeptic that he recently wrote a book
titled The Emperor's New Climate: Debunking the Myth of Global Warming. A November
15, 2006 Edmonton Sun article explains Wiskel's conversion while building his "Kyoto
house," saying, "Instead, he said he realized global warming theory was full of holes and
‘red flags,' and became convinced that humans are not responsible for rising temperatures."
Wiskel now says "the truth has to start somewhere." Noting that the Earth has been
warming for 18,000 years, Wiskel told the Canadian newspaper, "If this happened once and
we were the cause of it, that would be cause for concern. But glaciers have been coming
and going for billions of years." Wiskel also said that global warming has gone "from a
science to a religion" and noted that research money is being funneled into promoting
climate alarmism instead of funding areas he considers more worthy. "If you funnel money
into things that can't be changed, the money is not going into the places that it is needed,"
he said.
Dr. Denis Dutton, Associate Professor of Philosophy at the University of Canterbury
in New Zealand and recipient of the New Zealand Royal Society Medal for Services to
Science and Technology, teaches a course on the distinction between science and
pseudoscience. Dr. Dutton is skeptical about the degree to which human activity has
contributed to the general warming trend that began in the 1880s. "Working at the
university where Karl Popper taught in the 1940s, I am more than a little aware of the way
that adequate scientific hypotheses must always be open to falsification. The best way for
science and public policy to proceed is to continuously assess evidence pro and con for
anthropogenic global warming," Dutton wrote to EPW on December 4, 2007. "Climate
alarmists in particular are too prone to cherry-pick evidence that suits their case, ignoring
factors that might disprove it," he added. Dutton recently founded the website Climate
Debate Daily, which he co-edits with Douglas Campbell (http://climatedebatedaily.com).
Professor Emeritus Peter R Odell of International Energy Studies at the University of
Rotterdam questioned why global temperatures have not increased since 1998. "The UK's
Meteorological Office research centre has now had to confirm a fall in average global
temperatures since 1998. This clearly opens to challenge the widely-held view that it is
primarily the growth in carbon dioxide emissions, released by mankind's use of carbon
fuels, that cause global warming," Odell wrote on August 13 in an unpublished letter to the
UK Guardian newspaper. "Indeed, since 1998 there has been a record near-25% increase in
the production and use of coal, oil and natural gas - totaling an additional 2000 million tons
of oil equivalent over the nine year period. Two-fifths of this has been coal, the most
polluting of the three carbon fuels, so generating voluminous additional carbon dioxide for
the atmosphere. Yet, in spite of an all-time peak period of carbon fuels' use, it seems that no
overall global warming phenomenon has been generated!" Odell wrote. "Thus, instead of
the Met Office's think-tank apparent acceptance of the concept of a demonstrable
relationship between global warming and carbon dioxide emissions for its future forecasts,
should it not first be held responsible for an explanation as to why this has not happened
over the past nine years - and why it will not happen for at least the next three years?" he
asked.
UK Astronomer Dr. David Whitehouse, who authored the 2004 book The Sun: A
Biography, detailed the sun's significant influence on the climate. "Something is happening
to our sun. It has to do with sunspots, or rather the activity cycle their coming and going
signifies. After a period of exceptionally high activity in the 20th century, our sun has
suddenly gone exceptionally quiet. Months have passed with no spots visible on its disc.
We are at the end of one cycle of activity and astronomers are waiting for the sunspots to
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return and mark the start of the next, the so-called cycle 24. They have been waiting for a
while now with no sign it's on its way any time soon," Whitehouse wrote on December 5,
2007 in the UK Independent. "Throughout the 20th century, solar cycles had been
increasing in strength. Almost everyone agrees that throughout most of the last century the
solar influence was significant. Studies show that by the end of the 20th century the sun's
activity may have been at its highest for more than 8,000 years. Other solar parameters have
been changing as well, such as the magnetic field the sun sheds, which has almost doubled
in the past century," Whitehouse explained. "Since [1998] average temperatures have held
at a high, though steady, level. Many computer climate projections suggest that the global
temperatures will start to rise again in a few years. But those projections do not take into
account the change in the sun's behaviour. The tardiness of cycle 24 indicates that we might
be entering a period of low solar activity that may counteract man-made greenhouse
temperature increases. Some members of the Russian Academy of Sciences say we may be
at the start of a period like that seen between 1790 and 1820, a minor decline in solar
activity called the Dalton Minimum. They estimate that the sun's reduced activity may
cause a global temperature drop of 1.5C by 2020. This is larger than most sensible
predictions of man-made global warming over this period," he added. (LINK)
MIT Climate Scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen, former UN IPCC lead author and
reviewer and an Alfred P. Sloan Professor of Meteorology, Dept. of Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, called fears of man-made global warming "silly" in
January 31, 2007 CNN interview. "I think it's mainly just like little kids locking themselves
in dark closets to see how much they can scare each other and themselves," Lindzen said.
"Nobody's arguing that man has zero impact on the climate. But the question is can you
distinguish it from all the other stuff going on? And I think the answer is still no," Lindzen
told the Weather Channel on January 14, 2007. "Controlling carbon is kind of a bureaucrat's
dream. If you control carbon, you control life," he also told the Weather Channel on March
31, 2007. Lindzen dismisses "solutions" to global warming like changing light bulbs to
fluorescent or participating in the Kyoto Protocol. "If you had a decision to make which
actually would matter, then, of course it would be a very difficult situation," Lindzen said in
an April 28, 2007 CBS Chicago TV special "The Truth About Global Warming." "One of
the things the scientific community is pretty agreed on is those things will have virtually no
impact on climate no matter what the models say. So the question is do you spend trillions
of dollars to have no impact? And that seems like a no-brainer," he said. (LINK) Lindzen
also explained the UN's IPCC Summary for Policymakers involves only a dozen or so
scientists. "It's not 2,500 people offering their consensus, I participated in that. Each person
who is an author writes one or two pages in conjunction with someone else...but ultimately,
it is written by representatives of governments, of environmental organizations like the
Union of Concerned Scientists, and industrial organizations, each seeking their own
benefit," Lindzen said. "At present, the greenhouse forcing is already about three-quarters
of what one would get from a doubling of CO2. But average temperatures rose only about
0.6 degrees since the beginning of the industrial era, and the change hasn't been uniformwarming has largely occurred during the periods from 1919 to 1940 and from 1976 to 1998,
with cooling in between. Researchers have been unable to explain this discrepancy,"
Lindzen wrote in the April 16, 2007 issue of Newsweek. (LINK)
Astronomer Dr. Ian Wilson of the University of Southern Queensland, Australia,
specializes in statistical analysis and astrophysics research, and was a former
operations astronomer at the Hubble Space Telescope Institute in Baltimore, MD.
Wilson declared man-made global warming fears "bit the dust" after a 2007 peer-reviewed
study found that even a doubling of atmospheric carbon dioxide would not have an
alarming impact on global temperatures. "Anthropogenic (man-made) global warming
bites the dust," declared Wilson about the study titled "Heat Capacity, Time Constant, and
Sensitivity of Earth's Climate System," authored by Brookhaven National Lab scientist
Stephen Schwartz. "Effectively, this [new study] means that the global economy will spend
trillions of dollars trying to avoid a warming of ~ 1.0 K by 2100 A.D.," Wilson wrote in an
August 19, 2007 note to the Senate Environment & Public Works Committee. Wilson was
referring to the trillions of dollars that would be spent under such international global
warming treaties like the Kyoto Protocol. "Previously, I have indicated that the widely
accepted values for temperature increase associated with a doubling of CO2 were far too
high, i.e. 2 - 4.5 Kelvin. I indicated that a figure closer to 1 Kelvin (corresponding to an
increase in the world mean temperature of ~ 0.1 K per decade) was more appropriate. This
new peer-reviewed paper by Stephen Schwartz appearing in the Journal of Geophysical
Research claims a value of 1.1 +/- 0.5 K increase for a doubling of CO2," he added. (LINK)
Statistician Lenny Smith of the London School of Economics, who co-authored a study
on the uncertainties of climate models for the Tyndall Centre for Climate Change
Research in Oxford, dubbed climate modeling "naive realism." "Our models are being
over-interpreted and misinterpreted," Smith said, according to a New Scientist article from
August 16, 2007. "They are getting better; I don't want to trash them per se. But as we
change our predictions, how do we maintain the credibility of the science?" Smith
explained. "We need to drop the pretence that they are nearly perfect," he added. The article
noted that Smith believes that the "over-interpretation of models is already leading to poor
financial decision-making." The article continued: "[Smith] singled out for criticism the
British government's UK Climate Impacts Programme and Met Office. He accused both of
making detailed climate projections for regions of the UK when global climate models
disagree strongly about how climate change will affect the British Isles." (LINK)
Geologist Dr. Al Pekarek, professor of geology, earth and atmospheric sciences at St.
Cloud State University, ridicules man-made global warming fears as a "media circus."
"Climate is a very complex system, and anyone who claims we know all there is to know
about it, let's say, is charitably misinformed or chooses to be," Pekarek said according to a
September 7, 2007 article. "We fool ourselves if we think we have a sufficiently wellunderstood model of the climate that we can really predict. We can't," he explained.
"Geologists know that the Earth's climate has done this all the time in its history. We also
know that man has not been around very long and could not have caused that. So we know
that there are many natural forces that have caused our climate to change," he continued.
"Those of us who don't jump on the bandwagon - we're called deniers and Hitlers and I
don't know what all else. Some of us have been threatened - I think some with their life, but
more it's trying to destroy our reputations," Pekarek added. He also pulled no punches in
criticizing former Vice President Al Gore's documentary An Inconvenient Truth, calling the
film "a total misrepresentation of science." He dismissed computer model fears of a
climate doomsday. "It's an abuse of science. They are misquoting science. They are
misusing science. They are making predictions of dire consequences in the name of science
that will not come true, and science will lose its credibility," he explained. "In some of our
schools, we are scaring the hell out of our kids. ... They think they have no future," he said.
"In 10 years, you won't hear anything about global warming," he concluded. (LINK)
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Botanist Dr. David Bellamy, a famed UK environmental campaigner, former lecturer
at Durham University, and host of a popular UK TV series on wildlife, recently
converted into a skeptic after reviewing the science and now calls global warming fears
"poppycock." According to a May 15, 2005 article in the UK Sunday Times, Bellamy said
that "global warming is largely a natural phenomenon. The world is wasting stupendous
amounts of money on trying to fix something that can't be fixed." "The climate-change
people have no proof for their claims. They have computer models which do not prove
anything," Bellamy added. Bellamy's conversion concerning global warming did not come
without a sacrifice, as several environmental groups have ended their association with him
because of his views on climate change. The severing of relations came despite Bellamy's
long activism for green campaigns. The UK Times reported Bellamy "won respect from
hard-line environmentalists with his campaigns to save Britain's peat bogs and other
endangered habitats. In Tasmania he was arrested when he tried to prevent loggers cutting
down a rainforest." On July 1, 2007, in an op-ed titled "THE GLOBAL WARMING
MYTH," Bellamy called man-made catastrophic global warming promotion "a political
football that has lost its foundations in real science." "There are no facts linking the
concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide with imminent catastrophic global warming,
there are only predictions based on complex computer models," he explained. Bellamy
turned his skepticism on Gore, asking "Why scare the families of the world with tales that
polar bears are heading for extinction when there is good evidence that there are now twice
as many of these iconic animals, most doing well in the Arctic than there were 20 years
ago? Why cry wolf on a rise in the spread of malaria thanks to rising temperatures when
this mosquito borne disease was a main killer of people throughout the Little Ice Age in
Britain and northern Russia?" (LINK)
UK wildlife documentary maker Nigel Marven, who spent three months studying and
filming polar bears in Canada's arctic, expressed skepticism about fears that global
warming would devastate polar bears. "I think climate change is happening, but as far as the
polar bear disappearing is concerned, I have never been more convinced that this is just
scaremongering. People are deliberately seeking out skinny bears and filming them to show
they are dying out. That's not right," Marven said according to a December 7, 2007 article
in the UK Daily Mail. "Of course, in 30 years, if there's no ice over the North Pole, then the
bears will be in trouble. But I've seen enough to know that polar bears are not yet on the
brink of extinction," Marven added. The article also noted that indigenous residents of the
Arctic also reject polar bear fears. "After almost three months of working with those who
know the Arctic best - among them Inuit Indians, who are appalled at the way an animal
they have lived beside for centuries has become a poster species for ‘misinformed' Greens Nigel Marven finds himself in broad agreement," the article reported. (LINK)
Nobel Prize-winning Economist Gary S. Becker, who is a senior fellow at the Hoover
Institution and University Professor of Economics and Sociology at the University of
Chicago, debunked the notion that acting now to reduce greenhouse gases will save in the
long run. "Future generations would be better off if the present generation, instead of
investing the $800 billion in greenhouse gas-reducing technologies, invested the same
amount in capital that would be available to future generations," Becker wrote on February
4, 2007. "One criticism of this argument is that if the resources were not invested in
reducing greenhouse gases, they would not be invested in other capital that would accrue to
future generations. Perhaps not. But bear in mind that during the past 150 years, more
recent generations in the United States and other developed and developing nations have
been much better off than earlier generations when measured by income, health, education,
and virtually all other important criteria," Becker explained. "This rising standard of living
across generations has been achieved mainly through advances in technology, and generous
savings and investments for children and grandchildren by parents and their elected
representatives. Why should this fundamental aspect of family and public behavior change
as a result of the accumulation of the harmful greenhouse gases in the atmosphere?" he
wrote. "Discounting is sensible behavior. Common sense also suggests that technologies
will be much improved in the future, including those that can improve health, income, and
the environment. Put differently, later generations have benefited from large and continuing
advances in technologies of all kinds in the past 150 years, including those related to the
environment," he added. (LINK)
Lev Zeleny, director of the Institute of Space Research at the Russian Academy of
Sciences and an Academy corresponding member, rejects man-made climate fears.
According to a September 28, 2007 article in the Russian publication RIA Novosti, Zeleny
"believes that before making Kyoto Protocol-like decisions, we should thoroughly study the
influence of all factors and receive more or less unequivocal results. In order to treat an
illness, we must diagnose it first, he insists." Zeleny noted, "Judging by Venus, a planet,
which is similar to the Earth in all respects, we can see how far this can go. The temperature
on its surface is about 500° C (mostly due to a greenhouse effect). At one time, Venus did
not have a layer of clouds, and this is probably when it was warmed up by the Sun, causing
a greenhouse effect. What if the Sun is responsible for the warming of our climate?" Zeleny
asked. "There are two channels of energy transfer from the Sun - electromagnetic and
corpuscular radiation," he explained. "The bulk of it - about 1.37 kW per square meter of
the Earth's surface - which equals the power of an electric kettle - comes via the
electromagnetic channel. This flow of energy primarily fits into the visible and infrared
range of the spectrum and its amount is virtually immune to change - it alters by no more
than a few fractions of a percent. It is called the 'solar constant.' The flow of energy reaches
the Earth in eight minutes and is largely absorbed by its atmosphere and surface. It has
decisive influence on the shaping of our climate," Zeleny said. "Solar wind becomes more
intense when the Sun is active. It sweeps space rays out of the solar system like a broom,"
he added. "This affects cloud formation, which cools off both the atmosphere and the whole
planet. We know from historic records that it was quite cold in 1350-1380. The Sun was
very active during this time," he said. "Some dangers are much less discussed today, for
instance, the inversion of the Earth's magnetic field," Zeleny warns. "It is gradually
changing its polarity; the poles are crawling to the equator at increasing speed. There were
whole epochs in the Earth's history when the magnetic field all but disappeared. Such
oscillations have taken place throughout almost its entire geological history," he concluded.
(LINK)
CNN Meteorologist Rob Marciano compared Gore's film to "fiction" in an on air
broadcast on October 4, 2007. When a British judge ordered schools that show Gore's An
Inconvenient Truth to include a disclaimer noting multiple errors in the film, Marciano
applauded the judge saying, "Finally, finally." Marciano then added, "The Oscars, they give
out awards for fictional films as well." Marciano specifically critiqued Gore for claiming
hurricanes and global warming were linked. (LINK)
Geologist C. Robert Shoup authored a summer 2007 scientific study for the American
Association of Petroleum Geologists in which he debunked global warming fears. "The
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hypothesis of Anthropogenic Global Warming does not yet meet the basic scientific
standards of proof needed to be accepted as a viable hypothesis, much less as accepted
fact," Shoup wrote in the study titled "Science Under Attack." Shoup concluded, "A
comprehensive review of the climate data suggests that many global warming advocates do
not present data that is contradictory to their beliefs. In addition, the constant call to end
debate and silence scientists who challenge the hypothesis of Anthropogenic Global
Warming is a violation of scientific protocol and has the affect of suppressing healthy
scientific debate."
Horticulturalist Alan Titchmarch, a prominent naturalist who hosts the popular "The
Nature of Britain" program on the BBC, joined the climate skeptics in 2007. "Our
climate has always changed," Titchmarch said according to an October 6, 2007 article in
the UK Telegraph. "I wish we could grow up about it," he explained, "I'm sure we are
contributing to global warming, and we must do all we can to reduce that, but our climate
has always changed. The Romans had vineyards in Yorkshire. We're all on this bandwagon
of ‘Ban the 4x4 in Fulham'. Why didn't we have global warming during the Industrial
Revolution? In those days you couldn't have seen across the street for all the carbon
emissions and the crap coming out of the chimneys," he said. Titchmarch also rejected fears
of warming induced species loss. "We'll lose some, we'll gain others. Wildlife is remarkably
tenacious. Nature always copes," he said. (LINK)
Meteorologist Alexandre Aguiar of Brazil's MetSul Weather Center forecaster for
Ulbra TV in Porto Alegre, Brazil, debunked former Vice President Al Gore's science
claims in 2007. "It was exactly 10 years ago today. October 14th 1997. The guest in the El
Niño Community Preparedness Summit in Santa Monica, California, was the Vice
President of the United States Al Gore. It was another opportunity to him to propagate the
scary vision of a warmed globe. The main point was the super El Niño event of that year.
Gore took advantage of the scene to forecast a future without (cooling) La Niña events. El
Niño (warming) events, according to him and his fellow scientists, would become
permanent," Aguiar wrote on October 14, 2007 on the skeptical website IceCap.US. "Gore's
theory bankrupted exactly ten years after its release. The largest ocean in Earth is much
colder than average and global climate starts to feel the impacts of a moderate La Niña
event that may reach the strong threshold," Aguiar explained. "It will take some more years
for ‘Mother Nature' to dismiss some or all of Gore forecasts, but earlier predictions made
by him are already proving to be an inconvenient mistake," he concluded. (LINK)
Chief Meteorologist Karl Spring of Duluth, Minnesota, who is certified by both the
American Meteorological Society and the National Weather Association, expressed
skepticism of former Vice President Al Gore's climate views. On the day Gore's Nobel
Prize was announced in October 2007, Spring declared on KUWS radio, "I wouldn't pay a
dime to see [An Inconvenient Truth] for many reasons." Spring then ridiculed Gore.
"Politically, he's a left-wing nut. And he does things for other agendas." He added that Gore
"takes facts and extrapolates them to such extremes," and he projects "a doomsday
scenario." Meteorologist Kyly Underwood joined Spring in dismissing Gore's scientific
opinions during on KUWS radio. "We need to be careful about where we get our
information on global warming, and this debate unfortunately is driven by
politicians." (LINK) & (LINK)
Gwyn Prins of the London School of Economics and Steve Rayner of Oxford authored
a report prominently featured in the UK journal Nature in October 2007 calling on the
UN to "radically rethink climate policy," and they cautioned against a "bigger" version of
Kyoto with even more draconian provisions. Prins and Rayner's report in the influential
journal bluntly declared "... as an instrument for achieving emissions reductions [Kyoto]
has failed. It has produced no demonstrable reduction in emissions or even in anticipated
emissions growth." Their report was titled "Time to Ditch Kyoto" and was highlighted in an
October 24, 2007 National Post article. "But as an instrument for achieving emissions
reductions it has failed. It has produced no demonstrable reduction in emissions or even in
anticipated emissions growth. And it pays no more than token attention to the needs of
societies to adapt to existing climate change." The report also noted, "Kyoto's supporters
often blame non-signatory governments, especially the United States and Australia, for its
woes." The report continued, "But the Kyoto Protocol was always the wrong tool for the
nature of the job." Prins and Rayner instead urged investment in new technologies and
adaptation as the most promising method to deal with climate change. (LINK)
Chinese Scientists Say C02 Impact on Warming May Be ‘Excessively Exaggerated' Scientists Lin Zhen-Shan's and Sun Xian's 2007 study published in the peer-reviewed
journal Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics noted that "although the CO2 greenhouse
effect on global climate change is unsuspicious, it could have been excessively
exaggerated." Their study asserted that "it is high time to reconsider the trend of global
climate change." The study looked at "multi-scale analysis of global temperature changes"
and concluded "that ‘global climate will be cooling down in the next 20 years.'" The
scientists concluded that even if atmospheric CO2 were to stabilize, "the CO2 greenhouse
effect will be deficient in counterchecking the natural cooling of global climate in the
following 20 years." "The global climate warming is not solely affected by the CO2
greenhouse effect. The best example is temperature obviously cooling however atmospheric
CO2 concentration is ascending from 1940s to 1970s. Although the CO2 greenhouse effect
on global climate changes is unsuspicious, it could have been excessively exaggerated. It is
high time to re-consider the global climate changes," Zhen-Shan and Xian concluded.
(LINK) & (LINK) & (LINK)
Physicist Dr. Henrik Svensmark released a report with his colleagues at the Danish
National Space Centre which shows that the planet is experiencing a natural period of low
cloud cover due to fewer cosmic rays entering the atmosphere. "We have the highest solar
activity we have had in at least 1,000 years," Svensmark said in the February 11, 2007
article in the UK Telegraph. "Humans are having an effect on climate change, but by not
including the cosmic ray effect in models it means the results are inaccurate. The size of
man's impact may be much smaller and so the man-made change is happening slower than
predicted," Svensmark said. Svensmark published his finding on the influence that cosmic
rays have on cloud production in the Proceedings of the Royal Society Journal in late 2006
and he has a new 2007 book entitled The Chilling Stars: A New Theory of Climate Change.
"It was long-thought that clouds were caused by climate change, but now we see that
climate change is driven by clouds," Svensmark said. In October 2007, Svensmark coauthroed another report from the Danish National Space Center Study concluding: “The
Sun still appears to be the main forcing agent in global climate change.” The report was
authored with Physicist Henrik Svensmark and Eigil Friis-Christensen. (LINK)
Air resources engineer Tom Scheffelin, who estimates on-road vehicle emissions for
the California Air Resources Board, declared himself a climate skeptic in 2007. "Does
carbon dioxide affect the climate? Carbon dioxide levels track temperature changes
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between 300 to 1,000 years after the temperature has changed. Carbon dioxide has no direct
role in global warming; rather, it responds to biological activity, which responds to climate
changes," Scheffelin wrote in a November 5, 2007 article titled "Global Warming Causes
Carbon Dioxide." Scheffelin critiqued what he termed "the quasi-religious fervor
surrounding global warming." He explained, "Cyclic global warming is normal and must
occur no matter what anyone does or does not do. The most frequent global climate cycle is
caused by the ocean's response to the orbits of the earth and moon." Scheffelin continued,
"Carbon dioxide levels track temperature changes between 300 to 1,000 years after the
temperature has changed. Carbon dioxide has no direct role in global warming; rather, it
responds to biological activity, which responds to climate changes." He concluded by
issuing a warning to the public about climate fears. "Beware future radical government
mandates designed to save the planet. What can one do? Elect legislators who do not fall
prey to the global warming hysteria. Walk or bicycle as often as possible; the world is a
better place when experienced on foot or by bicycle. Grow two ears of corn where before
only one ear grew (Gulliver's Travels). Stop worrying over global warming; worry causes
poor health. Study geology, it's fascinating. Enjoy life during this, the most productive, safe
and healthful era in the history of mankind," he concluded. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist Dr. Chris Walcek is a professor at the University at Albany in
NY and a Senior Research Associate at the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
who studies the relationship of pollutants within the atmosphere. Walcek is also a
skeptic of man-made global warming fears. "10,000 years ago we were sitting under 2,000
feet of ice right here. It looked like Antarctica right here. And then over a one to two
thousand year period, we went into today's climate and the cause of that change is not, well,
nobody has a definitive theory about why that happened," Walcek said according to a
November 6, 2007 article. (LINK) In a separate May 5, 2007 interview, Walcek expanded
on his climate skepticism and accused former Vice President Al Gore of having
"exaggerated" part of his film. "A lot of the imagery like hurricanes and tornados. And as
far as tornados go, there is no evidence at all that tornados are affected. And a recent
committee of scientists concluded that there isn't a strong correlation between climate
change and hurricane intensity. A lot of people are saying we're going to see more Katrina's
and there's just not much evidence of that. We have had strong hurricanes throughout the
last hundred years and we're probably going to have strong hurricanes once in a while,"
Walcek said. "We are over-due for an ice-age if you look at the geological records, we have
had a period of not having a thousand feet of ice sitting here in Albany" New York, he
added. (LINK) & (LINK)
Environmental expert Sergei Golubchikov, Vice President of Russia's National
Geocryological Foundation, expressed skepticism of man-made global warming in 2007.
"Humanity is focusing environmental efforts on the boogeyman of global warming,"
Golubchikov wrote in a November 8, 2007 article in RIA Novosti. "Environmental phobias
go hand in hand with technological civilization. Anxiety over climate change is carried too
far, to my mind," Golubchikov continued. "Anxiety easily turns to panic, forcing the world
into hasty, and possibly wrong, steps. The Kyoto Protocol, for instance, was ratified even
before the link between global warming and the concentration of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere had been proved," Golubchikov explained. "But is the gas [CO2] so bad? It is
no poison, and plants need it as much as we humans need our daily bread. At present it
makes up a mere 0.037% of the atmosphere. Greater concentrations cause plant life to
flourish-especially forests, the greatest absorbers of greenhouse gases. If the release of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere were suddenly stopped, the earth's plant life would
consume that remaining in a matter of 8-11 years. After that they would curl up and die.
Every living thing on earth would be doomed with them," he wrote. "As 95% of the world's
carbon dioxide is dissolved in saline water, global warming makes the sea the principal
source of emissions, leaving industry far behind. To my mind, international agreements
should instead seek to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide, carbonic and nitric oxides,
benzpyrene, soot, heavy metals and other toxic substances responsible for causing cancer
and mutations. These are, in fact, the greatest environmental challenge to governments and
the public," he added. (LINK)
Aeronautical engineer Bob Edleman, former Chief Engineer of Boeing's Electronic
Systems Division who also worked as a software engineer in data reduction and flight
simulation, expressed skepticism about man-made climate fears promoted in former Vice
President Al Gore's film. "My conclusion is that the movie is mostly misleading and, yes,
we'd better stop the ideological wrangling and consider the facts," Edelman wrote on
October 4, 2007. "There is no consensus. Even if there were it would have no value in
science. Proof leads to consensus, not the other way around," he added. (LINK)
Geologists Dr. George Chilingar, and L.F. Khilyuk of the University of Southern
California authored a December 2006 study in the peer-reviewed journal
Environmental Geology which found warming temperatures were due to natural factors,
not mankind. "The current global warming is most likely a combined effect of increased
solar and tectonic activities and cannot be attributed to the increased anthropogenic impact
on the atmosphere. Humans may be responsible for less than 0.01°C (of approximately
0.56°C (1°F) total average atmospheric heating during the last century)," the paper
concluded. "Recalculating this amount into the total anthropogenic carbon dioxide emission
in grams of CO2, one obtains the estimate 1.003×1018 g, which constitutes less than
0.00022% of the total CO2 amount naturally degassed from the mantle during geologic
history. Comparing these figures, one can conclude that anthropogenic carbon dioxide
emission is negligible (indistinguishable) in any energy-matter transformation processes
changing the Earth's climate," Chilingar and Khilyuk added. Chilingar is a professor of civil
and petroleum engineering at UCLA and is the former president of the U.S. chapter of the
Russian Academy Sciences. (LINK) & (LINK)
Chemist Dr. Daniel W. Miles, a former professor of physics who earned his PhD from
the University of Utah, expressed skepticism of climate fears in 2007. "It is very apparent
from a dozen or so peer-reviewed scientific articles that fluctuations in cosmic radiation
have an important impact on climate change," Miles wrote in a November 8, 2007 essay
titled "Scientific Consensus on Global Warming Not Overwhelming." "It is claimed that
even if the carbon dioxide concentration in the air were doubled, its greenhouse effect
would be canceled by a mere one percent rise in cloudiness. The reason is simply that
greater cloudiness means a larger deflection of the solar radiation away from the surface of
our planet," he wrote. "The more intense the influx of cosmic rays, the more clouds.
Cosmic rays ionize air molecules, transforming them into condensation nuclei for water
vapor, where the ice crystals - from which clouds are created - are formed. The quantity of
cosmic rays impacting the atmosphere is controlled by changes in the so-called solar wind when the winds are stronger, they drive cosmic radiation away from the Earth, fewer clouds
are formed and the Earth becomes warmer," Miles explained. (LINK)
Engineer David Holland authored a November 2007 study titled "Bias and
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Concealment in the IPCC Process: The ‘Hockey-Stick' Affair and its Implications"
which was published in the scientific journal Energy & Environment. Holland also
wrote a 2006 critique of the Stern Review for World Economics. Holland, who is a member
of the Institution of Engineering and Technology, critiqued modern climate science
methods and the UN IPCC process. "[Climate science] is by all measures as important a
field of research as medicine, and ought to operate to standards at least as high, but it does
not. On the contrary, it is steeped in bias, concealment and spin," Holland, wrote in his
November paper for Energy & Environment. "Strong and well-founded scientific
disagreement remains," he wrote. Holland took the IPCC to task. "The IPCC's governing
principles are interpreted loosely, for example the strong scientific and statistical
disagreements expressed by reviewers are not adequately, if at all, recorded in IPCC
reports. Unpublished papers supporting IPCC orthodoxy are included even though their
supporting data and methodology are not available. The use of non-disclosure agreements
runs entirely counter to the IPCC's role," he wrote. (LINK)
Meteorologist Morgan Palmer of Texas TV's KLTV, who holds Seals of
Approval from both the American Meteorological Society (AMS) and the National
Weather Association (NWA), declared himself skeptical of man-made climate fears in
2007. "Any idea can become mainstream if you just hear one side of the argument," Palmer
said on November 8, 2007. Palmer called man-made warming a theory and accused
proponents of becoming political. "It is because of money," Palmer explained. "Folks that
are writing these papers that a lot of institutions are going after grant money, and grant
money is given by folks who might have very good intentions, but unfortunately the papers
that are being written are heavily weighed on man-made Global Warming," he added.
(LINK) & Click to watch video: (LINK)
Berkeley University- and MIT-educated scientist Jeffrey P. Schaffer, now a professor
at the Department of Science & Mathematics at Napa Valley College in California,
questioned man-made climate fears in 2007. Gore's claims of a "20-foot sea level rise due
to rapid melting of the Greenland ice sheet is far from reality," Schaffer wrote on
November 14, 2007 in an article titled "A Scientist's Take on Global Warming" in the Napa
Valley Register. "Beginning in 1986 I became seriously interested in global warming, and
learned that the sea level would rise about 20 feet very rapidly due to melting ice shelves
and sea ice. However, as any science-literate elementary school kid can tell you, when
floating ice melts, it contracts; there is no increase in volume, so no sea-level rise. After
about 10 years with this impending doom scenario, scientists dropped it. I suppose some
elementary school kid told them about the ‘floating ice cubes' class experiment," Schaffer
explained. Schaffer also detailed why he believes climate science has become politicized
and recommended the book State of Fear by Michael Crichton. Crichton "shows how
environmental organizations such as the Sierra Club create imaginary crises. Having been
on the board of one organization and observing others, I can vouch for this. A perceived
crisis really boosts your membership! For example, here is a global-warming quote by
Stanford University climatologist Stephen Schneider: ‘We need to get some broad-based
support to capture the public's imagination. That of course, entails getting loads of media
coverage. So we have to offer up scary scenarios, make simplified, dramatic statements,
and make little mention of any doubts we might have,'" Schaffer concluded. (LINK)
Climate scientist Dr. David Douglass of the University of Rochester refuted the entire
basis for man-made climate fears in 2007. Douglass co-authored a December 2007
peer-reviewed paper published in the International Journal of Climatology of the Royal
Meteorological Society which found the evidence for human influence for warming
temperatures lacking in the atmosphere. "The observed pattern of warming, comparing
surface and atmospheric temperature trends does not show the characteristic fingerprint
associated with greenhouse warming. The inescapable conclusion is that the human
contribution is not significant and that observed increases in carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases make only a negligible contribution to climate warming," said Douglass,
the paper's lead author on December 10, 2007. The paper was co-authored with Physicist
Dr. S. Fred Singer, Climatologist Dr. John Christy and Benjamin D. Pearson. (LINK)
Climate scientist Dr. Dick Morgan, former director of Canada's Met/Oceano Policy
and Plans, a marine meteorologist and a climate researcher at both Exeter University
and the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, rejected man-made climate fears in 2007. "I
have had over 65 years of global climatic experience in every ocean of the world and am
convinced that solar variability is the major component of climate change. It influences the
global thermohaline circulation and the quasi-permanent pressure oscillations which export
polar air towards the ITF via the Trade Winds. Hence, seasonal Monsoons, Tropical Storms
and ENSO generation," Morgan, a former associate of the British Antarctic Survey Group
at Cambridge, wrote to EPW on November 18, 2007. "The Major GHGs (greenhouse
gases) are water vapour and ozone -- the latter being more important than CO2 in fossil fuel
emissions because of its effect upon aerosols which determine cloud albedo and chemistry.
Having been a forecaster at an airfield in Glasgow, during the coal burning period, I can
vouch for that statement empirically," Morgan explained. "CO2 warming is not entirely
detrimental because of its feedback as a catalyst for the greening of the terrestrial surface as
its own sink in forestry, food production and grazing crops for animals. Its attributes and
detriments are probably near balanced," he wrote. "As there is a perfect correlation between
population growth and CO2, the major objective of Kyoto should be population control,
otherwise it is simply pissing against the wind," he added. "As the IPCC does not have an
adequate representation of oceanographers and solar scientists in its WG1 (Working Group
1) and [IPCC] Panel, it is not representative of the total scientific forum of experts in
climate change integers, Centers of expertise in oceanography are almost unanimously
advising that if IPCC models are right then the Gulf Stream will fail and scientists in highly
reputable solar research centers are anticipating 60 years of solar quiescence are imminent.
The IPCC are not advising the public of these alternative theses which advocate cooling -countering anthropogenic warming," he concluded.
Iowa Meteorologists George Waldenberger and Gary Shore expressed skepticism about
whether mankind was driving climate change in 2007. "Well, I went to school at UCLA, a
big climate school. And it isn't really an issue as to if the global climate has been warming,"
Waldenberger said on April 11, 2007. "It has over the past 40 years. The question is what
type of role do we take in that warming. Is it all natural fluctuations or are the increased
concentrations of carbon dioxide part of this? And that's a subject that's up in the air,"
Waldenberger explained. Meteorologist Gary Shore, agreed with Waldenberger.
"There's definitely global warming," Shore said on April 11, 2007. "No question about that.
And it seems very likely that what we're doing has some part of that, some impact; but as to
exactly how much of it is us and how much of it is other things, nobody knows," Shore
explained. Waldenberger further commented, "But you know carbon dioxide is a
greenhouse gas just like water vapor, which is actually the most efficient greenhouse gas.
And that's why we're actually 60 degrees warmer than we would be without water vapor in
the air. So if you're talking about the greenhouse effect, that's very real, and we need it to
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survive. But as far as carbon dioxide concentrations increasing over the last 100 years, they
have about 30 percent. And temperatures have increased about a degree on average across
the entire globe over the last hundred years as well. So it seems to be a reasonable
argument." "So the debate now goes into, well, what does that mean? Are things going to
keep going in the direction that they're going or does increased carbon dioxide sort of
fertilize the air and does that create more plants which in turn digest more carbon dioxide
and create more oxygen? You know, there's a wide variety of ways we can go from here. So
the debate then becomes: What do we need to do now?" he added. (LINK)
Atmospheric scientist H. Michael Mogil, a 30-year veteran of NOAA (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), who is certified by the American
Metrological Society and currently owns the "How the Weatherworks" consulting
firm, questioned man-made global warming fears in 2007. "As a certified consulting
meteorologist who has written extensively about weather, I am compelled to address the
spate of stories that appear almost daily promoting climate fears," Mogil, who holds a
masters degree in Meteorology, wrote in a commentary published on October 27, 2007 in
the Napa Valley Register titled "Earth is Warming, but it's Not Our Fault." "Long-term
climate studies show that the Earth goes through large- and small-scale weather and climate
patterns. These are based on solar energy output and solar flare activity, wobbles of the
Earth's rotation, changes in land locations (plate tectonics or continental drift, depending
upon your age when the subject was taught), periodic melting and reformation of glaciers
and much more. Humans are clearly affecting some of these typical variations, but we are
not their cause," Mogil explained. "While the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) and Al Gore claim that humans are almost certainly the cause of the changes, I
disagree. The warming began as the last ice age waned some 500 years ago, not as humans
started to industrialize," he wrote. "I'm not sure why so many of my meteorological
colleagues who have similar feelings have not spoken up. Perhaps it is because the news
media is presenting mostly a one-sided approach to the topic. So, in my new book, Extreme
Weather, coming in November [2007], and in letters like this, I'm pushing for a more
scientific examination of the evidence and a more balanced perspective," he concluded.
(LINK)
Geologist Brian R. Pratt, a professor in the Department of Geological Sciences at the
University of Saskatchewan in Canada, is an award-winning sedimentologist and
paleontologist who specializes in earth's environmental history in Deep Time. Pratt is
also a skeptic of climate change fears. "I have reviewed the observational evidence of
climate change which leads me to interpret climate fluctuations and weather patterns as
natural phenomena not caused by anthropogenic activities," Pratt told EPW on November
27, 2007. "I am very concerned that Earth's physical, chemical and biological processes are
being widely misunderstood by the public, by politicians and even by many scientists.
Consequently, ‘stopping' global warming has been adopted as a mission by people with the
power to cause severe economic harm and divert efforts away from more critical measures
involving conservation, population growth, poverty and so forth," he wrote. (LINK)
Climate Scientist Dr. S. Fred Singer, former director the US Weather Satellite Service,
past vice chairman of the U.S. National Advisory Committee on Oceans and
Atmosphere and global warming co-author of the 2006 book: (LINK) Unstoppable
Global Warming: Every 1500 Years details the solar-climate link using hundreds of
studies from peer reviewed literature and "shows the earth's temperatures following
variations in solar intensity through centuries of sunspot records, and finds cycles of sunlinked isotopes in ice and tree rings." Singer explained on February 14, 2007, "Good
evidence confirms that current warming is mostly part of a natural climate cycle, most
likely driven by the sun. The available data show that the human contribution from
greenhouse gases is not detectable and must be insignificant. It is a non-problem. Trying to
mitigate a natural warming (or cooling) is futile and a big waste of money better spent on
real societal problems."
Chemist James Hammond, a councilor for the American Chemical Society's San
Gorgonio section, refuted man-made climate fears in 2007. "Data published during the past
few years show that all other life on Earth contributes 1,000 times as much greenhouse
gases as do people and all their activities," Hammond said at an American Chemical
Society meeting in Redlands, California, according to a November 16, 2007 article. The
article noted that Hammond explained that "all humans and human activity, from driving
cars to raising cattle, produce just 14 percent of all carbon dioxide emissions." The article
also explained that Hammond noted a single cow "emits about 1 1/3 tons of carbon dioxide
a year, while a human on average emits 1 ton - though it depends on a person's size and
diet." Hammond continued, "Reasonable sources of extra CO2 would be all other life on
Earth, including plants, animals and insects. As the Earth warmed, more food would grow,
so people and animal populations could grow, thereby increasing greenhouse gas
production. Dead and rotting plants, animals and people contribute carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, ammonia, sulfurous gases and others that add to greenhouse gases."
Hammond concluded, "CO2 is only one part of the problem. We're not looking at the whole
picture." (LINK)
Aeronautical engineer Roy Clark made a presentation at an American Chemical
Society meeting in Redlands, California, rejecting man-made global warming fears.
"Changes since the 1950s of surface temperatures of the Earth have nothing to do with
CO2," Clark said according to a November 16, 2007 article. "It comes from ocean current
circulation," which shifts about every 10 years, Clark added. Clark attributed sun spot
activity to warming and other natural factors. "Most global warming models require
assumptions," he explained. "We assume global warming is real, so we build it into our
models so we can calculate CO2 concentration. It's all a big joke." He concluded, "Water
vapor and clouds drive climate temperature." (LINK)
Dr. Richard Courtney, a UN IPCC expert reviewer and a UK-based climate and
atmospheric science consultant, declared the case for man-made climate fears is
weakening. "The case for anthropogenic (human-caused) global warming (AGW) is getting
weaker and weaker, not ‘stronger and stronger and stronger' as many have claimed,"
Courtney wrote on November 27, 2007. "To date, no convincing evidence for AGW has
been discovered. And recent global climate behavior is not consistent with AGW model
predictions. Mean global temperature has not again reached the high it did in 1998 (an El
Niño year) and it has been stable for the last 6 years despite an increase in atmospheric
carbon dioxide concentration of by 4% since 1998," Courtney explained. "Global
temperature has not increased since 1998 because, while the northern hemisphere has
warmed, the southern hemisphere has cooled. Global warming was supposed to actually be
global, not hemispheric," he added. "Scares of hypothetical ‘tipping points,' run-away sea
level rise, massively increased storms, floods, pestilence and drought are simply that,
unjustified and unjustifiable scares," he concluded. (LINK)
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Meteorologist Kevin Williams of the New York based WEATHER-TRACK and Chief
Meteorologist at WHEC-TV in Rochester is skeptical of man-made climate fears. "It is
said that the one constant in life is change. The same can be said about the Earth's climate,"
Williams, who holds the American Meteorological Society's Seal of Approval, wrote on
June 8, 2007. "For millions of years our planet has undergone colossal climatic upheavals
that would make recent storms and heat waves pale in comparison. And while we know
these events were not the result of humans burning fossil fuels, some claim that recent
miniscule warming portends a coming, man-made catastrophe. While it is my belief that we
need to be good stewards of the planet and to develop sound alternative energy sources, I
also believe that the climate will continue to warm and cool naturally due to planetary and
solar cycles, independent of human activities," Williams, the author of three books about
the weather, explained.
The Dean of Pittsburgh's Graduate School of Public Health, Donald S. Burke, rejected
climate fears relating to the spread of infectious diseases in 2007. "There are no apocalyptic
pronouncements," Burke said, according to a December 5, 2007 Boston Globe article.
"There's an awful lot we don't know," Burke added. The article explained that Burke "noted
that the 2001 study found that weather fluctuation and seasonal variability may influence
the spread of infectious disease. But he also noted that such conclusions should be
interpreted with caution." The article continued, "Burke said he is not convinced that
climate change can be proven to cause the spread of many diseases, specifically naming
dengue fever, influenza, and West Nile virus." (LINK)
Harold Brown, an agricultural scientist and professor emeritus at the University of
Georgia and author of "The Greening of Georgia: The Improvement of the
Environment in the Twentieth Century," mocked global warming fears in 2007. "Global
warming is a wonderful environmental disease," Brown said according to a December 7,
2007 article. "It has a thousand symptoms and a thousand cures and it has tens of
thousands of practitioners with job security for decades to come unless the press and public
opinion get tired of it." Brown also noted that many were worried about "global cooling" in
the 1970s. According to the article, Brown "said some of the direst effects of a warming
world, such as an increase in the number of deaths because of heat-related illnesses, might
not be as bad as some feared, even if climate change were to continue." (LINK)
Chief Meteorologist Mark Scirto of Texas TV's KLTV, a degreed Meteorologist who
holds the Seals of Approval from both the American Meteorological Society (AMS)
and the National Weather Association (NWA), expressed climate skepticism in 2007 and
predicted climate fears would eventually fade. "The late 1800s, early 1900s, we were so
cold parts of Galveston Bay froze over," Scirto said on November 8, 2007. "In parts of the
20th century it was one of the warmest ever, then we cooled off again and then it was the
drought." Scirto predicted the fears about man-made global warming will fade.
"Eventually, what is going to happen 20, 30 years from now, this is all going to be gone
because we will not be warming anymore," Scirto said. (LINK) & Click to watch video:
(LINK)
Dr. Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen, of the faculty of science at the University of Hull in
the UK who serves as a Reader at the University's Department of Geography, is the
editor of the science journal Energy & Environment. Boehmer-Christiansen, who has
worked with emission models and published numerous peer-reviewed articles on
global warming, expressed climate skepticism in 2007. "I am pretty certain that the link
between fossil fuel use and climate remains speculative and hypothetical," BoehmerChristiansen wrote on December 10, 2007. "Neither [the] Stern [Report] nor the IPCC final
summaries reflect true academic opinion; they are the products of civil servants. They have
been exaggerating the climate 'threat' in order to serve the interests primarily of fossil fuelpoor industrialized countries," Boehmer-Christiansen continued. "As it stands, the Climate
Change convention and the supporting rhetoric about catastrophe and serious future risks to
humanity, and even to 'the creation,' serve a number of political, ideological and now
financial interests that far outweigh the influences of 'science,'" Boehmer-Christiansen
added. "The UNFCCC did not ask for a scientific examination of climate and climate
variability. It did not ask for an examination of the natural influences on climatic
variability. As a result the so-called science of climate change consists to a large degree of
'cherry picking,'" Boehmer-Christiansen wrote. Finally, Boehmer-Christiansen warned,
"Beware of the [UK] Stern Review. This is not an independent piece of academic research,
but a UK government document closely tied to a major diplomatic effort."
Canadian biologist Dr. Mitchell Taylor, the director of wildlife research with the
Arctic government of Nunavut, dismissed these fears of global warming devastating polar
bears. "Of the 13 populations of polar bears in Canada, 11 are stable or increasing in
number. They are not going extinct, or even appear to be affected at present," Taylor said in
2006, noting that Canada is home to two-thirds of the world's polar bears. He added, "It is
just silly to predict the demise of polar bears in 25 years based on media-assisted hysteria."
In September 2007, Taylor further debunked the latest report hyping fears of future polar
bear extinctions. "I think it's naive and presumptuous," Taylor said, referring to a recent
report by the U.S. government warning that computer models predict a dire future for the
bears due to projected ice loss. Taylor also debunked the notion that less sea ice means less
polar bears by pointing out that southern regions of the bears' home with low levels of ice
are seeing booming bear populations. He noted that in the warmer southern Canadian
region of the Davis Strait with lower levels of ice, a new survey will reveal that bear
populations have grown from an estimated 850 bears to an estimated 3000 bears. And,
despite the lower levels of ice, some of the bears measured in this region are among the
biggest ever on record. "Davis Strait is crawling with polar bears. It's not safe to camp
there. They're fat. The mothers have cubs. The cubs are in good shape," he said, according
to a September 14, 2007 article. He added, "That's not theory. That's not based on a model.
That's observation of reality." [Note: The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service estimates that the
polar bear population is currently at 20,000 to 25,000 bears, up from as low as 5,000-10,000
bears in the 1950s and 1960s. A 2002 U.S. Geological Survey of wildlife in the Arctic
Refuge Coastal Plain noted that the polar bear populations ‘may now be near historic
highs.'] (LINK)
Bryan Leyland, head of the International Climate Science Coalition and an engineer,
disputed man-made global warming fears in 2007. "Let us start with a simple question: ‘Is
the world warming?' The surface temperature records used by the IPCC show that it has
warmed by 0.7 deg C since 1900. The world has not warmed since 1998 and temperatures
have been steady since 2002. So the only answer can be: ‘It warmed between 1900 and
1998. Nobody knows if the current slight cooling trend will soon end or continue,'" Leyland
wrote in a November 2007 commentary. Leyland also disputed any link between man-made
CO2 and temperature. "Computer models of the climate show that if it did, the largest
increase in temperature would be 10 km above the tropics. Radiosonde observations
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made carbon dioxide is not causing global warming," Leyland wrote.
Aerospace engineer and physicist Dr. Michael Griffin, the top administrator of NASA
and former head of the Space Department at Johns Hopkins University's Applied
Physics Laboratory, expressed man-made global warming skepticism in 2007. "To assume
that [global warming] is a problem is to assume that the state of Earth's climate today is the
optimal climate, the best climate that we could have or ever have had and that we need to
take steps to make sure that it doesn't change," Griffin said in a May 31, 2007 interview on
National Public Radio's (NPR) "Morning Edition." "I guess I would ask which human
beings - where and when - are to be accorded the privilege of deciding that this particular
climate that we have right here today, right now is the best climate for all other human
beings. I think that's a rather arrogant position for people to take," Griffin explained. "I have
no doubt that a trend of global warming exists. I am not sure that it is fair to say that it is a
problem we must wrestle with," he added. (LINK)
Research physicist Dr. Tom Quirk, a former University lecturer, fellow of three
Oxford Colleges, and a board member of the Australian based Institute of Public
Affairs, authored a June 7, 2007 paper questioning carbon dioxide measurements in the
atmosphere titled "Everyone is Entitled to Their Own Opinion But Not Their Own Facts."
Quirk's paper found that "it is not possible to compare peaks and valleys in CO2
measurements from VOSTOK or EPICA with contemporary atmospheric time series. There
is a mismatch in gas age resolutions. Peaks are flattened and valleys are fill of rice core
measurements." The paper concluded, "Thus on our contemporary timescale it is not
possible to say that CO2 level has not been above 300 ppm for the last 500,000 years. The
same comment applies to comparing the ‘rapid' run up of contemporary CO2 levels with
the ice core records where ‘sharp' pulses of less than 100 years may well be smoothed
away." http://www.lavoisier.com.au/
Dr. Alex Robson, a professor in the School of Economics in the College of Business
and Economics at the Australian National University and a former Economist at the
Federal Treasury, ridiculed the notion of taking out an "insurance policy" against manmade global warming. "Simply put, as far as the benefits of emissions reductions are
concerned, there is no ‘risk' for Australia to ‘manage,'" Robson wrote in a paper on June 29,
2007. "As a matter of science, economics and logic this ‘insurance policy' analogy is
completely inappropriate and indeed grossly misleading. As far as Australia's CO2
emissions reductions are concerned, the entire ‘risk management' argument simply cannot
be sustained," Robson explained. "A policy of emission reductions is like taking out an
‘insurance policy' in which there is never any positive payoff," he added. http://www.
lavoisier.com.au
Meteorologist Chris Allen of Kentucky Fox affiliate WBKO dismissed what he termed
"consensus nonsense" on global warming. "But, just because major environmental groups,
big media and some politicians are buying this hook, line and sinker doesn't mean as a TV
weatherperson I am supposed to act as a puppy on a leash and follow along," Allen said in
his blog titled "Still Not Convinced" on February 7, 2007. "All of this (global warming
alarmism) is designed to get your money and then guilt you in to how you live your life,"
Allen explained. Allen has the Seal of Approval of the National Weather Association. "As
I have stated before, not only do I believe global climate change exists - it has always
existed. There have been times of global warming and cooling," Allen concluded. (LINK)
"If there is a consensus among scientists about man-made global warming, then at what
temperature would they all agree the earth should be before they say global warming no
longer exists? The answer - there is not a scientific consensus and will never be. And if
there were one, they would not agree as to what temperature the earth needs to be ‘normal'
again," Allen wrote in another blog post on June 5, 2007. (LINK)
Statistician Dr. Richard Mackey authored a 2007 peer-reviewed study which found
that the solar system regulates the earth's climate. The paper was published August
17, 2007 in the Journal of Coastal Research - Excerpt: "According to the findings
reviewed in this paper, the variable output of the sun, the sun's gravitational relationship
between the earth (and the moon) and earth's variable orbital relationship with the sun,
regulate the earth's climate. The processes by which the sun affects the earth show
periodicities on many time scales; each process is stochastic and immensely
complex." (LINK) & (LINK)
New York's WABC-TV Senior Meteorologist Bill Evans, who has won the
Outstanding Meteorologist Award from the National Weather Service and hosted the
National Hurricane Conference, expressed man-made global warming skepticism in
2007. "There is climate change. The planet is warming. But we're coming off an ice age. So
you would expect naturally the planet is warming," Evans said in an interview on Fox News
Channel on August 19, 2007. "There's really no data to just show that man is causing the
warming in the atmosphere or contributing to the mass of CO2 that's in the atmosphere. We
are seeing changes in the planet, but the planet changes all the time," Evans said. (LINK)
Nuclear physicist Dr. Dennis Jensen, a PhD-trained scientist and a former researcher
for Australia's Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Organization (CSIRO) and
the Defence Science and Technology Organization (DSTO), questioned man-made
climate fears in 2007. "It has been found that warming is occurring on Pluto, Mars, Jupiter
and Triton," Jensen said on February 27, 2007. "The last time I looked, there were no evil
greenhouse gas belching industries on those planets, subplanets and moons," he said, which
clearly indicated that increased solar activity was a significant factor," Jensen explained. He
also noted that studies of ice core data reveals that warming precedes rising CO2 levels in
the atmosphere. "In other words, it would be more correct to say that temperature changes
cause CO2 concentration changes," he said. (LINK)
Environmental scientist and flood hydrologist Robert Ellison, an expert on
environmental risk assessment, the movement of pollutants through soils, water, and
the atmosphere, and hydrology and hydraulics, noted the impact of natural climate
factors on warming temperatures. "We have moved into a cool (referring to sea surface
temperatures) La Niña Phase of the Pacific Decadal Variation - this should lead to lower
global surface temperatures over a couple of decades. The lack of increase in average
surface temperature over a decade certainly suggests that there is some other process in play
- it is fitting the pattern of ENSO variation," Ellison wrote to EPW on December 17, 2007.
"Superimposed on the alternation of La Niña and El Niño are longer- term variations in the
frequency and intensity of El Niño and La Niña. A period of more frequent and intense La
Niña between the mid forties and 1975 was followed by more frequent and intense El Niño
between 1976 and 1998. The pattern appears in centuries of proxy data - that is in tree and
coral rings, sedimentation and rainfall and flood records," Ellison wrote on November 28,
2007 in a commentary titled "ENSO Variation and Global Warming." "Global surface
temperatures have a similar trajectory. Falling from 1946 to 1975, rising between 1976 and
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1998 and declining since," Ellison explained. "It is difficult to explain how ENSO
variations have been neglected by so many for so long. ENSO involves 97% of greenhouse
gases. The surface temperature impacts are significant. Note the 0.25 0C difference
between 1998 and 2000. ENSO variation goes in both directions. The indications are that
ENSO variation added to global surface temperatures between 1976 and 1998. It has been
almost 10 years since temperatures peaked in1998. The planet may continue to be cooler
over the next few decades as a cool La Niña phase of ENSO emerges," he concluded.
(LINK)
###
The following scientists may not be referred to as "skeptical" but they make very
important and noteworthy points: (Note: The below scientists are not included in total
tally of skeptical scientists)
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Amy Frappier labeled climate fears oversimplified. Boston
College's professor of Geology and Geophysics Frappier explained in a February 1, 2007
article in Boston College's newspaper The Heights, "The geologic record shows that many
millions of years ago, CO2 levels were indeed higher - in some cases many times higher than today." Frappier noted that greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere do not
consistently continue to have a warming effect on Earth, but gases instead stabilize in the
atmosphere and cease having a warming effect. "At some point the heat-trapping capacity
of [the gas] and its effect get saturated," said Frappier, "and you don't have increased
heating." According to the article, Frappier, who believes mankind is having an impact on
the climate, criticized Gore because "his movie fails to mention any ancient incongruity
between carbon dioxide and temperature."
Scientists Claim Computer Model Predictions are 'Useless Arithmetic' - Orrin H.
Pilkey, a coastal geologist and emeritus professor at Duke and his daughter Linda
Pilkey-Jarvis, a geologist in the Washington State Department of Geology, wrote a
book in 2007 entitled Useless Arithmetic: Why Environmental Scientists Can't Predict
the Future. Thought the authors stress their book does not specifically address man-made
global warming fears, it does present "an overall attack on the use of computer programs to
model nature," according to a February 20, 2007 New York Times book review. The Times
book review explained how these models "may include coefficients (the authors call them
‘fudge factors') to ensure that they come out right. And the modelers may not check to see
whether projects performed as predicted." "Nature is too complex, they (the authors) say,
and depends on too many processes that are poorly understood or little monitored - whether
the process is the feedback effects of cloud cover on global warming or the movement of
grains of sand on a beach," the Times article explained. "And instead of demanding to know
exactly how high seas will rise or how many fish will be left in them or what the average
global temperature will be in 20 years, they argue, we should seek to discern simply
whether seas are rising, fish stocks are falling and average temperatures are increasing. And
we should couple these models with observations from the field. Models should be regarded
as producing ‘ballpark figures,' they write, not accurate impact forecasts," the Times article
continued. The coastal models are so flawed that Pilkey recommends dredging up a lot of
sand and dumping it on the beach "willy-nilly" and he predicts you would end up with the
same result, minus the "false mathematical certitude." (LINK)
Climatologist/seismologist Dr. Jose Rial of the University of North Carolina is
studying glacial seismic activity in Greenland and has chastised the media and criticized
a proponent of man-made climate fears for presenting a "falling-sky" view of Greenland's
climate. "I also know that there is no evidence to suggest that these quakes [linked to ice
melt on Greenland] ‘are happening far faster than ever anticipated' [as Robert Corell of The
Heinz Center claimed]," wrote Rial in a September 13, 2007 letter to the UK Guardian.
Rial criticized the UK newspaper for presenting a ‘falling-sky' alarmist perspective and
added that "it will take years of continued surveying to know whether anything here [in
Greenland] is ‘accelerating' towards catastrophe, as the article [featuring Corell] claims."
Rial concluded, "I believe that to battle global climate change effectively we need the
strong support of a well-informed, actively engaged public. There is great urgency indeed
in all these climate matters and I understand the threat of climate change to society; but the
evidence needs to be there before we needlessly alarm the public who sustain our
research." (LINK)
Oceanographer and Meteorologist Bill Patzert of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory
detailed how land use changes impact the climate. "Everybody's talking about the carbon
coming out of the SUV exhaust or the coal plant, but in the past 50 years in California the
bigger impact has been urbanization and suburbanization," Patzert said in a March 30, 2007
Reuters article. The article noted, "Average temperatures across California rose slightly
from 1950 to 2000, with the greatest warming coming in the state's big cities and mostly
caused by urbanization -- not greenhouse gases -- authors of a study released on Wednesday
said." Patzert believes mankind's C02 emissions and land use changes are key factors in
climate change. "The study found that average temperatures in California rose nearly 2
degrees Fahrenheit (nearly one degree Celsius) in the second half of the 20th century, led
by large urban centers such as San Francisco and Southern California," Reuters explained.
"This (warming) has already had a huge impact on the state of California. It's changed the
way we do agriculture, it's changed the energy and water demands, it's changed the number
of days we've had frost or extreme heat," Patzert said. (LINK)
Prominent environmentalists Ted Nordhaus and Michael Shellenberger broke ranks
with their counterparts on key aspects of man-made global warming fears and
environmentalism in 2007. In their book Break Through: From the Death of
Environmentalism to the Politics of Possibility they argue that any potential warming may
have some beneficial impacts. "Global warming could bring drought, disease and war - and
it could bring prosperity, cooperation and freedom," they wrote. Nordhaus and
Shellenberger chastised the green movement for engaging in what they termed "quasiauthoritarian politics" that "aims to short-circuit democratic values" and "is hobbled by its
resentment of human strength." An October 5, 2007 book review in the San Francisco
Chronicle noted, "Environmentalists, the authors suggest darkly, are partially morally
culpable for the human suffering in disasters such as Hurricane Katrina." Nordhaus and
Shellenberger wrote, "Environmentalists have attacked adaptation and preparedness in the
belief that taking steps to prepare for global warming - for instance, by building higher
seawalls and levees or identifying new water supplies for regions likely to be affected by
drought - would undermine their arguments for carbon reductions." (LINK) In an October
14, 2007 San Francisco Chronicle op-ed titled "Look who's in denial about global warming
now," Nordhaus and Shellenberger explained how the green movement is in denial about
global warming. "The problem isn't that the voters don't care about global warming. They
do. It's that they don't care all that much. Consider that despite extensive publicity, Al
Gore's movie, An Inconvenient Truth, had almost no impact on public opinion. The Pew
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Center for People and the Press conducted a telephone survey in June 2006, at the height of
media attention for the movie, and found that ‘out of a list of 19 issues, Republicans rank
global warming 19th and Democrats and independents rank it 13th.' After six more months
of high-profile coverage, the relative importance of global warming had declined even
further," they wrote. "There are political consequences to all of this. In November 2006,
months after the supposed ‘tipping point' for global warming, voters in California - a
relatively liberal state - rejected a ballot initiative that would have taxed the state's oil
production in the name of global warming," they added. (LINK)
Alex Gourevitch, a Doctoral candidate at Columbia University, compared the
environmental movements' promotion of global warming and other eco-concerns to the
same "politics of fear" he believes marks the war on terror. "Let's say it: Environmentalism
is a politics of fear. It is not a progressive politics. When I say it is a politics of fear, I don't
mean that it just deploys hysterical rhetoric or that it exaggerates threats, which I think it
does. I mean it in a much deeper sense," Gourevitch stated according to an October 31,
2007 article in the New York Times. "What the science cannot tell you is what our political
and social response should be," he explained. "Environmentalism is not just some politics.
It's a political project, a full-bodied ideology, and one that presents itself in terms of
progress and aspiration. But when you look at what this ideology is built on, it's built on the
idea that a collective threat that makes security the basic principle of politics and makes the
struggle for survival the basic and central aim of our social and political life. This, to me, is
not a progressive politics at all," Gourevitch added. "What is it that moves us? It's not
actually ideals. We're not stirred to action by ideals. We're compelled by the force of
circumstances. It's the sheer spur of necessity that drives us forward. What's more, this
ostensible politics is really anti-politics, because the idea is that we should put to one side
the conflicts of interest and ideals that are the real cut and thrust of politics," he said. Yale
educated Dr. Mark Greif, co-editor of journal n+1 agreed with Gourevitch during the panel
discussion at Columbia University. Greif argued that "the politics of global warming
produces the possibility of left-wing fantasies of a state of emergency in which we wouldn't
have to go through normal politics in order to get things done." (LINK)
####

Attachment Number 1: Full Text of December 13, 2007: Over 100 Prominent
International Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile' Climate Control Efforts in a
December 13, 2007 open letter.
Complete Letter with all signatories - As published in Canada's National Post on December
13, 2007:
The National Post
Don't Fight, Adapt; We Should Give Up Futile Attempts to Combat Climate Change
Dec. 13, 2007
Link to Letter:
Key Quote from Scientists' Letter to UN: "Attempts to prevent global climate change from
occurring are ultimately futile, and constitute a tragic misallocation of resources that would
be better spent on humanity's real and pressing problems."
His Excellency
Ban Ki-MoonSecretary-General,
United Nations New York, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Secretary-General,
Re: UN climate conference taking the World in entirely the wrong direction
It is not possible to stop climate change, a natural phenomenon that has affected humanity
through the ages. Geological, archaeological, oral and written histories all attest to the
dramatic challenges posed to past societies from unanticipated changes in temperature,
precipitation, winds and other climatic variables. We therefore need to equip nations to
become resilient to the full range of these natural phenomena by promoting economic
growth and wealth generation.
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has issued
increasingly alarming conclusions about the climatic influences of human-produced carbon
dioxide (CO2), a non-polluting gas that is essential to plant photosynthesis. While we
understand the evidence that has led them to view CO2 emissions as harmful, the IPCC's
conclusions are quite inadequate as justification for implementing policies that will
markedly diminish future prosperity. In particular, it is not established that it is possible to
significantly alter global climate through cuts in human greenhouse gas emissions. On top
of which, because attempts to cut emissions will slow development, the current UN
approach of CO2 reduction is likely to increase human suffering from future climate change
rather than to decrease it.
The IPCC Summaries for Policy Makers are the most widely read IPCC reports amongst
politicians and non-scientists and are the basis for most climate change policy formulation.
Yet these Summaries are prepared by a relatively small core writing team with the final
drafts approved line-by-line by -government -representatives. The great -majority of IPCC
contributors and -reviewers, and the tens of thousands of other scientists who are qualified
to comment on these matters, are not involved in the preparation of these documents. The
summaries therefore cannot properly be represented as a consensus view among experts.
Contrary to the impression left by the IPCC Summary reports:
*Recent observations of phenomena such as glacial retreats, sea-level rise and the migration
of temperature-sensitive species are not evidence for abnormal climate change, for none of
these changes has been shown to lie outside the bounds of known natural variability.
*The average rate of warming of 0.1 to 0. 2 degrees Celsius per decade recorded by
satellites during the late 20th century falls within known natural rates of warming and
cooling over the last 10,000 years.
*Leading scientists, including some senior IPCC representatives, acknowledge that today's
computer models cannot predict climate. Consistent with this, and despite computer
projections of temperature rises, there has been no net global warming since 1998. That the
current temperature plateau follows a late 20th-century period of warming is consistent with
the continuation today of natural multi-decadal or millennial climate cycling.
In stark contrast to the often repeated assertion that the science of climate change is
"settled," significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the
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hypothesis of dangerous human-caused global warming. But because IPCC working groups
were generally instructed ( http://ipcc-wg1.ucar.edu/wg1/docs/wg1_timetable_2006-08-14.
pdf ) to consider work published only through May, 2005, these important findings are not
included in their reports; i.e., the IPCC assessment reports are already materially outdated.
The UN climate conference in Bali has been planned to take the world along a path of
severe CO2 restrictions, ignoring the lessons apparent from the failure of the Kyoto
Protocol, the chaotic nature of the European CO2 trading market, and the ineffectiveness of
other costly initiatives to curb greenhouse gas emissions. Balanced cost/benefit analyses
provide no support for the introduction of global measures to cap and reduce energy
consumption for the purpose of restricting CO2 emissions. Furthermore, it is irrational to
apply the "precautionary principle" because many scientists recognize that both climatic
coolings and warmings are realistic possibilities over the medium-term future.
The current UN focus on "fighting climate change," as illustrated in the Nov. 27 UN
Development Programme's Human Development Report, is distracting governments from
adapting to the threat of inevitable natural climate changes, whatever forms they may take.
National and international planning for such changes is needed, with a focus on helping our
most vulnerable citizens adapt to conditions that lie ahead. Attempts to prevent global
climate change from occurring are ultimately futile, and constitute a tragic misallocation of
resources that would be better spent on humanity's real and pressing problems.
Yours faithfully,
The following are signatories to the Dec. 13th letter to the Ban Ki-moon, Secretary-General
of the United Nations on the UN Climate conference in Bali [List of signatories: LINK]:
Don Aitkin, PhD, Professor, social scientist, retired Vice-Chancellor and President,
University of Canberra, Australia
Syun-Ichi Akasofu, PhD, Professor of Physics, Emeritus and Founding Director,
International Arctic Research Center of the University of Alaska Fairbanks, U.S.
William J.R. Alexander, PhD, Professor Emeritus, Dept. of Civil and Biosystems
Engineering, University of Pretoria, South Africa; Member, UN Scientific and Technical
Committee on Natural Disasters, 1994-2000
Bjarne Andresen, PhD, physicist, Professor, The Niels Bohr Institute, University of
Copenhagen, Denmark
Geoff L. Austin, PhD, FNZIP, FRSNZ, Professor, Dept. of Physics, University of
Auckland, New Zealand
Timothy F. Ball, PhD, environmental consultant, former climatology professor, University
of Winnipeg, Canada
Ernst-Georg Beck, Dipl. Biol., Biologist, Merian-Schule Freiburg, Germany
Sonja A. Boehmer-Christiansen, PhD, Reader, Dept. of Geography, Hull University, UK;
Editor, Energy & Environment journal
Chris C. Borel, PhD, remote sensing scientist, U.S.
Reid A. Bryson, Ph.D. D.Sc. D.Engr., UNEP Global 500 Laureate; Senior Scientist, Center
for Climatic Research; Emeritus Professor of Meteorology, of Geography, and of
Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin, U.S.
Dan Carruthers, M.Sc., wildlife biology consultant specializing in animal ecology in Arctic
and Subarctic regions, Alberta, Canada
Robert M. Carter, PhD, Professor, Marine Geophysical Laboratory, James Cook University,
Townsville, Australia
Ian D. Clark, PhD, Professor, isotope hydrogeology and paleoclimatology, Dept. of Earth
Sciences, University of Ottawa, Canada
Richard S. Courtney, PhD, climate and atmospheric science consultant, IPCC expert
reviewer, U.K.
Willem de Lange, PhD, Dept. of Earth and Ocean Sciences, School of Science and
Engineering, Waikato University, New Zealand
David Deming, PhD (Geophysics), Associate Professor, College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Oklahoma, U.S.
Freeman J. Dyson, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Physics, Institute for Advanced Studies,
Princeton, N.J., U.S.
Don J. Easterbrook, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Geology, Western Washington University,
U.S.
Lance Endersbee, Emeritus Professor, former Dean of Engineering and Pro-Vice
Chancellor of Monasy University, Australia
Hans Erren, Doctorandus, geophysicist and climate specialist, Sittard, The Netherlands
Robert H. Essenhigh, PhD, E.G. Bailey Professor of Energy Conversion, Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering, The Ohio State University, U.S.
Christopher Essex, PhD, Professor of Applied Mathematics and Associate Director of the
Program in Theoretical Physics, University of Western Ontario, Canada
David Evans, PhD, mathematician, carbon accountant, computer and electrical engineer and
head of 'Science Speak', Australia
William Evans, PhD, Editor, American Midland Naturalist; Dept. of Biological Sciences,
University of Notre Dame, U.S.
Stewart Franks, PhD, Associate Professor, Hydroclimatologist, University of Newcastle,
Australia
R. W. Gauldie, PhD, Research Professor, Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and Planetology,
School of Ocean Earth Sciences and Technology, University of Hawaii at Manoa
Lee C. Gerhard, PhD, Senior Scientist Emeritus, University of Kansas; former director and
state geologist, Kansas Geological Survey, U.S.
Gerhard Gerlich, Professor for Mathematical and Theoretical Physics, Institut für
Mathematische Physik der TU Braunschweig, Germany
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Albrecht Glatzle, PhD, sc.agr., Agro-Biologist and Gerente ejecutivo, INTTAS, Paraguay
Fred Goldberg, PhD, Adj Professor, Royal Institute of Technology, Mechanical
Engineering, Stockholm, Sweden
Vincent Gray, PhD, expert reviewer for the IPCC and author of The Greenhouse Delusion:
A Critique of 'Climate Change 2001,' Wellington, New Zealand
William M. Gray, Professor Emeritus, Dept. of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State
University and Head of the Tropical Meteorology Project, U.S.
Howard Hayden, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Physics, University of Connecticut, U.S.
Louis Hissink M.Sc. M.A.I.G., Editor AIG News and Consulting Geologist, Perth, Western
Australia
Craig D. Idso, PhD, Chairman, Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change,
Arizona, U.S.
Sherwood B. Idso, PhD, President, Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global
Change, AZ, USA
Andrei Illarionov, PhD, Senior Fellow, Center for Global Liberty and Prosperity, U.S.;
founder and director of the Institute of Economic Analysis, Russia
Zbigniew Jaworowski, PhD, physicist, Chairman - Scientific Council of Central Laboratory
for Radiological Protection, Warsaw, Poland
Jon Jenkins, PhD, MD, computer modelling - virology, Sydney, NSW, Australia
Wibjorn Karlen, PhD, Emeritus Professor, Dept. of Physical Geography and Quaternary
Geology, Stockholm University, Sweden
Olavi Kärner, Ph.D., Research Associate, Dept. of Atmospheric Physics, Institute of
Astrophysics and Atmospheric Physics, Toravere, Estonia
Joel M. Kauffman, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry, University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia, U.S.
David Kear, PhD, FRSNZ, CMG, geologist, former Director-General of NZ Dept. of
Scientific & Industrial Research, New Zealand
Madhav Khandekar, PhD, former Research Scientist Environment Canada; Editor "Climate
Research" (03-05); Editorial Board Member "Natural Hazards, IPCC Expert Reviewer 2007
William Kininmonth M.Sc., M.Admin., former head of Australia's National Climate Centre
and a consultant to the World Meteorological organization's Commission for Climatology
Jan J.H. Kop, M.Sc. Ceng FICE (Civil Engineer Fellow of the Institution of Civil
Engineers), Emeritus Professor of Public Health Engineering, Technical University Delft,
The Netherlands
Professor R.W.J. Kouffeld, Emeritus Professor, Energy Conversion, Delft University of
Technology, The Netherlands
Salomon Kroonenberg, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Geotechnology, Delft University of
Technology, The Netherlands
Hans H.J. Labohm, PhD, economist, former advisor to the executive board, Clingendael
Institute (The Netherlands Institute of International Relations), The Netherlands
The Rt. Hon. Lord Lawson of Blaby, economist; Chairman of the Central Europe Trust;
former Chancellor of the Exchequer, U.K.
Douglas Leahey, PhD, meteorologist and air-quality consultant, Calgary, Canada
David R. Legates, PhD, Director, Center for Climatic Research, University of Delaware, U.
S.
Marcel Leroux, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Climatology, University of Lyon, France;
former director of Laboratory of Climatology, Risks and Environment, CNRS
Bryan Leyland, International Climate Science Coalition, consultant - power engineer,
Auckland, New Zealand
William Lindqvist, PhD, consulting geologist and company director, Tiburon, California, U.
S.
Richard S. Lindzen, PhD, Alfred P. Sloan Professor of Meteorology, Dept. of Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, U.S.
A.J. Tom van Loon, PhD, Professor of Geology (Quaternary Geology), Adam Mickiewicz
University, Poznan, Poland; former President of the European Association of Science
Editors
Anthony R. Lupo, PhD, Associate Professor of Atmospheric Science, Dept. of Soil,
Environmental, and Atmospheric Science, University of Missouri-Columbia, U.S.
Richard Mackey, PhD, Statistician, Australia
Horst Malberg, PhD, Professor for Meteorology and Climatology, Institut für Meteorologie,
Berlin, Germany
John Maunder, PhD, Climatologist, former President of the Commission for Climatology of
the World Meteorological Organization (89-97), New Zealand
Alister McFarquhar, PhD, international economist, Downing College, Cambridge, U.K.
Ross McKitrick, PhD, Associate Professor, Dept. of Economics, University of Guelph,
Canada
John McLean, Climate Data Analyst, computer scientist, Melbourne, Australia
Owen McShane, B. Arch., Master of City and Regional Planning (UC Berkeley), economist
and policy analyst, joint founder of the International Climate Science Coalition, Director Centre for Resource Management Studies, New Zealand
Fred Michel, PhD, Director, Institute of Environmental Sciences and Associate Professor of
Earth Sciences, Carleton University, Canada
Frank Milne, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Economics, Queen's University, Canada
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Asmunn Moene, PhD, former head of the Forecasting Centre, Meteorological Institute,
Norway
Alan Moran, PhD, Energy Economist, Director of the IPA's Deregulation Unit, Australia
Nils-Axel Morner, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Paleogeophysics & Geodynamics,
Stockholm University, Sweden
Lubos Motl, PhD, physicist, former Harvard string theorist, Charles University, Prague,
Czech Republic
John Nicol, PhD, physicist, James Cook University, Australia
Mr. David Nowell, M.Sc., Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society, former chairman of
the NATO Meteorological Group, Ottawa, Canada
James J. O'Brien, PhD, Professor Emeritus, Meteorology and Oceanography, Florida State
University, U.S.
Cliff Ollier, PhD, Professor Emeritus (Geology), Research Fellow, University of Western
Australia
Garth W. Paltridge, PhD, atmospheric physicist, Emeritus Professor and former Director of
the Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies, University of Tasmania, Australia
R. Timothy Patterson, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Earth Sciences (paleoclimatology), Carleton
University, Canada
Al Pekarek, PhD, Associate Professor of Geology, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences Dept.,
St. Cloud State University, Minnesota, U.S.
Ian Plimer, PhD, Professor of Geology, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences,
University of Adelaide and Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences, University of Melbourne,
Australia
Brian Pratt, PhD, Professor of Geology, Sedimentology, University of Saskatchewan,
Canada
Harry N.A. Priem, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Planetary Geology and Isotope Geophysics,
Utrecht University; former director of the Netherlands Institute for Isotope Geosciences
Alex Robson, PhD, Economics, Australian National University
Colonel F.P.M. Rombouts, Branch Chief - Safety, Quality and Environment, Royal
Netherlands Air Force
R.G. Roper, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Atmospheric Sciences, School of Earth and
Atmospheric Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, U.S.
Arthur Rorsch, PhD, Emeritus Professor, Molecular Genetics, Leiden University, The
Netherlands
Rob Scagel, M.Sc., forest microclimate specialist, principal consultant, Pacific Phytometric
Consultants, B.C., Canada
Tom V. Segalstad, PhD, (Geology/Geochemistry), Head of the Geological Museum and
Associate Professor of Resource and Environmental Geology, University of Oslo, Norway
Gary D. Sharp, PhD, Center for Climate/Ocean Resources Study, Salinas, CA, U.S.
S. Fred Singer, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia
and former director, U.S. Weather Satellite Service
L. Graham Smith, PhD, Associate Professor, Dept. of Geography, University of Western
Ontario, Canada
Roy W. Spencer, PhD, climatologist, Principal Research Scientist, Earth System Science
Center, The University of Alabama, Huntsville, U.S.
Peter Stilbs, TeknD, Professor of Physical Chemistry, Research Leader, School of
Chemical Science and Engineering, KTH (Royal Institute of Technology), Stockholm,
Sweden
Hendrik Tennekes, PhD, former Director of Research, Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute
Dick Thoenes, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Chemical Engineering, Eindhoven University of
Technology, The Netherlands
Brian G Valentine, PhD, PE (Chem.), Technology Manager - Industrial Energy Efficiency,
Adjunct Associate Professor of Engineering Science, University of Maryland at College
Park; Dept of Energy, Washington, DC, U.S.
Gerrit J. van der Lingen, PhD, geologist and paleoclimatologist, climate change consultant,
Geoscience Research and Investigations, New Zealand
Len Walker, PhD, power engineering, Pict Energy, Melbourne, Australia
Edward J. Wegman, Bernard J. Dunn Professor, Department of Statistics and Department
Computational and Data Sciences, George Mason University, Virginia, U.S.
Stephan Wilksch, PhD, Professor for Innovation and Technology Management, Production
Management and Logistics, University of Technology and Economics Berlin, Germany
Boris Winterhalter, PhD, senior marine researcher (retired), Geological Survey of Finland,
former professor in marine geology, University of Helsinki, Finland
David E. Wojick, PhD, P.Eng., UN IPCC Expert Reviewer, energy consultant, Virginia, U.
S.
Raphael Wust, PhD, Lecturer, Marine Geology/Sedimentology, James Cook University,
Australia
Zichichi, PhD, President of the World Federation of Scientists, Geneva, Switzerland;
Emeritus Professor of Advanced Physics, University of Bologna, Italy.
###
Attachment Number Two: 60 Prominent Scientists came forward in 2006 to question
the so-called "consensus" that the Earth faces a "climate emergency."
Open Kyoto to debate, 60 Scientists call on Harper to revisit the science of global warming
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(The Financial Post)
April 6, 2006
Click Here for the Link:
An open letter to Prime Minister Stephen Harper:
Dear Prime Minister:
As accredited experts in climate and related scientific disciplines, we are writing to propose
that balanced, comprehensive public-consultation sessions be held so as to examine the
scientific foundation of the federal government's climate-change plans. This would be
entirely consistent with your recent commitment to conduct a review of the Kyoto Protocol.
Although many of us made the same suggestion to then-prime ministers Martin and
Chretien, neither responded, and, to date, no formal, independent climate-science review
has been conducted in Canada. Much of the billions of dollars earmarked for
implementation of the protocol in Canada will be squandered without a proper assessment
of recent developments in climate science.
Observational evidence does not support today's computer climate models, so there is little
reason to trust model predictions of the future. Yet this is precisely what the United Nations
did in creating and promoting Kyoto and still does in the alarmist forecasts on which
Canada's climate policies are based. Even if the climate models were realistic, the
environmental impact of Canada delaying implementation of Kyoto or other greenhousegas reduction schemes, pending completion of consultations, would be insignificant.
Directing your government to convene balanced, open hearings as soon as possible would
be a most prudent and responsible course of action.
While the confident pronouncements of scientifically unqualified environmental groups
may provide for sensational headlines, they are no basis for mature policy formulation. The
study of global climate change is, as you have said, an "emerging science," one that is
perhaps the most complex ever tackled. It may be many years yet before we properly
understand the Earth's climate system. Nevertheless, significant advances have been made
since the protocol was created, many of which are taking us away from a concern about
increasing greenhouse gases. If, back in the mid-1990s, we knew what we know today
about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not exist, because we would have concluded it
was not necessary.
We appreciate the difficulty any government has formulating sensible science-based policy
when the loudest voices always seem to be pushing in the opposite direction. However, by
convening open, unbiased consultations, Canadians will be permitted to hear from experts
on both sides of the debate in the climate-science community. When the public comes to
understand that there is no "consensus" among climate scientists about the relative
importance of the various causes of global climate change, the government will be in a far
better position to develop plans that reflect reality and so benefit both the environment and
the economy.
"Climate change is real" is a meaningless phrase used repeatedly by activists to convince
the public that a climate catastrophe is looming and humanity is the cause. Neither of these
fears is justified. Global climate changes all the time due to natural causes and the human
impact still remains impossible to distinguish from this natural "noise." The new Canadian
government's commitment to reducing air, land and water pollution is commendable, but
allocating funds to "stopping climate change" would be irrational. We need to continue
intensive research into the real causes of climate change and help our most vulnerable
citizens adapt to whatever nature throws at us next.
We believe the Canadian public and government decision-makers need and deserve to hear
the whole story concerning this very complex issue. It was only 30 years ago that many of
today's global-warming alarmists were telling us that the world was in the midst of a globalcooling catastrophe. But the science continued to evolve, and still does, even though so
many choose to ignore it when it does not fit with predetermined political agendas.
We hope that you will examine our proposal carefully and we stand willing and able to
furnish you with more information on this crucially important topic.
CC: The Honourable Rona Ambrose, Minister of the Environment, and the Honourable
Gary Lunn, Minister of Natural Resources
--Sincerely,
Dr. Ian D. Clark, professor, isotope hydrogeology and paleoclimatology, Dept. of Earth
Sciences, University of Ottawa
Dr. Tad Murty, former senior research scientist, Dept. of Fisheries and Oceans, former
director of Australia's National Tidal Facility and professor of earth sciences, Flinders
University, Adelaide; currently adjunct professor, Departments of Civil Engineering and
Earth Sciences, University of Ottawa
Dr. R. Timothy Patterson, professor, Dept. of Earth Sciences (paleoclimatology), Carleton
University, Ottawa
Dr. Fred Michel, director, Institute of Environmental Science and associate professor, Dept.
of Earth Sciences, Carleton University, Ottawa
Dr. Madhav Khandekar, former research scientist, Environment Canada. Member of
editorial board of Climate Research and Natural Hazards
Dr. Paul Copper, FRSC, professor emeritus, Dept. of Earth Sciences, Laurentian University,
Sudbury, Ont.
Dr. Ross McKitrick, associate professor, Dept. of Economics, University of Guelph, Ont.
Dr. Tim Ball, former professor of climatology, University of Winnipeg; environmental
consultant
Dr. Andreas Prokoph, adjunct professor of earth sciences, University of Ottawa; consultant
in statistics and geology
Mr. David Nowell, M.Sc. (Meteorology), fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society,
Canadian member and past chairman of the NATO Meteorological Group, Ottawa
Dr. Christopher Essex, professor of applied mathematics and associate director of the
Program in Theoretical Physics, University of Western Ontario, London, Ont.
Dr. Gordon E. Swaters, professor of applied mathematics, Dept. of Mathematical Sciences,
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and member, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Research Group, University of Alberta
Dr. L. Graham Smith, associate professor, Dept. of Geography, University of Western
Ontario, London, Ont.
Dr. G. Cornelis van Kooten, professor and Canada Research Chair in environmental studies
and climate change, Dept. of Economics, University of Victoria
Dr. Petr Chylek, adjunct professor, Dept. of Physics and Atmospheric Science, Dalhousie
University, Halifax
Dr./Cdr. M. R. Morgan, FRMS, climate consultant, former meteorology advisor to the
World Meteorological Organization. Previously research scientist in climatology at
University of Exeter, U.K.
Dr. Keith D. Hage, climate consultant and professor emeritus of Meteorology, University of
Alberta
Dr. David E. Wojick, P.Eng., energy consultant, Star Tannery, Va., and Sioux Lookout,
Ont.
Rob Scagel, M.Sc., forest microclimate specialist, principal consultant, Pacific Phytometric
Consultants, Surrey, B.C.
Dr. Douglas Leahey, meteorologist and air-quality consultant, Calgary
Paavo Siitam, M.Sc., agronomist, chemist, Cobourg, Ont.
Dr. Chris de Freitas, climate scientist, associate professor, The University of Auckland, N.
Z.
Dr. Richard S. Lindzen, Alfred P. Sloan professor of meteorology, Dept. of Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Dr. Freeman J. Dyson, emeritus professor of physics, Institute for Advanced Studies,
Princeton, N.J.
Mr. George Taylor, Dept. of Meteorology, Oregon State University; Oregon State
climatologist; past president, American Association of State Climatologists
Dr. Ian Plimer, professor of geology, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences,
University of Adelaide; emeritus professor of earth sciences, University of Melbourne,
Australia
Dr. R.M. Carter, professor, Marine Geophysical Laboratory, James Cook University,
Townsville, Australia
Mr. William Kininmonth, Australasian Climate Research, former Head National Climate
Centre, Australian Bureau of Meteorology; former Australian delegate to World
Meteorological Organization Commission for Climatology, Scientific and Technical
Review
Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, former director of research, Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute
Dr. Gerrit J. van der Lingen, geologist/paleoclimatologist, Climate Change Consultant,
Geoscience Research and Investigations, New Zealand
Dr. Patrick J. Michaels, professor of environmental sciences, University of Virginia
Dr. Nils-Axel Morner, emeritus professor of paleogeophysics & geodynamics, Stockholm
University, Stockholm, Sweden
Dr. Gary D. Sharp, Center for Climate/Ocean Resources Study, Salinas, Calif.
Dr. Roy W. Spencer, principal research scientist, Earth System Science Center, The
University of Alabama, Huntsville
Dr. Al Pekarek, associate professor of geology, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences Dept., St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minn.
Dr. Marcel Leroux, professor emeritus of climatology, University of Lyon, France; former
director of Laboratory of Climatology, Risks and Environment, CNRS
Dr. Paul Reiter, professor, Institut Pasteur, Unit of Insects and Infectious Diseases, Paris,
France. Expert reviewer, IPCC Working group II, chapter 8 (human health)
Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, physicist and chairman, Scientific Council of Central Laboratory
for Radiological Protection, Warsaw, Poland
Dr. Sonja Boehmer-Christiansen, reader, Dept. of Geography, University of Hull, U.K.;
editor, Energy & Environment
Dr. Hans H.J. Labohm, former advisor to the executive board, Clingendael Institute (The
Netherlands Institute of International Relations) and an economist who has focused on
climate change
Dr. Lee C. Gerhard, senior scientist emeritus, University of Kansas, past director and state
geologist, Kansas Geological Survey
Dr. Asmunn Moene, past head of the Forecasting Centre, Meteorological Institute, Norway
Dr. August H. Auer, past professor of atmospheric science, University of Wyoming;
previously chief meteorologist, Meteorological Service (MetService) of New Zealand
Dr. Vincent Gray, expert reviewer for the IPCC and author of The Greenhouse Delusion: A
Critique of 'Climate Change 2001,' Wellington, N.Z.
Dr. Howard Hayden, emeritus professor of physics, University of Connecticut
Dr Benny Peiser, professor of social anthropology, Faculty of Science, Liverpool John
Moores University, U.K.
Dr. Jack Barrett, chemist and spectroscopist, formerly with Imperial College London, U.K.
Dr. William J.R. Alexander, professor emeritus, Dept. of Civil and Biosystems
Engineering, University of Pretoria, South Africa. Member, United Nations Scientific and
Technical Committee on Natural Disasters, 1994-2000
Dr. S. Fred Singer, professor emeritus of environmental sciences, University of Virginia;
former director, U.S. Weather Satellite Service
Dr. Harry N.A. Priem, emeritus professor of planetary geology and isotope geophysics,
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Utrecht University; former director of the Netherlands Institute for Isotope Geosciences;
past president of the Royal Netherlands Geological & Mining Society
Dr. Robert H. Essenhigh, E.G. Bailey professor of energy conversion, Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering, The Ohio State University
Dr. Sallie Baliunas, astrophysicist and climate researcher, Boston, Mass.
Douglas Hoyt, senior scientist at Raytheon (retired) and co-author of the book The Role of
the Sun in Climate Change; previously with NCAR, NOAA, and the World Radiation
Center, Davos, Switzerland
Dipl.-Ing. Peter Dietze, independent energy advisor and scientific climate and carbon
modeller, official IPCC reviewer, Bavaria, Germany
Dr. Boris Winterhalter, senior marine researcher (retired), Geological Survey of Finland,
former professor in marine geology, University of Helsinki, Finland
Dr. Wibjorn Karlen, emeritus professor, Dept. of Physical Geography and Quaternary
Geology, Stockholm University, Sweden
Dr. Hugh W. Ellsaesser, physicist/meteorologist, previously with the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory, Calif.; atmospheric consultant.
Dr. Art Robinson, founder, Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine, Cave Junction, Ore.
Dr. Arthur Rorsch, emeritus professor of molecular genetics, Leiden University, The
Netherlands; past board member, Netherlands organization for applied research (TNO) in
environmental, food and public health
Dr. Alister McFarquhar, Downing College, Cambridge, U.K.; international economist
Dr. Richard S. Courtney, climate and atmospheric science consultant, IPCC expert
reviewer, U.K.
###
Related Links:
Breakdown Of Key Points Debunking Cilmate Fears
Analysis of how Hollywood Is Promoting Climate Fears to Kids
Analysis of Costly "Solutions" to Global Warming
Over 100 Prominent Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile' Climate Control Efforts
Skeptical Scientists Urge World To ‘Have the Courage to Do Nothing' At UN Conference
NEW SENATE CAP-AND-TRADE BILL CALLED ALL ‘ECONOMIC PAIN FOR NO
CLIMATE GAIN'
Debunking The So-Called 'Consensus' On Global Warming
Scientists Counter AP Article Promoting Computer Model Climate Fears
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic Standards of Journalism
Newsweek Editor Calls Mag's Global Warming 'Deniers' Article 'Highly Contrived'
Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt
EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy' Career of Climate Skeptic
Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now Skeptics
Senator Inhofe declares climate momentum shifting away from Gore (The Politico op ed)
Scientific Smackdown: Skeptics Voted The Clear Winners Against Global Warming
Believers in Heated NYC Debate
Global Warming on Mars & Cosmic Ray Research Are Shattering Media Driven
"Consensus'
Global Warming: The Momentum has Shifted to Climate Skeptics
Prominent French Scientist Reverses Belief in Global Warming - Now a Skeptic
Top Israeli Astrophysicist Recants His Belief in Manmade Global Warming - Now Says
Sun Biggest Factor in Warming
Warming On Jupiter, Mars, Pluto, Neptune's Moon & Earth Linked to Increased Solar
Activity, Scientists Say
Panel of Broadcast Meteorologists Reject Man-Made Global Warming Fears- Claim 95%
of Weathermen Skeptical
MIT Climate Scientist Calls Fears of Global Warming 'Silly' - Equates Concerns to ‘Little
Kids' Attempting to "Scare Each Other"
Weather Channel TV Host Goes 'Political'- Stars in Global Warming Film Accusing U.S.
Government of ‘Criminal Neglect'
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
ABC-TV Meteorologist: I Don't Know A Single Weatherman Who Believes 'Man-Made
Global Warming Hype'
The Weather Channel Climate Expert Refuses to Retract Call for Decertification for Global
Warming Skeptics
New UN Children's Book Promotes Global Warming Fears to Kids (11-13-2006)
Senator Inhofe Announces Public Release Of "Skeptic's Guide To Debunking Global
Warming"
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Inhofe Reveals How Scientists & Activists Believe Global Warming has 'Co-opted' The
Environmental Movement
October 26, 2007
Posted By Marc Morano - Marc_Morano@EPW.Senate.Gov - 4:05 PM ET

Inhofe Reveals How Scientists & Activists Believe Global
Warming has 'Co-opted' The Environmental Movement
Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), Ranking Member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, delivered a more than two-hour floor speech on October 26, debunking fears
of man-made global warming. Below is an excerpt of his remarks detailing the scientists
who believe the environmental movement has been duped into promoting manmade global warming fears.
Senator Inhofe Speech Excerpt:
Let me repeat a key point [Ivy League Geologist Dr. Robert] Giegengack makes: "If we
reduced the rate at which we put carbon into the atmosphere, it won't reduce the
concentration in the atmosphere; CO2 is just going to come back out of these
reservoirs." (reservoirs such as the oceans, soil and permafrost)
Giegengack is explaining the heart of the scientific skepticism about CO2's role in the
Earth's climate system.
But Giegengack is not finished. "In terms of [global warming's] capacity to cause the
human species harm, I don't think it makes it into the top 10," Giegengack said in an
interview in the May/June 2007 issue of the Pennsylvania Gazette. (LINK)
It is entirely appropriate that a man who supports Gore politically may be putting the final
nail in the coffin of the man-made global warming fears.
‘Unverified, remote, and abstract dangers'
The global warming scare machine is now so tenuous, that other liberal environmental
scientists and activists are now joining Giegengack and refuting the entire basis for manmade global warming concerns.
Denis G. Rancourt professor of physics and an environmental science researcher at the
University of Ottawa, believes the global warming campaign does a disservice to the
environmental movement.

Rancourt wrote on February 27, 2007: "Promoting the global warming myth trains people
to accept unverified, remote, and abstract dangers in the place of true problems that they
can discover for themselves by becoming directly engaged in their workplace and by
doing their own research and observations. It trains people to think lifestyle choices (in
Related Links
relation to CO2 emission) rather than to think activism in the sense of exerting an
● Update on Gore's Refusal To influence to change societal structures." (LINK)
Take the Pledge
Rancourt believes that global warming "will not become humankind's greatest threat until
● Download Senator Inhofe's
the sun has its next hiccup in a billion years or more in the very unlikely scenario that we
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Debunking Global Warming are still around." He also noted that even if C02 emissions were a grave threat
"government action and political will cannot measurably or significantly ameliorate
Alarmism"
global climate in the present world."
Most significantly, however, Rancourt -- a committed left-wing activist and scientist -believes environmentalists have been duped into promoting global warming as a crisis.
Rancourt wrote: "I argue that by far the most destructive force on the planet is powerdriven financiers and profit-driven corporations and their cartels backed by military
might; and that the global warming myth is a red herring that contributes to hiding this
truth. In my opinion, activists who, using any justification, feed the global warming myth
have effectively been co-opted, or at best neutralized."
"Global warming is strictly an imaginary problem of the First World middleclass,"
Rancourt added.
Finally, Rancourt asserted that in a warm world, life prospers. "There is no known case of
a sustained warming alone having negatively impacted an entire population," he said, "As
a general rule, all life on Earth does better when it's hotter: Compare ecological diversity
and biotic density (or biomass) at the poles and at the equator," he added.
Indeed, 2007 has turned into the "tipping point" for the unsubstantiated fears and gross
distortion of science by activists who have committed decades trying to convince the
world it faced a man-made climate crisis. Rancourt so eloquently summed up the
movement as one featuring "Unverified, remote, and abstract dangers."
Renowned Scientists Convert to Skeptics
Perhaps the biggest shock to the global warming debate was the recent conversion of
renowned French geophysicist Dr. Claude Allegre from a believer in dangerous manmade warming fears to a skeptic.
Allegre, a former French Socialist Party leader and a member of both the French and U.S.
Academies of Science, was one of the first scientists to sound global warming fears 20
years ago, but he now says the cause of climate change is "unknown." He ridiculed what
he termed the "prophets of doom of global warming" in a September 2006 article. (LINK)
Allegre has authored more than 100 scientific articles and written 11 books and received
numerous scientific awards including the Goldschmidt Medal from the Geochemical
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Society of the United States. He now believes the global warming hysteria is motivated
by money. "The ecology of helpless protesting has become a very lucrative business for
some people!" he explained.
I find it ironic that a free market conservative capitalist in the U.S. Senate and a French
Socialist scientist both apparently agree that sound science is not what is driving this
debate, but greed by those who would use this issue to line their own pockets.
Bravo for the growing scientific dissent. You don't have to believe me. In October,
Washington Post Staff Writer Juliet Eilperin conceded the obvious, writing that climate
skeptics "appear to be expanding rather than shrinking."
The Washington Post's Eilperin wrote: "In late May, Michael Griffin, administrator of
NASA, which conducts considerable amounts of climate research, told National Public
Radio that he was not sure climate change was ‘a problem we must wrestle with" and that
it was ‘rather arrogant' to suggest that the climate we have now represents the best
possible set of conditions. Alexander Cockburn, a maverick journalist who leans left on
most topics, lambasted the global-warming consensus last spring on the political Web site
CounterPunch.org, arguing that there's no evidence yet that humans are causing the rise in
global temperature."
Left-wing Professor David Noble of Canada's York University has joined the growing
chorus of disenchanted liberal activists. Noble now believes that the movement has
"hyped the global climate issue into an obsession." Noble wrote a May 8 essay entitled
"The Corporate Climate Coup" which details how global warming has "hijacked" the
environmental left and created a "corporate climate campaign" which has "diverted
attention from the radical challenges of the global justice movement." (LINK)
Geologist Peter Sciaky echoes this growing backlash of left-wing activists about global
warming.
Sciaky, who describes himself as a "liberal and a leftist" wrote on June 9: "I do not know
a single geologist who believes that [global warming] is a man-made phenomenon."
And finally, world leaders like Czech President Vaclav Klaus and former German
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt have been outspoken in their climate skepticism.
Schmidt said on June 4 that fears of global warming were "hysterical" and "overheated"
and called efforts to control the Earth's temperature "idiotic." (LINK) Another EU leader
-- Spanish opposition leader Mariano Rajoy - spoke out against climate orthodoxy on
October 23. Rajoy said, "No scientist has guaranteed to me what the weather will be like
tomorrow" and he then asked "How can anyone know what will happen in the world
within 300 years?" (LINK)
Former Vice President Gore's biggest worry is now coming true; previously committed
believers in man-made global warming are now converting to skeptics after reviewing the
new science.
New scientific findings changing minds
The 60 prominent scientists, many of whom advised the Canadian Prime Minister in the
1990's to ratify Kyoto, became the first to foresee 2007 as the "tipping point" for climate
alarm.
"Significant [scientific] advances have been made since the [Kyoto] protocol was created,
many of which are taking us away from a concern about increasing greenhouse gases. If,
back in the mid-1990s, we knew what we know today about climate, Kyoto would almost
certainly not exist, because we would have concluded it was not necessary," the 60
scientists wrote in an open letter to Prime Minister Stephen Harper on April 6, 2006.
(LINK)
The climate skeptics have welcomed many scientists from around the world into the fold
recently. They include the previously noted Claude Allegre, top Israeli astrophysicist Nir
Shaviv, Australian mathematician David Evans, Canadian climate expert Tad Murty,
Paleoclimatologist Tim Patterson, Geologist Bruno Wiskel, Paleoclimatologist Ian D.
Clark, Environmental geochemist Jan Veizer, and Climate scientist Chris de Freitas of
New Zealand. (LINK)
And that is just to name a few. Again, please go to EPW.Senate.Gov for the full report
and stay tuned for the upcoming blockbuster report detailing the hundreds of scientists
who have spoken out recently to denounce man-made global warming fears.
###
End Speech Excerpt:
To read Senator Inhofe's Full Speech please click here:
To Read Selected Speech Highlights click here:
To Read Senator Inhofe's views about Hollywood promoting fears to kids click here:
To Read Senator Inhofe's views on costly "solutions" to global warming click here:
Related Links:
Senator Inhofe September 25, 20076 Speech: HOT & COLD MEDIA SPIN CYCLE: A
CHALLENGE TO JOURNALISTS WHO COVER GLOBAL WARMING
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
Global Warming "Consensus" Continues To Melt Away (Op-Ed By Senator Inhofe,
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Power Magazine)
Cutting Emissions May Cost U.S. Economy Up to $1.8 Trillion
Senators Propose $4500 Climate Tax on American Families
Newsweek Editor Calls Mag's Global Warming 'Deniers' Article 'Highly Contrived'
Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic Standards of Journalism
Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt
EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy' Career of Climate Skeptic
Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now Skeptics
###
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During today’s hearing, Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), Ranking Member of the
Environment and Public Works Committee, confronted Stephen Johnson, Administrator
of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with a threatening e-mail from a group of
which EPA is currently a member. The e-mail threatens to “destroy” the career of a
climate skeptic. Michael T. Eckhart, president of the environmental group the American
Council on Renewable Energy (ACORE), wrote in an email on July 13, 2007 to Marlo
Lewis, senior fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI):
“It is my intention to destroy your career as a liar. If you produce one more editorial
against climate change, I will launch a campaign against your professional integrity. I will
call you a liar and charlatan to the Harvard community of which you and I are members. I
will call you out as a man who has been bought by Corporate America. Go ahead, guy.
Take me on."
In a July 16, Washington Times article, Eckhart confirmed that he did indeed write the
email.
After Senator Inhofe read Eckhart's comments, Johnson vowed to launch a probe
concerning the threatening e-mail. Johnson responded to Inhofe saying, “I was not aware
of this quote.” He continued, “Statements like this are of concern to me. I am a believer
in cooperation and collaboration across all sectors.” Johnson then added, “This is an area I
will look into for the record.” (See YouTube video of exchange between Senator Inhofe
and Johnson)

Contact
Nominations
Hearings

Senator Inhofe replied, “I would like to have you look into this and make an evaluation,
talk it over with your people and see if it is appropriate to be a part of an organization that
is headed up by a person who makes this statement.”

Related Links

Following the hearing, Senator Inhofe announced that he will be sending letters to the
Department of Agriculture, the Department of Commerce, the Department of Energy, and
EPA, urging them to “reconsider their membership in ACORE.”

●

●

Update on Gore's Refusal To
Take the Pledge
Full Text of Eckhart’s July 13, 2007 e-mail to CEI’s Lewis:
Download Senator Inhofe's
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
Marlo –
Debunking Global Warming
Alarmism"
You are so full of crap.
You have been proven wrong. The entire world has proven you wrong. You are the last
guy on Earth to get it. Take this warning from me, Marlo. It is my intention to destroy
your career as a liar. If you produce one more editorial against climate change, I will
launch a campaign against your professional integrity. I will call you a liar and charlatan
to the Harvard community of which you and I are members. I will call you out as a man
who has been bought by Corporate America. Go ahead, guy. Take me on.
Mike
Michael T. Eckhart
President
American Council On Renewable Energy (ACORE)
#
Background:
During today’s hearing ( “Examining the Case for the California Waiver: An Update from
EPA” ), Senator Inhofe explained to the Committee that this kind of vilification of climate
skeptics and subsequent threats to their professional integrity are not uncommon.
“This is so typical of these hate filled people who threaten and use vile language. I was
called a traitor by one of the extreme left, this is what happens when you lose your case
and [this threatening e-mail by ACORE’s president] is the best evidence of it,” Senator
Inhofe explained. “We have all of these people who have a stake in [promoting man-made
climate hysteria] like the Weather Channel’s Heidi Cullen. If the trend now in science is
refuting that anthropogenic gases are a primary cause of climate change, then she is out of
business, her whole weekly program (The Climate Code) is gone, her career is gone,”
Senator Inhofe concluded.
Sampling of recent threats and intimidation targeted at climate skeptics:
RFK Jr. Lashes out at skeptics of global warming: 'This is treason. And we need to
start treating them as traitors' (July 8, 2007)
Excerpt: "Get rid of all these rotten politicians that we have in Washington, who are
nothing more than corporate toadies," said Robert F. Kennedy Jr., the environmentalist
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author, president of Waterkeeper Alliance and Robert F. Kennedy's son, who grew hoarse
from shouting. "This is treason. And we need to start treating them as traitors.
Inhofe Responds to RFK Jr’s “Traitor” Comments on Fox News (Video)
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
(January 17, 2007)
Excerpt: The Weather Channel’s most prominent climatologist is advocating that
broadcast meteorologists be stripped of their scientific certification if they express
skepticism about predictions of manmade catastrophic global warming. This latest call to
silence skeptics follows a year (2006) in which skeptics were compared to "Holocaust
Deniers" and Nuremberg-style war crimes trials were advocated by several climate
alarmists.
Inhofe Interview on Fox and Friends: Weather Wars (Video)
NUREMBERG-STYLE TRIALS PROPOSED FOR GLOBAL WARMING
SKEPTICS (October 11, 2006)
Excerpt: Grist Magazine’s staff writer David Roberts called for the Nuremberg-style trials
for the “bastards” who were members of what he termed the global warming “denial
industry.”
Skeptics called 'Climate Criminals’ who are committing ‘Terracide’ (killing of
Planet Earth) (July 25, 2007)
Excerpt: Global warming driven by greenhouse gas pollution (but ultimately by greed,
racism and lying) is killing our Planet. Our Planet, the Earth - is under acute threat from
Climate Criminals threatening the Third World with Climate Genocide and the Biosphere
with Terracide (the killing of our Planet).
Update November 12, 2007: UN official warns ignoring warming would be
'criminally irresponsible'
Excerpt: The U.N.'s top climate official warned policymakers and scientists trying to
hammer out a landmark report on climate change that ignoring the urgency of global
warming would be "criminally irresponsible." Yvo de Boer's comments came at the
opening of a weeklong conference that will complete a concise guide on the state of
global warming and what can be done to
stop the Earth from overheating.
Update: September 29. 2007: VA State Climatologist skeptical of global warming
loses job after clash with Governor: 'I was told that I could not speak in public'
Excerpt: Michaels has argued that the climate is becoming warmer but that the
consequences will not be as dire as others have predicted. Gov. Kaine had warned.
Michaels not to use his official title in discussing his views. "I resigned as Virginia state
climatologist because I was told that I could not speak in public on my area of expertise,
global warming, as state climatologist," Michaels said in a statement this week provided
by the libertarian Cato Institute, where he has been a fellow since 1992. "It was
impossible to maintain academic freedom with this speech restriction." (LINK)
Skeptical State Climatologist in Oregon has title threatened by Governor (February
8, 2007)
Excerpt: “[State Climatologist George Taylor] does not believe human activities are the
main cause of global climate change…So the [Oregon] governor wants to take that title
from Taylor and make it a position that he would appoint. In an exclusive interview with
KGW-TV, Governor Ted Kulongoski confirmed he wants to take that title from Taylor.
Skeptical State Climatologist in Delaware silenced by Governor (May 2, 2007)
Excerpt: Legates is a state climatologist in Delaware, and he teaches at the university.
He`s not part of the mythical climate consensus. In fact, Legates believes that we
oversimplify climate by just blaming greenhouse gases. One day he received a letter from
the governor, saying his views do not concur with those of the administration, so if he
wants to speak out, it must be as an individual, not as a state climatologist. So essentially,
you can have the title of state climatologist unless he`s talking about his views on
climate?
U.N. official says it's 'completely immoral' to doubt global warming fears (May 10, 2007)
Excerpt: UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland declared “it's completely
immoral, even, to question” the UN’s scientific “consensus."
Former US Vice President Al Gore compared global warming skeptics to people who
'believe the moon landing was actually staged in a movie lot in Arizona' (June 20,
2006)
Gore Refuses to Hear Skeptical Global Warming Views (Video)
UK environment secretary David Miliband said ‘those who deny [climate change]
are the flat-Earthers of the twenty-first century’ (October 6, 2006)
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
View Inhofe YouTube Channel
###
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Climate Manifesto

1. There is no proven influence on the climate by man-made emissions of CO2.
2. Scenarios for future climate change derived from computer models are speculative and

contradicted by climate history.
3. There has been climate change at all times of Earth history, with alternating cold and warm

phases.
4. The trace gas CO2 does not pollute the atmosphere. CO2 is an essential resource for plant

growth and therefore a precondition for life on Earth.
5. We commit ourselves to the effective preservation of our environment and support

arrangements to prevent unnecessary stress to ecosystems.

catastrophe which will not be beneficial for our environment and will cause economic damage.

Comment

Register
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O fantasma do Natal Presente comparece ao blog para dizer que o Natal de 2007 não será
nenhuma assombração. Muito pelo contrário, será o Natal dos sonhos para muita gente que vai à
praia. O tempo segue bom e ensolarado sábado, domingo e segunda com maior nebulosidade na
terça. No começo da semana podem ocorrer pancadas de chuva típicas de verão, isoladas e
passageiras, nas praias do litoral gaúcho. O calor escaldante do interior do continente não se
repete na orla que estará agradável e quente apenas ao sol. Em Santa Catarina, o sol também
aparece acompanhado de nuvens, mas a possibilidade de chuva típica de verão será maior,
especialmente do centro para o leste catarinense. Na costa, a chuva ocorre, em regra, no fim da
tarde e à noite. Assim como em terras gaúchas, faz muito calor no interior do estado e no litoral a
temperatura permanece agradável com máximas abaixo dos 30ºC em diversos balneários. O
fantasma anuncia que até ele passará calor no Natal presente. Os dias que levarão ao Natal serão
literalmente escaldantes. Uma assombração de calor para quem não gosta de temperatura
elevada. As máximas devem ficar neste fim de semana entre 38ºC e 40ºC em alguns pontos do
oeste e entre 36ºC e 38ºC nos setores mais quentes da Grande Porto Alegre, não se descartando
que a máxima até mesmo se aproxima de 39ºC em Campo Bom. O calor deve diminuir no
começo da semana, mas seguir ainda intenso. O fantasma faz uma ressalva em suas notícias
excelentes. O que é bom para uns, é ruim para outros. A agricultura precisa de chuva,
especialmente na metade sul gaúcha, mas nos próximos dias as pancadas serão isoladas. Apenas
mais para o fim do ano a chuva pode ser mais consistente no estado. O hectoplasma
meteorológico se diz preocupado que na véspera e no dia de Natal possam ocorrer pancadas de
chuva e até temporais isolados típicos de verão, inclusive com risco de granizo, devido ao calor
muito intenso e ao aumento da umidade da tarde para a noite com a o avanço da uma frente fria
pelo sul. Como a assombração saiu das páginas de um conto que se passa no frio Natal do
hemisfério norte, ele não aprecia calor. Está pensando em embarcar para Buenos Aires ou
Montevidéu após dar o seu recado aqui na MetSul. Mas não antes de terminar esta sexta-feira.
Isso porque, segundo ele, o calor será extremamente desconfortável hoje no Prata, mas nos
próximos dias a temperatura volta a ficar mais civilizada para os padrões da assombração de
Scrooge. Para relembrar os seus tempos londrinos, o fantasma do Natal presente espera até
chuva em Buenos Aires e Montevidéu no começo da semana.
Autor: Eugenio Hackbart
Publicado em 21/12/2007 12:04
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Fantasma dos Natais passados

O fantasma dos Natais passados vem ao blog para contar as histórias do passado. Natais que
podiam ser esquecidos ou de extremos de temperatura. Em 1995, o fim do ano foi marcado por
um desastre. Nos dias 22, 23 e 24 do mês de dezembro, um vórtice ciclônico localizado sobre a
Região Sul do Brasil causou chuvas intensas Rio Grande do Sul e em Santa Catarina. Em 23 de
http://www.metsul.com/blog/ (1 of 7)21.12.2007 21:26:02
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dezembro de 1995, uma chuva forte e constante arrasou a região da Grande Florianópolis e o Sul
do Estado. Apenas na região da capital catarinense, que chegou a acumular mais de 500
milímetros em apenas um dia, sete pessoas morreram vítimas da enchente. No estado
catarinense, foram 28 mortes. Foi a maior enxurrada em meio século em Florianópolis. No sul de
Santa Catarina, a chuva que alcançou até 600 milímetros provocou uma avalanche que arrasou a
cidade de Timbé do Sul. Dois anos mais tarde, uma madrugada de festa se transformaria em
drama na Grande Porto Alegre. Uma enxurrada que parecia não terminar e acumulou 130
milímetros na madrugada de 25 de dezembro de 1997 inundou a área metropolitana da capital
gaúcha e deixou um morto (mais). Extremos de temperatura também marcaram o Natal ao longo
da história. Na Grande Porto Alegre, desde o início das observações em 1984, a madrugada do
dia 25 mais fria ocorreu em 2002 com 13,2ºC. Em 1991, deu-se a madrugada mais abafada com
22,4ºC de mínima. O Natal mais quente ocorreu em 2004 com 37,1ºC. Já a menor máxima em
25 de dezembro ocorreu em 1995 com 25,8ºC. Em São Joaquim, desde 1987, o Natal mais frio
aconteceu em 1992 com 8,1ºC de mínima. Já o dia 25 de dezembro mais quente foi registrado em
1996 com 27,8ºC. Em 2003 e 2005 também foram registrados Natais frios com mínima de 8,5ºC
em ambos os anos. No dia 26 de dezembro de 2001 geou em São Joaquim. No oeste de Santa
Catarina, na cidade de Itapiranga, o Senhor Wolfgang Lengert tem anotações pessoais de
temperatura na sua propriedade desde 1935. Segundo ele, o Natal mais frio ocorreu em 1956 com
espantosa mínima de 5,5ºC. Em 1957, por outro lado, os termômetros indicariam 41,5ºC. Em
1976, a máxima chegaria a 43ºC no dia de Natal.
Autor: Eugenio Hackbart
Publicado em 20/12/2007 15:12

(22)

Os Natais do passado, presente e futuro

Uma das histórias de Natal mais conhecidas, talvez a mais conhecida, na literatura é a obra do
escritor inglês Charles Dickens Um Cântico de Natal ("A Christmas Carol"). Publicada
originalmente em 1843 (imagem acima), a obra conta a história do avarento Ebenezer Scrooge
que odeia o Natal. Até que, numa noite fria e com muita neblina, Scrooge recebe a inesperada
visita do fantasma do seu antigo sócio Marley, que tinha morrido há sete anos. Marley avisa
Scrooge que ele vai ser perseguido por três espíritos: um dos Natais passados, outro dos Natais
presentes e, finalmente, o dos Natais futuros. As sucessivas passagens pelo tempo provocam uma
radical alteração na personalidade de Scrooge que o transformam num indivíduo generoso,
sensato, bom amigo e excelente patrão. No decorrer do dia de hoje e nesta sexta-feira, o
meteorologista-chefe da MetSul Meteorologia, Eugenio Hackbart, apresentará os "fantasmas"
dos Natais passado, do presente e do futuro. Serão curiosidades históricas, previsões para o
presente e tendências para o futuro.
Autor: Alexandre Amaral de Aguiar
Publicado em 20/12/2007 07:53

(7)

Radiografia de uma chuva de verão em Porto Alegre

Havíamos indicado a possibilidade de chover em Porto Alegre no dia de ontem. Ocorre que a
chuva aconteceu, mas também não aconteceu. Na Praça da Matriz, centro de Porto Alegre, o
http://www.metsul.com/blog/ (2 of 7)21.12.2007 21:26:02
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concerto de Natal teve que ser abreviado devido ao mau tempo (reprodução acima de Zero
Hora). Um dos integrantes da nossa equipe que estava no Bairro Azenha descreveu a chuva
como moderada a forte por cerca de meia hora. Foi justamente nesta área do perímetro urbano
em que a precipitação foi mais intensa. Em outras partes da cidade, contudo, sequer caiu uma
gota. É a velha chuva de verão que costuma ocorrer da tarde para a noite e não necessariamente
se desloca de um local para outro. Muitas vezes se forma sobre a cidade de Porto Alegre e não
raro junto aos morros da cidade, precipitando-se numa pequena área. Nunca se teve uma idéia
de volumes de chuva pela cidade nestes casos de precipitações isoladas de verão, afinal os dados
eram apenas da estação do governo no Jardim Botânico, mas hoje é possível se ter um espelho –
uma verdadeira radiografia - da precipitação na capital por meio da rede de medição instalada
pela MetSul Meteorologia. Observe como a chuva concentrou-se entre o Centro e a Zona Leste da
cidade enquanto nos extremos sul e norte da capital o tempo manteve-se seco e apenas com
trovoadas.
Centro
Navegantes
Humaitá
Sarandi
Jardim Botânico
São Geraldo
Leopoldina / Baltazar
Vila Cruzeiro
Lomba do Pinheiro
Restinga
Belém Novo

4,1 mm
5,0 mm
0,0 mm
0,0 mm
5,2 mm
3,4 mm
1,2 mm
16,2 mm
0,9 mm
0,0 mm
0,0 mm

Estas pancadas de chuva de verão devem ser mais freqüentes no Rio Grande do Sul, incluindo a
capital, agora na segunda quinzena de dezembro. Apesar da tendência de sol e nuvens com calor
em gradativo aumento nos próximos dias, há modelos indicando chance de pancadas isoladas da
tarde para a noite na Grande Porto Alegre na sexta-feira, mas o período de maior instabilidade,
como já salientado pela MetSul aqui no começo da semana, deve se concentrar mesmo nos
últimos dias do ano.
Autor: Eugenio Hackbart
Publicado em 19/12/2007 14:30

(13)

Sondagem atmosférica em arranha-céu norte-americano

Uma das notícias do tempo mais interessantes de
2007 foi publicada nesta terça-feira pelo
meteorologista Tom Skilling no jornal Chicago
Tribune. Uma inversão térmica gerada pela grande
quantidade de neve acumulada no chão provocou um
nevoeiro sobre o centro de Chicago em que apenas os
últimos andares dos arranha-céus eram mais visíveis.
Foi o caso da Sears Tower (foto acima), o edifício mais
alto dos Estados Unidos e uma das construções mais
altas do mundo. Junto à superfície, devido à neve
acumulada, a camada de ar era mais fria com
temperatura estimada em -3,8ºC (25F). No terraço, a
442 metros de altitude (1.451 pés), a temperatura
estimada era de 1,1ºC. Já imaginaram uma diferença
de 4,9ºC entre o nível da rua e o alto de um prédio.
Uma curiosidade. Em 1993, quando estudei em
Chicago, estive na Sear Tower. O elevador expresso
leva apenas um minuto para subir da rua ao terraço e
percorrer os 110 andares. A sensação, com a pressão
nos ouvidos, é de estar a bordo de um avião.

Autor: Alexandre Amaral de Aguiar
Publicado em 19/12/2007 01:49
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Nevasca dizima recordes de décadas no Canadá
Ottawa executa neste momento uma das maiores operações de limpeza de neve da história da
cidade canadense. A quantidade de neve precipitada no último domingo (37 centímetros) foi a
maior para qualquer dia de dezembro desde que a Environment Canada começou as observações
na localidade em 1938. O recorde anterior para um dia de dezembro era de 30,4 centímetros em
21 de dezembro de 1977. O recorde de todos os tempos para precipitação de neve em um período
de 24 horas segue sendo de 40,4 centímetros de 2 de março de 1947, logo apenas 3 centímetros a
mais do que caiu no domingo. A camada de neve agora em Ottawa chega a 75 centímetros.
Nunca tinha se observado tanta neve no chão desde que a Environment Canada passou a fazer
este tipo de observação em 1955. O recorde anterior era de 1977. A quantidade de neve
precipitada na cidade em 2007 é de 148 centímetros, sendo que foram quase 90 centímetros
somente agora em dezembro. Nesta mesma época do ano passado, apenas 18 centímetros tinham
acumulado em dezembro. Para ser ter uma idéia, a verba do orçamento da cidade para remover
neve durante todo o inverno de 2007/2008 já foi gasta. A nevasca do final de semana se deu com
vento intenso que resultou em condição de blizzard com visibilidade quase nula. A cidade ficou
paralisada devido à enorme quantidade de neve nas ruas, o que acabou proporcionando imagens
impressionantes.
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Autor: Alexandre Amaral de Aguiar
Publicado em 18/12/2007 11:08
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As primeiras idéias sobre o Natal de 2007
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Daqui a uma semana a criançada estará abrindo os seus presentes de Natal e o que não faltará é
bicicleta nova desfilando nas ruas com a nossa gurizada estreando os seus novos brinquedos.
Será que o tempo vai ajudar ? Os modelos numéricos indicam neste momento um Natal de
tempo seco e temperatura elevada no Rio Grande do Sul tanto na véspera como no feriado
religioso. O final de semana que precederá o Natal igualmente deve ser de muito sol com forte
calor à tarde, mas com possibilidade de chuva de verão em pontos muito isolados do Sul do
Brasil. Quem tiver como destino Buenos Aires, Montevidéu ou Punta del Este deve ter tempo
bom na maior parte do tempo, mas no final desta semana o calor deve ser por demais intenso na
capital argentina. No litoral de Santa Catarina e mais ao norte da costa gaúcha o sol predomina,
mas podem ocorrer pancadas de chuva de verão da tarde para a noite ao redor do Natal. Mais ao
norte, igualmente se espera chuva de verão localizada no Paraná e especialmente em São Paulo
da tarde para a noite na véspera do Natal. A margem de erro para uma previsão com
antecedência de duas semanas é maior, mas existe um consenso entre as simulações
computadorizadas que nos dias que antecederão o Ano Novo a instabilidade atmosférica
aumentará muito no Sul do Brasil com chuva mais frequente e generalizada, o que pode
ocasionalmente repercutir na festa da virada do ano.
Autor: Eugenio Hackbart
Publicado em 18/12/2007 09:39

(1)

Porto Alegre ganha outra estação meteorológica automática
Tenho a alegria de informar os leitores desde blog que Porto Alegre conta com mais uma estação
automática a partir de hoje. Na semana passada, o Luiz Fernando Nachtigall tinha dado conta a
vocês de um ponto de medição de temperatura online no Bairro Mont'Serrat com base em
estação automática do colaborador e observador da MetSul Bruno Ferreira (dados). Agora à
noite participei da colocação no ar de uma estação meteorológica automática no Bairro Chácara
das Pedras a apenas duas quadras do Shopping Center Iguatemi. A estação pertence ao meu
amigo Marcos Boldrini que é geógrafo e há mais de dez anos anota dados meteorológicos
coletados em sua casa. Nos últimos meses fazia também observações de chuva com um
pluviômetro que havíamos cedido para ele. O Marcos, um assíduo colaborador desta página e
observador meteorógico de primeira qualidade, possui uma estação Honeywell e continuará
disponibilizando suas impressões aqui no Blog Diretor da MetSul, mas com a vantagem que
vocês poderão acessar os dados da estação (dados). Teremos a maior alegria em noticiar todas as
iniciativas pessoais de instalação de equipamentos meteorológicos com dados disponibilizados
na rede.
Autor: Alexandre Amaral de Aguiar
Publicado em 18/12/2007 01:33

(7)

O que está acontecendo com as imagens de satélite ?
Quem acompanha imagens de satélite deve ter observado que neste mês de dezembro as
fotografias da América do Sul têm sido falhas ou distorcidas, mas ainda ninguém leu aqui no
Brasil uma explicação mais detalhada para o problema. O motivo está mesmo no espaço, na
origem das fotos, e não nas estações receptoras em terra. No último dia 4 de dezembro, o satélite
GOES-12 - o satélite operacional para o hemisfério ocidental geostacionário a 75º de longitude
oeste ) experimentou uma anomalia técnica durante uma manobra regular norte-sul. O
equipamento era o principal gerador de imagens para o continente, incluindo os Estados Unidos
e a região dos trópicos. Os esforços iniciais para devolver o satélite a sua órbita original não
tiveram sucesso. Em consequência, no dia seguinte, o satélite GOES-10 - geoestacionário a uma
longitude de 60º oeste - deixou de ser o satélite operacional apenas da América do Sul para
substituir o GOES-12 como o satélite operacional do hemisfério.

O GOES-10 é um satélite mais antigo - foi lançado em 1997 - e sua crescente inclinação gera
falhas de imagens. O GOES-12 enfrentava nos últimos dias problemas na órbita leste-oeste (veja
a imagem acima). Para a manhã de hoje o NOAA e a NASA tinham agendado uma manobra de
correção de órbita na tentativa de retomar a atividade do GOES-12 como o satélite operacional
para o hemisfério (GOES-East). Entretanto, o GOES-10 continuará servindo como o operacional
para o hemisfério até que seja solucionado o problema como o GOES-12. Uma vez constatado
que o GOES-12 pode operar como o GOES-East novamente, o GOES-10 passará a ser de novo
exclusivamente dedicado às operações da América do Sul. Neste tempo em que houve a falha não
deixamos na MetSul de trabalhar com imagens de satélite, entretanto tivemos que fazer uso de
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imagens de outros satélites geoestacionários como, por exemplo, os mantidos pelos europeus.
Autor: Luiz Fernando Nachtigall
Publicado em 17/12/2007 15:55

(6)

MetSul Meteorologia em clima de Natal

Obviamente não temos neve em dezembro como nossos amigos da América do Norte (ver dois
post anteriores), mas o trenó com o snowman invadiu a MetSul Meteorologia. O clima já é de
Natal na firma. Já definimos que nesta semana publicaremos um extenso material relacionado
ao final de ano para o nosso público leitor, afinal é um período de festas para a esmagadora
maioria das pessoas. Vamos trazer muita previsão para Porto Alegre e os principais destinos
turísticos. Fique, portanto, ligado aqui na página da MetSul e interaja conosco !!
Autor: Alexandre Amaral de Aguiar
Publicado em 17/12/2007 00:17

(10)

Um dezembro para lembrar ou esquecer nos Estados Unidos ? Tem sido um Dezembro gelado até agora
aqui nos Estados Unidos com uma série de tempestades que trouxe gelo e neve para extensas áreas do
oeste, centro, Grandes Lagos e o nordeste do país. A primeira metade do mês apresentou temperatura
muito abaixo da média no norte do país e muito acima da média no extremo sul. A cobertura de neve muito
antes destas duas tempestades de inverno nos Estados Unidos aumentou aumentou a ponto de superar a
média histórica pela primavera vez neste ano no Hemisfério Norte. Apesar do frio ter diminuído e o fluxo de
ar gelado estabilizado no Canadá,...
Comentários (1)
Domingo de nevascas e tornados nos Estados UnidosUma intensa tempestade de neve e gelo atingiu neste
final de semana estados do Meio-Oeste e do Nordeste dos Estados Unidos com até meio metro de
acumulação em alguns locais. Cidades como Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland e outras áreas metropolitanas da
região ficaram cobertas de neve. O vento forte acompanhando a neve trouxe condições de blizzard com
visibilidade quase nula em pontos próximos dos Grande Lagos.Se a forte instabilidade resultou em intensas
nevascas e precipitação de gelo no norte do país, o sudeste norte-americano enfrentou tempestades
severas. Um tornado destruiu um anexo da prisão...
Comentários (8)
Turismo em Bali "Eremildo é um idiota e gosta de fazer contas malucas. Ele soube que a delegação
brasileira na Conferência sobre Mudanças Climáticas, realizada em Bali, teve 188 pessoas. Os governadores
do Amazonas (Eduardo Braga) e do Mato Grosso (Blairo Maggi, o Motosserra de Ouro) formaram uma
comitiva de 18 pessoas. O idiota foi atrás da relação entre uma ida a Bali e o desmatamento para o plantio
de soja. A comitiva dos dois governadores da região que mais sofre o desmatamento pode ter saído por
225 mil dólares. Segundo a Associação dos Produtores de Soja de Mato Grosso, são necessários 16
hectares de soja plantada...
Comentários (12)
Noventa e um minutos dramáticos Foi o mesmo tempo de uma partida de futebol. E foi tão eletrizante
como um jogo de final de campeonato. A conferência do clima de Bali ficou longe de atingir os seus
principais objetivos, mas foi salva do fracasso total e absoluto numa dramática sucessão de acontecimentos
que durou exatos 91 minutos. Depois de uma madrugada inteira de negociações, os 190 países presentes
aprovaram o documento final com os resultados de treze dias de trabalho em Bali. O chamado Mapa do
Caminho (leia) define um roteiro com os princípios que vão guiar as negociações do regime global de
mudanças climáticas que sucederá...
Comentários (12)
Ponto e Contraponto Recentemente, um debate sobre aquecimento global terminou em troca de ofensas
pessoais nos Estados Unidos entre pesquisadores do mais elevado quilate. Quem esteve no encontro dos
cientistas descreveu o final do encontro como uma 'baixaria'. Os argumentos científicos deram lugar aos
ataques pessoais. No Brasil, o debate entre pesquisadores acerca das mudanças climáticas começa
igualmente a se aquecer e, lamentavelmente, tomar o mesmo caminho testemunhado em terras da
América do Norte. Em "ponto" e "contraponto" você leu abaixo artigos dos Professores José Carlos Azevedo
e Carlos Nobre, ambos com formação no Massachussets Institute...
Comentários (9)
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Working scientists: man not
guilty of Climate Change
Fifteen scientists in a letter to the Volkskrant:
Many people think that climate change is caused by man, such
as the emission of CO2. The warming is mainly natural causes.
How often is not claimed that climate change is caused by man?
That was the message of the film An Inconvenient Truth by Al
Gore. But the scientific underpinnings of this film was such that
An Inconvenient Fantasy a more appropriate title would have
been.
This allegation was also central to the debate between the
geologist Salle Kroonenberg and environmental French
Berkhout in Knowledge of Dec. 23, 2006. The undersigned are,
however, believes that there is no clear scientific evidence for a
substantial human impact on the climate. Rather, the
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observations are contrary to human broeikashypothese.
If "proof" for the truth of that assumption is often argued that
there is a scientific consensus exists. But there has never been
all scientists - climatologists and those in other relevant scientific
disciplines - asked how they think about it. A smaller survey of
530 27 2003 was carried out by Prof. Dennis Bray of the
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Forschungszentrum Geesthacht, yielded a divided picture: only
34.7% of those surveyed were convinced of the existence of a
human global warming, while 20.5% rejected this hypothesis.
The rest was more or less open. Determined no consensus.
But even if a large majority of scientists would be convinced of
the existence of a substantial human influence on climate, it still
may view this limited sense. In the political decision-making in
democracies, the majority indeed decisive. But if science does
not. Any progress in science is initiated by a small minority, who
discovered that the observations were contrary to the generally
accepted hypothesis or theory. Sometimes there was a scientist
for that. Just think of Galileo and Einstein.
Another 'evidence' is that the glaciers will withdraw (and since
1850) and that the ice at the North Pole melt. But both are a
consequence of a warmer climate on the spot and say nothing
about the cause. Any warming - whether by man or nature
caused - will make the ice melt.
Many climatologists suggest that the climate is now warmer and
that the level of carbon dioxide (CO2) into the atmosphere
increases. That is correct. But the merger of these phenomena
is not sufficient evidence for a causal link. Moreover, the
average globalne during the period 1940 and 1975, while in the
same period CO2 concentration increased rapidly.
And what about the claim that the warming climate models
predict? There are over twenty major models, which all provide
different results, depending on what is in the computer stops. In
literature, one can find various estimates of the potential
temperatuurverhogingen due to a doubling of the CO2
concentration in the atmosphere. They range from 1.4 degrees 11.5 degrees.
In addition, the models do not explain why the temperatures in
the period between 1940 and 1975 fell. The results of models
can never serve as proof, only observations are relevant in this
context.
What we did know is that no klimaatmodel the observed pattern
of the current warming can explain - temperatuurtrends
measured at different latitudes and different heights, as
determined using radiosondes, hanged to weerballonnen. These
results - for the first time the world has been made on a climate
conference in Stockholm in September last year - leading to the
conclusion that the human contribution to the warming can not
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be significant, and that most of the warming to natural causes
should be attributed , probably to small variations in solar
activity. The current warming means perhaps linked to a natural
cycle of 1500 years, which is measured in ijsboorkernen,
oceaansedimenten, stalagmites etc. -- Measurements that a
period of nearly one million years.
Fred Singer, atmospheric physicist, em. University professor of
Virginia, former director of the US Weather Satellite Service.
Peter Bloemers, professor of biochemistry, University of
Nijmegen. Adriaan Broere, and geofysicus engineer, worked in
satellite technology, now klimaatonderzoeker. Bas van Geel,
paleo-ecology professor, University of Amsterdam. Albert
Jacobs, geologist, worked in the oil in Canada. Hub Jongen,
electrical engineer, see www.vrijspreker.nl. Rob Kouffeld, em.
Professor energy, TU Delft. Hans Labohm, an economist and
expert reviewer of the IPCC and Dick Thoenes and Simon
Rozendaal author of 'Man-Made Global Warming: Unravelling a
Dogma. "Rob Melon, professor. Molecular recognition, Utrecht
University Jan Mulderink, a chemical engineer, former research
director AKZO Arnhem, former chairman Foundation
Sustainable Chemical Technology in Wageningen. Harry Priem,
em. Professor of planetary and isotope geology, former director
ZWO / NWO Institute for Isotope Research Geophysisch, former
chairman and Mijnbouwkundig Royal Dutch Geological Society.
Henk Schalke, chairman management team IUGS-UNESCO
Olaf Schuiling, em. Geochemistry professor, University of
Utrecht. Dick Thoenes, em. Professor of chemical process
engineering TU Eindhoven, former chairman Royal Dutch
Chemical Society. Jan Pieter van Wolfswinkel, a former
teacher mechanical, TU Delft
[Volkskrant]
More about this topic
Media and Internet
Netherlands
Science and Research
January 2007
Discussion
Liesbeth Flobbe (Monday, January 29, 2007 12:51)
Fred Singer has worked for various organizations that were funded by
ExxonMobile. Check this (open the PDF report and search on the name
"Singer"): http://www.ucsusa.org/news/press_release/ExxonMobilGlobalWarming-tobacco.html
Peter Bloemers is nowhere to be found on the website of the University of
Nijmegen. Zoekend in tijdschriftenbestand of university libraries (Picarta),
I believe in 2001, he has held a farewell. He therefore has no right to be
called professor, since he is no longer in a position in which his
department can recall him. He seems to have written some pieces
(against) evolution, but in Picarta are no publications in the field of
environment.
Adrian Broere klimaatonderzoeker claims to be. He has not even a
Master, and no scientific publication.
Yes, according to this way, I also scientist. Because these 'scientists' do
not original research. They read a lot, and let their opinions prominently
heard in the regular press, but not in the scientific magazines.
I can say that I rest, without a scientific appointment to have, I probably
can compete with many signatory of this letter. I say this in view of the
contents of the letter. The 'research', Dennis Bray which refers in the letter
is not a research higher than online surveys that I myself have developed.
And so, the investigation of Bray was an online poll! See http://
timlambert.org/2005/05/bray/ the problems with this type of research.
And then the tussenzinnetje in the letter that refers to the conference at
Stockholm. That tussenzinnetje gives authority to the phrase that comes
afterwards. But really, research presented at a conference set for nothing.
I had during my bachelor already a poster presentation at a conference,
and that while the results of my research disagree significantly. Actually
this sentence means that we are dealing with research that is not
published in a scientific journal, and given the 'desire' to it but in the
mainstream press to admit, probably not publiceerbare quality.
Hans Erren (Tuesday, January 30, 2007 11:05)
Singer is sponsored from oliegeld, yes? William Connolley is on the
volilne for the Green Party.
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I met Fred Singer in Stockholm, it is a physicist who knows what he is
talking about. The behaviour of Bert Bolin (formerly IPCC Chairman) at
the seminar was a mockery: he stormed inside without his (and few)
congresbijdrage to pay and left the meeting without listening to the
debate.
Http://gamma.physchem.kth.se/ ~ climate /
I have a year to run leuren a simple technical commentary on a
klimaatpublicatie to get published, unfortunately, the bastions are high up
for criticism.
I agree with the conclusions of the above letter.
Liesbeth Flobbe (Thursday, Feb. 1, 2007 15:45)
Nice that you think Fred Singer knows what he is talking about, but how
can you do that if you do not assess scientific publications from him have
read about climate (simply because they, according Picarta plenty, not there is only a 'letter to the editor ', but that is no presentation of
research).
Anyone can be convincing in a presentation or a lekenbrief. It is precisely
to check and verify the details, the reader and, more importantly, by other
researchers from the same field (peer review).
Presentations at conferences are a good way for scientists for ideas and
contacts to do so. But for results of such unpublished research in the
mainstream press and / or political conclusions to draw from this? Do not
do it! Just wait until the results are published. And if not, is there anything
wrong with the investigation.
In the absence of references to clear verifiable scientific research, we
believe this letter but on the basis of the authority of the signatories. So
yes, in such a case, it is entirely right for you to wonder where a person's
money is coming from and whether he has demonstrated in his field.
Hans Erren (Thursday, Feb. 1, 2007 16:51)
Liebeth, climate peer review is as leaky as a basket, editors places not
conflicting publications, authors do not give free or leave their source code
does not appear, and even the results may sometimes you do not quote
without permission of the author. I assume you know that the stormy
developments of theoretical physics before the second world war have
been achieved without peer review?
And the IPCC is meanwhile doodleuk with the statement that the 20th
century the warmest year in 1300, while the underlying proxydata so
broke that you have security for 400 years, and then you have to be sitting
right in the little ice age.
Al Gore is not with Björn Lomborg debate, Michael Mann will not debate
with Stephen McIntyre.
And meanwhile, there are other scientists who are completely under the
barrage between the alarmisten and deniers.
Http://climatesci.colorado.edu/2007/01/31/a-personal-call-formodesty-integrity-and-balance-by-henkrik-tennekes/
Http://climatesci.colorado.edu/2007/02/01/the-difference-betweenglobal-warming-and-climate-change/
Johannes Albertz (Friday, February 2, 2007 18:57)
Response to Liesbeth Flobbe:
Fred Singer has some more things done before it for an oil company was
working: Career
In the 1940s and 50s Singer was involved in designing instruments used
in satellites to measure cosmic radiation and ozone [11].
Previous government and academic positions:
Director of the Center for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of
Maryland (1953-62)
Special advisor to President Eisenhower on space developments (1960)
First Director of the National Weather Satellite Service (1962-64)
Founding Dean of the School of Environmental and Planetary Sciences,
University of Miami (1964-67)
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Water Quality and Research, US
Department of the Interior (1967 - 70)
Deputy Assistant Administrator for Policy, US Environmental Protection
Agency (1970-71)
Professor of Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia (1971-94)
Chief Scientist, US Department of Transportation (1987 - 89)

Peter Bloemers is emeritus professor, and must therefore do its death,
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and if necessary even then, 'professor' continue '.
That you can find nothing about saying nothing.
Adriaan Broere, 75, in his time was a 'masters' yet. Posted he has plenty
in 'Nature', and you do not come in to see only schillenboer are.
Maybe you know something of AI, the ba klimaatdiskussie clearly not, you
try to convince things by road to and suspicion, not really a scientific
approach.
Lieven Bervoets (Tuesday, March 6, 2007 13:53)
As a scientist, I welcome the fact that scientific studies and allegations
thoroughly evaluated on their accuracy. It will unfortunately be very
difficult to prove, or whether or not the man responsible for a climate
change. Just as it is very difficult to prove that an incinerator is the cause
of increasing cancers in a residential area which is situated nearby. But in
my opinion, such a discussion, however, in the scientific literature or at
conferences held. Of course it is desirable that the result be translated to
the general public if this major social consequences.
I do not understand what these 15 'scientists' with their letter to the
Volkskrant want to achieve. Suppose that man indeed is not responsible
for the rise in temperature, but that the observed warming is a natural
phenomenon. Should we then but still no action taken? Shall we then
quietly continue uninhibited consume fossil fuels? Our incredible
verspilzuchtige western lifestyle preserved at the expense of other world?
In addition to the 'supposed' climate change are the same activities that
take responsibility for "would" are also responsible for a large number of
other very serious nature and milieuproblemen.Voor this impact is very
clear there is a cause-effect relationship.
Our Western consumption pattern is to a large extent responsible for the
worrying decline in biodiversity worldwide. Worldwide, the air, water and
soil polluted by various chemicals include Submitted by the olliewinning.
The list is much longer, but these problems are largely along with our
lifestyle. This applies both in the industrialised countries and in evolving
countries.
China is a catch-up to make it, but at the same consumption pattern in
China as in the United States, the world onleefbaar complete. Even if the
climate were not affected. Or is a global fleet of 3 billion pieces a feasible?
(In the US, there are 0.76 cars / capita in the EU almost 0.5)
So my question again, what do the "deniers" with their letter of reach?
That man undisturbed without problem may go on with its way of
consumption and that all the energy and all the wealth to a small
proportion of the population continues, while the masses live in poverty
and the environment globally destroyed?
I think it is high time that drastic measures are taken to a sustainable way
to consume, because it is 5 to 12, even without climate change.
Hans Erren (Tuesday, March 6, 2007 15:32)
Why 'scientists'?
Michael Mann is a "scientist" who fail to znanstvenega method involves!
Http://home.casema.nl/errenwijlens/co2/
Wat_is_er_aan_de_hand_met_het_klimaatonderzoek.pdf
I see that you specialisation "Ecophysiology, Biochemistry and
Toxicology" is my specialization is geophysics, it is my field, and I can tell
you that there is something fundamentally wrong with the
klimaatwetenschap.

Lieven Bervoets (Tuesday, March 6, 2007 17:39)
I am indeed not klimaatwetenschapper and say I am not on the accuracy
of studies such as those of Mann. My argument remains that regardless of
climate change urgently needed is a different consumption pattern and the
action that should be taken to prevent further warming to minimize it
altogether also necessary to identify other environmental outcome.
Anyway apparently there are many climatologists agree that there is an
anthropogenic effect on climate.
Is therefore the precautionary principle, even if they are not 100% sure we
can better to be safe than sorry.
Hans Erren (Tuesday, March 6, 2007 23:49)
There is a solution: the French, who do you use in Belgium. Nuclear
power is a good no-regrets policy because you get all that pollution from
the air.
Furthermore, the rampscenarios for the 21st century fully determined by
the development of CO2 emisies in India and China, which the West
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does is absolutely irrelevant. I expect that the environmental vehicles in
China limit or a requirement for electric cars, because if you have a really
through and through contaminated country wants to see you once in
China have a look.
Soon Netherlands must consider the replacement of natural gas and here
is primarily a nuclear logical solution because the reserves in stable
countries like Canada and Australia, and like a central Borsele at will. 1
nuclear power accounts for 5000 windmills.
The precautionary principle also means that you are on short-term (a few
decades) seriously should take into account a substantial decline in
zonkracht with all that entails, some 1963 winters in a row explain the
whole country plat. Citizens already pay for innovations that have a
payback period of more than 30 years has been wasted, within a year or
ten there are just affordable alternatives to oil and gas because it is the
market uitprijzen because of decreased reserves.
So now that nuclear power and wisely cope with raw materials, but did
you adopt al
Timo (Wednesday, March 7, 2007 21:26)
Lieven,
The message from politicians, environmental organizations and others
such as Al Gore is wrong. As you have already said, the way we handle
energy needs in any way. Now try aforementioned individuals and
organizations fear us to hunt and certain measures plan, which is not the
actual aforementioned goal beoogen, nl In a different way with energy and
the associated pollution deal. However, I am afraid that this message is
not sexy enough.
The way the discussion surrounding the alleged "man-made" climate
change is manipulated, we must still somewhat mistrustful. It has become
politically incorrect if you are skeptical about the alleged climate change. I
would have expected that organisations such as Greenpeace a more
objective judgement would talk about this subject, but I have a strong
feeling that they contradiction on this topic not tolerate. Like why I can
only guess, but the positive atmosphere which Greenpeace in the past
has had on me is this attitude almost entirely disappeared.

J. Moreno (Thursday, March 15, 2007 20:34)
Creation for kernergie is practically no longer with hands if all
industrialised countries were going on kernergie, within five years
uraniumvoorraad.
Until we in the West do not realize that our current living pathogen, there
is no adequate solution to the hands of future problems.
Hans Erren (Thursday, March 15, 2007 23:11)
Only the rich can afford to eat organic and sustainable energy to buy.
Poor people will simply death of diseases that could be cured: Everyone
therefore rich.
And that uranium that runs out, it can be:
Http://www.americanenergyindependence.com/uranium.html

Current estimates of "economically recoverable" reserves apply
an upper price / cost limit of $ 135/kg for uranium ore. This cutoff
price does not sufficiently appreciate the lack of effect that has
on ore cost power cost. It corresponds to a power price increase
of only ~ 0.25 cents / kW-hr, versus today's $ 40/kg ore price.
Uranium sources that cost up to $ 500, and perhaps even ~ $
1000/kg (which would increase nuclear power's cost by 1-2
cents / kW-hr) can still be economic, especially in a CO2
emission-constrained world, and / or a world where gas and oil
have started to run out. Even at $ 1000/kg, advanced nuclear
plants should be able to produce power at ~ 6 cents / kW-hr or
less. The cost of power from post-production-peak gas or oil
plants, or from coal plants with full CO2 sequestration is likely to
be higher than this. Finally, it should be noted that (as discussed
later), at a uranium price of $ 500-1000/kg, breeder reactors
become economical, and the uranium supply effectively
becomes infinite.
Lieven Bervoets (Monday, March 19, 2007 17:17)
Look yet but agree to:
Http://peakoil.nl/?m=200512
Hans Erren (Tuesday, March 20, 2007 22:13)
Lieven,
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I see in your link that uranium would be no net energy supply below 100
g / t grade.
Http://www.mme.gov.na/gsn/pdf/URANium.pdf
The main deposit in Namibia is the Rössing mine for at the time of 300g / t
win.
This is a comprehensive report from Australian 2006:
Life-Cycle Energy Balance and Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Nuclear
Energy in Australia
Http://www.pmc.gov.au/umpner/docs/commissioned/ISA_report.pdf
If lean ores are assumed (0.01%), the situation changes
drastically (Table 3.23): Mining and milling, and the clean-up of
the mine site become the main components of the total energy
and greenhouse gas requirements. The energy and greenhouse
gas intensities are 1.63 kWhth / kWhel and 527 g CO2-e/kWhel,
respectively. Under these conditions - assuming Storm can
Leeuwen and Smith's parameters - such a nuclear fuel cycle
would indeed not produce net energy, and its greenhouse gas
emissions would be comparable to a gas-fired power plant,
(compare [18] Figure 10, and [125] Figure 4), and the main
reason for this would be the energy required to extract uranium
ore and mill, and to dispose of the mine tailings. It is therefore an
important question to ask whether Storm van Leeuwen and
Smith's assumptions are realistic or not. Table 3.24 provides a
comparison of energy intensities from the literature and Storm
van Leeuwen and Smith's figures. This table demonstrates very
clearly that the main differences arise for the following fuel cycle
stages: mine clean-up construction, operation,
decommissioning, spent fuel storage, ILW / "LLW" disposal, and
HLW disposal. The commentary in Table 3.25 attempts to
explain some of the main discrepancies, supported by more
detailed explanations previously in this Section. However, some
of the assumption made by Storm van Leeuwen and Smith
relate to waste disposal practices in the nuclear energy industry.
To critique these practices is outside the scope of this study,
which is indicated in the corresponding rows of Table 3.25.
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MOSCOW. (Yury Zaitsev for RIA Novosti) - Paleoclimate research shows that the chillier
periods of the Earth's history have always given way to warmer times, and vice versa.
But it is not quite clear what causes this change. This is what makes predicting climate
change so difficult. Although everyone agrees that the climate is changing very fast,
hardly anyone can say whether it will be warmer or colder in the next 100 years. At the
moment it is getting warmer. The majority attribute this change to human impact on
the environment. But are they right?
Lev Zeleny, director of the Institute of Space Research at the Russian Academy of
Sciences and an Academy corresponding member, believes that before making Kyoto
Protocol-like decisions, we should thoroughly study the influence of all factors and
receive more or less unequivocal results. In order to treat an illness, we must diagnose
it first, he insists.
Yury Leonov, director of the Institute of Geology at the Russian Academy of Sciences,
thinks that the human impact on nature is so small that it can be dismissed as a
statistical mistake.
Until quite recently, experts primarily attributed global warming to greenhouse gas
emissions, with carbon dioxide singled out as the chief culprit. But it transpires that
water vapor is just as bad.
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Paleoclimate studies have revealed that during the ice ages the climate became much
less damp, because the North Atlantic produced little moisture. The increase in
temperature in turn increased humidity, and as a result rivers became fuller and more
fresh water flowed into the Arctic and the North Atlantic. This fresh water covered the
ocean's surface with a thin film, thereby decreasing evaporation. Another chilly period
set in, and the flow of the rivers slowed down, marking the beginning of a new cycle.
This is not a linear process - the higher the average temperature, the more steam gets
into the air.
"Judging by Venus, a planet, which is similar to the Earth in all respects, we can see
how far this can go. The temperature on its surface is about 500° C (mostly due to a
greenhouse effect). At one time, Venus did not have a layer of clouds, and this is
probably when it was warmed up by the Sun, causing a greenhouse effect. What if the
Sun is responsible for the warming of our climate?" queries Lev Zeleny.
"There are two channels of energy transfer from the Sun - electromagnetic and
corpuscular radiation," he explains. "The bulk of it - about 1.37 kW per square meter of
the Earth's surface - which equals the power of an electric kettle - comes via the
electromagnetic channel. This flow of energy primarily fits into the visible and infrared
range of the spectrum and its amount is virtually immune to change - it alters by no
more than a few fractions of a percent. It is called the 'solar constant.' The flow of
energy reaches the Earth in eight minutes and is largely absorbed by its atmosphere
and surface. It has decisive influence on the shaping of our climate."
The second channel is corpuscular radiation, consisting of solar wind and space rays.
Although transferring much less energy, it plays a key role in forming "space weather"
- changeable conditions in space which depend on solar activity. Until recently, it was
believed that "space weather" had nothing to do with ours, but that idea has been
proved wrong.
"Solar wind becomes more intense when the Sun is active. It sweeps space rays out of
the solar system like a broom," Zeleny points out. "This affects cloud formation, which
cools off both the atmosphere and the whole planet. We know from historic records
that it was quite cold in 1350-1380. The Sun was very active during this time."
Solar wind is also the main transmitter of energy for geomagnetic phenomena in the
Earth's magnetosphere, which is formed as a result of the solar wind streamlining the
Earth's magnetic field. If the influx of energy exceeds its dissipation, energy
accumulates in the magnetosphere. If a certain level of energy is exceeded, any
disturbance outside or inside the magnetosphere may release excess energy and cause
a magnetic storm. But it may also have no consequences at all.
A statistical analysis of solar and geomagnetic disturbances shows a rather low
correlation between them. It transpires that most solar bursts do not trigger magnetic
storms. It would be interesting to know why this correlation is so low.
Nevertheless, other Sun-related phenomena have fairly regular and predictable
consequences on the Earth. Of course, they exert influence on humans and other
species and, to some extent, on the environment, altering atmospheric pressure and
temperature. But they are not likely to contribute much to climate change. This is a
global process and is the result of global causes. For the time being, we are far from
understanding them fully.
"Some dangers are much less discussed today, for instance, the inversion of the
Earth's magnetic field," Zeleny warns. "It is gradually changing its polarity; the poles
are crawling to the equator at increasing speed. There were whole epochs in the
Earth's history when the magnetic field all but disappeared. Such oscillations have
taken place throughout almost its entire geological history."
Paleomagnetic data show that last time the magnetic field disappeared was several
hundred thousand years ago. It is possible that the Earth will lose it again in the 21st
http://en.rian.ru/analysis/20070928/81541029.html (1 of 2)21.12.2007 21:26:33
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and 22nd centuries. The "magnetic umbrella," which protects us from deadly space
radiation, will disappear, exposing humankind to a heavy "rainfall" of solar particles
and space rays. Our descendants will have to understand how a weaker magnetic field
will affect the climate and what protection they will need.
Yury Zaitsev is an expert from the Institute of Space Studies.

The opinions expressed in this article are the author's and do not necessarily represent
those of RIA Novosti.
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Climate: polemic between academics

CAROLINE DE MALET
15/10/2007 | Updated: 03:21 |

Photo credits: DR
THE FAIR for grabs dreaded did not take place. For what, originally, was to be a debate between Claude Allègre, one of the leaders of "skeptics" on
climate change in France, and its detractors, was not one of them. The idea, launched in December in the wake of the controversy arose thundering
statements by the former Minister - he was denied, in L'Express, the anthropogenic (caused by human activity) of global warming - has finally taken a
somewhat different form. Yesterday, in the Great Hall of Sessions of the Institut de France, the Academy of Sciences convened a "conference-debate"
on climate, during which both sides presented their positions, followed by a "general discussion".
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The large absent from the meeting was Claude Allègre itself. But it was moderated by a member of his family, Vincent Courtillot, director of the Institut
de Physique du Globe (IPGP), in which the former minister belongs, and Bernard Tissot (defender of the current consensus), in order to maintain a
certain balance between "Those who believe in heaven with a G at the beginning and one C at the end and the other" (the IPCC, the Intergovernmental
Group of Experts on Climate Change), according to the correct word by Vincent Courtillot.
The issue has attracted the world, the president of the CNRS a RMiste, delighted to be sitting under the bust of Racine, passing by students. In fact,
after having launched the idea of this debate, the Academy is concerned that the tone of controversial remarks made by Claude Allègre not spill
negatively on its image. So things have been somewhat tagged. The first day of preparation, held in camera, took place last week, Monday, March 5.
Numerous speakers responded to questions in writing, only late in the day.
Reliability models
"We all hope that things do not s'enveniment" c onfiait before yesterday's debate Jean-Louis Le Mouël, and the Academy of IPGP. The number of
briefings preceding the discussion was limited to three. It just surprised that the speakers represented "skeptics" during these two debates belong to
the majority IPGP: Allègre, Courtillot, and Mouël Fluteau.
On the merits, everyone has been able to form his own opinion. "One of the central questions is the reliability of climate models," explains JeanFrançois Bach, perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences. Hervé Le Treut, a member of the Academy and the IPCC, explained at length the
improvements increased from these models and those who remain to be done.
Two main bone of contention: the source of global warming. Jean-Louis Le Mouël represented the path of "skeptics", highlighting the role of variations
in activity from the sun, volcanism, cosmic rays or magnetism, rather than changes in CO2 of human origin, to explain temperature variations. Edward
Bard, a professor at the College de France (CNRS-CEREGE) has, in a very convincing, responded point by point to these arguments.
Then, during the discussion, questions have refused. Why was it Greenland green until the middle of the fifteenth century and now covered with ice? A
meteorologist from Paris-VI wondered: "Why sceptics believe so much to 1 / 6 th of watt per square meter due to the effect of sun and put so much
doubt 2.4 watts per square metre due the effect of CO2? "Hervé Le Treut, which has been open for discussion, however refutes the arguments of the
latter." unanimity of the scientific community and especially the IPCC possibly deserves attention attention. Because on the merits, we need to be very
open. But I have noticed that the arguments do nothing at stake. "However, in his opinion, the burden of proof is now up to skeptics. Marie-Lise
Chanin, a member of the Academy, adds: "I am very embarrassed by the fact that there is a competition between the anthropogenic causes of global
warming and the effect of solar radiation. The two coexist. "
"This debate was a very good performance and I think this is very important for the scientific community to discuss this issue," said the president of
CNRS, Catherine Bréchignac, at the conclusion of this debate. It is a pity, however, it has focused on a few themes quite restrictive, turning widely
around the solar activity. But as Vincent Courtillot concluded, "there is a minority view widely, it is important that they can express themselves."
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Over 100 Prominent Scientists Warn UN Against 'Futile'
Climate Control Efforts
"Significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the
hypothesis of dangerous human-caused global warming."
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BALI, Indonesia - The UN climate conference met strong opposition Thursday from a
team of over 100 prominent international scientists, who warned the UN, that attempting
to control the Earth's climate was "ultimately futile."
The scientists, many of whom are current and former UN IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change) scientists, sent an open letter to the UN Secretary-General
questioning the scientific basis for climate fears and the UN's so-called "solutions."
"Attempts to prevent global climate change from occurring are ultimately futile, and
constitute a tragic misallocation of resources that would be better spent on humanity's real
and pressing problems," the letter signed by the scientists read. The December 13 letter
was released to the public late Thursday. (LINK)
The letter was signed by renowned scientists such as Dr. Antonio Zichichi, president of
the World Federation of Scientists; Dr. Reid Bryson, dubbed the "Father of Meteorology";
Atmospheric pioneer Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, formerly of the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute; Award winning physicist Dr. Syun-Ichi Akasofu of the

International Arctic Research Center, who has twice named one of the "1000 Most
Cited Scientists"; Award winning MIT atmospheric scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen; UN
IPCC scientist Dr. Vincent Gray of New Zealand; French climatologist Dr. Marcel
Leroux of the University Jean Moulin; World authority on sea level Dr. Nils-Axel Morner
of Stockholm University; Physicist Dr. Freeman Dyson of Princeton University; Physicist
Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, chairman of the Scientific Council of Central Laboratory for
Radiological Protection in Poland; Paleoclimatologist Dr. Robert M. Carter of Australia;
Former UN IPCC reviewer Geologist/Geochemist Dr. Tom V. Segalstad, head of the
Geological Museum in Norway; and Dr. Edward J. Wegman, of the U.S. National
Academy of Sciences.
"It is not possible to stop climate change, a natural phenomenon that has affected
humanity through the ages. Geological, archaeological, oral and written histories all attest
to the dramatic challenges posed to past societies from unanticipated changes in
temperature, precipitation, winds and other climatic variables," the scientists wrote.

"In stark contrast to the often repeated assertion that the science of climate change is
‘settled,' significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the
hypothesis of dangerous human-caused global warming," the open letter added. [EPW
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Blog Note: To read about the latest peer-reviewed research debunking man-made
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climate fears, see: New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears Download Senator Inhofe's LINK - & New Peer-Reviewed Study Finds: "Warming is naturally caused and shows
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no human influence." (LINK) - For a detailed analysis of how "consensus" has been
Debunking Global Warming promoted, see: Debunking The So-Called "Consensus" On Global Warming - LINK ]
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The scientists' letter continued: "The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) has issued increasingly alarming conclusions about the climatic
influences of human-produced carbon dioxide (CO2), a non-polluting gas that is essential
to plant photosynthesis. While we understand the evidence that has led them to view CO2
emissions as harmful, the IPCC's conclusions are quite inadequate as justification for
implementing policies that will markedly diminish future prosperity. In particular, it is not
established that it is possible to significantly alter global climate through cuts in human
greenhouse gas emissions."
"The IPCC Summaries for Policy Makers are the most widely read IPCC reports amongst
politicians and non-scientists and are the basis for most climate change policy
formulation. Yet these Summaries are prepared by a relatively small core writing team
with the final drafts approved line-by-line by -government -representatives. The great majority of IPCC contributors and -reviewers, and the tens of thousands of other scientists
who are qualified to comment on these matters, are not involved in the preparation of
these documents. The summaries therefore cannot properly be represented as a consensus
view among experts," the letter added. [EPW Note: Only 52 scientists participated in the
UN IPCC Summary for Policymakers in April 2007, according to the Associated Press.
- LINK - An analysis by Australian climate researcher Dr. John Mclean in 2007
found the UN IPCC peer-review process to be "an illusion." LINK ]
###
Complete Letter with all signatories - As published in Canada's National Post on
December 13, 2007:

The National Post
Don't Fight, Adapt; We Should Give Up Futile Attempts
to Combat Climate Change
Dec. 13, 2007
Link to Letter
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Key Quote from Scientists’ Letter to UN: “Attempts to prevent global climate
change from occurring are ultimately futile, and constitute a tragic
misallocation of resources that would be better spent on humanity's real and
pressing problems.”

His Excellency
Ban Ki-MoonSecretary-General,
United Nations New York, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Secretary-General,
Re: UN climate conference taking the World in entirely the wrong direction
It is not possible to stop climate change, a natural phenomenon that has affected humanity
through the ages. Geological, archaeological, oral and written histories all attest to the
dramatic challenges posed to past societies from unanticipated changes in temperature,
precipitation, winds and other climatic variables. We therefore need to equip nations to
become resilient to the full range of these natural phenomena by promoting economic
growth and wealth generation.
The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has issued
increasingly alarming conclusions about the climatic influences of human-produced
carbon dioxide (CO2), a non-polluting gas that is essential to plant photosynthesis. While
we understand the evidence that has led them to view CO2 emissions as harmful, the
IPCC's conclusions are quite inadequate as justification for implementing policies that
will markedly diminish future prosperity. In particular, it is not established that it is
possible to significantly alter global climate through cuts in human greenhouse gas
emissions. On top of which, because attempts to cut emissions will slow development, the
current UN approach of CO2 reduction is likely to increase human suffering from future
climate change rather than to decrease it.
The IPCC Summaries for Policy Makers are the most widely read IPCC reports amongst
politicians and non-scientists and are the basis for most climate change policy
formulation. Yet these Summaries are prepared by a relatively small core writing team
with the final drafts approved line-by-line by -government -representatives. The great majority of IPCC contributors and -reviewers, and the tens of thousands of other scientists
who are qualified to comment on these matters, are not involved in the preparation of
these documents. The summaries therefore cannot properly be represented as a consensus
view among experts.
Contrary to the impression left by the IPCC Summary reports:
*Recent observations of phenomena such as glacial retreats, sea-level rise and the
migration of temperature-sensitive species are not evidence for abnormal climate change,
for none of these changes has been shown to lie outside the bounds of known natural
variability.
*The average rate of warming of 0.1 to 0. 2 degrees Celsius per decade recorded by
satellites during the late 20th century falls within known natural rates of warming and
cooling over the last 10,000 years.
*Leading scientists, including some senior IPCC representatives, acknowledge that
today's computer models cannot predict climate. Consistent with this, and despite
computer projections of temperature rises, there has been no net global warming since
1998. That the current temperature plateau follows a late 20th-century period of warming
is consistent with the continuation today of natural multi-decadal or millennial climate
cycling.
In stark contrast to the often repeated assertion that the science of climate change is
"settled," significant new peer-reviewed research has cast even more doubt on the
hypothesis of dangerous human-caused global warming. But because IPCC working
groups were generally instructed ( http://ipcc-wg1.ucar.edu/wg1/docs/
wg1_timetable_2006-08-14.pdf ) to consider work published only through May, 2005,
these important findings are not included in their reports; i.e., the IPCC assessment
reports are already materially outdated.
The UN climate conference in Bali has been planned to take the world along a path of
severe CO2 restrictions, ignoring the lessons apparent from the failure of the Kyoto
Protocol, the chaotic nature of the European CO2 trading market, and the ineffectiveness
of other costly initiatives to curb greenhouse gas emissions. Balanced cost/benefit
analyses provide no support for the introduction of global measures to cap and reduce
energy consumption for the purpose of restricting CO2 emissions. Furthermore, it is
irrational to apply the "precautionary principle" because many scientists recognize that
both climatic coolings and warmings are realistic possibilities over the medium-term
future.
The current UN focus on "fighting climate change," as illustrated in the Nov. 27 UN
Development Programme's Human Development Report, is distracting governments from
adapting to the threat of inevitable natural climate changes, whatever forms they may
take. National and international planning for such changes is needed, with a focus on
helping our most vulnerable citizens adapt to conditions that lie ahead. Attempts to
prevent global climate change from occurring are ultimately futile, and constitute a tragic
misallocation of resources that would be better spent on humanity's real and pressing
problems.
Yours faithfully,
The following are signatories to the Dec. 13th letter to the Ban Ki-moon, SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations on the UN Climate conference in Bali [Link to List of
signatories]:
Ian D. Clark, PhD, Professor, isotope hydrogeology and paleoclimatology, Dept. of Earth
Sciences, University of Ottawa
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Richard S. Courtney, PhD, climate and atmospheric science consultant, IPCC expert
reviewer, U.K.
Willem de Lange, PhD, Dept. of Earth and Ocean Sciences, School of Science and
Engineering, Waikato University, New Zealand
David Deming, PhD (Geophysics), Associate Professor, College of Arts and Sciences,
University of Oklahoma
Freeman J. Dyson, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Physics, Institute for Advanced Studies,
Princeton, N.J.
Don J. Easterbrook, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Geology, Western Washington
University
Lance Endersbee, Emeritus Professor, former dean of Engineering and Pro-Vice
Chancellor of Monasy University, Australia
Hans Erren, Doctorandus, geophysicist and climate specialist, Sittard, The Netherlands
Robert H. Essenhigh, PhD, E.G. Bailey Professor of Energy Conversion, Dept. of
Mechanical Engineering, The Ohio State University
Christopher Essex, PhD, Professor of Applied Mathematics and Associate Director of the
Program in Theoretical Physics, University of Western Ontario
David Evans, PhD, mathematician, carbon accountant, computer and electrical engineer
and head of 'Science Speak,' Australia
William Evans, PhD, editor, American Midland Naturalist; Dept. of Biological Sciences,
University of Notre Dame
Stewart Franks, PhD, Professor, Hydroclimatologist, University of Newcastle, Australia
R. W. Gauldie, PhD, Research Professor, Hawai'i Institute of Geophysics and
Planetology, School of Ocean Earth Sciences and Technology, University of Hawai'i at
Manoa
Lee C. Gerhard, PhD, Senior Scientist Emeritus, University of Kansas; former director
and state geologist, Kansas Geological Survey
Gerhard Gerlich, Professor for Mathematical and Theoretical Physics, Institut für
Mathematische Physik der TU Braunschweig, Germany
Albrecht Glatzle, PhD, sc.agr., Agro-Biologist and Gerente ejecutivo, INTTAS, Paraguay
Fred Goldberg, PhD, Adjunct Professor, Royal Institute of Technology, Mechanical
Engineering, Stockholm, Sweden
Vincent Gray, PhD, expert reviewer for the IPCC and author of The Greenhouse
Delusion: A Critique of 'Climate Change 2001, Wellington, New Zealand
William M. Gray, Professor Emeritus, Dept. of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State
University and Head of the Tropical Meteorology Project
Howard Hayden, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Physics, University of Connecticut
Louis Hissink MSc, M.A.I.G., editor, AIG News, and consulting geologist, Perth,
Western Australia
Craig D. Idso, PhD, Chairman, Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global
Change, Arizona
Sherwood B. Idso, PhD, President, Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global
Change, AZ, USA
Andrei Illarionov, PhD, Senior Fellow, Center for Global Liberty and Prosperity; founder
and director of the Institute of Economic Analysis
Zbigniew Jaworowski, PhD, physicist, Chairman - Scientific Council of Central
Laboratory for Radiological Protection, Warsaw, Poland
Jon Jenkins, PhD, MD, computer modelling - virology, NSW, Australia
Wibjorn Karlen, PhD, Emeritus Professor, Dept. of Physical Geography and Quaternary
Geology, Stockholm University, Sweden
Olavi Kärner, Ph.D., Research Associate, Dept. of Atmospheric Physics, Institute of
Astrophysics and Atmospheric Physics, Toravere, Estonia
Joel M. Kauffman, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Chemistry, University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia
David Kear, PhD, FRSNZ, CMG, geologist, former Director-General of NZ Dept. of
Scientific & Industrial Research, New Zealand
Madhav Khandekar, PhD, former research scientist, Environment Canada; editor, Climate
Research (2003-05); editorial board member, Natural Hazards; IPCC expert reviewer
2007
William Kininmonth M.Sc., M.Admin., former head of Australia's National Climate
Centre and a consultant to the World Meteorological organization's Commission for
Climatology
Jan J.H. Kop, MSc Ceng FICE (Civil Engineer Fellow of the Institution of Civil
Engineers), Emeritus Prof. of Public Health Engineering, Technical University Delft, The
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Netherlands
Prof. R.W.J. Kouffeld, Emeritus Professor, Energy Conversion, Delft University of
Technology, The Netherlands
Salomon Kroonenberg, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Geotechnology, Delft University of
Technology, The Netherlands
Hans H.J. Labohm, PhD, economist, former advisor to the executive board, Clingendael
Institute (The Netherlands Institute of International Relations), The Netherlands
The Rt. Hon. Lord Lawson of Blaby, economist; Chairman of the Central Europe Trust;
former Chancellor of the Exchequer, U.K.
Douglas Leahey, PhD, meteorologist and air-quality consultant, Calgary
David R. Legates, PhD, Director, Center for Climatic Research, University of Delaware
Marcel Leroux, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Climatology, University of Lyon, France;
former director of Laboratory of Climatology, Risks and Environment, CNRS
Bryan Leyland, International Climate Science Coalition, consultant and power engineer,
Auckland, New Zealand
William Lindqvist, PhD, independent consulting geologist, Calif.
Richard S. Lindzen, PhD, Alfred P. Sloan Professor of Meteorology, Dept. of Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
A.J. Tom van Loon, PhD, Professor of Geology (Quaternary Geology), Adam Mickiewicz
University, Poznan, Poland; former President of the European Association of Science
Editors
Anthony R. Lupo, PhD, Associate Professor of Atmospheric Science, Dept. of Soil,
Environmental, and Atmospheric Science, University of Missouri-Columbia
Richard Mackey, PhD, Statistician, Australia
Horst Malberg, PhD, Professor for Meteorology and Climatology, Institut für
Meteorologie, Berlin, Germany
John Maunder, PhD, Climatologist, former President of the Commission for Climatology
of the World Meteorological Organization (89-97), New Zealand
Alister McFarquhar, PhD, international economy, Downing College, Cambridge, U.K.
Ross McKitrick, PhD, Associate Professor, Dept. of Economics, University of Guelph
John McLean, PhD, climate data analyst, computer scientist, Australia
Owen McShane, PhD, economist, head of the International Climate Science Coalition;
Director, Centre for Resource Management Studies, New Zealand
Fred Michel, PhD, Director, Institute of Environmental Sciences and Associate Professor
of Earth Sciences, Carleton University
Frank Milne, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Economics, Queen's University
Asmunn Moene, PhD, former head of the Forecasting Centre, Meteorological Institute,
Norway
Alan Moran, PhD, Energy Economist, Director of the IPA's Deregulation Unit, Australia
Nils-Axel Morner, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Paleogeophysics & Geodynamics,
Stockholm University, Sweden
Lubos Motl, PhD, Physicist, former Harvard string theorist, Charles University, Prague,
Czech Republic
John Nicol, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Physics, James Cook University, Australia
David Nowell, M.Sc., Fellow of the Royal Meteorological Society, former chairman of
the NATO Meteorological Group, Ottawa
James J. O'Brien, PhD, Professor Emeritus, Meteorology and Oceanography, Florida
State University
Cliff Ollier, PhD, Professor Emeritus (Geology), Research Fellow, University of Western
Australia
Garth W. Paltridge, PhD, atmospheric physicist, Emeritus Professor and former Director
of the Institute of Antarctic and Southern Ocean Studies, University of Tasmania,
Australia
R. Timothy Patterson, PhD, Professor, Dept. of Earth Sciences (paleoclimatology),
Carleton University
Al Pekarek, PhD, Associate Professor of Geology, Earth and Atmospheric Sciences Dept.,
St. Cloud State University, Minnesota
Ian Plimer, PhD, Professor of Geology, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences,
University of Adelaide and Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences, University of
Melbourne, Australia
Brian Pratt, PhD, Professor of Geology, Sedimentology, University of Saskatchewan
Harry N.A. Priem, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Planetary Geology and Isotope
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Geophysics, Utrecht University; former director of the Netherlands Institute for Isotope
Geosciences
Alex Robson, PhD, Economics, Australian National University Colonel F.P.M.
Rombouts, Branch Chief - Safety, Quality and Environment, Royal Netherland Air Force
R.G. Roper, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Atmospheric Sciences, School of Earth and
Atmospheric Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology
Arthur Rorsch, PhD, Emeritus Professor, Molecular Genetics, Leiden University, The
Netherlands
Rob Scagel, M.Sc., forest microclimate specialist, principal consultant, Pacific
Phytometric Consultants, B.C.
Tom V. Segalstad, PhD, (Geology/Geochemistry), Head of the Geological Museum and
Associate Professor of Resource and Environmental Geology, University of Oslo,
Norway
Gary D. Sharp, PhD, Center for Climate/Ocean Resources Study, Salinas, CA
S. Fred Singer, PhD, Professor Emeritus of Environmental Sciences, University of
Virginia and former director Weather Satellite Service
L. Graham Smith, PhD, Associate Professor, Dept. of Geography, University of Western
Ontario
Roy W. Spencer, PhD, climatologist, Principal Research Scientist, Earth System Science
Center, The University of Alabama, Huntsville
Peter Stilbs, TeknD, Professor of Physical Chemistry, Research Leader, School of
Chemical Science and Engineering, KTH (Royal Institute of Technology), Stockholm,
Sweden
Hendrik Tennekes, PhD, former director of research, Royal Netherlands Meteorological
Institute
Dick Thoenes, PhD, Emeritus Professor of Chemical Engineering, Eindhoven University
of Technology, The Netherlands
Brian G Valentine, PhD, PE (Chem.), Technology Manager - Industrial Energy
Efficiency, Adjunct Associate Professor of Engineering Science, University of Maryland
at College Park; Dept of Energy, Washington, DC
Gerrit J. van der Lingen, PhD, geologist and paleoclimatologist, climate change
consultant, Geoscience Research and Investigations, New Zealand
Len Walker, PhD, Power Engineering, Australia
Edward J. Wegman, PhD, Department of Computational and Data Sciences, George
Mason University, Virginia
Stephan Wilksch, PhD, Professor for Innovation and Technology Management,
Production Management and Logistics, University of Technolgy and Economics Berlin,
Germany
Boris Winterhalter, PhD, senior marine researcher (retired), Geological Survey of
Finland, former professor in marine geology, University of Helsinki, Finland
David E. Wojick, PhD, P.Eng., energy consultant, Virginia
Raphael Wust, PhD, Lecturer, Marine Geology/Sedimentology, James Cook University,
Australia
A. Zichichi, PhD, President of the World Federation of Scientists, Geneva, Switzerland;
Emeritus Professor of Advanced Physics, University of Bologna, Italy
###
Related Links:
Skeptical Scientists Urge World To ‘Have the Courage to Do Nothing' At UN Conference
Debunking The So-Called 'Consensus' On Global Warming
New UN Children's Book Promotes Global Warming Fears to Kids (11-13-2006)
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Description
About 300 years ago, a Flat Earth Society was founded by those who
did not believe the world was round. That society still exists; it probably
has about a dozen members.
--Dr R.K. Pachauri, Chairman of the IPCC, when asked on February 20
about criticisms of accepted global warming theory
THE KYOTO PROTOCOL opened for signature soon after the
Conference of Parties meeting for the UN Framework Convention on
Climate Change which approved the treaty in December 1997. It is still
just short of the ratifications which are required to bring it into effect, and
it has soaked up many hundreds of millions of dollars to bring it to this
almost final stage of parturition.
The essential purpose of the Kyoto Protocol is to establish a global
regime of de-carbonisation, a regime which can be described as one
designed to increase, through international legal instruments and the
use of trade sanctions as an enforcement mechanism, the rate of
decline of carbon intensity in the economic life of the world's peoples
which has been manifest since the 1850s.
US President George W. Bush formally announced in April 2001 that the
USA would not ratify Kyoto. More than a year later, the Australian Prime
Minister, John Howard, speaking in the House of Representatives on
June 5 last year, followed suit. Both political leaders have been under
sustained pressure to resile from these positions since then. Neither
leader shows any sign of doing so.
The Kyoto Protocol is unique among international treaties in that its
legitimacy is based on a chain of scientific and socio-economic
hypotheses. These hypotheses and their interconnectedness are shown
diagrammatically on the opposite page.
Much has been written about the validity of the climate models
symbolised in the box labelled "General circulation models". These
models use for their input data a range of atmospheric concentrations of
carbon dioxide during the next century, and predict a range of global
temperature outcomes as a consequence. When it issued its Third
Assessment Report in January 2001, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC)--a body established in 1988 by the World
Meteorological Organisation and the United Nations Environment Panel-predicted global temperature increases by 2100 of between 1.4 and 5.8
degrees Celsius as a consequence of mankind's consumption of fossil
fuels. These figures, (but mostly the higher figure) have provided
ammunition for critics of President Bush and Prime Minister Howard for
their refusal to ratify the Kyoto Protocol. In particular, it is noteworthy that
in the USA, where there is an intense debate on America's role as the
world's hegemon, and where commentators are increasingly voicing
concerns about US unilateralism, the Kyoto Protocol and the
International Court of Justice are almost always cited as examples of
irrational unilateralism which are offensive to the "international
community" and which compound America's difficulties with its allies
abroad.
A number of eminent climate scientists have poured scorn on the claims
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made for the validity of the temperature predictions produced by these
climate models. But the arguments used to justify this scorn are
necessarily scientific arguments, and are almost always beyond the
capacity of political leaders to comprehend, let alone to use in public
debate. In every Western country but the USA, government-controlled or
-funded scientific institutions, including universities, have fallen into line
on global warming doctrine.
Australia is in the unique situation of having created a quasi-government
department, the Australian Greenhouse Office, with a budget of a
quarter of a billion dollars, and with an incentive structure for all of its
officials which is predicated wholly upon the establishment of the Kyoto
Protocol. With such a huge sum of money at its disposal, other
institutions are easily suborned, and so the official weight of governmentfunded climatology and meteorology, supported by a broadsheet media
which is largely faithful to the global warming doctrine, has remained...
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More than 400 Scientists Dispute Gore's 'Scientific
Consensus' Claim on Climate Change
Former vice president and global warming cheerleader once compared
skeptics to 'people who believe that the Earth is flat.'
Ok

By Jeff Poor
Business & Media Institute
12/20/2007 10:39:32 AM
The dictionary definition is of “consensus” is a general
agreement or unanimity of opinion. When former Vice
President and global warming scare-monger Al Gore says
“consensus,” it means a general agreement or unanimity of
opinion for people who agree with him.
Despite years of complaints from the media and global
warming alarmists like Gore, scientists continue to question
climate change “consensus.” A new report released by the U.
S. Senate Environment and Public Works (EPW) Committee December 20 has revealed more
than 400 prominent scientists questioning the hype.
That runs counter to claims made by Gore, who has compared global warming skeptics to
flat-earthers.
“There are still people who believe that the Earth is flat,” Gore said on NBC’s November 5
“Today.” Gore continued:
“But when you're reporting on a story like the one you're covering today, where you have
people all around the world, you don't take – you don't search out for someone who still
believes the Earth is flat and give them equal time. And the reason the IPCC was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, the thousands of scientists who make up that group,
have for almost 20 years now created a very strong scientific consensus that is as strong
a consensus as you'll ever see in science, that the climate crisis is real, human beings
are responsible for it. The results would be very bad for the United States and for the
entire world community, all human beings, unless we do something about it. And there is
still time to solve it.”
Of course, when people did believe the Earth
was flat, they were the “consensus” for awhile, too.
On March 21, Gore testified under oath before
the EPW that the debate was over and there was a
“crisis” at hand – which Gore based on anecdotal
climate data.
“First of all, there is no longer any serious
debate over the basic points that make up the
consensus on global warming,” Gore said. “The ten
warmest years on record have all been since 1990. Globally, 2005 was the hottest of all. In the
United States, 2006 was the warmest year ever.”
However, Dr. Nathan Paldor, Professor of Dynamical Meteorology and Physical
Oceanography at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, explained if you look at things on a
longer time scale, nothing out of the ordinary is occurring.
“[T]emperature changes, as well as rates of temperature changes (both increase and
decrease) of magnitudes similar to that reported by IPCC to have occurred since the Industrial
Revolution (about 0.8˚C in 150 years or even 0.4˚C in the last 35 years) have occurred in
Earth's climatic history. There's nothing special about the recent rise!” Paldor told EPW on Dec.
4, 2007, according to the report.
The media have had a hand in Gore’s “consensus building.” An article in the August 13
issue of Newsweek called skeptics a “well-coordinated, well-funded campaign by contrarian
scientists, free-market think tanks and industry” and this “campaign” has “created a paralyzing
fog of doubt around climate change.” Reporters even have likened anyone who questions
climate alarmism to those who deny the Holocaust.
Glaciologist Nikolai Osokin, of the Institute of Geography and member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, said things aren’t as perilous as the “well-coordinated” global warming
alarmists would have you believe.
“This hypothetical catastrophe could not take place anytime within the next thousand years,”
Osokin said, according to the December 20 report. “Today, scientists say that the melting of
the permafrost has stalled, which has been proved by data obtained by meteorological stations
along Russia's Arctic coast. The (recent) period of warming was tangible, but now it may be
drawing to a close. Most natural processes on the earth are cyclical, having a shorter or longer
rhythm. Yet no matter how these sinusoids look, a temperature rise is inevitably followed by a
decline, and vice versa.”

Related Links:
BMI's Special Report "Fire & Ice: Journalists have warned of climate change for 100 years, but
can't decide weather we face an ice or warming"
Climate of Bias: BMI's page devoted entirely to global warming and climate change in the
media.
Gore Wins Thanks to Media's Fever Pitch on Global Warming: a look at how journalists
contributed to his new award.
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Gore Slams Global Warming Critics
In twin appearances last night former Vice
President Al Gore dismissed critics of his global
warming theory as a small minority not credible
in their opposition.
In an unprecedented, uninterrupted eightminute monologue on Keith Olbermann’s
"Countdown," Gore characterized those
scientists who dispute the reality of global
warming as part of a lunatic fringe.
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Later, on Charlie Rose’s show, Gore went
Romney Shrugs Off
further. Asked by Rose "Do you know any
Mormon History Film
credible scientist who says ‘wait a minute – this
hasn’t been proven,’ is there still a debate?”
Gore replied, "The debate’s over. The people who dispute the international
consensus on global warming are in the same category now with the people
who think the moon landing was staged on a movie lot in Arizona.”

This flies in the face of such challengers as professor Bob Carter of the Marine
Geophysical Laboratory at James Cook University, in Australia who said:
"Gore's circumstantial arguments are so weak that they are pathetic. It is
simply incredible that they, and his film, are commanding public attention."
Famed climatologist and internationally renowned hurricane expert Dr. William
Gray of the atmospheric-science department at Colorado State University went
even further, calling the scientific "consensus" on global warming "one of the
greatest hoaxes ever perpetrated on the American people." For speaking the
truth he has seen most of his government research funding dry up, according
to the Washington Post.
Story Continues Below

Neither Gray nor Dr. Carter believe that the moon landing was staged on a
movie set in Arizona.
Nor does famed Oxford professor David Bellamy who sniffs that Gore’s theory
is "Poppycock!"
Writing in Britain's Daily Mail last July 9, Dr. Bellamy charged that "the world's
politicians and policy makers ... have an unshakeable faith in what has,
unfortunately, become one of the central credo of the environmental
movement. Humans burn fossil fuels, which release increased levels of carbon
dioxide – the principal so-called greenhouse gas – into the atmosphere,
causing the atmosphere to heat up.
"They say this is global warming: I say this is poppycock. Unfortunately, for the
time being, it is their view that prevails.
"As a result of their ignorance, the world's economy may be about to divert
billions, nay trillions of pounds, dollars and rubles into solving a problem that
actually doesn't exist. The waste of economic resources is incalculable and
tragic."
Wrote Dr. Bellamy "It has been estimated that the cost of cutting fossil fuel
emissions in line with the Kyoto Protocol would be [$1.3 trillion]. Little wonder,
then, that world leaders are worried. So should we all be.
"If we signed up to these scaremongers, we could be about to waste a
gargantuan amount of money on a problem that doesn't exist – money that
could be used in umpteen better ways: Fighting world hunger, providing clean
water, developing alternative energy sources, improving our environment,
creating jobs.
"The link between the burning of fossil fuels and global warming is a myth. It is
time the world's leaders, their scientific advisers and many environmental
pressure groups woke up to the fact."
In agreement with Dr. Bellamy were a host of other respected climatologists
http://archive.newsmax.com/archives/ic/2006/6/20/134405.shtml?s=ic%20 (1 of 2)21.12.2007 21:28:17
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including the 19,000 who have signed a declaration that rejects Gore’s
accusation that the rise of greenhouse gasses is caused by mankind’s use of
fossil fuels. As has been pointed out, previous ice ages have been preceded
by a rise on CO2 levels long before there were humans or fossil fuels or
backyard barbecues.
Commenting on the scientists who support Gore’s thesis, Dr. Carter one of
hundreds of highly qualified non-governmental, non-industry, non-lobby group
climate experts who contest the hypothesis that human emissions of carbon
dioxide (CO2) are causing significant global climate change, says, "‘Climate
experts’ is the operative term here. Why? Because of what Gore's ‘majority of
scientists’ think is immaterial when only a very small fraction of them actually
work in the climate field.
Carter does not pull his punches about Gore's activism, "The man is an
embarrassment to U.S. science and its many fine practitioners, a lot of who
know, but feel unable to state publicly, that his propaganda crusade is mostly
based on junk science."
In April, 60 of the world's leading experts in the field asked Canada’s Prime
Minister Harper to order a thorough public review of the science of climate
change, something that has never happened in Canada. Considering what's at
stake – either the end of civilization, if you believe Gore, or a waste of billions
of dollars, if you believe his opponents – it seems like a reasonable request,
wrote Tom Harris in the Canada Free Press.
According to Harris, a mechanical engineer, former University of Winnipeg
climatology professor Dr. Tim Ball notes that even among that fraction, many
focus their studies on the impacts of climate change; biologists, for example,
who study everything from insects to polar bears to poison ivy. "While many
are highly skilled researchers, they generally do not have special knowledge
about the causes of global climate change," explains Ball. "They usually can
tell us only about the effects of changes in the local environment where they
conduct their studies."
Adds Ball, among experts who actually examine the causes of change on a
global scale, many concentrate their research on designing and enhancing
computer models of hypothetical futures. "These models have been
consistently wrong in all their scenarios," asserts Ball. "Since modelers
concede computer outputs are not predictions but are in fact merely scenarios,
they are negligent in letting policy-makers and the public think they are actually
making forecasts."
Canada's new conservative prime minister, Stephen Harper, has been urged
by more than 60 leading international climate change experts to review the
global warming policies he inherited from his predecessor.
In an open letter that includes five British scientists among the 60 leading
international climate change experts who signed the letter, the experts praise
Harper’s commitment to review the controversial Kyoto Protocol on reducing
emissions harmful to the environment. "Much of the billions of dollars
earmarked for implementation of the protocol in Canada will be squandered
without a proper assessment of recent developments in climate science," they
wrote in the Canadian Financial Post last week.
They emphasized that the study of global climate change is, in Harper's own
words, an "emerging science" and added: "If, back in the mid 1990s, we knew
what we know today about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not exist,
because we would have concluded it was not necessary." Despite claims to
the contrary, there is no consensus among climate scientists on the relative
importance of the various causes of global climate change, they wrote.
"'Climate change is real' is a meaningless phrase used repeatedly by activists
to convince the public that a climate catastrophe is looming and humanity is
the cause. Neither of these fears is justified.
"Global climate changes all the time due to natural causes and the human
impact still remains impossible to distinguish from this natural 'noise.'"
The letter is the latest effort by climate change skeptics to counter Gore's
demonstrably false claims that there is a consensus that human activity is
causing alleged global warming.
Listening to Al Gore makes one wonder if he is the one who believes that "the
moon landing was staged on a movie set in Arizona.”
Editor's note:
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Following the U.S. Senate's vote today on a global warming measure (see today's AP
article: Senate Defeats Climate Change Measure,) it is an opportune time to examine
the recent and quite remarkable momentum shift taking place in climate science. Many
former believers in catastrophic man-made global warming have recently reversed
themselves and are now climate skeptics. The names included below are just a sampling
of the prominent scientists who have spoken out recently to oppose former Vice President
Al Gore, the United Nations, and the media driven “consensus” on man-made global
warming.
The list below is just the tip of the iceberg. A more detailed and comprehensive sampling
of scientists who have only recently spoken out against climate hysteria will be
forthcoming in a soon to be released U.S. Senate report. Please stay tuned to this website,
as this new government report is set to redefine the current climate debate.
In the meantime, please review the list of scientists below and ask yourself why the media
is missing one of the biggest stories in climate of 2007. Feel free to distribute the partial
list of scientists who recently converted to skeptics to your local schools and
universities. The voices of rank and file scientists opposing climate doomsayers can serve
as a counter to the alarmism that children are being exposed to on a daily basis. (See
Washington Post April 16, 2007 article about kids fearing of a “climactic Armageddon” )
The media's climate fear factor seemingly grows louder even as the latest science grows
less and less alarming by the day. (See Der Spiegel May 7, 2007 article: Not the End of
the World as We Know It ) It is also worth noting that the proponents of climate fears are
increasingly attempting to suppress dissent by skeptics. (See UPI May 10, 2007 article: U.
N. official says it's 'completely immoral' to doubt global warming fears )
Once Believers, Now Skeptics ( Link to pdf version )
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Geophysicist Dr. Claude Allegre, a top geophysicist and French Socialist who has
authored more than 100 scientific articles and written 11 books and received numerous
scientific awards including the Goldschmidt Medal from the Geochemical Society of the
United States, converted from climate alarmist to skeptic in 2006. Allegre, who was one
of the first scientists to sound global warming fears 20 years ago, now says the cause of
Related Links
climate change is "unknown" and accused the “prophets of doom of global warming” of
being motivated by money, noting that "the ecology of helpless protesting has become a
● Update on Gore's Refusal To
very lucrative business for some people!" “Glaciers’ chronicles or historical archives
Take the Pledge
point to the fact that climate is a capricious phenomena. This fact is confirmed by
● Download Senator Inhofe's
mathematical meteorological theories. So, let us be cautious,” Allegre explained in a
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
September 21, 2006 article in the French newspaper L'EXPRESS. The National Post in
Debunking Global Warming Canada also profiled Allegre on March 2, 2007, noting “Allegre has the highest
environmental credentials. The author of early environmental books, he fought successful
Alarmism"
battles to protect the ozone layer from CFCs and public health from lead pollution.”
Allegre now calls fears of a climate disaster "simplistic and obscuring the true dangers”
mocks "the greenhouse-gas fanatics whose proclamations consist in denouncing man's
role on the climate without doing anything about it except organizing conferences and
preparing protocols that become dead letters." Allegre, a member of both the French and
U.S. Academy of Sciences, had previously expressed concern about manmade global
warming. "By burning fossil fuels, man enhanced the concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere which has raised the global mean temperature by half a degree in the last
century," Allegre wrote 20 years ago. In addition, Allegre was one of 1500 scientists who
signed a November 18, 1992 letter titled “World Scientists' Warning to Humanity” in
which the scientists warned that global warming’s “potential risks are very great.”
Geologist Bruno Wiskel of the University of Alberta recently reversed his view of manmade climate change and instead became a global warming skeptic. Wiskel was once
such a big believer in man-made global warming that he set out to build a “Kyoto house”
in honor of the UN sanctioned Kyoto Protocol which was signed in 1997. Wiskel wanted
to prove that the Kyoto Protocol’s goals were achievable by people making small changes
in their lives. But after further examining the science behind Kyoto, Wiskel reversed his
scientific views completely and became such a strong skeptic, that he recently wrote a
book titled “The Emperor's New Climate: Debunking the Myth of Global Warming.” A
November 15, 2006 Edmonton Sun article explains Wiskel’s conversion while building
his “Kyoto house”: “Instead, he said he realized global warming theory was full of holes
and ‘red flags,’ and became convinced that humans are not responsible for rising
temperatures.” Wiskel now says “the truth has to start somewhere.” Noting that the Earth
has been warming for 18,000 years, Wiskel told the Canadian newspaper, “If this
happened once and we were the cause of it, that would be cause for concern. But glaciers
have been coming and going for billions of years." Wiskel also said that global warming
has gone "from a science to a religion” and noted that research money is being funneled
into promoting climate alarmism instead of funding areas he considers more worthy. "If
you funnel money into things that can't be changed, the money is not going into the places
that it is needed,” he said.
Astrophysicist Dr. Nir Shaviv, one of Israel's top young award winning scientists,
recanted his belief that manmade emissions were driving climate change. ""Like many
others, I was personally sure that CO2 is the bad culprit in the story of global warming.
But after carefully digging into the evidence, I realized that things are far more
complicated than the story sold to us by many climate scientists or the stories regurgitated
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by the media. In fact, there is much more than meets the eye,” Shaviv said in February 2,
2007 Canadian National Post article. According to Shaviv, the C02 temperature link is
only “incriminating circumstantial evidence.” "Solar activity can explain a large part of
the 20th-century global warming" and "it is unlikely that [the solar climate link] does not
exist,” Shaviv noted pointing to the impact cosmic- rays have on the atmosphere.
According to the National Post, Shaviv believes that even a doubling of CO2 in the
atmosphere by 2100 "will not dramatically increase the global temperature." “Even if we
halved the CO2 output, and the CO2 increase by 2100 would be, say, a 50% increase
relative to today instead of a doubled amount, the expected reduction in the rise of global
temperature would be less than 0.5C. This is not significant,” Shaviv explained. Shaviv
also wrote on August 18, 2006 that a colleague of his believed that “CO2 should have a
large effect on climate” so “he set out to reconstruct the phanerozoic temperature. He
wanted to find the CO2 signature in the data, but since there was none, he slowly had to
change his views.” Shaviv believes there will be more scientists converting to man-made
global warming skepticism as they discover the dearth of evidence. “I think this is
common to many of the scientists who think like us (that is, that CO2 is a secondary
climate driver). Each one of us was working in his or her own niche. While working
there, each one of us realized that things just don't add up to support the AGW
(Anthropogenic Global Warming) picture. So many had to change their views,” he wrote.
Mathematician & engineer Dr. David Evans, who did carbon accounting for the
Australian Government, recently detailed his conversion to a skeptic. “I devoted six
years to carbon accounting, building models for the Australian government to estimate
carbon emissions from land use change and forestry. When I started that job in 1999 the
evidence that carbon emissions caused global warming seemed pretty conclusive, but
since then new evidence has weakened the case that carbon emissions are the main cause.
I am now skeptical,” Evans wrote in an April 30, 2007 blog. “But after 2000 the evidence
for carbon emissions gradually got weaker -- better temperature data for the last century,
more detailed ice core data, then laboratory evidence that cosmic rays precipitate low
clouds,” Evans wrote. “As Lord Keynes famously said, ‘When the facts change, I change
my mind. What do you do, sir?’” he added. Evans noted how he benefited from climate
fears as a scientist. “And the political realm in turn fed money back into the scientific
community. By the late 1990's, lots of jobs depended on the idea that carbon emissions
caused global warming. Many of them were bureaucratic, but there were a lot of science
jobs created too. I was on that gravy train, making a high wage in a science job that would
not have existed if we didn't believe carbon emissions caused global warming. And so
were lots of people around me; and there were international conferences full of such
people. And we had political support, the ear of government, big budgets, and we felt
fairly important and useful (well, I did anyway). It was great. We were working to save
the planet! But starting in about 2000, the last three of the four pieces of evidence
outlined above fell away or reversed,” Evans wrote. “The pre-2000 ice core data was the
central evidence for believing that atmospheric carbon caused temperature increases. The
new ice core data shows that past warmings were *not* initially caused by rises in
atmospheric carbon, and says nothing about the strength of any amplification. This piece
of evidence casts reasonable doubt that atmospheric carbon had any role in past
warmings, while still allowing the possibility that it had a supporting role,” he added.
“Unfortunately politics and science have become even more entangled. The science of
global warming has become a partisan political issue, so positions become more
entrenched. Politicians and the public prefer simple and less-nuanced messages. At the
moment the political climate strongly supports carbon emissions as the cause of global
warming, to the point of sometimes rubbishing or silencing critics,” he concluded. (Evans
bio link )
Climate researcher Dr. Tad Murty, former Senior Research Scientist for Fisheries
and Oceans in Canada, also reversed himself from believer in man-made climate change
to a skeptic. “I stated with a firm belief about global warming, until I started working on
it myself,” Murty explained on August 17, 2006. “I switched to the other side in the early
1990's when Fisheries and Oceans Canada asked me to prepare a position paper and I
started to look into the problem seriously,” Murty explained. Murty was one of the 60
scientists who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian
prime minister Stephen Harper which stated in part, "If, back in the mid-1990s, we knew
what we know today about climate, Kyoto would almost certainly not exist, because we
would have concluded it was not necessary.”
Botanist Dr. David Bellamy, a famed UK environmental campaigner, former
lecturer at Durham University and host of a popular UK TV series on wildlife,
recently converted into a skeptic after reviewing the science and now calls global
warming fears "poppycock." According to a May 15, 2005 article in the UK Sunday
Times, Bellamy said “global warming is largely a natural phenomenon. The world is
wasting stupendous amounts of money on trying to fix something that can’t be fixed.”
“The climate-change people have no proof for their claims. They have computer models
which do not prove anything,” Bellamy added. Bellamy’s conversion on global warming
did not come without a sacrifice as several environmental groups have ended their
association with him because of his views on climate change. The severing of relations
came despite Bellamy’s long activism for green campaigns. The UK Times reported
Bellamy “won respect from hardline environmentalists with his campaigns to save
Britain’s peat bogs and other endangered habitats. In Tasmania he was arrested when he
tried to prevent loggers cutting down a rainforest.”
Climate scientist Dr. Chris de Freitas of The University of Auckland, N.Z., also
converted from a believer in man-made global warming to a skeptic. “At first I accepted
that increases in human caused additions of carbon dioxide and methane in the
atmosphere would trigger changes in water vapor etc. and lead to dangerous ‘global
warming,’ But with time and with the results of research, I formed the view that, although
it makes for a good story, it is unlikely that the man-made changes are drivers of
significant climate variation.” de Freitas wrote on August 17, 2006. “I accept there may
be small changes. But I see the risk of anything serious to be minute,” he added. “One
could reasonably argue that lack of evidence is not a good reason for complacency. But I
believe the billions of dollars committed to GW research and lobbying for GW and for
Kyoto treaties etc could be better spent on uncontroversial and very real environmental
problems (such as air pollution, poor sanitation, provision of clean water and improved
health services) that we know affect tens of millions of people,” de Freitas concluded. de
Freitas was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal
of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper which stated in part, “Significant
[scientific] advances have been made since the [Kyoto] protocol was created, many of
which are taking us away from a concern about increasing greenhouse gases.”
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Meteorologist Dr. Reid Bryson, the founding chairman of the Department of
Meteorology at University of Wisconsin (now the Department of Oceanic and
Atmospheric Sciences, was pivotal in promoting the coming ice age scare of the 1970’s
( See Time Magazine’s 1974 article “Another Ice Age” citing Bryson: & see Newsweek’s
1975 article “The Cooling World” citing Bryson) has now converted into a leading global
warming skeptic. In February 8, 2007 Bryson dismissed what he terms "sky is falling"
man-made global warming fears. Bryson, was on the United Nations Global 500 Roll of
Honor and was identified by the British Institute of Geographers as the most frequently
cited climatologist in the world. “Before there were enough people to make any difference
at all, two million years ago, nobody was changing the climate, yet the climate was
changing, okay?” Bryson told the May 2007 issue of Energy Cooperative News. “All this
argument is the temperature going up or not, it’s absurd. Of course it’s going up. It has
gone up since the early 1800s, before the Industrial Revolution, because we’re coming out
of the Little Ice Age, not because we’re putting more carbon dioxide into the air,” Bryson
said. “You can go outside and spit and have the same effect as doubling carbon dioxide,”
he added. “We cannot say what part of that warming was due to mankind's addition of
‘greenhouse gases’ until we consider the other possible factors, such as aerosols. The
aerosol content of the atmosphere was measured during the past century, but to my
knowledge this data was never used. We can say that the question of anthropogenic
modification of the climate is an important question -- too important to ignore. However,
it has now become a media free-for-all and a political issue more than a scientific
problem,” Bryson explained in 2005.
Global warming author and economist Hans H.J. Labohm started out as a man-made
global warming believer but he later switched his view after conducting climate research.
Labohm wrote on August 19, 2006, “I started as a anthropogenic global warming
believer, then I read the [UN’s IPCC] Summary for Policymakers and the research of
prominent skeptics.” “After that, I changed my mind,” Labohn explained. Labohn coauthored the 2004 book “Man-Made Global Warming: Unraveling a Dogma,” with
chemical engineer Dick Thoenes who was the former chairman of the Royal
Netherlands Chemical Society. Labohm was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an April
6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper
which stated in part, “’Climate change is real’ is a meaningless phrase used repeatedly by
activists to convince the public that a climate catastrophe is looming and humanity is the
cause. Neither of these fears is justified. Global climate changes all the time due to natural
causes and the human impact still remains impossible to distinguish from this natural
‘noise.’”
Paleoclimatologist Tim Patterson, of Carlton University in Ottawa converted from
believer in C02 driving the climate change to a skeptic. “I taught my students that CO2
was the prime driver of climate change,” Patterson wrote on April 30, 2007. Patterson
said his “conversion” happened following his research on “the nature of paleocommercial fish populations in the NE Pacific.” “[My conversion from believer to climate
skeptic] came about approximately 5-6 years ago when results began to come in from a
major NSERC (Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada) Strategic
Project Grant where I was PI (principle investigator),” Patterson explained. “Over the
course of about a year, I switched allegiances,” he wrote. “As the proxy results began to
come in, we were astounded to find that paleoclimatic and paleoproductivity records were
full of cycles that corresponded to various sun-spot cycles. About that time, [geochemist]
Jan Veizer and others began to publish reasonable hypotheses as to how solar signals
could be amplified and control climate,” Patterson noted. Patterson says his conversion
“probably cost me a lot of grant money. However, as a scientist I go where the science
takes me and not were activists want me to go.” Patterson now asserts that more and more
scientists are converting to climate skeptics. "When I go to a scientific meeting, there's
lots of opinion out there, there's lots of discussion (about climate change). I was at the
Geological Society of America meeting in Philadelphia in the fall and I would say that
people with my opinion were probably in the majority,” Patterson told the Winnipeg Sun
on February 13, 2007. Patterson, who believes the sun is responsible for the recent warm
up of the Earth, ridiculed the environmentalists and the media for not reporting the truth.
"But if you listen to [Canadian environmental activist David] Suzuki and the media, it's
like a tiger chasing its tail. They try to outdo each other and all the while proclaiming that
the debate is over but it isn't -- come out to a scientific meeting sometime,” Patterson said.
In a separate interview on April 26, 2007 with a Canadian newspaper, Patterson explained
that the scientific proof favors skeptics. “I think the proof in the pudding, based on what
(media and governments) are saying, (is) we're about three quarters of the way (to
disaster) with the doubling of CO2 in the atmosphere," he said. “The world should be
heating up like crazy by now, and it's not. The temperatures match very closely with the
solar cycles."
Physicist Dr. Zbigniew Jaworowski, chairman of the Central Laboratory for the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Radiological Protection in
Warsaw, took a scientific journey from a believer of man-made climate change in the
form of global cooling in the 1970’s all the way to converting to a skeptic of current
predictions of catastrophic man-made global warming. “At the beginning of the 1970s I
believed in man-made climate cooling, and therefore I started a study on the effects of
industrial pollution on the global atmosphere, using glaciers as a history book on this
pollution,” Dr. Jaworowski, wrote on August 17, 2006. “With the advent of man-made
warming political correctness in the beginning of 1980s, I already had a lot of experience
with polar and high altitude ice, and I have serious problems in accepting the reliability of
ice core CO2 studies,” Jaworowski added. Jaworowski, who has published many papers
on climate with a focus on CO2 measurements in ice cores, also dismissed the UN IPCC
summary and questioned what the actual level of C02 was in the atmosphere in a March
16, 2007 report in EIR science entitled “CO2: The Greatest Scientific Scandal of Our
Time.” “We thus find ourselves in the situation that the entire theory of man-made global
warming—with its repercussions in science, and its important consequences for politics
and the global economy—is based on ice core studies that provided a false picture of the
atmospheric CO2 levels,” Jaworowski wrote. “For the past three decades, these wellknown direct CO2 measurements, recently compiled and analyzed by Ernst-Georg Beck
(Beck 2006a, Beck 2006b, Beck 2007), were completely ignored by climatologists—and
not because they were wrong. Indeed, these measurements were made by several Nobel
Prize winners, using the techniques that are standard textbook procedures in chemistry,
biochemistry, botany, hygiene, medicine, nutrition, and ecology. The only reason for
rejection was that these measurements did not fit the hypothesis of anthropogenic climatic
warming. I regard this as perhaps the greatest scientific scandal of our time,” Jaworowski
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wrote. “The hypothesis, in vogue in the 1970s, stating that emissions of industrial dust
will soon induce the new Ice Age, seem now to be a conceited anthropocentric
exaggeration, bringing into discredit the science of that time. The same fate awaits the
present,” he added. Jaworowski believes that cosmic rays and solar activity are major
drivers of the Earth’s climate. Jaworowski was one of the 60 scientists who wrote an
April 6, 2006 letter urging withdrawal of Kyoto to Canadian prime minister Stephen
Harper which stated in part: "It may be many years yet before we properly understand the
Earth's climate system. Nevertheless, significant advances have been made since the
protocol was created, many of which are taking us away from a concern about increasing
greenhouse gases."
Paleoclimatologist Dr. Ian D. Clark, professor of the Department of Earth Sciences
at University of Ottawa, reversed his views on man-made climate change after further
examining the evidence. “I used to agree with these dramatic warnings of climate disaster.
I taught my students that most of the increase in temperature of the past century was due
to human contribution of C02. The association seemed so clear and simple. Increases of
greenhouse gases were driving us towards a climate catastrophe,” Clark said in a 2005
documentary "Climate Catastrophe Cancelled: What You're Not Being Told About
the Science of Climate Change.” “However, a few years ago, I decided to look more
closely at the science and it astonished me. In fact there is no evidence of humans being
the cause. There is, however, overwhelming evidence of natural causes such as changes in
the output of the sun. This has completely reversed my views on the Kyoto protocol,”
Clark explained. “Actually, many other leading climate researchers also have serious
concerns about the science underlying the [Kyoto] Protocol,” he added.
Environmental geochemist Dr. Jan Veizer, professor emeritus of University of
Ottawa, converted from believer to skeptic after conducting scientific studies of climate
history. “I simply accepted the (global warming) theory as given,” Veizer wrote on April
30, 2007 about predictions that increasing C02 in the atmosphere was leading to a climate
catastrophe. “The final conversion came when I realized that the solar/cosmic ray
connection gave far more consistent picture with climate, over many time scales, than did
the CO2 scenario,” Veizer wrote. “It was the results of my work on past records, on
geological time scales, that led me to realize the discrepancies with empirical
observations. Trying to understand the background issues of modeling led to realization
of the assumptions and uncertainties involved,” Veizer explained. “The past record
strongly favors the solar/cosmic alternative as the principal climate driver,” he added.
Veizer acknowledgez the Earth has been warming and he believes in the scientific value
of climate modeling. “The major point where I diverge from the IPCC scenario is my
belief that it underestimates the role of natural variability by proclaiming CO2 to be the
only reasonable source of additional energy in the planetary balance. Such additional
energy is needed to drive the climate. The point is that most of the temperature, in both
nature and models, arises from the greenhouse of water vapor (model language ‘positive
water vapor feedback’,) Veizer wrote. “Thus to get more temperature, more water vapor
is needed. This is achieved by speeding up the water cycle by inputting more energy into
the system,” he continued. “Note that it is not CO2 that is in the models but its presumed
energy equivalent (model language ‘prescribed CO2’). Yet, the models (and climate)
would generate a more or less similar outcome regardless where this additional energy is
coming from. This is why the solar/cosmic connection is so strongly opposed, because it
can influence the global energy budget which, in turn, diminishes the need for an energy
input from the CO2 greenhouse,” he wrote.
More to follow...
Related Links:
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
Global Warming "Consensus" Continues To Melt Away (Op-Ed By Senator Inhofe,
Power Magazine)
Newsweek Editor Calls Mag's Global Warming 'Deniers' Article 'Highly Contrived'
Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic Standards of Journalism
Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt
EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy’ Career of Climate Skeptic
Senator Inhofe declares climate momentum shifting away from Gore (The Politico op ed)
Scientific Smackdown: Skeptics Voted The Clear Winners Against Global Warming
Believers in Heated NYC Debate
Global Warming on Mars & Cosmic Ray Research Are Shattering Media Driven
"Consensus’
Global Warming: The Momentum has Shifted to Climate Skeptics
Prominent French Scientist Reverses Belief in Global Warming - Now a Skeptic
Top Israeli Astrophysicist Recants His Belief in Manmade Global Warming - Now Says
Sun Biggest Factor in Warming
Warming On Jupiter, Mars, Pluto, Neptune's Moon & Earth Linked to Increased Solar
Activity, Scientists Say
Panel of Broadcast Meteorologists Reject Man-Made Global Warming Fears- Claim 95%
of Weathermen Skeptical
MIT Climate Scientist Calls Fears of Global Warming 'Silly' - Equates Concerns to ‘Little
Kids’ Attempting to "Scare Each Other"
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Weather Channel TV Host Goes 'Political'- Stars in Global Warming Film Accusing U.S.
Government of ‘Criminal Neglect’
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
ABC-TV Meteorologist: I Don't Know A Single Weatherman Who Believes 'Man-Made
Global Warming Hype'
The Weather Channel Climate Expert Refuses to Retract Call for Decertification for
Global Warming Skeptics
Senator Inhofe Announces Public Release Of "Skeptic’s Guide To Debunking Global
Warming"

###
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Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming
InhofeEPWClimateSkepticsreversingthemselves.pdf | 39.9 KBs
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Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic Standards of Journalism
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UPDATE: August 12, 2007 - Newsweek Editor Calls Mag's Global Warming
'Deniers' Article 'Highly Contrived' - Excerpt: A contributing editor of Newsweek,
slapped down his own Magazine for what he termed a "fundamentally misleading"
article about the global warming "denial machine.” Newsweek debunks itself
following an Inhofe EPW Press Blog report exposing the Magazine for sloppy and
embarrassing reporting.
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Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic
Standards of Journalism
Newsweek Magazine’s cover story of August 13, 2007 entitled, “The Truth About
Denial” contains very little that could actually be considered balanced, objective or fair by
journalistic standards. (LINK)
The one-sided editorial, masquerading as a “news article,” was written by Sharon Begley
with Eve Conant, Sam Stein and Eleanor Clift and Matthew Philips and purports to
examine the “well-coordinated, well-funded campaign by contrarian scientists, freemarket think tanks and industry has created a paralyzing fog of doubt around climate
change.”
The only problem is -- Newsweek knew better. Reporter Eve Conant, who interviewed
Senator James Inhofe (R-Okla.), the Ranking Member of the Environment & Public
Works Committee, was given all the latest data proving conclusively that it is the
proponents of man-made global warming fears that enjoy a monumental funding
advantage over the skeptics. (A whopping $50 BILLION to a paltry $19 MILLION and
some change for skeptics – Yes, that is BILLION to MILLION - see below )
This week’s “news article” in Newsweek follows the Magazine’s October 23, 2006 article
which admitted the error of their ways in the 1970’s when they predicted dire global
cooling. (See: Senator Inhofe Credited For Prompting Newsweek Admission of Error on
70's Predictions of Coming Ice Age – LINK )
Use of Word ‘Denier’

First, let’s take a look at Newsweek’s use of the word “denier” when describing a scientist
who views with skepticism the unproven computer models predicting future climate
doom. The use of this terminology has drawn the ire of Roger Pielke, Jr. of the University
Related Links
of Colorado's Center for Science and Technology Policy Research. “The phrase ‘climate
change denier’ is meant to be evocative of the phrase ‘holocaust denier,’” Pielke, Jr.
● Update on Gore's Refusal To wrote on October 9, 2006 (LINK)
Take the Pledge
“Let's be blunt. This allusion is an affront to those who suffered and died in the
● Download Senator Inhofe's
Holocaust. This allusion has no place in the discourse on climate change. I say this as
"A Skeptic’s Guide to
someone fully convinced of a significant human role in the behavior of the climate
Debunking Global Warming system,” Pielke, Jr. explained.
Alarmism"
Newsweek Fails Basic Arithmetic
Newsweek reporter Eve Conant was given the documentation showing that proponents of
man-made global warming have been funded to the tune of $50 BILLION in the last
decade or so, but the Magazine chose instead to focus on how skeptics have reportedly
received a paltry $19 MILLION from ExxonMobil over the last two decades.
Paleoclimate scientist Bob Carter, who has testified before the Senate Environment &
Public Works committee, explained how much money has been spent researching and
promoting climate fears and so-called solutions.
“In one of the more expensive ironies of history, the expenditure of more than $US50
billion on research into global warming since 1990 has failed to demonstrate any humancaused climate trend, let alone a dangerous one," Carter wrote on June 18, 2007. (LINK )
[Note: The U.S. alone has spent $30 billion on federal programs directly or indirectly
related to global warming in just the last six years, according to one estimate. (LINK)
($5.79 billion in 2006 alone) Adding to this total is funding from the UN, foundations,
universities, foreign governments, etc. Huge sums of money continue to flow toward
addressing climate fears. In August, a State Treasurer in California "proposed a $5 billion
bond measure to combat global warming," according to the Sacramento Bee. (LINK)
Even if you factor in former Vice President Al Gore's unsubstantiated August 7, 2007
assertion that $10 million dollars a year from the fossil fuel industry flows into skeptical
organizations, any funding comparison between skeptics and warming proponents utterly
fails.(LINK) ] Update: Gore to launch $100 million a year multimedia global warming
fear campaign. Gore alone will now be spending $90 million more per year than he
alleges the entire fossil fuel industry spends, according to an August 26, 2007 article in
Advertising Age. (LINK)
Global Warming 'A Big Cash Grab'
Meteorologist Dr. Roy W. Spencer, formerly a senior scientist for climate studies at
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center and currently principal research scientist at the
University of Alabama in Huntsville, called the Newsweek article part of a “coordinated
assault” on skeptics.
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“[Newsweek] alleges that a few scientists were offered $10,000 (!) by Big Oil to research
and publish evidence against the theory of manmade global warming. Of course, the vast
majority of mainstream climate researchers receive between $100,000 to $200,000 from
the federal government to do the same, but in support of manmade global warming,”
Spencer wrote in an August 15, 2007 blog post. (LINK)
James Spann, a meteorologist certified by the American Meteorological Society, suggests
scientific objectively is being compromised by the massive money flow to proponents of
man-made climate fears.
"Billions of dollars of grant money is flowing into the pockets of those on the man-made
global warming bandwagon. No man-made global warming, the money dries up. This is
big money, make no mistake about it. Always follow the money trail and it tells a story,"
Spann wrote on January 18, 2007. (LINK) "Nothing wrong with making money at all, but
when money becomes the motivation for a scientific conclusion, then we have a problem.
For many, global warming is a big cash grab," Spann added.
'An Entrenched Interest'
Atmospheric physicist Dr. Fred Singer, co-author of the book "Unstoppable Global
Warming: Every 1500 Years," also detailed the extensive financing machine the
proponents of man-made global warming enjoy.
"Tens of thousands of interested persons benefit directly from the global warming scare—
at the expense of the ordinary consumer. Environmental organizations globally, such as
Greenpeace, the Sierra Club, and the Environmental Defense Fund, have raked in billions
of dollars. Multi-billion-dollar government subsidies for useless mitigation schemes are
large and growing. Emission trading programs will soon reach the $100 billion a year
level, with large fees paid to brokers and those who operate the scams," Singer explained
on June 30, 2007. (LINK)
"In other words, many people have discovered they can benefit from climate scares and
have formed an entrenched interest. Of course, there are also many sincere believers in an
impending global warming catastrophe, spurred on in their fears by the growing number
of one-sided books, movies, and media coverage," Singer added.
For a detailed breakdown of how much money flows to promoters of climate fear, see a
Janaury 17, 2007 EPW blog post: (LINK)
"The [climate] alarmists also enjoy a huge financial advantage over the skeptics with
numerous foundations funding climate research, University research money and the
United Nations endless promotion of the cause. Just how much money do the climate
alarmists have at their disposal? There was a $3 billion donation to the global warming
cause from Virgin Air’s Richard Branson alone. The well-heeled environmental lobbying
groups have massive operating budgets compared to groups that express global warming
skepticism. The Sierra Club Foundation 2004 budget was $91 million and the Natural
Resources Defense Council had a $57 million budget for the same year. Compare that to
the often media derided Competitive Enterprise Institute’s small $3.6 million annual
budget. In addition, if a climate skeptic receives any money from industry, the media
immediately labels them and attempts to discredit their work. The same media completely
ignore the money flow from the environmental lobby to climate alarmists like James
Hansen and Michael Oppenheimer. (ie. Hansen received $250,000 from the Heinz
Foundation and Oppenheimer is a paid partisan of Environmental Defense Fund) The
alarmists have all of these advantages, yet they still feel the need to resort to desperation
tactics to silence the skeptics. (LINK) Could it be that the alarmists realize that the
American public is increasingly rejecting their proposition that the family SUV is
destroying the earth and rejecting their shrill calls for 'action' to combat their computer
model predictions of a 'climate emergency?'" (See EPW Blog for full article – LINK )
As Senator Inhofe further explained in a September 25, 2006 Senate floor speech: “The
fact remains that political campaign funding by environmental groups to promote climate
and environmental alarmism dwarfs spending by the fossil fuel industry by a three-to-one
ratio. Environmental special interests, through their 527s, spent over $19 million
compared to the $7 million that Oil and Gas spent through PACs in the 2004 election
cycle.” (LINK)
Senator Inhofe further explained: "I am reminded of a question the media often asks me
about how much I have received in campaign contributions from the fossil fuel industry.
My unapologetic answer is ‘Not Enough,’ -- especially when you consider the millions
partisan environmental groups pour into political campaigns." (LINK)
Now contrast all of the above with how much money the “well funded” skeptics allegedly
receive.
The Paltry Funding of Skeptics (by comparision)
The most repeated accusation is that organizations skeptical of man-made climate fears
have received $19 Million from an oil corporation over the past two decades. This was the
subject of a letter by two U.S. Senators in 2006 (See Senators letter of October 30, 2006
noting the $19 Million from Exxon-Mobil to groups skeptical of man-made global
warming – LINK )
To put this $19 Million over two decades into perspective, consider:
One 2007 U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) grant of $20 million to study how
“farm odors” contribute to global warming exceeded all of the money that skeptics
reportedly received from an oil giant in the past two decades. To repeat: One USDA
grant to study the role of “farm odors” in global warming exceeded ALL the money
skeptics have been accused of receiving from an oil giant over the past two decades.
(Excerpt from article: “The United States Department of Agriculture has released reports
stating that when you smell cow manure, you're also smelling greenhouse gas
emissions.” (LINK or LINK )
As erroneous and embarrassingly one-sided as Newsweek’s article is, the magazine sunk
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deeper into journalistic irrelevance when it noted that skeptical Climatologist Patrick
Michaels had reportedly received industry funding without revealing to readers the full
funding picture. The magazine article mentions NASA’s James Hansen as some sort of
example of a scientist untainted by funding issues. But what Newsweek was derelict in
reporting is that Hansen had received a $250,000 award from the Heinz Foundation run
by Senator John Kerry’s wife Teresa in 2001 and then subsequently endorsed Kerry for
President in 2004. (LINK )
MIT climate scientist Richard Lindzen has noted how proponents of man-made climate
fears enjoy huge funding advantages. "Alarm rather than genuine scientific curiosity, it
appears, is essential to maintaining funding," Lindzen wrote in a April 12, 2006 op-ed in
the Wall Street Journal. (LINK) "Scientists who dissent from the alarmism have seen
their grant funds disappear, their work derided, and themselves libeled as industry
stooges, scientific hacks or worse. Consequently, lies about climate change gain credence
even when they fly in the face of the science that supposedly is their basis," Lindzen
added. (For more on the vilification of climate skeptics see LINK)
Science Vindicating Skeptics
Finally, Newsweek’s editorial rant attempts to make it appear as though the science is
getting stronger in somehow proving mankind is driving a climate catastrophe. There are,
however, major problems with that assertion.
Scientists are speaking up around the globe to denounce Gore, the UN and the media
driven “consensus” on global warming. Just recently, an EPW report detailed a sampling
of scientists who were once believers in man-made global warming and who now are
skeptical. [See May 15, 2007 report: Climate Momentum Shifting: Prominent Scientists
Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now Skeptics: Growing Number of
Scientists Convert to Skeptics After Reviewing New Research – LINK ]
Mathematician & engineer Dr. David Evans, who did carbon accounting for the
Australian government, detailed how he left the global warming funding "gravy train" and
became a skeptic. “By the late 1990's, lots of jobs depended on the idea that carbon
emissions caused global warming. Many of them were bureaucratic, but there were a lot
of science jobs created too. I was on that gravy train, making a high wage in a science job
that would not have existed if we didn't believe carbon emissions caused global
warming," Evans explained. "But starting in about 2000, the last three of the four pieces
of evidence outlined above fell away or reversed,” Evans wrote. “The pre-2000 ice core
data was the central evidence for believing that atmospheric carbon caused temperature
increases. The new ice core data shows that past warmings were *not* initially caused by
rises in atmospheric carbon, and says nothing about the strength of any amplification.
This piece of evidence casts reasonable doubt that atmospheric carbon had any role in
past warmings, while still allowing the possibility that it had a supporting role,” he added.
(LINK)
In addition, just last week, three new scientific studies further strengthened the skeptics’
views on climate change. (LINK) Further, a recent analysis of peer-reviewed literature
thoroughly debunks any fears of Greenland melting and a frightening sea level rise. [See
July 30, 2007 - Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt - LINK ]
Newsweek: A Media Dinosaur
The question remains: Is Newsweek even a news outlet worth taking the time to respond
to in posts like this? Does Newsweek, a quirky alternative news outlet, even have an
impact on public policy anymore?
Journalism students across the world can read this week’s cover story to learn how
reporting should not be done. Hopefully, that will be Newsweek’s legacy -- serving as a
shining example of the failure of modern journalism to adhere to balance, objectivity and
fairness. Anyone who fails to see this inconvenient truth is truly (to borrow Newsweek's
vernacular) a “denier.”
Background of recent climate science developments:
Even the alarmist UN has cut sea level rise estimates dramatically since 2001 and has
reduced man’s estimated impact on the climate by 25%. Meanwhile a separate 2006 UN
report found that cow emissions are more damaging to the planet than all of the CO2
emissions from cars and trucks. (LINK)
The New York Times is now debunking aspects of climate alarmism. An April 23, 2006
article in the New York Times by Andrew Revkin stated: “few scientists agree with the
idea that the recent spate of potent hurricanes, European heat waves, African drought and
other weather extremes are, in essence, our fault (a result of manmade emissions.) There
is more than enough natural variability in nature to mask a direct connection, [scientists]
say.”
The New York Times is essentially conceding that no recent weather events are outside of
natural climate variability. So all the climate doomsayers have to back up their claims of
climate fears are unproven computer models of the future. Of course, you can’t prove a
prediction of the climate in 2100 wrong today. It’s simply not possible.
Climate Computer Models Not So Reliable
Recently, a top UN scientist publicly conceded that climate computer model predictions
are not so reliable after all. Dr. Jim Renwick, a lead author of the IPCC 4th Assessment
Report, admitted to the New Zealand Herald in June 2007, “Half of the variability in the
climate system is not predictable, so we don't expect to do terrifically well." (LINK)
A leading scientific skeptic of global warming fears, Dr. Hendrik Tennekes, former CEO
and director of research for the Netherlands' Royal National Meteorological Institute, took
the critique of climate models that predict future doom a step further. Tennekes wrote on
February 28, 2007, "I am of the opinion that most scientists engaged in the design,
development, and tuning of climate models are in fact software engineers. They are
unlicensed, hence unqualified to sell their products to society." (LINK)
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Ivy League geologist Dr. Robert Giegengack of the University of Pennsylvania noted “for
most of Earth’s history, the globe has been warmer than it has been for the last 200 years.
It has rarely been cooler,” Giegengack said according to a February 2007 article in
Philadelphia Magazine. (LINK) The article continued, “[Giegengack] says carbon
dioxide doesn’t control global temperature, and certainly not in a direct linear way.”
Climatologist Dr. Timothy Ball explained that one of the reasons climate models fail is
because they overestimate the warming effect of CO2 in the atmosphere. Ball described
how CO2's warming impact diminishes. “Even if CO2 concentration doubles or triples,
the effect on temperature would be minimal. The relationship between temperature and
CO2 is like painting a window black to block sunlight. The first coat blocks most of the
light. Second and third coats reduce very little more. Current CO2 levels are like the first
coat of black paint,” Ball explained in a June 6, 2007 article in Canada Free Press.
(LINK)
New data is revealing what may perhaps be the ultimate inconvenient truth for climate
doomsayers:
Global warming stopped in 1998.
Dr. Nigel Calder, co-author with physicist Henrik Svensmark of the 2007 book “The
Chilling Stars: A New Theory on Climate Change,” explained in July 2007: (LINK)
“In reality, global temperatures have stopped rising. Data for both the surface and the
lower air show no warming since 1999. That makes no sense by the hypothesis of global
warming driven mainly by CO2, because the amount of CO2 in the air has gone on
increasing. But the fact that the Sun is beginning to neglect its climatic duty – of battling
away the cosmic rays that come from ‘the chilling stars’ – fits beautifully with this
apparent end of global warming.”
Perhaps the conversion of many former scientists from believers in man-made global
warming to skeptics (LINK) and the new peer-reviewed research is why so many
proponents of a climatic doom have resorted to threats and intimidation in attempting to
silence skeptics. (See: EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy’ Career of Climate
Skeptic - LINK )
It is ironic that Newsweek quoted former Colorado Senator Tim Wirth to promote climate
fears and vilify skeptics. After all, it was Wirth who reportedly said in 1990: "We've got
to ride the global warming issue. Even if the theory of global warming is wrong, we will
be doing the right thing — in terms of economic policy and environmental
policy." (LINK)
It seems that the science underlying the claims of climate fears may not be as important to
the global warming activists as their proposed tax and regulatory "solutions."
###
EPW Inhofe Press Blog Note: A blockbuster U.S. Senate report is set to be released in the
Fall 2007 that will feature hundreds of scientists (many current and former UN scientists)
who have spoken out recently against Gore, the UN, and the media driven climate
“consensus.” Please keep checking this blog for updates.
Related Links:
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt
EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy’ Career of Climate Skeptic
Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now Skeptics
Senator Inhofe declares climate momentum shifting away from Gore (The Politico op ed)
Scientific Smackdown: Skeptics Voted The Clear Winners Against Global Warming
Believers in Heated NYC Debate
Global Warming on Mars & Cosmic Ray Research Are Shattering Media Driven
"Consensus’
Global Warming: The Momentum has Shifted to Climate Skeptics
Prominent French Scientist Reverses Belief in Global Warming - Now a Skeptic
Top Israeli Astrophysicist Recants His Belief in Manmade Global Warming - Now Says
Sun Biggest Factor in Warming
Warming On Jupiter, Mars, Pluto, Neptune's Moon & Earth Linked to Increased Solar
Activity, Scientists Say
Panel of Broadcast Meteorologists Reject Man-Made Global Warming Fears- Claim 95%
of Weathermen Skeptical
MIT Climate Scientist Calls Fears of Global Warming 'Silly' - Equates Concerns to ‘Little
Kids’ Attempting to "Scare Each Other"
Weather Channel TV Host Goes 'Political'- Stars in Global Warming Film Accusing U.S.
Government of ‘Criminal Neglect’
Weather Channel Climate Expert Calls for Decertifying Global Warming Skeptics
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ABC-TV Meteorologist: I Don't Know A Single Weatherman Who Believes 'Man-Made
Global Warming Hype'
The Weather Channel Climate Expert Refuses to Retract Call for Decertification for
Global Warming Skeptics
Senator Inhofe Announces Public Release Of "Skeptic’s Guide To Debunking Global
Warming"
###
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Click Here To Watch ( http://src.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Senators.
Television&Senator_id=34&CFId=19018653&CFToken=10675094 )
Update: Click here for International Reaction to Senator's Speech and CNN
Appearance:
http://epw.senate.gov/fact.cfm?party=rep&id=264408
(FULL TRANSCRIPT INCLUDED BELOW)
Washington DC - On CNN American Morning today, Senator James Inhofe, the chairman
of the Environment and Public Works Committee, engaged in a heated exchange with
CNN newsman Miles O’Brien over CNN’s biased and erroneous coverage of global
warming. Senator Inhofe questioned the journalistic integrity of CNN anchor for, ‘scaring
a lot of people’ with hyped climate reporting. Senator Inhofe also questioned O’Brien
about his 1992 CNN report regarding fears of a coming ice age. O’Brien responded by
citing the 2004 fictional Hollywood global disaster movie, “The Day After Tomorrow” to
back up his science reporting. “This is "The Day After Tomorrow" scenario that we're
talking about,” O’Brien said after being confronted by Senator Inhofe on his climate
reporting.
Senator Inhofe demanded equal time following a CNN segment by O’Brien last week that
attempted to discredit the Senator 12 times in a several minute long report. Senator Inhofe
debunked global warming alarmism and harshly criticized the media’s unfounded climate
hype last week in two separate Senate floor speeches which can be found here ( ttp://epw.
senate.gov/speechitem.cfm?party=rep&id=263759 )and here (http://epw.senate.gov/
speechitem.cfm?party=rep&id=264027 ).
The Senator accused the media in his speech last week of dismissing “any pretense of
balance and objectivity on climate change coverage and instead crossed squarely into
global warming advocacy.” This despite the fact that there is no scientific “consensus”
that humans are causing a climate catastrophe, as a letter sent to the Canadian Prime
Minister on April 6 of this year by 60 prominent scientists who question the basis for
climate alarmism clearly explained: The 60 scientists wrote:
(http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/financialpost/story.html?id=3711460e-bd5a-475da6be-4db87559d605 ):
“‘Climate change is real’ is a meaningless phrase used repeatedly by activists to convince
the public that a climate catastrophe is looming and humanity is the cause. Neither of
these fears is justified. Global climate changes occur all the time due to natural causes and
the human impact still remains impossible to distinguish from this natural ‘noise.’”
Senator Inhofe criticized CNN for its September 28 segment, (click here to read Senator
Inhofe’s speech critiquing the CNN segment: (http://epw.senate.gov/speechitem.cfm?
party=rep&id=264027 ) noting that O’Brien made multiple erroneous scientific assertions
about Antarctica, the state of Arctic polar bears, the ‘Hockey Stick’ temperature graph
and attempted to discredit Senator Inhofe because he has accepted money from oil and
gas interests.

O’Brien also declared on CNN on February 9 of this year, that scientific skeptics of
human caused catastrophic global warming “are bought and paid for by the fossil fuel
industry, usually.” But when O’Brien interviewed global warming alarmist James Hansen
on January 30, 2006, he failed to inform CNN viewers about Hansen’s partisan funding
from Teresa Heinz Kerry’s left-wing Heinz Foundation, or Hansen’s subsequent
endorsement of Democrat John Kerry for President. O'Brien also failed to inform CNN
viewers of Hansen's partisan ties to former Vice President Al Gore and Hansen’s
concession that the use of "extreme scenarios" was appropriate to drive the public's
attention to global warming.
O’Brien’s 2005 global warming CNN special “Melting Point”, also attempted to smear
scientific skeptics of global warming as tools of industry. But O’Brien ignored alarmists
like Hansen and his obvious ties to environmental special interests and scientists like
Michael Oppenheimer -- a paid partisan of the group Environmental Defense and Michael
Mann (the creator of the 'Hockey Stick') who co-publishes a global warming propaganda
blog reportedly set up with the help of an environmental group. When he is asked how
much oil and gas money he gets, the Senator responds "Not Enough, -- especially when
you consider the millions partisan environmental groups spend.” The media never points
out that environmental special interests, through their 527s, spent over $19 million
compared to the $7 million that Oil and Gas spent through PACs in the 2004 election
cycle -- a ratio of 3 to 1.

Excerpt of This Morning’s Exchange between Senator Inhofe and CNN
newsman Miles O’Brien:
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INHOFE: I heard your piece [CNN’s March 2006 Global Warming Special called
‘Melting Point’] on that, and you did a very excellent piece. You scared a lot of people
when you did your special.
INHOFE: And I wonder also, Miles, it wasn't long ago -- you've got to keep everyone
hysterical all the time. You were the one that said another ice age is coming just 12 years
ago.
O'BRIEN: I said that? I didn't say that.
INHOFE: You didn't say that. Let me quote you...
O'BRIEN: No, no, no. I'd be willing to tell you there are stories like that. But there's
not...
(CROSSTALK)
INHOFE: ... quote you so I'll be accurate. I don't want to be inaccurate.
O'BRIEN: All right, go ahead.
INHOFE: You said, in talking about a shift that was coming -- you said, "If the Gulf
Stream were to shift again, the British Isles could be engulfed in polar ice and Europe's
climate could become frigid. [From CNN Transcript titled Scientists Research the
Rapidity of the Ice Age dated December 19, 1992.]" That's another scary story.
O'BRIEN: But that also is a potential outgrowth of global warming when you talk about
the ocean currents being arrested. This is "The Day After Tomorrow" scenario that we're
talking about.
(CROSSTALK)
<>

What follows is the full transcript of the 8:40 am eastern exchange between Senator
Inhofe and Miles O’Brien on CNN this morning:

TRANSCRIPT October 03, 2006 U.S. SENATOR JAMES INHOFE (R-OK) IS
INTERVIEWED ON CNN'S "AMERICAN MORNING"
SENATOR INHOFE IS INTERVIEWED ON CNN'S "AMERICAN MORNING"
OCTOBER 3, 2006
SPEAKERS: U.S. SENATOR JAMES INHOFE (R-OK)
MILES O'BRIEN, CNN ANCHOR
O'BRIEN: Let's change the political climate a little and talk about the debate over global
warming. Did you hear about that speech on the Senate floor last week where one senator
said it was all a hoax?
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)
INHOFE: The American people have been served up an unprecedented parade of
environmental alarmism by the media.
(END VIDEO CLIP)
O'BRIEN: Nothing new from Oklahoma Republican Jim Inhofe, who has long voiced
skepticism about global warming. Our piece about his speech, which raised some
skepticism about the senator's claims, prompted him to blast us several times this past
week. So now it is time to hear from him directly.
Senator Inhofe joins us from Tulsa, Oklahoma. Senator, good to have you with us.
INHOFE: Well, Miles, it's nice to be with you. I know you don’t believe it, but it is nice
to be with you.
O'BRIEN: It's a pleasure having you here.
INHOFE: You know why? You always smile. So many of these extremists out there,
they are mad all the time. But you're not; you smile. In fact, when you're cutting my guts
out for two minutes...
(LAUGHTER)
... last week, you smiled all the way through it. And I appreciate that.
O'BRIEN: Well, yes, we got to keep it all in perspective.
Let's talk about global warming. Is it a hoax?
INHOFE: First of all, things are getting warmer. We understand that. We're going
through a warming period. No one's denying that. The question is, is it due to man-made
gases? And it's not.
Now, some areas are not going through a warming period. One of the things that you said
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-- I have science on my side. On the Antarctic, for example, that it's actually gaining ice
and it’s getting cooler. That comes from the National Snow and Ice Data Center. I
documented all these things. The Arctic was actually warmer in the 1930s than it is today.
That comes from the International Arctic Research Center.
And the Harvard Center for Astrophysics agrees with us -- or with me when I say that
they've come to the conclusion that in the 15th century the world was warmer -- that was
during the medieval warming period -- than it is today.
So those things are true. However, the big question here is, is it man-made gases that have
anything to do with global warming or with the climate change? And I say that it's not.
And that's the big issue there.
O'BRIEN: All right, lots to go through there. Let's talk about the Antarctic ice sheet for
just a moment, if we could.
INHOFE: Yes.
O'BRIEN: There's a study you raise -- I think it goes back to 2002 -- but there's a 2005
study I'd like to cite for you. It comes from the British Antarctic Survey and it contradicts
some previous assertions. It says this: "The massive West Antarctic ice sheet, previously
assumed to be stable, is starting to collapse. Glaciers on the Antarctic peninsula which
protrudes from the continent to the north were already known to be retreating."
What do you say to that?
INHOFE: Well, I say -- I quoted a good scientific source and you have too.
One of the things that is happening is that in some areas -- and I think Greenland's a good
example -- it's actually getting thicker in the middle, but it's calving -- the term that they
use -- on the outside. So the overall ice cap is getting thicker but it's getting thinner on the
outside.
Now, keep in mind, this has been going on now for...
O'BRIEN: The concern, of course, is ice that goes into the water, because ultimately that
is what leads to -- from the land to the water -- leads to a rise in sea levels. And that's the
big concern. And that's what they're talking about here. You don’t discount that?
INHOFE: Well, yes, I do discount that, because in some areas you might find that the sea
level is rising, not in other areas.
But I would like to go back and just look at the science on these things.
When you talk about the polar bears, for example. I heard your piece on that, and you did
a very excellent piece. You scared a lot of people when you did your special. But, you
know, when you go up there, the biologists in Canada, along with a group that you would
support, the World Wildlife Fund ( http://www.wwfgreatermekong.org/news_facts/
education/university/species/other_endangered_species/polar_bear/index.cfm?
SID=91&LID=1&FH=O&SECTION=3 )or ( http://www.thestar.com/NASApp/cs/
ContentServer?pagename=thestar/Layout/
Article_Type1&c=Article&cid=1146433819696&call_pageid=970599119419 ), they say
that the polar bear population is actually increasing. They said there are 13 populations in
Canada; 11 are increasing and two are remaining steady.
(CROSSTALK)
INHOFE: So what I try to do is look at the science. Because I’m not a scientist; neither
are you.
O'BRIEN: Let's finish this -- make sure we're complete and on record on that.
That comes from a scientist by the name of Mitchell Taylor. And in that same article, he
says this...
INHOFE: No, I didn't quote Mitchell Taylor. I quoted the World Wildlife Fund.
O'BRIEN: OK. Well, Dr. Mitchell Taylor did the study which says of the 13 populations,
11 are stable. And he says this: "It is entirely appropriate to be concerned about climate
change." So he’s not discounting the concern here.
INHOFE: Yes.
O'BRIEN: Would you disagree with that?
INHOFE: No. I wouldn't disagree with that. I was talking about the polar bear population
and responding to something that you had said.
And another thing of interest -- you trotted out this guy Chris Shays. Out of 230 members
of the United States Congress, he is ranked as the most liberal member. Sure, he's going
to come out and criticize me. Let's look at people on...
(CROSSTALK)
O'BRIEN: I tell you what, there are some others, though. Let’s listen to a couple of them.
First of all, Senator John McCain.
INHOFE: Well...
O'BRIEN: Let's listen for a second.
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)
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U.S. SENATOR JOHN MCCAIN (R-AZ): I believe climate change is real. I believe that
we need to act as quickly as possible.
(END VIDEO CLIP)
O'BRIEN: And we've got one more, a veteran congressman who's on the Science
Committee, Sherwood Boehlert. Let's listen to him.
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE SHERWOOD BOEHLERT (R-NY): I think there's no doubt
about it: The broad scientific consensus on global climate change is for real. Moreover,
it's acknowledged that man has contributed significantly to the problem. And we've got to
do something about it.
(END VIDEO CLIP)
(CROSSTALK)
O'BRIEN: It's not just Chris Shays we're talking about.
INHOFE: No. Let me respond. Well, you've picked out Sherry. He's number two in the
most liberal.
But as far as John McCain's concerned, he's a good friend of mine. I've served with him.
However, John McCain is running for president and this is a huge, popular issue. Seventy
percent of the people have been duped by the media.
But let's keep in mind, when you say that I've been alone on this issue, the last time...
(CROSSTALK)
O'BRIEN: Well, I said "all but alone...
(CROSSTALK)
O'BRIEN: ... in saying it's a hoax." That's what I said.
INHOFE: The last time we had a vote on this, it was last year when I led the charge
against John McCain on the floor. He had a bill that was called the Kyoto Lite bill. And
we won 60 to 38. So I'm not alone; there are 59 other senators that are out there.
And I wonder also, Miles, it wasn't long ago -- you've got to keep everyone hysterical all
the time. You were the one that said another ice age is coming just 12 years ago.
O'BRIEN: I said that? I didn't say that.
INHOFE: You didn't say that. Let me quote you...
O'BRIEN: No, no, no. I'd be willing to tell you there are stories like that. But there's
not...
(CROSSTALK)
INHOFE ... quote you so I'll be accurate. I don't want to be inaccurate.
O'BRIEN: All right, go ahead.
INHOFE: You said, in talking about a shift that was coming -- you said, "If the Gulf
Stream were to shift again, the British Isles could be engulfed in polar ice and Europe's
climate could become frigid." That's another scary story.
O'BRIEN: But that also is a potential outgrowth of global warming when you talk about
the ocean currents being arrested. This is "The Day After Tomorrow" scenario that we're
talking about.
(CROSSTALK)
INHOFE: Hey, by the way...
O'BRIEN: I want to go to one -- let's go to one quick Web site. I want to share this with
people. And I want to see what you say to this.
This is from the Environmental Protection Agency, Bush administration’s EPA.
You go to their Web site on global warming, you click on the thing that says "What is the
problem?" First two lines there are, “According to the National Academy of Sciences, the
Earth's surface temperature has risen by about a degree Fahrenheit in the past century,
with accelerated warming during the past two decades. There is new and stronger
evidence that most of the warming over the last 50 years is attributable to human
activities."
This is the Environmental Protection Agency from the Bush administration saying that. I
mean, there is a lot of consensus here, isn’t there?
INHOFE: No, I don't think so. Speaking of Web sites, my Web site is inhofe.senate.gov.
(LAUGHTER)
And I'd like to -- it wasn't just one speech. I made eight speeches on the Senate floor
talking about the real science.
Can I mention one thing I think is very significant, Miles.
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O'BRIEN: Yes.
INHOFE: A guy named Tom Wiggly (ph) -- you know who he was -- he’s the one that
was -- the National Center for Science Research. Now, in the event that you're right and
I'm wrong -- let's say that it's due to man-made gases, anthropogenic gases -- CO2 or
methane, if that is true, if every developed nation signed up on the Kyoto treaty and
complied with it, it would only reduce the Earth's temperature by 6/100 of a degree...
O'BRIEN: Well, we're not talking about Kyoto.
INHOFE: ... in 50 years.
O'BRIEN: We're not talking about Kyoto. We're just talking about whether the global
warming is real.
I want to do one thing here quickly. Let's listen to the president for just a moment.
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP)
GEORGE W. BUSH, PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES: I have said consistently
that global warming is a serious problem. There's a debate over whether it's man-made or
naturally caused. We ought to get beyond the debate and implementing the technologies
to enable us to achieve big objectives.
(END VIDEO CLIP) O'BRIEN: The president seems to be saying we should err on the
side of caution given the stakes here. What do you say to that?
INHOFE: Well, the president has said, "I don't know whether it’s manmade or natural.
But we need to get beyond that point." That's a good statement, and I agree.
My committee that I chair just two weeks ago had a hearing on the technology that could
be used out there in the event that we wanted to do something and found that CO2 had
something to do with it. But keep in mind, CO2 -- if everyone complied with the Kyoto
treaty, it would only decrease the temperature in 50 years by 6/100 of a degree.
O'BRIEN: Not talking about Kyoto. He's just saying something should be done -- in
other words, err on the side of caution.
INHOFE: That's fine. I think we should do that, yes.
O'BRIEN: Senator James Inhofe, it was a pleasure having you with us.
INHOFE: Thank you, Miles. Keep smiling.
O'BRIEN: All right. You too.
END
Oct 03, 2006 10:01 ET
Below is an excerpt from a September 28 Senate Floor speech http://epw.senate.gov/
speechitem.cfm?party=rep&id=264027 by Senator Inhofe detailing his critique of CNN’s
segment on him:
“This morning, CNN ran a segment criticizing my speech on global warming and
attempted to refute the scientific evidence I presented to counter climate fears.
First off, CNN reporter Miles O’Brien inaccurately claimed I was “too busy” to appear on
his program this week to discuss my 50 minute floor speech on global warming. But they
were told I simply was not available on Tuesday or Wednesday.
I did appear on another CNN program today -- Thursday -- which I hope everyone will
watch. The segment airs tonight on CNN’s Glenn Beck Show on Headline News at 7pm
and repeats at 9pm and midnight Eastern.
Second, CNN’s O’Brien falsely claimed that I was all “alone on Capitol Hill” when it
comes to questioning global warming.
Mr. O’Brien is obviously not aware that the U.S. Senate has overwhelmingly rejected
Kyoto style carbon caps when it voted down the McCain-Lieberman climate bill 60-28
last year – an even larger margin than its rejection in 2003.
Third, CNN’s O’Brien, claimed that my speech earlier contained errors regarding climate
science. O’Brien said my claim that the Antarctic was actually cooling and gaining ice
was incorrect. But both the journals Science and Nature have published studies recently
finding – on balance – Antarctica is both cooling and gaining ice.
CNN’s O’Brien also criticized me for saying polar bears are thriving in the Arctic. But he
ignored that the person I was quoting is intimately familiar with the health of polar bear
populations. Let me repeat what biologist Dr. Mitchell Taylor from the Arctic government
of Nunavut, a territory of Canada, said recently:
“Of the 13 populations of polar bears in Canada, 11 are stable or increasing in number.
They are not going extinct, or even appear to be affected at present.”
CNN’s O’Brien also ignores the fact that in the Arctic, temperatures were warmer in the
1930’s than today.
O’Brien also claimed that the “Hockey Stick” temperature graph was supported by most
climate scientists despite the fact that the National Academy of Sciences and many
independent experts have made it clear that the Hockey Stick’s claim that the 1990’s was
the hottest decade of the last 1000 years was unsupportable.
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So it seems my speech struck a nerve with the mainstream media. Their only response
was to cherry pick the science in a failed attempt to refute me.
It seems that it is business as usual for many of them. Sadly, it looks like my challenge to
the media to be objective and balanced has fallen on deaf ears.”
End Speech Excerpt.

Below is another excerpt from the Senator’s first speech last week on the media’s lack of
objectivity and balance regarding global warming. This is from a 50 minute Senate Floor
Speech delivered on September 25, 2006

http://epw.senate.gov/speechitem.cfm?party=rep&id=263759

Excerpt of Senator Inhofe’s September 25, 2006 speech:
“Since 1895, the media has alternated between global cooling and warming scares during
four separate and sometimes overlapping time periods. From 1895 until the 1930’s the
media peddled a coming ice age.
From the late 1920’s until the 1960’s they warned of global warming. From the 1950’s
until the 1970’s they warned us again of a coming ice age. This makes modern global
warming the fourth estate’s fourth attempt to promote opposing climate change fears
during the last 100 years.
During the past year, the American people have been served up an unprecedented parade
of environmental alarmism by the media and entertainment industry, which link every
possible weather event to global warming. The year 2006 saw many major organs of the
media dismiss any pretense of balance and objectivity on climate change coverage and
instead crossed squarely into global warming advocacy.”
<>
On March 19th of this year “60 Minutes” profiled NASA scientist and alarmist James
Hansen, who was once again making allegations of being censored by the Bush
administration. http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/03/17/60minutes/main1415985.
shtml
In this segment, objectivity and balance were again tossed aside in favor of a one-sided
glowing profile of Hansen.
The “60 Minutes” segment made no mention of Hansen’s partisan ties to former
Democrat Vice President Al Gore or Hansen’s receiving of a grant of a quarter of a
million dollars from the left-wing Heinz Foundation run by Teresa Heinz Kerry. There
was also no mention of Hansen’s subsequent endorsement of her husband John Kerry for
President in 2004. http://www.columbia.edu/~jeh1/dai_complete.pdf
Many in the media dwell on any industry support given to so-called climate skeptics, but
the same media completely fail to note Hansen’s huge grant from the left-wing Heinz
Foundation. http://www.heinzawards.net/speechDetail.asp?speechID=6
The foundation’s money originated from the Heinz family ketchup fortune. So it appears
that the media makes a distinction between oil money and ketchup money.
“60 Minutes” also did not inform viewers that Hansen appeared to concede in a 2003
issue of Natural Science that the use of “extreme scenarios" to dramatize climate change
“may have been appropriate at one time” to drive the public's attention to the issue. http://
naturalscience.com/ns/articles/01-16/ns_jeh6.html
Why would “60 Minutes” ignore the basic tenets of journalism, which call for objectivity
and balance in sourcing, and do such one-sided segments? The answer was provided by
correspondent Scott Pelley. Pelley told the CBS News website that he justified excluding
scientists skeptical of global warming alarmism from his segments because he considers
skeptics to be the equivalent of “Holocaust deniers.” http://www.cbsnews.com/
blogs/2006/03/22/publiceye/entry1431768.shtml
<>
In July, the Discovery Channel presented a documentary on global warming narrated by
former NBC anchor Tom Brokaw. The program presented only those views of scientists
promoting the idea that humans are destroying the Earth’s climate. http://epw.senate.gov/
fact.cfm?party=rep&id=258659
You don’t have to take my word for the program’s overwhelming bias; a Bloomberg
News TV review noted “You'll find more dissent at a North Korean political rally than in
this program” because of its lack of scientific objectivity.
Brokaw also presented climate alarmist James Hansen to viewers as unbiased, failing to
note his quarter million dollar grant form the partisan Heinz Foundation or his
endorsement of Democrat Presidential nominee John Kerry in 2004 and his role
promoting former Vice President Gore’s Hollywood movie.
Brokaw, however, did find time to impugn the motives of scientists skeptical of climate
alarmism when he featured paid environmental partisan Michael Oppenhimer of the
group Environmental Defense accusing skeptics of being bought out by the fossil fuel
interests.
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The fact remains that political campaign funding by environmental groups to promote
climate and environmental alarmism dwarfs spending by the fossil fuel industry by a
three-to-one ratio. Environmental special interests, through their 527s, spent over $19
million compared to the $7 million that Oil and Gas spent through PACs in the 2004
election cycle.
I am reminded of a question the media often asks me about how much I have received in
campaign contributions from the fossil fuel industry. My unapologetic answer is ‘Not
Enough,’ -- especially when you consider the millions partisan environmental groups pour
into political campaigns.
<>

Bob Carter, a Paleoclimate geologist from James Cook University in Australia has
described how the media promotes climate fear:
“Each such alarmist article is larded with words such as ‘if’, ‘might’, ‘could’, ‘probably’,
‘perhaps’, ‘expected’, ‘projected’ or ‘modeled’ - and many involve such deep dreaming,
or ignorance of scientific facts and principles, that they are akin to nonsense,” professor
Carter concluded in an op-ed in April of this year. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opinion/
main.jhtml?xml=/opinion/2006/04/09/do0907.xml&sSheet=/news/2006/04/09/ixworld.
html

End Excerpt
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Utilities Paying Global Warming
Skeptic
Utilities giving big bucks to global warming skeptic
WASHINGTON, Jul. 27, 2006
By SETH BORENSTEIN AP Science Writer

(AP) Coal-burning utilities are passing the hat for one of the few remaining
scientists skeptical of the global warming harm caused by industries that burn
fossil fuels.
Pat Michaels _ Virginia's state climatologist, a University of Virginia professor and
senior fellow at the libertarian Cato Institute _ told Western business leaders last
year that he was running out of money for his analyses of other scientists' global
warming research. So last week, a Colorado utility organized a collection
campaign to help him out, raising at least $150,000 in donations and pledges.
The Intermountain Rural Electric Association of Sedalia, Colo., gave Michaels
$100,000 and started the fund-raising drive, said Stanley Lewandowski, IREA's
general manager. He said one company planned to give $50,000 and a third
plans to give Michaels money next year.
"We cannot allow the discussion to be monopolized by the alarmists,"
Lewandowski wrote in a July 17 letter to 50 other utilities. He also called on other
electric cooperatives to launch a counterattack on "alarmist" scientists and
specifically Al Gore's movie "An Inconvenient Truth."
Michaels and Lewandowski are open about the money and see no problem with
it. Some top scientists and environmental advocates call it a clear conflict of
interest. Others view it as the type of lobbying that goes along with many divisive
issues.
"These people are just spitting into the wind," said John Holdren, president of the
American Association for the Advancement of Science. "The fact is that the
drumbeat of science and people's perspectives are in line that the climate is
changing."
Frank O'Donnell, president of Clean Air Watch, a Washington advocacy group,
said: "This is a classic case of industry buying science to back up its antienvironmental agenda."
Donald Kennedy, an environmental scientist who is former president of Stanford
University and current editor-in-chief of the peer-reviewed journal Science, said
skeptics such as Michaels are lobbyists more than researchers.
"I don't think it's unethical any more than most lobbying is unethical," he said. He
said donations to skeptics amounts to "trying to get a political message across."
Michaels is best known for his newspaper opinion columns and books, including
"Meltdown: The Predictable Distortion of Global Warming by Scientists,
Politicians and the Media." However, he also writes research articles published in
scientific journals.
In 1998, Michaels blasted NASA scientist James Hansen, accusing the godfather
of global warming science of being way off on his key 1988 prediction of warming
over the next 10 years. But Hansen and other scientists said Michaels
misrepresented the facts by cherry-picking the worst (and least likely) of three
possible outcomes Hansen presented to Congress. The temperature rise that
Hansen said was most likely to happen back then was actually slightly lower than
what has occurred.
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Michaels has been quoted by major newspapers more than 150 times in the past
two years, according to a Lexis-Nexis database search. He and Lewandowski
told The Associated Press that their side of global warming isn't getting out and
that the donations resulted from a speech Michaels gave to the Western
Business Roundtable last fall. Michaels said the money will help pay his staff.

Travel & Leisure

Holdren, a Harvard environmental science and technology professor, said
skeptics such as Michaels "have had attention all out of proportion to the merits
of their arguments."

Vacation guides, travel reports & destination facts. Start
exploring.
www.travelandleisure.com

"Last I heard, anybody can ask a scientific question," said Michaels, who holds a
Ph.D. in ecological climatology from the University of Wisconsin at Madison. "It is
a very spirited discussion that requires technical response and expertise."

Energy Sustainability

Other scientific fields, such as medicine, are more careful about potential
conflicts of interests than the energy, environmental and chemical fields, where it
doesn't raise much of an eyebrow, said Penn State University bioethicist Arthur
Caplan.
Earlier this month, the Journal of the American Medical Association announced a
crackdown on researchers who do not disclose drug company ties related to their
research. Yet days later, the journal's editor said she had been misled because
the authors of a new study had not revealed industry money they got that posed
a conflict.
Three top climate scientists said they don't accept money from private groups.
The same goes for the Web site realclimate.org, which has long criticized
Michaels. "We don't get any money; we do this in our free time," said Realclimate.
org contributor Stefan Rahmstorf, an ocean physics scientist at Potsdam
University in Germany.
Lewandowski, who said he believes global warming is real just not as big a
problem as scientists claim, acknowledged this is a special interest issue. He
said the bigger concern is his 130,000 customers, who want to keep rates low, so
coal-dependent utilities need to prevent any taxes or programs that penalize
fossil fuel use. He said his effort is more aimed at stopping carbon dioxide
emission taxes and limits from Congress, something he believes won't happen
during the Bush administration.
___
On the net:
_ Pat Michaels' Cato Institute Web site: http://www.cato.org/people/michaels.html
_ Intermountain Rural Electric Association: http://www.intermountain-rea.com/
MMVI The Associated Press. All Rights Reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten, or redistributed.
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The thrust of the website is that everyone should demand debate about climate change instead
of gullibly accepting the Gore/alarmist view. Their slogan is, "I'm more worried about the
intellectual climate."
I am teaching a "intro to atmospheric science" class and had been trying to find a skeptic to
come talk to the students. So I hit the contact button on the web site and asked:
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Unfortunately, I don't have any money to support travel, so I'm hopeful that you have
someone local to the area (we could probably pay for mileage to/from Houston, Austin,
Dallas, or other local cities).
Thanks!
I didn't expect to get a response, but Steve Milloy himself e-mailed me back:
Hi Andrew,
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Can't think of anyone offhand. But will think about it.
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BTW, you could always show them The Great Global Warming Swindle.
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I found that unsatisfactory, so I e-mailed back:
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The problem, of course, is that watching a movie is not a "debate." I think showing
Gore's movie and then Swindle would produce confusion.

●
●

I've been quite frustrated in my inability to find a skeptic to come talk to my class.
There's no shortage of people, of course, supporting Gore's viewpoint.
I think we all agree that debate is a good thing, but if no one in the State of Texas is
willing to defend the skeptical viewpoint, then (in my view) Gore wins by default. [I
know skeptics do exist, but I cannot afford to fly one in from, e.g., Israel].
Let me know if you think of any flesh-and-blood skeptics you can point my way.
Regards,
Andy
Milloy promptly responded:

●

●

●

●
●

●

●

●

Hi Andy,
●

I appreciate your problem. I'll see if I can find someone Aggie country.
●

Steve
●

Then, silence.
I pinged him back about two weeks later, asking if he could find a skeptic in Texas. Alas, I got
no response.
While some people claim there are lots of skeptical climate scientists out there, if you actually
try to find one, you keep turning up the same two dozen or so (e.g., Singer, Lindzen, Michaels,
Christy, etc., etc.). These skeptics are endlessly recycled by the denial machine, so someone
not paying close attention might think there are lots of them out there -- but that's not the case.
Contrast that small group of skeptics with the thousands of climate scientists who agree with
the main conclusions of the IPCC reports.
This is consistent with my other attempts to find skeptics. A few months ago, Eric Berger of the
Houston Chronicle wanted to set up a discussion between a practicing scientist in Texas
skeptical of global warming -- just one -- and me. The skeptic had to be a geologist, climate
scientist, or someone whose research was at least tangentially related to global warming. He
looked all around the State of Texas and couldn't find one.
Similarly, East Texas Baptist University wanted to set up a discussion about climate change,
and they got one of my colleagues, John Nielsen-Gammon, the Texas State Climatologist, to
represent the mainstream view. However, they had to fly a skeptic in from Virginia (Pat
Michaels) because they too could not find a skeptic in the state.
While advocates against action on climate change claim that there are lots of legitimate climate
skeptics out there, it's simply not true. To test this, try to find one. You'll discover they're about
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as common as Snuffalufagous or unicorns.

For story: OK, I'm demanding debate
58 Comments | Post a Comment

Debate is over, nay-sayers are irrelevant. Perhaps
I visited those websites you mentioned. What strikes me is that those of us in the
"climate change is happening and there is no debate" camp come across - according to
these people - as also saying "there is no debate, you bleedin' idiot". We need not be
humble about what the science is telling us, and we need a frontal assault on these
specious arguments.
This is actually a problem for the "issue" (nice if it fit into that box) of climate change.
My impression is that the vast majority of Americans, not to mention the rest of the
5.7 Billion people on the planet, are NOT fully aware that the debate has been settled
on the science, and that we are now in for either a) a very interesting decade of
responses; or, b) a slow slide over the edge of the abyss. If people were fully aware, I
would presume that they would "vote with their feet", and agree to just about any
policy to fight climate change.
by James Dailey at 11:21 PM on 21 Nov 2007

consensus
While the lack of skeptic scientists is interesting, there's no lack of skeptic citizens out
there...consensus in the scientific community so rarely translates into change on the
ground, partly b/c scientists aren't always the best communicators. The IPCC is doing
well, however, we have to keep bringing the climate issue into the mainstream in
every way conceivable.
Erik
The Orion Grassroots Network: 1,100+ grassroots groups working for conservation &
more
by Erik Hoffner at 6:10 AM on 22 Nov 2007
[ Parent ]

I'm demanding an argument ...
the classic example
by odograph at 7:45 AM on 22 Nov 2007

the real environmental problem ...
The real environmental problem is not finding a rational, intelligent "climate skeptic"
but that most Americans seem clueless as what to do about it.
Practical, money-saving, simple, and easy? Whoa, that should appeal to most
Americans.
But when Americans are treated as a bunch of clueless, dumb kids who don't know
better, it's a tough sell.
I do think it's hysterical that a leading US a leading US scientist and professor, Andrew
D., can't find a denier-expert for a debate, though. See, there is something to be
thankful for!
Happy Thanksgiving
Onward through the fog
by Sam Wells at 8:02 AM on 22 Nov 2007

Debate Idea
You might try having your students research both sides and then host their own
debate. There are at least three levels to debate on: The actual physical record, the
theory of AGW/models and what action should be taken. When someone is suspected
of a crime, they get the benefit of a lawyer arguing their case, even if everyone thinks
they are guilty. Your students should do the same.
by StillSkeptical at 8:29 AM on 22 Nov 2007

If you want some debate...
...have them look at the website below. Seems like there is a lot of controversial stuff
there and the language could be nicer. That is at least what I am told occasionally. Still
not sure if I should change the language since I am representing the angry, bitter
environmental activist. But there is lots of good info there and there has been good
debate when my students looked at it. Feedback is welcome.
Karsten
http://www.polluteless.com

by PolluteLessDotCom at 9:06 AM on 22 Nov 2007
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debate is good
Sometimes us "smart guys" (OK, I'm not all that smart and there are lots of women
out there too) can play our own Devil's Advocate better than the naysayers can.
Doesn't science teach one to be skeptical in the first place?
It's worth some class time to try it; just split the students down the middle and say
"this side is for it and this side is against it: let the debate commence."
I think you'll find some interesting things. There's the "exception to the rule" where
some areas are getting cooler and gaining ice, "Kyoto didn't work" which is a political
ploy not logic, value systems, economics, and yes, even hyperbole.
Onward through the fog
by Sam Wells at 11:02 AM on 22 Nov 2007

Maybe you're looking in the wrong places
I would suggest:
●
●
●

Airline industry
Coal industry
A supporting member of the Republican party.

by pcarbo at 12:39 PM on 22 Nov 2007
[ Parent ]

Try Monckton or Dennis Avery
I'm surprised you couldn't find anyone. I've been hearing on and off on the local
sceptic sites that Al Gore won't debate, a fact that Heartland predictably trumpets for
all it's worth:
http://www.heartland.org/Article.cfm?artId=20873
Does your debate opponent have to be a Texas scientist? Because it seems that
Monckton and Avery would be all too willing to fly over and debate you.
by plum at 3:08 AM on 23 Nov 2007

Debating teams?
Andrew, one would think that debating teams must be taking up the climate change
question.
As far as finding a champion sophist that won't mind fighting for the denialist side,
that's the best source. College debate teams.
Let your students face a really skillful liar tested in battle. One that sets aside their
ethics and concern for the planet in the name of victory.
http://amazngdrx.blogharbor.com/blog
by amazingdrx at 9:21 AM on 23 Nov 2007

a suggested skeptic
Andrew If you're willing to expand the boundaries slightly, you might try Petr Chylek at Los
Alamos.
by jfleck at 10:01 AM on 23 Nov 2007

Well the window has moved
Eli suggests that this is further evidence that the Overton window has moved, and
what you need now is not to try and shove it back but to debate the situation with, for
example, Gerald North, who I believe is more skeptical about some of the evidence
than you, and somewhat more reticent about taking immediate action.
It seems to me that you can now offer your class a real debate about real choices. Of
course, Texas, being Texas, reality is not all it is cracked up to be
by EliRabett at 11:25 AM on 23 Nov 2007

Debate has shifted from science to economics
The denial movement seems to have shifted from the flat-Earth "climate change does
not exist" to "it's happening but we can't/shouldn't do anything about it". If you're
need a debate, why not have two GW-accepting scientists debate which solutions
would be most effective?
Join the discussion on global warming, recycling, and organic beer at The Green Miles!
by TheGreenMiles at 3:00 PM on 23 Nov 2007
[ Parent ]
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Debate still goes on in the media unfortunately
On the American Museum Natural History's website:
" Maxwell T. Boykoff of the University of Oxford analyzed 143 news segments about
climate change that were broadcast between 1995 and 2004 on programs ranging
from the CBS Evening News to CNN's Wolf Blitzer Reports. Only 28 percent of the
segments paralleled scientific opinion in portraying humans as the main cause of global
warming, Boykoff discovered. Just a handful of segments went so far as to suggest
that humans had a negligible effect on Earth's climate, but a full 70 percent gave
roughly equal play to both sides of the debate."
http://www.naturalhistorymag.com/index_samplings.html
scroll down to the warming earth section
by josullivan58 at 3:16 PM on 23 Nov 2007

Jerry North
EliFor the record, Jerry North is not a skeptic in the least. I can assure you that he and I
agree on just about everything when it comes to climate. He is, perhaps, less
outspoken than I, but he is no less supportive of the conclusions of the IPCC WG I
report.
Thanks!
by Andrew Dessler at 11:13 AM on 24 Nov 2007

A few thoughts
Neither Monckton and Avery are scientists, so I discount them. The question here is
whether there are lots of skeptical scientists out there.
Petr Chylek is indeed a well-known skeptic, and I consider him one of the several
dozen that get recycled continuously --- e.g., he was one of the 60 signatories of a
skeptical letter to Canada's prime minister, along with all of the usual suspects.
I don't dispute that skeptics exist, my point is that there are only a few dozen credible
climate scientists in the entire world. There seem like more because they get
endlessly recycled. I don't think that anything written in the comments changes that.
If there were lots of climate-scientist skeptics in the world, wouldn't there be one in
Texas? Compare that to the hundreds of climate scientists in Texas that agree with
the IPCC reports ... such as my entire department.
As far as my class goes, I doubt any of the big name skeptics (e.g., Lindzen, Michaels,
etc.) would show up without a fat honorarium. I know that EBTU paid Michaels at
least $1000 + travel expenses to participate. And I don't have that kind of money for
the class.
by Andrew Dessler at 2:02 PM on 24 Nov 2007

Sk,eptics
Andrew - If you have already told your class you were going to find a GW skeptic to
debate with, then I guess you might have to arrive in class wearing black and
sorrowfully announce that all the skeptics seem to be as dead as their arguments.
Then point out to the class that the best way to win an argument is to have opponents
fade into the woodwork, the same way Christ defended the woman from being stoned
- "Is there no one here to condemn you? Then neither do I."
Des Emery
by Des Emery at 9:08 PM on 24 Nov 2007

What I meant. . .
I did not mean that Jerry North was skeptical about the IPCC WGI report, rather that
from what I have read he is more conservative (and I mean that NOT in the usual
political sense) about the situation in general then say Hansen (who is pretty far out
there). What I am trying to encourage you to do, is to use him as an advocate of the
most conservative position consistent with the evidence, find a Hansenite and park
yourself in the middle (where IEHO) you are. Me, I'm more radical on this issue than
you (again, NOT in the usual political sense)
by EliRabett at 9:47 PM on 24 Nov 2007

Confusion
Andrew writes:
"I don't dispute that skeptics exist, my point is that there are only a few dozen credible
climate scientists in the entire world. There seem like more because they get
endlessly recycled. I don't think that anything written in the comments changes that."
I think you are conflating one person's lack of response to you with there being no
principled opposition to your viewpoint.
Of course there are scientists out there who don't buy the AGW theory. The science is
far from settled. The IPCC models are non-empirical and apparently have no
predictive value. That leaves a lot to be desired for a scientific theory. The lack of
response you've gotten from Steve Milloy can have numerous reasons, not the least of
which being he just doesn't care to respond or put any effort into finding one for your
class.
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Seeing the vitriol with which the few scientists who are right out there with their
problems with AGW are treated, is it really that surprising that many scientists are not
comfortable or interested with joining their ranks? Iconoclasm is not a particularly
comfortable position.
by kwag7693 at 9:47 PM on 25 Nov 2007

The issue is not principle
The issue is not principled opposition but expert opposition, and from what Andrew
recounts and observation of the very thin bench of denialist scientists, it appears that
the later is lacking. Worse, for a scientific theory opposition based on political
principles may be effective, but it is destructive. Kwaq goes on to say
"Of course there are scientists out there who don't buy the AGW theory."
But not very many of them. Moreover most of those are fairly old and retired or near
to being so, which is a sure mark of a field having passed them by.
"The science is far from settled."
While there are parts of climate science that are not settled (and some of those parts
are really scary), the basic principles are well established such as an anthropically
enhanced greeenhouse effect.
"The IPCC models are non-empirical and apparently have no predictive value."
This is a) false and b) false. but one wearies.
by EliRabett at 5:41 AM on 26 Nov 2007

No scientists?
kwaqI'm amazed that skeptical scientists are joining the ranks of bigfoot and UFOs. I'm
sure I'll be seeing this on late-night TV soon:
Yesterday I saw an AGW scientist skeptic! It was late and I was walking along a
dark road near my village. Suddenly, something shone in the sky. I felt very
strange and I took out my camera. Then the skeptic shone again. I took a
photo! Then he flew away at Mach 8. I must be crazy. But I really saw a
scientist skeptic yesterday.
This is, of course, accompanied by a grainy photo of a flying pie tin.
Come on. The argument that, "they're out there, but they're afraid to come out" is a
fantastic conspiracy theory because it can't be falsified. After all, how does one prove
either side of that statement.
I propose a different rule: if you don't have evidence to support your conjecture, then
it doesn't have any place in a legitimate debate.
by Andrew Dessler at 8:50 AM on 26 Nov 2007

Haberdashery, Hansen, etc..
Andrew, strictly speaking shouldn't that be a flying tin-foil hat?
Someone suggested above that Hansen's ideas form a more proper basis for debate
under present circumstances. I agree.
Regarding the comment above about iconoclasm, of course one can express such
views and maintain respect in the field. Wally Broecker is an excellent example of
that. There is certainly a limit as to how far one go and still maintain that respect,
though. When Chylek signed that letter, e.g., he crossed a line. By no means did he
entirely lose respect, but it meant that he was taking a firm step into Christy-land (a
place where one's research is no longer given the benefit of the doubt and one might
find oneself with, e.g., the entire front page of Eos being devoted to pointing out one's
bone-headed contrarian errors). Of course just beyond beyond Christy-land is
Spencer-land (a province of Wingnuttia), and there be the dragons of overt disrespect.

by Steve Bloom at 12:09 PM on 26 Nov 2007

The importance of being earnest
Eli:
When I referred to principled opposition, I was offering a counter-point to the frequent
objection that anyone who doesn't buy AGW is bought and paid for by X. Of course,
expertise is important too.
Here's Kevin Trenberth on the IPCC GCMs, interpret this how you may:
"In fact there are no predictions by IPCC at all. And there never have been. The IPCC
instead proffers "what if" projections of future climate that correspond to certain
emissions scenarios. There are a number of assumptions that go into these emissions
scenarios. They are intended to cover a range of possible self consistent "story lines"
that then provide decision makers with information about which paths might be more
desirable. But they do not consider many things like the recovery of the ozone layer,
for instance, or observed trends in forcing agents. There is no estimate, even
probabilistically, as to the likelihood of any emissions scenario and no best guess."
Trenberth is saying the GCMs are striving not for correspondence to the case but
coherence with theory, right? I don't understand any other meaning for a claim like
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that last sentence. I.e. not even a probabilistic scenario and no best guess.
He adds:
"None of the models used by IPCC are initialized to the observed state and none of the
climate states in the models correspond even remotely to the current observed
climate."
I'd file that under non-empirical. But one wearies.
by kwag7693 at 2:35 PM on 26 Nov 2007

Rules of evidence
I am all for epistemic parsimony. I think a far more parsimonious explanation for you
not finding an opponent is that you didn't really look but asked someone else who is
probably not very sympathetic to your interests to look.
You can call this tin-hat conspiracy mongering, but you seemed to miss my point that
your conclusion was not entailed by your premises.
You offered Milloy no incentive to do your work for you. You specified up front you had
no budget to reimburse your debater for his time beyond possibly gas mileage. And
your sum total of investigation into this issue appears to be some unspecified hunt for
debaters and a few emails from the last of which you didn't even receive a reply.
How would one falsify your claim? You'd find a scientist willing to debate who wasn't a
frequently heard voice. How would one falsify my claim? You'd find out Milloy did an
excellent search on your behalf and everyone in the state of Texas he talked to was a
gung ho AGW supporter. Both are falsifiable. Mine is just more likely.
"I propose a different rule: if you don't have evidence to support your conjecture, then
it doesn't have any place in a legitimate debate."
Excellent. Then support your inference that your handful of anecdotes, including
Milloy's failure to reply, entails that only a handful of legitimate experts in the world
disagree with the AGW theory, i.e.:
"I don't dispute that skeptics exist, my point is that there are only a few dozen credible
climate scientists in the entire world."
You are interpreting Milloy's lack of response, odd considering you stated you didn't
expect a response from the outset [wonder why?], to mean he did a great job for you
and failed to meet your challenge. Your evidence to support that conjecture appears
to be slim to none from your posting to date.
by kwag7693 at 2:58 PM on 26 Nov 2007

still a non-falsifiable conspiracy theory
Your statement that all I did to look for a skeptic was send off a few e-mails
misrepresents my knowledge about the existence of skeptics.
Climate science is my profession, and I go to meetings and talk to other scientists all
the time. I can assure you that, with the exception of a few dozen well-recycled
contrarians (few of whom I'd describe as "principled"), you never see or hear climatescience skeptics at meetings.
Of course, they may be there, fearful of speaking up, but now we're back to your nonfalsifiable conspiracy theory. How can I tell if someone is actually lying to me when
they reveal they're mainstream scientists?
I e-mailed Milloy not because I thought he would be able to identify a skeptic --- I was
pretty sure he could not --- but because I wanted to cover all bases.
I have no idea if Milloy did a thorough search, but this misses the point: if there were
many climate skeptics out there, would he have to do a thorough search? In that
case, he'd open his rolodex and send me a name.
If he has to do a thorough search, then the game's mine. Contrast the "thorough
search" you suggest against the effort of finding a mainstream climate scientist in TX.
To find a mainstream climate scientist takes about 30 seconds of googling.
In any event, I'm quite certain you'll claim that my knowledge of the scientific
community is insufficient to falsify your conspiracy theory --- and of course you're
right, since conspiracy theories cannot be falsified. No evidence is ever sufficient,
because contrary results are seen by you as evidence of another layer of deception.
by Andrew Dessler at 3:32 PM on 26 Nov 2007

I would add ...
It occurs to me that, as far as a thorough search of Texas goes, we don't need Steve
Milloy to do it. I've done it myself through my professional interactions with the other
climate scientists in the State.
Thus, the exhaustive search for a skeptical climate scientist has occurred. A far better
search, in fact, than Steve Milloy could have done.
So I've falsified your claim.
Now, I guess I get to wait for you to argue that my results are just another part of the
conspiracy.
by Andrew Dessler at 3:39 PM on 26 Nov 2007
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The "game"
Andrew wrote:
"Your statement that all I did to look for a skeptic was send off a few e-mails
misrepresents my knowledge about the existence of skeptics."
Your statement misrepresents my own despite having it there for reference:
"And your sum total of investigation into this issue appears to be some unspecified
hunt for debaters and a few emails from the last of which you didn't even receive a
reply."
You've now specified that hunt of yours.
You tell me:
Is the account that you offered above anecdotal or a statistically valid sampling of the
world's community with the relevant expertise to debate AGW? Do you, wearing your
scientist hat, think anecdotal evidence is sufficient warrant to accept your claim?
That is to say, I don't think anyone would contend that a majority of climate [or
related] experts didn't support AGW theory on the whole, but that it is reasonable to
contend your claim that only a handful of AGW contrarians exist is not warranted by
the evidence you have offered so far. I didn't know that the game was anything other
than to invalidate your unwarranted claim that only a few dozen climate scientists exist
in the world who disagree with AGW. At least that was my only point of contention;
well that and your conclusions are not entailed by your premises.
I grant it is speculative that any given person would be silent about being a contrarian
in the current atmosphere of climate science, with the exception of the few scientists
who have done so and are treated as idiots or insane, as demonstrated by Steve
Bloom above. I absolutely speculate that scientists [and anyone else] would wish to
avoid such treatment. Whether or not we can rule out any such person exists from the
evidence you have presented is the question at hand.
Further, you weaken your game by arguing both that my claim is unfalsifiable
conspiracy nonsense and that you have already falsified it, notwithstanding that the
falsification appears to be anecdotal to my lay eyes.
You seem to be pinning your game on the definition of "many". OTOH, I just think you
massively overstated your case from the evidence you had at hand in a most
unscientific manner.
by kwag7693 at 4:23 PM on 26 Nov 2007

ARGH!
Don't feed the trolls!
(Sorry, Andrew, but I just couldn't contain it any longer.)
by GreenEngineer at 5:05 PM on 26 Nov 2007

So,
This has been going on for a while, here there and a lot of places, and Milloy is very
quiet. Hmm.
by EliRabett at 7:09 PM on 26 Nov 2007

Milloy
EliI've convinced myself that the entire "demand debate" effort is just another way of
advancing the uncertainty agenda. I doubt that Milloy has any interest whatsoever in
any actual debate --- rather he wants to use the lack of a debate to suggest that the
skeptical viewpoint is being suppressed.
As I've shown, however, the lack of debate exists not because of suppression of the
skeptics, but because virtually no one will stand up in public and defend the skeptical
position.
I wouldn't expect to hear anything more from Milloy on this issue.

by Andrew Dessler at 10:59 PM on 26 Nov 2007

sigh...
As I've shown, however, the lack of debate exists not because of suppression of the
skeptics, but because virtually no one will stand up in public and defend the skeptical
position.
Or, as the denialists will spin it, because the skeptics are suppressing themselves out
of fear of... something. headdesk
by GreenEngineer at 9:34 AM on 27 Nov 2007
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Showing
Andrew:
As I've shown, however, the lack of debate exists not because of suppression of the
skeptics, but because virtually no one will stand up in public and defend the skeptical
position.
And how exactly do your unsupported anecdotes equate to "showing" this? I thought
we agreed that premises lacking objective evidence were unfit for public discourse? Or
is your subjective impression of whatever conferences you've attended evidence
enough?
And Green Engineer: Thanks for all the substance.
by kwag7693 at 9:44 PM on 27 Nov 2007

Gore's movie
Hello Andrew,
I was browsing through your earlier posts looking for a debate topic. The accuracy or
not of Al Gore's movie sounds good to me.
You said in your post, "Here's my take on this: there is no question that there are a
few statements in Gore's movie that make me flinch. Had he run the script by me, I
would have suggested he rephrase a few of his points."
So could you list the points in Gore's movie that made you flinch, or you would have
rephrased? That way we can ignore the parts we are in agreement about, and
concentrate on the argument.
by James Mayeau at 6:00 AM on 28 Nov 2007

I though science was about skepticism?
Climate science is my profession, and I go to meetings and talk to other scientists all
the time. I can assure you that, with the exception of a few dozen well-recycled
contrarians (few of whom I'd describe as "principled"), you never see or hear climatescience skeptics at meetings.
That is a shocking statement. A room full of scientists and not a skeptical voice among
you.
Especially considering the subject matter. I dare say it would be impossible to walk
down a street anywhere in America and find such unaminity regarding the weather.
by James Mayeau at 6:15 AM on 28 Nov 2007

why its hard.
I'm sure the person who wrote that there wasn't skepticism among scientists would
rather have used better language.
One thing that people misunderstand about skepticism is between empty headed and
open minded. Open mindedness means that we can have pretty good ideas about
what and why things are happening and make us to act on it. Empty headedness is
about always having a question about something without good reason.
Easy as hell for someone to say your empty headedness is my open minded, but it's
the accumulation of the discussion and evidence that gets someone to a position.

by trock at 7:08 AM on 28 Nov 2007

Misinterpretation
When people don't trust you they jump on everything you say before they understand
it.
Case in point:
=
I can assure you that, with the exception of a few dozen well-recycled contrarians (few
of whom I'd describe as "principled"), you never see or hear climate-science skeptics
at meetings.
That is a shocking statement. A room full of scientists and not a skeptical voice among
you.
Especially considering the subject matter. I dare say it would be impossible to walk
down a street anywhere in America and find such unaminity regarding the weather.
=
No, it isn't a shocking statement. We actually don't discuss the matter much because
we have plenty of other places to address our skepticism. The IPCC WGI process is a
staid and conservative consensus process aimed at identifying what almost everyone
in the field regards as true.
That very few practising scientists consider it substantially wrong is not a mark of the
failure of scientific skepticisms but of its success. The beauty of science is that under
the pressure of skepticism, facts emerge. The IPCC WG1 contents by definition
constitute the context in which we operate.
There are plenty of arguments within the field, just not about the things the two dozen
skeptics keep flogging, mostlyt because they have long since stopped making any, you
know, sense.
Then there's kwaq's misinterpretation of Trenberth. It's hopelessly off base, but it's a
much longer story. It has the same flavor, though.
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(Of course "misinterpretation" is generous as regards motivation.)
Both Trenberth and Dessler need to be careful about sound bites though. In matters
like this, anything that can be misinterpreted or dysinterpreted will be.
mt
by Michael Tobis at 7:55 AM on 28 Nov 2007

Dear MT
I suppose it's possible that climate scientists never take their work home, but at
meetings with fellow scientists?
If you are all in agreement why even have a meeting?
Is it for the coffee?
by James Mayeau at 9:09 AM on 28 Nov 2007

Semantics ...
Jim M.When I say there are no "climate-change skeptics," what I mean is that virtually no
one makes claims that go against the main conclusions of the IPCC: the Earth is
warming, humans are very likely to blame for most of the recent warming, etc.
This is neither shocking nor unusual. I think you'd find similar unanimity at meetings
of health professionals that smoking causes cancer.
As far as Gore's movie goes, three things I would have changed spring to mind: 1) his
discussion of Katrina and the connection between hurricanes and AGW, 2) his
discussion of the correlation between CO2 and the temperature record over the last
650 kyrs, and 3) his discussion of sea level rise. The last two I don't think were
necessarily wrong, but I think they could have been phrased in a better way. There
may have been more, but I haven't seen the movie in such a long time ...
kwaq: You make a good point. "As I've shown" should have been "As I've shown to
my satisfaction ..." I've searched hard to find a huge, hidden pool of skeptics and
been able to find only the "usual suspects" --- the few dozen endlessly recycled
skeptics that everyone's familiar with.
And my search for a single skeptic in TX really drives the reality of this point home.
A classic AGW denier will claim that I didn't really want to find one, or that I didn't try
hard enough. And, surprise, no matter what I do, that's what they'll always say.
Nothing I do will ever convince them of the reality that is clearly apparent to anyone
who looks.
Or they'll come up with the unfalsifiable and ridiculous explanation that scientists out
there secretly believe one thing, but say another.

by Andrew Dessler at 9:35 AM on 28 Nov 2007

Dear Andrew
You have found a skeptic. I am not from Texas this is true, but since Eric Berger has
volunteered to host a debate on XM radio I think we should take him up on it.
I haven't contacted Anthony Watts - we went through a thing before with a radio
debate where the host got cold feet and or couldn't find a protagonist - So I don't want
to bother him with another goose chase.
But if you are still willing we can do this thing.
Anthony is a meteorologist, but if you would prefer a climatologist, I have reason to
believe that Dr. Tim Ball would be interested.
Or you could debate me if you would prefer - just a regular guy no PHD or special
skills.
There was a guy who used to play chess by himself at a restaurant where I was
working. I offered to play him one time. He turned me down because his ego was
involved. He explained it, "If you beat me I'll look bad, if I beat you that's just
expected. So for me there is nothing to gain."
What I am trying to say is I realise this is your livelyhood.
Contact me via Email so we can discuss it further.
Domaye77542 - at - peoplepc.com
by James Mayeau at 10:46 AM on 28 Nov 2007

I'll pay to see Dessler vs. Tim Ball
If there are any expenses related to the remote link, I'm keen to subscribe--I'd pay
real money to watch Dr. Dessler take on Tim Ball. Dr. Ball published four articles in the
80's on ships logs and goose migration as historical temperature proxies. I seriously
doubt he could define basic climatology terms (I won't post my picks here lest he read
this and go cramming before the event.)
For the game of Climate Skeptic Bingo (http://timlambert.org/2005/04/gwsbingo/) I'd
pick Tim Ball as the best bet for getting a full card, not just a single row.
I had to sit through a screening of TGGWS recently and it really set my teeth on edge too many howlers to keep track.
I once read through a PowerPoint of Dr. Ball's from the Frontier Institute website, and
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tried to dig up a source for his hand-drawn smooth curvy line graph of temperature
since AD 1000. I found another person's PPT (I've lost track of whose) that had even
more howlers. I wanted to write them down and pick them apart online, but my brain
exploded.

http://birdbrainscan.blogspot.com/
by birdbrainscan at 1:21 PM on 28 Nov 2007
[ Parent ]

I've e-mailed Jim ...
... so we'll see if we can set something up. I'll let everyone know if it's pay-per-view
and in an octagon.

by Andrew Dessler at 1:53 PM on 28 Nov 2007

Excellent
So let me know what Eric says.
I presume we are in agreement that Gore's movie is an acceptable debate topic, yes?
I sent off an e-mail to Dr. Ball - no I don't know him from Adam - but if he isn't
interested I'll still go for it. Sounds like fun.
by James Mayeau at 5:32 PM on 28 Nov 2007

Interpretation
M. Tobis:
Then there's kwaq's misinterpretation of Trenberth. It's hopelessly off base, but it's a
much longer story. It has the same flavor, though.
(Of course "misinterpretation" is generous as regards motivation.)
That was no sound bite. It was a written piece.
Thanks for the unfounded insinuation that I am arguing dishonestly and your equally
unfounded rejection of the only interpretation of what he wrote that makes sense.
I got no better from "Eli", but I am curious how you translate Trenberth's fairly plain
statement that IPCC makes no predictions and that the GCMs lack the data to offer
probabilistic scenarios or even best guesses. He also says the models are nonempirical quite plainly. Looking forward to you lifting the scales from my eyes, Mike.
by kwag7693 at 5:40 PM on 28 Nov 2007
[ Parent ]

Oh, you're demanding debate, are you?
If you're looking for a debate for your classes, I'd be happy to debate the following:
"Resolved: The IPCC Fourth Assessment Report's (AR4's) projections for methane
atmospheric concentrations, carbon dioxide emissions and atmospheric concentrations,
and resultant temperature increases constitute the greatest fraud in the history of
environmental science."
I'll debate the Affirmative. Good luck finding anyone who will debate the Negative.
Mark Bahner
by markbahner at 6:46 PM on 28 Nov 2007

Hey guys
Butt out. This is my deal here.
Oh well. It's mostly Dr. Dessler's deal.
Andrew - Dr. Ball is willing, so you won't have to suffer the indignity of explaining basic
climatology to me.
I'll await your reply.
by James Mayeau at 7:18 PM on 28 Nov 2007

Mark
Are you the same Mark Bahner I met on the SciAm blog?
How's it hanging Dude? Long time no see.
I guess the blogisphere is a small world.
by James Mayeau at 7:43 PM on 28 Nov 2007

Debate topic
JimDid you get my e-mail? It might be faster to set this up via e-mail rather than through
these forum comments --- I don't check them all that often. You can reach me at
adessler@tamu.edu. I'll e-mail Eric letting him know that Dr. Ball is available.
As far as topic goes, I think that Al Gore's movie is a distraction. Who cares what Gore
thinks? The real question is whether AGW is real or not. To address that, I propose
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we debate the primary conclusions of the IPCC working group I:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the Earth is warming
humans are very likely responsible for most of the recent warming
future warming will be several degrees Celsius
such warming brings with it a serious risk of catastrophic impacts

by Andrew Dessler at 9:00 PM on 28 Nov 2007

The Reason I argue against the climate change
Is because of the way Al Gore has mass produced and mainlined the issue by forcing it
on kids.
Not two or three posts ago you were giving AIT "high marks for accuracy", and now
you find that Al Gore's movie is a distraction?
No. I think Al Gore's movie is the issue. The other day I went to the county library
expressly to check out the movie. They own sixteen copies -just like a video store - all
checked out.
16 COPYS! This is unheard of for a county library to have sixteen copys of anything,
much less a DVD - and not one was available.
They also offered three book versions - one listed as on shelf. Even better for my
purposes really. So I looked at the designated spot. No book there.
The librarian pointed out the problem straight away. Al Gore's nobel prize winning
movie in the book form was filed in the children's section right next to three or four
tomes on abortion rights.
This "distraction" as you term it being used to poison the minds of children all across
the world.
It is teaching them that they are a plague on the face of the planet. This is why I seek
out debates such as you proposed and always make a loud noise ("beyond my weight
class" is how I termed it to Doc Ball) when I find them.
If you feel uncomfortable with AIT now, imagine how the rest of us feel. Dr let's lay
straight in bed, do you or do you not believe that Al Gore is describing the reality of
the situation?
If you do fine, let's have the debate.
If not, please join me in denouncing this work of over hyped scare mongering fiction,
so that together we insure there is a future generation of students for you to teach the
reality to.
Actually I believe with all my heart you would be doing the future generation a greater
service by arguing in good faith in support of AIT. The truth needs to be given a
spotlight. If you were to have a conversion moment, well then you'll just be another
one of the dozen or so usual suspects.
On the other hand, if I am wrong about all of the above, you will surely dispatch Dr.
Tim to climate change pergatory. No problem, right?
I agree with your suggestion and will conduct further correspondence via the e-mail.
Good morning to you Dr Dessler.

by James Mayeau at 4:19 AM on 29 Nov 2007

So
Without objecting to a debate btw AD and TB, let me point out that Andrew's initial
statement was
"While some people claim there are lots of skeptical climate scientists out there, if you
actually try to find one, you keep turning up the same two dozen or so (e.g., Singer,
Lindzen, Michaels, Christy, etc., etc.). These skeptics are endlessly recycled by the
denial machine, so someone not paying close attention might think there are lots of
them out there -- but that's not the case."
IfTim Ball ain't one of the recycled dozen, who is? Mayeau and Bahner are not climate
scientists by any accounting. The bench is really thin over there.
Moreover, having actually read AIT, it is clear that Mayeau is distorting the message of
the book and the movie, which is that mankind is responsible for the care of the Earth.
A very powerful message to children, but an important and correct one.
by EliRabett at 9:59 PM on 01 Dec 2007

I thought you were demanding debate?
"Mayeau and Bahner are not climate scientists by any accounting. The bench is really
thin over there."
This from a man who comments anonymously, and thinks that the relationship
between enthalpy change and temperature in the atmosphere can be accurately
described by the equation: delta h = m x Cp x deltaT.
I notice Andrew Dessler isn't interested in debating me. Obviously, he doesn't want
his students to be exposed to any inconvenient truths.
Mark Bahner
by markbahner at 7:24 PM on 03 Dec 2007
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Mark Dahlin
You ain't a climate scientist and I am a Rabett. Got it now.
PS. That's a pretty good approximation for any parcel of the atmosphere which is
what you were blathering on about see on the original Deltoid particularly comments
208, 217, 219, 225 and 235. Pay attention to what Scott Church said in comment 227
by EliRabett at 7:00 PM on 09 Dec 2007

Mr. Rabett
I could say the same about climate change proponents.
The same names always come up.
Hansen Mann Schmidt Jones Thompson Briffa ... hey that's less then a dozen. But who
cares really!
It's not as if the airwaves or even print media have been brimming with scientists
eager to argue in favor of climate change. In fact one by one starting with
RealClimate the pro AGW blogs have shuttered their portals rather then deal with
people who dissagree with them.
Poor Mark here has been sporting for a fight since at least since the latest enstallment
of the IPCC climate report started trickling out back in January.
Where were you mighty climate avengers then?
Eli if you ever come up with something of substance you want to argue about - just
send me or Mark an email. We are at your disposal.
by James Mayeau at 7:20 PM on 09 Dec 2007

A one-question true/false quiz
I wrote: " This from a man who comments anonymously, and thinks that the
relationship between enthalpy change and temperature in the atmosphere can be
accurately described by the equation: delta h = m x Cp x deltaT."
Eli Rabett responds: "PS. That's a pretty good approximation for any parcel of the
atmosphere..."
OK, then you should have no trouble labeling these assertions as "true," or "false":
"Surface air temperature alone is inadequate to monitor trends of surface heating and
cooling. The SI units for temperature are degrees Kelvin (or Celsius), and the SI units
for heat are Joules. The surface air temperature can go up while the enthalpy goes
down or remains the same. The surface air temperature can go down while the
enthalpy goes up or remains the same. The surface air temperature can remain the
same while the enthalpy goes down or up."
Are these assertions true or false?
Mark Bahner
by markbahner at 9:53 AM on 12 Dec 2007

get some graduate students
Andrew,
get some graduate students in climate science and provide them with a forum where
they have to take opposing views on global warming.
the problem is that the debate has shifted. the USA is behind the curve because we
don't believe in science, and we argue for political points now, as a nation and
internationally.
i suspect you won't be able to find a 'climate scientist' that will show researched
studies proclaiming that global warming doesn't exist or that it exists, but humans's
aren't doing any of it.
at least, no climate scientist not bought and paid for by the some conservative energy
lobbyist or other. the opposition has now moved on; it is now in the political ballpark,
and science is the enemy there.
by mat at 10:44 AM on 12 Dec 2007

Pay attention James
Here are a couple of dozen more.
Marion Alcorn, Kenneth Bowman, Sarah D. Brooks, Ping Chang, Don Collins, Craig
Epifanio, Robert Korty, Mark Lemmon, Don Lucas, Shaima L. Nasiri, Richard Orville,
Lee Panetta, R. Saravanan, Gunnar W. Schade, Courtney Schumacher, Thomas
Wilheit, Ping Yang, Fuqing Zhang, Renyi Zhang
by EliRabett at 8:47 PM on 13 Dec 2007

Mark
The SI units for temperature are degrees Kelvin (or Celsius), and the SI units for heat
are Joules. The gas constant R has units of Joules/mol-Kelvin. Cp=Cv+R. H = Cp T
for molar enthalpy of an ideal gases, and the gas phase atmosphere is a pretty good
approximation to an ideal gas.
by EliRabett at 8:51 PM on 13 Dec 2007
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True or false?
"The SI units for temperature are degrees Kelvin (or Celsius), and the SI units for heat
are Joules. The gas constant R has units of Joules/mol-Kelvin. Cp=Cv+R. H = Cp T
for molar enthalpy of an ideal gases, and the gas phase atmosphere is a pretty good
approximation to an ideal gas."
So were my assertions true or false?
Or do you have absolutely no idea?
Or (more probably) don't you have the honesty to answer with a simple "true," or
"false?"
Mark Bahner
by markbahner at 7:09 PM on 14 Dec 2007

Why do they have to be in TX?
Why waste the money and further pollute the earth through air/land travel in the age
of video conferencing? Just have your department contact one of these 400 scientists
from all over the world, set up the video, and have at it?
http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=Minorit ...
by Oswald at 6:46 PM on 20 Dec 2007
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The Tempest
By Joel Achenbach
Sunday, May 28, 2006; W08

As evidence mounts that humans are causing dangerous changes in Earth's climate, a handful of skeptics are providing some serious blowback
IT SHOULD BE GLORIOUS TO BE BILL GRAY, professor emeritus. He is often called the World's Most Famous Hurricane Expert. He's the
guy who, every year, predicts the number of hurricanes that will form during the coming tropical storm season. He works on a country road leading
into the Front Range of the Rocky Mountains, in the atmospheric science department of Colorado State University. He's mentored dozens of
scientists. By rights, Bill Gray should be in deep clover, enjoying retirement, pausing only to collect the occasional lifetime achievement award.
He's a towering figure in his profession and in person. He's 6 feet 5 inches tall, handsome, with blue eyes and white hair combed straight back. He's
still lanky, like the baseball player he used to be back at Woodrow Wilson High School in Washington in the 1940s. When he wears a suit, a dark
shirt and tinted sunglasses, you can imagine him as a casino owner or a Hollywood mogul. In a room jammed with scientists, you'd probably
notice him first.
He's loud. His laugh is gale force. His personality threatens to spill into the hallway and onto the chaparral. He can be very charming.
But he's also angry. He's outraged.
He recently had a public shouting match with one of his former students. It went on for 45 minutes.
He was supposed to debate another scientist at a weather conference, but the organizer found him to be too obstreperous, and disinvited him.
Much of his government funding has dried up. He has had to put his own money, more than $100,000, into keeping his research going. He feels
intellectually abandoned. If none of his colleagues comes to his funeral, he says, that'll be evidence that he had the courage to say what they were
afraid to admit.
Which is this: Global warming is a hoax.
"I am of the opinion that this is one of the greatest hoaxes ever perpetrated on the American people," he says when I visit him in his office on a
sunny spring afternoon.
He has testified about this to the United States Senate. He has written magazine articles, given speeches, done everything he could to get the
message out. His scientific position relies heavily on what is known as the Argument From Authority. He's the authority.
"I've been in meteorology over 50 years. I've worked damn hard, and I've been around. My feeling is some of us older guys who've been around
have not been asked about this. It's sort of a baby boomer, yuppie thing."
Gray believes in the obs. The observations. Direct measurements. Numerical models can't be trusted. Equation pushers with fancy computers aren't
the equals of scientists who fly into hurricanes.
"Few people know what I know. I've been in the tropics, I've flown in airplanes into storms. I've done studies of convection, cloud clusters and
how the moist process works. I don't think anybody in the world understands how the atmosphere functions better than me."
In just three, five, maybe eight years, he says, the world will begin to cool again.
We sit in his office for 2 1/2 hours, until the sun drops behind the mountains, and when we're done he offers to keep talking until midnight. He is
almost desperate to be heard. His time is short. He is 76 years old. He is howling in a maelstrom.
Parallel Earths
HUMAN BEINGS ARE PUMPING GREENHOUSE GASES INTO THE ATMOSPHERE, warming the planet in the process.
Since the dawn of the industrial era, atmospheric carbon dioxide has risen steadily from about 280 to about 380 parts per million. In the past
century, the average surface temperature of Earth has warmed about 1 degree Fahrenheit. Much of that warming has been in the past three decades.
Regional effects can be more dramatic: The Arctic is melting at an alarming rate. Arctic sea ice is 40 percent thinner than it was in the 1970s.
Glaciers in Greenland are speeding up as they slide toward the sea. A recent report shows Antarctica losing as much as 36 cubic miles of ice a year.
The permafrost is melting across broad swaths of Alaska, Canada and Siberia. Tree-devouring beetles, common in the American Southwest, are
suddenly ravaging the evergreen forests of British Columbia. Coral reefs are bleaching, scalded by overheated tropical waters. There appear to
have been more strong hurricanes and cyclones in recent decades, Category 3 and higher -- such as Katrina.
The 1990s were the warmest decade on record. The year 1998 set the all-time mark. This decade is on its way to setting a new standard, with a
succession of scorchers. The United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a global effort involving hundreds of climate scientists
and the governments of 100 nations, projected in 2001 that, depending on the rate of greenhouse gas emissions and general climate sensitivities,
the global average temperature would rise 2.5 to 10.4 degrees Fahrenheit between 1990 and 2100. Sea levels could rise just a few inches, or nearly
three feet.
All of the above is part of the emerging, solidifying scientific consensus on global warming -- a consensus that raises the urgent political and
economic issue of climate change. This isn't a theory anymore. This is happening now. Business as usual, many scientists say, could lead to a
wildly destabilized climate for the first time since the dawn of human civilization.
But when you step into the realm of the skeptics, you find yourself on a parallel Earth.
It is a planet where global warming isn't happening -- or, if it is happening, isn't happening because of human beings. Or, if it is happening because
of human beings, isn't going to be a big problem. And, even if it is a big problem, we can't realistically do anything about it other than adapt.
Certainly there's no consensus on global warming, they say. There is only abundant uncertainty. The IPCC process is a sham, a mechanism for
turning vague scientific statements into headline-grabbing alarmism. Drastic actions such as mandated cuts in carbon emissions would be
imprudent. Alternative sources of energy are fine, they say, but let's not be naive. We are an energy-intensive civilization. To obtain the kind of
energy we need, we must burn fossil fuels. We must emit carbon. That's the real world.
Since the late 1980s, when oil, gas, coal, auto and chemical companies formed the Global Climate Coalition, industries have poured millions of
dollars into a campaign to discredit the emerging global warming consensus. The coalition disbanded a few years ago (some members recast
themselves as "green"), but the skeptic community remains rambunctious. Many skeptics work in think tanks, such as the George C. Marshall
Institute or the National Center for Policy Analysis. They have the ear of powerful leaders in the White House and on Capitol Hill. The skeptics
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helped scuttle any possibility that the United States would ratify the Kyoto treaty that would have committed the nation to cuts in greenhouse gas
emissions (conservatives object to the treaty for, among other things, not requiring reductions by developing nations such as China and India).
In the world of the skeptics you'll come across Richard Lindzen, an MIT climate scientist who has steadfastly maintained for years that clouds and
water vapor will counteract the greenhouse emissions of human beings. You'll find S. Fred Singer, author of Hot Talk, Cold Science, who points to
the positive side of the melting Arctic: "We spent 500 years looking for a Northwest Passage, and now we've got one." You'll quickly run across
Pat Michaels, the University of Virginia climatologist and author of Meltdown: The Predictable Distortion of Global Warming by Scientists,
Politicians and the Media . You might dip into TCSDaily.com, the online clearinghouse for anti-global-warming punditry. You'll meet the Cooler
Heads Coalition and the Greening Earth Society.
The skeptics point to the global temperature graph for the past century. Notice how, after rising steadily in the early 20th century, in 1940 the
temperature suddenly levels off. No -- it goes down! For the next 35 years! If the planet is getting steadily warmer due to Industrial Age
greenhouse gases, why did it get cooler when industries began belching out carbon dioxide at full tilt at the start of World War II?
Now look at the ice in Antarctica: Getting thicker in places!
Sea level rise? It's actually dropping around certain islands in the Pacific and Indian oceans.
There are all these . . . anomalies.
The skeptics scoff at climate models. They're just computer programs. They have to interpret innumerable feedback loops, all the convective
forces, the evaporation, the winds, the ocean currents, the changing albedo (reflectivity) of Earth's surface, on and on and on.
Bill Gray has a favorite diagram, taken from a 1985 climate model, showing little nodules in the center with such labels as "thermal inertia" and
"net energy balance" and "latent heat flux" and "subsurface heat storage" and "absorbed heat radiation" and so on, and they are emitting arrows that
curve and loop in all directions, bumping into yet more jargon, like "soil moisture" and "surface roughness" and "vertical wind" and "meltwater"
and "volcanoes."
"It's a big can of worms!" Gray says. It's his favorite line.
The models can't even predict the weather in two weeks, much less 100 years, he says.
"They sit in this ivory tower, playing around, and they don't tell us if this is going to be a hot summer coming up. Why not? Because the models
are no damn good!"
Gray says the recent rash of strong hurricanes is just part of a cycle. This is part of the broader skeptical message: Climate change is normal and
natural. There was a Medieval Warm Period, for example, long before Exxon Mobil existed.
Sterling Burnett, a skeptic who is a senior fellow at the National Center for Policy Analysis in Dallas, says that even if he's wrong about global
warming, mandating cuts in carbon emissions would mean economic disaster for poor countries, and cost jobs in America: "I don't know any
politician anywhere who is going to run on a platform of saying, 'I'm
going to put you out of work.'"
The skeptics don't have to win the argument, they just have to stay in the game, keep things stirred up and make sure the politicians don't pass any
laws that have dangerous climate change as a premise. They're winning that battle. The Senate had hearings on climate change this spring but has
put off action for now. The Bush administration is hoping for some kind of technological solution and won't commit itself to cuts in emissions.
The skeptics have a final trump in the argument: Climate change is actually good. Growing seasons will be longer. Plants like carbon dioxide.
Trees devour it. This demonized molecule, CO2, isn't some kind of toxin or contaminant or pollutant -- it's fertilizer.
The Free Market Solution: Zoos
AL GORE IS ABOUT TO COME ON THE BIG SCREEN. Fred Smith is eagerly awaiting the moment. We're at a media
preview of "An Inconvenient Truth," the documentary on Gore and global warming (it debuts this week in Washington). Smith is not exactly a
Gore groupie. He is the head of the Competitive Enterprise Institute, a factory for global warming skepticism.
CEI has 28 people on staff, "half a platoon," Smith likes to say. They're in the persuasion business, fighting for the free market. They lobby against
government regulations of all kinds. Smith writes articles with titles such as "Eco-Socialism: Threat to Liberty Around the World." These
promoters of capitalism don't really operate a commercial enterprise; like any think tank, CEI relies on donations from individuals, foundations and
corporations. The most generous sponsors of last year's annual dinner at the Capital Hilton were the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, Exxon
Mobil, the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America, and Pfizer. Other contributors included General Motors, the American
Petroleum Institute, the American Plastics Council, the Chlorine Chemistry Council and Arch Coal.
Smith is short, stocky, bearded. He talks extremely fast and sprinkles his remarks with free market jargon, climate change lingo, historical
references and various mysterious words that seem to come from a secret conservatives-only code book.
As we wait for the movie to start, I ask him how he would define his political beliefs. "Classical liberal," he says. He explains that civilization is a
means for allowing individuals to liberate their energies and their genius -- an emergence from primitive, tribal, collectivist social arrangements.
When humans switch from collectivism to private property, he says, "you have greater freedom of ideas." This prompts the thought that the federal
government owns way too much land in the West. Much of it should be privatized, he says.
Including national parks? I ask.
"Probably wouldn't touch it for political reasons," he says.
The movie begins: Images of a river. Lush foliage. Gore's voice, almost sultry, rhapsodizes about nature. Then we see him take a stage in an
auditorium. He is in a suit and tie and looks very much like a candidate for political office.
"Maybe he is running," Smith says.
When Gore shows a big graph of rising CO2, Smith says, "That's a phony scale."
The film shows footage from Hurricane Katrina.
"It was a Category 3 hurricane," Smith says. Not the Cat 5, at landfall, you keep hearing about.
Gore reveals that insurance losses because of hurricanes have steadily climbed.
"That's just dishonest," Smith says. There are more beach houses and so on -- it's just an infrastructure issue.
Subsequent visits to the Competitive Enterprise Institute show Smith in his element. The think tank is a warren of offices lined with framed
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magazine advertisements from the 1950s and earlier. These are images of the Golden Age of American Commerce, when cars were like luxury
liners and chemical companies bragged about their mosquito-annihilating concoctions.
"New Guinea is an island gripped in the vise of high, jagged mountain ranges . . . Choking entangling jungle is everywhere . . . In this appalling
setting, aviation made an epic conquest." That's ad copy for the Socony-Vacuum oil company, later known as Mobil.
Smith loves this stuff. Those were the days! The message: Free enterprise brings people together and improves their lives. It was the Better Living
Through Chemistry era. Smith points out an ad for Weyerhaeuser Timber showing clear-cut forests on a mountainside and two raccoons tussling
with one another on the stump of a Douglas fir. Another photo, lower, shows a frame house. You can clearly see that cutting forests benefits
people. Nowadays, environmentalists want the benefits without any of the pain. "It's all gain, no pain," Smith says.
We pass an asbestos ad.
"When I was a kid, this was called the miracle mineral," he says.
Although Smith can be rambling and digressive, he has a team of analysts who know the global warming topic inside and out and can quickly
produce the latest nugget of potentially contradictory evidence (Greenland melted faster in the 1920s!). What rankles them most of all is the
suggestion that global warming is a problem that must be fixed by the government, top down, through regulations. Let the free market work its
genius, they say. Countries with thriving economies will, in the long run, be more adaptive to climate change and will find more technological
solutions than countries that hamstring themselves by clamping down on greenhouse emissions.
Smith's office has a grand view of Farragut Square and the Washington Monument in the distance. A man named Chris Horner, general counsel of
the Cooler Heads Coalition, joins us, as does, popping in and out, Marlo Lewis, a CEI policy analyst who works on climate change. They lapse
several times into the Secret Code.
"Terrible toos," Horner says. I'm confused. He explains that it's shorthand for environmental doom and gloom.
"Terrible toos. Too many people, using too many resources."
Smith has a different equation: "Less people, less affluence, less technology: We call that death, poverty and ignorance."
They believe the rise of carbon dioxide may be a symptom of global warming, not the cause. Look at the chart Gore used:
Didn't it look like the warming comes before the CO2 increase?
Lewis says the snows of Kilimanjaro have been in retreat since the 1880s. The climate there is not getting warmer, it's getting drier. Just won't
snow.
They see economic growth as an all-purpose cure for environmental problems. Rich societies are environmentally resilient; poor societies have
dirty power plants and sooty huts. Government regulations aren't necessary. I ask Lewis if he thinks the Clean Air Act is a good idea. "It depends,"
he
answers. There follows a complicated riff from Smith about common law property rights and English fishermen suing upstream polluters in the
19th century.
Smith takes an abrupt detour into the issue of endangered species. The solution is to let the private sector handle it. They should be privatized, like
pets or livestock. Dogs, cats, chickens, pigs: These creatures won't ever go extinct.
I want to make sure I understand what he is saying, so I begin to ask a question: "For endangered species, people should --"
"-- own them," Smith says.
But isn't there a difference between animals that live in zoos and animals that live in the wild?
"Yes and no," Smith says. " 'Zoo' is a pejorative term that PETA has turned into an animal slavery community. A zoo is nothing more than an
elaborate ark."
What's unnatural, Smith says, is wilderness. The so-called wilderness of early America used to be inhabited by Indians, and they changed their
environment. "They burned down trees, they burned forests, they ran buffaloes over cliffs. They were not dancing with wolves," he says.
"Wilderness is the least natural part of this planet."
Human beings, in his view, are not apart from nature but very much of it, and thus whatever human beings do is natural. Environmentalists view
human activity as a blemish, and animal activity as noble and good. If Manhattan had been built by termites, environmentalists would make it a
World Heritage Site, Smith says. If the Grand Canyon had been the result of coal mining, he says, "Al Gore would say, 'This is horrible.'"
Horner talks about baselines used in climate trends. Why start in 1860? That was the end of the Little Ice Age. Of course the world has warmed
since then. That's cheating with the baseline. At one point Horner refers to the "cooling" since 1998 -- a record-breaking year with a major El Niño
event in the Pacific. He admits he is being disingenuous.
"We're playing the baseline game," Horner says.
And then -- I'm not even sure how it comes up -- Smith says we can solve the problem of gorillas being killed in Africa. They're caught in the
middle of a civil war among African tribes. The solution: Evacuate them. Airlift them out, like soldiers caught behind enemy lines.
"We've got lots of land."
For the gorillas, he means.
"Build a Jurassic Park in Central
America."
Horner says that perhaps we are getting off track.
And Then There's Hitler
LET US BE HONEST about the intellectual culture of America in general: It has become almost impossible to have an intelligent discussion about
anything.
Everything is a war now. This is the age of lethal verbal combat, where even scientific issues involving measurements and molecules are somehow
supernaturally polarizing. The controversy about global warming resides all too perfectly at the collision point of environmentalism and free
market capitalism. It's bound to be not only politicized but twisted, mangled and beaten senseless in the process. The divisive nature of global
warming isn't helped by the fact that the most powerful global-warming skeptic (at least by reputation) is President Bush, and the loudest warnings
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come from Al Gore.
Human beings may be large of brain, but they are social animals, too, like wolves, and are prone to behave in packs. So when something like
climate change comes up, the first thing people want to know is, whose side are you on? All those climatic variables and uncertainties and
probabilities and "forcings" and "feedback loops," those cans of worms that Bill Gray talks about, get boiled down to their essence. Are you with
us or against us?
Somehow Hitler keeps popping into the discussion. Gore draws a parallel between fighting global warming and fighting the Nazis. Novelist
Michael Crichton, in State of Fear , ends with an appendix comparing the theory of global warming to the theory of eugenics -- the belief,
prominently promoted by Nazis, that the gene pool of the human species was degenerating due to higher reproductive rates of "inferior" people.
Both, he contends, are examples of junk science, supported by intellectual elites who will later conveniently forget they signed on to such craziness.
And Gray has no governor on his rhetoric. At one point during our meeting in Colorado he blurts out, "Gore believed in global warming almost as
much as Hitler believed there was something wrong with the Jews."
When I opine that he is incendiary, he answers: "Yes, I am incendiary. But the other side is just as incendiary. The etiquette of science has long
ago been thrown out the window."
In a media-saturated world, it's hard to get anyone's attention without cranking the volume. Time magazine recently declared that Earth looks like a
planet that is sick (cover headline: "Be Worried. Be Very Worried"). Vanity Fair published a "worst-case scenario" photo illustration of Manhattan
drowned by an 80-foot sea-level rise, the skyscrapers poking up from what has become part of the Atlantic Ocean. That's not inconceivable over
the course of many centuries, but the scientific consensus (IPCC, 2001) is that by 2100 sea level will have risen somewhere between three and 34
inches from its 1990 level.
The news media -- always infatuated with doom (were it not for the obvious ramifications for ratings and circulation, the media would love to
cover the End of the World) -- struggle to resist the most calamitous-sounding climate scenarios. Consider the January 2005 survey of thousands of
climate change models that showed a very wide range of possibilities. One model at the very extreme had a worst-case-scenario warming of 11
degrees Celsius -- which is nearly 20 degrees Fahrenheit.
"The world is likely to heat up by an average of 11ºC by the end of the century, the biggest-ever study of global warming showed yesterday," the
London Evening Standard reported online. This would cause "a surge in sea levels threatening the lives of billions of people."
Wrong, but whatever.
The skeptics feed on alarmism. They love any sign that global warming is a case of mass hysteria. Someone like Myron Ebell, an analyst at CEI,
freely admits that, as an advocate in a politicized battle, he tries to make "the best case against alarmism." Everyone, on both sides, is arguing like
a lawyer these days, he says. "What is going on right now is a desperate last-ditch Battle of the Bulge type effort by the forces of darkness, which
is relying heavily on the lockstep/groupthink scientific community."
The president's science adviser, John Marburger, thinks the politicized debate has made it almost impossible to talk sensibly about the issue.
"There seems to be the general feeling that somehow the administration doesn't feel that climate change is happening," he says. "That's completely
wrong." The administration just doesn't think the problem can be solved with the "magic wand" of regulation.
Marburger recently declined to go on "60 Minutes" to address allegations that
federal scientists were being muzzled and government reports rewritten by the White House to minimize concerns about global warming. "In
general the public discourse on this has gotten completely off the track, and we're never going to straighten it out on '60 Minutes,'" Marburger says.
This issue forces Americans to sort through a great deal of science, technology and economics, all of it saturated in divisive politics. Many
Americans haven't really tuned in. A Gallup poll in March showed that global warming is far down the list of concerns among Americans -- even
when asked to rank their environmental worries. More Americans were worried about damage to the ozone layer. No doubt some people have the
two issues confused. Both involve air, and emissions of some kind, and some worrisome global effect. But the ozone issue, while hardly solved,
has at least been seriously addressed with a global ban on chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).
Climate change takes place on time scales of decades and centuries. In a 24-hour information society, it is hard to keep the year 2100 in mind. But
these changes are happening at a geologically rapid pace. For roughly the past 10,000 years, since the end of the last Ice Age, human beings have
enjoyed a relatively stable, comfortable "interglacial" period, during which they've invented everything from agriculture to moon rockets. Nomadic
bands of hunters and gatherers have given way to more than 6 billion people, largely urbanized and energy-hungry. Pressure on ecosystems is
immense. Biologists warn of a "sixth extinction" -- the sixth mass extinction of species since the rise of multicellular organisms about 600 million
years ago. The most recent mass extinction, 65 million years ago, was apparently caused by a mountain-size object striking Earth. Human
civilization, in this view, is like an asteroid hitting the planet.
The expansion of human civilization is an experiment on a global scale: What happens when a species obtains not only intelligence but
technology? Do intelligent, technological species tend to survive for a long time -- or bring their environment crashing down around them?
The Hurricane Conference
BILL GRAY HAS THE HONOR of delivering the closing remarks at the National Hurricane Conference in Orlando. It's mid-April, and we're at a
fancy hotel on International Drive, a main street for the tourist industry that has sprouted from the orange groves and cow pastures of central
Florida. Gray seems to be everywhere, constantly talking, popping out to the terrace by the pool to give TV interviews, holding forth without any
hint of fatigue. He has three media assistants following him around. They are working under contract for TCSDaily, a Web site that is a nexus of
anti-global-warming arguments.
They set up two news conferences. At both events, Gray gives his standard arguments about global warming, bracketing a dispassionate discussion
of the upcoming tropical storm season by his young protege, Phil Klotzbach. The two are a sight to behold: Gray, the white-haired titan,
thunderous, outraged, and Klotzbach, red-haired, freckled, very calm, very mild, looking so much younger than his 25 years.
"I think there's a lot of foolishness going on," Gray says as he stands before a bank of 10 TV cameras and a couple of dozen journalists.
Hurricanes aren't getting worse -- we're just in an uptick of a regular cycle. But the alarmists won't let anyone believe that.
"The world is boiling! It's getting worse and worse!" Gray shouts. "Hell is approaching."
He was a paperboy in Washington in the 1940s, he says. There were stories back then about global warming. But then it got cooler, for decades,
and by the mid-1970s the story had changed, and scientists were warning of -- yes -- an Ice Age! Gray shows a slide of magazine covers in the mid1970s (Science Digest, 1973; Newsweek, 1975) fretting about the Cooling World.
The core of Gray's argument is that the warming of the past decades is a natural cycle, driven by a global ocean circulation that manifests itself in
the North Atlantic as the Gulf Stream. Warm water and cool water essentially rise and fall in a rhythm lasting decades. "I don't think this warming
period of the last 30 years can keep on going," he says. "It may warm another three, five, eight years, and then it will start to cool."
Gray's crusade against global warming "hysteria" began in the early 1990s, when he saw enormous sums of federal research money going toward
computer modeling rather than his kind of science, the old-fashioned stuff based on direct observation. Gray often cites the ascendancy of Gore to
the vice presidency as the start of his own problems with federal funding. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) stopped
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giving him research grants. So did NASA. All the money was going to computer models. The field was going off on this wild tangent.
Numerical models can't predict the future, he says. They don't even pretend to predict the weather in the coming season -- "but they make
predictions of 50 or 100 years from now and ask you to believe the Earth will get warmer."
The modelers are equation pushers.
"They haven't been down in the trenches, making forecasts and understanding stuff!"
The news media are self-interested.
"Media people are all out for Pulitzer Prizes!"
The IPCC is elitist.
"They don't talk to us! I've never been approached by the IPCC."
He spots a famous meteorologist in the back of the room. It's Neil Frank, former
director of the National Hurricane Center.
"Neil, have they ever approached you?"
"No," Frank answers.
A TV reporter asks Gray a key question: "What if you're wrong?"
"We can't do anything about it if I'm wrong. China and India are going to burn fossil fuels."
After Gray finishes, he gives more interviews. Frank, waiting in the wings, tells me he agrees with Gray.
"It's a hoax," he says. He says cutting carbon emissions would wind up hurting poor people. I ask if he thinks more CO2 in the air would be a good
thing.
"Exactly! Maybe we're living in a carbon dioxide-starved world. We don't know."
Skeptics and Conspiracies
THE SKEPTICS DON'T AGREE with one another. They will privately distance themselves from other skeptics ("I think he's full of beans") while
maintaining a certain public solidarity against the Forces of Fear. Pat Michaels, the U-Va. climatologist, doesn't even want to be called a skeptic.
"I believe in climate change caused by human beings," Michaels says. "What I'm skeptical about is the glib notion that it means the end of the
world as we know it."
John Christy, an atmospheric scientist at the University of Alabama in Huntsville, says: "We're skeptical that the observations we see now are
indicating catastrophic change. And we're skeptical of our capability to truly understand the climate system, how it works, and so on, and therefore
predict its evolution."
Of all the skeptics, MIT's Richard Lindzen probably has the most credibility among mainstream scientists, who acknowledge that he's doing
serious research on the subject. Lindzen contends that water vapor and clouds, which will increase in a warmer world because of higher rates of
evaporation, create "negative feedbacks" that counter the warming trend. "The only reason the models get such a big response is that, in models,
the most important greenhouse substances, which are water vapor and clouds, act to take anything man does and make it worse," he says.
Observations show otherwise, he says.
Lindzen argues that the climate models can't be right, because we've already raised CO2 and methane dramatically, and the planet simply hasn't
warmed that much. But Isaac Held, a NOAA modeler, says Lindzen is jumping the gun, because the greenhouse gases take time -- decades,
centuries -- to have their full impact. Indeed, we've already made a "commitment" to warming. We couldn't stop global warming at this point if we
closed every factory and curbed every car. The mainstream argument is that we could minimize the increase, and reduce the risk of a dangerous,
unstable, white-knuckle climate change.
Held studied under Lindzen years ago and considers him a friend and a smart scientist -- but highly contrarian.
"There're people like [Lindzen] in every field of science. There are always people in the fringes. They're attracted to the fringe . . . It may be as
simple as, how do you prove you're smarter than everyone else? You don't do that by being part of the consensus," Held says.
The most vocal partisans in the climate change debate often describe their opponents as part of a conspiracy, of sorts. Both sides think the other
side has a monetary or political incentive to skew the data. But there are people in this battle who fervently believe in what they say. Bill Gray says
he takes no fossil-fuel money. He's simply sick and tired of squishy-minded hand-wringing equation-pushing computer jocks who've never flown
into a hurricane!
Gray has his own conspiracy theory. He has made a list of 15 reasons for the global warming hysteria. The list includes the need to come up with
an enemy after the end of the Cold War, and the desire among scientists, government leaders and environmentalists to find a political cause that
would enable them to "organize, propagandize, force conformity and exercise political influence. Big world government could best lead (and
control) us to a better world!"
Gray admits that he has a dark take on human nature: "I have a demonic view on this."
The most notorious example of climate change conspiracy-mongering is in Crichton's State of Fear . The villain is the director of an environmental
organization. He's in league with radical environmentalists who kill people at the drop of a hat as part of a plot to trigger natural disasters that will
somehow advance the theory of global warming. The novel's fans include the president of the United States, who met with Crichton in the White
House.
There's a certain kind of skeptic who has no patience for the official consensus, especially if it has the imprimatur of a government, or worse, the
United Nations. They focus on ambiguities and mysteries and things that just don't add up. They say the Official Story can't possibly be true,
because it doesn't explain the [insert inexplicable data point here]. They set a high standard for reality -- it must never be fuzzy around the edges.
"They argue not as scientists but as lawyers," says Pieter Tans, who runs a lab at NOAA in Boulder, Colo., where he examines bottles of air taken
from monitoring stations all over the planet. "When they argue, they pick one piece of the fabric of evidence and blow it up all out of
proportion . . . Their purpose is to confuse, so that the public gets the idea that there is a raging scientific debate. There is no raging scientific
debate."
Some of the anomalies cited by the skeptics go away over time. Remember that graph showing the world's temperature leveling off and actually
cooling from 1940 to 1975, even as the industrial economies of the planet were going full blast? The mainstream climate scientists think one factor
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may have been air pollution -- aerosols pumped out by smokestacks, dimming sunlight before it reached the surface. In the early 1970s,
governments passed air pollution controls, such as the Clean Air Act, that required scrubbers on smokestacks. The skies cleared. And the
temperature has been racing upward ever since.
What about the Medieval Warm Period? If human industry causes warming, why were the Vikings sailing around the North Atlantic to
godforsaken places like Greenland and setting up farming communities 1,000 years ago? Many scientists answer that the Medieval Warm Period
wasn't a global phenomenon. You can't draw global conclusions from the experience of the North Atlantic.
"There is this misperception that global change is a spatially uniform and smooth in time process," says Kerry Emanuel, an atmospheric scientist at
MIT. "In fact that's not true. There's all kind of variability. You can find places in the world where the temperature has gone down for the past 50
years. When you're looking for a signal in a very noisy record you do as much averaging as possible."
So what about all those fears, back in the 1970s, of a coming Ice Age? It was a minor issue among serious climate scientists. One paper commonly
cited by skeptics as an example of Ice Age doomsaying merely stated that, absent any human-driven global warming, an Ice Age might return in
20,000 years.
The most famous anomaly, long cited by skeptics, was the satellite data. It didn't show the warming of the lower atmosphere.
It flatly contradicted the surface measurements. Earlier this month, the U.S. Climate Change Science Program announced that a re-analysis of the
data resolved most of the discrepancy. Anomaly gone. Arch-skeptic Fred Singer says there's still some inconsistency, but the advocates of the
consensus view of global warming feel vindicated. ("Game over," one environmentalist told The Washington Post.)
Scientists are argumentative by nature. They're supposed to be. They're supposed to attempt to disprove the hypotheses and claims of their fellow
scientists. Theories are hazed unmercifully. And when they emerge from that trial-by-skepticism, they are all the more respected.
Certain skeptics -- really, they're optimists -- have scored debate points by noting that prophesies of doom have often slammed into a wall of
human resourcefulness. But you can't solve a problem if you spend decades failing to perceive it. Humans adapt best when worried.
Or at least not in denial.
Back in Orlando
Climate change is generating headlines almost daily -- (e.g., "Peril to Walrus Young Seen As Result of Melting Ice Shelf") -- but it is also abstruse
in its specifics, so journalists rely on "experts" to tell them where the truth lies. Someone like Bill Gray seems to be a fully credentialed authority
figure. But when you press him on his theory of how thermohaline circulation has caused recent warming of the planet and will soon cause
cooling, he concedes that he hasn't published the idea in any peer-reviewed journal. He's working on it, he says.
The Web site Real Climate, run by a loose group of climate scientists, recently published a detailed refutation of Gray's theory, saying his claims
about the ocean circulation lack evidence. The Web site criticized Gray for not adapting to the modern era of meteorology, "which demands
hypotheses soundly grounded in quantitative and consistent physical formulations, not seat-of-the-pants flying."
The field has fully embraced numerical modeling, and Gray is increasingly on the fringe. His cranky skepticism has become a tired act among
younger scientists. "It's sad," says Emanuel, who has vowed never again to debate Gray in public.
When I ask Gray who his intellectual soul mates are regarding global warming, he responds, "I have nobody really to talk to about this stuff."
That's not entirely true. He has many friends and colleagues, and the meteorologists tend to share his skeptical streak.
I ask if he has ever collaborated on a paper with Richard Lindzen. Gray says he hasn't. He looks a little pained.
"Lindzen, he's a hard guy to deal with," Gray says. "He doesn't think he can learn anything from me."
Which is correct. Lindzen says of Gray: "His knowledge of theory is frustratingly poor, but he knows more about hurricanes than anyone in the
world. I regard him in his own peculiar way as a national resource."
In Orlando, the national resource has the honor of closing the hurricane conference with a speech. He and Klotzbach go through their usual routine.
Gray talks of global warming foolishness, untrusty numerical models, underappreciated ocean circulation, overly dramatized CO2 increases, the
crazy complexity of the weather.
"It becomes an absolute can of worms!"
He seems to be running out of steam just a little bit. He's given so many interviews, he might have lost a little velocity on his fastball. But everyone
claps at the end. He throws in a final few words:
"Don't believe everything you read in the paper! This whole business about global warming --"
But he steps from the mike, and his final words are inaudible.
In 20 years, he likes to say, the world will have cooled, and everyone will know he was right all along. When that happens, he says, he hopes
someone will put flowers on his grave.
Adapting to Uncertainty
Let us say a word in praise of uncertainty. It is a concession to an interesting and complicated planet that is full of surprises. The fog of uncertainty
surrounding climate change is routinely cited as a reason to wait before making cuts in greenhouse emissions. But if we wait for that fog to break,
we'll wait forever.
Isaac Held, the NOAA climate modeler, is the first to admit that the models aren't perfect. "Clouds are hard," he says. The models on his computer
screen are incomprehensible to the untrained eye. But Held argues that the models are conservative. For global warming to be less of a problem
than is currently anticipated, all the uncertainties would have to break, preferentially, toward the benign side of things.
Moreover, we don't even know all the things that we don't know. James Hansen, the prominent NASA scientist, points out that the models don't
realistically include ice sheets and the biosphere -- all the plants and animals on Earth. The global climate surely has more surprises for us.
"Our models were not predicting the ozone hole in 1980 when it was discovered," Held says. Scientists are haunted by the realization that if CFCs
had been made with a slightly different type of chemistry, they'd have destroyed much of the ozone layer over the entire planet.
Hansen thinks we have less than 10 years to make drastic cuts in greenhouse emissions, lest we reach a "tipping point" at which the climate will be
out of our control. Hansen may be a step ahead of the consensus -- but that doesn't mean he's wrong. In the brutally hot summer of 1988, Hansen
testified before Congress that the signal of global warming could already be detected amid the noise of natural climate variation. Many of his
colleagues scoffed. They thought he'd gotten ahead of the hard data. Judy Curry, a Georgia Tech climate scientist, says: "I thought he was playing
politics. But, damn it, he was right."
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Curry, who believes the skeptics have mounted a "brilliant disinformation campaign," thinks climate change is being held to a different standard
than other societal threats. The skeptics want every uncertainty nailed down before any action is taken.
"Why is that standard being applied to greenhouse warming and not to other risks, like terrorism or military risks or avian flu?" she asks.
Mainstream climate scientists readily accept that there is natural variation in the system. For example, greenhouse gases alone can't melt the Arctic
at the alarming rate that has been observed recently. Americans sorting through this issue may feel constrained by all the unknowns. Perhaps they
need to adapt to uncertainty, to see uncertainty as the norm, and not as a sign of scientific failure.
Or as an excuse to do nothing.
Our Friend CO2
Ten years ago, Fred Smith says, the Competitive Enterprise Institute had contributions from companies across the board in the petroleum industry.
It still gets money from Exxon Mobil, the biggest and most hard-line oil company on the climate change issue, but many of its donors have stopped
sending checks.
"They've joined the club."
The club of believers in global warming.
The executives don't understand "resource economics." They lack faith in the free market to solve these issues. And they go to cocktail parties and
find out that everyone thinks they're criminals.
"Or their kids come home from school and say, 'Daddy, why are you killing the planet?'"
Smith never sounds morose, though. He's peppy. He thinks his side is still winning the debate. Look at the polls: Americans don't care about global
warming.
He'd like to get people believing once again in good old-fashioned industrial activity. CEI has created a new public-service TV spot. Smith and
several colleagues gather round as we watch it on a computer monitor. The ad begins with images of people picnicking in Central Park on a
beautiful day. A child is shown blowing the seeds of a dandelion. A woman's voice, confident, reassuring, says that all these people are creating
something that's all around us:
"It's called carbon dioxide," she says, "CO2."
There's an image of an impoverished woman hacking the ground with a hand tool.
"The fuels that produce CO2 have freed us from a life of backbreaking labor."
We see kids jumping out of a minivan. There are politicians out there who want to label CO2 as a pollutant, the narrator says. We return to the
child blowing the dandelion seeds.
"Carbon dioxide: They call it pollution. We call it life."
End of ad.
"It should always bring a tear to your eye," Fred Smith says, delighted.
Joel Achenbach is a Magazine staff writer. He will be fielding questions and comments about this article at 11 a.m. Tuesday at washingtonpost.
com/liveonline.
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Blakemore, who reported on August 30, 2006, “After extensive searches, ABC News has
found no such [scientific] debate” on global warming, (http://abcnews.go.com/US/print?
id=2374968) said he rejects ‘balance’ in order to justify excluding any skeptics of
manmade catastrophic global warming from his reporting. He made his remarks at
Friday’s panel discussion at the Society of Environmental Journalists annual conference
in Burlington.
Blakemore lamented “the deep professional shame that I discovered two years ago,”
regarding how he believes the media had been manipulated by skeptics of manmade
catastrophic global warming.
“Of course [skeptics] play on the idea that we have to be ‘balanced,’” he noted.
“It was very lazy of us for 10 years when we were asked for balance from the [climate
skeptic] spinners. We just gave up and said ‘Okay, okay – I will put the other side on,
okay are you happy now?’” he said. “And it saves us from the trouble of having to check
out the fact that these other sides were the proverbial flat earth society.”
Blakemore also took on the role of psychologist in explaining that global warming
presents an “existential” dilemma and people face what he termed “psychological
obstacles” about whether to believe the dire predictions that the planet is facing a climate
crisis.
“We are looking at serious mainstream scientists now tell us that maybe - it’s over. It’s
hard. It’s the kind of news you have to take in small doses,” Blakemore explained. [EPW
note: Many scientists dispute the notion that mankind has created a climate doomsday.
See: (http://epw.senate.gov/pressitem.cfm?party=rep&id=264777 )]
“Denial is initially natural and healthy; the psychologists tell us it is what we do to hold
our meaning system together, so that we can at least function at first when trauma
happens and we are all being delivered a major trauma here,” he explained. He added that
greenhouse gas theory is akin to “3rd grade science.”
“Does [extreme weather patterns] fit exactly within the predicted pattern that we projected
almost 30 or 40 years ago? This is the little logical problem that we journalists can still
work on and solve,” Blakemore said. (EPW Note: 30 and 40 years ago, scientists were
erroneously predicting a coming ice age. See last week’s Newsweek’s retraction of
global cooling reporting 31 years after its initial report: (http://epw.senate.gov/fact.cfm?
party=rep&id=265087 ))
“The problem is we journalists have not stood up on our own feet and said ‘Excuse me,
this is going to be my assessment of where the scientific assessment is.’ Because those
spinners would say you got to listen to who -- for the scientific assessment and they will
point to their favorable [skeptical] organizations.” He also said, “I am a professional
journalist; don’t tell me how to do my job.”
Blakemore said skeptics of global warming should be ignored because some of them are
being funded by industry. But he has failed to note that scientists he promotes such as
James Hansen, Michael Oppenheimer, are both recipients of huge sums of money from
environmental special interest groups.
When Blakemore reported on January 29, 2006, that NASA scientist James Hansen was
alleging that the Bush Administration was censoring his scientific work, he failed to
inform viewers that Hansen had received a quarter of a million dollars from Teresa Heinz
Kerry's foundation, the Heinz Foundation, and subsequently endorsed her husband
Democrat John Kerry for President in 2004 http://www.abcnews.go.com/WNT/story?
id=1555183 In addition, Michael Oppenheimer is a paid partisan of the group
Environmental Defense.
Blakemore also told the journalism conference that global warming was an ever present
entity that “affects everything in the weather, everywhere all the time and in every
instance.”
Blakemore has also lavished praised on Vice President Al Gore and his movie “An
Inconvenient Truth”, comparing Gore to Shakespeare and Robert Frost. http://blogs.
abcnews.com/theworldnewser/2006/05/al_gore_and_an_.html
Related Links:
Renowned Scientist Defects From Belief in Global Warming – Caps Year of Vindication
for Skeptics – (http://epw.senate.gov/pressitem.cfm?party=rep&id=264777)
###
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By WILLIAM M. REILLY
UPI U.N. Correspondent
UNITED NATIONS, May 10 (UPI) -- A former chief of the U.N. World
Health Organization who also is a former prime minister of Norway and a
medical doctor has declared an end to the climate-change debate.
Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, one of U.N. Secretary-General Ban Kimoon's three new special envoys on climate change, also headed up the
1987 U.N. World Commission on Environment and Development where
the concept of sustainable development was first floated.
"This discussion is behind us. It's over," she told reporters. "The
diagnosis is clear, the science is unequivocal -- it's completely immoral,
even, to question now, on the basis of what we know, the reports that are
out, to question the issue and to question whether we need to move
forward at a much stronger pace as humankind to address the issues."
Brundtland was at U.N. World Headquarters in New York for the highlevel segment of the Commission on Sustainable Development winding
up Friday.
Opening that segment Wednesday, the secretary-general said climate
change required sustained, concerted attention, as it had broad impact
not just on the environment but also on economic and social
development.
Ban said the world urgently needs to step up action to mitigate
greenhouse-gas emissions. Industrialized countries need to make deeper
emission reductions, and there should be further engagement of
developing countries as well as incentives for them to limit their
emissions while safeguarding economic growth and poverty eradication.
There is no doubt, Brundtland said, that climate change is manmade as
reported by the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.
Brundtland told the commission that 20 years ago, awareness had begun
to grow that humans risked overstepping limits unless they adapted
natural-resource usage to the planet's long-term carrying capacity.
The commission had concluded abject and endemic poverty, which
degraded the environment, must be radically reduced, Brundtland said.
Poverty is still the world's greatest challenge.
Significant numbers of the world's 6 billion people are dangerously short
of food, water and security, she said. While many countries have
experienced brisk economic growth, some in Africa are trapped in a
vicious cycle with negative growth.
Access to safe drinking water in developing countries is increasing, and
the millennium target of halving the number of people without access to
potable water is within reach in Asia and to a lesser extent in Africa, she
said.
Access to basic sanitation is increasing also, but not fast enough to
achieve the U.N. Millennium Development Goal of halving by 2015 the
number of people without basic sanitation services. Still, water scarcity,
water pollution and overuse of groundwater resources are critical
concerns in many countries, and even more threatening than climate
change.
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"Many developing countries believe the industrialized world has defaulted
on the promise of financial and technical assistance," Brundtland said.
"Many countries are concerned with costs and competitiveness, and
many are reluctant to undertake obligations that others will escape."
It is essential to build trust and find common ground, she said, noting that
by 2050 greenhouse-gas emissions must be reduced much more
drastically and rich countries must become carbon neutral.
Brundtland said really big investment would come when finance ministers
and chief financial officers demand emission reductions because they are
compelled to pay for their carbon dioxide emissions, adding that failing is
not an option.
More than 90 government ministers took part in the effort to draft global
policy measures that would foster socioeconomic development while
cutting poverty, pollution and greenhouse-gas emissions, said Abdullah
bin Hamad al-Attiyah, chairman of the commission.
"It's not an easy job," said Attiyah, also Qatar's deputy prime minister and
minister of energy and industry.
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A "deep-rooted lack of trust" impedes global action to mitigate the
negative impacts of climate change, she said. Many industrialized
countries believe developing countries are doing little to address climate
change.

He said more than 2 billion people still lack access to electricity and that
countries and regional blocs have conflicting energy agendas and
solutions, including access to affordable energy and reliable, clean
energy supplies.
Attiyah said energy use was expected to grow by 50 percent over the
next 25 years, two-thirds of it in developing nations. Per capita energy
consumption in developing countries is in some cases as low as onefifteenth of that in developed countries, but industrial development and
economic growth are fueling world energy demands.
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1 Comments
Dr. Robert Scott wrote:
Outside of the inbred confines of the United Nations and socialist Norway
Dr. Bruntland is viewed with a less delusionary aura of acclaim. As head
of the World Health Organization and charged with eliminating the SARS
Virus she single handedly prevented The Republic Of China (Taiwan)
from receiving any input about SARS from the W.H.O. despite the fact
that Taipei is the main Asian transportation hub from mainland China to
the rest of the world.
Make no mistake, Dr. Brundtland is a socialist politician first and a doctor
second. She is not a climatologist, her pronouncements on Climate
Change carry as much weight as if the Pillsbury Doughboy had spoken
and her criminal handling of the SARS outbreak threatened the entire
world.
If she wishes to pontificate on morals she should perhaps self reflect on
the morals of allowing her son to commit suicide instead of assisting him
in his time of need.
May 16, 2007 at 11:28 am
Flag Comment
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Fed-up climate
scientists demand radical action
By Seth Borenstein and Michael Casey
Associated Press

BALI, Indonesia - Just a few days into the two-week U.N.
Climate Change Conference here, developing nations
yesterday demanded rapid transfers of technology to help
them combat global warming, and more than 200 leading
climate scientists, losing their patience, urged
government leaders to take radical action because "there
is no time to lose."
Meanwhile, a new report warned that some of Asia's
biggest cities could be threatened by rising sea levels
several decades from now. Calcutta and Mumbai lead the
Top 10 list of endangered cities, nine of which are in
developing Asian nations.
JONATHAN HAYWARD / Canadian Press

Miami is listed as No. 9.
And in Washington yesterday, a Senate committee
advanced the first bill calling for mandatory U.S. limits on
so-called greenhouse gases that has been taken up in
Congress since global warming emerged as an issue
more than two decades ago.

A polar bear and cubs in Wapusk National Park yesterday
near Churchill, Manitoba. At least 215 scientists at the U.N.
Climate Change Conference in Indonesia signed a petition.
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The scientists' petition, signed by at least 215 climate experts, calls for the world to cut in half greenhouse-gas
emissions by 2050. The appeal follows a petition last week from more than 150 global business leaders with the
same goal.
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In the past, many of these scientists have avoided calls for action, leaving that to advocacy groups. The
dispassionate stance was taken during the release this year of four reports by the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change. No more.
"It's a grave crisis, and we need to do something real fast," said petition-signer Jeff Severinghaus, a geosciences
professor at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in La Jolla, Calif. "I think the stakes are way, way too high to be
playing around."
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The petition includes scientists from more than 25 countries and shows that "the climate-science community is
essentially fed up," said signer Andrew Weaver of the University of Victoria in Canada. It includes many coauthors of
the panel's reports, among them Michael Oppenheimer, a professor of geosciences and international affairs at
Princeton University.
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The petition is online at www.climate.unsw.edu.au/bali.
Negotiators in Bali are working on the initial groundwork for a treaty that would take effect after 2012, the expiration
date of the Kyoto Protocol, which the United States did not sign. But no one expects concrete results at the closed
sessions.
While the scientists called for action, leaders of poor and emerging countries say they need more technological knowhow to reduce pollution and improve energy efficiency. They criticize wealthy nations for their focus on getting
booming countries such as China to set goals for cutting emissions, delegates and activists said.
"How on earth can you talk about targets if you don't want to engage on the scope, the depth and need of
technology?" said Meena Raman, chairman of Friends of the Earth International. "In the last two days, the sincerity
and urgency that is needed and goodwill . . . is not happening."
Failure to reach a new international consensus on curbing emissions, experts warn, will raise the threat of
catastrophic droughts and floods, increased heat waves and disease, and sea level rises caused by melting ice.
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Plants and animals are already feeling the change, and it is occurring too quickly for them to evolve.
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Butterflies that lived at high altitudes in North America and southern France have vanished, and polar bears and
penguins are watching their habitat melt away. The spread of a deadly fungus that thrives in warmer conditions has
decimated frog populations in South America, Africa and Europe.
Globally, 30 percent of the Earth's species could disappear if temperatures rise 4.5 degrees, scientists reported last
month.
In Washington, meanwhile, the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee yesterday approved legislation that
represents the first move forward by Congress on mandatory greenhouse gas reductions.
The legislation, approved on an 11-8 vote, would:
Require carbon dioxide and other so-called greenhouse gas emissions to be reduced by 20 percent from 2005 levels
by 2020, and 70 percent by 2050.
Cover electric power, manufacturing and transportation, accounting for 80 percent of U.S. economy-related
greenhouse gas emissions.
Allow trading of emission allowances, a "cap-and-trade" system. Companies unable to meet their cap could buy
allowances from companies that have exceeded their required cuts.
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Inhofe Debunks So-Called 'Consensus' On Global Warming
October 26, 2007
Posted By Marc Morano - Marc_Morano@EPW.Senate.Gov - 5:05 PM ET

Inhofe Debunks So-Called 'Consensus' On Global Warming
Senator James Inhofe (R-OK), Ranking Member of the Environment and Public Works
Committee, delivered a more than two-hour floor speech on October 26, debunking fears
of man-made global warming. Below is an excerpt of his remarks debunking the notion of
a "consensus" on man-made global warming fears. (For full speech - click here: )
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Essential Point # 4: Debunking "consensus" The fourth and final essential point deals
with how the media and climate doomsters insist that there is an overwhelming scientific
"consensus" of man-made global warming. The notion of a "consensus" is carefully
manufactured for political, financial and ideological purposes. Its proponents never
explain fully what "consensus" they are referring to. Is it a "consensus" that future
computer models will turn out correct? Is it a "consensus" that the Earth has warmed?
Proving that parts of the Earth have warmed does not prove that humans are responsible.
While it may appear to the casual observer that scientists promoting climate fears are in
the majority, the evidence continues to reveal this is an illusion. Climate skeptics -- the
emerging silent majority of scientists -- receive much smaller shares of university
research funds, foundation funds and government grants and they are not plugged into the
well-heeled environmental special interest lobby.
On the other side of the climate debate, you have an comparatively well funded group of
scientists and activists who participate in UN conferences, receiving foundation monies
and international government support and also receive fawning media treatment.
The number of skeptics at first glance may appear smaller, but the skeptics are
increasingly becoming vocal and turning the tables on the Goliath that has become the
global warming fear industry.
Key components of the manufactured "consensus" fade under scrutiny. We often hear
how the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) and the American Meteorological Society
(AMS) issued statements endorsing the so-called "consensus" view that man is driving
global warming. But what you don't hear is that both the NAS and AMS never allowed
member scientists to directly vote on these climate statements.
Essentially, only two dozen or so members on the governing boards of these institutions
produced the "consensus" statements. It appears that the governing boards of these
organizations caved in to pressure from those promoting the politically correct view of
UN and Gore-inspired science. The Canadian Academy of Sciences reportedly endorsed a
"consensus" global warming statement that was never even approved by its governing
board.
Rank-and-file scientists are now openly rebelling. James Spann, a certified meteorologist
with the AMS, openly defied the organization when he said in January that he does "not
know of a single TV meteorologist who buys into the man-made global warming hype."
In February a panel of meteorologists expressed unanimous climate skepticism, and one
panelist estimated that 95% of his profession rejects global warming fears.
In August 2007, a comprehensive survey of peer-reviewed scientific literature from 20042007 revealed "Less Than Half of all Published Scientists Endorse Global Warming
Theory."
"Of 539 total papers on climate change, only 38 (7%) gave an explicit endorsement of the
consensus. If one considers 'implicit' endorsement (accepting the consensus without
explicit statement), the figure rises to 45%. However, while only 32 papers (6%) reject
the consensus outright, the largest category (48%) are neutral papers, refusing to either
accept or reject the hypothesis. This is no 'consensus,'" according to an August 29, 2007
article in Daily Tech.
In addition, a September 26, 2007 report from the international group Institute of Physics'
finds no "consensus" on global warming. Here is an excerpt: "As world leaders gathered
in New York for a high-level UN meeting on climate change, a new report by some of the
world's most renowned scientists urges policymakers to keep their eyes on the "science
grapevine", arguing that their understanding of global warming is still far from complete."
The Institute of Physics is also urging world leaders "to remain alert to the latest scientific
thought on climate change."
Debunking UN mirage of "consensus"
In May, UN special climate envoy Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland declared "it's completely
immoral, even, to question" the UN's alleged global warming "consensus," according to a
May 10, 2007 article.
There are frequently claims that the UN IPCC Summary for Policymakers is the voice of
hundreds or even thousands of the world's top scientists. But such claims do not hold up
to even the lightest scrutiny.
According to the Associated Press, during the IPCC Summary for Policymakers meeting
in April 2007, only 52 scientists participated. The April 9, 2007 AP article by Seth
Borenstein reported:
"Diplomats from 115 countries and 52 scientists hashed out the most comprehensive and
gloomiest warning yet about the possible effects of global warming, from increased
flooding, hunger, drought and diseases to the extinction of species."
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Many of the so-called "hundreds" of scientists who have been affiliated with the UN as
"expert reviewers" are in fact climate skeptics. Skeptics like Virginia State Climatologist
Dr. Patrick Michaels, Alabama State Climatologist Dr. John Christy, New Zealand
climate researcher Dr. Vincent Gray, former head of the Geological Museum at the
University of Oslo, Tom V. Segalstad, and MIT's Dr. Richard Lindzen have served as
IPCC "expert reviewers" but were not involved in writing the alarmist Summary for
Policymakers.
New study finds IPCC "consensus" an "illusion"
An analysis released in September 2007 on the IPCC scientific review process by climate
data analyst John McLean, revealed that the UN IPCC peer-review process is
"an illusion."
The new study found that very few scientists are actively involved in the UN's peerreview process. The report contained devastating revelations to the central IPCC assertion
that 'it is very highly likely that greenhouse gas forcing has been the dominant cause of
the observed global warming over the last 50 years."
The analysis by McLean states: "The IPCC leads us to believe that this statement is very
much supported by the majority of reviewers. The reality is that there is surprisingly little
explicit support for this key notion. Among the 23 independent reviewers just 4 explicitly
endorsed the chapter with its hypothesis, and one other endorsed only a specific section.
Moreover, only 62 of the IPCC's 308 reviewers commented on this chapter at all."
Let me repeat the key point here: Only four UN scientists in the IPCC peer-review
process explicitly endorsed the key chapter blaming mankind for warming the past 50
years, according to this recent analysis.
UN scientist says IPCC has ‘flawed review process'
This analysis was echoed by UN scientist Dr. Madhav L. Khandekar, a retired
Environment Canada scientist.
In an August 13, 2007 letter, Khandekar lashed out at those who "seem to naively believe
that the climate change science espoused in the [UN's] Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) documents represents ‘scientific consensus.'"
Khandekar continued: "Nothing could be further than the truth! As one of the invited
expert reviewers for the 2007 IPCC documents, I have pointed out the flawed review
process used by the IPCC scientists in one of my letters. I have also pointed out in my
letter that an increasing number of scientists are now questioning the hypothesis of
Greenhouse gas induced warming of the earth's surface and suggesting a stronger impact
of solar variability and large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns on the observed
temperature increase than previously believed."
"Unfortunately, the IPCC climate change documents do not provide an objective
assessment of the earth's temperature trends and associated climate change," Khandekar
concluded.
Paul Reiter, a malaria expert formerly of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention,
participated in a past UN IPCC process and now calls the concept of consensus on global
warming a "sham." Reiter, a professor of entomology and tropical disease with the
Pasteur Institute in Paris, had to threaten legal action to have his name removed from the
IPCC. "That is how they make it seem that all the top scientists are agreed," he said on
March 5, 2007. "It's not true," he added.
Hurricane expert Christopher W. Landsea of NOAA's National Hurricane Center, was
both an author a reviewer for the IPCC's 2nd Assessment Report in 1995 and the 3rd
Assessment Report in 2001, but resigned from the 4th Assessment Report after charging
the UN with playing politics with Hurricane science.
Landsea wrote a January 17, 2005 public letter detailing his experience with the UN:
"I am withdrawing [from the UN] because I have come to view the part of the IPCC to
which my expertise is relevant as having become politicized. In addition, when I have
raised my concerns to the IPCC leadership, their response was simply to dismiss my
concerns."
"I personally cannot in good faith continue to contribute to a process that I view as both
being motivated by pre-conceived agendas and being scientifically unsound," Landsea
added.
As if to further cement these allegations, the UN allowed a Greenpeace activist to coauthor a key economic report in 2007. Left unreported by most of the media was the fact
that Bill Hare, an advisor to Greenpeace, was a lead co- author of a key economic report
in the IPCC's 4th Assessment. Not surprisingly, the Greenpeace co-authored report
predicted a gloomy future for our planet unless we follow the UN's policy prescriptions.
The UN IPCC's own guidelines explicitly state that the scientific reports have to be
"change[d]" to "ensure consistency with" the politically motivated Summary for
Policymakers.
In addition, the IPCC more closely resembles a political party's convention platform battle
- not a scientific process. During an IPCC Summary for Policymakers process, political
delegates and international bureaucrats squabble over the specific wording of a phrase or
assertion.
Steve McIntyre, one of the individuals responsible for debunking the infamous "Hockey
Stick" temperature graph, slammed the IPCC Summary for Policymaker's process on
January 24, 2007.
McIntyre wrote: "So the purpose of the three-month delay between the publication of the
(IPCC) Summary for Policy-Makers and the release of the actual WG1 (Working Group
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1) is to enable them to make any ‘necessary' adjustments to the technical report to match
the policy summary. Unbelievable. Can you imagine what securities commissions would
say if business promoters issued a big promotion and then the promoters made the
‘necessary' adjustments to the qualifying reports and financial statements so that they
matched the promotion. Words fail me."
UN activist scientists hype data
As you continue to scratch beneath the surface of the alleged global warming "consensus"
more discoveries await.
Alabama State Climatologist Dr. John Christy of the University of Alabama in Huntsville,
served as a UN IPCC lead author in 2001 for the 3rd assessment report and detailed how
he personally witnessed UN scientists attempting to distort the science for political
purposes.
"I was at the table with three Europeans, and we were having lunch. And they were
talking about their role as lead authors. And they were talking about how they were trying
to make the report so dramatic that the United States would just have to sign that Kyoto
Protocol," Christy told CNN on May 2, 2007.
Former Colorado State Climatologist Dr. Roger Pielke Sr. also detailed the corruption of
the UN IPCC process on September 1, 2007:
"The same individuals who are doing primary research in the role of humans on the
climate system are then permitted to lead the [IPCC] assessment! There should be an
outcry on this obvious conflict of interest, but to date either few recognize this conflict, or
see that since the recommendations of the IPCC fit their policy and political agenda, they
chose to ignore this conflict. In either case, scientific rigor has been sacrificed and poor
policy and political decisions will inevitably follow," Pielke explained.
He added: "We need recognition among the scientific community, the media, and
policymakers that the IPCC process is obviously a real conflict of interest, and this has
resulted in a significantly flawed report."
Kyoto represents ‘authentic global governance'
Politics appears to be the fuel that runs the UN IPCC process from the scientists to the
bureaucrats to the delegates and all the way to many of the world leaders involved in it.
And another key to the motivation of the UN was explained by former French President
Jacques Chirac in 2000:
Chirac said Kyoto represents "the first component of an authentic global governance."
These growing critiques of the politicized IPCC process have been echoed by the UK's
Lord Nigel Lawson - former Chancellor of the Exchequer and a Member of the House of
Lords Committee that reviewed the IPCC process.
Lawson called for the abolishment of the UN's IPCC process.
"I believe the IPCC process is so flawed, and the institution, it has to be said, so closed to
reason, that it would be far better to thank it for the work it has done, close it down, and
transfer all future international collaboration on the issue of climate change..." Lawson
said in 2005.
Extravagantly Funded Warming Crusade Follows Ice Age Fears
The huge organizational and funding advantage that proponents of climate alarmism
enjoy over scientific skeptics has led to a pretty elaborate and impressive façade of
"consensus." Many climate skeptics have been excluded from key roles in the politicized
IPCC process and largely ignored by the media unless they are being demonized as "flat
Earther's" or accused of being part of a well funded industry campaign. But in reality, it is
the climate fear peddlers that enjoy an overwhelming funding advantage over skeptics.
Since the late 1980's when global warming fears rose out of the scorched frost of the
1970's coming ice age scare, an international organized effort and tens of billions of
dollars have been spent promoting the warming fear gravy train.
Paleoclimate scientist Bob Carter estimates proponents of global warming fears
worldwide have received over $50 billion from international sources and the U.S. over the
last two decades.
"In one of the more expensive ironies of history, the expenditure of more than $US50
billion on research into global warming since 1990 has failed to demonstrate any humancaused climate trend, let alone a dangerous one," Carter wrote on June 18, 2007.
The U.S. alone spends over $5 billion a year on research directly or indirectly related to
global warming. Adding to these totals of funding man-made climate fears are large
foundations like the Heinz Foundation, international governments, the United Nations,
worldwide universities and individuals like billionaires like Richard Branson, and George
Soros.
In fact, if you want to get a study funded today on anything from suicides to butterflies,
researchers are finding that they better somehow link the issue to global warming and it
will increase your chances of securing funding dramatically.
Meteorologist James Spann suggests scientific objectively is being compromised by the
"big cash grab" of money flowing to proponents of man-made climate fears. I previously
noted that NASA's James Hansen received a $250,000 award from the Heinz Foundation.
"Billions of dollars of grant money are flowing into the pockets of those on the man-made
global warming bandwagon. No man-made global warming, the money dries up. This is
big money, make no mistake about it. Always follow the money trail and it tells a story,"
Spann wrote on January 18, 2007.
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The imbalance of money between the promoters of climate fears and skeptics is so large
that one 2007 U.S. Department of Agriculture grant of $20 million to study how "farm
odors" contribute to global warming exceeded ALL of the money the groups skeptical of
climate fears allegedly received from ExxonMobil over the past two decades.
CNN's Anderson Cooper noted my campaign funding sources in a program just this week,
but he failed to investigate the huge financial advantage proponents of man-made global
warming have over skeptics.
Hundreds of skeptical scientists to be heard in upcoming Senate report
Later this fall, my staff on the EPW committee will also be releasing a report detailing the
hundreds of scientists, many of them affiliated with the UN Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) process, who have spoken out recently to oppose climate
alarmism. The report will feature the scientists -- many of them who have finally had it
with claims that "all scientists agree" -- in their own words. The report will be complete
with the scientists' biographies and web links for further reading.
This new research and the hysteria created by the UN, Gore and the media have prompted
frustrated scientists to finally fight back in the name of a rational approach to science.
Climate rationalists or skeptics do not need to engage in smoke and mirrors to state their
case and we will be offering the world a chance to read and decide for themselves,
unfiltered from the increasingly activist and shrill lens of media outlets like NBC News,
Newsweek, Time, CBS News, ABC News, CNN.
I have stood on this floor for years detailing all the unfolding science that debunked
climate alarm. These scientific developments of 2007 are the result of years or decades of
hard work by scientists skeptical of man-made climate fears. Finally reaching the point
where we can watch the alarm crumble is very satisfying.
###
End Speech Excerpt:
To read Senator Inhofe's Full Speech please click here:
To Read Selected Speech Highlights click here:
To Read Senator Inhofe's views about Hollywood promoting fears to kids click here:
To Read Senator Inhofe's views on costly "solutions" to global warming click here:
To Read Senator Inhofe's speech section about activists who believe global warming
has 'co-opted' the environmental movement click here:
Related Links:
Senator Inhofe September 25, 20076 Speech: HOT & COLD MEDIA SPIN CYCLE: A
CHALLENGE TO JOURNALISTS WHO COVER GLOBAL WARMING
New Peer-Reviewed Scientific Studies Chill Global Warming Fears
Global Warming "Consensus" Continues To Melt Away (Op-Ed By Senator Inhofe,
Power Magazine)
Cutting Emissions May Cost U.S. Economy Up to $1.8 Trillion
Senators Propose $4500 Climate Tax on American Families
Newsweek Editor Calls Mag's Global Warming 'Deniers' Article 'Highly Contrived'
Newsweek's Climate Editorial Screed Violates Basic Standards of Journalism
Latest Scientific Studies Refute Fears of Greenland Melt
EPA to Probe E-mail Threatening to ‘Destroy' Career of Climate Skeptic
Prominent Scientists Reverse Belief in Man-made Global Warming - Now Skeptics
###
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causing a climate crisis’.

It’s an assertion
repeated by politicians
and climate
campaigners the world
over – ‘2,500 scientists
of the United Nation’s
Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) agree
that humans are

Email Us
Print friendly

But it’s not true. And, for the first time ever, the public can
now see the extent to which they have been misled. As lies
go, it’s a whopper. Here’s the real situation.
Like the three IPCC ‘assessment reports’ before it, the Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4) released during 2007 (upon which the UN climate conference in
Bali was based) includes the reports of the IPCC’s three working groups.
Working Group I (WG I) is assigned to report on the extent and possible causes
of past climate change as well as future ‘projections’. Its report is titled “The
Physical Science Basis”. The reports from working groups II and II are titled
“Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability” and “Mitigation of Climate Change”
respectively, and since these are based on the results of WG I, it is crucially
important that the WG I report stands up to close scrutiny.
There is, of course serious debate among scientists about the actual technical
content of the roughly 1,000-page WG I report, especially its politically
motivated Summary for Policymakers which is often the only part read by
politicians and non-scientists. The technical content can be difficult for nonscientists to follow and so most people simply assume that if that large
numbers of scientists agree, they must be right.
Consensus never proves the truth of a scientific claim, but is somehow widely
believed to do so for the IPCC reports, so we need to ask how many scientists
really did agree with the most important IPCC conclusion, namely that humans
are causing significant climate change--in other words the key parts of WG I?
The numbers of scientist reviewers involved in WG I is actually less than a
quarter of the whole, a little over 600 in total. The other 1,900 reviewers
assessed the other working group reports. They had nothing to say about the
causes of climate change or its future trajectory. Still, 600 “scientific expert
reviewers” sounds pretty impressive. After all, they submitted their comments
to the IPCC editors who assure us that “all substantive government and expert
review comments received appropriate consideration.” And since these experts
reviewers are all listed in Annex III of the report, they must have endorsed it,
right?
Wrong.
For the first time ever, the UN has released on the Web the comments of
reviewers who assessed the drafts of the WG I report and the IPCC editors’
responses. This release was almost certainly a result of intense pressure
applied by “hockey-stick” co-debunker Steve McIntyre of Toronto and his
allies. Unlike the other IPCC working groups, WG I is based in the U.S. and
McIntyre had used the robust Freedom of Information legislation to request
certain details when the full comments were released.
An examination of reviewers’ comments on the last draft of the WG I report
before final report assembly (i.e. the ‘Second Order Revision’ or SOR)
completely debunks the illusion of hundreds of experts diligently poring over all
the chapters of the report and providing extensive feedback to the editing
teams. Here’s the reality.
A total of 308 reviewers commented on the SOR, but only 32 reviewers
commented on more than three chapters and only five reviewers commented
on all 11 chapters of the report. Only about half the reviewers commented
more than one chapter. It is logical that reviewers would generally limit their
comments to their areas of expertise but it’s a far cry from the idea of
thousands of scientists agreeing to anything.
Compounding this is the fact that IPCC editors could, and often did, ignore
reviewers’ comments. Some editor responses were banal and others showed
inconsistencies with other comments. Reviewers had to justify their requested
changes but the responding editors appear to have been under no such
obligation. Reviewers were sometimes flatly told they were wrong but no
reasons or reliable references were provided. In other cases reviewers tried to
dilute the certainty being expressed and they often provided supporting
evidence, but their comments were often flatly rejected. Some comments were
rejected on the basis of a lack of space – an incredible assertion in such an
important document. The attitude of the editors seemed to be that simple
corrections were accepted, requests for improved clarity tolerated but the
assertions and interpretations that appear in the text were to be defended
against any challenge.
An example of rampant misrepresentation of IPCC reports is the frequent
assertion that ‘hundreds of IPCC scientists’ are known to support the following
statement, arguably the most important of the WG I report, namely
“Greenhouse gas forcing has very likely caused most of the observed global
warming over the last 50 years.”
In total, only 62 scientists reviewed the chapter in which this statement
appears, the critical chapter 9, “Understanding and Attributing Climate
Change”. Of the comments received from the 62 reviewers of this critical
chapter, almost 60% of them were rejected by IPCC editors. And of the 62
expert reviewers of this chapter, 55 had serious vested interest, leaving only
seven expert reviewers who appear impartial.
Two of these seven were contacted by NRSP for the purposes of this article Dr. Vincent Gray of New Zealand and Dr. Ross McKitrick of the University of
Guelph, Canada. Concerning the “Greenhouse gas forcing …” statement above,
Professor McKitrick explained “A categorical summary statement like this is not
supported by the evidence in the IPCC WG I report. Evidence shown in the
report suggests that other factors play a major role in climate change, and the
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specific effects expected from greenhouse gases have not been observed.”
Dr. Gray labeled the WG I statement as “Typical IPCC doubletalk” asserting
“The text of the IPCC report shows that this is decided by a guess from persons
with a conflict of interest, not from a tested model.”
Determining the level of support expressed by reviewers’ comments is
subjective but a slightly generous evaluation indicates that just five reviewers
endorsed the crucial ninth chapter. Four had vested interests and the other
made only a single comment for the entire 11-chapter report. The claim that
2,500 independent scientist reviewers agreed with this, the most important
statement of the UN climate reports released this year, or any other statement
in the UN climate reports, is nonsense.
“The IPCC owe it to the world to explain who among their expert reviewers
actually agree with their conclusions and who don’t,” says Natural Resources
Stewardship Project Chair climatologist Dr. Timothy Ball. “Otherwise, their
credibility, and the public’s trust of science in general, will be even further
eroded.”
That the IPCC have let this deception continue for so long is a disgrace.
Secretary General Ban Kai-Moon must instruct the UN climate body to either
completely revise their operating procedures, welcoming dissenting input from
scientist reviewers and indicating if reviewers have vested interests, or close
the agency down completely. Until then, their conclusions, and any reached at
the Bali conference based on IPCC conclusions, should be ignored entirely as
politically skewed and dishonest.
John McLean is climate data analyst based in Melbourne, Australia. Tom Harris
is the Ottawa-based Executive Director of the Natural Resources Stewardship
Project (nrsp.com).
Posted 12/14 at 08:20 AM
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The Phenomenological Approach to Estimating the Effect of Total Solar Irradiance on Climate
Posted by Paul, at 07:44 PM

I’ve mentioned before that the flawed ‘hockey stick’ temperature reconstruction is used to reduce the role of the sun in climate change. Little pre-industrial temperature variability would help support
the claim that 20th century warming is mainly anthropogenic in origin. Scafetta and West have recently published a continuation of their phenomenological approach to estimating the role of total solar
irradiance (TSI) in climate change, which compares TSI reconstructions with temperature reconstructions.
Interestingly, Scafetta and West conclude that: “if we assume that the latest temperature and TSI secular reconstructions, WANG2005 and MOBERG05, are accurate, we are forced to conclude that
solar changes significantly alter climate, and that the climate system responds relatively slowly to such changes with a time constant between 6 and 12 years. This would suggest that the large-scale
computer models of climate could be significantly improved by adding additional Sun-climate coupling mechanisms.”
I should point out that solar irradiance is only one potential solar effect on climate and the IPCC rate the ‘level of scientific understanding’ (LOSU) of ‘solar irradiance’ as ‘low.’ Even the contrived
Lockwood and Frohlich (2007) paper pointed to the possibility of an unknown ‘solar amplifier’ and the expected fall in future solar activity. Furthermore, it is possible that equivalent solar forcing is
‘different’ to greenhouse gas forcing.
Anyway, the JGR paper entitled: ‘Phenomenological reconstructions of the solar signature in the Northern Hemisphere surface temperature records since 1600’ by N. Scafetta and B. J. West can be
found here. It’s a good read, so enjoy!
Posted by Paul at November 27, 2007 07:44 PM

Trackback Pings
TrackBack URL for this entry:
http://www.nationalforum.com.au/blogs/mt-tb.cgi/2168

Comments
RC shredded it.
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2007/11/a-phenomenological-sequel/langswitch_lang/th
Next.
Posted by: Luke at November 27, 2007 08:01 PM

I don't think so! Predicatble RC - defenders of the shredded hockey stick.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 27, 2007 08:29 PM

Totally pwned by RC.
Posted by: Nexus 6 at November 27, 2007 09:18 PM

"I’ve mentioned before that the flawed ‘hockey stick’ temperature reconstruction is used to reduce the role of the sun in climate change."
Rubbish.
Posted by: SJT at November 27, 2007 09:20 PM

It would be nice if Nexus or Luke explained in their own words why they disagree with the findings of Scaffeta and West.
Posted by: jennifer marohasy at November 27, 2007 09:30 PM

Do you disagree with RC's assessment then Jen. Where do you think they're wrong?
Posted by: Luke at November 27, 2007 09:34 PM

Two words, Jen. Cherry. Picking.
Posted by: Nexus 6 at November 27, 2007 09:38 PM

Not so fast, Boy Wonder. So how, exactly, did they "shred" it, Luke? You need to do a lot more than post a link to something you hope is sufficient.
We have an estimate that 50% of the past century of warming is due to solar influence and an IPCC that would have us believe all the previous solar influences magically switched off the moment
human emissions kicked in.
Given that the NASA temp records are so suspect to begin with and the tree ring proxies are complete bollocks then 50% solar influence is probably conservative.
But tell us Luke, do the intellectual giants at RC still claim solar influences have been zero?
If they came up with a solid case that it was only 20% or even 10% they might have some credibility but this absolute zero line is pure bunkumatosis.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 27, 2007 09:41 PM

The IPCC don't claim solar influence in recent temperature increase is zero. Presumably the climate scientists at RC don't either.
Posted by: Nexus 6 at November 27, 2007 09:43 PM

I thought it was pretty interesting when Scaffeta and West mentioned that in climate regressions based on the hockeystick, the sun actually became a negative feedback. - Something hokey about that.
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 27, 2007 09:47 PM

Gee Ian you're such an intellect. Try at least understanding what the IPCC have done in terms of forcing attribution and the data sets for such before you do your normal tedious presumptions.
And is this an example of Mottsian logic - I don't like data sets (a) or (b) therefore this proves my hypothesis - WTF ?? Inciteful analysis Ian. Devastating.
Perhaps Ian you'd like to give us your assessment of the paleo forcing proxies?
Posted by: Luke at November 27, 2007 09:58 PM

True James M.
I see RC are still defending the 'flawless' Mann & Jones 2003!
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 27, 2007 10:37 PM

In Iowa from a phone survey of democratic party voters asked the question "What is the single most important issue in your choice for the Democratic candidate for president?"
Less then .5% thought Global warming was important.
http://web.mac.com/sinfonia1/iWeb/Global%20Warming%20Politics/A%20Hot%20Topic%20Blog/A1ADA9C6-8754-4E39-82AF-081DE3DA3B25.html
It's all good guys. I enjoy your company anyhow.
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 27, 2007 11:17 PM

Using the Loehle climate reconstruction would have increased the solar effect. That reminds me, the crickets are still chirping over at RC on a rebuttal of Loehle 2007.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 28, 2007 12:18 AM

I thought peer-reviewed papers trumped blog posts? And whatever happened to the requirement that criticisms of peer-reviewed papers which appear in blog posts more appropriately appearing in a
peer-reviewed journal?
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The paper is more or less uncontroversial in terms of the 'consensus'. Their approach has it limitations as do the others. Their only mistake is to prefer Moberg 2005 to Mann 2003. And now the sharks
are circling.
Posted by: proteus at November 28, 2007 07:22 AM

Paul - "Furthermore, it is possible that equivalent solar forcing is ‘different’ to greenhouse gas forcing."
How?? Radiation is radiation. Are you trying to conjure up an unknown different forcing to so that humans can be let off the hook?
Very scientific of you Paul.
Posted by: Ender at November 28, 2007 08:26 AM

James
that was an excellent loaded question. It asked "What is the single most important issue". One of the reasons John Howard lost power was not because global warming was the the single most
important issue, but because he did everything he could to ignore it when the majority of Australians think it is a very important issue.
Posted by: SJT at November 28, 2007 08:45 AM

sjt
Your source please for your claim that:"the majority of Australians think it is a very important issue."

Posted by: Lawrie at November 28, 2007 09:02 AM

I said it once but I will say it again; the carbon ring thing is a poor temperature instrument, so is the ice core. Any global temp series must be calibrated to something other than our modern records i.
e. sea level. Somebody please tell me how else these systems can be properly ranged.
On the general question of our “Phenomenological Approach to Climate”, readers may wish to see this
“Vulnerabilities in the carbon cycle: a simple model”
http://72.14.235.104/search?q=cache:Vct37hg8tnEJ:www.dar.csiro.au/css/Aug%2520Workshop%252006/%2706%2520Workshop%2520Presentations/20060809.DynamicsGlobalCarbon(CSS).V04.
web.ppt+Phenomenological+Approach+to+Climate&hl=en&ct=clnk&cd=17&gl=au
or this
“Understanding Climate Variability to Improve Agricultural Decision Making”
http://www.regional.org.au/au/asa/2001/plenary/3/meinke.htm
Posted by: gavin at November 28, 2007 09:05 AM

Hey, a guy on ABC radio said we have some 300,000 feral horses, it’s the largest herd on the planet. Must be worth a post, download the discussion paper?
Posted by: gavin at November 28, 2007 09:14 AM

Jen wonders why this sort of paper get a bolshy reception and you don't get a better argument.
Firstly lead post is contrived and framed in itself.
"Even the contrived Lockwood and Frohlich (2007) paper pointed to the possibility of an unknown ‘solar amplifier’ " what Lockwood and Frolich ACTUALLY conclude is:
"There are many interesting palaeoclimate studies that suggest that solar
variability had an influence on pre-industrial climate. There are also some
detection–attribution studies using global climate models that suggest there was
a detectable influence of solar variability in the first half of the twentieth century
and that the solar radiative forcing variations were amplified by some mechanism
that is, as yet, unknown. However, these findings are not relevant to any debates
about modern climate change. Our results show that the observed rapid rise in
global mean temperatures seen after 1985 cannot be ascribed to solar variability,
whichever of the mechanisms is invoked and no matter how much the solar
variation is amplified."
This is a light year away from what has been written.
"scientific understanding’ (LOSU) of ‘solar irradiance’ as ‘low.’" - yes and for what part of history? carefully not included. Surely we are now much better served by the satellite era.
A glib comment like: "Furthermore, it is possible that equivalent solar forcing is ‘different’ to greenhouse gas forcing." implies some less than expected virility by greenhouse forcing. Again a try-on
without any introductory discussion.
What does this mean? - a watt of shortwave is different to a watt of longwave re-radiated longwave. Of course the effects are different - greenhouse gas forcing is more globally uniform but solar is
much more heterogeneous in effect - affected by seasons, clouds, geography and impacts regionally on circulation systems and temperature gradients.
Do we do we have fundamental discussion of the literature of early 20th century forcing and temperature change compared to present. No we have a trivialisation of the whole topic.
We stuck in Neanderthalian x-y data plot discussion with luminaries like Mottsa.
We're not even at first base building up a layered argument of what science has been looked at an what has been done in teasing apart the interactions.
Simply cherry-picking the latest bolshy paper as if this sweeps all away before it.
Good enough for chumps though.
Posted by: Luke at November 28, 2007 09:52 AM

What a classic, "Our results show that the observed rapid rise in global mean temperatures seen after 1985 cannot be ascribed to solar variability, whichever of the mechanisms is invoked and no
matter how much the solar
variation is amplified."
What it should say is, "the observed rapid rise in global mean temperatures seen (insert BETWEEN 1985 and 1998) cannot be (entirely) ascribed to solar variability".
So it is OK for Luke and the RC goons to extrapolate from a 13 year interval but the 9 years of stable temperatures since then are classed as cherry picking? Give us a break.
And Luke's claim that we are not beyond first base is the only truthful thing he has said here. Put simply, if we don't have credible base line data then any step beyond "first base" is nothing but
speculation and political spin.
The simple facts are that the GCMs cannot explain why the past decade of CO2 emissions have not produced commensurate increases in temperature. And everyone but RC and the climate cretins
understand that this is because the GCMs are not up to the task.
So why should we accept an argument that because the same GCMs cannot ascribe a solar influence to the temperature rise over the preceeding 13 years then the GCMs are spot on and solar
influences played no part? It may be good enough for Boy Wonder but the rest of us have legitimate doubts.

Posted by: Ian Mott at November 28, 2007 11:19 AM

You're not very smart are you Ian. I can see you haven't progressed past x-y plots and single dimensions. I assume you also believe in magic. Ian believes in BIG hikes in temperatures because it's
natural. It's Gaia man !
Actually here's the reference.
http://www.spiritlink.com/mother_earth.jpg
I assume you also believe a cooling upper stratosphere is also what you'd expect with a solar warming.
Have another big whiff of the Nimbin gold.
Posted by: Luke at November 28, 2007 12:39 PM

I have found studies of tree ring data that show California was an average 3 C degrees warmer in the MWP then now. I have also seen studies that show solar variability was a major driver of climate
in Central Europe during the past 2 millennia, 279 times greater than that of the air's CO2 concentration.
Since the sun is at an 8000 year high cycle we should be trying to figure out why temperatures today are 3C too cool.
CO2 might be artifically cooling us down or it might be inconsequential - those are the two possibilities.
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 28, 2007 01:09 PM

Your head must be in the sand Luke (or other places). When the cooling impacts of El Chichon through the mid 80's and Pinatubo through the mid 90's are taken into account, there has been little or
no warming for the last 25 years. Once these volcanic influences are accounted for, the reality is that there was a quick increase in global temperature in the late 1970's due to positive swings in the
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PDO and AMO and increased solar activity following on the weak solar cycle 19. The manner of this warming is totally inconsistent with the gradual increase you'd expect from CO2 driven warming.
Want something more current? Look at HADCRUT3 for the southern hemisphere. That's quite the drop-off in temperature over the last few years! Hardly consistent with a catastrophic, planetary green
house effect. Bad news for the alarmists there! It'll get even better (from a climate rationalist's perspective at least) as temperatures continue to plummet over the next few years as solar activity
continues to drop and the PDO slips into a cool mode. Expect global temperatures to soon drop below the peaks experienced in the 1940's warm period. But then the media will just stop reporting
temperatures then won't they?
Catastrophic man-made global warming - such rubbish!!!
Posted by: Mark at November 28, 2007 01:22 PM

"Do you disagree with RC's assessment then Jen.
Where do you think they're wrong?"
Luke, RC has let their habit of cutting off decenting opinion bleed out of the comment section and infect even their analysis. They're so confident of their position that they couldn't even link the actual
report they are criticizing.

Posted by: James Mayeau at November 28, 2007 01:25 PM

"http://www.spacedaily.com/reports/Satellite_Shows_Regional_Variation_In_Warming_From_Sun_During_Solar_Cycle_999.html"
Hang on a second are we not agreed that solar activity is decreasing leading to cooling?
"Senior Research Associate Tom Woods of CU-Boulder's Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics said the brightening of the sun as it approaches its next solar cycle maximum will have regional
climatic impacts on Earth. While some scientists predict the next solar cycle -- expected to start in 2008 -- will be significantly weaker than the present one, others are forecasting an increase of up to
40 percent in the sun's activity, said Woods."
This is pretty interesting:
"Solar cycles, which span an average of 11 years, are driven by the amount and size of sunspots present on the sun's surface, which modulate brightness from the X-ray to infrared portion of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The current solar cycle peaked in 2002.
Solar activity alters interactions between Earth's surface and its atmosphere, which drive global circulation patterns, said Woods. While warming on Earth from increased solar brightness is modest
compared to the natural effects of volcanic eruptions, cyclical weather patterns like El Nino or human emissions of greenhouse gases, regional temperature changes can vary by a factor of eight.
During the most recent solar maximum, for example, the global mean temperature rise on Earth due to solar-brightness increases was only about 0.2 degrees Fahrenheit, said Woods. But parts of the
central United States warmed by 0.7 degrees F, and a region off the coast of California even cooled slightly. A paper on the coming decade of solar activity by Woods and Judith Lean of the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington, D.C., was published online Oct. 30 in the scientific newsletter, Eos.
"It was very important to the climate change community that SORCE was extended, because it allows us to continue charting the solar irradiance record in a number of wavelengths without
interruption," Woods said. "Even relatively small changes in solar output can significantly affect Earth because of the amplifying affect in how the atmosphere responds to solar changes."'
Posted by: Ender at November 28, 2007 01:26 PM

James - "Since the sun is at an 8000 year high cycle we should be trying to figure out why temperatures today are 3C too cool. "
OR the tree ring data is reflecting temps from a region OR the data is crap OR just about anything if you are thinking of basing your analysis on one data set.
Posted by: Ender at November 28, 2007 01:35 PM

It might be that solar proxies extrapolated to a single "worldwide" temperature guess is part of the problem. I'll grant you that.
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 28, 2007 01:41 PM

So that is zero input of any substance from Luke, again. The real Luke must be on leave with the work experience guy filling in.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 28, 2007 01:45 PM

Oh for heavens sake - where do we suddenly get this "instant" global warming catastrophe business from? This is just alarmism ruse stuff. If we not incinerated instantly all AGW must be wrong. How
disengenuous can you get.
And WTF - volcanoes are now masking the warming - increasing the warming? Your paper is?
So you have confirmed extra downward longwave flux which is mysteriously "disappearing" ! "oooooo" to a ghostly sound. So all this energy just "disappears".
If we're going to global temperatures get back to 1940s levels - well gee we're waiting. 2007 possibly 2nd warmest on record.
Upper stratospheric cooling from a solar driver eh?
Have a look at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Instrumental_Temperature_Record.png
Add another point up near 1998. You're saying this is a cooling trend? Statistical bunk.
Frankly if you look at changes in southern hemisphere circulation and the Indian Ocean you conclude heavily in favour of anthropogenic changes.
Despite all the contrarian blather we do not have a single scientific paper that models the development of the last 120 years of global climate evolution. Contrarians wallowing in the sheer moral
bankruptcy of their pseudo-science. Mottsa with his enevelope... spare us.

James - oh boo hoo - I said where are they wrong in their analysis not what you don't like about their editorial policy. Frankly I see lots of comments of disagreement - many more than denialist
central and "trial by blog". So stop dribbling on eh.
Posted by: Luke at November 28, 2007 01:51 PM

I see lots of comments at RC in the vein of "please oh please great and wonderful climate guru, favor me, one of your undeserving and loathsome readers by explaining such and such".
The rest just get tossed out, or beaten down with the Gavin voice over.
Can I get an Amen?
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 28, 2007 02:42 PM

Is polar ice melting? Are sea levels rising? Is there any relavent statistics on these?
As much as following GW discussions are enjoyable, they are becoming more and more confusing!!
Posted by: haldun at November 28, 2007 03:35 PM

No Amen?
OK So maybe I better go look. It's possible RealClimate has had an abrupt climate change since last winter.
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 28, 2007 03:39 PM

Ender - what else reaches the earth from the sun other than TSI? CO2 is assumed to have a positive feedback via water vapour, but the sun is asssumed not to have an 'amplifier.' The assumption
here is that the sun drove climate variability in pre-industrial times, therefore we need a more accurate paleoclimate reconstruction, than the 'hockey stick.'
SJT - I think it is extremely unlikely that Howard lost the election because of 'global warming.' The longer a government is in power, the harder it falls. We had a Conservative govt in the UK from 1979
to 1997. Then there was a landslide to 'New Labour.' 10 years later New Labour are 13 points behind in the polls.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 28, 2007 05:59 PM

S & W talk about a 'time constant' of 6 - 12 years. A paper by Waple, Mann and Bradley (Climate Dynamics vol 18, 563 ; 2002) identified a lag between solar irradiance and global mean surface
temperature of about 10-15 years.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 28, 2007 06:21 PM

Paul - "CO2 is assumed to have a positive feedback via water vapour, but the sun is asssumed not to have an 'amplifier.'"
It seems that you have only a tenuous grasp on how the various forcings work. CO2 is not a feedback it is a forcing. Water Vapor is not a forcing but a feedback. I suggest that you read this:
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2005/04/water-vapour-feedback-or-forcing/
If the sun irradiance increases then the Earth will warm. This will lead to an increase, I guess, in water vapor which would increase warming. So the sun would have an 'amplifier'. The problem is that
the sun stubbornly fails to increase in irradience.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Solar-cycle-data.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Temp-sunspot-co2.svg
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Posted by: Ender at November 28, 2007 08:36 PM

I realise the IPCC regard water vapour as a feedback rather than a forcing, and a positive feedback at that. I beg to differ.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 28, 2007 09:27 PM

And a measured feedback too - http://www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2005.../2005GL023624.shtml
Posted by: Luke at November 28, 2007 09:40 PM

What do you call it when the water vapor reaches critical mass and starts floating around up there causing those big white shady things? Or worse starts weeping that wet stuff all over the ground?
Or even worser starts coating the mountains with that really cold white stuff?
Positive feedback?
I was really hoping a paper titled phenominological approach would discuss, changing albedo, stratospheric coupling to weather patterns, energy transfer through precipitation - that sort of thing.
Although I did appreciate the addition of UV as part of the overall TSI budget. I mean since we have more of it hitting the Earth and all.
Luke are you ever going to work us up a post on the stratosphere?
Posted by: James Mayeau at November 28, 2007 10:08 PM

No James - I gave you heaps of stuff against my best intuition and your response hasn't disappointed me.
So here's some more wasted advice.
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/ccr/publications/meehl_solar.pdf
http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2005/11/busy-week-for-water-vapor
Posted by: Luke at November 28, 2007 10:30 PM

Luke - you are welcome to supply a post on the stratosphere.
What about negative feedback as a planetary thermostat?
Measured feedback? - LOL!
The Phenomenological Approach tries to estimate the total effect of the sun, but is dependent on the accuracy of the climate and TSI reconstructions.
Leif Svalgaard is interesting:
http://www.leif.org/research/
he says there is evidence that solar activity hasn't increased.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 28, 2007 11:31 PM

Our analysis contrasts with the 2007 IPCC Statement for Policymakers that claims
that “The average atmospheric water vapour content has increased since at least the
1980s over land and ocean as well as in the upper troposphere. The increase is broadly
consistent with the extra water vapour that warmer air can hold.”
This study suggests that real world atmospheric temperature and water vapor trends do not follow the relationship of near constant relative humidity that is produced in the IPCC models, whose water
response to temperature increase might be questionable. Our approach indicates that the multi-decadal trends in water vapor content are not yet well understood; a conclusion was also reached in
Spencer [2007]. We thus urge further evaluations of lower-tropospheric temperature and water vapor trends for other regions of the globe using the outlined statistical analysis methodology, as well as
more examination of cloud-precipitation feedbacks in global and regional climate models.
http://climatesci.colorado.edu/publications/pdf/R-337.pdf
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 28, 2007 11:53 PM

And so why isn't it "measured"?
Posted by: Luke at November 29, 2007 12:07 AM

Never mind the exaggeration to the absurd, Luke, what about this bull$hit 13 year interval that the whole AGW theory now hangs on?
And didn't Church have something (selective) to say about the function of Pinatubo in relation to the 1998 El Nino? He did say that without Pinatubo the temperature would have been warmer.
But we don't need a "ponce reviewed" paper to tell us that if there had been no Pinatubo eruption then the extent of the current temperature plateau would be even longer. See http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Mount_Pinatubo
Note that this eruption took 0.5C off global temperatures which means the so called rapid rise in temperature from 1985 would have lasted only six or seven years.
And when we look at HadCRUT3 it becomes clear that the addition of 0.5C to the 1991 to 1996 data would lift the temperatures through the mid-1990s to that of the 1998 peak. http://www.cru.uea.ac.
uk/cru/data/temperature/
And that would obviously mean that the current temperature plateau would have been present from 1992 to present, some 15 of the 22 years since 1985.
So without Pinatubo, we would have had no significant change in global temperature despite an increase in CO2 of 27ppm (7.65%). And this has important implications in the calculation of CO2
sensitivity.
It is a simple observation of fact, Luke, that no amount of spin can change. But if you must wallow in denial then be my guest.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 29, 2007 01:22 AM

Golly gee Ian - I'm speechless - that's a brilliant analysis. The climate guys won't have thought of that. They've left volcanism out as you've said. I'm stumped for words. I think you may have finally
done us in. My congratulations.
If you seriously believe this "And that would obviously mean that the current temperature plateau would have been present from 1992 to present, some 15 of the 22 years since 1985. " - try to get it
published.
Actually I have a brilliant idea - why don't you get together with the blog's trained monkeys and publish it in E&E - so you won't have to run up against the vested interests that has corrupted climate
science - then you would have good street creds as having a serious publication in the area.
Of course if you're not even able to equal David Archibald in getting your ideas published well I can understand. Writing logical ideas can be testing.
But don't you think such a quality publication with your ideas would go down in history as something that students of climate could refer back to. They could back to it again and again as an object
lesson.
Posted by: Luke at November 29, 2007 06:15 AM

Paul - "I realise the IPCC regard water vapour as a feedback rather than a forcing, and a positive feedback at that. I beg to differ."
So differ but who are you??? How many years research have you done to come to this conclusion??? What qualifications gives you the knowledge to differ with the professional opinions of climate
scientists?
Posted by: Ender at November 29, 2007 08:26 AM

Sarcasm will get you no-where, Luke. But it does confirm that you have no substantive counter argument. You suggest that I might be implying that the science community didn't factor in Pinatubo but
the fact is, they did, but only when it was convenient to show a nice rise in the old Hockey Stick.
This is the classic sidestep of the shonkademia. The research is done to confirm the cooling from Pinatubo and all the peers line up to confirm the view but when the GCMs are run they use the raw
data instead of corrected data. It seems that "smoothing", and all the manipulation that is lumped under that label, only applies to convenient information.
What a properly revised global data set would reveal is a sequence of sudden adjustments to new plateaux, as has been the case throughout the temperature record.
More importantly, if it was quite appropriate to extrapolate from the mistaken 13 year interval from 1985 to 1998, as has been done by the IPCC cronies, then the adjusted 15 year interval from 1992
to 2007 is even more valid.
And as for your disingenuous suggestion that I publish the work, you know perfectly well that all sorts of goons would come out of the woodwork to claim that they had already published on the topic
but it was burried in waffle.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 29, 2007 11:37 AM

Well Ian if you're not confident to publish in something as easy as E&E because you're full of shit, well that's your perogative. I'm sure mates Archibald and McLean would have helped you.
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"It seems " does it - you uniformed boofhead. "It seems"....
At this point you are just frothing and hand waving. Publish or perish.
Posted by: Luke at November 29, 2007 01:36 PM

Readers will be interested to note how Luke feels the need to be seen to be arguing against the implications of Pinatubo on the length of the current global temperature plateau while not actually
making any substantive argument towards his case.
This is a fairly common response. He has probably sent a broadcast email to the shonk network pleading for some help. And he must now give an appearance of responding while he waits for some
departmental minion to furnish a cut and paste.
It will need to be a very, very, big cut and paste job to dodge this one, Dopi Wan.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 29, 2007 01:44 PM

Just a reminder of the numbers again. Thats 15 years of temperature plateau, despite 27ppm of atmospheric CO2. And that 27ppm amounts to 141Gt or 20 years worth of total anthropogenic
emissions, for a zero warming result.
I guess we won't be seeing that incorporated into a GCM too soon.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 29, 2007 01:49 PM

Yawn. Well actually it has was posted - you ignored it at the time. ROTFL. Smith et al - you go find it as an exercise.
So now we have Mottsa doodling with x-y plots expecting linearity - take the temperature data evolution which is unambiguously up since 1985 - look how it's wiggled around - but it's kept going up.
One datum point that's warmer than 1998 and your argument cooks. And then if we get a lower point later you'll be back blathering.
You tell us your explanation for what we're seeing - give a few paras on your "mental model".
You may also like to bone up on the 4AR and inform us how the attribution studies look at much more fingerprinting than this graph. This global temperature graph is one instance.
Also why do you think the upper stratosphere has cooled?
Posted by: Luke at November 29, 2007 02:23 PM

Luke said, "One datum point that's warmer than 1998 and your argument cooks". Bollocks. It depends on the how much warmer it might be. But at the moment we have 15 years of very minor
fluctuations and a revised 5 year or 10 year moving average that is flat, flat, flat.
Guess the boys will switch to the 30 year average so they can maintain the myth, eh?
"So now we have Mottsa doodling with x-y plots expecting linearity". Well, no more linearity than the IPCC asked us to believe between 1985 and 1998.
It is very clear, Luke, that you guys wanted a close correlation between CO2 and temperature (Al Gore's crap is a case in point) and you were willing to ignore important considerations to get what you
wanted.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 29, 2007 03:42 PM

No - we expect a close correlation between multiple forcings as measured and how modelled climate outcomes match actual climate.
The only way you will be convinced is to wait 10 years and see. One of us with be sorely embarrassed.
As a risk manager or concerned citizen you have to critically evaluate the cumulative information you have in front of you TODAY. You will never get a perfect 1 to 1 fit on short time periods.
Smith et al will tell you the system has significant internal variability. Even the last 100 years tells us that. You have El Nino, La Nina, IPO, AMO, NAO, AO and SAM all mooching around out there. None
of this goes away because of AGW.
An evaluation of DIVERSE lines of evidence leads me to assess it as 90% certain. But we've all subject to confirmation bias hey? (serious comment).
But anyway you're stuck on X-Y plots ....
Give us your view on.
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/ccr/publications/meehl_solar.pdf needs a ponder.
Then
from www.agu.org/pubs/crossref/2004/2003GL018765.shtml
illustrated here
http://www.iup.uni-heidelberg.de/institut/studium/lehre/Uphysik_Litertur/scholl.ppt
So if you accept the longwave has been measured and is close to theory - where is the energy going?
Does it "vanish"?
Why is the outgoing longwave changing
www.nature.com/nature/journal/v410/n6826/full/410355a0.html
www.ggy.bris.ac.uk/personal/JennyGriggs/paper_3.pdf

And why is that stratosphere cooling? And don't just say ozone.

earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/NewImages/images.php3?img_id=17698
http://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/aboutus/milestones/ozone.html
Why is the tropopause going up?
Science 25 July 2003:
Vol. 301. no. 5632, pp. 479 - 483
Research Articles
Contributions of Anthropogenic and Natural Forcing to Recent Tropopause Height Changes
B. D. Santer,1* M. F. Wehner,2 T. M. L. Wigley,3 R. Sausen,4 G. A. Meehl,3 K. E. Taylor,1 C. Ammann,3 J. Arblaster,3 W. M. Washington,3 J. S. Boyle,1 W. Brüggemann5
Observations indicate that the height of the tropopause—the boundary between the stratosphere and troposphere—has increased by several hundred meters since 1979. Comparable increases are
evident in climate model experiments. The latter show that human-induced changes in ozone and well-mixed greenhouse gases account for 80% of the simulated rise in tropopause height over 1979–
1999. Their primary contributions are through cooling of the stratosphere (caused by ozone) and warming of the troposphere (caused by well-mixed greenhouse gases). A model-predicted fingerprint
of tropopause height changes is statistically detectable in two different observational ("reanalysis") data sets. This positive detection result allows us to attribute overall tropopause height changes to a
combination of anthropogenic and natural external forcings, with the anthropogenic component predominating.
Science 24 February 2006:
Vol. 311. no. 5764, pp. 1138 - 1141
Anthropogenic and Natural Influences in the Evolution of Lower Stratospheric Cooling
V. Ramaswamy,1 M. D. Schwarzkopf,1 W. J. Randel,2 B. D. Santer,3 B. J. Soden,4 G. L. Stenchikov5
Observations reveal that the substantial cooling of the global lower stratosphere over 1979–2003 occurred in two pronounced steplike transitions. These arose in the aftermath of two major volcanic
eruptions, with each cooling transition being followed by a period of relatively steady temperatures. Climate model simulations indicate that the space-time structure of the observed cooling is largely
attributable to the combined effect of changes in both anthropogenic factors (ozone depletion and increases in well-mixed greenhouse gases) and natural factors (solar irradiance variation and volcanic
aerosols). The anthropogenic factors drove the overall cooling during the period, and the natural ones modulated the evolution of the cooling.
Posted by: Luke at November 29, 2007 04:59 PM

Ender - I aspire to have as much knowledge as Al Gore, who doesn't even have a science degree. Water vapour has about 14 times the radiative forcing of CO2 and behaves as a ghg, as well as both a
positive and a negative feedback. If nearly all feedbacks were positive, as is claimed, we wouldn't be here now, which is why a 'planetary thermostat' is postulated by the likes of Roy Spencer in peer
reviewed science.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at November 29, 2007 10:29 PM

Paul - "Water vapour has about 14 times the radiative forcing of CO2 and behaves as a ghg, as well as both a positive and a negative feedback. If nearly all feedbacks were positive, as is claimed, we
wouldn't be here now, which is why a 'planetary thermostat' is postulated by the likes of Roy Spencer in peer reviewed science."
Yes but water vapour condensed out to water whereupon it ceases to be a greenhouse gas. That is why it is a feedback not a forcing. CO2 once released into the air is resident for approx 100 years
and that is why it is considered a forcing.
Don't try to confuse the issue with Al Gore. He is presenting the work of others, not claiming the work as his own or disputing it. To dispute the work of any professional you must have equal or better
qualifications.
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As you clearly do not have such qualifications such criticism of their work is entirely meaningless. You can present the work or reference other work that disputes it but you as an individual cannot
dispute the work as you are not qualified to do so.
Roy Spencer has published such work however others with similar qualifications have strongly rebutted most of it.
Posted by: Ender at November 30, 2007 09:32 AM

Paul - "If nearly all feedbacks were positive, as is claimed, we wouldn't be here now,"
BTW we very nearly weren't. Read about the Permian extinction that wiped out 95% of Earths species for instance. Or when the human population of the time went down to 20 000 individuals. There
are times when positive feedbacks do gang up together and make the Earth almost uninhabitable.
Posted by: Ender at November 30, 2007 09:34 AM

Thats 15 years and counting, Luke. Thats 27ppm CO2 and no change, Luke. Thats 141Gt CO2 and all we got is a tiny sideways wibble.
All the rest is nothing but elaborate smoke and mirrors to distract the punters. See you in ten years.
Posted by: Ian Mott at November 30, 2007 11:35 AM

15 years - try to stop playing with youself. Mottsa volcanism adjustment extracted sans arse. Measurements = zero. Fantasy = max.
Like you I don't think mug punters understand "smoke and mirrors" - haven't got the intellectual ability.
The patient's blood chemistry has totally changed but Doc Mottsa isn't worried.
Posted by: Luke at November 30, 2007 06:36 PM

Luke, nothing you can say will alter the fact that contrary to the image flogged by the climate mafia of a soaring temperature trajectory, the reality is nothing more alarming than a short (six year)
jump followed by 15 years of minimal change. (a flatline)
It is a totally different picture. In analytical terms it is an unambiguously inelastic curve. And that means there is neither a causal relationship nor even an association with CO2.
But what does the clown come up with? Stupid medical analogies, pathetic.
The most likely explanation for the small jump from 1985 to 1991 is the reduction in sulfur emissions as industry cleaned up its act. At least the timing is consistent.
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 1, 2007 12:24 AM

This paper suggests geomagnetic activity is a better measure of solar activity:
http://sait.oat.ts.astro.it/MSAIt760405/PDF/2005MmSAI..76..969G.pdf
Posted by: Paul Biggs at December 1, 2007 12:34 AM

No they are not stupid medical analogies. You have all this other corroborating evidence that an enhanced greenhouse effect is in operation. So you tell me where the energy involved in that is going.
Your answer "oh it just vanishes". Hmmmm very scientific.
And what's your reference for the extent of the forcing involved with sulfur emissions. So you now want to hypothesise forcings but nobody else is allowed to.
Don't just play all sciencey when you want to and drop back to straight line correlation - cause and effect in an attempt to ram raid your political (non scientific point).
Bait and switch.
15 years indeed - do go on.
Posted by: Luke at December 1, 2007 06:18 AM

Luke,
Had a look at global temperatures lately? They're going down! Best reference is HADSST2 as it avoids any issues with UHI and besides, ocean temperatures are the truest indicator of the earth's
thermodynamic state. They have now reached levels below peak temperatures reached back in the early 40's and chances are they are going down ever further! Go figure!
So you might want to cook up a nice bunch of crow and put it in the freezer ready for you to eat when you've finally taken your head out of that other place I mentioned earlier.
Enjoy!!!
Posted by: Mark at December 1, 2007 09:15 AM

So now Luke is inventing arguments to attribute to me. The recorded jump in global mean temperature that was obscured by the Mt Pinatubo eruption of 1991 is likely to have been caused by a
reduction in anthropogenic sulfur emissions in response to the acid rain concerns of the late 1970s and 1980s.
It was not so much a forcing but the removal of a negative feedback that was holding back a cyclical change.
But there is one further correction that should be made to our understanding of the global temperature series. I had stated the common belief that the warming surge up to 1998 began in 1985. And
with the inclusion of the cooling from Pinatubo this appeared to be a shortened warming period of six years from 1985 to 1991.
But, as an examination of the temperatures from 1981 to 1991 reveals, this is wrong. The global means in degrees C were;
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990

14.09
13.99 (cooled about -0.12 by El Chichon)
14.14
13.95
13.93
14.00
14.15
14.15
14.08
14.22

This data shows that the 1985 year was a low point but the results in the following years do not represent a warming trend because there is only 0.01C difference between the 14.14 of 1983 (and an
adjusted 1992) and the 14.15 recorded in both 1987 and 1988. Indeed, it is likely that the cooling from El Chichon would have lingered into 1983 suffiently to produce an adjusted reading of 14.15 or
more.
So the actual warming trend did not start until the more significant rise to 14.22 in 1990. And that means that the warming trend from which so much spin and extrapolation has taken place is nothing
more than a spike that took place over only three years from 1990 to 1992. After then there has been some fluctuations above and below this new plateau of 14.40C.
So the question for credible science is, which is the more relevant event? A three year spike, of a kind that has taken place on numerous occasions throughout the temperature record, or a 15 year
plateau that clearly indicates zero elasticity, and zero link between increased CO2 and global temperature?
Never mind the Hockey Stick, this is a recliner lounge, a dentists chair, a dogs hind leg.

Posted by: Ian Mott at December 1, 2007 12:50 PM

Oh what a big "duh" - there's more to climate than simply CO2 alone. And I thought you had matured to multiple variables. OK back to uni-variable linearity. About what accountants are capable of.
Some how I don't think you work out the effect of forcings on your envelope. What a load of shit - "I suspect this; I hypothesise that ...".
Give us the impact of the optical depth measurements or trundle back to your rocking chair.
You don't get a global temperature anomaly growth of the size we've seen from wiggly woggles. And where's your El Nino /La Nina adjustments if you want to play the game fairly - you'll have to
knock 1998 back for the size of the El Nino SST anomaly.
If you were any good you'd give us a guest post with all your adjustments and theories. Go on if you're any good. But you're probably not up to it.

As for Mark - well give us the exact HADSST2 reference - don't leave us hanging. And seen the 1940s error bars on these data??
Posted by: Luke at December 1, 2007 01:05 PM

El Nino is not a random externality like a volcanic eruption. It plays an important part in the natural global temperature variation so it should remain.
There is no avoiding the fact that adjusted global mean temperature has only gone up by 0.26C in the 26 years since 1982 and only 0.31C over the 63 years since 1944. And more importantly, the 15
year plateau means there is absolutely zero evidence of acceleration.
Luke rabbits on about the newly claimed evils of linearity but the simple facts are the ones against which all modells and simulations must be grounded.
And after adjusting for major random events like volcanic eruptions, THERE IS NO EVIDENCE OF ACCELLERATING TEMPERATURE INCREASE. A fifteen year temperature plateau cannot, under any
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reasonable assessment, be classed as an accelerating phenomenon.
The widely claimed acceleration of global mean temperature towards some cataclysmic level, and at a rate that species would not be able to adjust to, has no basis in fact.
This absence of supporting evidence is made even more damning when there remains major questions over the validity of much of the temperature records that make up the global mean series. These
issues invariably relate to overstatement of the extent of warming.
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 1, 2007 09:15 PM

15 year plateau - ROTFL.
Posted by: Luke at December 1, 2007 09:25 PM

http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadsst2/diagnostics/global/nh+sh/monthly
Posted by: Mark at December 1, 2007 10:18 PM

Mark - totally unconvincing. I asked you to confirm what you'd been looking at as I hadn't seen anything like what you're implying. All you have is a wiggle downwards as you've had in the past. Not
even near a long term downward trend. I think you're getting VERY hopeful that the wiggle trend will continue. And also there is also the issues with ARGO floats etc being worked through.
http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadsst2/diagnostics/global/nh+sh/
http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadsst2/diagnostics/hemispheric/northern/
http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadsst2/diagnostics/hemispheric/northern/
Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 01:18 AM

Whoops last link should be:
http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadsst2/diagnostics/hemispheric/southern/
Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 01:20 AM

Let's look at something much more robust than SST time series. (Unless of course you're an inflexible Mottsian linearist).
Penetration of Human-Induced Warming into the World's Oceans
Vol. 309. no. 5732, pp. 284 - 287
DOI: 10.1126/science.1112418
Tim P. Barnett,1* David W. Pierce,1 Krishna M. AchutaRao,2 Peter J. Gleckler,2 Benjamin D. Santer,2 Jonathan M. Gregory,3 Warren M. Washington4
A warming signal has penetrated into the world's oceans over the past 40 years. The signal is complex, with a vertical structure that varies widely by ocean; it cannot be explained by natural internal
climate variability or solar and volcanic forcing, but is well simulated by two anthropogenically forced climate models. We conclude that it is of human origin, a conclusion robust to observational
sampling and model differences. Changes in advection combine with surface forcing to give the overall warming pattern. The implications of this study suggest that society needs to seriously consider
model predictions of future climate change.
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Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 01:33 AM

Gee, the Hadley series seemed to be good enough proof for Alarmists when it showed a warming trend but when it suggests something different it's really not the thing to watch. Funny that!
So the proof that a warming signal has penetrated into the world's oceans is some simulations in climate models? We all know that's just Playstation 4 stuff!
Besides, if that was really true it would just mean that the current cooling trend is even stronger to offset any impact from this. No trend you say? Well a trend is a trend until its end and any warming
trend certainly ended 15 years ago after accounting for Pinatubo and a cooling trend is clearly establishing itself. Look at your own link to the SH temperatures. It clearly shows that temperatures have
significantly dropped over a period of several years. This trend is now also starting to appear in the NH records. You can go ahead and berate me should this reverse itself and we begin to see record
temperatures again. Until then, put a sock in it! What we are witnessing is NATURAL climate variability giving us temperatures below those experienced over 60 years ago!
Posted by: Mark at December 2, 2007 02:13 AM

Oh bulldust - you wanted to look at HADSST2 and that's what we're looking at. There is no long term trend except up. You'd be very brave to tell Tim Barnett he's using Playstation 4 stuff. Do you
know Tim BTW? This is a state of the art analysis of the obs and amount of heat being sunk to depth. Unless you believe in Jack's Beanstalk you might try to work out where all these massive
terajoules of energy has just materialised from ?? I know "it's nature".
And just what does "natural variability" mean. Barnett asserts you're well outside any "internal variability", solar or volcanic influence.
I'm really stunned at you guys and your level of science understanding. You have massive amounts of energy being sunk to depth and this can "just happen".
And you're now convinced about a wiggle that's waggled before in a noisy time series. Draw you finger over the time series - how many wiggles have just been a woggle and not a trend.
I like your science analysis too - I think I have a datum (that's singular) point 60 years ago and therefore I decree the present is just like that. Well gee that's heavy level science. And absolutely
extraordinary analysis of the variables.
15 years ROTFL.
This sort of stupidity will just on for decades. We'll get a warmer number soon enough and suddenly you'll all decree it's just a short term trend - then it will go down again but that will then count as a
long term trend.
Little linearists with no science deriving insight through studying short term wiggles and woggles.
I mean really. Try to not to jerk too hard.
Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 02:38 AM

And indeed this has been analysed, strange that the sea level rise running ahead of expectations http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/abstract/316/5825/709 and we're supposedly cooling. Thermal
expansion must be denying the laws of physics again:
But back to volcanic signals and Playstation 5's.
Nature 439, 675 (9 February 2006) | doi:10.1038/439675a; Published online 8 February 2006
Volcanoes and climate: Krakatoa's signature persists in the ocean
P. J. Gleckler1, T. M. L. Wigley2, B. D. Santer1, J. M. Gregory3,4, K. AchutaRao1 and K. E. Taylor1

This huge eruption slowed sea-level rise and ocean warming well into the following century.
We have analysed a suite of 12 state-of-the-art climate models and show that ocean warming and sea-level rise in the twentieth century were substantially reduced by the colossal eruption in 1883 of
the volcano Krakatoa in the Sunda strait, Indonesia. Volcanically induced cooling of the ocean surface penetrated into deeper layers, where it persisted for decades after the event. This remarkable
effect on oceanic thermal structure is longer lasting than has previously been suspected1 and is sufficient to offset a large fraction of ocean warming and sea-level rise caused by anthropogenic
influences.
An oceanic response to the 1991 Pinatubo eruption, which was comparable to Krakatoa in terms of its radiative forcing, has been identified in satellite altimetry data1. The simulated heat-content
recovery after Pinatubo seems to occur much more rapidly than for Krakatoa (Fig. 1a). This disparity arises because the Pinatubo response is superimposed on a non-stationary background of large and
increasing greenhouse-gas forcing. The heat-content effects of Pinatubo and other eruptions in the late twentieth century are offset by the observed warming of the upper ocean, which is primarily due
to anthropogenic influences6.
*******
Nature 438, 74-77 (3 November 2005) | doi:10.1038/nature04237
Significant decadal-scale impact of volcanic eruptions on sea level and ocean heat content
John A. Church1,2, Neil J. White1,2 and Julie M. Arblaster3,4
Ocean thermal expansion contributes significantly to sea-level variability and rise1. However, observed decadal variability in ocean heat content2, 3 and sea level4 has not been reproduced well in
climate models5. Aerosols injected into the stratosphere during volcanic eruptions scatter incoming solar radiation, and cause a rapid cooling of the atmosphere6, 7 and a reduction in rainfall6, 8, 9, as
well as other changes in the climate system7. Here we use observations of ocean heat content2, 3 and a set of climate simulations to show that large volcanic eruptions result in rapid reductions in
ocean heat content and global mean sea level. For the Mt Pinatubo eruption, we estimate a reduction in ocean heat content of about 3 1022 J and a global sea-level fall of about 5 mm. Over the three
years following such an eruption, we estimate a decrease in evaporation of up to 0.1 mm d-1, comparable to observed changes in mean land precipitation6, 8, 9. The recovery of sea level following the
Mt Pinatubo eruption in 1991 explains about half of the difference between the long-term rate of sea-level rise4 of 1.8 mm yr-1 (for 1950–2000), and the higher rate estimated for the more recent
period where satellite altimeter data are available (1993–2000)4, 10.
Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 03:01 AM
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Of course these things can 'just happen' Luke. All it takes is a variation in cloud cover (of which the model wankers know very little) and you have a significant change in radiative forcing.
You guys insist on leaving cloud cover in the GCMs as a constant and from then on it is 'garbage out'.
And once again, you have tried to imply that we contest the existence of any warming. What we contest is the claimed extent and significance of that warming. This post on oceanic temperatures is
nothing new and does not alter the picture one bit.
And with the onset of what looks like a strong la Nina next year, the prospects for a continuation of the temperature plateau, and even a downturn, are very likely. Ergo, a 16 or 17 year plateau.
Once again, Boy Wonder, where is the evidence of an accelerating temperature increase.
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 2, 2007 09:38 AM

No numb nuts - cloud representation is in GCMs - you're a mile off in your description. You may argue about the adequacy of that simulation.
Calling the modellers wankers is fascinating as from a science point of view you are yet to wake up that you can't explain the relative contribution of the forcings from staring at the observations. Think
about it ! The day you demonstrate any science insight will be amazing.
As for clouds - you don't have a good cloud story at all. Try this enlightening seminar http://meteora.ucsd.edu/~jnorris/presentations/12469 (needs Realplayer but video but runs very well)
And of course La Nina is knocking down the global temperature - it's called "short term" variation. Sheeesh ! But speaking of HADSST2 - it ain't cooling everywhere either. http://hadobs.metoffice.com/
hadsst2/charts.html
You just can't wave some cloud notion you pulled out of your bum and claim it invalidates all the published science. That's called "hand waving".
Your whinging does not explain the terajoules sunk. The models do make a good job of it i.e. solar, volcanism and greenhouse - and that is the SCIENCE point.
All you have to have is 2009 to go warm big time and all this frenetic discussion will be left in the dust. Getting too excited about small wiggles, waggles and woggles given the complexity of the
climate systems is courageous stuff.
All this comes down to your own personal assessment of risk and your confirmation bias - you've decided a priori that this is some commie left liberal greenie plot - yes of course they're in the debate
now - but that's not important - we want to know if the science is highly likely (as much as anything can be certain) to be correct. Frankly it would be a whole bunch more convenient for everyone if
AGW was a crock. Wouldn't it be nice.
Your continual slagging off of the scientists in general is really pathetic. From someone in a possible industry leadership position really a disgrace and self-indulgent to the max. And you really have to
smile that the class of scientists you slag off are often instrumental in getting those few scientists you laud with affection funded and published.
Anyway you guys will just have to wait for long term data to come in. Meanwhile we can enjoy ourselves by ritually insulting each other. Which is fun.
Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 11:26 AM

Luke,
You want to talk to terajoules sunk? The earth's ocean's absorb 285 billion terajoules each year from solar insolence. It doesn't take a brain surgeon to realize that even a fractional % reduction in the
level of the earth's cloud cover can easily account for these 'extra' terajoules. Yet the climate modellers don't factor this in. Mind you, I can't blame them as it would spell the end of the publicly funded
feed trough for them if it turns out that AGW is finally verified as the phantom menace it really is. I'm sure you're already frothing at the mouth and preparing some snappy retort. Well Henrik
Svensmark to you! (Sorry, didn't mean to make you wet yourself!)
As to wibbles and wobbles, I'm still waiting for that SIGNIFICANT wibble upward that we really haven't seen for 25 years after accounting for volcanic impacts and even then, the significant jump in
temperatures coming out of the late 70's is attributable to the Great Pacific Climate Shift and the end of a weak solar cycle 19!
So let's see where we stand in 2009 - if global temperatures are back at record levels, I'll be a monkey's uncle!
Posted by: Mark at December 2, 2007 12:22 PM

Well boo hoo - you don't have a cloud story so it's all VERY speculative. If anything net effect of clouds is cooling.
You do have VERY good evidence for extra radiation being sunk into the atmosphere - so where's it going? Up Jack's beanstalk? The fact that you guys just continually write this off is astounding !!!
As for Great Pacific Wanks and solar cycles - well yes you're obviously a true denialist - all the latest theories and so many of them too. Which is it this week. I thought it was all cosmic rays. Does the
"Great Pacific Shift" have any predictability - does it even exist - maybe it's red noise. And pity the solar flux doesn't show any major change eh?
As for publicly funded troughs well you'd have to be friggin mad to do climate science - there's bugger all personal money in it and it's very hard yards. I'm sure they're all just making up all this
elaborate physics for the moolah. Try to lay straight in bed and not parrot that usual denialist shit eh?
Easier to be a slick willy accountant or head hunter.
Posted by: Luke at December 2, 2007 01:29 PM

Well would love to stay and chat but have to clean up the 20cm of snow that fell overnight. Oh for some of that warming you keep fucking promising is just around the corner!
Posted by: Mark at December 2, 2007 09:31 PM

So do we take it that you have no evidence of temperature acceleration, Luke?
That, of course, was John Daly's simple message, "Still waiting for greenhouse". When you have some evidence, please, let us know. But we all know that climate cretins make no distinction between
an imaginary outcome and an actual one. They both have the same value in the brave new green utopia.
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 3, 2007 12:47 AM

There is surely more to the climate then co2, but there is nothing to co2 without the climate.
"In 2006 less CO2 was added to the atmosphere than in 1983. In 1980 more CO2 was added to the atmosphere than in 2004. Why is that? I’m sure that the world’s human population has increased its
output of CO2 significantly since the 1980s. Where did it go? Why does the growth rate change from year to year? Biology? Algae in the sea? I don’t know, just asking. And why does nobody else ask
this?" - Leif Svalgard
Here's a graph. http://home.casema.nl/errenwijlens/co2/co2lt_2007.gif
In addition the graph displays the decoupling of temperature from co2 - and the strong coupling of co2 levels to temperature.
Posted by: James Mayeau at December 3, 2007 05:05 AM

Pity - but maybe you'll relent after shovelling.
On the Great Pacific Climate Shift some fascinating state of the art work on such things by Meehl, but firstly some preceding work by Baines & Folland.
http://www.civenv.unimelb.edu.au/~baines/Baines&Folland_JClim2007.pdf
But onto the Great Pacific Thingy The mid-1970s climate shift in the Pacific and the relative roles of forced versus inherent decadal variability
Gerald A. Meehl, NCAR, Boulder, CO; and A. Hu and B. D. Santer
A significant shift of Pacific climate occurred in the mid-1970s with effects that extended globally. One view is that this change was entirely natural and a product of internally-generated decadal
variability of the Pacific climate system. However, during the mid-1970s there was also a significant increase of global temperature and changes to a number of other quantities that have been
associated with changes of external forcings, particularly increases of greenhouse gases from the burning of fossil fuels. We analyze an un-forced control run from a global coupled climate model as
well as 20th century simulations with changes in external forcings to show that the 1970s climate shift had a contribution from changes in external forcing superimposed on what was likely an inherent
decadal fluctuation of the Pacific climate system. Thus this inherent decadal variability delayed to the 1970s what would have been a forced climate shift in the 1960s.
Posted by: Luke at December 3, 2007 07:11 AM

"There is surely more to the climate then co2" - errr yes .... so ??
Do youself a favour James and graph anything else against that data including kichen sink sales.

onto Mottsa...
acceleration - hmmm - well Mark like oceans as inegrators so sea level rise is trending beyond expectations.
and from you own insistence that more snow is falling than melting we're measuring thermal expansion are we not.
Science 4 May 2007:
Vol. 316. no. 5825, p. 709
Recent Climate Observations Compared to Projections
Stefan Rahmstorf,1 Anny Cazenave,2 John A. Church,3 James E. Hansen,4 Ralph F. Keeling,5 David E. Parker,6 Richard C. J. Somerville5
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Since 1990 the observed sea level has been rising faster than the rise projected by models, as shown both by a reconstruction using primarily tide gauge data (2) and, since 1993, by satellite altimeter
data (3) (both series are corrected for glacial isostatic adjustment). The satellite data show a linear trend of 3.3 ± 0.4 mm/year (1993–2006) and the tide gauge reconstruction trend is slightly less,
whereas the IPCC projected a best-estimate rise of less than 2 mm/year. Sea level closely follows the upper gray dashed line, the upper limit referred to by IPCC as "including land-ice uncertainty." The
rate of rise for the past 20 years of the reconstructed sea level is 25% faster than the rate of rise in any 20-year period in the preceding 115 years.
Posted by: Luke at December 3, 2007 07:30 AM

Luke, you know perfectly well that the satellite data will take many more decades to be properly calibrated. And the earlier pacific tide gauge data is totally unreliable with some of the limited number
of stations in close proximity while vast areas are not measured at all. They are also located on coral atolls that may or may not be sinking and may or may not be subject to tectonic uplift. And
meanwhile, the sampling has, for some extraordinary reason, left out tidal readings from all the continental records that form the perimeter of that ocean. As if the only valid sample must come from
islands within the ocean, and not from continental stations on the edge of the same f#@$%&g body of water!
And of course, for all the talk about past sea level rise, no one asks, exactly where did this extra water come from. On the balance of probability, most of it must have come from Antarctica. But where
is the evidence of a past century of decline in the Antarctic ice volume on a scale that could produce the claimed sea level rises? Nowhere.
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 3, 2007 12:41 PM

No the satellite data will not need decades to become properly calibrated.
I'm going with John Churchs' expert assessment with error bars. You can write a detailed critique of his recent publications if you're confident. Will only take a few paras to Nature.
And yes you have can have no ice mass loss - your argument - so it's all thermal expansion.
It's very interesting Ian as to what you reject and what you accept. The thermal expansion of the ocean is unambiguous.
Tell me when it trends downwards.
Posted by: Luke at December 3, 2007 01:13 PM

But gosh, Luke, wasn't every man jack wanking on about melting ice? Now you claim it is all just thermal expansion?
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 4, 2007 01:45 AM

No you convinced me for the sake of this argument. Unless of course you wish to recant. Can't have it both ways can you? Think before answering.
Posted by: Luke at December 4, 2007 06:08 AM

You seem to forget, Luke, that we thrashed out the actual potential for thermal expansion some time ago on this blog. And I don't believe anyone associated with the climate mafia has ever apologised
for their mistake of multiplying the surface temperature heat expansion coefficient by the entire ocean water column, including deep ocean that has not changed at all.
And when we apply this coefficient in proper proportion to the actual variation through the thermocline we get numbers that would scare no-one.
But your admission that you are more than willing to be selective with the facts to score a point has been noted by all readers, I'm sure.
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 4, 2007 11:09 AM

Oh come - stop wiggling - it's expanded and that's that. Don't bung on all your tired old mixing ruses - we've been over that. It's been measured empirically so bugger off.
If you're confident, which you are not, you big girl, you'd send a letter to Nature showing where Church is wrong. You won't - so drone on. Obfuscating ducking and weaving. All science is wrong except
for Ian's envelope & Bill Burrows. What a crock.
Anyway get back and read the stuff I left for you on 150 watts. You sorely need educating.
Posted by: Luke at December 4, 2007 02:08 PM

What if we looked at tree ring data differently? Could it be possible that natuaral cycles of Carbon dioxide in the atmosphere actually affect the growth rate of plants? Could it be that thicker rings might
also reflect a greater carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere? Many things effect plant growth, but all the carbon in the tree is from the carbon dioxide in the air.
Posted by: Shane at December 12, 2007 06:18 AM

As far as Volcanoes go, there is a coralation to Volcanoes errupting and flooding of various areas. After Pinatubo there was a huge flood in the midwest. If this can correlated, and time line wise it
seems to be, this would show yet another item that is not accounted for in the climate models.
Posted by: Shane at December 12, 2007 06:33 AM

Solar emissions have not changed the surface temp.
of earth in such a radical way since the triasic
(200m.y.) the planet's been cooling since?
phoney pesudo science thinks it can ignore facts
present in geological evidence,atmospheric,and
weather records,many other scientists are calling
the conditions we'r seeing evidence of long term man induced modifacations in climate? i sugest
they'r correct.. i've examined the "evidence" offered by these nay-sayers , they'r nothing
but liers.. get a job you crooks?(your not even
legitmate)...
Posted by: arthur c.wolff at December 12, 2007 06:45 AM

Everybody on both sides is so sure that their analyses are correct. But both sides rely on extremely complex models in their attempts to explain the warming oceans. But in the end, it comes to
something very simple: The Earth is getting more energy input, or there's more heat retention. Or both.

In 20 or so years, the solar cycle will be more clearly in decline, and then if there is still warming, we'll be able to discount the sun as the cause (maybe 30 years if there is a delayed effect of some
kind). And then we'll be arguing about what the mechanism of heat retention really is.

The important question to ask at this stage is not "how good is the evidence that the cause of the warming is GHGs", but rather: "how good is the evidence that we have less than 20-30 years to avert
disaster?"

Even if we were to grant that the evidence is strong that the cause is GHGs, we are still left with the question of "urgency". How dependent on computer modelling is the conclusion of urgency?
How valid are the assumptions that led to the conclusion of urgency?

If the urgency bit is on shakier ground, then why not just wait until the current solar cycle ends, and then we'll know for sure if the sun is the cause?

In the meantime, we can focus anti-air-pollution efforts on health-based goals like reducing particulates, sulphur, mercury, etc., and thus any reduction in carbon emissions that comes from such an
effort would be a side-benefit if the data pans out, and a harmless side-effect if it doesn't.
Posted by: Howard at December 12, 2007 01:39 PM

TO: Paul Biggs;
You objected to Luke's criticism of Al Gore (who has no science or engineering background) with these comments:
"Don't try to confuse the issue with Al Gore. He is presenting the work of others, not claiming the work as his own or disputing it. To dispute the work of any professional you must have equal or better
qualifications. As you clearly do not have such qualifications such criticism of their work is entirely meaningless."
Well, that's the problem with Al Gore. He possesses no qualifications in climate change, yet he criticizes qualified Scientists who disagree with his global warming rants by comparing them to Holocaust
deniers.
What a crock!! Al Gore should practice what he preaches. Of course, if he didn't fly all over the world in private jets hyping global warming, then he would lose the major source of his income.
Posted by: MarkL at December 22, 2007 07:20 AM
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New Paper Halves the Global Average Surface Temperature Trend 1980 - 2002
Posted by Paul, at 05:53 PM

In a new article just published in the Journal of Geophysical Research-Atmospheres, Pat Michaels and I have concluded that the manipulations for the steep post-1980 period are inadequate, and the
global temperature graph showing warming is an exaggeration, at least in the past few decades. Along the way I have also found that the UN agency promoting the global temperature graph has made
false claims about the quality of their data. The graph comes from data collected in weather stations around the world. Other graphs come from weather satellites and from networks of weather
balloons that monitor layers of the atmosphere. These other graphs didn’t show as much warming as the weather station data, even though they measure at heights where there is supposed to be
even more greenhouse gas-induced warming than at the surface. The discrepancy is especially clear in the tropics.
The surface-measured data has many well-known problems. Over the post-war era, equipment has changed, station sites have been moved, and the time of day at which the data are collected has
changed. Many long-term weather records come from in or near cities, which have gotten warmer as they grow. Many poor countries have sparse weather station records, and few resources to ensure
data quality. Fewer than one-third of the weather stations operating in the 1970s remain in operation. When the Soviet Union collapsed in the early 1990s, more than half the world’s weather stations
were closed in a four year span, which means that we can’t really compare today’s average to that from the 1980s. Read a background summary here and a technical paper published in the JGR
December 2007 here.
The Abstract states:
Local land surface modification and variations in data quality affect temperature trends in
surface-measured data. Such effects are considered extraneous for the purpose of
measuring climate change, and providers of climate data must develop adjustments to
filter them out. If done correctly, temperature trends in climate data should be
uncorrelated with socioeconomic variables that determine these extraneous factors. This
hypothesis can be tested, which is the main aim of this paper. Using a new data base for
all available land-based grid cells around the world we test the null hypothesis that the
spatial pattern of temperature trends in a widely-used gridded climate data set is
independent of socioeconomic determinants of surface processes and data
inhomogeneities. The hypothesis is strongly rejected (P= 14 7.1 10− × ), indicating that
extraneous (nonclimatic) signals contaminate gridded climate data. The patterns of
contamination are detectable in both rich and poor countries, and are relatively stronger in
countries where real income is growing. We apply a battery of model specification tests to
rule out spurious correlations and endogeneity bias. We conclude that the data
contamination likely leads to an overstatement of actual trends over land. Using the
regression model to filter the extraneous, nonclimatic effects reduces the estimated 19802002 global average temperature trend over land by about half.
Posted by Paul at December 4, 2007 05:53 PM
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Comments
Hello, nice site :)
Posted by: Brin at December 4, 2007 06:15 PM

You must be on drugs Brin.

If Michaels was an author why bother even reading it?
Posted by: Luke at December 4, 2007 06:40 PM

Straight for the ad hom.
More peer reviewed evidence of the non-climatic influences on global average surface temperature.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at December 4, 2007 07:29 PM

Yup. I wonder if Luke can make any non-fallacious criticisms of the paper?
Posted by: Bishop Hill at December 4, 2007 08:06 PM

Yea but Michaels - surely Paul even you must have some issues (yechy). It's against my religion. (free kick for gimps with that one)
I'll await Arnost, my ideology advisor, to tell me what it means and if it's kosher.
Posted by: Luke at December 4, 2007 08:07 PM

Paul - "Using a new data base for
all available land-based grid cells around the world we test the null hypothesis that the
spatial pattern of temperature trends in a widely-used gridded climate data set is
independent of socioeconomic determinants of surface processes and data
inhomogeneities. "
So what database did they use???

Posted by: Ender at December 4, 2007 08:17 PM

I don't have a problem with Michaels or McKitrick, especially when their stuff is peer reviewed.
Read the paper and background summary!
Posted by: Paul Biggs at December 4, 2007 08:44 PM

I see now they are continuing to use the MSU data:
"TROP is the time trend of Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)-derived temperatures in the lower
troposphere in the same grid cell as i
q over the same time interval, based on Spencer and Christy
(1990) and published by the Global Hydrology and Climate Centre at the University of Alabama
(GHCC 2005). Our interpretation assumes the Spencer-Christy data are substantially free of
extraneous biases due to surface conditions,"
So they are deriving all this while leaving out one huge data set. How did this pass peer review?
Posted by: Ender at December 4, 2007 09:52 PM

Luke it just keeps getting better and better - get a load of this:
"We measure the abundance of human capital using data on international educational attainment.
McKitrick and Michaels (2004) used national literacy rates as an indicator of the ease of
maintaining a staff of trained meteorological technicians to operate weather stations."
ROTFL
Posted by: Ender at December 4, 2007 09:54 PM

"The IPCC has a monopoly on scientific advising to
governments concerning climate change." No, governments such as Australia make sure their own scientific bodies, which are independent of the IPCC, produce their own scientific reports.
Posted by: SJT at December 4, 2007 10:45 PM
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So what are they claiming about Australia, that it's actually warmer than the IPCC claims?
Posted by: SJT at December 4, 2007 10:49 PM

So Paul, I peeked whilst awaiting the advice of my new blog cultural attache Arnost.
It seems, and correct me if I'm wrong, that these good old boys have regressed temperature against everything they could think of in the CIA handbook and World Almanac and found some
correlations.
And as blog devotees and gimps are convinced, correlation equalling cause and effect, it is therefore, assumed to be true and voila. There you have it. It is done. QED.
I think one would have to surrender one's commission and sword on the strength of such an attack.
Posted by: Luke at December 4, 2007 10:54 PM

Since Luke asked so nicely…
First thoughts after a skim read – and since I usually like to read a paper more than once and follow up claims and bits and pieces - I reserve the right to change my mind…
M&M start of with the premise that temperature records used for climate modeling are “supposedly” adjusted/modeled to eliminate all [non-natural] noise – i.e. “yielding an estimate of the air
temperature … [as if] there never [had] been any human settlement there”.
OK - no real problem with that… Sounds like that is what should happen.
What M&M then suggest is that it follows that the (modeled) temperature record is biased if it can be shown that there is a correlation with socioeconomic trends:
“If this assumption is true, then the spatial pattern of gridcell temperature trends should be uncorrelated with variables like Gross Domestic Product, population density, average income, and other
local, nonclimatic factors.”
They then show that there is a correlation… Haven’t really got into this in detail.
Structurally, the paper seems quite robust. The immediate potential flaws that I saw were addressed – for example:
(1) Correlation is not necessarily causation – so though the above sounds logical, it does not necessarily follow. For example if the trend in wealth, population etc growth is the same as the trend in real
temperature growth, the fact that there is a correlation does not necessarily mean that the (modeled) temperature is biased. M&M identify endogeneity bias as a weakness and address it in section 4.4
& 4.5 of the paper. How well this is done, I have to think a bit more on…
(2) The socioeconomic trend may be set by a few (in their own right biased) samples so giving a spurious result. M&M identify this as a weakness and test for the role of influential outliers in section
4.2 of the paper – seems fine.
(3) The limited number of samples – i.e. “there were 440 observations in the final data set. Of these, 348 (79 percent) were from the Northern Hemisphere and 92 were from the Southern
Hemisphere”. These were then assigned to countries and the correlations with GDP and population growth etc were made. The selection process is justified (sort of), but what is missing is the
validation that doing this analysis on a “country/national” scale is justifiable. So for me this is the one BIG unsatisfactory item in the paper - and I don’t think that it would have been difficult to pick
one or more city with a boom/bust/boom economy where the modeled temperature follows the fluctuating economy (and thus justify the country/national scale analysis).
Bottom line, I’m not sure that the paper “Halves the Global Average Surface Temperature Trend” as Paul emphasizes in the lead post title. Though M&M say that “half of measured post-1980 landbased “global warming” MAY be attributable to CONTAMINATION of the basic data” - I think that this is still playing with semantics a bit.
I think the real point of the paper can be summarised with the following line from the paper “We can reject the hypothesis that adjustments to climatic data are successful in removing the extraneous
influences of socioeconomic conditions in the regions of origin.”
That is the real take out and something with which I would pretty much well agree.
cheers
Arnost
Posted by: Arnost at December 4, 2007 11:00 PM

I needed a headline!
The point is that the IPCC have failed to adequately adjust for the non-climatic influences on the surface temperature data.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at December 4, 2007 11:30 PM

Arnost!
Many thanks for a useful comment.
Posted by: Lawrie at December 5, 2007 06:57 AM

Luke - "It seems, and correct me if I'm wrong, that these good old boys have regressed temperature against everything they could think of in the CIA handbook and World Almanac and found some
correlations."
Not quite. They didn't take away the number they first thought of and add their birthdays.:-)
Posted by: Ender at December 5, 2007 08:50 AM

Paul - slight problem - the IPCC do not do this research as you well know - they are reviewing the state of knowledge on a subject particularly as expressed in the science literature.
So this paper has only just emerged - have you yourself come to grips with the detail? Has there been any time for a reaction or perhaps even rebuttal from the science community.
We might also say that hitherto, Paul Biggs has also failed to adequately adjust for the non-climatic influences on the surface temperature data.
Your comment is a try-on.
Perhaps we might try an alternative title " The IPCC wisely fails to swing at wide balls thrown up by the denialist movement".
or more corrrectly
"Failure of cyrstal ball policy: The IPCC fails to address research papers before they are written".
This paper will be get booted out of the arena as an ill-conceived statistical drift netting operation that make a priori conclusions and lacks any mechanistic explanation.
Posted by: Luke at December 5, 2007 08:58 AM

"I needed a headline!"
Paul, do you really think that is a viable excuse for misrepresentation?
Posted by: Steve at December 5, 2007 10:26 AM

Paul on one page the authors claimed to have used the MSU2lt data from September 2005 and in another place this data came from June 2005. This is critical (ignoring all the other errors in the
paper) because Mears and Wentz 2005 http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/1114772v1.pdf identified a major error in the MSU data in mid August 2005.
IF the paper did not use the corrected data it should not see the light of day. That the authors give two different dates is very odd, to say the least.
On reading the paper trolling, multiplicity, causality all come to mind. One irony, though, is that if the paper is "right" then the MSU is indeed warming much faster than the surface and then Pat will
have to withdraw his previous comments that the warming is not due to AGW...
Posted by: David at December 5, 2007 06:13 PM

Paul on one page the authors claimed to have used the MSU2lt data from September 2005 and in another place this data came from June 2005. This is critical (ignoring all the other errors in the
paper) because Mears and Wentz 2005 http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/reprint/1114772v1.pdf identified a major error in the MSU data in mid August 2005.
IF the paper did not use the corrected data it should not see the light of day. That the authors give two different dates is very odd, to say the least.
On reading the paper trolling, multiplicity, causality all come to mind. One irony, though, is that if the paper is "right" then the MSU is indeed warming much faster than the surface and then Pat will
have to withdraw his previous comments that the warming is not due to AGW...
Posted by: David at December 5, 2007 06:13 PM

I suspect you did not read the paper carefully David. I quote from page 15 end of 1st paragraph:
"We use MSU version 5.2, released September 2005, reflecting corrections for all known errors due to orbital drift, instrument heating and diurnal averaging."
That should clarify that...
By the way, as a self confessed anti-AGW tragic, if I was to cite any MSU lower troposphere temps right now, I would cite RSS - as the downward temp trend over the last couple of months is a LOT
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higher than that of UAH.
http://www.junkscience.com/MSU_Temps/MSUvsRSS.html
(And I can't be bothered recreating the above graph from the sources in the title of the graph so that I can be "politically correct" - data is data).
Posted by: Arnost at December 5, 2007 09:51 PM

I would like to know, if anyone is kind enough to help.
What is supposed to be the significance of Australia and the US being mostly green, and Europe being Red?
Posted by: SJT at December 5, 2007 10:22 PM

Arnost - err La Nina. Wiggle watcher.
"Wait for it !"
Posted by: Luke at December 5, 2007 11:54 PM

Luke - as they say in the business, "the trend is your friend".
In the same way that the current down-tick is attributable to the La Nina, the up-tick in temps over the last six or so years can be attributable to a predominantly El Nino regime.
This La Nina has a lot of parallels with the 1950-52 La Nina - 1967 is now out of the picure. On the current climo it is going to be cold-neutral into 2009. This is of course unless something like this
(which may have contributed to the 2009-07 Nino) occurs:
http://dsc.discovery.com/news/2007/12/04/undersea-volcano.html
(I'm not disguising my bias for an undersea volcanic activity link to ENSO in the least... am I?) :)
The monthly HadCRU linear trend from Jan 2001 is going to be negative when the November 2007 numbers come out. Only 2 years and one month to go to get a statistically significant ten year trend woo hoo!
2008 is going to be a really fun year to be an AGW skeptic.
Posted by: Arnost at December 6, 2007 12:30 AM

Pretty good volcano - makes quasi-periodic phenomena that seem to break down in the austral autumn and it can even work in reverse to produce a La Nina. Wow.
Arnost they also say don't extrapolate beyond the realm of your data sets. Look how noisy your data time series is before you become a wiggle watcher.
Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 07:09 AM

Paul, I think you should add this op-ed by McKitrick in the National Post on the above paper as an update:
http://www.nationalpost.com/opinion/story.html?id=145245
It refers to previous work they completed on contaminated temp. data in 2004 as well as to the work of de Laat and Maurellis 2006 who similar arrived at the same conclusion, namely, that
"geographical patterns of warming trends over land are strongly correlated with geographical patterns of industrial and socioeconomic development, implying that urbanization and related land surface
changes have caused much of the observed warming".
I particularly like this point:
"They [the IPCC] conceded the evidence of contamination, but in a stunning admission, said: "The locations of socioeconomic development happen to have coincided with maximum warming, not for
the reason given by McKitrick and Mihaels [sic] (2004), but because of the strengthening of the Arctic Oscillation and the greater sensitivity of land than ocean to greenhouse forcing, owing to the
smaller thermal capacity of land." Note the irony: Confronted with published evidence of an anthropogenic (but non-greenhouse) explanation for warming, they dismissed it with an unproven
conjecture of natural causes. Who's the "denialist" now?"
It's well worth the read.
Posted by: proteus at December 6, 2007 07:50 AM

Arnost that doesn't clarify things. In the references they have...
Global Hydrology and Climate Center (GHCC) (2005) Web site
http://wwwghcc.msfc.nasa.gov/temperature/. Global temperature anomalies. Accessed June
2005. Data are now archived at http://www.nsstc.uah.edu/data/msu/t2lt/.
If you use a suspect tropospheric trend then all your results are meaningless.
The correction was applied to the MSU2lt data in August 7 2005 and increased the trend by close to 40%. Either they used the OK data (ignoring the fact that the MSU2lt data still has stratospheric
contamination) or they used the pre Mears & Wentz data which is wrong by 40%.
Posted by: David at December 6, 2007 07:57 AM

Haven't you heard, David? The UHA MSU2LT is like mother's milk.
Posted by: SJT at December 6, 2007 08:49 AM

Lighten up Steve - I haven't misrepresented anything - I've paraphrased the last sentence of the abstract for a title. What do you want? The whole abstract in the title box!
There's a bigger fish to fry over misrepresentation - the IPCC.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at December 6, 2007 09:09 AM

Thanks Proteus.
Posted by: Paul Biggs at December 6, 2007 09:11 AM

David,
Sorry I can't answer without actually replicating using the pre-adjusted and adjusted datasets, but I’m GUESSING the reference is sloppy. However you are right that attention to detail is critical and
this should be confirmed. This paper now has a thread on CA, and I’ve asked the question there http://www.climateaudit.org/?p=2494#comment-172461. It looks like McIntyre looked over the
numbers and McKittrick will certainly browse these threads - so one of the two will probably answer.
By the way, you are being rather draconian in your judgement… i.e. “IF the paper did not use the corrected data it should not see the light of day” and “If you use a suspect tropospheric trend then all
your results are meaningless”. Would you say the same for Mann et al 2007 given their network is based on the identical MBH98 network - warts and all, including the incorrect PC series, as criticized
by both the NAS Panel and Wegman. Given it used the suspect series – should it also not have seen the light of day?
cheers
Arnost
Posted by: Arnost at December 6, 2007 09:57 AM

Arnost - irrelevant debating point as a diversion.
Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 10:16 AM

Arnost, have you not learned yet that there is one law for the lion and another law for the lamb?
If you read de Laat and Maurellis 2006, you'll find that their findings substantially agree with McKitrick and Michaels 2007, and that the former use a combination of surface, as well as MSU (UAH and
RSS), temperature records. The clarification regarding the MSU UAH data is essentially the diversion required to avoid the substance of the findings found in 2004 and again 2007 and the similar
findings of de Laat and Maurellis in 2004 and 2006.
Posted by: proteus at December 6, 2007 11:24 AM

Proteus you are wrong. This paper smacks of a statistical troll. BUT lets ignore the fact that the temperature predictors don't pass the giggle test.
Question is. If the surface trend is the same as the satellite trend then what is the point of the paper?
I am all for scientific debate, but let's not deny the basic fact that the surface trend=satellite trend=radiosonde trend.
Posted by: David at December 6, 2007 12:42 PM

David, I look forward to your subsequent critique of both the above paper as well as de Laat and Maurellis 2007 in the peer-reviewed literature.
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I'm more than happy that these discussions take place on blogs, but like Luke, I think criticisms of published papers should also take place in the above. What's good for the goose is good for the
gander.
But let me say, if their paper is no more than a piece of "statistical trolling" why does the IPCCs criticism of it appear so feeble and why does their "statistical trolling" achieve such a high correlation
with the pattern of geographical warming:
"We showed that the spatial pattern of warming trends is so tightly correlated with indicators of economic activity that the probability they are unrelated is less than one in 14 trillion. We applied a
string of statistical tests to show that the correlation is not a fluke or the result of biased or inconsistent statistical modelling. We showed that the contamination patterns are largest in regions
experiencing real economic growth."
Regarding your question, because the paper isn't really concerned with the difference between the two methods, but rather with non-GHG anthropogenic effects on temperature, like urban heat
islands, as well as the geographical distribution of the purported warming, which has some bearing on values like global or hemispheric temp. But that's just the result of some skim reading while I'm
doing other things.
Returning though to the de Laat and Maurellis 2007 paper, these few sentences from the Summary and Conclusion are particularly good, and there are others like it:
"Our analysis of climate model simulations of GHG warming confirms our earlier results (Paper I), namely, that they do not show any kind of CO2 emission–temperature trend correlation. In fact, the
modeled temperature trends are quite insensitive to the magnitude of the industrial CO2 emissions. It is possible that the response of the climate system to enhanced GHG radiative forcing is much
more localized than expected in that it occurs only in specific regions and mainly in the lower troposphere, although this runs contrary to the current understanding of GHG-related processes (cf Hansen
et al., 1997; IPCC, 2001; Hansen et al., 2005; Santer et al., 2005)."
Posted by: proteus at December 6, 2007 01:33 PM

Apologies, de Laat and Maurellis 2006.
Posted by: proteus at December 6, 2007 01:35 PM

So correlation is now cause and effect.
Funny that the combination of forcings explains the temperature trend, and curious that the upper stratosphere is cooling.
Curious that a bloody big thermal signature has penetrated all the oceans
Science 8 July 2005:
Vol. 309. no. 5732, pp. 284 - 287
Penetration of Human-Induced Warming into the World's Oceans
Tim P. Barnett,1* David W. Pierce,1 Krishna M. AchutaRao,2 Peter J. Gleckler,2 Benjamin D. Santer,2 Jonathan M. Gregory,3 Warren M. Washington4
A warming signal has penetrated into the world's oceans over the past 40 years. The signal is complex, with a vertical structure that varies widely by ocean; it cannot be explained by natural internal
climate variability or solar and volcanic forcing, but is well simulated by two anthropogenically forced climate models. We conclude that it is of human origin, a conclusion robust to observational
sampling and model differences. Changes in advection combine with surface forcing to give the overall warming pattern. The implications of this study suggest that society needs to seriously consider
model predictions of future climate change.

and

Volume 16, Issue 3 (February 2003)
Journal of Climate
Solar and Greenhouse Gas Forcing and Climate Response in the Twentieth Century
Gerald A. Meehl, Warren M. Washington, T. M. L. Wigley, Julie M. Arblaster, and Aiguo Dai
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado
Ensemble experiments with a global coupled climate model are performed for the twentieth century with time-evolving solar, greenhouse gas, sulfate aerosol (direct effect), and ozone (tropospheric
and stratospheric) forcing. Observed global warming in the twentieth century occurred in two periods, one in the early twentieth century from about the early 1900s to the 1940s, and one later in the
century from, roughly, the late 1960s to the end of the century. The model's response requires the combination of solar and anthropogenic forcing to approximate the early twentieth-century warming,
while the radiative forcing from increasing greenhouse gases is dominant for the response in the late twentieth century, confirming previous studies. Of particular interest here is the model's
amplification of solar forcing when this acts in combination with anthropogenic forcing. This difference is traced to the fact that solar forcing is more spatially heterogeneous (i.e., acting most strongly
in areas where sunlight reaches the surface) while greenhouse gas forcing is more spatially uniform. Consequently, solar forcing is subject to coupled regional feedbacks involving the combination of
temperature gradients, circulation regimes, and clouds. The magnitude of these feedbacks depends on the climate's base state. Over relatively cloud-free oceanic regions in the subtropics, the
enhanced solar forcing produces greater evaporation. More moisture then converges into the precipitation convergence zones, intensifying the regional monsoon and Hadley and Walker circulations,
causing cloud reductions over the subtropical ocean regions, and, hence, more solar input. An additional response to solar forcing in northern summer is an enhancement of the meridional temperature
gradients due to greater solar forcing over land regions that contribute to stronger West African and South Asian monsoons. Since the greenhouse gases are more spatially uniform, such regional
circulation feedbacks are not as strong. These regional responses are most evident when the solar forcing occurs in concert with increased greenhouse gas forcing. The net effect of enhanced solar
forcing in the early twentieth century is to produce larger solar-induced increases of tropical precipitation when calculated as a residual than for early century solar-only forcing, even though the size of
the imposed solar forcing is the same. As a consequence, overall precipitation increases in the early twentieth century in the Asian monsoon regions are greater than late century increases,
qualitatively consistent with observed trends in all-India rainfall. Similar effects occur in West Africa, the tropical Pacific, and the Southern Ocean tropical convergence zones.
Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 03:02 PM

It seems incredible to me (as unqualified in this area) that, rather than relying on dubious post hoc adjustments to temperature data (for the urban heat island effect etc.), no international protocol
exists as to the positioning of stations from which temperature data will be acceptable.
Posted by: chrisgo at December 6, 2007 03:50 PM

As expected. Who asserted that correlation was cause and effect? No one. More diversionary nonsense.
And the abstracts indicate still more diversions.
Apparently, an ensemble of models now establishes both cause and effect.
How about simply addressing the substance of their papers? Isn't that simple courtesy? I mean, they've gone to the effort of submitting their work to peer-review and been published in JGR-Atmos - a
respected journal.
BTW, I, like Arnost, am piqued by Svalgaard's indirect suggestions that the current solar forcing may be too low. I'm curious how this will effect the amplitude of natural internal variability, and how
this will effect the GCMs simulation of climate.
Happy to see how things turn out though. We live in interesting times.
Posted by: proteus at December 6, 2007 04:04 PM

Well chrisgo - it's called the passage of time.
And you need long continuous runs of climate data - not a few years.
Who would have thought Cairo suburbs would have expanded out to the Pyramids. Many out of town areas were not part of the suburbs 50 years ago but are now.
Rationalisation - PMG became Australia post and met stations got moved to airports in some cases.
Budgets - many rainfall stations are run by volunteers - some are very very good. Some so so.
Many stations were not read on weekends - no budget to pay observors unless volunteer.
Basically nobody in 1910 would envisioned that global warming would become the issue it has and require standardisation on the scale needed. most people were happy to find out how hot it was in
the nightly news. Now we want to know whether the planet has warmed by 0.3478357834 C (approx).
And this blog hangs on every little wiggle.
So this is why BoM now are installing very expensive automatic systems. Strangely teh Australian reference network is probably one of the best in the world, having weeded stations back to the best
available.
So has the world learnt its lesson. Are inadequate stations being given the boot !
Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 04:06 PM

Let's face it, even the Australian temperature record is a mess, let alone that of Russia, China etc. Most stations are in urban growth areas and as illustrated on sites like Climate Audit - very dodgy.
Last time I looked, even the Met station in Exhibition Street Melbourne was still listed as a measurement site.
The temperature record is paramount.
It's not merely further evidence of anthropogenic global warming, it is the foundation on which the AGW hypothesis is built.
Posted by: chrisgo at December 6, 2007 05:07 PM

Utter tripe.
BoM's RCS network is quite good and your station IS NOT in it !
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Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 05:17 PM

http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/averages/tables/cw_086071.shtml
Posted by: chrisgo at December 6, 2007 05:56 PM

So - it's the stats for that station. So what? Aren't people entitled to know the temperature in the city?
Perhaps there are climate stations in steel smelters too - the workers might like to know the inside temperature.
All depends how you use the data for what purpose? And if you do indeed use it at all.
In the event it was included what incremental addition to the national error do you think it would add?
Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 06:08 PM

Is it included or isn't it?
If not, when was it excluded?
Posted by: chrisgo at December 6, 2007 06:21 PM

chrisgo it is not include. Of course, any climatologist with half a brain (I like to think I have two halves ;-) ) would know not to use an urban site for detecting AGW. That said, urban sites are important
because the inhabitants feel the combination of urban heat island warming and AGW. That's why you can now grow tropical and subtropical fruit in parts of Melbourne with a bit or work.
As it turns out (and as is obvious from the MSU data, radiosonde data, sea surface temperature data etc.) you can use all the data - good and bad and you get exactly the same results because cities
cover a tiny percentage of the globe. In Australia the all temperature average warming trend is essentially the same as the rural high quality station only trend. This has been known for two decades,
but some people are slow to catch on and pretend over fitted non-physical pattern matching lacking any semblence of causation provides an alternative perspective.
Posted by: David at December 6, 2007 06:40 PM

The AGW hypothesis is based on a temperature record collected from sites throughout the world over the past 100 years.
David, you write that no climatologist "with half a brain" would rely on data from an urban site.
Well where, pray tell, has the data been collected from?
If the data from central Melbourne is not now included, when was it excluded?
We are discussing a fractional rise over 100 years aren't we?
I'm sorry, but unless the data is totally reliable (and I doubt if it can be), it's meaningless.
Posted by: chrisgo at December 6, 2007 07:04 PM

What utter idiocy chrisgo - what do you mean "when was it excluded" - answer any time you feel like an analysis. David has just told you it it is not in the reference network which we have now been
through only about a bazillion times on this blog before.
It is not in that analysis. David has also told you if you then throw everything in the mix it doesn't make any difference. Capeesh ?
Chrisgo - by definition there are no totally reliable data in most of the sciences. You need to know what the error levels might be.
And for heavens sake - don't do the old "you wouldn't notice that difference on any day you looked". Yes - but it's not a single day - it's a whole population of sites and time series. The sorts of trends
you are looking at are most significant.
I mean chrisgo these differences are noticed by farmers and also evidenced by the movement of some species, times of breeding etc.
If you do want to keep going the way you are - stop arguing as we might as well say it's cooled over the last 100 years or maybe it warmed. i.e. we know nothing.
Posted by: Luke at December 6, 2007 07:35 PM

Interesting post re the underwater eruption. But the reported volumes are inconsistent. the 22 million m3 is only 22 cubic hectares which is a lot less than 13,670 cubic miles. I wonder which is the
correct volume?
Posted by: Ian Mott at December 6, 2007 10:52 PM

The Bureau's high quality temperature data set dates back to Torok and Nicholls 1996. Melbourne (86071) is a HQ station in terms of its record and instrument exposure, but not suitable for AGW
analysis as it's got a very substantial urban heat island signal. The temperature changes that it measures are very real, but largely Melbourne CBD specific.
At no time has the HQ datasets produced by BoM and available through www.bom.gov.au/climate used 86071 for monitoring climate change.
BTW a 1C warming as Australia has experienced since 1950 is the equivalent of moving isotherms (around) 150 to 200km equatorward. This is a MASSIVE change, and one that continues with
Australia on track for one of its warmest years on record (again) and southern Australia set to break all previous records by a substantial margin.
Posted by: david at December 7, 2007 08:07 AM

Wasted on these tossers David. Far too factual. You're dealing with blog idiots who can't even see what's happening in in their own backyard.
Posted by: Luke at December 7, 2007 08:19 AM

chrisgo - "Let's face it, even the Australian temperature record is a mess, let alone that of Russia, China etc. Most stations are in urban growth areas and as illustrated on sites like Climate Audit - very
dodgy."
The Australia network is actually very good. Do you happen to fly light aircraft? I don't however I am researching how to get my glider license and the extent of weather data that is made available to
pilots is extensive. Hundreds of thousands of lives depend on accurate weather data that is collected under international standards all over the world for air navigation. This is why I regard the claim
that the Russian and Chinese networks as a mess as false. Here is a list of records for the Northern Hemisphere:
http://www1.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/documentlibrary/tddoc/td9645.pdf
I cannot see on Page 16, which is the number of stations for the Northern Hemisphere, a massive drop when the Soviet Union collapsed and where the great data loss was supposed to happen. Perhaps
someone could provide the reference to some data that shows this huge loss of data.
If the weather system was as bad as you say pilots of the world would be talking about it and doing something as their safety depends on it. Perhaps you could also supply a reference to data that
shows that air navigation is compromised by the lack of weather information that you claim is prevalent in China and Russia. We do actually know what goes on in China and Russia as they have to
conform to international standards so that international flights are allowed into their country. I am sure that if anything prevented the flow of tourism dollars like sub standard weather information then
we would know all about it. Again we would need solid references not blog entries from economists and mining engineers.
Posted by: Ender at December 7, 2007 10:01 AM

"BTW a 1C warming as Australia has experienced since 1950" _ well it's a little less than that, shall we say 0.8℃ and about the same over the past 100 years.
I'm not trying to prove or disprove anything, but the BoM climate change timeseries must have included data from the central Melbourne (and other urban sites) at some stage.
Over time, stations have been dropped and other stations added, the dates of the establishment and/or closure of reference climate stations were available on the BoM site a couple of months ago but
now appear to have been dropped.
If that is so, interested taxpayers like myself, may like to know why.
http://www.nationalpost.com/opinion/story.html?id=145245
Posted by: chrisgo at December 7, 2007 10:29 AM

Movement in a some stations is far from exceptional. Why don't you ring them or email them and ask instead of proposing conspiracies. If you don't attempt to find out - you're obviously not seriously
interested and are just a time waster.
David has told you that the said stations is NOT included and if it was the all-in averages numbers make no difference to interpretation. You can either accept his word or not, or check it all yourself.
The link you have posted is irrelevant to the issue.
The matter has now become most stupid. If you're happy to entertain nonsensical notions go ahead - I'm not saying anymore as this is totally tedious and the analyses self-evident.
Posted by: Luke at December 7, 2007 11:20 AM

"Over time, stations have been dropped and other stations added, the dates of the establishment and/or closure of reference climate stations were available on the BoM site a couple of months ago but
now appear to have been dropped.
If that is so, interested taxpayers like myself, may like to know why."
Interesting logic there. Based on what you what acknowledge is an entirely unsupported guess, you want action.
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Posted by: SJT at December 7, 2007 12:47 PM

SJT - he doesn't really what to know. BoM get it all the time - supposed "users" who are really just itinerant tyre kickers having a sook. They're made their mind up before they even read the page and
are usually totally uninformed in the first place. It's the old "maybe it's this" or "maybe it's that"....
Posted by: Luke at December 7, 2007 06:12 PM

David,
Ross McKitrick has answered my question on CA (http://www.climateaudit.org/?p=2494#comment-173082). Quote:
"- 26: Arnost, I checked my programs. I had downloaded the data in June 2005, then replaced it in Sept 2005 when I saw a new edition out. So I used the Sept 2005 version. I doubt it matters much."
Short of replication - that's about the answer best you will get.
cheers
Arnost
Posted by: Arnost at December 7, 2007 06:30 PM

So David and the BoM are at it again. '1c temp rise since 1950' Not true. 'Massive' Not true.
In reality temps have rise about .7c to .8c since the 1880's. (about when the LIA finally thawed out). And from the 1940's to the 1970's temp. actualy dropped by over .5c, befor rising again.
The problem with the BoM is that it can no longer be regarded as an accurate and unbiased provider of factual information. The Bureau has actually become an active advocate of AGW, and is now
quite fully engaged in the promotion of the ideology of 'global warming'.
That a government agency, funded by taxpayers, should do, so is a matter that should be debated in the parliament and also the media, but there is not much chance of that happening.
The problem for the BoM and similar advocates of AGW, is that rising temperatures started to run out of puff after 1998, the "hottest year on record". In fact 1998 started to become an embarrasment
to them as temps started to fall. They needed another hottest year on record and the BoM started to work on 2005 as 'it'. In Jan. 2006 they announced with great triumph that '2005 was the hottest
year on record in Australia'
Clearly it was not. Not where we live; and not in most other areas of the country either.
In fact the NASA GISS temperature records for Australia show that 2005 was no where near the hottest. These temp. graphs can be seen at their website, or via Warick Hughes, at.
warickhughes.com.cool/cool15.htm..
So now they are at it again. Looks like 2007 is about to become "the hottest year on record".
Posted by: Sid Reynolds at December 10, 2007 10:12 PM

Try again,
http://www.warwickhughes.com/cool/cool15.htm
Posted by: Sid Reynolds at December 10, 2007 10:25 PM

Here's the big shonky quoting 1880s temperatures which he knows have different meassurement standards. Another Sid porky. How bloody blatant is this for a try-on punters !
The trouble with Sid is that like his accusations he can't be relied on for accurate information. What a old coot.
Posted by: Luke at December 11, 2007 07:12 AM

Suppose the NASA GISS data is inaccurate. Maybe it hasn't been played around with enough like the BoM data. Hasn't been 'modelled' enough.
Posted by: Sid Reynolds at December 11, 2007 09:31 AM

I am not a scientist and I do not understand many of your comments. I am, however, a trial lawyer (retired). When confronted with scientific "experts" as witnesses in the courtroom, experienced trial
lawyers can sense when an opinion doesn't sound right. With preparation the lawyer will cross-examine the expert probing the underlying bases for the opinion. I established in cross-examination that
several scientific "experts" had made erroneous assumptions, extrapolated conclusions from incomplete data, and even fudged facts to fit an pre-determined conclusion. And yes, some scientists are
deeply invested in protecting their erroneous conclusions, to save their reputations as well as their careers built on their incorrect findings.
When I first heard about man-caused global warming, the argument just didn't make sense. How could humans generate so much co2 to cause the entire globe to so heat up into a catastrophe,
causing oceans to flood major coastal cities, islands to disappear, and the Arctic sea ice to melt away forever. In my amateur's mind I knew that ice ages had occurred, melted away, and then
reappeared. This activity happened long before the appearance of man. Why wasn't the current global warming caused by similar natural phenomena?
Then I read that all scientists, except for cranks and kooks, accepted man-caused global warming as predicted by computer models. Putting "all scientists" together with "computer models" sounded
the alarm for me that these claims needed rigorous, independent examination.
It is a probably a fantasy, but it would be informative and revealing if global-warming "experts" could be submitted to cross-examination where they would be sworn to tell the truth (under fear of
perjury) and would be compelled to answer questions directly and completely.
Posted by: richard at December 21, 2007 08:53 AM

All these comments are reminiscent of the “Six Wise Men of Hindustan” who went to see the elephant though all of them were blind. Their analyses of the elephant, and their arguments in support of
their positions, were irrelevant because they didn’t comprehend the essence of the beast.
The subject at hand, Earth, has had constantly changing climate. It has been warmer, it has been colder. Atmospheric CO2 at times has been multiples above present levels. This current warming trend
began a century before significant increases in CO2. So did current glacier shortening and sea level rise.
It was warmer during the Holocene Optimum of only 5,000 years ago, and warmer during the Medieval Warm Period of less than 1,000 years ago. Sea levels have risen over 400 feet in less than
20,000 years (since the Ice Age), an average of over two feet a century. Civilization made great progress during these previous warm periods, and regressed during cold periods such as the Dark Ages
and the Little Ice Age. These cold periods were characterized by influenza, bubonic plague, and cholera pandemics. Storms were more violent and numerous. Crop yields fell and famine spread, while
human bodies shrank and their skeletons showed malnutrition and disease.
In contrast, warmer periods exhibited population growth, progress in arts, science and civil development, and humans living longer, healthier lives.
In the face of all this, voluminous and detailed arguments about the correction of readings from weather stations and satellites covering a period of less than three decades seems futile and frivolous.
What will it all mean when the Earth completes its passage through this current natural interglacial period, and enters the next glacial one?
Less than 20,000 years ago, an ice sheet a mile thick covered Chicago. No actions of man caused it.
10,000 years ago that ice sheet was gone and sea levels had risen about 300 feet. No actions of man caused it.
Many now are like the wise who debated the elephant, saying it is like a tree, a spear, a wall, a rope, a snake, a fan. When tired of that debate, they argued about how many angels can dance on the
head of a pin, when those who knew angels know they would rather watch football than dance.
In the anthropogenic global warming debate I detect the use of outstanding methods to achieve mediocre results. If the warming is not caused by man, it can’t be stopped. If it is caused by man, it is
still unstoppable even if mankind assents to reentering the eighteenth century.
Given these inevitabilities, the best we can do is adapt to the changes, whatever they may be, making the best use of our limited resources, rather than squandering them in vain efforts to turn back
the tide. Then once we get adjusted to doing what mankind does best – adapting to change – we can start planning to adjust to the real climate change challenge, when we enter the inevitable next
glacial phase.
Adjusting to warm is nothing compared to adjusting to cold.
Posted by: Major Mike at December 21, 2007 10:21 AM

Thank you, Major Mike. You said it well. The frivolity of the "scientific" debate on this blog and on so many others ignores the broad existential facts you highlight. Individuals too often self-promote
their narrow expertise and desperately extend it to a grand theory of everything, rather than accepting their unique but nevertheless subordinate fit within a greater body of knowledge and probable
causality.
Here is another facet, and I submit it cautiously for comment: Frequently you hear the AGW accusation that there are contrarians who deliberately bend science to fit an industry-manipulated agenda. I
accept their logic, for it is no stunning concession that corruption exists. But I assert more profoundly that there are those who deliberately bend science to fit a socio-political agenda, too. AGW
proponents need consider the implications of this point.
There is an inherent and existential difference between these two varieties of corruption. While the industry-funded manipulators once unmasked typically concede their power and influence to
regulation by civil and free market mechanisms, the socio-political manipulators instead seek to confound the civil and free market mechanisms themselves, striving to cement their power into
something that can only be termed a centrally planned autocracy of their own liking. To wit, there certainly is small-time corruption, but then there is a big-time variety, too.
Neither camp of suspect agendas views the scientific debate as particularly relevant, nor views the scientists themselves as more than synchophants pawns. Their core value is that they generate
quotable hyperbole. Because of a general level of public respect for scientists (and an inability to distinguish the ordinary from the exceptional), the scientists' publicized passions effectively help create
a malleable public policy-herding environment.
Consider: The AGW policy environment is one of urgency and emergency. Rather than elaborate the point I'll cut to the chase: Who benefits from a declaration of global emergency? I submit that it is
those who aspire to exert control over people and nations, not those who just want to make money.
Consider, too, that when you read the AGW literature and blogs, they exude religio-political zeal - not dispassionate science. The ICPP report itself is vulnerable to this accusation. You don't have to
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scratch too deep before you find anti-capitalist sentiment. Curious about this phenomena, I scratched further and encountered those who advocate "temporary global dictatorship" to impose the
changes "demanded" by the global emergency.
Is there a massive conspiracy? I don't even have to assert that there is for the question to rise on its own. It is certainly likely that various miscreants sense opportunity. On my own I have
encountered only amateurs but for this fact: The one, globally recognized individual at the lead of the AGW juggernaut is himself a documented aspirant for powerful political office. In fact, for THE
most powerful political office on the planet, that of US President.
How much more enticing might it be to progress beyond nation state aspirations to a vision for a new, meta-national office? What better platform for creating that non-existent office than by bestirring
a global environmental emergency, one that transcends national boundaries and begs for a prize-winning savior? Such a one doesn't have to submit again to a messy democratic process of debate,
election, and possible embarrassing rejection.
I'm not given to conspiracy theory, but the circumstantial elements are intriguing.
Posted by: 1observer at December 22, 2007 05:05 AM

As a layperson who has attempted to learn a bit about the scientific and political basis of AGW and climate change, I have considered the same arguments put forth by 1observer. However, I can't find
any broad based proof of ideological zeal or political bias behind AGW science. I do find those who wish to color it thus, perhaps due to their own political biases.

The simplest argument against the "politicization of science" proponents, is that I very much doubt that most climate scientists predicated their work and it's outcome on a quest for political power. The
protractor and slide rule set I've encountered are mostly dispassionate viewers of politics. They are primarily immersed in the intricacies of their area of study.

As a political person, and a social liberal, I find it extremely unlikely that a world conspiracy has arisen, riding the "horse" of AGW and climate change to greater political power and control. In fact, I
wish the skeptic/denialists were correct and that AGW weren't occurring. For world resources would be much better utilized absent such a future.

Authoritarian governments don't emerge through world scientific consensus. They typically emerge through violence, famine, disease, wars, economic crisis, and conflicts. All the things that are likely
to occur if AGW isn't addressed. To address AGW (as determined by unbiased science) is to work to reduce the likelihood of future repressive governments. Fighting climate change does not create
conditions for authoritarianism to rise. Addressing AGW prevents the failure of democracy and the emergence of authoritarianism.
Posted by: dispassionate viewer at December 30, 2007 07:10 PM
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Medieval Warm Period Reinstated

global warming politics

Monday, 19 November 2007

Medieval Warm Period Reinstated
All along I have been utterly unconvinced by recent attempts to downplay
historical climate change in order to highlight C20th change. Indeed, I think this
has been one of the least attractive aspects behind the political promotion of
‘global warming’. I have even been told that some folk appear to wish ‘to bury’
the Medieval Warm Period (MWA) and the Little Ice Age (LIA) for good.
But now, a new study, just published [C. Loehle* 2007. ‘A 2000-year global
temperature reconstruction based on non-treering proxies.’ Energy &
Environment 18 (7-8): 1049-1058], demonstrates a clear signal for both the
MWA and the LIA, with the MWP being approximately 0.3°C warmer than
20th century values at the eighteen sites studied.
So much, then, for ahistoricism and presentism, the besetting sins of the ‘global
warming’ trope and age.
Here is the Abstract in full:
“Historical data provide a baseline for judging how anomalous recent
temperature changes are and for assessing the degree to which organisms are
likely to be adversely affected by current or future warming. Climate histories
are commonly reconstructed from a variety of sources, including ice cores, tree
rings, and sediment. Tree-ring data, being the most abundant for recent centuries,
tend to dominate reconstructions. There are reasons to believe that tree ring data
may not properly capture long-term climate changes. In this study, eighteen 2000year-long series were obtained that were not based on tree ring data. Data in each
series were smoothed with a 30-year running mean. All data were then converted
to anomalies by subtracting the mean of each series from that series. The overall
mean series was then computed by simple averaging. The mean time series
shows quite coherent structure. The mean series shows the Medieval Warm
Period (MWP) and Little Ice Age (LIA) quite clearly, with the MWP being
approximately 0.3°C warmer than 20th century values at these eighteen sites.”
The complete paper can be downloaded as a .pdf file from here. The author
concludes:
“One persistent question is whether the MWP was ‘really’ warmer than the
end of the 20th century. Even keeping in mind that Figure 1 shows 30-year
running means, it would indeed seem to show the MWP to be warmer than the
late 20th century. The eighteen series used here show a mean difference of
about 0.3°C between the MWP and the 20th century (range of 0 to 0.6°C
difference over the periods).”
Now, let’s have no more nonsense about there not having been a Medieval Warm
Period which was warmer than today. Of course, the ‘global warmers’ hate this,
because it puts our own little warming nicely into historical context. What a pity!
Not quite time, I guess, to join that medieval monk at the wine barrel. Tea
instead. A sobering thought.
_______________
*Dr. Craig Loehle, the author, is at the National Council for Air and Stream
Improvement (NCASI), USA. The relevant data are archived here (.csv file,
Excel)]
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Press Release from
Science & Environmental Policy Project
10 December 2007
Contact: Dr S Fred Singer, President, SEPP singer@SEPP.org 703-920-2744

Climate warming is naturally caused and shows no human influence:
Carbon dioxide (CO2) is not a pollutant.
Climate scientists at the University of Rochester, the University of Alabama, and the University of Virginia report that observed
patterns of temperature changes (‘fingerprints’) over the last thirty years are not in accord with what greenhouse models predict
and can better be explained by natural factors, such as solar variability. Therefore, climate change is ‘unstoppable’ and cannot
be affected or modified by controlling the emission of greenhouse gases, such as CO2, as is proposed in current legislation.
These results are in conflict with the conclusions of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
also with some recent research publications based on essentially the same data. However, they are supported by the results of
the US-sponsored Climate Change Science Program (CCSP).
The report is published in the December 2007 issue of the International Journal of Climatology of the Royal Meteorological
Society [DOI: 10.1002/joc.1651]. The authors are Prof. David H. Douglass (Univ. of Rochester), Prof. John R. Christy (Univ. of
Alabama), Benjamin D. Pearson (graduate student), and Prof. S. Fred Singer (Univ. of Virginia).
The fundamental question is whether the observed warming is natural or anthropogenic (human-caused). Lead author David
Douglass said: “The observed pattern of warming, comparing surface and atmospheric temperature trends, does not show the
characteristic fingerprint associated with greenhouse warming. The inescapable conclusion is that the human contribution is not
significant and that observed increases in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases make only a negligible contribution to
climate warming.”
Co-author John Christy said: “Satellite data and independent balloon data agree that atmospheric warming trends do not exceed
those of the surface. Greenhouse models, on the other hand, demand that atmospheric trend values be 2-3 times greater. We
have good reason, therefore, to believe that current climate models greatly overestimate the effects of greenhouse gases.
Satellite observations suggest that GH models ignore negative feedbacks, produced by clouds and by water vapor, that diminish
the warming effects of carbon dioxide.”
Co-author S. Fred Singer said: “The current warming trend is simply part of a natural cycle of climate warming and cooling that
has been seen in ice cores, deep-sea sediments, stalagmites, etc., and published in hundreds of papers in peer-reviewed
journals. The mechanism for producing such cyclical climate changes is still under discussion; but they are most likely caused by
variations in the solar wind and associated magnetic fields that affect the flux of cosmic rays incident on the earth’s atmosphere.
In turn, such cosmic rays are believed to influence cloudiness and thereby control the amount of sunlight reaching the earth’s
surface—and thus the climate.” Our research demonstrates that the ongoing rise of atmospheric CO2 has only a minor
influence on climate change. We must conclude, therefore, that attempts to control CO2 emissions are ineffective and
pointless. – but very costly.

posted by Fred Singer @ 11:36 AM
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Articles (1-) and Labels
NOT THE GREATEST POTENTIAL THREAT TO HUMANITY

●

1 - Academic Squatting (1)

Global warming is often presented as the greatest potential threat to

●

1 - Activism and Risk (1)

humankind and as the greatest environmental and ecological threat on the

●

1 - Advice to squatters (1)

planet. It is also presented as a problem that could be solved or contained

●

1 - Corporate Climate Coup (1)

●

1 - Giving Up the Grade (1)

●

1 - GW: Truth or Dare? (1)

I argue: (1) that global warming (climate change, climate chaos, etc.) will

●

1 - Ottawa Sun feature article (1)

not become humankind’s greatest threat until the sun has its next hiccup

●

1 - Recommended Reading (1)

●

1 - Survival 101 (1)

●

1 - War in Afghanistan (in French) (1)

●

activism (7)

●

activism course (3)

●

anti-war (1)

●

climate (2)

●

David Noble (2)

myth, for short). I describe these motivations in terms of the workings of

●

education (5)

the scientific profession and of the global corporate and finance network

●

environment (1)

●

finance (1)

●

global warming (2)

driven financiers and profit-driven corporations and their cartels backed

●

left-right (1)

by military might; and that the global warming myth is a red herring that

●

media (4)

contributes to hiding this truth. In my opinion, activists who, using any

●

non-grading (3)

justification, feed the global warming myth have effectively been co-

●

risk (3)

●

science (1)

by determined international collaboration - by political will if it were
present.

in a billion years or more (in the very unlikely scenario that we are still
around), (2) that global warming is presently nowhere near being the
planet’s most deadly environmental scourge, and (3) that government
action and political will cannot measurably or significantly ameliorate
global climate in the present world.
I also advance that there are strong societal, institutional, and
psychological motivations for having constructed and for continuing to
maintain the myth of a global warming dominant threat (global warming

and its government shadows.
I argue that by far the most destructive force on the planet is power-

opted, or at best neutralized.

ERODING THE VENEER
Since the global warming myth is presently the dominant environmental

Links

paradigm in the First World middleclass mainstream, let us put it into the
●

relevant perspective of planetary warming mechanisms.
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Alternative Voices

●

CHUO 98.1 FM - host DGR

●

GlobalResearch articles by DGR

●

Ottawa Cinema Politica

●

Ottawa FEC

●

Students Sue UofO age

gas CO2 (carbon dioxide) – the later increase in turn possibly arising from

●

Students Sue UofO TAs

fossil fuel burning (see below).

●

U of O Watch

One should first recognise that the atmospheric greenhouse effect is a
well known natural phenomenon, mostly caused by atmospheric water
vapour, that keeps our planet warm and habitable whereas
(anthropogenic = human-made) global warming refers to a small extra
greenhouse warming (0.5-1 C/33 C; 1-5 %) allegedly arising from an
increase in atmospheric concentration of the minority greenhouse effect

This means that the global greenhouse effect gives earthlings a needed
and much appreciated base warming of 33 C (degrees Celsius), whereas
the alleged “global warming” would contribute an extra 0.5 to 1 C of
warming (a 1 to 5 % increase), on a planet that has seen a dozen or so ice
ages since human kind has appeared.
The most often cited reconstructed global average temperature curves
(themselves somewhat tenuous, see below) show increases in global mean
temperature of approximately 0.5-1 C in the last 100 years. Let us
compare this to the extremes of temperature to which humans routinely
adapt. Humans have thrived in every possible ecological niche on the
planet, from deserts to tropical forests to the North Polar Regions, since
well before present technological advances. These environments show
mean temperature differences of as much as 50 C or more. Many of these
environments also show day to night and seasonal differences of as much
as 20-50 C. A sudden 0.5-1 C increase in mean annual temperature (not
spread over 100 years) would be imperceptible to any human and indeed
could barely be detected using all of the methods of the modern scientific
enterprise.
In addition, whereas there is evidence of negative consequences to
populations from sustained regional cooling (e.g., Europe’s Little Ice Age,
1300-1850 AD) and whereas global ice ages (occurring every 40-100
thousand years or so) clearly have significantly affected human
populations, there is no known case of a sustained warming alone having
negatively impacted an entire population. If it where not for the global
greenhouse effect, the planet would on average be 33 C colder and
inhabitable. As a general rule, all life on Earth does better when it’s
hotter: Compare ecological diversity and biotic density (or biomass) at the
poles and at the equator.
Humans have already adapted to dramatically different regional climates
occurring in every corner of the planet and the alleged future global
changes are very small compared to these existing variations. There are
more displaced refugees from wars and from economic aggression than
there will ever be displaced inhabitants from rapid climate-induced
habitat transformations. In both cases, the solution is to accommodate
those loosing their homes and communities, not to attempt to control
planetary processes and unpredictable events.

IS THERE GLOBAL WARMING?
Before ‘climate chaos’ became cliché, many scientists advanced evidence
for detected amounts of global average Earth surface temperature
increases occurring in the post-industrial age. These reports, taken as a
whole, were the main original catalysts towards constructing the global
warming myth, so it is useful to critically examine their validity.
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It was no easy task to arrive at the most cited original estimated rate of
increase of the mean global surface temperature of 0.5 C in 100 years. As
with any evaluation of a global spatio-temporal average, it involved
elaborate and unreliable grid size dependent averages. In addition, it
involved removal of outlying data, complex corrections for historical
differences in measurement methods, measurement distributions, and
measurement frequencies, and complex normalisations of different data
sets – for example, land based and sea based measurements and the use
of different temperature proxies that are in turn dependent on
approximate calibration models. Even for modern thermometer readings
in a given year, the very real problem of defining a robust and useful
global spatio-temporal average Earth-surface temperature is not solved,
and is itself an active area of research.
This means that determining an average of a quantity (Earth surface
temperature) that is everywhere different and continuously changing with
time at every point, using measurements at discrete times and places
(weather stations), is virtually impossible; in that the resulting number is
highly sensitive to the chosen extrapolation method(s) needed to
calculate (or rather approximate) the average.
Averaging problems aside, many tenuous approximations must be made in
order to arrive at any of the reported final global average temperature
curves. For example, air temperature thermometers on ocean-going ships
have been positioned at increasing heights as the sizes of ships have
increased in recent history. Since temperature decreases with increasing
altitude, this altitude effect must be corrected. The estimates are
uncertain and can change the calculated global warming by as much as 0.5
C, thereby removing the originally reported effect entirely.
Similarly, surface ocean temperatures were first measured by drawing
water up to the ship decks in cloth buckets and later in wooden buckets.
Such buckets allow heat exchange in different amounts, thereby changing
the measured temperature. This must be corrected by various estimates
of sizes and types of buckets. These estimates are uncertain and can again
change the resulting final calculated global warming value by an amount
comparable to the 0.5 C value. There are a dozen or so similar corrections
that must be applied, each one able to significantly alter the outcome.
In wanting to go further back in time, the technical problems are
magnified. For example, when one uses a temperature proxy, such as the
most popular tree ring proxy, instead of a physical thermometer, one has
the significant problem of calibrating the proxy. With tree rings from a
given preferred species of tree, there are all kinds of unavoidable
artefacts related to wood density, wood water content, wood petrifaction
processes, season duration effects, forest fire effects, extra-temperature
biotic stress effects (such as recurring insect infestations), etc. Each proxy
has its own calibration and preservation problems that are not fully
understood.
The reported temperature curves should therefore be seen as tentative
suggestions that the authors hope will catalyze more study and debate,
not reliable results that one should use in guiding management practice or
in deducing actual planetary trends. In addition, the original temperature
or proxy data is usually not available to other research scientists who
could critically examine the data treatment methods; nor are the data
treatment methods spelled out in enough detail. Instead, the same
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massaged data is reproduced from report to report rather than reexamined.
The most recent thermometer measurements have their own special
problems, not the least of which is urban warming, due to urban sprawl,
which locally affects weather station mean temperatures and wind
patterns: Temperatures locally change because local surroundings change.
Most weather monitoring stations are located, for example, near airports
which, in turn, are near expanding cities.
As a general rule in science, if an effect is barely detectable, requires
dubious data treatment methods, and is sensitive to those data treatment
methods and to other approximations, then it is not worth arguing over or
interpreting and should not be used in further deductions or
extrapolations. The same is true in attempting to establish causal
relationships. This is in contrast to the precautionary principle which, in
this context, would dictate that humans should reduce their fossil fuel
burning because a resulting increase in atmospheric CO2 **might** cause
serious environmental harm. I argue that we should stick to known
consequences rather than potential ones – displacing people displaces
people, clearing forests clears forests, etc. – and that we can apply
universally accepted norms of human justice and respect for nature in
limiting exploiters’ impulses.

WARMING, CLIMATE CHANGE, AND CLIMATE CHAOS
Global warming myth advocates emphasize that the alleged extra-CO2driven warming does not occur uniformly, in that some regions are
warmed more than others while other regions are cooled below their prewarming averages. They claim that many regions therefore already suffer
significant departures from their pre-warming average temperatures, by
as much as 5 C, even though the overall global average increase is
difficult to detect.
Whereas regional changes in average temperature (e.g., warmer poles and
cooler tropics) are not in themselves bad, global warming myth advocates
argue that such changes have significant negative ecological
consequences. They argue that when regional climate changes occur,
rather than simply causing geographical redistributions of ecosystems and
niche creation, they instead cause permanent damages in the form of
habitat loss and species loss.
Global warming myth advocates also argue that global warming drives
increased climate chaos. That is, overall increases in extreme weather
events, such as more frequent and more intense tropical hurricanes, more
frequent and more intense heat waves, more frequent and more intense
droughts and floods, etc.
The available data does not support these claims and does not allow one
to conclude that we have entered into a period of greater climate chaos,
let alone that any perceived increase in climate chaos would be caused by
extra-CO2-driven planetary warming. Similarly, it is impossible to reliably
establish (see below) that inferred regional warmings in the Polar Regions
are caused by an extra-CO2-driven global greenhouse effect increase.
Weather is by its nature chaotic and unpredictable. Every year weather
events occur and will always occur that have never occurred before in
recorded history. A given July heat spell in North Bay, Ontario, will last
longer than any other such heat spell that has also had more than three
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consecutive day-time highs of more than 35 C, for example. For the first
time in recorded history, three selectively chosen Canadian northern
towns of more than 50,000 inhabitants will not have snow at Christmas.
One hundred year old trees will be uprooted by a hurricane in some
locality in Northern Quebec in September, etc.
Regional weather (including regional air current patterns) is well known
by climatologists to have measurable variations over a broad range of
magnitudes and on every time scale, from decadal, to centennial, to
millennial and beyond, as documented in climate and weather event
records such as historical documents, tree rings, lake sediments, soil
profiles, geological weathering patterns, etc. Climatologists have, for over
one hundred years, studied these variations occurring on all continents
and have always attempted to relate them to potential causal factors,
with little success. Modern satellite observations and recent global
circulation models have provided few significant advances, despite the
hype.
Media sensationalism notwithstanding, none of the recent reports of
weather events step outside of the statistical samples gathered by
climatologists, as they have often informed us. Among other things,
climatologists, environmental scientists, and statisticians have pointed out
that: (1) North America has less frequent but more intense forest fires
because foresters manage forests, (2) insurance companies pay out more
natural catastrophe claims because there are more people living in more
precarious areas with more expensive installations, (3) more people suffer
the consequences of flooding because more people live in flood plains, (4)
more urban elderly die in heat waves because they are older and live in
isolation and in high rises, (5) water tables fall because of deforestation
and watershed management practices, and so on.

GLACIERS AND PERMAFROST: PHENOMENON VERSUS CAUSE
Although weather is business as usual, there are significant changes
occurring on the planet and some of these appear at first sight to be
regional climate related.
For example, many high altitude glaciers are receding. Some glaciers are
growing but it appears that more studied glaciers are receding than
growing. The next question is why? There are no reports of average air
temperature increases in the vicinities of these glaciers. To melt or
sublimate ice one must supply a large amount of energy, far beyond what
could be supplied by thermal conduction driven by an undetected
temperature increase.
The required energy clearly comes from the sun, just as spring sunlight
melts snow in temperate climates much more than the increase in air
temperature ever could. More radiant energy must be deposited on the
receding glaciers. Either there is more incident radiant energy or the
glaciers are more able to absorb rather than reflect the incident radiation
or both.
The causes of increased incident radiation can be one or a combination of
the following: (1) there is more solar radiation because the sun itself is
putting out more energy, the solar “constant” has increased, (2) more
solar radiation directly comes through the atmosphere because the
atmosphere is more transparent rather than reflective (e.g., less cloudy,
less ozone), (3) more infra-red is sent back to the glaciers rather than
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escaping to outer space because the atmosphere is more greenhouse
active (e.g., higher water vapour content), and (4) more ambient infrared radiation is sent towards the glaciers via atmospheric greenhouse
scattering because there is more ambient infra-red radiation originating
from neighbouring ice-free cover that has become more incident-solarradiation absorbent. The latter ice-free surfaces could have become more
absorbent by changes in their surface properties (i.e., surface coverings).
For example, deforested soil is more incident radiation absorbent than a
forest cover, bare rock is much more absorbent than snow-covered rock,
etc.
The glaciers themselves could have become more absorbent for incident
radiation by various mechanisms. For example, mineral or organic or
pollution atmospheric dust loads (e.g., fossil fuel burning soot) could have
increased leading to dust delivery to the glaciers. Such microscopic
deposited dust in turn makes a glacier surface more radiation absorbent.
The type of snow that can cover a glacier will also affect its radiation
(light) absorption and reflection properties and snow type (granularity,
dendrite structure, etc.) is in turn dependent on several atmospheric
properties. Volcanic activity, large scale forest or grassland fires,
dominant wind patterns, large scale changes in soil humidity and other
conditions arising from changes in agricultural practices, can all
significantly alter atmospheric dust loads and the latter are known to
affect regional scale solar radiation budgets.
We see therefore that receding glaciers are not even most directly a sign
of global warming and that the actual mechanism(s) can include a host of
other causes. Indeed, paleoclimatologists studying global climate and ice
age cycles believe the opposite causal direction: Radiative loading and
water cycle factors change snow and ice cover which in turn change global
radiation balance (planetary surface albedo) which then provides a
positive feedback for further warming (resulting from increased radiative
loading) or cooling (resulting from decreased radiative loading). Indeed,
the accepted theory of ice age cycles is based on solar radiation forcing
arising from cyclical Sun-Earth orbital variations.
As another example, let us accept, for the sake of argument; that Polar
Region warming is occurring beyond statistical variations of the last 100
years, say; that permafrost (permanently frozen subsoil) is less extensive;
and that polar ocean ice coverages are less prominent. The next question
is why? Ocean currents have not dramatically changed, nor have measured
sea level air temperatures.
These changes can again be due to solar radiative effects, along the same
lines as explained above for receding glaciers. For ocean glaciers the
above discussion of mechanisms for receding high altitude glaciers applies
exactly whereas minor modifications are needed for receding permafrost.
In the case of permafrost, the seasonal duration of direct solar radiation
loading to the soil is probably the dominant factor. This duration is
inversely related to the duration of soil snow and ice cover which in turn
can be controlled by the same factors discussed above that control high
altitude glacier recession.
In conclusion, all the main easily observable and most cited regional
warming effects are probably driven by radiative mechanisms having
nothing to do with (i.e., not being caused by) global warming or increasing
atmospheric CO2 concentration. More likely causal factors include: soot
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from coal-powered plants, mineral, soil, and organic matter dust from
changes in agricultural practices, fires from changes in water and land
management practices, increased high-altitude and polar atmospheric
transparency, changes in the solar constant, etc.
This is not to say that these local and regional warming phenomena are
not important and do not affect ecosystems and people’s lives. But then if
we want to help these people (mostly Polar Region and high altitude
aboriginal people) then we need only help them! For example, we could
ask what help they most need rather than continuing to pollute their
environment and destroy their lands by resource exploitation. If we want
to stop destroying habitat, we could stop destroying habitat.

SCIENCE IS NOT THE ANSWER
Environmental scientists and government agencies get funding to study
and monitor problems that do not threaten corporate and financial
interests. It is therefore no surprise that they would attack continentalscale devastation from resource extraction via the CO2 back door. The
main drawback with this strategy is that you cannot control a hungry
monster by asking it not to shit as much.
Somewhere First World middleclassers will need to abandon the lies that
we live in democracies, that the corporate profit motive guarantees
environmental protection, that servicing manufactured debt advances
society, that corporate agri-business is the best way to feed people, that
making a mess everywhere to serve share holders is the best way to
generate well being, and that exploiting others is a good way to help
them, not to mention that war is an acceptable method to bring justice
and freedom to enslaved populations.
The planet will continue to change, adapt and evolve, with or without us.
Recurring episodes of increased volcanic activity will continue to alter our
climate. Ice ages will continue to come and go. Meteorites will continue
to impact our planetary home. Disease and insect outbursts, wild fires,
floods, and earthquakes will continue to wash over us as we adapt and
respond. The sun will continue to vary its output and will eventually burn
out. The atmosphere will continue to change as it always has under the
influence of life and of geology. We can’t control these things. We can
barely perceive them correctly. But we can take control of how we treat
each other.
The best we can do for the environment and for the planet is to learn not
to let undemocratic power structures run our lives. The best we can do is
to reject exploitation and domination and to embrace cooperation and
solidarity. The best we can do is to not trust subservient scientists and to
become active agents for change beyond head-in-the-sand personal
lifestyle choices.
We need to get political, beyond corporate-controlled shadow
governments and co-opted political parties. We need to take charge more
than we need to recycle. Concentrated power and capital are not about to
give up their practices or their imperative for profit. Resistance to the
insane return-on-investments hydra that inhabits our planet is our main
responsibility if we are concerned about future generations.
There are real environmental problems on the planet. Agriculture,
especially large-scale corporate chemical fertilizer and pesticide-based
agriculture, is the main human force that has transformed the planet.
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Resource extraction and use is a close second, including energy, minerals,
building materials, etc. Toxic substance pollution vies for an important
place, with everything from persistent organic pollutants, to heavy
metals, to radioactive substances, to pharmaceutical metabolites, all the
way to industrially prepared food products. The industrial food-animal
cycle is another wonderful experiment in attempted mass suicide, not to
mention its grotesque inanimality.

THE BEST WAY TO STOP IS TO STOP
All in all, the best way to not pollute and destroy the environment is to
not pollute and destroy the environment. The best way to not exploit
others is to not exploit others. I am not talking only about personal
lifestyle choices, alternative information sources, and volunteer work. I
am talking about taking back control from undemocratically run
corporations and illegitimate concentrations of power, by all the effective
means we can muster and as though our survival depended on it. I am
talking about activism.
Global warming is strictly an imaginary problem of the First World
middleclass. Nobody else cares about global warming. Exploited factory
workers in the Third World don’t care about global warming. Depleted
uranium genetically mutilated children in Iraq don’t care about global
warming. Devastated aboriginal populations the world over also can’t
relate to global warming, except maybe as representing the only solidarity
that we might volunteer.
If we want to help island dwellers threatened by a predicted sea level rise
then let’s help those island dwellers. If we are worried about victims of
weather events then let us help those victims. The poorest Hurricane
Katrina victims are still waiting.
It’s not about limited resources. [“The amount of money spent on pet
food in the US and Europe each year equals the additional amount needed
to provide basic food and health care for all the people in poor countries,
with a sizeable amount left over.” (UN Human Development Report,
1999)] It’s about exploitation, oppression, racism, power, and greed.
Economic, human, and animal justice brings economic sustainability which
in turn is always based on renewable practices. Recognizing the basic
rights of native people automatically moderates resource extraction and
preserves natural habitats. Not permitting imperialist wars and
interventions automatically quenches nation-scale exploitation. True
democratic control over monetary policy goes a long way in removing debtbased extortion. Etc.

BACK TO SCIENCE: THE PROBLEM WITH CO2
Regarding planetary greenhouse warming, by far the most important
greenhouse active atmospheric gas is water vapour – it is a major
constituent of the atmosphere whereas CO2 is a trace atmospheric gas.
This is well known and it is established, for example, that even doubling
the present atmospheric CO2 concentration, to the unattainable value of
800 ppm (parts per million) say, without changing anything else in the
atmosphere, would have little discernable effect on global temperature or
climate.
All of the climate models that relate CO2 concentrations to climate
effects do so by arbitrarily linking a model increase in CO2 to an induced
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and larger increase in atmospheric water vapour. In other words, all the
climate models postulate a large and positive feedback between CO2 and
water vapour.
Several scientists have argued that these models are computer
realizations of the tail wagging the dog. Water vapour is the dominant
greenhouse factor and the behaviour of water in the atmosphere is far
more complex than that of CO2 (clouds, rain, snow, evaporation, etc.) yet
CO2 is taken to drive the water cycle rather than water taken to drive
CO2 dynamics; using a fictitious multiplicative feedback factor.
On the contrary, for example: Water is often the determining factor in
vegetation growth. Vegetation growth in turn consumes CO2 and is the
greatest active bound-carbon (C) pool on the planet. Therefore, it is more
correct to say that water drives the carbon cycle. Atmospheric CO2
concentration is only a remote witness to all the natural and
anthropogenic processes that consume and produce CO2.
There is no known mechanism whereby an increase in CO2 concentration
could directly cause an increase in water vapour concentration in the
amount required by climate computer models. On the other hand, there
are many known mechanisms whereby water vapour concentration can be
dramatically affected by various external agents. Some examples are as
follows: (1) solar input drives convection and winds which in turn largely
determine atmospheric evaporation loading, (2) deforestation and
agriculture expose soils which are sources of mineral and organic dust
which in turn can induce precipitation or can affect solar radiation
balances, (3) solar winds of cosmic rays can induce high altitude cloud
formation thereby reducing solar radiation penetration, etc.
Ice core data shows strong temporal correlations between average global
temperature (as recorded by the water oxygen isotope proxy) and
atmospheric CO2 (as recorded in trapped gas bubbles) yet these
correlations do not show causal relations. CO2 increases may accompany
temperature increases rather than causing them. Indeed, some high
resolution studies have suggested that the temperature increases precede
the CO2 increases. Interestingly, also, ice core data shows strong
temporal correlations between inferred temperature and amount of dust
preserved in the ice core. Finally, the older geological record shows
several dramatic examples of where CO2 concentration and global average
temperature were either unrelated or even anti-correlated.
Just as solar radiation intensity and inclination determines our seasons
and the differences between day and night, so too solar radiation
variations related to solar winds, magnetic shielding, and solar intensity
cycles (e.g., sunspots) probably have a greater impact on the water cycle
than changes in any greenhouse active trace gas.
There is of course much more wrong with state-of-the-art global
circulation models (climate models) than the assumption and
implementation of CO2-H2O feedback. Although these models are among
the most elaborate predictive models of complex non-linear phenomena,
they are nonetheless sweeping oversimplifications of the global climate
system and its mechanistic intricacies.

IF IT WERE CO2 THEN COULD WE CONTROL IT?
Disregarding the above objections, if we take CO2 to be the pivotal
quantity, then even this CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is not easy
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for scientists to understand. While the value of the CO2 concentration can
be measured reliably and accurately and while it is increasing, possibly in
response to fossil fuel burning, the measured increase is not proportional
to the known increase in fossil fuel consumption. There is not a simple
relation between fossil fuel burning and atmospheric CO2 in two key
respects: (1) the temporal variations of burning and of atmospheric CO2
concentration do not follow each other – the curves do not match, they do
not have the same shape, and (2) the net extra (post-industrial) amount of
CO2 in the atmosphere cannot be reconciled with the amount of CO2
produced by fossil fuel burning.
Regarding the latter point, the resulting amount of CO2 in the atmosphere
depends on many processes that either produce CO2 (that are sources) or
consume CO2 (that are sinks). Growth of plants is a sink. Degradation of
soil or sediment organic matter is a source. Burying and preserving
sedimentary or soil organic matter from oxidation is a sink. Breathing is a
form of combustion and is a source. Photosynthesis is a sink. Fossil fuels
are preserved organic matter not yet degraded by oxidation (or
combustion). Deforestation is a net source since forests are larger
repositories of bound carbon than are agricultural or grazing lands. The
weathering of rocks and the erosion of mountains is a source, as is mining.
Etc. As it turns out, when all the known sources and sinks are added up,
scientists are not able to account for half of the CO2 produced by fossil
fuel burning.
In other words, there is a “missing sink” that is taking up approximately
half of the CO2 produced by fossil fuel burning; that would otherwise end
up in the atmosphere. This is a massive amount that scientists simply
cannot account for. Clearly, the complex source and sink mechanisms of
the bio and geospheres are far from completely understood, as are the
myriad of feedback mechanisms that can dramatically either slow or
intensify the rates of sinking and sourcing.
The point here is that CO2 concentration itself, even if we stubbornly
cling to it as a holly grail of climate mediation, most probably cannot be
controlled by controlling anthropogenic CO2 emissions. There are more
unknown and unforeseeable CO2 evolution feedback mechanisms then
there are climate research institutes on the planet.
Even among human activities, there are many practices that can
potentially affect atmospheric CO2 fluxes more than direct mitigation of
fossil fuel burning. These include: distribution-of-wealth practices; world
investment, trading and lending practices; democratic versus corporate
control over the media, over marketing and over the mental environment
in general; military intervention and intimidation practices; and so on.
Each of the above areas of societal behaviour and organization can be
shown to significantly alter or moderate global CO2 fluxes between the
atmosphere and other compartments.
Excluding direct human activities (land and water use, etc.), there are
major natural factors that affect CO2 atmospheric loading. These are only
partially understood and include: geological weathering, ocean
sedimentation, land plant growth, soil evolution, sediment diagenesis,
ecological niche invasion, volcanic activity, continental subduction, and
many others. Indeed, there is no accepted model that quantitatively
explains atmospheric CO2 concentration, given our limited knowledge of
these factors.
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The atmosphere is one of the smallest pools or compartments for carbon
(as CO2) and it responds quickly to any flux changes with the other
compartments. These flux routes are varied and largely unknown, as are
the mechanisms that control flux magnitudes. To believe that we could
control atmospheric CO2 concentration by controlling only the flux from
anthropogenic fossil fuel burning is naive. Burning mitigation or carbon
sequestration practices could easily have no effect or opposite effects,
even if significant societal efforts were dedicated to such efforts.

THERE ARE TRILLIONS TO BE MADE
What is more naïve than believing that humankind could control
atmospheric CO2 levels by direct interventions, however, is the belief
that the financial and corporate interests that benefit from fossil fuel
burning and still have gargantuan profits to be made from the remaining
fossil fuels of increasing value could in this world be convinced by law or
agreement to voluntarily reduce production and to not exercise their clout
in creating demand for the resource that they control.
Fossil fuel is the main economic commodity on the planet. Cheap fossil
fuel equals cheap transportation equals globalized trade and globalized
exploitation of labour and of natural resources. Cheap fossil fuel drives
the automobile industry, the largest manufactured goods growth area in
the developing world. Cheap fossil fuel is the raw material of the petrochemical industry, including fertilizers, and drives agri-business. Cheap
fossil fuel allows rapid military deployments. The entire planetary web of
corporate and finance exploitation is presently reliant on fossil fuels. To
think that governments of media-created stand-ins could negotiate
restraints on a remote side effect (CO2) of the present day exercise of
power, without ever addressing the real issues, is to be delusional.
Optimism of the will in needed but let us start with pessimism of the
intellect. Let us be realistic.
In this world, before renewable sources become the new basis of global
economic extortion, oil exploration will be extended to every sensitive
ecosystem on the globe and the world’s massive coal reserves will be
liquefied and gasified. There are enough coal reserves to keep the wheels
of corporate exploitation turning for another 1000 years or so at the
present rate. This will happen unless citizens force democratic control
over the major planetary economic instruments – private banking cartels,
multinational corporations, and their government extensions that are the
World Bank and the IMF. In this sense, anti-globalization activists are at
the forefront of environmental activism.
Even if CO2 emissions could be controlled in actual practice, this would
not impact CO2 concentration in a predictable way, and CO2 in turn does
not control global climate. People, corporations, financial webs, and
ecosystems all adapt to climate change. A global corporate and finance
machine of profit and interest extraction based on renewable energy
resources (that it would control) would not be less devastating than the
present system and would continue to cause irreparable damage.
Climate is not an effectual lever for controlling the corporate and finance
madness that is destroying human communities and natural habitats.
Indeed, it is the kind of lever that is guaranteed to be ineffectual: It
avoids the root causes, it does not challenge the relevant power
structures, it entices us into collaboration, it seduces us into personal
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consumption responsibility as a substitute for effective political action, it
turns our attention towards learning about atmospheric chemistry rather
than about the relevant major human-controlled planetary forces, and it
gives us something we relate to (the weather) rather than sensitizing us to
real world problems. The global warming myth isolates us from the people
of the Third World and from all exploited people outside of our class,
rather than creating meaningful occasions for empathy and solidarity.

WHY GLOBAL WARMING? SCIENCE IS A BANDWAGON
Precisely because it is ineffectual… and deflects our attention away from
the necessary confrontations with established power.
If you accept my critique that the global warming threat is a myth then
the next question is why are so many resources being spent to keep the
myth alive? Why is it so important to keep global warming at the forefront
of our mental environment? Why have scientists and First World
environmentalists bought into it with such conviction and dedication? Why
are mainstream politicians allowed by their bosses to use it in their
platforms?
Scientists are simple beings. In general, they have not studied politics or
sociology or human history. They have had to specialize and to confine
their methods and questions to those that are specific to their chosen
fields. Outside of their disciplines, they construct a world view largely
from the same sources as most middleclass citizens; the mainstream
media and popular culture. Their main comparison points are colleagues
just like themselves that they meet at specialized conferences and in staff
lounges.
At the same time, scientists, like the rest of working people, often search
for a sense of doing something meaningful at work. They look for ways
that their work might have broader societal implications, even though it is
most often very specialized and has narrow applications. Ecologists and
environmental scientists like to consider that they might help society to
better treat the environment.
Science is a social construction and scientists must be seen by their peers
as contributing “positively” to their fields and must mainly cooperate in
order to get along and get ahead. This has the effect of creating an
impetus for scientific consensus. Contrary positions are rarely deep or
long lived and a lot of mileage is extracted from going along and echoing
the dominant paradigms or opinions. Once something becomes popular, a
scientist can repeat it without new supporting evidence comfortably and
without awakening the ire of reviewers. Such statements are made in the
introductions of scientific articles in order to motivate the specialized
work or are made in giving broader (and more tenuous) interpretations or
are made in the conclusions of papers to suggest possible implications of
the specialized work.
Global warming has now become just such a popular theme among
ecologists and environmental scientists. As a result, whereas specialized
researchers in climate change itself continue to debate global warming
and its many facets and continue to critique each others’ methods, data,
and conclusions, most articles in scientific journals that mention global
warming do so gratuitously – in a non-critical, superficial and self-serving
way. Observers of science must therefore be careful in simply counting
opinions expressed in the introductions and conclusions of scientific
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articles.
In addition, there are the international commissions mandated to sort out
the scientific literature on topics that could have public relevance. A main
relevant example is the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC). These bodies are mostly composed of scientists but have political
missions.
The board members typically study thousands of scientific papers written
by climate change experts and others. These papers use different methods
and report different types of data and sometimes come to contradictory
conclusions. Most published papers, however, report inconclusive results
and tenuous extrapolations, given the difficulty of the area of study. The
authors of the original publications are usually careful and often do not
overstate their conclusions. They also often qualify their interpretations
and spell out the limits of their work and the most tenuous parts of their
arguments.
Faced with this massive array of inconclusive or tentative or contradictory
and incomplete results, the international (or national) commission must
prepare a report that will be useful to governments and policy makers.
They must attempt to identify the dominant or most likely trends, while
keeping in mind that scientific truth cannot be established by a
democratic vote or a popularity contest.
Having then identified the main trends and having extensively
documented the pitfalls and limits of the reviewed papers, the
international commission must also write an executive summary, for
executives that want definitive statements. The executive summary is the
only part of the report that has a chance of being read by the top decision
makers and it is probably the only part of the report from which the
media will cite. Few of the players who will read only the executive
summary have the knowledge to appreciate its careful language and all
the sacrifices of content and accuracy that have been made to produce it.
The international commission’s report then becomes a milestone that the
commission itself, for political reasons of perceived legitimacy, cannot
easily contradict in future reports. There is also a tendency for most
scientists to accept the commission report’s main conclusions or proposed
trends.

THE ENVIRONMENTALISTS
The environmental activists, on their side, are trying to reduce negative
human impact on the natural world by whatever means they can. Many of
them are astute political activists but more of them are simply
environmentally responsible citizens who are mainly concerned with
personal lifestyle choices to minimize personal ecological footprints.
Environmentalists generally see global warming as a bonanza in public
opinion outreach that has the potential to transform a majority of citizens
into bicycle-riding anti-air-conditioning energy saving zealots that will also
be sensitized to other and deeper issues.
Environmentalists also have an urgent sense that humankind is destroying
the planet (which is true) and therefore do not have too hard a time
believing that fossil fuel burning could directly cause the globe to burn up
in a violent last tempest of floods and hurricanes that would destroy the
last natural habitats and make civilization as we would like it virtually
impossible. Besides, it makes sense, CO2 is a greenhouse effect gas and it
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is a product of organic matter combustion.
The main arguments I hear from environmentalists are: (1) that even if we
are not attacking a root cause, forcing all to burn less fossil fuels will slow
down humankind’s otherwise unimpeded destruction of the planet and (2)
concentrating on this issue has much educational value and will help
sensitize members of the public who may then later go a further step.
I don’t agree with either of the latter positions.
Finance-driven exploitation is creative and nimble and will always
maximize short-term gain by whatever method it can get away with,
whether limited (on paper) in its CO2 emissions or not, and all such
exploitations of humans and of nature are always destructive beyond what
should be tolerated in a democratic society.
On the “global warming issue as education” front, I again argue the
opposite: That promoting the global warming myth trains people to accept
unverified, remote, and abstract dangers in the place of true problems
that they can discover for themselves by becoming directly engaged in
their workplace and by doing their own research and observations. It
trains people to think lifestyle choices (in relation to CO2 emission) rather
than to think activism in the sense of exerting an influence to change
societal structures. The first involves finding a comfort zone consistent
with one’s values whereas the latter involves accepting confrontation and
risk in order to challenge power structures. The first is needed for
welfare, as are community, friendship, etc., while the second is needed
to create sanity and justice in an insane world.
In that sense, the global warming myth is a powerful tool of co-optation
that has even eroded one of the most fertile grounds of political activism:
the environmental movement.
I find that those who defend the global warming myth most strenuously
are also those who cling most to the notion that the best way to solve
these problems is to somehow (“through awareness and education”) get
everyone (or the majority) to minimize their footprints and consume
responsibly. They usually also argue that corporate bosses and bank
managers are people too and that we just need to reach out to them.
They are allergic even to the notion of organized confrontation.

MAINSTREAM MIND F#?K
The beliefs of mainstream environmentalists are beliefs of the First World
liberal middleclass. As such, the global warming myth fits right in.
The global warming myth, as propagated by the mainstream media, also
works wonders on the general population: A global problem that we can
solve by just changing our light bulbs to the energy saving kind or by
voting for the Democrats or by trusting our scientists to come up with a
carbon sequestration plan or by going nuclear for our electricity…
The media are allowed to talk global warming because it does not
threaten power in any significant way. Indeed, it deflects attention away
from real world issues. It’s perfect. The scientists can debate it. The
environmental activists are largely neutralized. Everyone thinks it’s about
CO2. The economists can work out the carbon credits. The politicians can
talk environment without actually saying anything. Those who want to do
something can change their consumer habits. The others can just ignore it
and continue chatting about the weather.
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The fact that the global warming myth has now attained this degree of
media promotion and entertainment industry integration means not only
that the issue is not threatening to power but that it has also come to be
understood by power to be quite useful. In this regard, the global warming
myth has joined the other useful media-supported myths that include:
increasing crime rates, the terrorist threat, the American dream, that we
live in a democracy, that greed and selfishness are unavoidable overriding
consequences of human nature, that we all attain the economic status
that fits our talents and efforts, that we help developing and Third World
countries (that would be worse off without us), etc.
I hope that this essay will convert a few myth consumers into temporarily
disoriented environmentalists who will eventually become dedicated and
effective social justice activists. The global warming myth will then have
been useful for something of value.

Denis G. Rancourt is a professor of physics and an environmental science
researcher at the University of Ottawa. His scientific research has been
concentrated in the areas of spectroscopic and diffraction measurement
methods, magnetism, reactive environmental nanoparticles, aquatic
sediments and nutrients, and boreal forest lakes.
Many related articles are collected and posted at ACTIVIST CLIMATE GUY.
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110 comments:
Daniel said...
A very nice overview of issues related to climate change including the
science behind climate change and problems related to it.
It also points out in my view that it doesn't really matter if climate
change exists or not, we are effectively overlooking some of the biggest
environmental and social problems ever to exist. The effort put into
discerning changing weather on such a huge time scale could be better
spent otherwise. Working toward eliminating poverty and the way the
economy works will inevitably change the way we adapt to climate
change if it ever hits us in the face as the mainstream media likes to
put it.
A very insightful article.

March 5, 2007 10:54 AM
David Wardell said...
I had somehow an interest in Prof. Rancourts activism movie series, and
I have also seen him there at one of the movies last year.
I am 52 years of age and I have nothing what ever to do with the
university, activism or the environmental movement in any way.
But for me, I now know why the unexplained interest. It was the path
by which I would come to enlightenment through reading this excellent
article by Prof. Rancourt. Thank you Prof. Rancourt.
---------------------------------Note - small edit required in the sentence below "in" change to "is".
Optimism of the will in needed but let us start with pessimism of the
intellect. Let us be realistic.

March 6, 2007 8:27 PM
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Robert said...
Professor Rancourt's article begins with three strongly asserted primary
opinions, all of which are deserve rebuttal. His first is just silly,
predicting the future for the next billions years. I will ignore it. His
second, that global warming is "nowhere near being the planet's most
deadly environmental scourge" begs many questions, some of which
follow. His third thoroughly suspect assertion is that political decisions
"cannot measurably or significantly ameeliorate global climate..."
In comparing the "scourge" of global warming to say the "scourge of
other environmental problems in terms of deadliness, lethality, one is
immediately thrown into the realm of speculation and opinion, not
verifiable or solid information. So, for example, were temperatures to
rise or rainfall or flooding patterns to decline so that a significant
reduction in global rice production occurred, or, were glaciers to
continue melting so that billions of people who presently rely for their
existence upon water from glacier fed streams and rivers could no
longer gain access to adequate water, one could summarize such
developments as some considerable "scourge". And according to
Professor Rancourt such problems would be nowhere near as terrible as
- what?
Such comparisons (this existing problem is a huge "scourge", this
possible problem is a little "scourge") are absurd and pretentious.
Absurd because obviously one cannot meaningfully compare the pain of
the Black Death to the pain of the genocide inflicted on native north
Americans to the pain of untold million starving to death in the future.
Pretentious because it allocates to professor Rancourt the unlikely
godlike ability to confer a comparative status upon various "scourges",
some located in the future, some poorly understood within our present
circumstance. How does one compare the implications of the
knowledge that all of us have imbedded in our bodies trillions of
synthetic molecules of unknown or unclear impact, with the fact that
the Greenland glacier is melting rapidly?
In so far as political decisions not being able to "measurably or
significantly" change the global climate, well, that too is a gloomy
prophesy, which, if believed, would justify political inaction vis a vis
climate change.
Now I would certainly not maintain that there is currently on the
political level globally the kind of leadership, intelligence, and honesty
which would presage dramatic and significant beneficient political
impact on climate. But, given dramatically different policies, clearly
there could be over decades a massive reduction in the discharge of
many pollutants, toxins and greenhouse gases. There are countless
examples of political decsions affecting the environment. For example,
it has been noted that the radioactive pollutants in say milk were
affected by atomic bomb testing (political decisions); that the
subsidising (political decsion) of gas and oil exploration has been
massive while the subsidy for the entire sweep of clean(er) alternatives
has been miniscule by comparison. In toto, political decisions,
especially those political decisions that increase the power of the
democratic and the rational, at the expense of elite power, can have a
dramatic effect across the board. And then, in hindsight, one could
declare whether or not the impact of those sensible political decisions
had been "measurable".
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March 8, 2007 11:37 AM
RealGrouchy said...
Robert, did you read the article? Because it looks like you've just read
the first paragraph, then constructed a straw-man argument around it.
If you, like me, are too busy/lazy to read the whole article, the
summary which DGR links to in his post on YaYaCanada does a good job.
(Particularly, for example, with your glacier example).
- RG>

March 9, 2007 11:57 PM
Robert said...
Realgrouchy, I did read the article but was regrettably too busy to take
time to construct a more adequate response. I think the article in
question offers some suspect arguments on behalf of general intentions
that I would suspect we have in common.
1)The numerous references to the "myth" of global warming is precisely
the imprecise and loaded with scorn terminology which apologists for
The System have long used in order to confuse the public. And loading
up the article with one-sided material may on the surface appear to
strengthen this designation of "myth", but I'm aware that there are
many other points that could be offered to make the "myth" word seem
more "mythological" than real.
2)The idea that "social justice" concerns and activism are of basic
importance is one I support, but the idea that extreme concern about
climate change is generally a deflection from more important concerns,
or a sign of being "neutralized", is I think an overly pessimistic
interpretation of what is happening. Now obviously anyone can obsess
about anything to the point that other important matters are left
inadequately dealt with. However, a "holistic" and I would argue
effective approach to our global circumstance would include a large
number of important concerns, and see them all as linked, interplaying.
It seems to me that the accelerating concern about climate change has
opened a lot of common people's minds to considering the idea that our
cultures flaws are fundamental. And this can create the 'crisis in loyalty'
to cultural 'business as usual' that is necessary for broadly based
positive cultural change. While conventional media, which I understand
as an Orwellian propaganda machine, is focusing more on climate
change, its attention is still riddled with superficiality. As a recent issue
of the New Scientist pointed out, even the IPCC recent offering, which
the media made much of, was a 'conservative', understated description
of the probable situation.
My alternative scenario for what is happening via very serious public
global warming concerns is that a profoundly beneficial "pandora's box'
of questions and concerns can be pried open by the "wedge' of Professor
Rancourt's "myth".

March 10, 2007 9:05 AM
dgr -at- uottawa.ca said...
Hello Denis,
I haven't been able to post a response to your blog. Could you please
post the following response? Alternately, would I need to get a gmail
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account or be invited to post somehow?
Edelweiss D'Andrea
=====================
I have read all Denis' arguments about climate change being a red
herring and I am not convinced.
Scientific evidence from many sectors (tree-rings, permafrost, glaciers,
ocean temperatures and so on) indicate that human-caused greenhouse
gas emissions are changing the average temperature of the planet.
Every major scientific institution dealing with climate, ocean, and/or
atmosphere and national science academies and councils around the
world agree that the climate is warming rapidly and the primary cause
is human carbon dioxide emissions. The "small" average change of 0.8
degrees is having a dramatic effect on the planet, and the fastapproaching (expected between 2026 and 2060) 2-degree
change is expected to have an apocalyptic effect.
The causes of climate change (greed, centralization of power) and its
solutions (cooperation, distribution of power) are essentially the same
as the causes and solutions to other global problems.
Taking effective action on climate change--reducing energy
consumption in the West, raising the living standards of people in
second- and third-world countries, replacing energy monopolies with
local energy generation by a multitude of small-scale alternative energy
producers--will only redistribute power and wealth.
If I were the benevolent dictator of planet Earth, I would remove all
subsidies to the polluting industries, make towns and cities responsible
for their own energy and food production, take from the rich to give to
the poor equalizing wealth
among all peoples, make it illegal for anyone to earn 7 times the
amount the most poorly paid person makes, give Aboriginal peoples ten
times the land they have now and a huge apology for the injustices
done to them, only allow democratic free presses to operate,
implement a 1-child per couple law, ensure all farm animals are welltreated and can roam freely, reforest the planet, reuse metals instead
of mining, and so on. What a beautiful world it could be!

March 10, 2007 2:13 PM
Anonymous said...
RE:**I have read all Denis' arguments about climate change being a red
herring and I am not convinced.
Scientific evidence from many sectors (tree-rings, permafrost, glaciers,
ocean temperatures and so on) indicate that human-caused greenhouse
gas emissions are changing the average temperature of the planet.
Every major scientific institution dealing with climate, ocean, and/or
atmosphere and national science academies and councils around the
world agree that the climate is warming rapidly and the primary cause
is human carbon dioxide emissions. The "small" average change of 0.8
degrees is having a dramatic effect on the planet, and the fastapproaching (expected between 2026 and 2060) 2-degree
change is expected to have an apocalyptic effect.**
You are getting sucked in by the group with an agenda - they have
blamed every event on global warming with no proof. There is no
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scientific study that measures trhe amount of "warming" that CO2
causes, so you should be asking your friends that question first.

March 10, 2007 5:39 PM
Anonymous said...
"I argue that by far the most destructive force on the planet is powerdriven financiers and profit-driven corporations and their cartels
backed by military might..."
I realize this isn't your main point and the debate you are really looking
for but I disagree with you here. I contend that the most destructive
force on the planet is dictatorships. A review of 20th Century
Mortacracies shows that dictators murdered more people than all of the
century's wars combined. One other related point: no two democracies
went to war against each other during the entire 20th century.

March 11, 2007 9:06 AM
Robert said...
First, let me emphasize that I agree fully with much of the content of
Professor Rancourt's missive. I would offer some minor different
emphasis here and there in some of his political analysis - for example,
I think that the absence of anything even remotely resembling an
honest or respectable let alone profound public/media discussion of
critically important topics is as a great a problem as any that we face.
The very possibility of Reason or Democracy are obviated by 1)the
censorship - complete omission - of many topics like the use of DU [and
RU] munitions which the good professor makes reference to; 2) the
chronic manipulation - 'disfigurement' - of those important subjects
which the media does touch upon.
And indeed, the question of what is happening to global climate is
extremely complex and confusing, and there is a tendency to jump on
bandwagons, and intellectual humility in the face of such a
contradictory and confusing abundance of data and observation is I
believe in order.
But there is a strong consensus based upon science and a vast number
of personal observations that human activity is altering the planet in
very many ways. Even in the 1960s, when Thor Heyerdahl made his epic
Ra voyages, he noted the Atlantic so full of oil waste and other dirt that
they could hardly dip in a toothbrush for days on end. Certainly in my
own little spot on the planet, where I have lived and farmed for
decades, the weather for the past ten years has been passing strange in
many ways.
But let us propose that the professor is correct in his dubious-appearing
contention that global warming is merely a "myth", and an extremely
overblown one at that. This is of course, mega-ironically, precisely the
message that the large corporate lunatics have been attempting to push
on the public for decades. Now that a larger public are aroused into
significant concern about climate change, in spite of the efforts of The
Economist and George Bush and The National Post (and unwitting and
witting company), what do we do? Where do we go from here?
Democracy, social justice, peace, human solidarity, the dismantling of
the military industrial complex and of the pseudo capitalist- neo fascist
corporate juggernaut. Democratize the schools; take back the airwaves;
organic agriculture; clean energy. etc. etc. Okay!
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My problem, essentially, with the professor's position is that it takes a
dismissive and negative stance toward what is at this point a mysterious
but potentially potently positive social undercurrent. Deep public
concern about climate change and the very future viability of the
planet, is exactly an enormous opportunity for addressing fundamental
issues of all kinds. That's what I'm observing in many conversations over
the last months. When Jehovah's Witnesses come in the door with the
intention of religious proselytizing and spend most of the time with you
in earnest discussion about Al Gore's film (yes, many serious
shortcomings, but what an impact!)and related topics, then this may
just be the harbinger of the blue-bird of something rather positive.
And I write as someone who has very inadequate middle class
qualifications, but who has found in the middle class an enormous fount
of decency and honesty and thus hopefullness.

March 11, 2007 5:09 PM
vaalea said...
I can't even get through your environmental stuff because you put all
the sources at the bottom of the page rather than referencing
throughout... so in your writing you are making a bunch of statements
that I don't know where they are coming from/what research they are
based on specifically.
Even IF global warming is as you say... we still have pollution, we still
have limited natural resources, etc. and we would benefit GREATLY to
take all the steps we should be taking in response to the global warming
threat.
As for poverty, think about this: Eating meat causes poverty.
http://millionsofmouths.com/blog/nfblog/?p=104
And it also causes global warming according to a recent UN report.
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?
NewsID=20772&Cr=global&Cr1=warming
*****
"[It's a] myth [that] beef cattle production uses grain that could be feed
the world's hungry." -National Cattlemen's Association
"In a world where an estimated one in every six people goes hungry
every day, the politics of meat consumption are increasingly heated,
since meat production is an inefficient use of grain-the grain is used
more efficiently when consumed directly by humans. Continued growth
in meat output is dependent feeding grains to animals, creating
competition for grain between affluent meat eaters and the world's
poor." -Worldwatchm Institute [pg284] John Robbins -The Food
Revolution

March 13, 2007 8:55 PM
Anonymous said...
Great article. Good point. Do we deal with known threats (big and real)
or "maybe" threats first? I agree with the doctor and think we should
start with the "known" first...
It has been sad to see such weak science passed off as fact. Solid
science tolerates scrutiny and debate. Global warming does not seem
any more real than cold fusion . Unscrupulous researchers bilked
millions out of gullible governments / taxpayers on that one...
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;-)
Michael B.Sc. Physics

March 15, 2007 3:07 AM
dgr -at- uottawa.ca said...
your global warming article (from a local Green)
I don't really give much credence to anything that would be published in
the National Post but what do you think of this? You may post this
message to your blog if you like, I'm not signed up...
Bright sun, warm Earth. Coincidence?

http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/n...e1e02dced7&p=1
Lorne Gunter, National Post Published: Monday, March 12, 2007 Mars's
ice caps are melting, and Jupiter is developing a second giant red spot,
an enormous hurricane-like storm. The existing Great Red Spot is 300
years old and twice the size of Earth. The new storm -- Red Spot Jr. -is thought to be the result of a sudden warming on our solar system's
largest planet. Dr. Imke de Pater of Berkeley University says some parts
of Jupiter are now as much as six degrees Celsius warmer than just a
few years ago. Neptune's moon, Triton, studied in 1989 after the
unmanned Voyageur probe flew past, seems to have heated up
significantly since then. Parts of its frozen nitrogen surface have begun
melting and turning to gas, making Triton's atmosphere denser. Even
Pluto has warmed slightly in recent years, if you can call -230C instead
of -233C "warmer." And I swear, I haven't left my SUV idling on any of
those planets or moons. Honest, I haven't. Is there something all these
heavenly bodies have in common? Some one thing they all share that
could be causing them to warm in unison? Hmmm, is there some giant,
self-luminous ball of burning gas with a mass more than 300,000 times
that of Earth and a core temperature of more than 20-million degrees
Celsius, that for the past century or more has been unusually active and
powerful? Is there something like that around which they all revolve
that could be causing this multi-globe warming? Naw! They must all
have congested commuter highways, coal-fired power plants and
oilsands developments that are releasing large amounts of carbon
dioxide into their atmospheres, too. A decade ago, when global
warming and Kyoto was just beginning to capture public attention, I
published a quiz elsewhere that bears repeating in our current hypercharged environmental debate: Quick, which is usually warmer, day or
night? And what is typically the warmest part of the day? The warmest
time of year? Finally, which are generally warmer: cloudy or cloudless
days? If you answered day, afternoon, summer and cloudless you may
be well on your way to understanding what is causing global warming.
For the past century and a half, Earth has been warming. Coincidentally
(or perhaps not so coincidentally), during that same period, our sun has
been brightening, becoming more active, sending out more radiation.
Habibullah Abdussamatov of the Pulkovo Astronomical Observatory in
St. Petersburg, Sami Solanki of the Max Planck Institute for Solar
System Research in Germany, Sallie Baliunas and Willie Soon of the
Solar and Stellar Physics Division of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for
Astrophysics and a host of the rest of the world's leading solar scientists
are all convinced that the warming of recent years is not unusual and
that nearly all the warming in the past 150 years can be attributed to
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the sun. Solar scientists from Iowa to Siberia have overlaid the last
several warm periods on our planet with known variations in our sun's
activity and found, according to Mr. Solanki, "a near-perfect match."
Mr. Abdussamatov concedes man made gasses may have made "a small
contribution to the warming in recent years, but it cannot compete
with the increase in solar irradiance." Mr. Soon showed as long ago as
the mid-1990s that the depth of the Little Ice Age -- the coldest period
in the northern hemisphere in the past 1,500 years -- corresponded
perfectly with a solar event known as the Maunder Minimum. For nearly
seven decades there was virtually no sunspot activity. Our sun was
particular quiet. And for those 60 to 70 years, the northern half of our
globe, at least, was in a deep freeze. Is it so hard to believe then that
the sun could be causing our current warming, too? At the very least,
the fact that so many prominent scientists have legitimate, logical
objections to the current global warming orthodoxy means there is no
"consensus" among scientists about the cause. Here's a prediction: The
sun's current active phase is expected to wane in 20 to 40 years, at
which time the planet will begin cooling. Since that is when most of the
greenhouse emission reductions proposed by the UN and others are
slated to come into full effect, the "greens" will see that cooling and
claim, "See, we warned you and made you take action, and look, we
saved the planet."
-Gail Walker

March 17, 2007 7:41 PM
Anonymous said...
Very interesting article Denis. I have enjoyed periodically attending
your class, and movie night, for some time. I agree that the banksters,
the current international economic and politcal system, the global
military industrial complex, and the grouping of transnational
corporations operating under these new international banking and trade
systems pose an immanent threat to human security. I also appreciate a
divergent viewpoint from the mainstream media circus around climate
change, although I have been passionate about this subject for some
time. I will take some time to think about your statements. Perhaps you
could address the issue of peak oil in a future blog post, I would like to
hear your opinion on whether it is a red-herring of sorts, or to what
degree you think the data is valid, considering the diverse number of
current projections on the situation.

March 19, 2007 6:49 PM
dgr -at- uottawa.ca said...
Jonathan Rausseo wrote:
Wow, this is really insightful.
After having read through Denis' article I have come to greatly
appreciate why when we are talking about climate change, I listen to
climate change scientists and not the opinions of governments, media,
or others who have agenda driven opinions.
Denis, I have read your article. It is well articulated but ultimately
misguided. Your statistics are, from what I gather, correct; however,
they miss the mark. You make an argument for the adaptability of
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humans in different climatic conditions. Indeed humans can live in
equatorial and polar regions and thrive. The issue has more to do with
plant and animal species that affect the ecosystems around the planet.
If they cannot adapt quickly enough to shifting climates then we are
truly in trouble. Think of the desertification that is slated for the
prairie regions (the bread-basket of Canada).
As for your arguments about the difficulties of averaging temperature
values, again your postulations may or may not be correct. But I would
venture to propose that bickering over climate values does little to
address some of the very real environmental issues that we are seeing
today. So let us concede for a moment and say that climate change my
not exist. As an activist I would work towards active solutions to related
problems such as poor air quality (that kills 5000 Ontarians every year
and in 2005 killed over 300 people in Ottawa) rather than stall action on
these vital issues by contesting whether there is a problem at all. Even
if the world does not heat up, our children will chock to death on the
poor air that will certainly be our legacy to them.
If you think that only middleclass people are concerned about climate
change then you might want to talk to the hundreds of thousands of
environmental refugees (not your typical middleclass type) displaced by
climate related phenomenon (whether it is related to our current
climate paradigm or not). They are quite aware of the climate problem.
How about the many aboriginal communities in the north who have
been advocated for reform for years?
Anyways, I don't want to ramble. I guess my big issues are that there
are many quotes that follow a path of anti-scientific sentiment (Science
is not the answer, Science is a bandwagon) which are coming from a
scientist (a tenured prof at that)? For that matter, seeing as you are a
scientist, why should I accept your many nuanced arguments about
social reform? Why not join the social sciences department? Then there
seems to be some kind of an attack against environmentalists, which is
paradoxical if the enemy is supposed to be big corporations (why aren't
we working together for a more effective battle? Bickering between
groups helps no one). And finally, I don't see what the grand scheme of
this article really is? Are you trying to convert environmentalists to your
cause? Your arguments today and in the past have been very
judgemental and mean-spirited towards environmentalists? If they are
as disillusioned as you make them out to be, why not focus on social
justice groups and have them join your crusade?
Either way, I am not sure how I got on this list anyways.
Cheers, and enjoy all the bickering while some of us engage in some
true activism, hopefully buying you the time to fix the social problems.
Jonathan Rausseo
I have no problems with increased dialogue, in fact that is why I
responded.
Cheers
Jonathan Rausseo
Sustainability Development Coordinator
Coordonateur, Développement durable
Université d'Ottawa / University of Ottawa
141 Louis-Pasteur, Ottawa (Ontario)
K1N 6N5 Canada
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-----Original Message----From: Denis Rancourt [mailto:dgr]
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2007 2:03 PM
To: Jonathan Rausseo
Hi Jonathan,
Thank you for reading my blog-article:
http://activistteacher.blogspot.com/2007/02/global-warming-truth-ordare.html
May I post your reaction as a blog-comment, in the interest of increased
dialogue?
Sincerely,
dgr

March 20, 2007 2:52 PM
dgr -at- uottawa.ca said...
Edelweiss D'Andrea wrote:
Jonathan,
Thanks SO much for articulating the anti-environmentalist and antiscientist biases that exist in Denis' arguments against climate change. I
was thinking about him again today as I was coming home from work.
His arguments towards environmentalists are painful (and credible)
because he is such a committed and courageous activist of social
reform.
Edelweiss

March 21, 2007 6:47 AM
Anonymous said...
this reeks of "my activism is better than yours" bullshit.
your science is junk (and, like you, i wont bother substantiating this
claim), your assumptions about the motives of enviro activists are
intellectually dishonest, and your arrogance stinks of the privilege you
claim to confront.
fuck you, yuppie.

March 23, 2007 1:29 PM
Anonymous said...
i just wanted to comment on one part of the article that you brought up
again and again through out your article. I will agree that CO2 is not the
main cause or the strongest green house gas because its not. methane
is, it is the reason that our planet is kept at the temperature it is not
CO2 like you claim. which i just realized is a bit hypocritical because
you go on to say that CO2 levels have little affect on temperature. My
reason for writing this comment though was to bring to light the fact
that there is a large reservoir of methane gas in the permafrost and
glaciers of the north, and the release of such a large amounts of
methane would have a much stronger affect on our weather and our
overall climate. Another factor that may be affecting our measured
global temperature is a phenomenon called global dimming which i am
not sure if you have heard of, but in short it helps to cool the planet
because more solar radiation is being deflected by creation of visible
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pollutants and contrails from the thousands of flights a day all over the
planet. imagine how global temperature would rise with less glaciers
and less clouds. I am astonished that you do not believe that the
trillions and trillions of tonnes of pollutants the US, Canada, the EU,
India, Pakistan, China, to name a few, pump into our skies daily, are
not having any affect on the weather. It's absurd, it really is.
An interesting read, although from reading it you seem to follow the
words of the payed scientists of big corporations, the same ones
(literally) that said smoking was not bad for you and that is was actually
healthy! a quote comes to mind when thinking about this. fool me once,
shame on you, fool me twice, shame on me. and with that i will post
this comment.
-C

April 1, 2007 1:51 AM
Sorensen said...
I thought you would like this quote:
I have never let my schooling interfere with my education. Mark Twain
(1835-1910)

April 6, 2007 3:59 PM
Anonymous said...
You say that since human can live in almost all environment and even
desert, climate change would not be so bad even if it existed.
Strange, because if we follow this idea we understand that human has
survived well with war, racism, "jungle law" and starvation since a long
time so it is useless to do whatever about these. In fact, absolutely
nothing is important with this way of thinking.

April 9, 2007 10:43 PM
Cameron W said...
Well, that was an interesting read.
You are a different face of climate change denial from what I normally
encounter.
The 'fight the system' and 'don't buy into the hype' angle is misapplied
to climate change. It's an important message in general, but when it
comes to climate change, the debate is over.
Many people have been misled by disinformation groups, and the author
of this article seems to be one of those people. I'd like to share some
links in the hopes that the flat Earth society doesn't win even more
people over.
Scientists offered cash to dispute climate study
climate change & economics
climate change skeptics corrected
DeSmogBlog
climate scientist duped
Also, let's imagine for a moment that we chose to act on the climate
crisis, reducing fossil fuel consumption and consequently pollutants in
the air, and let's say we choose to invest more in energy efficiency. If
for some reason one is not sold on global warming or climate change,
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and one further thinks that somehow humans are having little or no
impact on Earth's climate, I'd like to hear why they think acting on
climate change would not be a good thing? If done correctly, our
economy will get stronger when we invest in renewable technologies.
Acting on climate change is good for people and good for the planet.
Regarding social justice, the old-line political parties have missed the
boat entirely when it comes to both social justice and the environment.
There is only one national political party that understands that it's the
environment that sustains us, and the plan to address sustainability
must include socially just strategies, not only for our country but for
the entire world.
Please let us know when your article is published in a peer reviewed
scientific journal, and if that doesn't happen, please let us know why.

April 11, 2007 6:18 PM
dgr -at- uottawa.ca said...
DGR was interviewed by The Dominion magazine (April 2007 issue) in
relation to this article:
Questioning Climate Politics
http://www.dominionpaper.ca/articles/1110

April 16, 2007 5:23 PM
mentilasa9 from lenstar@westnet.com.au said...
Dear Professor Rancourt,
Your obvious left-socialist credentials allow you to be so very critical of
the existing system. But one has to clean out one's own house first.
You are a physicist - and physics is the science that is failing today.
What are you doing about it? Not even acknowledging global warming (a
middle class fantasy you say? Tell that to Black New Orleans!) you
physicists are failing to solve the energy crisis. Chemistry can't - i.e.
burning fossil fuels means more of the same.
Where is physics failing? In its extolling of the teachings of Einstein, the
atheists' religion called the Theory of Relativity. Both Special and
General Relativity lead to logical paradoxes, hence have no practical
application except to befuddle the masses.
You wonder why people have turned back to religion? To creationism?
Einstein is your answer: he teaches a finite universe - proven by his
misapplied mathematics. The Big Bang means the universe 'Popped' into
existence from nothing. Even ordinary Christianity makes more sense
than this Einstein-based nonsense!
Hence any attempt to combat existing capitalist elites that does not
decisively repudiate Einstein will get nowhere. This is why Nazism,
despite its obvious horrors, still had a vitally important progressive side
- now forgotten, suppressed or misrepresented. I mean that of the
Nobel Prize winners, Philipp Lenard and Johannes Stark. They saw that
the Einstein agenda was manipulation - but could not work their way
out of it.
The victory of the West in WW2, exaggerated by the Soviet fall is thus
the return of the Dark Ages. By clinging to Einstein, you maintain the
dark age grip of modernity.
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If you want to wake up you need to see that Marx & Engels' (not Lenin's)
philosophy is correct but significantly incomplete. The answer to these
difficulties lies not among the anarchist morons - Proudhon, Bakunin,
Chomsky etc - but among truly great anti-democratic thinkers, notably
Friedrich Nietzsche and Georges Sorel!
The question for the future is always that of power relations, not that
of mass democracy since the masses are always ignorant and gullible.
Hence democracy reduces the issues to simple-minded grandstanding of
which the modern capitalist elites are past masters. Thus will all
attempts at genuine anti-capitalist democracy only ever degenerate
into capitalist liberal democracy.
As for the masses being ignorant because they don't hold power, the
anarchism-affirming Chomskyite horde would reject power even if was
offered to them.
Any physicist who calls himself progressive but doesn't attack Einstein's
effectively pro-capitalist elite teachings is only misdirecting and
ultimately disempowering his (rarely her!) simple-minded and
unfortunate followers.

June 15, 2007 9:09 PM
Jim said...
This essay was a very useful discourse on the disconnect between what
people believe is happening versus what is really going on. This subject
unfortunately will be lost on all but the most honest reader who desires
to know truth.
I do have one critique and that is the use of the term "fossil fuel". The
word fossil was coined by scientists who believed that oil had the same
chemical history as coal simply because they were found in the same
geologic strata. It has since been proven, especially by the Russians who
have made great advances in deep well drilling, that oil exists BELOW
the geologic layers where organic life begins. In other words oil cannot
come from decayed organic life forms. It must therefore be abiotic, a
result of chemical processes deep in the earths mantel.
I know that many will read this and groan saying I am simply an
apologist for the oil industry. Rest assured that I would like to see the
use of oil removed from our daily existence as quickly as possible. The
Exxon Valdes disaster should be all that one needs to know when it
come to extracting and shipping oil for the shameless and wasteful uses
that it is put to.
Educating ourselves to the truth of our existence has always been and
will always be our number one duty as sentient human beings.
Everything else follows.

June 18, 2007 3:19 PM
David said...
This post has been removed by the author.

June 27, 2007 9:09 AM
David said...
Fantastic stuff. All this material is freely available yet most people
choose to take the bait offered by the powerful interests. Here's my
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own page http://groups.msn.com/DavidsKingsburycollection/
globalwarmingyoudecide.msnw
which has 5 years of research behind it.
edited to include url in full

June 27, 2007 9:10 AM
Global Warming Today said...
The key to this is...
If humans can exist anywhere, in todays current climate, thats great
But
Climate will change, and how will the global affects actually change
everything else, if the planet becomes like a desert, how do we survive
skin cancer increases, water rationing, how will people work in such
extreme environments?

August 27, 2007 8:39 AM
<a href="http://adobe-photo-shop-cs2.blogspot.com">Gringo Andre</
a> said...
Write something else. Thanks! Best Blog...

September 6, 2007 12:53 AM
<a href="http://courses.cvcc.vccs.edu/ENG112_GROSS/
_Chat_Room/000008fd.htm">Anonimous</a> said...
Well done. Keep up the great work. Best regards!

September 9, 2007 9:30 AM
<a href="http://buy4soma.eamped.com">Anonimous</a> said...
I like it a lot! Nice site, I will bookmark!

September 10, 2007 9:01 AM
<a href="http://buy4soma.eamped.com">Anonimous</a> said...
I like it a lot! Nice site, I will bookmark!

September 10, 2007 9:47 AM
<a href="http://m2.aol.com/rth5gr/index.html">Anonymous</a>
said...
Thanks to author! I like articles like this, very interesting.

September 11, 2007 11:29 AM
J said...
A very important post. This should be linked to on all the so-called
"liberal" sites where the Goreans chant their mantras.
Gore may not be the worst of politicians, but his use of global- warming
hysteria (apart from other real, and more pressing environmental
issues) should be counted as some PT Barnum-level of deception. CO2 is
not the culprit: Exxon and similar industries are the culprits.
Cockburn's writing on this issue is also quite neglected. Even referring
to Cockburn (and the researchers he links to) will generally get you
banned at supposedly "leftist" DailyKOS and other sites. Bringing up
Gore's record at the liberal.coms (especially his pro-nuke and quite
conservative policies of late 80s, early 90s) also results in deletion and
censorship. I don't admire all of Cockburn/Counterpunch in-your-face
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leftist journalism, but on this issue, he hits the mark.

October 13, 2007 5:35 PM
<a href="http://paydayadvisors.org">PaydayLoans</a> said...
4GOZda You have a talant! Write more!

October 30, 2007 9:31 AM
<a href="http://tes.uab.es/MISS/portal_memberdata/portraits/
twkgxziok">Auto insurance company</a> said...
e4PpFM Nice Article.

October 30, 2007 7:30 PM
<a href="http://hydrocodone.99k.org/index.php">Hydrocodone</a>
said...
qfGJAL The best blog you have!

November 1, 2007 7:21 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/buyviagra/3.html">sallie mae
loan</a> said...
Ad3uWQ Wonderful blog.

November 2, 2007 10:14 AM
<a href="http://free.7host07.com/nmcfgy/487.html">amalfi coast
cruise tour</a> said...
Hello all!

November 2, 2007 11:09 AM
<a href="http://fioricet.clanteam.com/?pharma=328">fioricet ld50</
a> said...
Wonderful blog.

November 2, 2007 11:57 AM
<a href="http://celebrex.zxq.net/?pharma=613">celebrex celecoxib
show available</a> said...
Please write anything else!

November 2, 2007 12:47 PM
<a href="http://m1.aol.com/BrettHead14/72.html">tennessee board
of pharmacy</a> said...
Thanks to author.

November 2, 2007 1:52 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/buyviagra/index1.
html">vicodin viagra cialis</a> said...
Magnific!

November 3, 2007 3:27 AM
<a href="http://xanax.newsit.es/does-xanax-cause-body-odor.
html">does xanax cause body odor</a> said...
Thanks to author.

November 3, 2007 8:03 AM
<a href="http://xanax.newsit.es/in-long-stays-system-xanax.html">in
long stays system xanax</a> said...
Thanks to author.

November 3, 2007 9:05 AM
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<a href="http://xenical.newsit.es/board-message-xenical.
html">board message xenical</a> said...
Nice Article.

November 3, 2007 10:09 AM
<a href="http://phentermine.whdot.com/index22.html">buy cheap
phentermine yellow buy phentermine by co</a> said...
Nice Article.

November 3, 2007 10:58 AM
<a href="users2.titanichost.com/amalopra">JohnBraun</a> said...
lv1mpV write more, thanks.

November 3, 2007 11:02 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/popebatret/index.html">coed
interracial sex</a> said...
Magnific!

November 4, 2007 7:36 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/inoryum/index6.html">dvd
sex virtual</a> said...
Good job!

November 4, 2007 8:10 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/hviler/index7.html">anxiety
before sex</a> said...
Good job!

November 4, 2007 10:02 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/ansfur/index23.html">leggy
secretary sex</a> said...
Thanks to author.

November 4, 2007 10:34 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/olds77/index12.html">free
anal and cock suking pictures</a> said...
Magnific!

November 4, 2007 11:11 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/shingro/index21.html">sex
and literature</a> said...
actually, that's brilliant. Thank you. I'm going to pass that on to a
couple of people.

November 4, 2007 11:40 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/scersi/index7.html">enema
sex fun</a> said...
Nice Article.

November 5, 2007 12:08 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/t1fielde/index23.
html">oriant sex slave</a> said...
Please write anything else!

November 5, 2007 12:42 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/adjutes/index3.html">bbw
sex parties</a> said...
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Wonderful blog.

November 5, 2007 1:13 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/adjutes/index14.html">beast
stories sex</a> said...
Hello all!

November 5, 2007 1:54 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/shiconta/index7.html">cyber
sex predators</a> said...
actually, that's brilliant. Thank you. I'm going to pass that on to a
couple of people.

November 5, 2007 2:37 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/gnites3/index20.
html">houston escort sex</a> said...
actually, that's brilliant. Thank you. I'm going to pass that on to a
couple of people.

November 5, 2007 3:11 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/marymeno/index11.
html">raine eric sex</a> said...
Nice Article.

November 5, 2007 3:42 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/vadhoms/index6.html">mardi
gra sex</a> said...
The gene pool could use a little chlorine.

November 5, 2007 4:13 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/etooking/index30.html">nude
african sex</a> said...
Oops. My brain just hit a bad sector.

November 5, 2007 4:53 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/swiseny/index17.
html">disabled girls sex</a> said...
Oops. My brain just hit a bad sector.

November 5, 2007 5:27 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/Lostsoldier3/index30.
html">free mature porn video tgp</a> said...
Ever notice how fast Windows runs? Neither did I.

November 5, 2007 5:53 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/pyzoid/index30.html">boys
anal sex</a> said...
What is a free gift ? Aren't all gifts free?

November 5, 2007 6:58 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/selli83/index12.html">agra
nancy sex</a> said...
Lottery: A tax on people who are bad at math.

November 5, 2007 7:29 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/numdaso/index35.html">it
picture sex</a> said...
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Friends help you move. Real friends help you move bodies.

November 5, 2007 8:03 AM
<a href="http://users2.TitanicHost.com/senatra/hydrocodone-earringing.html">hydrocodone ear ringing</a> said...
Oops. My brain just hit a bad sector.

November 5, 2007 8:34 AM
<a href="http://cialis.whdot.com/index7.html">cialis drug from
generic india safety</a> said...
Build a watch in 179 easy steps - by C. Forsberg.

November 5, 2007 9:05 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/numdaso/index14.
html">jappaneese sex training</a> said...
Oops. My brain just hit a bad sector.

November 5, 2007 10:14 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/febisko/index4.
html">beyonces sex tape</a> said...
What is a free gift ? Aren't all gifts free?

November 5, 2007 10:59 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/topletrufus/index1.
html">gerbils and sex</a> said...
Energizer Bunny Arrested! Charged with battery.

November 5, 2007 11:38 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/yetzeit/index15.html">asian
sex cumshot</a> said...
The gene pool could use a little chlorine.

November 5, 2007 12:11 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/brittanyrogers/56-0411.
html">all hct sex</a> said...
Energizer Bunny Arrested! Charged with battery.

November 5, 2007 12:46 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/glicia80/index28.html">sex
audio tapes</a> said...
A lot of people mistake a short memory for a clear conscience.

November 5, 2007 1:16 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/reekello/index29.html">daily
sex pics</a> said...
Clap on! , Clap off! clap@#&$NO CARRIER

November 5, 2007 1:40 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/tortene/index.html">nymph
sex pictures</a> said...
A lot of people mistake a short memory for a clear conscience.

November 5, 2007 2:09 PM
<a href="http://users2.TitanicHost.com/parana/cocaine-betterhealth-channel.html">cocaine better hea</a> said...
A lot of people mistake a short memory for a clear conscience.

November 5, 2007 2:40 PM
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name said...
Thanks to author.

November 5, 2007 3:08 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/cuhozhilov/index1.
html">dragonball z porn videos</a> said...
What is a free gift ? Aren't all gifts free?

November 5, 2007 3:47 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/robertf/index16.html">porn
video streams</a> said...
I don't suffer from insanity. I enjoy every minute of it.

November 5, 2007 4:16 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/maxeevich/index15.
html">adult dvd stores com adult dvds porn</a> said...
Oops. My brain just hit a bad sector.

November 5, 2007 4:57 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/dityroe/index24.
html">lesbian sex rpg</a> said...
Magnific!

November 5, 2007 5:27 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/liperwo/index7.html">baker
college sex</a> said...
Oops. My brain just hit a bad sector.

November 5, 2007 5:57 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/dasistorama/index26.
html">free streamed porn</a> said...
All generalizations are false, including this one.

November 5, 2007 6:30 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/rego07/index33.
html">claudia marie porn</a> said...
I don't suffer from insanity. I enjoy every minute of it.

November 5, 2007 7:05 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/artinko/index25.html">guji
porn punjab</a> said...
A lot of people mistake a short memory for a clear conscience.

November 5, 2007 7:51 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/lindafmosley/index17.
html">bitch double anal bang</a> said...
Beam me aboard, Scotty..... Sure. Will a 2x10 do?

November 5, 2007 8:28 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/tereritoa1/index29.
html">free visalia sex</a> said...
What is a free gift ? Aren't all gifts free?

November 5, 2007 9:03 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/eynol/index35.html">porn
petticoat</a> said...
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Ever notice how fast Windows runs? Neither did I.

November 5, 2007 9:46 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/dentouj/index12.
html">harmony 18 sex</a> said...
Lottery: A tax on people who are bad at math.

November 5, 2007 10:15 PM
<a href="http://users2.TitanicHost.com/almaz/imitrex-outside-theus.html">imitrex outside the us</a> said...
What is a free gift ? Aren't all gifts free?

November 5, 2007 10:50 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/bybonte/index32.html">chair
liberator sex</a> said...
All generalizations are false, including this one.

November 5, 2007 11:33 PM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/unareq/index14.html">photo
library sex</a> said...
Hello all!

November 6, 2007 12:14 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/mezers/index16.html">britsh
sex contacts</a> said...
640K ought to be enough for anybody. - Bill Gates 81

November 6, 2007 1:06 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/deswef/index2.html">car
duro sex</a> said...
Friends help you move. Real friends help you move bodies

November 6, 2007 1:49 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/tedethe/index29.html">free
bbws sex</a> said...
What is a free gift ? Aren't all gifts free?

November 6, 2007 2:28 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/simpleplayer/index5.
html">how to become a porn actor</a> said...
Clap on! , Clap off! clap@#&$NO CARRIER

November 6, 2007 3:12 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/sobermi/index3.
html">interracial sex wives</a> said...
Save the whales, collect the whole set

November 6, 2007 4:08 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/clydej/index28.html">watch
porn on san andreas</a> said...
640K ought to be enough for anybody. - Bill Gates 81

November 6, 2007 4:57 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/xcalomi/index20.html">julia
bond sex</a> said...
Please write anything else!

November 6, 2007 5:45 AM
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<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/ramisew/index31.
html">poma sex girona</a> said...
The gene pool could use a little chlorine.

November 6, 2007 6:23 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/hegory/index.html">anna
porn</a> said...
Energizer Bunny Arrested! Charged with battery.

November 6, 2007 7:01 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/sidspros/index6.html">kent
sex contacts</a> said...
Good job!

November 6, 2007 7:40 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/whitedenster/index13.
html">cell phone porn</a> said...
Magnific!

November 6, 2007 8:11 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/MarcellaDurant/index33.
html">1st sex teacher</a> said...
Calvin, we will not have an anatomically correct snowman!

November 6, 2007 8:57 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/cationie1/index7.html">party
sex girls</a> said...
Nice Article.

November 6, 2007 9:40 AM
<a href="http://phentermine.43i.net/911-061107.
html">phentermine tolerance</a> said...
640K ought to be enough for anybody. - Bill Gates 81

November 6, 2007 10:17 AM
<a href="http://phentermine.43i.net/975-061107.html">quick ship
phentermine</a> said...
Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.

November 6, 2007 11:07 AM
<a href="http://phentermine.43i.org/258-061107.html">buy
phentermine online start losing weight toda</a> said...
Hello all!

November 6, 2007 11:59 AM
<a href="http://users2.titanichost.com/nimytre/index1.html">inder
age sex</a> said...
Give me ambiguity or give me something else.

November 6, 2007 12:37 PM
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Global Warming, Climate Change and related Matters:
An Indian Perspective
B.P. Radhakrishna, Geological Society of India
kitts@bgl.vsnl.net.in

Nature of Problems Faced by India
The topic of climate change has turned into a major global debate. Politicians and media world over are
vociferous that drastic climate changes are imminent, with disastrous effects on mankind. There is some
evidence to show that our planet Earth is becoming warmer and that human action is probably partly
responsible, especially in the matter of greenhouse gas emissions. What is in doubt, however, is whether
the steps that are proposed to be taken to reduce carbon emission will really bring down the carbon
dioxide level in the atmosphere and whether such attempts, even carried out on a global scale will
produce the desired effect.
We appear to be overplaying this global warming issue as global warming is nothing new. It has happened
in the past, not once but several times, giving rise to glacial-interglacial cycles. We appear to be now only
in the middle of an interglacial cycle showing a trend toward warming as warming and cooling are global
and have occurred on such a scale when humans had not appeared on the planet. If we read geology
correctly, the earth we live on is not dead but is dynamic and is continuously changing. The causes of
these changes are cosmogenic and nothing we are able to do is likely to halt or reverse such processes.
This is not to say that there is no need for action on our part. Mankind is polluting the planet in various
ways and on scales unimaginable and which are assuming alarming proportions. India appears to have
shown the least concern on the need to fight the two evils of population growth and deteriorating
standards of sanitation. An enormous number of automobiles continue to be let loose on roads too narrow
and ill-kept to handle the traffic generated by them, while uncontrolled expansion of air travel has
contributed to high consumption of energy and fouling of the atmosphere. No corrective action in any of
these fields is proposed but instead, scarce resources are being diverted to buying aircrafts and building
and expanding airports. There is no concern expressed in any quarter at the uncontrolled growth of
population and the adoption of technologies that have a serious effect by aiding climate change.
The greatest problem which India will be facing in the near future is the shortage of water through
reckless use, while disposal of highly polluted used water poses a bigger problem than that of assuring an
adequate supply. Because of indiscriminate fouling of water by the letting loose of untreated sewage into
our rivers, which has gone on unchecked on an ever-increasing scale, even sacred rivers have been
reduced to glorified sewers. Enough thought is not being given to methods of cleansing the polluted water
and recycling it. Disposal of hazardous waste, a consequence of adopting a style of living wholly unsuited
to our climate, has assumed alarming proportions and affecting both the Nation’s water supply and its
health. A more intractable problem faced by India, which has developed side by side with growth in
population is the utter neglect of sanitation. If research is not focussed on controlling these twin
problems, there will be no hope of raising the standard of living of the great majority of India’s people, let
alone joining the developed nations of the world. Warming of the climate, melting of glaciers, rise in sea
levels and other marked changes in climate – these do not pose immediate threats and there is besides, no
way of controlling such changes even if we want to. Exercises at mitigation of these likely disasters are
however, possible and mankind, in all likelihood, will gradually adjust itself to the changed conditions.
This has happened before; men and animals have moved to greener pastures and adapted themselves to
the changed situations. Evolutionary processes will take over, leading to sturdier and more resistant
species and we need not therefore, be worried too much on that account. The more urgent need is to
control our population, prevent overexploitation of limited resources by the privileged few, and attack our
failure to successfully handle the waste generated. Consumption of energy and resources will be reduced
automatically if these twin problems are successfully tackled.
Our research institutes do not appear to be seriously engaged in finding answers as to how to bring these
problems under control. Research on sanitation does not seem to be even attempted in any of our
Institutes of Science and Technology, yet the biggest challenge is how to reduce or completely eliminate
the use of water in flushing, transport and disposal of human waste. Continued use of water in the way we
are doing will exhaust all our fresh-water resources and drown the land with polluted water. Surely biotechnologists in our Institutes can find ways of converting toilet waste into compost. The conversion of
flush toilets to composting toilets will usher in a greater change than infrastructure development on which
billions are being spent.
Melting of Himalayan Glaciers – How Real is the Threat?
If global temperatures rise as predicted, the problem of melting glaciers will pose a big threat to the vast
population in the Indus–Ganga–Brahmaputra alluvial tract. The reality and the rate of melting has to be
continuously checked and the effects of any changes closely monitored. People should be told how far this
threat is real and the likely changes that will be caused if the threatened prediction really holds true.
If the ultimate cause of these predicted disasters is the increase in CO2 in the atmosphere, obviously steps
have to be taken to promote new technologies to cut greenhouse gas emissions, measure the changing
levels of carbon as accurately as possible, and monitor the levels of concentration. Simultaneously action
has to be taken to switch over to peaceful uses of nuclear power and research has to be concentrated on
developing solar and wind power. By controlling pollution and effectively preventing overexploitation of
fossil fuel and other resources, energy consumption can be reduced and the level of CO2 in the
atmosphere effectively controlled.
Earth – A Remarkable Thermostat
The Earth should be viewed as an integrated whole. One famous geologist of yester-years called the planet
‘a remarkable thermostat’. At least for 4 billion years, the Earth has had an envelope of water covering
large parts of its surface in the form of oceans. This envelope has had a moderating and beneficial
influence on the planet, as barring certain minor fluctuations, the ocean water has never boiled or totally
frozen. Despite all the tinkerings of man and possible changes caused by planetary influences, Earth’s
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climate has never worsened sufficiently to extinguish all forms of life. In fact, it is the continued existence
of life which has converted Earth into a thermostat and it is our duty not to upset this remarkable balance.
The present practice of overexploitation of natural resources, which can only be termed as reckless and
ruthless, requires to be halted. Science, during the last two centuries, has accumulated a vast store of
knowledge but the tendency has been to use it for selfish purposes and rarely for planning a better future,
and never at becoming a hard-working trustee of our own, and our planet’s, evolutionary future.
Uncontrolled greed, refusal to limit our wants to our needs and coveting other’s possessions has resulted in
ruthless exploitation of Nature, unmindful of the consequences. Wealth belonging to all has been
misappropriated by the powerful and privileged and racial discrimination and hatred have grown as a
direct result of this misappropriation. Technological advances alone will not bring prosperity until it is
tempered by compassion and due weight given to human values. It is surprising that while the advanced
countries are preaching for steps at reducing carbon emissions they remain silent about disarmament or
any reduction in the outlay of enormous amounts of money and resources on military preparedness.
Create Centres of Indian Culture
It may not be possible to set back the course of history but it should at least be possible to set apart
certain areas located in some parts of the Himalaya, or the ever green Sahyadri, cut-off from the din and
temptations of modern centres, call them sanctuaries or Ashrams or by any other name, where scholars
learn the art of living in their own way, not influenced by western ways. In these centres, which should
function as beacons of light, the ancient wisdom enshrined in the sacred books of the East would be
studied in equal seriousness as the modern sources of knowledge borrowed from the West and the two
systems could be critically studied and evaluated. The ancient Indians were pioneers in astronomy,
mathematics, metallurgy, ayurveda and architecture and many other areas of knowledge. They knew the
medicinal and curative properties of a large number of drugs. What was the scientific basis of that
knowledge which was successfully practiced by them for their benefit? There is no justification for
neglecting this ancient wisdom, totally indigenous and suited to the nation’s needs. There are today
enough Institutes in India where science according to the western model is taught (but where even a
cursory reference to the roots of Indian science is avoided). They are just copiers without contributing
significantly to knowledge useful to the building of a resurgent India and as a result, large sections of the
population continue to live in squalor and misery. In this imitative process of rejecting all that is
indigenous and of blindly copying the west, which has gone on gathering momentum, only the crude and
vulgar features are copied, while the virtues, discipline, perseverance, sense of duty, spirit of adventure
and such other characteristics, which have made the west global leaders, have been sadly neglected.
Let there be a few centres established where the essence of ancient Indian culture and science, as
practiced and taught in the traditional way, and their reaction to the problems of the day sought without
viewing them through western glasses. Let there be a new way of thinking, essentially Indian in outlook,
absorbing only that from the western culture that is consistent with our needs and aspirations. In these
sanctuaries a sincere effort could be made through integrated studies to evolve a single unalterable and
perfect scheme of life, a task attempted by the ancient sages of India. They could perhaps set standards
for the rest of the world to adopt and follow. If such centres are developed we will have something
different from existing models, emphasizing the perennial philosophy of India, one that could satisfy the
highest aspirations of man. It will not be easy for the nation to give up the mentality of might is right
which is presently ruling the world and all the wealth provided by nature is grabbed by the former gunwielding culture of the west and its successors. If we ruin Nature the way we are doing, it is almost certain
that Nature will take its revenge. Global warming and climate change are probably the advance warning
symptoms of what is yet to follow.
A sensible strategy open to us is to take heed of the warning in time, stop uncontrolled overexploitation of
resources in the name of economic progress and treat Nature reverentially as a benevolent provider of our
needs. The concept that all mankind is one and the resources of the planet should be shared by all in
equal measure should be inculcated in the mind of every child. A blind copy of the western model with
rapid rise of urban culture, neglecting rural parts, will spell disaster.
Modern India appears to have wholeheartedly accepted the western way of life as the best suited for her
and refuted and even ridiculed traditional knowledge. The automobile culture, crowded cities, giving free
scope to licentious living, an atrocious over-consumptive life style make us wonder whether we are
building for a peaceful and contented India or a third rate imitation of the west in pursuit of wealth, with
money gathered through overexploitation of resources and leading to a great deal of envy and
discontentment. The threat of global warming and climate changes should caution our intellectuals that
the way we are following does not lead to real progress or sustainable development. If rural India also opts
for the western way of life, which our city dwellers already have started, billions of tonnes of carbon
dioxide and other obnoxious gases will be produced, far exceeding the limits prescribed by the global
community and rendering infructuous all attempts at control.
Industrialiation and Its Effects
Industrialisation is defined by a well-known British philosopher Aldous Huxley as ‘the systematic
exploitation of wasting assets. What we call progress is merely an acceleration in the rate of exploitation.
Such prosperity as we have known up to the present is the consequence of rapidly spending the planets
irreplaceable capital’. ‘Treat Nature aggressively with greed, violence and incomprehension; wounded
Nature will turn back and destroy us’ is a warning held before humanity. By imagining that we ‘conquer’
nature we continue to live on our planet like a swarm of destructive parasites – we condemn ourselves and
our children to misery and deepening squalor and the despair that finds expression in the frenzies of
collective violence. We are seeing such prophecies coming true with terrorism, lawlessness, loot, arson
and murder of daily occurrence. The amount of hatred that is developing and making the planet unliveable
is through blindly following the path of overexploitation, consumerism and self-indulgence, engrossed in
fulfilling the multiplicity of wants fuelled by advertisements, and going all out to satisfy them, throwing to
the winds all the moral principles that have guided us hitherto. It is not the burning of energy which has
led to climate change, but the false way of life which we are trying to adopt, attracted by its glamour and
glitter.
Modern approaches to building our society is making us adopt measures which lead to pollution of minds as
well as the environment in which we live, with tendencies to cause greater misery than envisaged.
Scientists will have to decide which is the larger evil to be combated first, the reality of manmade
pollution or that of predicted consequences of climate change.
Choice Before India
The most urgent need for India is to put an end to land degradation and deterioration of water quality
which is going on in all parts of the country without any check. Global environmental changes cannot be
stopped but through adoption of wise policies their effects can be made less severe. Our immediate need
therefore, is to reduce environmental damage by adopting prudent policies.
The country has to go slow in putting up coal-fired power plants and limits have to be placed on the
automobile and aviation industries to bring down the emission level of green-house gases. A big boost has
to be given to all schemes aimed at producing solar and wind power and carbon dioxide discharged from
power plants should be channeled and dispersed underground. The country also has to opt for larger
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production of safe nuclear power while grandiose schemes of linking up of rivers and erecting huge dams
have to be abandoned. Cropping patterns have to change to adjust to predicted changes in climate and
while these are more easily stated than done, they require deep study by our technological institutes and
institutes of learning and the knowledge obtained transferred to the field through extensional education.
Disarmament and Destruction of Weapons of Mass Destruction
The biggest of the threats that looms large is the spectre of war, with almost all nations spending half of
their annual revenue to keep themselves prepared for war and willing to cause destruction on a colossal
scale. We see no evidence of any nation individually or collectively proposing all-round disarmament and
the destruction of all weapons of mass destruction. The Great Buddha and Mahavira who are two of the
earliest teachers, products of India, preached even at the dawn of human civilization, a great religion of
tolerance and peace all over the world. It is necessary for the entire mankind to imbibe the essential of
that perennial philosophy and try to live happily, instead of getting scared of planet earth and making
living a hell. The best course to be practiced between nations and between individuals and communities is
to live in peace, avoiding greed, competition and the myriad ills that plague us. That is a worthier goal to
follow than scaring humanity about changes we have no means of controlling. It is better to concentrate
on measures of how to live at peace in this only planet in the solar system which has life, which if well
managed, will allow the planet to remain active and provide all that we need. The condition to which the
earth has been reduced today is the cumulative effects of human action – overexploitation of resources,
wasting intelligence and energy on fighting with each other and living always in fear. If this could be
ended, abuse will stop and then we can look forward to a comfortable co-existence.
Simple living, limiting our wants to a few essential commodities have given place to aggressive
consumerism with more and more people consuming an amazing array of well-advertised goods. This
engine of consumption has scarred the land and stained the seas, eating away the foundation of Nature
and threatening to destroy humanity’s only means of survival. There is unequal distribution of wealth –
abundance coexists with extreme want. Overexploitation and mismanagement of resources is threatening
the very existence of man. Mismanagement and overexploitation of energy resource by the privileged few
to the neglect of the poor should end.
It is time that solar energy most abundantly available in a tropical land like ours, far more than all the
fossil fuels put together, should be made use of as the main energy source which is clean and has no
polluting effect. Our research should not end in merely copying the west. Our country should concentrate
on research in developing a new source of clean sustainable fuel for running its industries instead of fossil
fuels.
It is becoming increasingly clear that change in climate is the effect of a large number of variables over
which humans can exercise little control. While geological record has shown that such changes have
periodically affected the planet, what is more important is that life in some mysterious way has become
adjusted to these changes. There is nothing that we can do about changing climate except take such
actions as not to foul the atmosphere, avoid too much self indulgence, limit our wants to the minimum,
and giving a thought as to how any of our actions affect the well-being of our neighbour. The approach is
not something new. It has been embodied in the charter of the United Nations – “the establishment of
peace, the prevention of conflict and the establishment of human rights throughout the world.”
In other words we have to evolve an entirely different paradigm of improving the quality of life of our
people without causing in the process an irreparable damage to our planet. India and China should not
blindly emulate the consumerist model of the western or more specifically the American example. There is
a special onus on the scientific community of these two countries to play an original and creative role by
drawing copiously from the wisdom and maturity of their ancient civilizations that have survived many
vicissitudes.
---------------CCNet is a scholarly electronic network edited by Benny Peiser. To subscribe, send an e-mail to listserver@livjm.ac.
uk ("subscribe cambridge-conference"). Information circulated on this network is for scholarly and educational use
only. The attached information may not be copied or reproduced for any other purposes without prior permission of
the copyright holders. DISCLAIMER: The opinions, beliefs and viewpoints expressed in the articles and texts and in
other CCNet contributions do not necessarily reflect the opinions, beliefs and viewpoints of the editor. http://www.
staff.livjm.ac.uk/spsbpeis/
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CLIMATE SCIENCE
WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT "GLOBAL
WARMING"
Is it God or Man in control ?
●

●

There are opportunities as well as risks
There are always surprises in science ... we do not know everything

NOTE: The information given on this web page is provided by Dr John Maunder, President of the Commission for Climatology of the World
Meteorological Organization from 1989 to 1997, who over the last 50 years has been involved in the "weather business" in various countries,
including New Zealand, Australia, Canada, US, Ireland, Switzerland, and the UK , through activities in national weather services, universities
and international oraganizations, and publications including four books : "The Value of the Weather" (1970), "The Uncertainty Business - Risks
and Opportunties in Weather and Climate" (1986), "The Human Impact of Climate Uncertainty - Weather Information, Economic Planning, and
Business Management " (1989), and the "Dictionary of Global Climate Change" (1994). The information is prepared so as to provide a "need to
know" background on climate change, and global warming with the aim to promote a better understanding of this complex matter. There are a
variety of viewpoints on this subject (covering the full range from those who consider that we ARE the weather makers, to
those who consider that we are NOT the weather makers and that climate change is mainly a natural event). I have provided web
links to a selection of what I consider to be relevant sites.For further information please contact Dr John Maunder at climate@ihug.
co.nz

●

Last updated on 7 January 2008

"As we acquire more knowledge, things do not become more comprehensible, but more mysterious" Albert
Schweitzer
" PRAY FOR A COOL EARTH" Headline in the Adelaide newspaper "The Advertiser" on Christmas Day 2007. Does the Anglican
Archbishop of South Australia (Jeffrey Driver) believe that GOD is "in contol" or does he believe that WE are "in control"?

●

Key Points

1. Communtities and businesess and individuals should always live within their climatic
income - both now and in the future.
2. There are always surprises in science, and the science of climate change will
probably never be fully understood.
3. It is not always true that the climate we have now (wherever we live) is the best
one ... some people (and animals and crops) may prefer it to be wetter, drier, colder, or
warmer. However, some species which have adapted well to the current climate may
not be able to adapt to a future climate if the rate of change to that climate is to fast.
4. Climatic variations and climatic changes from WHATEVER cause (ie human induced
or natural) clearly create risks, but also provide real opportunties. (For example, the
2007 IPCC report - see below - shows that from 1900 to 2005, significantly increased
precipitation has been observed in eastern parts of North and South America, northern
Europe, and northern and central Asia).
5. As far as New Zealand is concerned, NIWA (see below for reference), says that some
beneficial impacts are (1) initially up to 2050 - longer growing seasons and less frost
are likely to benefit agriculture, horticulture, and forestry over much of NZ, provided
adequate water is available; (2) reduced energy demand is very likely in the winter; and
(3) flows in New Zealand's largest rivers are likely to increase, benefiting
hydroelectricty generation and irrigation supply.
6. It is important that we should "clean-up" the environment by decreasing
greenhouse gas emisions, but we should do so because in most cases it makes good
economic and social sense to do so. If, by so doing we also produce a "better" climate,
then we will all be winners.
The physicist Leo Szilard once announced to his friend Hans Bethe that he was thinking of keeping a diary:
'I don't intend to publish, I am merely going to record the facts for the information of God.' 'Don't you think God
knows the facts?' Bethe asked. 'Yes' said Szilard. "He knows the facts, but he does not know THIS version of
the facts.'
(From Hans Christian von Baeyer, "Taming the Atom" (from the preface paragraph in "A Short History of Nearly Everything", by Bill
Bryson, A Black Swan Book, 2004)

The following web sites and references reflect data/views on "climate science ... global warming" divided
into the following categories: A: Climate Data. B: IPCC and Niwa (The "official" viewpoint). C: References to
sources questioning the "established" viewpoint on "global warming". D: New Zealand sites ( not already cited)
A.
●

●

●

CLIMATE DATA

For the latest temperature data - and historical data to date - for various including areas including global (landocean), global (meteorological stations), three latitude bands, hemispheric, and the United States, prepared by the
Goddard Institute for Space Studies of NASA, see: http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/ The "global
temperature graph" shows no significant change in global temperature since about 1998.
The actual "global monthly mean surface temperature" deviations from the above web site shows that - for meteorological stations the three 'warmest' months since from January 1997 to October 2007 are: February 1998 (1.01degrees above average), March 2002
(0.99 degrees above average), and January 2007 (1.09 degrees above average), whereas the three 'coldest' months are July 1997
(0.19 degrees above average), January 2000 (0.13 degress above average), and July 2004 ( 0.19 degrees above average)
The US National Space Science and Technology Center publishes monthly anomalies of the global,ocean, Northern Hemisphere,
Southern Hemisphere, and tropical tempertures at http://nsstc.uah.edu/public/msu/t2/uahncdc.mt. For July 2007, the anomalies
are 0.22, 0.15, 0.27, 0.17, and 0.16 degrees C respectively; for August 2007 the values are 0.21, 0.15, 0.22, 0.20, and 0.03
degrees; for September 2007 the values are 0.14, 0.31, 0.18, 0.10 and 0.03 degrees; for October 2007 the values are 0.16, 0.11,
0.19, 0.12, and -0.16 degrees.
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A summary of the monthly rainfalls( wettest, second wettest, driest and second driest, plus the long-term averages and
the 1961-90 normals) for Tauranga (NZ) from several recording sites over the last 100 to 110 years, all data being
adjusted to the current recording site at Tauranga Airport is available at http://nzrainfalls.googlepages.com/
newzealandmonthlyrainfalls

B. IPCC and NIWA (The "Official Viewpoint" )
●

●

For the latest "Summary for Polcymakers of the Syntheseis Report of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report" is in November 2007
see http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/

For the latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) report on the science of climate change issued
in November 2007 see http://www.ipcc.ch/ar4-wg1.htm

●

●

●

●

●

For the latest IPCC report on the impacts, adaptability and vulnerability of climate change issued in
November 2007 see http://www.ipcc.ch/ar4-wg2.htm
For the latest IPCC report the mitigation of climate change issued in November 2007 see http://www.
ipcc.ch/ar4-wg3.htm
For a summary, prepared by NIWA, on the IPCC's key findings on the impacts of climate change for
New Zealand and the South Pacific download the pdf at www.niwascience.co.nz/ncc
A study of past climate variations over New Zealand, prepared by the New Zealand National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) ,which describes climate variations over New Zealand during
the past 150,00 years, and in particular describes in some detail the climate variations over the last
140 years - including a graph of the mean annual temperature over New Zealand from 1855 to 2005 is
available at: http://www.niwascience.co.nz/ncc/clivar/pastclimate#y140

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

C. REFERENCES TO SOURCES QUESTIONING THE "ESTABLISHED
ON "GLOBAL WARMING

VIEWPOINT

The New Zealand Climate Science Coalition mission is to represent accurately, and without predudice,
facts regarding climate change; to provide considered opinion on matters related to both the natural
and human-caused climate effects; and to comment on the economic and socio-political
consequences of climate change. Their website is updated daily. See http://www.nzclimatescience.org.
nz
For a viewpoint of a 15-year student from the US on the results of her research on climate change
which gives a refreshing viewpoint see http://home.earthlink.net/~ponderthemaunder/index.html
A perspective on climate change emphasing the overall importance of natural causes is given in
"Climate Change: A Natural Hazard". This book, written by William Kininmonth, was published by MultiScience co, UK, in 2004.
For graphical information on the sunspot index, the Maunder "butterfly" digram, and other solar
matters, from the Royal Observatory of Belgium see http://www.sidc.oma.be/html/papi22c.html
For a research paper on "Climate Change: Climate Science and the Stern Review" written by R.M. Carter, C.R deFreitas, I.M.
Goklany, D. Holland, and R.S. Linsdzen which was published in "World Economics", Vol 8, No.2, April-June 2007, in which the
authors state:" Wrong science breeds pointless economics; it's that simple", see: http://www.nzclimatescience/org/images/
PDFs/wec00275_00802_henderson.pdf
For a web site dedicated to "sound public policy based on sound science" see: http://scienceandpublicpolicy.org . The
Science and Public Policy Insitute (SPPI) uges critical appraisal of legislative "climate fixes" for their social, political, and
economic and security costs, along with their relative utiity or futility. "An Inconvenient Expert" is how the "Outside
Magazine" decribes US MIT climatologist Richard Lindzen. The article asks "Right or wrong - why do so many people think he
shoud be silenced?" For details see: http://outside.away.com/outside/culture/200710/richard-lindzen-1.html
For a useful report prepared by the Danish National Space on "the role of the sun on climate forcing" in which the authors
state that " ... the sun still appears to be the main forcing agent in global climate change", see http:/nzclimatescience.org.
nz/images/PDF's/svensmarkfriss-christensenseptember2007.pdf
The Judgment of Mr Justice Burton in the UK High Court of Justice on October 10,2007 in relation to the case involving the
showing of Al Gore's film "An Inconvenient Truth" to every state secondary school in the UK is given at http://www.nzcpr.
com/weekly102.htm. In paragraph 40 of the Judgment, Justice Burton states that teaching staff should take care to help
pupils examine the scientific evidence critically and point out where Gore's view may be inaccurate or departs from that of
mainstream opinion.

D. NEW ZEALAND SITES (not previously cited)
●

●

A Powerpoint presentation of a Royal Society of New Zealand sponsored "Climate Workshop" held in
Wellington (NZ) on May 25, 2007, on the implications for NZ of the IPCC Fourth Assessment Report see
http://www.rsnz.org/events/ipcc4/
The New Zealand Institute has published papers on climate change with special refernence to New Zealand. For "The
economic effects of climate change: positioning New Zealand to respond" see http://www.nzinstitute.org

●

●

The New Zealand PowerFutures Group forecasts of the spot electricity prices for three areas of New Zealand for
selected weeks during the next two years , as well as the predicted "hydro-electricity-climate" index for a selection of
months for the North and South Islands of New Zealand during the next two years are available at: http://
nzelectricitypriceforecasts.googlepages.com/home

For further information contact Dr John Maunder at: climate@ihug.co.nz
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Guest Weblog By Professor Ben Herman Of The University of Arizona
Filed under: Guest Weblogs — Roger Pielke Sr. @ 7:00 am
Professor Ben Herman has graciously agreed to write a guest weblog for Climate Science. He is an internationally very well respected scientist.
His credentials include that he has been the Director of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics and Head of the Department of Atmospheric Sciences
at the University of Arizona.
Dr. Herman’s research interests include radiative transfer and remote sensing. He is primarily concerned with the optics of atmospheric aerosols,
polarization and scattering, and the application of inversion techniques to analyze remote sensing data obtained from aircraft and satellites.
Currently, he is working on several satellite based remote sensing projects to monitor ozone, temperature, water vapor, and aerosols from space.
A recent (October 24, 2006) Symposium was held in Tucson to honor his impressive research accomplishments.
Professor Herman’s guest weblog follows.
After reading all sorts of statements from a wide range of scientists during the past few months, I am totally surprised at how knowledge and
expertise must have been accumulated during this time period. I refer to predictions that most, or all warming during the past 50-100years is due to
greenhouse gases with 90% certainty. I had always been told that the models being used had considerable uncertainty so that I wonder how this
degree of certainty has now been achieved.
I am, myself, not a climate expert, but rather a scientist who has spent most of his career working on problems of atmospheric radiation science
and remote sensing, I have been reluctant to speak out on the climate change subject. However, I think I have to at this time. The recent IPCC
summary report has just informed me, and the rest of the
world, that there is little doubt but that the global warming we are experienced is due to greenhouse gas emissions into our atmosphere. That
conclusion was really surprising to me, it having come from a world wide group of supposedly outstanding climate experts.
Let us first of all, settle what we can say with reasonable confidence. If we add infra red absorbing gases to our atmosphere, two things must result:
1. So long as the absorption of incoming sunlight does not change ( and the addition of the so-called “greenhouse” gases does not significantly
effect the absorption of solar radiation) then the radiative equilibrium temperature of the entire earth atmosphere will not change
and
2. Due to the addition of IR absorbers ( the greenhouse gases), the lower atmosphere should warm and the upper atmosphere should cool. Now the
next steps are where the questions arise. How much will the lower atmosphere warm? The very act of changing
these atmospheric temperatures sets into action numerous feedback effects, one of the most important being the increase in water vapor as a result
of the increased temperature. This feedback is of course, well known. Now, when I ask the question as to what changes in cloud cover, cloud
height, etc. will result from the increased temperatures and the increased water vapor, there seems to be a unanimous agreement that “we don’t
really know”. In fact, even if we did know, the models still can’t accurately predict the resulting temperature changes as a result of changes in
cloud parameters. Yet, this feedback could
substantially alter temperature predictions.
Now, the models also predict that the mid tropospheric warming should exceed that observed at the ground, but satellite data contradicts this. We
have been looking into this problem here at the University of Arizona, and have concluded that the satellite temperatures from the UAH group are
the most accurate, and these, after being corrected for stratospheric cooling, orbital drifts, hot target changes, etc. still show less tropospheric
warming than do the ground temperatures. A paper addressing this will be submitted for publication shortly. If the models cannot accurately
predict the temperature trends in the mid-troposphere, how accurate can they be at the ground?
I am also puzzled by the local area predictions that are becoming almost a daily happening. Here in Arizona, we are told we will experience severe
drought, unbelievably hot temperatures, etc. If the climate warms enough, we would expect the global weather patterns to migrate poleward. While
this would likely diminish our winter rains here in Arizona, it would also advance the Monsoon easterlies further north in the summer, likely
producing more summer rains and a longer summer rainy season.It would also cause cooler summer temperatures as the sub-tropical high would
be further north and we would not be exposed to the subsidence that results in our high temperatures now. The increased cloud cover due to the
increase in monsoon rains would also help cool daytime temperatures Whether the net result would be a decrease, an increase, or no net change in
rainfall I can’t say, but the models can’t predict this either. Yet the forecasts of what will happen are being made.
Another point I would also like to make is with respect to the rather rapid increase in temperatures that we have experienced over the past 10-15
years. Can the models explain this by the addition of greenhouse gases? I don’t believe the increase in CO2 has taken on a similar shape.
The above are but a few examples of uncertainties that exist. There are others. I point them out only to raise the question as to how statements
about our past warming, and even our future weather can be made with 90% certainty while such important questions still exist.
Should we be concerned about the the addition of greenhouse gases in our atmosphere? Certainly. We should do everything reasonable to
minimize their input to the atmosphere. But is this path realistically going to eliminate the problem? Can we ever expect to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to a level where CO2 will actually begin to decrease? Have we considered the cost of such endeavors and weighed it with the
realistically expected results? Would a better approach be to put enough dollars, whatever that amount may be, into the development of alternative
fuels which could ultimately reduce the injection of CO2
into our atmosphere to a near zero level, and at the same time eliminate our dependence on imported oil? How long would such a project take to
accomplish? Perhaps 50 years is a reasonable estimate. Can we continue to emit CO2 into our air at, let’s say a similar rate to today for 50 more
years, or will the predicted disasters occur? I cannot answer that question but I can say that if we consider the current warming rate due to
Greenhouse gases to be about 1-2 degrees per 100 years, then another 1 degree in the next 50 years will not produce the disasters being predicted,
and in fact may actually be beneficial in some respects. I think it is time, as scientists, to be realistic on these issues. I don’t know the answers but I
don’t believe the evidence indicates that the predictors of catastrophes do either. The pollution of our atmosphere with man made gases is not
good. For that reason it should be stopped. However, it is also not proper to make predictions to the general public that are subject to so much
uncertainty. The arguments against further pollution can stand on there own.
« Evaporation Is Equal To Precipitation On The Global Scale - Implications To the Conclusion On A Claimed Increase of Atmospheric Water
Vapor TIME Magazine on Global Warming: A Guest Weblog by Hendrik Tennekes »
51 Comments »
1. “Due to the addition of IR absorbers…the lower atmosphere should warm and the upper atmosphere should cool.”
I should well see these words written on the tombstone put over modern CGMs!
Comment by Paolo M. — April 6, 2007 @ 9:41 am
2. Dr. Herman’s comment: “I am also puzzled by the local area predictions that are becoming almost a daily happening,” is one shared by
many.
Today the New York Times ran an article that stated:
“At a news conference capping four days of debate between scientists and representatives from more than 100 governments, Martin Parry,
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the co-chairman of the team that wrote the new [IPCC] report, said widespread effects were already measurable, with much more to come.”
“We’re no longer arm waving with models,” said Dr. Parry, who identified areas most affected as the Arctic, Sub-Saharan Africa, small
islands and Asia’s sprawling, crowded, flood-prone river deltas. “This is empirical information on the ground.”
“The panel said the long-term outlook for all regions was for trouble should temperatures rise 3 to 5 degrees fahrenheit or so, with
consequences ranging from the likely extinction of perhaps a fourth of the world’s species to eventual inundation of coasts and islands
inhabited by hundreds of millions of people….”
Just a thought here….
With regard to the concept that warmer climates will bring extinction of 1/4 of all species… that does not jibe with the paleontological
record. I’d like to understand that assertion a little better. This is the kind of prediction that showed up the other day in material I quoted [in
my blog] about the Amazon dying from global warming. If you read the link to the history of the Amazon basin, you would have learned
that the only major reduction of the rainforest was caused by the ice ages, not the hotter climates of the past.
Comment by Bruce Hall — April 6, 2007 @ 9:48 am
3. Professor Herman writes:
“Another point I would also like to make is with respect to the rather rapid increase in temperatures that we have experienced over the past
10-15 years. Can the models explain this by the addition of greenhouse gases? I don’t believe the increase in CO2 has taken on a similar
shape.”
I’ve wondered the same thing. The rising trend in CO2 has been very steady — at least compared to temperature increases. Less noticed, I
think, is that there is significant annual (or interannual) variation — note that I said annual, and not seasonal — in CO2 growth rates that is
highly correlated with the Multivariate Enso Index (MEI) in which it is pretty clear that variations in the rate of growth in CO2 are being
driven by ebb and flow of oceanic temperatures. In other words, at least for this component of CO2 change, changes in the rate of change in
CO2 are the effect of temperature changes, not the cause of them. Has anybody tried to sort out how much of the rise in CO2 in the last 1015 years can be attributed to a net rise in oceanic temperatures, or perhaps as a proxy, to a rising trend in the MEI?
Comment by Basil Copeland — April 6, 2007 @ 11:04 am
4. It’s evening now in Europe, the IPCC meeting in Bruxelles is just over; the WGII SPM has been given to the media. Imagine the news right
now on tv.
A normal person now has only a wish: suicide!
And thanks to the models prof. Herman is talking about!
Help!
Comment by Paolo M. — April 6, 2007 @ 11:15 am
5. Southwestern perspectives are truly a good thing. We have some unique experience which needs to be heard.
Comment by Steve Sadlov — April 6, 2007 @ 11:16 am
6. RE: #2 - indeed, the result of global cooling is typically to negatively impact monsoonal moisture flows and to tweak the semi tropical
persistent high pressure zones in a way that equatorial rainforest biomes get driven in the direction of wet-dry ones. Desertification spreads
in all directions. We really, reall do not want to experience global cooling in a world that has over 6 billion people, and its highest current
population growth in the tropics and semi tropics. You want to see uncontrolled hysteric migration to the mid latitudes? Bring on global
cooling and we shall have it. Global warming, while not an ideal thing, is much prefered to global cooling.
Comment by Steve Sadlov — April 6, 2007 @ 1:08 pm
7. I’m not an expert on these issues, but I am surprised that an expert on aerosols would say this
“Another point I would also like to make is with respect to the rather rapid increase in temperatures that we have experienced over the past
10-15 years. Can the models explain this by the addition of greenhouse gases? I don’t believe the increase in CO2 has taken on a similar
shape.”
First the rise seems fairly consistent since the mid-70’s:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Instrumental_Temperature_Record.png
And that rise relates to the diminished effect of aerosol pollution, it being increasingly unable to counteract greenhouse gases.
Either the professor has been very disconnected from the issue, or there’s some subtlety that I’m missing.
Comment by Brian S. — April 6, 2007 @ 1:08 pm
8. I’m curious to what extent Prof. Herman’s view of the UAH results have been affected by its history of major errors that have had to be
pointed out by others (most recently by RSS). I have to say his stance has a bit of the flavor of Roger’s misplaced faith in the Lyman et al
results, especially as (IIRC) the head of the RSS team has stated that there is likely a fundamental and unavoidable problem with the MSU
data due to the problem of having to “stitch together” data sets from a number of different instruments. Presumably one of the co-authors of
the forthcoming paper has substantial hands-on experience with that problem.
Comment by Steve Bloom — April 6, 2007 @ 1:08 pm
9. Brian S. I will comment here.
Thank you for your comment on the Wikipedia article, but based, for example, on our peer reviewed paper,
Pielke Sr., R.A., C. Davey, D. Niyogi, S. Fall, J. Steinweg-Woods, K. Hubbard, X. Lin, M. Cai, Y.-K. Lim, H. Li, J. Nielsen-Gammon, K.
Gallo, R. Hale, R. Mahmood, R.T. McNider, and P. Blanken, 2007: Unresolved issues with the assessment of multi-decadal global land
surface temperature trends. J. Geophys. Res. in press.
http://climatesci.colorado.edu/publications/R-321.pdf
the temperature trend plotted in their figure overstates the warming, as well as has other uncertainties in its being used to assess global
warming or cooling.
The proper metric to discuss the radiative forcings from the well-mixed greenhouse gases and from aerosols (and other forcings) is the
ocean heat content. From your comment, we would expect the heat to continue to more-or-less monotonically increase in the coming years
(see the “litmus test Climate Science proposes in http://climatesci.colorado.edu/2007/04/04/a-litmus-test-for-global-warming-a-much-
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overdue-requirement/. If the recent years have cooled or have not warmed, even with less aerosols, this would conflict with a dominance of
well-mixed greenhouse gas warming.
Comment by Roger Pielke Sr. — April 6, 2007 @ 2:03 pm
10. -The pollution of our atmosphere with man made gases is not good. For that reason it should be stoppedI agree with the Prof but I hope he is not strictly talking about CO2 here…if CO2 is a pollutant, so then is H20 vapor. They both are
greenhouse gasses, and they both eminate from tailpipes and factories.
Comment by tom — April 6, 2007 @ 2:18 pm
11. #7 Brian S. … in addition to Professor Pielke’s response, you should realize that the rise has not been all that consistent since the 1970’s.
For a different way of looking at the data, look here. Temperatures jumped up in the late 1970’s, and then again in the late 1990’s. Prior to
the late 1970’s, the decadal trend in the chart I’ve linked to (NCDC combined surface and sea anomalies) was 0.004 C. From 1979 to 1997
it was 0.023 C. Since 1997, it has been 0.056 C. I think Professor Herman’s question is quite appropriate.
Comment by Basil Copeland — April 6, 2007 @ 3:02 pm
12. My attempt at using html tags didn’t work. The chart is here: http://i18.tinypic.com/2eyx81z.jpg .
Comment by Basil Copeland — April 6, 2007 @ 3:04 pm
13. Wikipedia is not a reliable source, especially when it comes to climate science.
Comment by Harry Haymuss — April 6, 2007 @ 3:23 pm
14. ’m curious to what extent Prof. Herman’s view of the UAH results have been affected by its history of major errors that have had to be
pointed out by others (most recently by RSS).
The RSS, UAH, and RATPAC data all invalidate the GCMs
with respect to the tropical 300mb maxima of warming.
While other aspects of the GCMs (strat cooling, Arctic
maxima) are borne out by RSS, UAH, RATPAC - clearly the
large feature of tropical upper tropospheric warming is
not happening and indicates something seriously wrong
with the models.
Comment by Jim — April 6, 2007 @ 3:29 pm
15. With respect to the comment by Brian S., I am familiar with aerosol measurements that have been made. There is some evidence of a
diminishing aerosol optical depth after about 1993,the so-called “global brightening”. The extent to which this has inluenced surface and
tropospheric temperatures is not clear at this time. My point, however was that this warming has been pointed to as a result of the addition
of greenhouse gases, and I simply stated that carbon dioxide did not show a similar increase. I did not try and indicate what was the causeof
the temperature rise.
Comment by benjamin herman — April 6, 2007 @ 4:31 pm
16. with respect to the comment by Steve Bloom, in fact we have looked at the work of RSS and UAH quite closely, and a publication on this
will be submitted in the near future. I can say here that what was considered to be a problem with the “stichingtogether” of the different
satellite data sets, in fact5, appears to be primarily an error in the diurnal correction. I am not stating that the satellite data sets are without
problems. We have looked very closely at the methods used by both RSS and UAH and feel that the UAH data set is the best one to use at
this time.
Comment by benjamin herman — April 6, 2007 @ 4:42 pm
17. I become very nervous when I hear Left-oriented (alleged) scientists declare that “the science of Global Warming is settled.” Questions
such as Professor Herman raise are important and should be resolved before predictions of doom & gloom are foisted on a scientifically
unschooled public.
Cyclical atmospheric warming may well be occurring but I cannot believe, based on my understanding of the studies coming from both
sides in the discussion, that such warming is human-driven…do we contribute measuarably to temperature increases? Possibly, but I doubt
that our actions are driving any systemic changes in the hyper-complex planetary atmospheric structure…
Thanks for a reasoned and balanced article, Professor…
V/r,
Jim Coles
Comment by Jim Coles — April 6, 2007 @ 10:23 pm
18. Dr. Herman says “Now, the models also predict that the mid tropospheric warming should exceed that observed at the ground, but satellite
data contradicts this. We have been looking into this problem here at the University of Arizona, and have concluded that the satellite
temperatures from the UAH group are the most accurate, and these, after being corrected for stratospheric cooling, orbital drifts, hot target
changes, etc. still show less tropospheric warming than do the ground temperatures. A paper addressing this will be submitted for
publication shortly. If the models cannot accurately predict the temperature trends in the mid-troposphere, how accurate can they be at the
ground?”"
But the IPCC WG1 Report of 2 Febuary 2007 says
“New analyses of balloon-borne and satellite measurements of lower- and mid-tropospheric temperature show warming rates that are
similar to those of the surface temperature record and are consistent within theirrespective uncertainties, largely reconciling a discrepancy
noted in the TAR. {3.2, 3.4}”.
Factually which is correct? Is the troposphere cooling or warming and if so more or less than the surface? Has this been established? Can
someone help answer this?
Comment by S. RAGHAVAN — April 7, 2007 @ 4:35 am
19. Fact 1: without CO2 in the atmosphere there would be no food or oxygen produced thru photosynthesis by plants.
Fact 2: the greenhouse effect provided by the atmosphere is necessary to a temperate climate on earth.
Fact 3: CO2 makes up about 0.03% of the atmosphere, while water vapor, although variable in space and time, averages somewhere around
100 times that amount. Other greenhouse gasses, such as methane, occur in trace amounts less than CO2.
Question 1: how can doubling the concentration of CO2, thereby increasing the amount of total greenhouse gas by about 1%, have any
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significant negative effect on climate?
Question 2: how can it be possible that disaster lies in the minor increase of two atmospheric properties upon which life on earth depends:
atmospheric CO2 and the greenhouse effect?
It seems to me this whole argument can be put to rest and the alarmists sent packing by some simple analysis that avoids the inherent
complexity of atmospheric models or the necessity to try to expose the ulterior motives of some of the advocates of draconian measures.
Where do I go wrong?
Comment by Ernest Clarke — April 7, 2007 @ 9:37 am
20. A study was published in Nature (6 May 2004), which showed that satellite estimates of tropospheric temperatures had been thrown off by
the cooling of the stratosphere, due to ozone depletion and global warming. When corrected for this effect, the satellite measurements
showed that the troposphere has been warming at a rate consistent with climate models and surface warming.
Comment by J. McCuskey — April 7, 2007 @ 9:41 am
21. The UHA ‘correction’ was 0.035K which was within the 0.05K margin of error. The ‘major errors’ are in the surface data.
Comment by Paul Biggs — April 7, 2007 @ 10:29 am
22. Ernest - Thank you for your questions.
Climate Science recognizes that even though CO2 is a small component of the Earth’s atmosphere by mass, it does play a major role in the
Earth’s radiative budget. Added CO2 from human activities is a warming radiative forcing.
The issue, and where Climate Science differs very significantly from the IPCC reports we are hearing so much about is summarized in the
Conclusions from Climate Science.
The text that is particularly relevant here is
“Humans are significantly altering the global climate, but in a variety of diverse ways beyond the radiative effect of carbon dioxide. The
IPCC assessments have been too conservative in recognizing the importance of these human climate forcings as they alter regional and
global climate.”
and
“Attempts to significantly influence regional and local-scale climate based on controlling CO2 emissions alone is an inadequate policy for
this purpose.”
It is this last issue that has resulted in my conclusion that the current hype that the “science is settled” is that the political focus is NOT on
climate variabilty and change, but on energy policy. The advocates of the IPCC and its media attention are using the focus on climate as the
club to produce energy policy changes (see, for example).
Comment by Roger Pielke Sr. — April 7, 2007 @ 11:31 am
23. J. McCuskey - Please see the new papers
Christy, J.R. and W.B. Norris, 2006: Satellite and VIZ-Radiosonde intercomparisons for diagnosis on non-climatic influences. J. Atmos.
Oc. Tech., 23, 1181 – 1194.
Spencer, R.W., J.R. Christy, W.D. Braswell and W.B. Norris, 2006: Estimation of tropospheric temperature trends from MSU channels 2
and 4. J. Atmos. Oc. Tech., 23, 417-423.
which updates the issue of the microwave temperature trends. The disconnect between the surface and tropospheric temperature trend data
in the tropics remains.
Comment by Roger Pielke Sr. — April 7, 2007 @ 11:36 am
24. Roger - I am wondering how the GCM outcomes now claimed by the IPCC have such a high degree of certainty given that the “level of
scientific understanding” is “very low” for so many of forcings? See:
http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/0/05/IPCC_Radiative_Forcings.png
If this is correct, 75% of the 12 major forcings shown have a “very low” level of scientific understanding. Aerosol indirect effects alone
range from 0 - 2 Watts per sq meter.
Thanks - I enjoy your blog!
Comment by Tim — April 7, 2007 @ 12:09 pm
25. Tim - I agree with you.
It is a disappointment that the media, almost universally, is ignoring this obvious admission that climate science is “not settled”.
Climate Science’s view is that since the goal is really for energy policy changes, and since the politicians have been convinced, there is no
need to be accurate on our real knowledge of the role of the diverse range of human climate forcings. This is a very risky undertaking as
discussed at http://climatesci.colorado.edu/2006/08/08/big-time-gambling-with-multi-decadal-global-climate-model-predictions-by-rogerapielke-sr-and-roger-a-pielke-jr/
and http://climatesci.colorado.edu/2006/07/27/what-if-global-cooling-ocurrs/
Comment by Roger Pielke Sr. — April 7, 2007 @ 2:40 pm
26. In reply to S. Raghavan, the satellite data has been corrected for stratospheric cooling through the use of combining weighting functions to
minimize the contribution of stratospheric cooling. The best way of doing this, in our opinion, has been by UAH through the use of
measurements at differing angles. Other approaches that claim to have made the satellite data consistent with ground based observations
have been faulty, although some workers still refer to this work.
Corrections to satellite data for stitching together the various data sets from the different satellites during periods when they overlapped in
time and diurnal corrections due to measurements being made at different times of the day have been made, as have corrections due to drifts
in satellite orbits, also causing measurements to be made at different times of the day.
We are quite certain that these corrections have been accomplished best by the UAH group, as indicated in the original message. After these
corrections have been done, there is still a discrepancy between ground based and tropospheric trends, although the difference is somewhat
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less. The improper use of weighting functions originally appeared to bring the tropospheric trends more in line with surface trends and
model predictions, so if you choose to use those improperly weighted (with height) data sets, you can also then satisfy yourself that there is
no discrepancy. We do not agree with that.
Comment by benjamin herman — April 7, 2007 @ 4:01 pm
27. Bruce Hall writes:
“With regard to the concept that warmer climates will bring extinction of 1/4 of all species… that does not jibe with the paleontological
record.”
.
Ancient temp. changes occured over thousands of years and species had time to shift their ranges. The world was not divided into a
patchwork of wild areas, disconnected from one another by settlements and agriculture. Those places are unsuitable for many species to
cross, even the few who move fast enough to do so.
Comment by Jay Alt — April 8, 2007 @ 2:18 am
28. Quite true. The advantage of a CO2 enhanced biosphere is that more flora will grow in more places, so mmigrations will be easier. So, if we
limit CO2 and the most important reason for changes turns out to be land use changes creating changes in precipitation patterns, we will in
effect be cutting off even more pathways for migration than just the ones from our development. This is not even considering the land
wasted from overuse and abuse, which is growing every day from overpopulation. We should probably spend some time and money
figuring that out, as temperatures have basically been stable so far this century.
Comment by Harry Haymuss — April 8, 2007 @ 8:42 am
29. As an aside, Senator Boxer (and I’m sure others) have on their websites a link (http://epw.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?
FuseAction=Majority.GlobalWarming) pointing to a page on the official U.S. Senate website that cites stopglobalwarming.com as a source.
A quick perusal of that site reveals it to be an ‘ad-bot’ or a robotic site designed to make money for it’s owner by dynamically redirecting
readers to links for which the owner is compensated. That the United States Senate majority party (note in url above) would cite an ad-bot
as source for global warming information is profoundly sad and about par for the entire course of events in today’s climate discussions.
Comment by T Dean — April 8, 2007 @ 12:09 pm
30.
18 “New analyses of balloon-borne and satellite measurements
of lower- and mid-tropospheric temperature show warming
rates that are similar to those of the surface temperature
record and are consistent within theirrespective
uncertainties, largely reconciling a discrepancy noted in
the TAR. {3.2, 3.4}”.
Factually which is correct? Is the troposphere cooling or
warming and if so more or less than the surface? Has this
been established? Can someone help answer this?
I have a graphic from the UAH,RSS, and RATPAC datasets
which compares observations with modeled trends.
It is available at:
http://climatewatcher.blogspot.com/index.html#Errors
Note that, though there are some differences, the
shape of trends for the sonde data and the two MSU
analyses are quite similar.
The most prominent feature, the tropical tropospheric
maxima is completely absent from the observations.
The arctic warming and stratospheric cooling are in fact
borne out by the observations.
However, Arctic warming has occured before
( see 1940s era warming ) and could conceivably be
‘natural’ and unrelated to CO2 increases.
Also, stratospheric cooling has occured,
but interestingly,
not for the last decade,
not for the period between El Chichon and Pinatubo,
and not for the decade prior to El Chichon:
http://hadobs.metoffice.com/hadat/images/update_images/global_upper_air.png
Comment by Jim — April 8, 2007 @ 1:32 pm
31. Jay Alt (#26):
I have to agree with #27 on this, and actually had not thought about the issue the way that Harry lays it out.
Some other species that are often pointed out by the AGW crowd are polar bears, harp seals and penguins. While I do not live too far in the
north, I do not imagine that these suffer from the extensive compartmentalization that you righty mention as a serious issue for the more
temperate species- perhaps I am wrong.
These artic/antarctic species have also survived many warmer periods in the past (the ancient penguin breeding grounds as one example of
proof mentioned on an earlier blog), and there is also some proof that at least the polar bears are thriving (by some expert and native
accounts alluded to previously on this blog as well).
Where is the proof that CO2 is a real detriment in this? I do not ask as an attack, I just want to emphasize that there ay be some positive and
even natural aspects to a warming earth.
Comment by Rejean Gagnon — April 8, 2007 @ 8:19 pm
32. A recent article by NASA that compares Nile level records in Egypt and Aurora records of Europe for the period covering the Medieval
Warm period, showing increased Solar activity show a good correspondence. The latter part of last century showed high Solar activity, with
increased auroaral activy on the major planets and some of their moons.
NASA also reported recently that the temperature on Mars has increased by 1.5 oC over the last few decades, and increases on other planets
implied by weather alterations.
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This alone could account for Earth temp. increases over the last few decades, with the next two Solar Cycles predicted to be low, we won’t
have too long to wait to see the outcome, at least in the bigger scheme of things.
http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lookingatearth/nilef-20070319.html
Comment by Julian Braggins — April 9, 2007 @ 4:53 am
33. #27
The idea that climate change is any more rapid now than in the past has yet to be demonstrated.
I refer you to Dr. Christopher Scotese’s history of abrupt climate changes. http://www.scotese.com/climate.htm
Furthermore, since most landmass is in the northern latitudes, the warming of those areas will increase the habitable area for many species,
thereby countering the impact of human encroachment on their environs… a more critical consideration than a few degrees of warming.
It is these wild, speculative pronouncements that discredit many who have attached themselves to the CO2 bandwagon.
Comment by Bruce Hall — April 9, 2007 @ 2:47 pm
34. RE: #29 - Perhaps that adbot is a family business. (!)
Comment by Steve Sadlov — April 9, 2007 @ 2:56 pm
35. RE: #27 - I spend lots of time in the wilderness and in less wild areas, have degrees in geology and engineering, and have a substantial
amount of additional natural sciences training. Firstly, I have seen no evidence anywhere in the world I’ve been over the past several years,
of succession strain. In fact, beyond that, I see little to suggest any measurable change in general succession rates in undisturbed areas.
Which brings me to my final point. Real ecologically minded people ought to focus their energies on disturbances such as slash and burn,
overgrazing, poor land use planning, etc. That is where the real win will be.
Comment by Steve Sadlov — April 9, 2007 @ 3:01 pm
36. RE: #32 - I’m pushing 50, and I must say, that the ionic / auroral / solar activity during the early part of the 00s was the most extreme I’ve
seen since I became scientifically aware (~ 10 years old).
Comment by Steve Sadlov — April 9, 2007 @ 3:04 pm
37. Re: 18
S. Raghavan asks ““New analyses of balloon-borne and satellite measurements of lower- and mid-tropospheric temperature show warming
rates that are similar to those of the surface temperature record and are consistent within their respective uncertainties, largely reconciling a
discrepancy noted in the TAR. {3.2, 3.4}”.
Factually which is correct? Is the troposphere cooling or warming and if so more or less than the surface? Has this been established? Can
someone help answer this?“
My guess is that this statement from the IPCC WG1 report is in reference to conclusions from the U.S. Climate Change Science Program
(CCSP):
Temperature Trends in the Lower Atmosphere Steps for Understanding and Reconciling Differences (2006) (p 2). The CCSP concludes that
observed changes from 1958 through 2004 exhibit amplification (greater warming in the troposphere than surface). However, the CCSP
also states that 1979-2004 most data sets show slightly greater warming at the surface, and in the tropics the results between models and
observational data vary.
So which is factually correct appears to be dependent on the time period and region being considered.
A simple qualitative example of my point is seen by comparing CCSP fig 3.3b,c (MSU/Radiosonde LT anomalies) and fig 3.1 (Surface
anomalies).
A casual inspection of the data sets shows little or no warming in the lower tropospheric channel until about 1995, after which a rather rapid
warming appears, while the warming at the surface is more constant over the whole time period.
Thus, while the overall temperature trend of the lower troposphere during the complete time period of the data set may be comparable to
that of the surface trend for the entire period, most of the tropospheric change occurred during the last decade ,while the changes at the
surface were relatively constant.
The first claims that the satellite derived trends were not warming like those of the surface were in the early to mid 1990’s. Based on this
qualitative comparison that claim would most likely have been valid, but as we entered a time period of apparent rapid warming in the
troposphere the trends from the MSU/Radiosonde were „catching up“ with the surface trends and now it appears the long term (1979-2004)
trend would be similar (within
errors) to surface.
It appears that a simple straight line fit to the entire data set may not provide the best description of the trends in this case.
Comment by Robb Randall — April 9, 2007 @ 3:37 pm
38. Re #36, Yes, and if that energy is not a part of the TSI that is measured it should manifest as increased vulcanism, and perhaps action on the
Earth as a Faraday Motor.
With this in view, it seems we are again missing out on a leap second http://maia.usno.navy.mil/ in June, so something is slowing the
slowing.
If there is a correlation between Auroral activity and a longer intervals between leap seconds, there could be something in it, must have
look.
Comment by Julian Braggins — April 10, 2007 @ 4:05 am
39. Being European I would like to repeat Paolo M’s word : HELP !
Here are some pearls of what the so called “experts” vehiculate in the press :
“It’s the poorest of the poor in the world, and this includes poor people even in prosperous societies, who are going to be the worst hit,This
becomes a global responsibility,” says the expert (!) IPCC’s chairman, Rajendra Pachauri .
” Up to 30 percent of animal and plant species will be vulnerable to extinction if global temperatures rise by 1.5-2.5 degrees Celsius , the
IPCC said.”
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“Bettina Menne, a World Health Organisation (WHO) specialist who was lead author on the chapter of health, said 150,000 deaths could be
“attributed directly” to climate change in 2000 alone, due to malnutrition and diarrhoea.”
“Overall, the report was the strongest UN assessment yet of the threat of climate change, predicting water shortages that could affect
billions of people and a rise in ocean levels that could go on for centuries. ”
So where are now to IPCC scientists to explain that they back such an incredible mass of scientific garbage ?
The only think I can foresee is that Mankind is about to be decimated by an avalanche of regulations , laws and inquisitions decided by lowbrow bureaucrats .
There is enough there to be very worried indeed .
Comment by Tom Vonk — April 10, 2007 @ 5:51 am
40. There is a correlation, the intervals between leap seconds have increased from annually in the seventies, 2 and 4 years in the nineties and 6
years from 99 to 05. There is plenty of data on correlation between solar activity and temperature at
http://www.tmgnow.com/repository/solar/lassen1.html
It seems there are plenty of people working on the mechanism of tranfer of magnetic energy from Auroral activity to the atmosphere as heat
at
http://research.hq.nasa.gov/code_s/nra/current/NRA-02-OSS-01-LWS/winners.html
Comment by Julian Braggins — April 10, 2007 @ 6:00 am
41. #39 Regarding the specific alarmists claims of widespread consequences of global warming, isn’t it true that the alledged global warming
has been strikingly uneven, and that most parts of the world (including many that alarmists claim are suffering from warming effects) have
really only seen quite mild warming? On the order of a couple of tenths of a degree Celsius? Isn’t it true that the so-called average has been
pushed up significantly by extreme warming in polar regions, and that, really, the very mild amounts of warming in the rest of the world
could not possibly cause the havoc that alarmists are attributing to “gobal average” warming?
Comment by Aaron Wells — April 10, 2007 @ 9:24 am
42. Dr. Herman:
I wonder if you could help me out here. I don’t understand the science behind why carbon IR absorbtion rate is logarithmic as opposed to
linear. The way it has been explained to me is it is like painting a window black. The first coat blocks out almost all the light. The second
coat blocks out a little more with diminishing “returns” with each coat. I understand the metaphor but don’t understand the underlying
physical processes which drive it.
My thought process is each carbon molecule is independent of all the other particles. So I could see that each particle has certain limitations
on the amount of IR each can absorb. However, where I start to not understand is how doubling the carbon content would not double the
amount of IR absorbtion.
Am I wrong in my understanding? i.e. it is actually linear.
I’m a mech eng who went into business because I wasn’t a very good mech eng. Although, I am really enjoying learning about climate
studies and recalling those fluid dynamics and thermo principles/laws we studied.
If there is any way you or anybody else can put it into layman terms, it would be really appreciated. If it isn’t that simple, any suggestions
on papers or books to read that do a good job of explaining it in further detail?
(Dr. Pielke: Really enjoy this blog. Between yours and Steve McIntyre’s Climate Audit the level of discussion is quite informative, even if I
get lost sometimes . . .thanks)
Mike
Comment by Mike Hodges — April 10, 2007 @ 7:42 pm
43. Mike, I try…
“…not understand is how doubling the carbon content would not double the amount of IR absorbtion.”
You presume that there is an unlimited amount of IR radiation to be absorbed, that is not.
Just the first 20 ppm of CO2 abosorb most of available IR, the second 20 added ppm have much less to absorb and so on.
Am I right?
Comment by Paolo M. — April 11, 2007 @ 10:27 am
44. Re #s 16, 23, 26 and 30: Oops, oops and oops again (hat tip Hank Roberts in a comment at Real Climate). The UAH MSU saga seems to
resemble more and more a comedy of errors. Ben, I sincerely hope you spotted that most recent one in particular before going to all the
trouble of doing your analusis. But if not, don’t worry, I’m sure peer review will catch it.
Comment by Steve Bloom — April 11, 2007 @ 2:49 pm
45. In reply to Mike (comment 42), aborption is an exponential function of the product of the distance travelled through the medium times the
absorption coefficient of absorbing material in units of absortion cross section per unit volume. This latter product is comminly called the
optical depth, so the absorption is proportional to exp-(optical depth). Thus absorption does not incrrease linearly with distance travelled,
but rather it is a negative exponential decrease.
Ben
Comment by benjamin herman — April 11, 2007 @ 3:11 pm
46. Steve B. - Before you are too critical of the UAH MSU data, I suggest you read their most recent research papers; e.g.
Christy, J.R. and W.B. Norris, 2006: Satellite and VIZ-Radiosonde intercomparisons for diagnosis on non-climatic influences. J. Atmos.
Oc. Tech., 23, 1181 – 1194.
Comment by Roger Pielke Sr. — April 11, 2007 @ 3:26 pm
47. Hi Steve. Thanks for your comment (#44) . We are totally aware of the problems with incorporating the NOAA 16 data. However, our
anaysis only used data up to Dec 2004. However, we did the analysis in Jan. 2007 which used Christy’s corrected data. I hope this answers
your concerns.
Ben
Comment by benjamin herman — April 11, 2007 @ 3:44 pm
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48. Dr. Herman/Paolo:
Thanks. It’s one of those points where I need to do some more reading. Really appreciate the answers.
Mike
Comment by Mike Hodges — April 11, 2007 @ 5:54 pm
49. Re #46: It’s not what I think, it’s what Mears and Wentz think. I see they have a paper in preparation as well, so at some point we should
have an interesting compare and contrast. Just to be clear, my somewhat derisory attitude toward S+C’s MSU work has to do with their
record of past errors. It’s entirely possible they’ve put all that behind them. One would think they would have learned to take greater care
than in the past, but this most recent mistake makes me wonder about that.
Re #47: So you didn’t do a comparison ro the current RSS data?
Comment by Steve Bloom — April 11, 2007 @ 11:12 pm
50. Steve B. - I already have a weblog set to post on April 17 on the latest RSS temperature trends.
Comment by Roger Pielke Sr. — April 12, 2007 @ 6:40 am
51. Hi Steve: At the time of the prepapration of our manuscript, a couple of months ago, the RSS corrections were not yet available, or at least
we were not aware of them yet. We are currently modifying our analyses to include their latest revision, but it was not completed at the time
I submitted the blog. These corrections should be completed within the next week or so. Hopefully at that point we will be able to submit
the work before any more modifications are made. This has got to stop somewhere, and thanks for your interest.
Ben
Comment by benjamin herman — April 12, 2007 @ 9:43 am
RSS feed for comments on this post.
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May 2007 will go to history as one of the coldest starts to climatic winter ever
observed in South America. A brutal cold wave brought record low temperatures,
widespread frost, snow and major energy disruption. The death toll for the 10-day cold
wave was the highest for any single weather event in Argentina in recent history.
Authorities confirmed 34 deaths directly or indirectly linked to the polar air incursion.
Some of the fatalities were caused by hypothermia, but the majority of the victims died
in consequence of fires and gas inhalation. The below-freezing temperatures
prompted residents to turn on defective heaters using gas, wood and kerosene. The
toxic but odorless carbon monoxide fumes and other lethal gasses were blamed for
many of the deaths. In Cordoba, seven children died in a fire initiated by an
improvised heater device. In the southernmost state of Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil
one child died due to hypothermia.
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The cold snap led to electricity and natural gas shortages, idling factories and taxis
and causing sporadic blackouts in Argentina, according to press reports. Millions of
residents fired up space heaters, straining Buenos Aires’ electrical grid for three nights
and forcing authorities to slash power supply nationwide and briefly cut domestic
natural gas provisions and exports to Chile. Many factories went idle when distributors
shut off or reduced gas supplies to give priority to homes. Government regulators also
ordered an 800-megawatt electricity cut nationwide for four hours, which led to
sporadic blackouts in the capital Buenos Aires. Grumbling taxi drivers waited for hours
in lines stretching several blocks to fill up their black-and-yellow cabs with scarce
compressed natural gas. The shortages also had a ripple effect in neighboring Chile,
where authorities scrambled to provide energy after Argentina slashed natural gas
exports.
Temperatures hit the freezing point or dipped below for three successive nights in the
Argentinean capital. Such cold is rare for the southern-hemisphere autumn in Buenos
Aires, which normally sees temperatures in the 40s and 50s Fahrenheit or higher this
time of year. According to the Servicio Meteorologico Nacional (Argentina’s National
Weather Service), the low temperature of 0.3ºC registered in Downtown Buenos Aires
was the lowest for the month of May since May 29th, 1962. The city also suffered the
lowest windchill value observed in May for the last 36 years. On May 28th, the
temperature at midday in Buenos Aires was only 3.7ºC, an unprecedented value in
recent history. Read more and see some amazing photographs here.
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Abstract
The atmospheric greenhouse effect, an idea that authors trace back to the traditional
works of Fourier 1824, Tyndall 1861 and Arrhenius 1896 and is still supported in global
climatology essentially describes a fictitious mechanism in which a planetary atmosphere
acts as a heat pump driven by an environment that is radiatively interacting with but
radiatively equilibrated to the atmospheric system. According to the second law of
thermodynamics such a planetary machine can never exist. Nevertheless, in almost
all texts of global climatology and in a widespread secondary literature it is taken for
granted that such mechanism is real and stands on a firm scientific foundation. In
this paper the popular conjecture is analyzed and the underlying physical principles are
clarified. By showing that (a) there are no common physical laws between the warming
phenomenon in glass houses and the fictitious atmospheric greenhouse effects, (b) there
are no calculations to determine an average surface temperature of a planet, (c) the
frequently mentioned difference of 33 ◦ C is a meaningless number calculated wrongly,
(d) the formulas of cavity radiation are used inappropriately, (e) the assumption of a
radiative balance is unphysical, (f) thermal conductivity and friction must not be set to
zero, the atmospheric greenhouse conjecture is falsified.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Problem background

Recently, there have been lots of discussions regarding the economic and political implications
of climate variability, in particular global warming as a measurable effect of an anthropogenic,
i.e. human-made, climate change [1–13]. Many authors assume that carbon dioxide emissions
from fossil-fuel consumption represent a serious danger to the health of our planet, since they
are supposed to influence the climates, in particular the average temperatures of the surface
and lower atmosphere of the Earth. However, carbon dioxide is a rare trace gas, a very small
part of the atmosphere found in concentrations as low as 0, 03 Vol % (cf. Table 1 and 2, see
also Ref. [16] ).1

Date
March
March
March
March
March
March

1958
1967
1977
1987
1996
2007

CO2 concentration
[ppmv]
315.56
322.88
334.53
349.24
363.99
377.3

Source
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

[14]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[15]

Table 1: Atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide in volume parts per million (1958 2007)

A physicist starts his analysis of the problem by pointing his attention to two fundamental
thermodynamic properties, namely
• the thermal conductivity λ, a property that determines how much heat per time unit
and temperature difference flows in a medium;
• the isochoric thermal diffusivity av , a property that determines how rapidly a temperature change will spread, expressed in terms of an area per time unit.
1

In a recent paper on “180 Years accurate CO2 Gas analysis of Air by Chemical Methods” the German
biologist Ernst-Georg Beck argues that the IPCC reliance of ice core CO2 figures is wrong [17, 18]. Though
interesting on its own that even the CO2 data themselves are subject to a discussion it does not influence the
rationale of this paper which is to show that CO2 is completely irrelevant.
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Gas

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide

Formula

N2
O2
Ar
CO2

U.S. Standard 1976
Ref. [14]
[Vol %]
78.084
20.9476
0.934
0.0314

7

Hardy et al. 2005 Working
Ref. [8]
hypothesis
[Vol %]
[Vol %]
78.09
78.09
20.95
20.94
0.93
0.93
0.03
0.04

Table 2: Three versions of an idealized Earth’s atmosphere and the associated gas volume
concentrations, including the working hypothesis chosen for this paper

Both quantities are related by

av =

λ
% · cv

(1)

the proportionality constant of the heat equation

∂T
= av · ∆T
∂t

(2)

whereby T is the temperature, % the mass density, and cv the isochoric specific heat.
To calculate the relevant data from the gaseous components of the air one has to use their
mass concentrations as weights to calculate the properties of the mixture “air” according to
Gibbs thermodynamics [19, 20].2 Data on volume concentrations (Table 2) can be converted
into mass concentrations with the aid of known mass densities (Table 3).
A comparison of volume percents and mass percents for CO2 shows that the current mass
concentration, which is the physically relevant concentration, is approximately 0.06 % and not
the often quoted 0.03 % (Table 4).

2

The thermal conductivity of a mixture of two gases does not, in general, vary linearly with the composition
of the mixture. However for comparable molecular weight and small concentrations the non-linearity is
negligible [21].
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Gas
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon Dioxide

Formula
N2
O2
Ar
CO2

mass density %
[kg/m3 ]
1.1449
1.3080
1.6328
1.7989

Source
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

[14]
[14]
[14]
[14]

Table 3: Mass densities of gases at normal atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa) and standard
temperature (298 K)

Gas
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide

Formula
N2
O2
Ar
CO2

xv
% (298 K)
xm
3
[Vol %] [kg/m ] [Mass %]
78.09
1.1449
75.52
20.94
1.3080
23.14
0.93
1.6328
1.28
0.04
1.7989
0.06

Table 4: Volume percent versus mass percent: The volume concentration xv and the mass
concentration xm of the gaseous components of an idealized Earth’s atmosphere

From known thermal conductivities (Table 5), isochoric heat capacities, and mass densities
the isochoric thermal diffusivities of the components of the air are determined (Table 6). This
allows to estimate the change of the effective thermal conductivity of the air in dependence
of a doubling of the CO2 concentration, expected to happen within the next 300 years (Table
7).
It is obvious that a doubling of the concentration of the trace gas CO2 , whose thermal
conductivity is approximately one half than that of nitrogen and oxygen, does change the
thermal conductivity at the most by 0, 03 % and the isochoric thermal diffusivity at the
most by 0.07 %. These numbers lie within the range of the measuring inaccuracy and other
uncertainties such as rounding errors and therefore have no significance at all.
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Gas

Formula

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Argon
Carbon dioxide

N2
O2
Ar
CO2

9

λ(200 K)
λ(298 K)
λ(300 K) λ(400 K)
[W/mK]
[W/mK]
[W/mK] [W/mK]
Ref. [14] (interpolated) Ref. [14] Ref. [14]
0.0187
0.0259
0.0260
0.0323
0.0184
0.0262
0.0263
0.0337
0.0124
0.0178
0.0179
0.0226
0.0096
0.0167
0.0168
0.0251

Table 5: Thermal conductivities of the gaseous components of the Earth’s atmosphere at
normal pressure (101.325 kPa)

Gas
N2
O2
Ar
CO2

cp
[J/kg K]
1039
919
521
843

Mr
R/Mr
[kg/mol] [J/kg K]
28.01
297
32.00
260
39.95
208
44.01
189

cv
[J/kg K]
742
659
304
654

%
λ
av
[kg/m3 ] [Js/mK]
[m2 /s]
1.1489
0.0259 3.038 · 10−5
1.3080
0.0262 3.040 · 10−5
1.6328
0.0178 3.586 · 10−5
1.7989
0.0167 1.427 · 10−5

Table 6: Isobaric heat capacities cp , relative molar masses Mr , isochoric heat capacities
cv ≈ cp − R/Mr with universal gas constant R = 8.314472 J/mol K, mass densities %, thermal
conductivities λ, and isochoric thermal diffusivities av of the gaseous components of the
Earth’s atmosphere at normal pressure (101.325 kPa)
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Gas
N2
O2
Ar
CO2
Air

Gas
N2
O2
Ar
CO2
Air

xm
Mr
cp
[Mass %] [kg/mol] [J/kg K]
75.52
28.01
1039
23.14
32.00
929
1.28
39.95
512
0.06
44.01
843
100.00
29.10
1005

xm
Mr
cp
[Mass %] [kg/mol] [J/kg K]
75.52
28.01
1039
23.08
32.00
929
1.28
39.95
512
0.12
44.01
843
100.00
29.10
1005

cv
[J/kg K]
742
659
304
654
719

cv
[J/kg K]
742
659
304
654
719

%
λ
av
3
[kg/m ] [Js/mK]
[m2 /s]
1.1489 0.0259
3.038 · 10−5
1.3080 0.0262
3.040 · 10−5
1.6328 0.0178
3.586 · 10−5
1.7989 0.0167
1.427 · 10−5
1.1923 0.02586 3.0166 · 10−5

%
λ
av
3
[kg/m ] [Js/mK]
[m2 /s]
1.1489
0.0259
3.038 · 10−5
1.3080
0.0262
3.040 · 10−5
1.6328
0.0178
3.586 · 10−5
1.7989
0.0167
1.427 · 10−5
1.1926 0.02585 3.0146 · 10−5

Table 7: The calculation of the isochoric thermal diffusivity av = λ/(% · cv ) of the air and its
gaseous components for the current CO2 concentration (0.06 Mass %) and for a fictitiously
doubled CO2 concentration (0.12 Mass %) at normal pressure (101.325 kPa)
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The greenhouse effect hypothesis

Among climatologists, in particular those who are affiliated with the Intergovernmental Panel
of Climate Change (IPCC)3 , there is a “scientific consensus” [22], that the relevant mechanism
is the atmospheric greenhouse effect, a mechanism heavily relying on the assumption, that
radiative heat transfer clearly dominates over the other forms of heat transfer such as thermal
conductivity, convection, condensation et cetera [23–30].
In all past IPCC reports and other such scientific summaries the following point evocated
in Ref. [24], p. 5, is central to the discussion:
“One of the most important factors is the greenhouse effect; a simplified explanation of which is as follows. Short-wave solar radiation can pass through the
clear atmosphere relatively unimpeded. But long-wave terrestrial radiation emitted by the warm surface of the Earth is partially absorbed and then re-emitted
by a number of trace gases in the cooler atmosphere above. Since, on average,
the outgoing long-wave radiation balances the incoming solar radiation, both the
atmosphere and the surface will be warmer than they would be without the greenhouse gases . . . The greenhouse effect is real; it is a well understood effect, based
on established scientific principles.”
To make things more precise, supposedly, the notion of radiative forcing was introduced by
the IPCC and related to the assumption of radiative equilibrium. In Ref. [27], pp. 7-6, one
finds the statement:
“A change in average net radiation at the top of the troposphere (known as the
tropopause), because of a change in either solar or infrared radiation, is defined for
the purpose of this report as a radiative forcing. A radiative forcing perturbs the
balance between incoming and outgoing radiation. Over time climate responds to
the perturbation to re-establish the radiative balance. A positive radiative forcing
tends on average to warm the surface; a negative radiative forcing on average tends
to cool the surface. As defined here, the incoming solar radiation is not considered
a radiative forcing, but a change in the amount of incoming solar radiation would
be a radiative forcing . . . For example, an increase in atmospheric CO2 concentration leads to a reduction in outgoing infrared radiation and a positive radiative
forcing.”
However, in general “scientific consensus” is not related whatsoever to scientific truth as
countless examples in history have shown. “Consensus” is a political term, not a scientific
3

The IPCC was created in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization (WHO) and the United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP).
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term. In particular, from the viewpoint of theoretical physics the radiative approach, which
uses physical laws such as Planck’s law and Stefan-Boltzmann’s law that only have a limited
range of validity that definitely does not cover the atmospheric problem, must be highly questioned [31–35]. For instance in many calculations climatologists perform calculations where
idealized black surfaces e.g. representing a CO2 layer and the ground, respectively, radiate
against each other. In reality, we must consider a bulk problem, in which at concentrations
of 300 ppmv at normal state still
N ≈ 3 · 10−4 · V · NL
≈ 3 · 10−4 · (10 · 10−6 )3 · 2.687 · 1025
≈ 3 · 10−4 · 10−15 · 2.687 · 1025
≈ 8 · 107

(3)

molecules are distributed within a cube V with edge length 10 µm, a typical wavelength of the
relevant infrared radiation.4 In this context an application of the formulas of cavity radiation
is sheer nonsense.
It cannot be overemphasized that a microscopic theory providing the base for a derivation
of macroscopic quantities like thermal or electrical transport coefficients must be a highly
involved many-body theory. Of course, heat transfer is due to interatomic electromagnetic
interactions mediated by the electromagnetic field. But it is misleading to visualize a photon
as a simple particle or wave packet travelling from one atom to another for example. Things
are pretty much more complex and cannot be understood even in a (one-)particle-wave duality
or Feynman graph picture.
On the other hand, the macroscopic thermodynamical quantities contain a lot of information and can be measured directly and accurately in the physics lab. It is an interesting point
that the heat conductivity of CO2 is only one half of that of nitrogen or oxygen. In a 100
percent CO2 atmosphere a conventional light bulb shines brighter than in a nitrogen-oxygen
atmosphere due to the lowered heat conductivity of its environment. But this has nothing to
do with the supposed CO2 greenhouse effect which refers to trace gas concentrations. Global
climatologists claim that the Earth’s natural greenhouse effect keeps the Earth 33 ◦ C warmer
than it would be without the trace gases in the atmosphere. 80 percent of this warming is
attributed to water vapor and 20 percent to the 0.03 volume percent CO2 . If such an extreme
effect existed, it would show up even in a laboratory experiment involving concentrated CO2
as a heat conductivity anomaly. It would be manifest itself as a new kind of ‘superinsulation’
violating the conventional heat conduction equation. However, for CO2 such anomalous heat
transport properties never have been observed.
Therefore, in this paper, the popular greenhouse ideas entertained by the global climatology community are reconsidered within the limits of theoretical and experimental physics.
4

NL is the well-known Loschmidt number [36].
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Authors trace back their origins to the works of Fourier [37,38] (1824), Tyndall [39–43] (1861)
and Arrhenius [44–46] (1896). A careful analysis of the original papers shows that Fourier’s
and Tyndall’s works did not really include the concept of the atmospheric greenhouse effect,
whereas Arrhenius’s work fundamentally differs from the versions of today. With exception of
Ref. [46], the traditional works precede the seminal papers of modern physics, such as Planck’s
work on the radiation of a black body [33, 34]. Although the arguments of Arrhenius were
falsified by his contemporaries they were picked up by Callendar [47–53] and Keeling [54–60],
the founders of the modern greenhouse hypothesis.5 Interestingly, this hypothesis has been
vague ever since it has been used. Even Keeling stated 1978 [57]:
“The idea that CO2 from fossil fuel burning might accumulate in air and cause
warming of the lower atmosphere was speculated upon as early as the latter the
nineteenth century (Arrhenius, 1903). At that time the use of fossil fuel was slight
to expect a rise in atmospheric CO2 to be detectable. The idea was convincingly
expressed by Callendar (1938, 1940) but still without solid evidence rise in CO2 .”
The influence of CO2 on the climate was also discussed thoroughly in a number of publications that appeared between 1909 and 1980, mainly in Germany [61–88]. The most influential
authors were Möller [69,80–86], who also wrote a textbook on meteorology [89,90], and Manabe [73–77, 85]. It seems, that the joint work of Möller and Manabe [85] has had a significant
influence on the formulation of the modern atmospheric CO2 Greenhouse conjectures and
hypotheses, respectively.
In a very comprehensive report of the US Department of Energy (DOE), which appeared
in 1985 [91], the atmospheric greenhouse hypothesis had been cast into its final form and
became the cornerstone in all subsequent IPCC publications [23–30].
Of course, it may be, that even if the oversimplified picture entertained in IPCC global
climatology is physically incorrect, a thorough discussion may reveal a non-neglible influence of
certain radiative effects (apart from sunlight) on the weather, and hence on its local averages,
the climates, which may be dubbed the CO2 greenhouse effect. But then three key questions
will remain, even if the effect is claimed to serve only as a genuine trigger of a network of
complex reactions:
1. Is there a fundamental CO2 greenhouse effect in physics?
2. If so, what is the fundamental physical principle behind this CO2 greenhouse effect?
3. Is it physically correct to consider radiative heat transfer as the fundamental mechanism
controlling the weather setting thermal conductivity and friction to zero?
5

Recently, von Storch critized the anthropogenic global warming scepticism by characterizing the discussion
as “a discussion of yesterday and the day before yesterday” [1]. Ironically, it was Calendar and Keeling who
once reactivated “a discussion of yesterday and the day before yesterday” based on already falsified arguments.
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The aim of this paper is to give an affirmative negative answer to all of these questions
rendering them rhetoric.

1.3

This paper

In the language of physics an effect is a not necessarily evident but a reproducible and
measurable phenomenon together with its theoretical explanation.
Neither the warming mechanism in a glass house nor the supposed anthropogenic warming
is due to an effect in the sense of this definition:
• In the first case (the glass house) one encounters a straightforward phenomenon.
• In the second case (the Earth’s atmosphere) one cannot measure something; rather, one
only makes heuristic calculations.
The explanation of the warming mechanism in a real greenhouse is a standard problem
in undergraduate courses, in which optics, nuclear physics and classical radiation theory are
dealt with. On this level neither the mathematical formulation of the first and second law
of thermodynamics nor the partial differential equations of hydrodynamics or irreversible
thermodynamics are known; the phenomenon has thus to be analyzed with comparatively
elementary means.
However, looking up the search terms “glass house effect”, “greenhouse effect”, or the
German word “Treibhauseffekt” in classical textbooks on experimental physics or theoretical
physics, one finds - possibly to one’s surprise and disappointment - that this effect does
not appear anywhere - with a few exceptions, where in updated editions of some books
publications in climatology are cited. One prominent example is the textbook by Kittel who
added a “supplement” to the 1990 edition of his Thermal Physics on page 115 [92] :
”The Greenhouse Effect describes the warming of the surface of the Earth caused
by the infrared absorbent layer of water, as vapor and in clouds, and of carbon
dioxide on the atmosphere between the Sun and the Earth. The water may contribute as much as 90 percent of the warming effect.”
Kittel “supplement” refers to the 1990 and 1992 books of J.T. Houghton et al. on Climate
Change, which are nothing but the standard IPCC assessments [23, 25]. In general, most
climatologic texts do not refer to any fundamental work of thermodynamics and radiation
theory. Sometimes the classical astrophysical work of Chandrasekhar [93] is cited, but it is
not clear at all, which results are applied where, and how the conclusions of Chandrasekhar
fit into the framework of infrared radiation transfer in planetary atmospheres.
There seems to exist no source where an atmospheric greenhouse effect is introduced from
fundamental university physics alone.
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Evidently, the atmospheric greenhouse problem is not a fundamental problem of the philosophy of science, which is best described by the Münchhausen trilemma6 , stating that one
is left with the ternary alternative7
infinite regression - dogma - circular reasoning
Rather, the atmospheric Greenhouse mechanism is a conjecture, which may be proved or
disproved already in concrete engineering thermodynamics [95–97]. Exactly this was done
well many years ago by an expert in this field, namely Alfred Schack, who wrote a classical
textbook on this subject [95]. 1972 he showed that the radiative component of heat transfer
of CO2 , though relevant at the temperatures in combustion chambers, can be neglected at atmospheric temperatures. The influence of carbonic acid on the Earth’s climates is definitively
unmeasurable [98].
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
• In Section 2 the warming effect in real greenhouses, which has to be distinguished strictly
from the (in-) famous conjecture of Arrhenius, is discussed.
• Section 3 is devoted to the atmospheric greenhouse problem. It is shown that this
effect neither has experimental nor theoretical foundations and must be considered as
fictitious. The claim that CO2 emissions give rise to anthropogenic climate changes has
no physical basis.
• In Section 4 theoretical physics and climatology are discussed in context of the philosophy of science. The question is raised, how far global climatology fits into the framework
of exact sciences such as physics.
• The final Section 5 is a physicist’s summary.

6

The term was coined by the critical rationalist Hans Albert, see e.g. Ref. [94]. For the current discussion on
global warming Albert’s work may be particularly interesting. According to Albert new insights are not easy
to be spread, because there is often an ideological obstacle, for which Albert coined the notion of immunity
against criticism.
7
Originally, an alternative is a choice between two options, not one of the options itself. A ternary
alternative generalizes an ordinary alternative to a threefold choice.
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The warming mechanism in real greenhouses
Radiation Basics
Introduction

For years, the warming mechanism in real greenhouses, paraphrased as “the greenhouse effect”, has been commonly misused to explain the conjectured atmospheric greenhouse effect.
In school books, in popular scientific articles, and even in high-level scientific debates, it has
been stated that the mechanism observed within a glass house bears some similarity to the
anthropogenic global warming. Meanwhile, even mainstream climatologists admit that the
warming mechanism in real glass houses has to be distinguished strictly from the claimed
CO2 greenhouse effect.
Nevertheless, one should have a look at the classical glass house problem to recapitulate
some fundamental principles of thermodynamics and radiation theory. Later on, the relevant
radiation dynamics of the atmospheric system will be elaborated on and distinguished from
the glass house set-up.
Heat is the kinetic energy of molecules and atoms and will be transferred by contact or
radiation. Microscopically both interactions are mediated by photons. In the former case,
which is governed by the Coulomb resp. van der Waals interaction these are the virtual or
off-shell photons, in the latter case these are the real or on-shell photons. The interaction
between photons and electrons (and other particles that are electrically charged or have a nonvanishing magnetic momentum) is microscopically described by the laws of quantum theory.
Hence, in principle, thermal conductivity and radiative transfer may be described in a unified
framework. However, the non-equilibrium many body problem is a highly non-trivial one and
subject to the discipline of physical kinetics unifying quantum theory and non-equilibrium
statistical mechanics.
Fortunately, an analysis of the problem by applying the methods and results of classical
radiation theory already leads to interesting insights.
2.1.2

The infinitesimal specific intensity

In classical radiation theory [93] the main quantity is the specific intensity Iν . It is defined in
terms of the amount of radiant energy dEν in a specified frequency interval [ν, ν + dν] that
is transported across an area element dF1 in direction of another area element dF2 during a
time dt:
dEν = Iν dν dt

(r dF1 ) (r dF2 )
|r|4

where r is the distance vector pointing from dF1 to dF2 (Figure 1).

(4)
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Figure 1: The geometry of classical radiation: A radiating infinitesimal area dF1 and an
illuminated infinitesimal area dF2 at distance r.
For a general radiation field one may write
Iν = Iν (x, y, z; l, m, n; t)

(5)

where (x, y, z) denote the coordinates, (l, m, n) the direction cosines, t the time, respectively,
to which Iν refers.
With the aid of the definition of the scalar product Equation (4) may be cast into the
form
(cos ϑ1 dF1 ) · (cos ϑ2 dF2 )
dEν = Iν dν dt ·
(6)
r2
A special case is given by
ϑ2 := 1
(7)
With
ϑ := ϑ1
dσ := dF1
dω := dF2 /r2
(8)
Equation (6) becomes
dEν = Iν dν dt cos ϑ dσ dω

(9)

defining the pencil of radiation [93].
Equation (6), which will be used below, is slightly more general than Equation (9), which
is more common in the literature. Both ones can be simplified by introducing an integrated
intensity
Z ∞
I0 =
Iν dν
(10)
0
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and a radiant power dP . For example, Equation (6) may be cast into the form
dP = I0 ·
2.1.3

(cos ϑ1 dF1 ) · (cos ϑ2 dF2 )
r2

(11)

Integration

When performing integration one has to bookkeep the dimensions of the physical quantities
involved. Usually, the area dF1 is integrated and the equation is rearranged in such a way,
that there is an intensity I (resp. an intensity times an area element IdF ) on both sides of
the equation. Three cases are particularly interesting:
(a) Two parallel areas with distance a. According to Figure 2 one may write

Figure 2: Two parallel areas with distance a.

ϑ1 = ϑ2 =: ϑ

(12)

r2

(13)

By setting
= r02 + a2

2rdr

= 2r0 dr0
a
cos ϑ =
r
one obtains
(cos ϑ)2
r0 dr0 dϕ
r2
0
0
Z 2π Z R0
a2
=
I0 4 r0 dr0 dϕ
r
0
0
√
Z 2π Z R2 +a2
0
a2
=
I0 4 rdrdϕ
r
0
a

Iparallel areas =

Z 2π Z R0

I0

(14)
(15)
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2

= 2π · I0 · a ·

Z

R02 +a2

a

= 2π · I0 · a2 · −
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1
2r2

1
dr
3
r
√ 2 2
R0 +a

a

1
1
= π · I0 · a · 2 − 2
a
R0 + a2
R2
= π · I0 · 2 0 2
R0 + a

!

2

(16)

(b) Two parallel areas with distance a → 0
If the distance a is becoming very small whereas R0 is kept finite one will have
Iparallel areas (a→0)

R2
= lim π · I0 · 2 0 2
a→0
R0 + a

!

= πI0

(17)

This relation corresponds to the total half-space intensity for a radiation from an unit
surface.
(c) The Earth illuminated by the Sun
With I0Sun being the factor I0 for the Sun the solar total half-space intensity is given by
ISun’s surface = π · I0Sun

(18)

a = REarth’s orbit

(19)

Setting

R0 = RSun

(20)

one gets for the solar intensity at the Earth’s orbit
R2Sun
R2Sun + R2Earth’s orbit
R2Sun
= ISun’s surface · 2
RSun + R2Earth’s orbit
R2
= ISun’s surface · 2 Sun
REarth’s orbit
1
= ISun’s surface ·
(215)2

IEarth’s orbit = π · I0Sun ·

2.1.4

(21)

The Stefan-Boltzmann law

For a perfect black body and a unit area positioned in its proximity we can compute the
intensity I with the aid of the the Kirchhoff-Planck-function, which comes in two versions
hν
2hν 3
Bν (T ) =
exp
2
c
kT
"

2hc2
hc
Bλ (T ) =
exp
5
λ
λkT
"

#−1

!

−1
!

(22)
#−1

−1

(23)
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that are related to each other by
Bν (T ) dν = Bν (T )

c
dν
dλ = −Bν (T ) 2 dλ =: −Bλ (T ) dλ
dλ
λ

(24)

with
ν = c/λ

(25)

where c is the speed of light, h the Planck constant, k the Boltzmann constant, λ the wavelength, ν the frequency, and T the absolute temperature, respectively. Integrating over all
frequencies or wavelengths we obtain the Stefan-Boltzmann T 4 law
I =π·

Z ∞
0

with
σ=π·

Bν (T ) dν = π ·

Z ∞
0

Bλ (T ) dλ = σ T 4

2π 4 k 4
W
= 5.670400 · 10−8 2 4
2
3
15c h
mK

(26)

(27)

One conveniently writes
T 4 W
(28)
100
m2 K4
This is the net radiation energy per unit time per unit area placed in the neighborhood of a
radiating plane surface of a black body.
σ = 5.67 ·

2.1.5





Conclusion

Three facts should be emphasized here:
• In classical radiation theory radiation is not described by a vector field assigning to
every space point a corresponding vector. Rather, with each point of space many rays
are associated (Figure 3). This is in sharp contrast to the modern description of the
radiation field as an electromagnetic field with the Poynting vector field as the relevant
quantity [99].

Figure 3: The geometry of classical radiation: Two surfaces radiating against each other.
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• The constant σ appearing in the T 4 law is not a universal constant of physics. It strongly
depends on the particular geometry of the problem considered.8
• The T 4 -law will no longer hold if one integrates only over a filtered spectrum, appropriate
to real world situations. This is illustrated in Figure 4 .

Figure 4: Black body radiation compared to the radiation of a sample coloured body. The
non-universal constant σ is normalized in such a way that both curves coincide at T = 290 K.
The Stefan-Boltzmann T 4 law does no longer hold in the latter case, where only two bands
are integrated over, namely that of visible light and of infrared radiation from 3 µm to 5 µm,
giving rise to a steeper curve.
Many pseudo-explanations in the context of global climatology are already falsified by these
three fundamental observations of mathematical physics.

2.2

The Sun as a black body radiator

The Kirchhoff-Planck function describes an ideal black body radiator. For matter of convenience one may define
Bsunshine
= BSun
·
λ
λ

R2Sun
R2Earth’s orbit

= BSun
·
λ

1
(215)2

(29)

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of the sunlight, assuming the Sun is a black body of temperature
T = 5780 K.
8

For instance, to compute the radiative transfer in a multi-layer setup, the correct point of departure is
the infinitesimal expression for the radiation intensity, not an integrated Stefan-Boltzmann expression already
computed for an entirely different situation.
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Figure 5: The spectrum of the sunlight assuming the sun is a black body at T = 5780 K.
To compute the part of radiation for a certain wave length interval [λ1 , λ2 ] one has to
evaluate the expression
R λ2
λ

1
R∞

0

(5780) dλ
Bsunshine
λ
sunshine
Bλ
(5780) dλ

(30)

Table 8 shows the proportional portions of the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared sunlight,
respectively.

Band

Range
[nm]
ultraviolet
0 − 380
visible
380 − 760
infrared
760 − ∞

Portion
[%]
10.0
44,8
45,2

Table 8: The proportional portion of the ultraviolet, visible, and infrared sunlight, respectively.

Here the visible range of the light is assumed to lie between 380 nm and 760 nm. It should
be mentioned that the visible range depends on the individuum.
In any case, a larger portion of the incoming sunlight lies in the infrared range than in the
visible range. In most papers discussing the supposed greenhouse effect this important fact
is completely ignored.
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The radiation on a very nice day
The phenomenon

Especially after a year’s hot summer every car driver knows a sort of a glass house or greenhouse effect: If he parks his normally tempered car in the morning and the Sun shines in
until he gets back into it at noon, he will almost burn his fingers at the steering wheel, if
the dashboard area had been subject to direct Sun radiation. Furthermore, the air inside
the car is unbearably hot, even if it is quite nice outside. One opens the window and the
slide roof, but unpleasant hot air may still hit one from the dashboard while driving. One
can notice a similar effect in the winter, only then one will probably welcome the fact that
it is warmer inside the car than outside. In greenhouses or glass houses this effect is put to
use: the ecologically friendly solar energy, for which no energy taxes are probably going to
be levied even in the distant future, is used for heating. Nevertheless, glass houses have not
replaced conventional buildings in our temperate climate zone not only because most people
prefer to pay energy taxes, to heat in the winter, and to live in a cooler apartment on summer
days, but because glass houses have other disadvantages as well.
2.3.2

The sunshine

One does not need to be an expert in physics to explain immediately why the car is so hot
inside: It is the Sun, which has heated the car inside like this. However, it is a bit harder
to answer the question why it is not as hot outside the car, although there the Sun shines
onto the ground without obstacles. Undergraduate students with their standard physical
recipes at hand can easily “explain” this kind of a greenhouse effect: The main part of the
Sun’s radiation (Figure 6) passes through the glass, as the maximum (Figure 7) of the solar
radiation is of bluegreen wavelength
λbluegreen = 0.5 µm

(31)

which the glass lets through. This part can be calculated with the Kirchhoff-Planck-function.
Evidently, the result depends on the type of glass. For instance, if it is transparent to
electromagnetic radiation in the 300 nm - 1000 nm range one will have
R 1 µm

sunshine
(5780) dλ
0.3 µm Bλ
R ∞ sunshine
(5780) dλ
0 Bλ

= 77, 2 %

(32)

In case of a glass, which is assumed to be transparent only to visible light (380 nm - 760 nm)
one gets
R 0.760 µm sunshine
(5780) dλ
0.380 µm Bλ
R ∞ sunshine
= 44, 8 %
(33)
(5780) dλ
0 Bλ
Because of the Fresnel reflection [99] at both pane boundaries one has to subtract 8 - 10
percent and only 60 - 70 percent (resp. 40 percent) of the solar radiation reach the ground.
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Figure 6: The unfiltered spectral distribution of the sunshine on Earth under the assumption
that the Sun is a black body with temperature T = 5780 K (left: in wave length space, right:
in frequency space).

Figure 7: The exact location of the zero of the partial derivatives of the radiation intensities
of the sunshine on Earth (left: in wave length space, right: in frequency space).
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High performance tinted glass which is also referred to as spectrally selective tinted glass
reduces solar heat gain typically by a factor of 0.50 (only by a factor of 0.69 in the visible
range) compared to standard glass [100].
2.3.3

The radiation of the ground

The bottom of a glass house has a temperature of approximately 290 K (Figure 8). The
maximum of a black body’s radiation can be calculated with the help of Wien’s displacement
law (cf. Figure 9 and Figure 10)

Figure 8: The unfiltered spectral distribution of the radiation of the ground under the assumption that the earth is a black body with temperature T = 290 K (left: in wave length
space, right: in frequency space).
λmax (T ) · T = const.

(34)

giving
6000 K
· λmax (6000 K) = 10 µm
(35)
300 K
This is far within the infrared wave range, where glass reflects practically all light, according
to Beer’s formula [101]. Practically 100 percent of a black body’s radiation at ground temperatures lie above the wavelengths of 3.5 µm. The thermal radiation of the ground is thus
“trapped” by the panes.
According to Wien’s power law describing the intensity of the maximum wave-length
λmax (300 K) =

Bλmax (T ) ∝ T 5

(36)

the intensity of the radiation on the ground at the maximum is
5
TSun
5
TEarth’s
ground

60005
≈
= 205 = 3.2 · 106
5
300

(37)
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Figure 9: The radiation intensity of the ground and its partial derivative as a function of the
wave length λ (left column) and of the frequency ν (right column).

Figure 10: Three versions of radiation curve families of the radiation of the ground (as a
function of the wave number k, of the frequency ν, of the wave length λ, respectively),
assuming that the Earth is a black radiator.
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times smaller than on the Sun and
5
TSun
5
TEarth’s
ground

·

R2Sun
R2Earth’s orbit

≈ 205 ·

1
≈ 70
2152

(38)

times smaller than the solar radiation on Earth.
The total radiation can be calculated from the Stefan-Boltzmann law
Btotal (T ) = σ · T 4

(39)

Hence, the ratio of the intensities of the sunshine and the ground radiation is given by
4
TSun
4
TEarth’s
ground

·

R2Sun
R2Earth’s orbit

≈ 204 ·

1
≈ 3.46
2152

(40)

Loosely speaking, the radiation of the ground is about four times weaker than the incoming
solar radiation.
2.3.4

Sunshine versus ground radiation

To make these differences even clearer, it is convenient to graphically represent the spectral
distribution of intensity at the Earth’s orbit and of a black radiator of 290 K, respectively, in
relation to the wavelength. (Figures 11, 12, and 13) To fit both curves into one drawing,

Figure 11: The unfiltered spectral distribution of the sunshine on Earth under the assumption
that the Sun is a black body with temperature T = 5780 K and the unfiltered spectral
distribution of the radiation of the ground under the assumption that the Earth is a black
body with temperature T = 290 K, both in one diagram (left: normal, right: super elevated
by a factor of 10 for the radiation of the ground).
one makes use of the technique of super-elevation and/or applies an appropriate re-scaling.
It becomes clearly visible,
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Figure 12: The unfiltered spectral distribution of the sunshine on Earth under the assumption
that the Sun is a black body with temperature T = 5780 K and the unfiltered spectral
distribution of the radiation of the ground under the assumption that the Earth is a black
body with temperature T = 290 K, both in one semi-logarithmic diagram (left: normalized in
such a way that equal areas correspond to equal intensities, right: super elevated by a factor
of 10 for the radiation of the ground).

Figure 13: The unfiltered spectral distribution of the sunshine on Earth under the assumption
that the Sun is a black body with temperature T = 5780 K and the unfiltered spectral
distribution of the radiation of the ground under the assumption that the Earth is a black
body with temperature T = 290 K, both in one semi-logarithmic diagram (left: normalized
in such a way that equal areas correspond to equal intensities with an additional re-scaling
of the sunshine curve by a factor of 1/3.5, right: super elevated by a factor of 68 for the
radiation of the ground).
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• that the maxima are at 0.5 µm or 10 µm, respectively;
• that the intensities of the maxima differ by more than an order of ten;
• that above 0.8 µm (infrared) the solar luminosity has a notable intensity.
Figure 13 is an obscene picture, since it is physically misleading. The obscenity will not
remain in the eye of the beholder, if the latter takes a look on the obscure scaling factors
already applied by Bakan and Raschke in an undocumented way in their paper on the socalled natural greenhouse effect [102]. This is scientific misconduct as is the missing citation.
Bakan and Raschke borrowed this figure from Ref. [103] where the scaling factors, which are of
utmost importance for the whole discussion, are left unspecified. This is scientific misconduct
as well.
2.3.5

Conclusion

Though in most cases the preceding “explanation” suffices to provide an accepted solution to
the standard problem, presented in the undergraduate course, the analysis leaves the main
question untouched, namely, why the air inside the car is warmer than outside and why the
dashboard is hotter than the ground outside the car. Therefore, in the following, the situation
inside the car is approached experimentally.

2.4

High School Experiments

On a hot summer afternoon, temperature measurements were performed with a standard
digital thermometer by the first author [104–108] and were recently reproduced by the other
author.
In the summertime, such measurements can be reproduced by everyone very easily. The
results are listed in Table 9.

Thermometer located . . .
inside the car, in direct Sun
inside the car, in the shade
next to the car, in direct Sun, above the ground
next to the car, in the shade, above the ground
in the living room

Temperature
71 ◦ C
39 ◦ C
31 ◦ C
29 ◦ C
25 ◦ C

Table 9: Measured temperatures inside and outside a car on a hot summer day.
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Against these measurements one may object that one had to take the dampness of the ground
into account: at some time during the year the stones certainly got wet in the rain. The above
mentioned measurements were made at a time, when it had not rained for weeks. They are
real measured values, not average values over all breadths and lengths of the Earth, day
and night and all seasons and changes of weather. These measurements are recommended
to every climatologist, who believes in the CO2 -greenhouse effect, because he feels already
while measuring, that the just described effect has nothing to do with trapped thermal
radiation. One can touch the car’s windows and notice that the panes, which absorb the
infrared light, are rather cool and do not heat the inside of the car in any way. If one holds
his hand in the shade next to a very hot part of the dashboard that lies in the Sun, one
will practically feel no thermal radiation despite the high temperature of 70◦ C, whereas one
clearly feels the hot air. Above the ground one sees why it is cooler there than inside the car:
the air inside the car “stands still”, above the ground one always feels a slight movement of
the air. The ground is never completely plain, so there is always light and shadow, which
keep the circulation going. This effect was formerly used for many old buildings in the city of
Braunschweig, Germany. The south side of the houses had convexities. Hence, for most of the
time during the day, parts of the walls are in the shade and, because of the thus additionally
stimulated circulation, the walls are heated less.
In order to study the warming effect one can look at a body of specific heat cv and width
d, whose cross section F is subject to the radiation intensity S (see Figure 14). One has

Figure 14: A solid parallelepiped of thickness d and cross section F subject to solar radiation

% F d cv

dT
= FS
dt

(41)

or, respectively,
dT
S
=
dt
% cv d

(42)
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which may be integrated yielding
T = T0 +

S
(t − t0 )
% cv d

(43)

In this approximation, there is a linear rise of the temperature in time because of the irradiated
intensity. One sees that the temperature rises particularly fast in absorbing bodies of small
diameter: Thin layers are heated especially fast to high temperatures by solar radiation. The
same applies to the heat capacity per unit volume:
• If the heat capacity is large the change of temperature will be slow.
• If the heat capacity is small the change in temperature will be fast.
Thus the irradiated intensity is responsible for the quick change of temperature, not for its
value. This rise in temperature is stopped by the heat transfer of the body to its environment.
Especially in engineering thermodynamics the different kinds of heat transfer and their
interplay are discussed thoroughly [95–97]. A comprehensive source is the classical textbook
by Schack [95]. The results have been tested e.g. in combustion chambers and thus have a
strong experimental background.
One has to distinguish between
• Conduction
• Convection
• Radiation
• Transfer of latent heat in phase transitions such as condensation and sublimation9
Conduction, condensation and radiation, which slow down the rise in temperature work practically the same inside and outside the car. Therefore, the only possible reason for a difference
in final temperatures must be convection: A volume element of air above the ground, which
has been heated by radiation, is heated up (by heat transfer through conduction), rises and is
replaced by cooler air. This way, there is, in the average, a higher difference of temperatures
between the ground and the air and a higher heat transmission compared to a situation, where
the air would not be replaced. This happens inside the car as well, but there the air stays
locked in and the air which replaces the rising air is getting warmer and warmer, which causes
lower heat transmission. Outside the car, there is of course a lot more cooler air than inside.
On the whole, there is a higher temperature for the sunlight absorbing surfaces as well as for
the air.
9

Among those phenomena governed by the exchange of latent heat there is radiation frost, an striking
example for a cooling of the Earth’s surface through emission of infrared radiation.
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Of course, the exposed body loses energy by thermal radiation as well. The warmer body
inside the car would lose more heat in unit of time than the colder ground outside, which would
lead to a higher temperature outside, if this temperature rise were not absorbed by another
mechanism! If one considers, that only a small part of the formerly reckoned 60 - 70 percent
of solar radiation intensity reaches the inside of the car through its metal parts, this effect
would contribute far stronger to the temperature outside! The “explanation” of the physical
greenhouse effect only with attention to the radiation balance would therefore lead to the
reverse effect! The formerly discussed effect of the “trapped” heat radiation by reflecting glass
panes remains, which one can read as hindered heat transmission in this context. So this means
a deceleration of the cooling process. However, as this heat transmission is less important
compared to the convection, nothing remains of the absorption and reflection properties of
glass for infrared radiation to explain the physical greenhouse effect. Neither the absorption
nor the reflection coefficient of glass for the infrared light is relevant for this explanation of
the physical greenhouse effect, but only the movement of air, hindered by the panes of glass.
Although meteorologists have known this for a long time [121, 131], some of them still use
the physical greenhouse effect to explain temperature effects of planetary atmospheres. For
instance in their book on the atmospheric greenhouse effect, Schönwiese and Diekmann build
their arguments upon the glass house effect [133]. Their list of references contains a seminal
publication that clearly shows that this is inadmissable [91].

2.5

Experiment by Wood

Although the warming phenomenon in a glass house is due to the suppression of convection,
say air cooling10 , it remains true that most glasses absorb infrared light at wavelength 1 µm
and higher almost completely.
An experimentum crucis therefore is to build a glass house with panes consisting of NaCl
or KCl, which are transparent to visible light as well as infrared light. For rock salt (NaCl)
such an experiment was realized as early as 1909 by Wood [109–112]:
“There appears to be a widespread belief that the comparatively high temperature
produced within a closed space covered with glass, and exposed to solar radiation,
results from a transformation of wave-length, that is, that the heat waves from
the Sun, which are able to penetrate the glass, fall upon the walls of the enclosure
and raise its temperature: the heat energy is re-emitted by the walls in the form
of much longer waves, which are unable to penetrate the glass, the greenhouse
acting as a radiation trap.
I have always felt some doubt as to whether this action played any very large part
10

A problem familiar to those who are involved in PC hardware problems.
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in the elevation of temperature. It appeared much more probable that the part
played by the glass was the prevention of the escape of the warm air heated by
the ground within the enclosure. If we open the doors of a greenhouse on a cold
and windy day, the trapping of radiation appears to lose much of its efficacy. As a
matter of fact I am of the opinion that a greenhouse made of a glass transparent
to waves of every possible length would show a temperature nearly, if not quite,
as high as that observed in a glass house. The transparent screen allows the solar
radiation to warm the ground, and the ground in turn warms the air, but only
the limited amount within the enclosure. In the “open”, the ground is continually
brought into contact with cold air by convection currents.
To test the matter I constructed two enclosures of dead black cardboard, one
covered with a glass plate, the other with a plate of rock-salt of equal thickness.
The bulb of a thermometer was inserted in each enclosure and the whole packed
in cotton, with the exception of the transparent plates which were exposed. When
exposed to sunlight the temperature rose gradually to 65 ◦ C, the enclosure covered
with the salt plate keeping a little ahead of the other, owing to the fact that it
transmitted the longer waves from the Sun, which were stopped by the glass. In
order to eliminate this action the sunlight was first passed through a glass plate.
There was now scarcely a difference of one degree between the temperatures of the
two enclosures. The maximum temperature reached was about 55 ◦ C. From what
we know about the distribution of energy in the spectrum of the radiation emitted
by a body at 55 ◦ C, it is clear that the rock-salt plate is capable of transmitting
practically all of it, while the glass plate stops it entirely. This shows us that the
loss of temperature of the ground by radiation is very small in comparison to the
loss by convection, in other words that we gain very little from the circumstance
that the radiation is trapped.
Is it therefore necessary to pay attention to trapped radiation in deducing the
temperature of a planet as affected by its atmosphere? The solar rays penetrate
the atmosphere, warm the ground which in turn warms the atmosphere by contact
and by convection currents. The heat received is thus stored up in the atmosphere,
remaining there on account of the very low radiating power of a gas. It seems to
me very doubtful if the atmosphere is warmed to any great extent by absorbing
the radiation from the ground, even under the most favourable conditions.
I do not pretend to have gone very deeply into the matter, and publish this note
merely to draw attention to the fact that trapped radiation appears to play but a
very small part in the actual cases with which we are familiar.”
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This text is a recommended reading for all global climatologists referring to the greenhouse
effect.

2.6

Glass house summary

It is not the “trapped” infrared radiation, which explains the warming phenomenon in a real
greenhouse, but it is the suppression of air cooling.11

11

As almost everybody knows, this is also a standard problem in PCs.
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The fictitious atmospheric greenhouse effects

3.1

Problem definition

After it has been thoroughly discussed, that the physical greenhouse effect is essentially the
explanation, why air temperatures in a closed glass house or in a closed car are higher than
outside, one should have a closer look at the fictitious atmospheric greenhouse effects.
Meanwhile there are many different phenomena and different explanations for these effects,
so it is justified to pluralize here.
Depending on the particular school and the degree of popularization, the assumption that
the atmosphere is transparent for visible light but opaque for infrared radiation is supposed
to lead to
• a warming of the Earth’s surface and/or
• a warming of the lower atmosphere and/or
• a warming of a certain layer of the atmosphere and/or
• a slow-down of the natural cooling of the Earth’s surface
and so forth.
Unfortunately, there is no source in the literature, where the greenhouse effect is introduced
in harmony with the scientific standards of theoretical physics. As already emphasized, the
“supplement” to Kittel’s book on thermal physics [92] only refers to the IPCC assessments
[23, 25]. Prominent global climatologists (as well as “climate sceptics”) often present their
ideas in handbooks, encyclopedias, and in secondary and tertiary literature.

3.2

Scientific error versus scientific fraud

Recently, the German climatologist Graßl emphasized that errors in science are unavoidable,
even in climate research [113]. And the IPCC weights most of its official statements with a
kind of a “probability measure” [2]. So it seems that, even in the mainstream discussion on
the supposed anthropogenic global warming, there is room left for scientific errors and their
corrections.
However, some authors and filmmakers have argued that the greenhouse effect hypothesis
is not based on an error, but clearly is a kind of a scientific fraud.
Five examples:
• As early as 1990 the Australian movie entitled “The greenhouse conspiracy” showed
that the case for the greenhouse effect rests on four pillars [114]:
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1. the factual evidence, i.e. the climate records, that supposedly suggest that a global
warming has been observed and is exceptional;
2. the assumption that carbon dioxide is the cause of these changes;
3. the predictions of climate models that claim that a doubling of CO2 leads to a
predictable global warming;
4. the underlined physics.
In the movie these four pillars were dismantled bringing the building down. The speaker
states:
“In a recent paper on the effects of carbon dioxide, Professor Ellsaesser of
the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, a major US research establishment in
California, concluded that a doubling of carbon dioxide would have little or
no effect on the temperature at the surface and, if anything, might cause the
surface to cool.”
The reader is referred to Ellsaesser’s original work [115].
• Two books by the popular German meteorologist and sociologist Wolfgang Thüne, entitled The Greenhouse Swindle (In German, 1998) [116] and Aquittal for CO 2 (In German,
2002) [117] tried to demonstrate that the CO2 greenhouse effect hypothesis is pure nonsense.
• A book written by Heinz Hug entitled Those who play the trumpet of fear (In German,
2002), elucidated the history and the background of the current greenhouse business
[118]
• Another movie was shown recently on Channel 4 (UK) entitled “The great global warming swindle” supporting the thesis that the supposed CO2 induced anthropogenic global
warming has no scientific basis [119].
• In his paper “CO2 : The Greatest Scientific Scandal of Our Time” the eminent atmospheric scientist Jaworowski made a well-founded statement [12].

On the other hand, Sir David King, the science advisor of the British government, stated that
“global warming is a greater threat to humanity than terrorism” (Singer)12 , other individuals
put anthropogenic global warming deniers in the same category as holocaust deniers, and so
on. In an uncountable number of contributions to newspapers and TV shows in Germany the
popular climatologist Latif13 continues to warn the public about the consequences of rising
12
13

cf. Singer’s summary at the Stockholm 2006 conference [1].
Some time ago one of the authors (R.D.T.) was Mojib Latif’s teaching assistant in the physics lab.
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greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [120]. But until today it is impossible to find a book on
non-equilibrium thermodynamics or radiation transfer where this effect is derived from first
principles.
The main objective of this paper is not to draw the line between error and fraud, but to find
out where the greenhouse effect appears or disappears within the frame of physics. Therefore,
in Section 3.3 several different variations of the atmospheric greenhouse hypotheses will be
analyzed and disproved. The authors restrict themselves on statements that appeared after
a publication by Lee in the well-known Journal of Applied Meteorology 1973, see Ref. [121]
and references therein.
Lee’s 1973 paper is a milestone. In the beginning Lee writes:
“The so-called radiation ‘greenhouse’ effect is a misnomer. Ironically, while the
concept is useful in describing what occurs in the earth’s atmosphere, it is invalid
for cryptoclimates created when space is enclosed with glass, e.g. in greenhouses
and solar energy collectors. Specifically, elevated temperatures observed under
glass cannot be traced to the spectral absorbtivity of glass.
The misconception was demonstrated experimentally by R. W. Wood more than
60 years ago (Wood, 1909) [109] and recently in an analytical manner by Businger
(1963) [122]. Fleagle and Businger (1963) [123] devoted a section of their text to
the point, and suggested that radiation trapping by the earth’s atmosphere should
be called ‘atmosphere effect’ to discourage use of the misnomer. Munn (1966) [124]
reiterated that the analogy between ‘atmosphere’ and ‘greenhouse’ effect ‘is not
correct because a major factor in greenhouse climate is the protection the glass
gives against turbulent heat losses’. In one instance, Lee (1966) [125], observed
that the net flux of radiant energy actually was diminished be pore than 10 % in
a 6-mil polyvinyl enclosure.
In spite of the evidence, modern textbooks on meteorology and climatology not
only repeat the misnomer, but frequently support the false notion that ‘heatretaining behavior of the atmosphere is analogous to what happens in a greenhouse’ (Miller, 1966) [126], or that ‘the function of the [greenhouse] glass is to
form a radiation trap’ (Peterssen, 1958) [127]. (see also Sellers, 1965, Chang,
1968, and Cole, 1970) [128–130]. The mistake obviously is subjective, based on
similarities of the atmosphere and glass, and on the ‘neatness’ of the example in
teaching. The problem can be rectified through straightforward analysis, suitable
for classroom instruction.”
Lee continues his analysis with a calculation based on radiative balance equations, which
are physically questionable. The same holds for a comment by Berry [131] on Lee’s work.
Nevertheless, Lee’s paper is a milestone marking the day after every serious scientist or science
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educator is no longer allowed to compare the greenhouse with the atmosphere, even in the
classroom, which Lee explicitly refers to.

3.3
3.3.1

Different versions of the atmospheric greenhouse conjecture
Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Möller (1973)

In his popular textbook on meteorology [89, 90] Möller claims:
“In a real glass house (with no additional heating, i.e. no greenhouse) the window
panes are transparent to sunshine, but opaque to terrestrial radiation. The heat
exchange must take place through heat conduction within the glass, which requires
a certain temperature gradient. Then the colder boundary surface of the window
pane can emit heat. In case of the atmosphere water vapor and clouds play the
role of the glass.”
Disproof: The existence of the greenhouse effect is considered as a necessary condition for
thermal conductivity. This is a physical nonsense. Furthermore it is implied that the spectral
transmissivity of a medium determines its thermal conductivity straightforwardly. This is a
physical nonsense as well.
3.3.2

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Meyer’s encyclopedia (1974)

In the 1974 edition of Meyer’s Enzyklopädischem Lexikon one finds under “glass house effect”
[132]:
“Name for the influence of the Earth’s atmosphere on the radiation and heat
budget of the Earth, which compares to the effect of a glass house: Water vapor
and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere let short wave solar radiation go through
down to the Earth’s surface with a relative weak attenuation and, however, reflect
the portion of long wave (heat) radiation which is emitted from the Earth’s surface
(atmospheric backradiation).”
Disproof: Firstly, the main part of the solar radiation lies outside the visible light. Secondly,
reflection is confused with emission. Thirdly, the concept of atmospheric backradiation relies
on an inappropriate application of the formulas of cavity radiation. This will be discussed in
Section 3.5
3.3.3

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Schönwiese (1987)

The prominent climatologist Schönwiese states [133]:
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“. . . we use the picture of a glass window that is placed between the Sun and
the Earth’s surface. The window pane lets pass the solar radiation unhindered
but absorbs a portion of the heat radiation of the Earth. The glass pane emits,
corresponding to its own temperature, heat in both directions: To the Earth’s
surface and to the interplanetary space. Thus the radiative balance of the Earth’s
surface is raised. The additional energy coming from the glass pane is absorbed
almost completely by the Earth’s surface immediately warming up until a new
radiative equilibrium is reached.”
Disproof: That the window pane lets pass the solar radiation unhindered is simply wrong.
Of course, some radiation goes sidewards. As shown experimentally in Section 2.4, the panes
of the car window are relatively cold. This is only one out of many reasons, why the glass
analogy is unusable. Hence the statement is vacuous.
3.3.4

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Stichel (1995)

Stichel (the former deputy head of the German Physical Society) stated once [134]:
“Now it is generally accepted textbook knowledge that the long-wave infrared
radiation, emitted by the warmed up surface of the Earth, is partially absorbed
and re-emitted by CO2 and other trace gases in the atmosphere. This effect leads
to a warming of the lower atmosphere and, for reasons of the total radiation
budget, to a cooling of the stratosphere at the same time.”
Disproof: This would be a Perpetuum Mobile of the Second Kind . A detailed discussion
is given in Section 3.9. Furthermore, there is no total radiation budget, since there are
no individual conservation laws for the different forms of energy participating in the game.
The radiation energies in question are marginal compared to the relevant geophysical and
astrophysical energies. Finally, the radiation depends on the temperature and not vice versa.
3.3.5

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Anonymous 1 (1995)
“The carbon dioxide in the atmosphere lets the radiation of the Sun, whose maximum lies in the visible light, go through completely, while on the other hand it
absorbs a part of the heat radiation emitted by the Earth into space because of
its larger wavelength. This leads to higher near-surface air temperatures.”

Disproof: The first statement is incorrect since the obviously non-neglible infrared part of
the incoming solar radiation is being absorbed (cf. Section 2.2). The second statement is
falsified by referring to a counterexample known to every housewife: The water pot on the
stove. Without water filled in, the bottom of the pot will soon become glowing red. Water is
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an excellent absorber of infrared radiation. However, with water filled in, the bottom of the
pot will be substantially colder. Another example would be the replacement of the vacuum
or gas by glass in the space between two panes. Conventional glass absorbs infrared radiation
pretty well, but its thermal conductivity shortcuts any thermal isolation.
3.3.6

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Anonymous 2 (1995)
“If one raises the concentration of carbon dioxide, which absorbs the infrared light
and lets visible light go through, in the Earth’s atmosphere, the ground heated
by the solar radiation and/or near-surface air will become warmer, because the
cooling of the ground is slowed down.”

Disproof: It has already been shown in Section 1.1 that the heat conductivity is changed
only marginally even by doubling the CO2 concentration in the Earth’s atmosphere.
3.3.7

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Anonymous 3 (1995)
“If one adds to the Earth’s atmosphere a gas, which absorbs parts of the radiation
of the ground into the atmosphere, the surface temperatures and near-surface air
temperatures will become larger.”

Disproof: Again, the counterexample is the water pot on the stove; see Section 3.3.5.
3.3.8

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after German Meteorological Society (1995)
“As a point of a departure the radiation budget of the Earth is described. In
this case the incident unweakened solar radiation at the Earth’s surface is partly
absorbed and partly reflected. The absorbed portion is converted into heat and
must be re-radiated in the infrared spectrum. Under such circumstances simple
model calculations yield an average temperature of about −18◦ C at the Earth’s
surface . . . Adding an atmosphere, the incident radiation at the Earth’s surface
is weakened only a little, because the atmosphere is essentially transparent in the
visible range of the spectrum. Contrary to this, in the infrared range of the spectrum the radiation emitted form the ground is absorbed to a large extent by the
atmosphere . . . and, depending on the temperature, re-radiated in all directions.
Only in the so-called window ranges (in particular in the large atmospheric window
8 - 13 µm) the infrared radiation can escape into space. The infrared radiation that
is emitted downwards from the atmosphere (the so-called back-radiation) raises
the energy supply of the Earth’s surface. A state of equilibrium can adjust itself if
the temperature of the ground is rises and, therefore, a raised radiation according
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to Planck’s law is possible. This undisputed natural Greenhouse effect gives rise
to an increase temperature of the Earth’s surface.”
Disproof: The concept of an radiation budget is physically wrong. The average of the
temperature is calculated incorrectly. Furthermore, an non-neglible portion of the incident
solar radiation is absorbed by the atmosphere. Heat must not be confused with heat radiation.
The assumption that if gases emit heat radiation, they will emit it only downwards is rather
obscure. The described mechanism of re-calibration to equilibrium has no physical basis. The
laws of cavity radiation do not apply to fluids and gases.
3.3.9

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Graßl (1996)

The former director of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) climate research program, Professor Hartmut Graßl, states [136]:
“In so far as the gaseous hull [of the Earth] obstructs the propagation of solar
energy down to the planet’s surface less than the direct radiation of heat from the
surface into space, the ground and the lower atmosphere must become warmer
than without this atmosphere, in order to re-radiate as much energy as received
from the Sun.”
Disproof: This statement is vacuous, even in a literal sense. One cannot compare the
temperature of a planet’s lower atmosphere with the situation where a planetary atmosphere
does not exist at all. Furthermore, as shown in Section 2.2 the portion of the incoming
infrared is larger than the portion of the incoming visible light. Roughly speaking, we have
a fifty-fifty relation. Therefore the supposed warming from the bottom must compare to
an analogous warming from the top. Even within the logics of Graßl’s oversimplified (and
physically incorrect) conjecture one is left with a zero temperature gradient and thus a null
effect.
3.3.10

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Ahrens (2001)

In his textbook “Essentials in Meteorology: In Invitation to the Atmosphere” the author
Ahrens states [137]:
“The absorption characteristics of water vapor, CO2 , and other gases such as
methane and nitrous oxide . . . were, at one time, thought to be similar to the
glass of a florists greenhouse. In a greenhouse, the glass allows visible radiation to
come in, but inhibits to some degree the passage of outgoing infrared radiation. For
this reason, the behavior of the water vapor and CO2 , the atmosphere is popularly
called the greenhouse effect. However, studies have shown that the warm air inside
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a greenhouse is probably caused more by the airs inability to circulate and mix
with the cooler outside air, rather than by the entrapment of infrared energy.
Because of these findings, some scientists insist that the greenhouse effect should
be called the atmosphere effect. To accommodate everyone, we will usually use
the term atmospheric greenhouse effect when describing the role that water vapor
and CO2 , play in keeping the earths mean surface temperature higher than it
otherwise would be.”

Disproof: The concept of the Earth’s mean temperature is ill-defined. Therefore the concept
of a rise of a mean temperature is ill-defined as well.
3.3.11

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Dictionary of Geophysics, Astrophysics, and Astronomy (2001)

The Dictionary of Geophysics, Astrophysics, and Astronomy says [138]:
“Greenhouse Effect: The enhanced warming of a planets surface temperature
caused by the trapping of heat in the atmosphere by certain types of gases (called
greenhouse gases; primarily carbon dioxide, water vapor, methane, and chlorofluorocarbons). Visible light from the sun passes through most atmospheres and
is absorbed by the body’s surface. The surface reradiates this energy as longerwavelength infrared radiation (heat). If any of the greenhouse gases are present in
the body’s troposphere, the atmosphere is transparent to the visible but opaque
to the infrared, and the infrared radiation will be trapped close to the surface and
will cause the temperature close to the surface to be warmer than it would be
from solar heating alone.”
Disproof: Infrared radiation is confused with heat. It is not explained at all what is meant by
‘the infrared radiation will be trapped”. Is it a MASER, is it “superinsulation”, i.e. vanishing
thermal conductivity, or is it simple thermalization?
3.3.12

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Encyclopaedia of Astronomy and
Astrophysics (2001)

The Encyclopaedia of Astronomy and Astrophysics defines the greenhouse effect as follows
[139]:
“The greenhouse effect is the radiative influence exerted by the atmosphere of
a planet which causes the temperature at the surface to rise above the value
it would normally reach if it were in direct equilibrium with sunlight (taking
into account the planetary albedo). This effect stems from the fact that certain
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atmospheric gases have the ability to transmit most of the solar radiation and
to absorb the infrared emission from the surface. The thermal (i.e. infrared)
radiation intercepted by the atmosphere is then partially re-emitted towards the
surface, thus contributing additional heating of the surface. Although the analogy
is not entirely satisfactory in terms of the physical processes involved, it is easy to
see the parallels between the greenhouse effect in the atmosphere-surface system
of a planet and a horticultural greenhouse: the planetary atmosphere plays the
role of the glass cover that lets sunshine through to heat the soil while partly
retaining the heat that escapes from the ground. The analogy goes even further,
since an atmosphere may present opacity ‘windows’ allowing infrared radiation
from the surface to escape, the equivalent of actual windows that help regulate
the temperature inside a domestic greenhouse.”
Disproof: The concept of the “direct equilibrium with the sunlight’ is physically wrong,
as will be shown in detail in Section 3.7. The description of the physics of a horticultural
greenhouse is incorrect. Thus the analogy stinks.
3.3.13

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Encyclopaedia Britannica Online
(2007)

Encyclopaedia Britannica Online explains the greenhouse effect in the following way [140]:
“The atmosphere allows most of the visible light from the Sun to pass through and
reach the Earth’s surface. As the Earth’s surface is heated by sunlight, it radiates
part of this energy back toward space as infrared radiation. This radiation, unlike
visible light, tends to be absorbed by the greenhouse gases in the atmosphere,
raising its temperature. The heated atmosphere in turn radiates infrared radiation back toward the Earth’s surface. (Despite its name, the greenhouse effect is
different from the warming in a greenhouse, where panes of glass transmit visible
sunlight but hold heat inside the building by trapping warmed air.) Without the
heating caused by the greenhouse effect, the Earth’s average surface temperature
would be only about −18◦ C (0◦ F).”
Disproof: The concept of the Earth’s average temperature is a physically and mathematically
ill-defined and therefore useless concept as will be shown in Section 3.7.
3.3.14

Atmospheric greenhouse effect after Rahmstorf (2007)

The renowned German climatologist Rahmstorf claims [141]:
“To the solar radiation reaching Earth’s surface . . . the portion of the long-wave
radiation is added, which is radiated by the molecules partly downward and partly
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upward. Therefore more radiation arrives down, and for reasons of compensation
the surface must deliver more energy and thus has to be warmer (+15◦ C), in order
to reach also there down again an equilibrium. A part of this heat is transported
upward from the surface also by atmospheric convection. Without this natural
greenhouse effect the Earth would have frozen life-hostilely and completely. The
disturbance of the radiative balance [caused by the enrichment of the atmosphere
with trace gases] must lead to a heating up of the Earth’s surface, as it is actually
observed.”

Disproof: Obviously, reflection is confused with emission. The concept of radiative balance
is faulty. This will be explained in Section 3.7.
3.3.15

Conclusion

It is interesting to observe,
• that until today the “atmospheric greenhouse effect” does not appear
– in any fundamental work of thermodynamics,
– in any fundamental work of physical kinetics,
– in any fundamental work of radiation theory;
• that the definitions given in the literature beyond straight physics are very different
and, partly, contradict to each other.

3.4

The conclusion of the US Department of Energy

All fictitious greenhouse effects have in common, that there is supposed to be one and only
one cause for them: An eventual rise in the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere is
supposed to lead to higher air temperatures near the ground. For convenience, in the context
of this paper it is called the CO 2 -greenhouse effect.14 Lee’s 1973 result [121] that the warming
phenomenon in a glass house does not compare to the supposed atmospheric greenhouse effect
was confirmed in the 1985 report of the United States Department of Energy “Projecting the
climatic effects of increasing carbon dioxide” [91]. In this comprehensive pre-IPCC publication
MacCracken explicitly states that the terms “greenhouse gas” and “greenhouse effect” are
misnomers [91, 142]. A copy of the last paragraph of the corresponding section on page 28 in
shown in Figure 15.
It should be emphasized:
14

The nomenclature naturally extents to other trace gases.
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Figure 15: An excerpt from page 28 of the DOE report (1985).
• The warming phenomenon in a glass house and the supposed atmospheric greenhouse
effects have the same participants, but in the latter case the situation is reversed.
• Methodically, there is a huge difference: For the physical greenhouse effect one can make
measurements, look at the differences of the instruments readings and observe the effect
without any scientific explanation and such without any prejudice.
For the fictitious atmospheric greenhouse effect one cannot watch anything, and only calculations are compared with one another: Formerly extremely simple calculations, they got more
and more intransparent. Nowadays computer simulations are used, which virtually nobody
can reproduce [143].
In the following the different aspects of the physics underlying the atmospheric situation
are discussed in detail.

3.5
3.5.1

Absorption/Emission is not Reflection
An inconvenient popularization of physics

Figure 16 is a screenshot from a controversial award-winning “documentary film” about “climate change”, specifically “global warming”, starring Al Gore, the former United States Vice
President, and directed by Davis Guggenheim [144, 145]. This movie has been supported by
managers and policymakers around the world and has been shown in schools and in outside
events, respectively. Lewis wrote an interesting “A Skeptic’s Guide to An Inconvenient Truth”
evaluating Gore’s work in detail [146].
From the view of a trained physicist, Gore’s movie is rather grotesque, since it is shockingly
wrong. Every licensed radio amateur15 knows that what is depicted in Figure 16 would be
15

Callsign of R.D.T.: DK8HH
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Figure 16: A very popular physical error illustrated in the movie “An Inconvenient truth” by
Davis Guggenheim featuring Al Gore (2006).
true only,
• if the radiation graphically represented here was long wave or short wave radiation;
• if the reflecting sphere was a certain layer of the ionosphere [147].
Short waves (e.g. in the 20 m/14 MHz band) are reflected by the F layer of the ionosphere
(located 120 - 400 km above the Earth’s surface) enabling transatlantic connections (QSOs).
Things depend pretty much on the solar activity, i.e. on the sun spot cycle, as every old
man (OM) knows well. The reflective characteristics of the ionosphere diminish above about
30 MHz. In the very high frequency (VHF) bands (e.g. 2 m/144 MHz band) one encounters the
so called Sporadic-E clouds (90 - 120 km above the Earth’s surface), which still allow QSOs
from Germany to Italy, for example. On the other hand at the extremely low frequencies
(ELF) (i.e. radio frequencies 3 - 30 Hz) the atmosphere of the Earth behaves as a cavity and
one encounters the so called Schumann resonances [148]. These may be used to estimate a
lower bound for the mass of the photon16 and, surprisingly, appear in the climate change
discussion [149].
However, the radio signal of Al Gore’s cellular phone (within the centimeter range) does not
travel around the world and so does not Bluetooth, Radar, microwave and infrared radiation
(i.e. electromagnetic waves in the sub millimeter range).
Ionosphere Radars typically work in the 6 m Band, i.e. at 50 MHz. Meteorological Radars
work in the 0.1 - 20 cm range (from 90 GHz down to 1.5 GHz), those in the 3 - 10 cm range (from
10 GHz down to 3 GHz) are used for wind finding and weather watch [150]. It is obvious, that
Al Gore confuses the ionosphere with the tropopause, the region in the atmosphere, that is the
16

per.

As a teaching assistant at Hamburg University/DESY, R.D.T. learned this from Professor Herwig Schop-
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boundary between the troposphere and the stratosphere. The latter one is located between
6 km (at the poles) and 17 km (at the equator) above the surface of the Earth.17
Furthermore, Al Gore confuses absorption/emission with reflection. Unfortunately, this
is also done implicitly and explicitly in many climatologic papers, often by using the vaguely
defined terms “re-emission”, “re-radiation” and “backradiation”.
3.5.2

Reflection

When electromagnetic waves move from a medium of a given refractive index n1 into a second
medium with refractive index n2 , both reflection and refraction of the waves may occur [151].
In particular, when the jump of the refractive index occurs within a length of the order of a
wavelength, there will be a reflection. The fraction of the intensity of incident electromagnetic
wave that is reflected from the interface is given by the reflection coefficient R, the fraction
refracted at the interface is given by the transmission coefficient T . The Fresnel equations,
which are based on the assumption that the two materials are both dielectric, may be used to
calculate the reflection coefficient R and the transmission coefficient T in a given situation.
In the case of a normal incidence the formula for the reflection coefficient is


n2 − n1 2
R=
(44)
n2 − n1
In the case of strong absorption (large electrical conductivity σ) simple formulas can be given
for larger angles γ of incidence, as well (Beer’s formula):
Rs =

(n2 − n1 cos γ)2 + n22 σ 2
(n2 + n1 cos γ)2 + n22 σ 2

(45)

and

(n1 − n2 cos γ)2 + n22 σ 2 cos2 γ
(46)
(n1 + n2 cos γ)2 + n22 σ 2 cos2 γ
When the jump of the refractive index occurs within a length of the order of a wavelength,
there will be a reflection, which is large at high absorption. In the case of gases this is only
possible for radio waves of a comparatively long wave length in the ionosphere, which has
an electrical conductivity, at a diagonal angle of incidence. There is no reflection in the
homogeneous absorbing range. As already elucidated in Section 3.5.1 this has been wellknown to radio amateurs ever since and affects their activity e.g. in the 15 m band, but
never in the microwave bands. On the other hand, most glasses absorb the infrared light
almost completely at approximately 1 µm and longer wavelength: therefore, the reflection of
the infrared waves for normal glasses is very high.
For dielectric media, whose electric conductivity is zero, one cannot use Beer’s formulas.
This was a severe problem in Maxwell’s theory of light.
Rp =

17

Some climatologists claim that there is a CO2 layer in the troposphere that traps or reflects the infrared
radiation coming from the ground.
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Absorption and Emission

If an area is in thermodynamical equilibrium with a field of radiation, the intensity Eν (resp.
Eλ ) emitted by the unit solid angle into a frequency unit (resp. a wavelength unit) is equal
to the absorptance Aν (resp. Aλ ) multiplied with a universal frequency function Bν (T ) (resp.
a wavelength function Bλ (T )) of the absolute temperature T . One writes, respectively,
Eν = Aν · Bν (T )

(47)

Eλ = Aλ · Bλ (T )

(48)

This is a theorem by Kirchhoff . The function Bν (T ) (resp. Bλ (T )) is called the KirchhoffPlanck-function. It was already considered in Section 2.1.4.
The reflectance is, respectively,
Rν = 1 − A ν

(49)

Rλ = 1 − A λ

(50)

and lies between zero and one, like the absorptance Aν . If R is equal to zero and A is equal
to one, the body is called a perfect black body. The emissivity is largest for a perfect black
body. The proposal to realize a perfect black body by using a cavity with a small radiating
opening had already been made by Kirchhoff and is visualized in Figure 17. For this reason,

Figure 17: A cavity realizing a perfect black body.
the emission of a black body for Aν = 1 (resp. Aλ = 1) is called cavity radiation. The emitted
energy comes from the walls, which are being held at a fixed temperature. If this is realized
with a part of a body’s surface, it will become clear, that these points of view will only be
compatible, if the electromagnetic radiation is emitted and absorbed by an extremely thin
surface layer. For this reason, it is impossible to describe the volumes of gases with the model
of black cavity radiation. Since thermal radiation is electromagnetic radiation, this radiation
would have to be caused by thermal motion in case of gases, which normally does not work
effectively at room temperatures. At the temperatures of stars the situation is different: The
energy levels of the atoms are thermally excited by impacts.
3.5.4

Re-emission

In case of radiation transport calculations, Kirchhoff’s law is “generalized” to the situation,
in which the corresponding formula for the emission, or respectively, for the absorption (per
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unit length along the direction ds) is supposed to be applicable
εν ds = αν ds · Bν (T )

(51)

The physical meaning of this “generalization” can be seen most easily, if the above mentioned
Kirchhoff law is mathematically extracted out of this formula. For this, one may introduce
εν = Eν δ(s − s0 )

(52)

αν = Aν δ(s − s0 )

(53)

with a δ-density localized at the interface. Physically, this means that all of the absorption
and emission comes out of a thin superficial plane. Just like with the correct Kirchhoff law,
use is made of the fact, that all absorbed radiation is emitted again, as otherwise the volume
area would raise its temperature in thermal balance.
This assumption is called the assumption of Local Thermodynamical Equilibrium (LTE).
Re-emission does never mean reflection, but, rather, that the absorption does not cause any
rise of temperature in the gas.
An important physical difference to the correct Kirchhoff law lies in the fact, that there
is no formula for the absorption per linear unit analogous to
Rν = 1 − Aν

(54)

With ρ being the density of the medium one can define a absorption coefficient κν and an
emission coefficient jν , respectively, by setting
αν = κν ρ

(55)

εν = jν ρ

(56)

The ratio of the emission to the absorption coefficient
Sν =

jν
κν

(57)

describes the re-emission of the radiation and is called the source function.
3.5.5

Two approaches of Radiative Transfer

In a gas the radiation intensity of an area changes in the direction of the path element ds
according to
dIν
−
= α ν I ν − εν
(58)
ds
With the aid of the functions introduced in Equations 55–57 this can be expressed as
1 dIν
= Iν − Sν
κν % ds

(59)
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This equation is called the radiative transfer equation.
Two completely different approaches show that this emission function is not just determined by physical laws [93]:
1. The usual one, i.e. the one in case of LTE, is given by the ansatz
Sν (x, y, z; l, m, n) = Bν (T(x, y, z; l, m, n))

(60)

where the coordinates (x, y, z) and the direction cosines (l, m, n) define the point and
the direction to which Sν and Bν (resp. T ) refer. This approach is justified with the
aid of the Kirchhoff-Planck-function Bν and the “generalized” Kirchhoff law introduced
in Equation (51). This assumption of Local Thermodynamical Equilibrium (LTE) is
ruled out by many scientists even for the extremely hot atmospheres of stars. The
reader is referred to Chandrasekhar’s classical book on radiative transfer [93]. LTE
does only bear a certain significance for the radiation transport calculations, if the
absorption coefficients were not dependent on the temperature, which is not the case at
low temperatures. Nevertheless, in modern climate model computations, this approach
is used unscrupulously [91].
2. Another approach is the scattering atmosphere given by
Sν =

1 Z π Z 2π
p(ϑ, ϕ; ϑ0 , ϕ0 ) Iν (ϑ0 , ϕ0 ) sin ϑ0 dϑ0 dϕ0
4π 0 0

(61)

These extremely different approaches show, that even the physically well-founded radiative
transfer calculations are somewhat arbitrary. Formally, the radiative transfer equation (59)
can be integrated leading to
Iν (s) = Iν (0) exp(−τ (s, 0)) +

Z s
0

Sν (s0 ) exp(−τ (s, s0 ))κν % ds0

(62)

κν % ds00

(63)

with the optical thickness
τ (s, s0 ) =

Z s
s0

The integrations for the separate directions are independent of one another. In particular,
the ones up have nothing to do with the ones down. It cannot be overemphasized, that
differential equations only allow the calculation of changes on the basis of known parameters.
The initial values (or boundary conditions) cannot be derived from the differential equations
to be solved. In particular, this even holds for this simple integral.
If one assumes that the temperature of a volume element should be constant, one cannot
calculate a rising temperature.
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The hypotheses of Fourier, Tyndall, and Arrhenius
The traditional works

In their research and review papers the climatologists refer to legendary publications of Svante
August Arrhenius (Feb. 19th 1859 - Oct. 2nd 1927), a Nobel Prize winner for chemistry. Arrhenius published one of the earliest, extremely simple calculations in 1896, which were immediately - and correctly - doubted and have been forgotten for many decades [44–46]. It is a
paper about the influence of carbonic acid in the air on the Earth’s ground temperature. In
this quite long paper, Arrhenius put the hypothesis up for discussion, that the occurrences of
warm and ice ages are supposed to be explainable by certain gases in the atmosphere, which
absorb thermal radiation.
In this context Arrhenius cited a 1824 publication by Fourier18 entitled “Mémoire sur les
températures du globe terrestre et des espaces planétaires” [37, 38].
Arrhenius states incorrectly that Fourier was the first, who claimed that the atmosphere
works like a glass of a greenhouse as it lets the rays of the Sun through but keeps the so-called
dark heat from the ground inside.
The English translation of the relevant passage (p. 585) reads:
We owe to the celebrated voyager M. de Saussure an experiment which appears
very important in illuminating this question. It consists of exposing to the rays of
the Sun a vase covered by one or more layers of well transparent glass, spaced at a
certain distance. The interior of the vase is lined with a thick envelope of blackened
cork, to receive and conserve heat. The heated air is sealed in all parts, either in
the box or in each interval between plates. Thermometers placed in the vase and
the intervals mark the degree of heat acquired in each place. This instrument has
been exposed to the Sun near midday, and one saw, in diverse experiments, the
thermometer of the vase reach 70, 80, 100, 110 degrees and beyond (octogesimal
division). Thermometers placed in the intervals acquired a lesser degree of heat,
and which decreased from the depth of the box towards the outside.
Arrhenius work was also preceded by the work of Tyndall who discovered that some gases
absorb infrared radiation. He also suggested that changes in the concentration of the gases
could bring climate change [39–43]. A faksimile of the front pages of Fourier’s and Arrhenius
often cited but apparently not really known papers are shown in Figure 18 and in Figure 19,
respectively.
18

There is a misprint in Arrhenius’ work. The year of publication of Fourier’s paper is 1824, not 1827 as
stated in many current papers, whose authors apparently did not read the original work of Fourier. It is
questionable whether Arrhenius read the original paper.
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Figure 18: The front page of Fourier’s 1824 paper.
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Figure 19: The front page of Arrhenius’ 1896 paper.
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In which fantastic way Arrhenius uses Stefan-Boltzmann’s law to calculate this “effect”,
can be seen better in another publication, in which he defends his ice age-hypothesis [46], see
also Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 20: Excerpt (a) of Arrhenius’ 1906 paper.
First, Arrhenius estimates that 18.7 % of the Earth’s infrared radiation would not be
emitted into space because of its absorption by carbonic acid. This could be taken into
account by reducing the Earth’s effective radiation temperature Teff to a reduced temperature
Treduced . Arrhenius assumed
Teff = 15 ◦ C = 288 K

(64)
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and, assuming the validity of the Stefan-Boltzmann law, made the ansatz
4
σ · Treduced
(1 − 0.187) · I0
=
4
σ · Teff
I0

yielding
Treduced = Teff ·
and
Treduced =

√
4

√
4

1 − 0.187

0.813 · 288 = 273.47

(65)

(66)

(67)

which corresponds to a lowering of the Earth’s temperature of 14.5 ◦ C.
As one would probably not think that such an absurd claim is possible, a scan of this
passage is displayed in Figures 21 and 22.

Figure 21: Excerpt (b) of Arrhenius’ 1906 paper.
The English translation reads:
“This statement could lead to the impression, that I had claimed that a reduction
of the concentration of carbonic acid in the atmosphere of 20 % would be sufficient to cause ice-age temperatures, i.e. to lower the Europe’s average temperature
about four to five degrees C. To keep such an idea from spreading, I would like
to point out that according to the old calculation a reduction of carbonic acid of
50 % would cause the temperature to fall for 4 (1897) or, respectively, 3.2 (1901)
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Figure 22: Excerpt (c) of Arrhenius’ 1906 paper.

degrees. The opinion that a decrease of carbonic acid in the air can explain ice-age temperatures is not proved wrong until it is shown, that
the total disappearance of carbonic acid from the atmosphere would
not be sufficient to cause a lowering of temperatures about four to five
degrees. It is now easy to estimate how low the temperature would fall, if the
Earth’s radiation rose in the ratio of 1 to 0.775, i.e. for 29 %, which matches the
data of Messrs. Rubens and Ladenburg. An increase of emissions of 1 % would be
equivalent to a decrease of temperatures of 0.72 ◦ C, as the average absolute temperature of the Earth is taken to be 15 ◦ C = 288◦ C. Therefore, one could estimate
a lowering of the temperatures about 20, 9 ◦ C as a result of the disappearance of
carbonic acid from the atmosphere. A more exact calculation, which takes into
account the small amount of radiation of the carbonic acid and of which I have
given details in my paper of 1901, leads to slightly lower numbers. According to
this calculation, 3.8 % out of the 22.5 % of terrestrial radiation, which are being
absorbed by the carbonic acid in the atmosphere at its current state, are emitted
into space by the carbonic acid, so the real decrease of terrestrial radiation would
be 18.7 %. After the disappearance of the carbonic acid, instead of the current
temperature of 15 ◦ C = 288 K, there would be an absolute temperature T , which
is:
T 4 : 2884 = (1 − 0, 187) : 1

(68)
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being
T = 273, 4 K = 0, 4 ◦ C.

(69)

The current amount of carbonic acid would therefore raise the temperature of the
Earth’s surface for 14, 6 ◦ C its disappearance from the atmosphere would result in
a lowering of temperatures about three times as strong as the one, which caused
the ice ages. I calculate in a similar way, that a decrease in the concentration of
carbonic acid by half or a doubling would be equivalent to changes of temperature
of −1, 5 ◦ C or +1, 6 ◦ C respectively.”
It is an interesting point that there is an inversion of the burden of proof in Arrhenius’
paper, which is typeset in boldface here, because it winds its way as a red thread through
almost all contemporary papers on the influence of CO2 of the so-called global climate.
3.6.2

Modern works of climatology

Callendar [47–53] and Keeling [54–60], the founders of the modern greenhouse hypothesis,
recycled Arrhenius’ “discussion of yesterday and the day before yesterday”19 by perpetuating
the errors of the past and adding a lots of new ones.
In the 70s and 80s two developments coincided: A accelerating progress in computer technology and an emergence of two contrary policy preferences, one supporting the development
of civil nuclear technology, the other supporting Green political movements. Suddenly the
CO2 issue became on-topic, and so did computer simulations of the climate. The research
results have been vague ever since:
• In the 70s, computer simulations of the “global climate” predicted for a doubling of the
CO2 concentration a global temperature rise of about 0.7 -9.6 K [152].
• Later, computer simulations pointed towards a null effect20 :
– In the IPCC 1992 report, computer simulations of the “global climate” predicted
a global temperature rise of about 0.27 - 0.82 K per decade [25].
– In the IPCC 1995 report, computer simulations of the “global climate” predicted
a global temperature rise of about 0.08 -0.33 K per decade [28].
• Two years ago (2005), computer simulations of the “global climate” predicted for a
doubling of the CO2 concentration a global temperature rise of about 2 - 12 K, whereby
six so-called scenarios have been omitted that yield a global cooling [154].
19
20

a phrase used by von Storch in Ref. [1]
G.G. is indebted to the late science journalist Holger Heuseler for this valuable information [153].
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The state of the art in climate modeling 1995 is described in Ref. [155] in detail. Today every
home server is larger than a mainframe at that time and every amateur can test and modify
the vintage code [156]. Of course, there exist no realistic solvable equations for the weather
parameters. Meanwhile, “computer models” have been developed which run on almost every
PC [154, 156] or even in the internet [157].
To derive a climate catastrophe from these computer games and scare mankind to death
is a crime.

3.7
3.7.1

The assumption of radiative balance
Introduction

Like the physical mechanism in glass houses the CO2 -greenhouse effect is about a comparison
of two different physical situations. Unfortunately, the exact definition of the atmospheric
greenhouse effect changes from audience to audience, that is, there are many variations of the
theme. Nevertheless, one common aspect lies in the methodology that a fictitious model computation for a celestial body without an atmosphere is compared to another fictitious model
computation for a celestial body with an atmosphere. For instance, “average” temperatures
are calculated for an Earth without an atmosphere and for an Earth with an atmosphere.
Amusingly, there seem to exist no calculations for an Earth without oceans opposed to calculations for an Earth with oceans. However, in many studies, models for oceanic currents are
included in the frameworks considered, and radiative “transport” calculations are incorporated too. Not all of these refinements can be discussed here in detail. The reader is referred
to Ref. [156] and further references therein. Though there exists a huge family of generalizations, one common aspect is the assumption of a radiative balance, which plays a central role
in the publications of the IPCC and, hence, in the public propaganda. In the following it is
proved that this assumption is physically wrong.
3.7.2

A note on “radiation balance” diagrams

From the definition given in Section 2.1.2 it is immediately evident that a radiation intensity Iν is not a current density that can be described by a vector field j(x, t). That means
that conservation laws (continuity equations, balance equations, budget equations) cannot
be written down for intensities. Unfortunately this is done in most climatologic papers, the
cardinal error of global climatology, that may have been overlooked so long due to the
oversimplification of the real world problem towards a quasi one-dimensional problem. Hence
the popular climatologic “radiation balance” diagrams describing quasi-one-dimensional situations (cf. Figure 23) are scientific misconduct since they do not properly represent the
mathematical and physical fundamentals.
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Figure 23: A schematic diagram supposed to describe the global average components of the
Earth’s energy balance. Diagrams of this kind contradict to physics.
Diagrams of the type of Figure 23 are the cornerstones of “climatologic proofs” of the
supposed Greenhouse effect in the atmosphere [142]. They are highly suggestive, because
they bear some similarity to Kirchhoff rules of electrotechnics, in particular to the node rule
describing the conservation of charge [158]. Unfortunately, in the literature on global climatology it is not explained, what the arrows in “radiation balance” diagrams mean physically.
It is easily verified that within the frame of physics they cannot mean anything.
Climatologic radiation balance diagrams are nonsense, since they
1. cannot represent radiation intensities, the most natural interpretation of the arrows
depicted in Figure 23, as already explained in Section 2.1.2 and Section 2.1.5 ;
2. cannot represent sourceless fluxes, i.e. a divergence free vector fields in three dimensions,
since a vanishing three-dimensional divergence still allows that a portion of the field goes
sidewards;
3. do not fit in the framework of Feynman diagrams, which represent mathematical expressions clearly defined in quantum field theory [159].
4. do not fit in the standard language of system theory or system engineering [160].
Kirchhoff-type node rules only hold in cases, where there is a conserved quantity and the
underlying space may be described by a topological space that is a one-dimensional manifold
almost everywhere, the singularities being the network nodes, i.e. in conventional electric
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circuitry [158], in mesoscopic networks [161], and, for electromagnetic waves, in waveguide
networks21 [163, 164]. However, although Kirchhoff’s mesh analysis may be successfully applied to microwave networks, the details are highly involved and will break down if dissipation
is allowed [163, 164].
Clearly, neither the cryptoclimate of a glass house nor the atmosphere of the Earth’s does
compare to a waveguide network e.g. feeding the acceleration cavities of a particle accelerator.
Therefore, the climatologic radiation balance diagrams are inappropriate and misleading, even
when they are supposed to describe averaged quantities.
3.7.3

The case of purely radiative transfer

If only thermal radiation would be possible for the heat transfer of a radiation-exposed body
one uses Stefan-Boltzmann’s law to calculate the ground temperature determined by this
balance. It reads
S(T ) = εσT 4
(70)
where the irradiance S has dimensions of a power density, ε is the emissivity of the radiating
black body (ε = 1 for a perfect black body), and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant given
by


T 4 W
2π 5 k 4
−8 W
= 5.670400 · 10
≈ 5.67 ·
(71)
σ=
15c2 h3
m2 K4
100
m2 K4
For example, the energy flux density of a black body a room temperature 300 K is approximately
S( T = 300 K ) = 459 W/m2
(72)
Radiative equilibrium will be achieved if the outgoing radiation balances the incoming radiation of a black body. Assuming both Sun and Earth may be described as black bodies we
can write the equilibrium condition for the Earth as
4
4
εEarth’s ground · σ TEarth’s
ground = εSun · σ TSun ·

R2Sun
R2Earth’s orbit

(73)

In the following, a normalization factor is placed only at the right side and is called . The
one on the left side - no ground is a real black radiator - is brought to the other side. Thus
one may write
4
4
σ · TEarth’s
ground =  · S =  · σ · 5780

which yields
TEarth’s ground =
21

√
4

1
≈  · 1368 W/m2
46225

√
5780
· √
K = 4  · 394.2 K
215

(74)

(75)

The second and the third type are beautifully related by the correspondence of the v. Klitzing resistance
RvK ≈ 25, 813 kΩ with the characteristic impedance Z0 ≈ 376, 73 Ω via the Sommerfeld fine structure constant
α = Z0 /2RvK ≈ 1/137, 036 [162].
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From this result one calculates Table 10 displaying the effective temperatures Tground of the
Earth’s ground in dependence of the emissivity parameter .22 Only the temperature mea-


Tground [K] Tground [◦ C]
1.00
394.2
121.2
0.70
360.6
87.6
0.62
349.8
76.8
Table 10: Effective temperatures Tground in dependence of the emissivity parameter .

sured in the Sun inside the car bears some similarity with the first three ones calculated here.
Therefore, the radiation balance does not determine the temperature outside the car! In contrast to this, Table 11 displays the “average” temperatures of the ground, which according to
common wisdom are used to “explain” the atmospheric greenhouse effect.


Tground [K] Tground [◦ C]
0.25 · 1.00
278.7
5.7
0.25 · 0.70
255.0
−18.0
0.25 · 0.62
247.4
−25.6
Table 11: Effective “average” temperatures Tground in dependence of the parameter ν.

This fictitious effect is based on the assumption that one should have an “average effective”
temperature of −18 ◦ C. One will get this if one weights the solar constant with a factor of
0.7 and inserts a quarter of the solar constant into the “radiative balance” equation. The
factor of a quarter is introduced by “distributing” the incoming solar radiation seeing a cross
section σEarth over the global surface ΩEarth
π · R2Earth
1
σEarth
=
=
2
ΩEarth
4π · REarth
4

(76)

Evidently, such an average value has no physical meaning at all. This will be elucidated in
the following subsection.
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Figure 24: A radiation exposed static globe.
3.7.4

The average temperature of a radiation-exposed globe

For a radiation exposed static globe (cf. Figure 24) the corresponding balance equation must
contain a geometric factor and reads therefore
σ · T4 =




 · S · cos ϑ =  · σ · 57804 /2152 · cos ϑ

0

if
0 ≤ ϑ ≤ π/2
if π/2 ≤ ϑ ≤ π

(77)

It is obvious that one gets the effective temperatures if the right side is divided by σ.
This in turn will determine the formerly mentioned “average” effective temperatures over
the global surface.
1
4π
1
=
4π
1
=
4π
1
=
4π

4
Teff
=

ZZ

T 4 dΩ
surface

Z 2π Z π
0

T 4 sin ϑ dϑ dϕ

0

Z 2π Z −1
0

1

Z 2π Z 1
0

T 4 d(− cos ϑ) dϕ

T 4 d(cos ϑ) dϕ

(78)

−1

Defining
µ := cos ϑ

(79)

one gets
1 Z 2π Z 1 4
T dµ dϕ
4π 0 −1
1 Z 2π Z 1 S
=
 · · µ dµ dϕ
4π 0 0
σ
Z 1
1
S
=
·· ·
µ dµ
2
σ 0

4
Teff
=

22

The emissivity  is related to the albedo A describing the reflectivity or the “whiteness” of an object:
A = 1 − . In the earlier literature one often finds A = 0.5, in current publications A = 0.3.
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1
S
··
4
σ
1
·  · (394.2)4 K4
=
4

=

(80)

Drawing the fourth root out of the resulting expression
s

 S
·
4 σ
r

= 4 · 394.2 K
4√
√
= (1/ 2) · 4  · 394.2 K
√
= 0.707 · 4  · 394.2 K
4

Teff =

(81)

Such a calculation, though standard in global climatology, is plainly wrong. Namely, if one
wants to calculate the average temperature, one has to draw the fourth root first and then
determine the average, though:
Tphys

1 Z 2π Z 1
=
T dµ dϕ
4π 0 −1
s
1 Z 2π Z 1 4
S
=
 · · µ dµ dϕ
4π 0 0
σ
1
=
·
2

s

1
=
·
2

s

2
=
·
5

s

4

4

4

S Z 1√
4
· ·
µ dµ
σ 0
·
·

S 4
·
σ 5
S
σ

(82)

finally yielding
2 √
· 4  · 394.2 K
5 √
= 0.4 · 4  · 394.2 K

Tphys =

(83)

Now the averaged temperatures Tphys are considerably lower than the absolute temperature’s
fourth root of the averaged fourth power (cf. Table 12).
This is no accident but a consequence of Hölder’s inequality [165–168]
Z
X

f g dµ ≤

1/p Z

Z

f p dµ

X

·

g q dµ

1/q

(84)

X

for two non-negative measurable functions f , g and non-negative integers p, q obeying
1 1
+ =1
p q

(85)
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Teff [◦ C]
5.7
−18.0
−25.6


1.00
0.70
0.62

Tphys [◦ C]
−115
−129
−133

Table 12: Two kinds of “average” temperatures Teff and Tphys in dependence of the emissivity
parameter  compared.

In the case discussed here one has
p = 4, q = 4/3, g(x) ≡ 1

(86)

f =T

(87)

and

3.7.5

Non-existence of the natural greenhouse effect

According to common wisdom among global climatologists one now takes the −18◦ C computed
from the T 4 average and compares it to the fictitious Earth’s average temperature of +15◦ C.
The difference of 33◦ C is attributed to the natural greenhouse effect. As seen in Equation
(83) a correct averaging yields a temperature of −129◦ C. Evidently, something must be
fundamentally wrong here.
In global climatology temperatures are computed from given radiation intensities, and
this exchanges cause and effect. The current local temperatures determine the radiation
intensities and not vice versa. If the soil is warmed up by the solar radiation many different
local processes are triggered, which depend on the local movement of the air, rain, evaporation,
moistness, and on the local ground conditions as water, ice, rock, sand, forests, meadows, etc.
One square meter of a meadow does not know anything of the rest of the Earth’s surface,
which determine the global mean value. Thus, the radiation is locally determined by the local
temperature. Neither is there a global radiation balance, nor a global radiation budget, even
in the mean-field limit.
While it is incorrect to determine a temperature from a given radiation intensity, one is
allowed to compute an effective radiation temperature Teff rad from T 4 averages representing
a mean radiation emitted from the Earth and to compare it with an assumed Earth’s average
temperature Tmean Hölder’s inequality says that the former is always larger than the latter
Teff rad > Tmean
provided sample selection and averaging (probability space) remain the same.

(88)
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For example, if n weather stations distributed around the globe measure n temperature
values T1 , . . . Tn , an empirical mean temperature will be defined as
Tmean

n
1X
=
Ti
n i=1

(89)

For the corresponding black body radiation intensity one can approximately set
Smean =

n
1X
4
σ Ti4 =: σ Teff
rad
n i=1

(90)

defining an effective radiation temperature
s

Teff rad =

1
Smean
σ

(91)

One gets immediately
Teff rad =

v
u
n
u1 X
4
t
T4

n i=1

i

(92)

Hölder’s inequality shows that one always has
Teff rad > Tmean
3.7.6

(93)

A numerical example

From Equation (92) one can construct numerical examples where e.g. a few high local temperatures spoil an average built from a large collection of low temperatures. A more realistic
distribution is listed in Table 13. The effective radiation temperature Teff rad is slightly higher
than the average Tmean of the measured temperatures. According to Hölder’s inequality this
will always be the case.
Thus there is no longer any room for a natural greenhouse effect, both mathematically
and physically.
3.7.7

Non-existence of a global temperature

In the preceding sections mathematical and physical arguments have been presented that the
notion of a global temperature is meaningless. Recently, Essex, McKitrick, and Andresen
showed [169]:
“that there is no physically meaningful global temperature for the Earth in the
context of the issue of global warming. While it is always possible to construct
statistics for any given set of local temperature data, an infinite range of such
statistics is mathematically permissible if physical principles provide no explicit
basis for choosing among them. Distinct and equally valid statistical rules can
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Weather
Station
1
2
3
4
5
6
Mean

Instruments
Absolute
Reading
Temperature
Ti [◦ C]
Ti [K]
0.00
273.15
10.00
283.15
10.00
283.15
20.00
293.15
20.00
293.15
30.00
303.15
15.00
288.15

4th
4th Root of
4th Root of
Power
4th Power Mean 4th Power Mean
Ti4
Teff rad [K]
Teff rad [◦ C]
5566789756
6427857849
6427857849
7385154648
7385154648
8445595755
6939901750
288,63
15.48

Table 13: An example for a measured temperature distribution from which its associated
effective radiation temperature is computed. The latter one corresponds to the fourth root of
the fourth power mean.

and do show opposite trends when applied to the results of computations from
physical models and real data in the atmosphere. A given temperature field can
be interpreted as both ‘warming’ and ‘cooling’ simultaneously, making the concept
of warming in the context of the issue of global warming physically ill-posed.”
Regardless of any ambiguities, a global mean temperature could only emerge out of many local temperatures. Without knowledge of any science everybody can see, how such a changing
average near-ground temperature is constructed: There is more or less sunshine on the ground
due to the distribution of clouds. This determines a field of local near-ground temperatures,
which in turn determines the change of the distribution of clouds and, hence, the change of
the temperature average, which is evidently independent of the carbon dioxide concentration.
Mathematically, an evolution of a temperature distribution may be phenomenologically described by a differential equation. The averages are computed afterwards from the solution of
this equation. However, one cannot write down a differential equation directly for averages.
3.7.8

The rotating globe

Since the time when Fourier formulated the heat conduction equation, a non-linear boundary
condition describing radiative transfer of a globe with a sun-side and a dark side has never
belonged to the family of solvable heat conduction problems, even in the case of a non-rotating
globe.
Regardless of solvability, one can write down the corresponding equations as well as their
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boundary conditions. If a rotating globe (Fig. 25) was exposed to radiation and only radiative

Figure 25: The rotating globe
heat transfer to its environment was possible, the initial problem of the heat conduction
equation would have to be solved with the following boundary condition



σT 4 − S · sin ϑ cos(ϕ − ωd t)
∂T
−λ
=
∂n  σT 4

if
if

−π/2 ≤ ϕ − ωd t ≤ π/2
π/2 ≤ ϕ − ωd t ≤ 3π/2

(94)

where
∂
=n·∇
(95)
∂n
denotes the usual normal derivative at the surface of the sphere and ωd the angular frequency
associated with the day-night cycle. By defining an appropriate geometry factor
ζ(ϑ, ϕ, ωd , t) = sin ϑ cos(ϕ − ωd t)

(96)

and the corresponding Sun side area
A = {(ϕ, ϑ) | ζ(ϑ, ϕ, ωd , t) ≥ 0}

(97)

one can rewrite the expression as
−λ

3.7.9




σT 4 − S · ζ(ϑ, ϕ, ωd , t)
∂T
=
∂n  σT 4

if
if

(ϕ, ϑ) ∈ A
(ϕ, ϑ) 6∈ A

(98)

The obliquely rotating globe

The result obtained above may be generalized to the case of an obliquely rotating globe.
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Figure 26: An obliquely rotating globe
For an obliquely rotating globe (Fig. 26) one has


 σT 4 − S · ξ(ϑ , ϑ, ϕ, ω , ω , t)
∂T
0
y
d
−λ
=
4
∂n
σT

if
if

(ϕ, ϑ) ∈ A
(ϕ, ϑ) 6∈ A

(99)

where ∂/∂n denotes the usual normal derivative on the surface of the sphere and ωy , ωd the
angular frequencies with the year cycle and the day-night cycle, respectively.23 The geometry
factor now reads
ξ(ϑ0 , ϑ, ϕ, ωy , ωd , t) =

[ sin(ωy t) cos(ωd t) + cos(ωy t) sin(ωd t) cos ϑ0 ] sin ϑ cos ϕ
+ [− sin(ωy t) sin(ωd t) + cos(ωy t) cos(ωd t) cos ϑ0 ] sin ϑ sin ϕ
− [ cos(ωy t) sin ϑ0 ] cos ϑ

(100)

and the expression for the sun-side surface is given by
A = {(ϕ, ϑ) | ξ(ϑ0 , ϑ, ϕ, ωy , ωd , t) ≥ 0}

(101)

Already the first unrealistic problem will be too much for any computer. The latter more
realistic model cannot be tackled at all. The reasons for this is not only the extremely different
frequencies ωy and ωd but also a very non-physical feature which affects the numeric as well:
According to a famous law formulated by Wiener, almost all particles in this mathematical
model which cause the diffusion, move on paths at infinitely high speeds [170, 171].
Rough estimates indicate that even these oversimplified problems cannot be tackled with
any computer. Taking a sphere with dimensions of the Earth it will be impossible to solve
this problem numerically even in the far future. Not only the computer would work ages,
before a “balanced” temperature distribution would be reached, but also the correct initial
temperature distributions could not be determined at all.
23

Here sidereal time is used [138, 139].
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The radiating bulk

The physical situation of a radiating volume where the radiation density
S(T ) = εσT 4

(102)

emitted through the surface shell originates from the volume’s heat content, cannot be realized
easily, if at all. However, it is interesting to study such a toy model in order to get a feeling
about radiative equilibration processes which are assumed to take place within a reasonable
time interval.
With disregard to the balancing processes inside, one gets the differential equation
V% cv

dT
= −Ω σT 4
dt

(103)

with V denoting the volume, % the density, cv the specific heat, Ω the surface of the body. By
defining
Ω
η=
(104)
V
the above equation can be rewritten as
dT
ησ
=−
· T4
dt
% cv

(105)

For a cube with an edge length of a one has η = 6/a, for a globe with radius r one has η = 3/r
instead. For bodies with unit volumes η = 6 or η = 4.8, respectively.
The differential equation is easily solvable. The solution reads
T (t) = T0

v
u
u
3
/t
1+

3 η σT03
t
% cv

(106)

At an initial temperature of 300 K with the values of % and cv for air, one gets one half of the
temperature value within three seconds for the standard cube (cf. Figure 27)
For iron the isochoric thermal diffusivity
av = % cv

(107)

is about 3000 times higher than for air, the half time for the temperature decrease is approximately three hours. For air, even if only one of the cube’s planes were allowed to radiate, one
would get a fall in temperatures of seventy degrees within the first three seconds, and almost
290 degrees within ten hours - a totally unrealistic cooling processes.
Hence, this simple assessment will prove that one has to be extremely careful, if the
radiation laws for black-body radiation, where the energy comes from the heated walls of the
cavity, are to be used for gases, where the emitted electromagnetic radiation should originate
from the movements of the gas molecules (cf. Section 3.5).
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Figure 27: The cooling curve for a radiating standard cube
3.7.11

The comprehensive work of Schack

Professor Alfred Schack, the author of a standard textbook on industrial heat transfer [95],
was the first scientist who pointed out in the twenties of the past century that the infrared
light absorbing fire gas components carbon dioxide (CO2 ) and water vapor (H2 O) may be
responsible for a higher heat transfer in the combustion chamber at high burning temperatures
through an increased emission in the infrared . He estimated the emissions by measuring the
spectral absorption capacity of carbon dioxide and water vapor.
In the year 1972 Schack published a paper in Physikalische Blätter entitled “The influence
of the carbon dioxide content of the air on the world’s climate”. With his article he got
involved in the climate discussion and emphasized the important role of water vapor [98].
Firstly, Schack estimated the mass of the consumed fossil fuels up
mburned = 5 · 1012 kg = 5 GtC

(108)

per anno. Since 1 kg produces 10 m3 waste gas with 15 % CO2 , a volume of
VCO2 = 7.5 · 1012 m3

(109)

is blown into the Earth’s atmosphere, whose total volume under normal conditions (0 ◦ C and
760 mm Hg) is
Vatmosphere = 4 · 1018 m3

(110)

It follows immediately that the increase of the CO2 concentration is approximately 1.9 · 10−6
per anno. About one half is absorbed by the oceans, such that the increase of CO2 is reduced
to
∆VCO2
= 0.95 · 10−6
(111)
VCO2
per anno.
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With the “current” (1972) atmospheric CO2 volume concentration of
0.03 % = 300 · 10−6

(112)

0.95 · 10−6
300 · 10−6

(113)

and an relative annual increase of
0.32 % =

the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere would rise by one third of current concentration
within 100 years, supposed the fossil fuel consumption will remain constant.
Schack then shows that CO2 would absorb only one seventh of the ground’s heat radiation
at most, if the water vapor had not already absorbed the infrared light in most situations.
Furthermore, a doubling of the CO2 -content in the air would only halve the radiation’s characteristic absorption length, that is, the radiation would be absorbed at a length of 5 km
instead of at a length of 10 km, for example.
Schack discussed the CO2 contribution only under the aspect that CO2 acts as an absorbent medium. He did not get the absurd idea to heat the radiating warmer ground with
the radiation absorbed and re-radiated by the gas.
In a comment on an article by the science journalist Rudzinski [172] the climatologist
Oeschger objectioned against Schack’s analysis of the influence of the CO2 concentration on
the climate that Schack had not calculated thoroughly enough [173]. In particular, he referred
to radiation transport calculations. However, such calculations have formerly been performed
only for the atmospheres of stars, because the processes in planetary atmospheres are far too
complicated for such simple models. The goal of astrophysical radiation transport calculations
is to calculate as many absorption lines as possible with one boundary density distribution
and one temperature dependency with respect to the height with Saha’s equation and many
other additional hypotheses [174]. However, the boundary density of the radiation intensity
cannot be derived from these calculations.
One should emphasize that Schack was the first scientist to take into account the selective
emission by the infrared light absorbing fire-gases for combustion chambers. Therefore one
is driven to the verge of irritation when global climatologists blame him for not calculating
complicatedly enough, simply because he saw the primitive physical concepts behind the
equations for the radiation transfer.

3.8
3.8.1

Thermal conductivity versus radiative transfer
The heat equation

In many climatological texts it seems to be implicated that thermal radiation needs not be
taken into account when dealing with heat conduction, which is incorrect [175]. Rather, always
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the entire heat flow density q must be taken into account. This is given by the equation
q = −λ · grad T

(114)

in terms of the gradient of the temperature T . It is inadmissible to separate the radiation
transfer from the heat conduction, when balances are computed.
In the following, a quasi one-dimensional experimental situation for the determination of
the heat conductivity is considered (Fig. 28). With F being the cross section, d the distance

Figure 28: A simple heat transport problem.
between the two walls, and Q being the heat per time transported from 1 to 2, such that,
qx =

Q
F

(115)

we have

∂T
T2 − T1
T1 − T2
= −λ · F ·
=λ·F ·
∂x
d
d
in case of a stationary temperature distribution.
Q = F · qx = −λ · F ·

(116)

Q is produced and measured for the stationary situation by Joule heat (i.e. electric heat)
at the higher temperature. The heat transfer by radiation cannot be separated from the heat
transfer of kinetic energy. Of course, one tries to avoid the heat convection by the experimental
arrangement. Hence any effects of the thermal radiation (long wave atmospheric radiation to
Earth) are simply contained in the stationary temperatures and the measured Joule heat.
In the non-stationary case the divergence of the heat flow no longer vanishes, and we have
for constant heat conductivity
div q = −λ · div grad T = −λ · ∆T = −% cv ·

∂T
∂t

(117)

where ∆T is the Laplacean of the temperature and % cv the specific heat of unit volume. We
finally obtain
∂T
λ
=
∆T
∂t
% cv

(118)
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It is important to note, that the ordinary heat conductivity is divided by % cv , which means
that the isochoric thermal diffusivity
λ
av =
(119)
% cv
of gases and metals can be of the the same order of magnitude, even if the thermal conductivities λ are completely different.
Unfortunately, the work on even the simplest examples of heat conduction problems needs
techniques of mathematical physics, which are far beyond the undergraduate level. Because
a concise treatment of the partial differential equations lies even outside the scope of this
paper, the following statements should suffice: Under certain circumstances it is possible to
calculate the space-time dependent temperature distribution with given initial values and
boundary conditions. If the temperature changes have the characteristic length Lchar , the
characteristic time for the heat compensation process is
λ
1
1
(120)
=
· 2
tchar
% · cv Lchar
If the radius of the Moon were used as the characteristic length and typical values for the
other variables, the relaxation time would be equivalent to many times the age of the universe.
Therefore, an average ground temperature (over hundreds of years) is no indicator at all that
the total irradiated solar energy is emitted. If there were a difference, it would be impossible
to measure it, due to the large relaxation times. At long relaxation times, the heat flow from
the Earth’s core is an important factor for the long term reactions of the average ground
temperature; after all, according to certain hypotheses the surfaces of the planetary bodies
are supposed to have been very hot and to have cooled down. These temperature changes
can never be separated experimentally from those, which were caused by solar radiation.
3.8.2

Heat transfer across and near interfaces

In the real world things become even more complex through the existence of interfaces, namely
• solid-gas interfaces
• solid-liquid interfaces
• liquid-gas interfaces
for which a general theory of heat transport does not exist yet. The mechanisms of air
cooling and water cooling and the influence of radiation have been studied in engineering
thermodynamics [95–97] and are of practical interest e.g. in solar collectors, fire research,
chemistry, nuclear engineering, electronic cooling, and in constructing reliable computer hardware [176, 177]. Obviously, there are of utmost importance in geophysics and atmospheric
physics as well. Since they add an additional degree of complexity to the problem discussed
here, they are not discussed further in this context.
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In the kitchen: Physics-obsessed housewife versus IPCC

In Section 3.3.5 it was indicated how simple it is to falsify the atmospheric greenhouse hypotheses, namely by observing a water pot on the stove: Without water filled in, the bottom
of the pot will soon become glowing red. However, with water filled in, the bottom of the pot
will be substantially colder.
In particular, such an experiment can be performed on a glass-ceramic stove. The role of
the Sun is played by the electrical heating coils or by infrared halogen lamps that are used as
heating elements. Glas-ceramic has a very low heat conduction coefficient, but lets infrared
radiation pass very well. The dihydrogen oxide in the pot, which not only plays the role of
the “greenhouse gas” but also realizes a very dense phase of such a magic substance, absorbs
the infrared extremely well. Nevertheless, there is no additional “backwarming” effect of the
bottom of the pot. In the opposite, the ground becomes colder.
There are countless similar experiments possible that immediately show that the atmospheric greenhouse picture is absolutely ridiculous from an educated physicist’s point of view
or from the perspective of a well-trained salesman offering high performance tinted glass that
reduces solar heat gain mainly in the infrared [100]:
“Daylight and view are two of the fundamental attributes of a window. Unfortunately, windows are also the source of significant solar heat gain during times when
it is unwanted. Traditional solutions to reducing solar heat gain such as tinted
glazing or shades mean that the amount of light is reduced as well. New glazings
with low-solar-gain Low-E (spectrally selective) coatings can provide better solar
heat gain reduction than tinted glass, with a minimal loss of visible light. This
also means that views can be clearer and unobstructed.”
Ironically, this works already in the case of dihydrogen oxide. Such experiments can be
performed easily on every overhead projector, showing that the absorption of the infrared
portion of the incoming radiation by water is a non-neglible and leads to a drop of the temperature of the illuminated surface dressed by an infrared absorbing layer that is transparent
to visible light.

3.9
3.9.1

The laws of thermodynamics
Introduction

At the time of Fourier’s publication [37, 38] the two fundamental laws of classical thermodynamics were not known. Formulated by Rudolf Clausius (January 2, 1822 - August 24, 1888),
the founder of axiomatic thermodynamics, they read [178, 179]:
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• First law of thermodynamics: In all cases, when work is transformed into heat, an
amount of heat in proportion to the produced work is used up, and vice versa, the same
amount of heat can be produced by the consumption of an equal amount of work.
◦ Corollary: Work can be transformed into heat and vice versa, where the amount of one
is in proportion to the amount of the other.
This is a definition of the mechanical heat equivalent.
• Second law of thermodynamics: Heat cannot move itself from a cooler body into
a warmer one. A heat transfer from a cooler body into a warmer one cannot happen
without compensation.
◦ Corollary: A heat transfer from a cooler body into a warmer one cannot happen without
compensation.
A fictitious heat engine which works in this way is called a perpetuum mobile of the second
kind .
Clausius examines thoroughly, that the second law is relevant for radiation as well, even
if image formations with mirrors and lenses are taken into account [178, 179].
3.9.2

Diagrams

It is quite useful to clarify the second law of thermodynamics with (self-explaining) diagrams.
• A steam engine works transforming heat into mechanical energy, whereby heat is transferred from the warmth to the cold (see Figure 29).

Figure 29: A steam engine works transforming heat into mechanical energy.
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• A heat pump (e.g. a refrigerator) works, because an external work is applied, whereby
heat is transferred from the the cold to the warmth (see Figure 30).

Figure 30: A heat pump (e.g. a refrigerator) works, because an external work is applied.

• In a perpetuum mobile of the second kind heat is transferred from the cold to the
warmth without external work applied (see Figure 31).

Figure 31: Any machine which transfers heat from a low temperature reservoir to a high
temperature reservoir without external work applied cannot exist: A perpetuum mobile of the
second kind is impossible.
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A paradox

The use of a perpetuum mobile of the second kind can be found in many modern pseudoexplanations of the CO2 -greenhouse effect. Even prominent physicists have relied on this
argumentation. One example was the hypothesis of Stichel already discussed in Section 3.3.4
[134].

Figure 32: A machine which transfers heat from a low temperature reservoir (e.g. stratosphere)
to a high temperature reservoir (e.g. atmosphere) without external work applied, cannot exist
- even if it is radiatively coupled to an environment, to which it is radiatively balanced. A
modern climate model is supposed to be such a variant of a perpetuum mobile of the second
kind.
The renowned German climatologist Rahmstorf has claimed that greenhouse effect does
not contradict to the the second law of thermodynamics [141]:
“Some ‘sceptics’ state that the greenhouse effect cannot work since (according to
the second law of thermodynamics) no radiative energy can be transferred from a
colder body (the atmosphere) to a warmer one (the surface). However, the second
law is not violated by the greenhouse effect, of course, since, during the radiative
exchange, in both directions the net energy flows from the warmth to the cold.”
Rahmstorf’s reference to the second law of thermodynamics is plainly wrong. The second
law is a statement about heat, not about energy. Furthermore the author introduces an
obscure notion of “net energy flow”. The relevant quantity is the “net heat flow”, which, of
course, is the sum of the upward and the downward heat flow within a fixed system, here the
atmospheric system. It is inadmissible to apply the second law for the upward and downward
heat separately redefining the thermodynamic system on the fly.
A similar confusion is currently seen in the German version of Wikipedia [180]:
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“Some have problems with the energy that is radiated by the greenhouse gases
towards the surface of the Earth (150 W/m2 - as shown above) because this energy flows from a colder body (approx. −40 ◦ C) to a warmer one (Earth’s ground
approx. +15 ◦ C) apparently violating the second law of thermodynamics. This is
a wrong interpretation, since it ignores the radiation of the Sun (even 6000 K).
With respect to the total balance the second law is obeyed indeed.”

Obviously, the authors are confusing energy with heat. Furthermore, the system in question
here is the atmospheric system of the Earth including the Earth’s ground. Since this system is
assumed to be in radiative balance with its environment, and any other forms of energy
and mass exchange with its environment are strictly prohibited, it defines a system in the
sense of thermodynamics for which the second law holds strictly, even if it is considered as a
subsystem of a larger embedding system.
The difference between heat, energy and work is crucial for the understanding of thermodynamics. The second law is a statement about this difference.
3.9.4

Possible resolution of the paradox

It may be due to the following approximation that something is possible in climate models,
which contradicts the second law of thermodynamics. In the field theoretical description of
irreversible thermodynamics, the second law is found in the statement, that the heat flow
density and the gradient of the temperature point into opposite directions
q = −λ · grad T

(121)

In this formula, the heat conduction necessarily is a positive definite tensor. In climate models
it is customary to neglect the thermal conductivity of the atmosphere, which means to set it
to zero [181].
λ=0
(122)
This could explain, why the numerical simulations could produce small effects in contradiction
to the second law of thermodynamics. To set the heat conduction to zero would not be a
real violation of the second law of thermodynamics as it corresponds to an approximation
of an ideal system: In spite of the temperature differences no heat flow could move from a
warmer area to a colder one. It would be in accordance to the second law, if there were no
temperature rise. In the past, the “predictions” of the climate models were pointing sometimes
in this direction, as was shown in detail in Section 3.6.2.
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Physical Foundations of Climate Science

4.1

Introduction

A fundamental theory of the weather and its local averages, the climates, must be founded
on a reasonable physical theory. Under the premise that such a theory has already been
formulated there are still two basic problems left unresolved, namely
• the embedding of the purely physical theory in a much more wider framework including
the chemical and biological interactions within the geophysical realm,
• the correct physical account of a possible non-trivial radiative effect, which must go
far beyond the famous black body approach, which is suggestive but does not apply to
gases.
A review of the issues of chemistry and biology such as the carbon cycle lies outside the
perspective of this paper, but it must not be neglected. In his criticism of global warming
studies by means of computer models the eminent theoretical physicist Freeman J. Dyson
stated [182]:
“The models solve the equations of fluid dynamics, and they do a very good job
of describing the fluid motions of the atmosphere and the oceans. They do a very
poor job of describing the clouds, the dust, the chemistry and the biology of fields
and farms and forests. They do not begin to describe the real world that we live
in. The real world is muddy and messy and full of things that we do not yet
understand. It is much easier for a scientist to sit in an air-conditioned building
and run computer models, than to put on winter clothes and measure what is
really happening outside in the swamps and the clouds. That is why the climate
model experts end up believing in their own models.”
However, it can be shown that even within the borders of theoretical physics with or without
radiation things are extremely complex so that one very quickly arrives at a point where
verifiable predictions no longer can be made. Making such predictions nevertheless may be
interpreted as an escape out of the department of sciences, not to say as a scientific fraud.
In the following the conservation laws of magnetohydrodynamics are reviewed. It is generally accepted that a Navier-Stokes-type approach or a simplified magnetohydrodynamics
provides the backbone to climatological computer simulations [156, 183, 184]. In these frameworks neither the radiative budget equations can be derived, nor is it possible to integrate
radiative interactions in a consistent way. Therefore it would conceptually be necessary to
go into the microscopic regime, which is described by non-equilibrium multi-species quantum
electrodynamics of particles incorporating bound states with internal degrees of freedom,
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whereby the rich structure and coexistence of phases have to be taken into account in the
discussion of natural situations. From these only formally sketchable microscopic ab initio
approaches there is no path known that leads to a family of more realistic phenomenological
climate models [185].

4.2
4.2.1

The conservation laws of magnetohydrodynamics
Overview

The core of a climate model must be a set of equations describing the equations of fluid flow,
namely the Navier-Stokes equations [183, 184]. The Navier-Stokes equations are nonlinear
partial differential equations, which, in general, are impossible to solve analytically. In very
special cases numerical methods lead to useful results, but there is no systematics for the
general case. In addition, the Navier-Stokes approach has to be extended to multi-component
problems, which does not simplify the analysis.
Climate modelers often do not accept that “climate models are too complex and uncertain
to provide useful projections of climate change” [186]. Rather, they claim that “current models
enable [them] to attribute the causes of past climate change and predict the main features
of the future climate with a high degree of confidence” [186]. Evidently, this claim (not
specifying the observables subject to the prediction) contradicts to what is well-known from
theoretical meteorology, namely that the predictability of the weather forecast models is (and
must be) rather limited (i.e. limited to a few days) [187].
The non-solvability of Navier-Stokes-type equations is related (but not restricted) to the
chaotic character of turbulence. But this is not the only reason why the climate modeling cannot be built on a solid ground. Equally importantly, even the full set of equations providing a
proper model of the atmospheric system (not to say atmospheric-oceanographic system) are
not known (and never will) to a full extent. All models used for “simulation” are (and have
to be) oversimplified. However, in general a set of oversimplified nonlinear partial differential
equations exhibits a totally different behavior than a more realistic, more complex system.
Because there exist no strategy for a stepwise refinement within the spirit of the renormalization (semi-)group, one cannot make any useful predictions. The real world is too complex to
be represented properly by a feasable system of equations ready for processing [185]. The only
safe statement that can be made is that the dynamics of the weather is probably governed by
a generalized Navier-Stokes-type dynamics.
Evidently, the electromagnetic interactions have to be included, leading straightly to the
discipline of Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) [188–191]. This may be regarded as a set of
equations expressing all the essential physics of a fluid, gas and/or plasma.
In the following these essential equations are reviewed. The purpose is twofold:
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• Firstly, it should be made a survey of what budget relations really exist in the case of
atmospheric physical systems.
• Secondly, the question should be discussed at what point the supposed greenhouse mechanism does enter the equations and where the carbon dioxide concentration appears.
Unfortunately, the latter aspect seems to be obfuscated in the mainstream approaches of
climatology.
4.2.2

Electric charge conservation

As usual, electric charge conservation is described by the continuity equation
∂%e
+∇·j=0
∂t

(123)

where %e is the electrical (excess) charge density and j is the electrical (external) current
density.
4.2.3

Mass conservation

The conservation of mass is described by another sort of continuity equation
∂%
+ ∇ · (% v) = 0
∂t

(124)

where % is the mass density and % v is the density of the mass current.
4.2.4

Maxwell’s equations

The electromagnetic fields are described by Maxwell’s field equations that read
∇ · D = %e
∇×E = −

(125)
∂B
∂t

(126)
(127)

∇·B = 0
∇×H = j+

(128)
∂D
∂t

(129)

where the standard notation is used. They have to be supplemented by the material equations
D = ε ε0 E

(130)

B = µ µ0 H

(131)

where ε and µ are assumed to be constant in space and time, an assumption that was already
made by Maxwell.
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Ohm’s law for moving media

Electric transport is described by Ohm’s law for moving media
j − %e v =

σ (E + v × B)

with σ being the conductivity tensor. Expressed in terms of the resistivity tensor
reads

ρ (j − %ev)
4.2.6

= E+v×B

(132)

ρ this
(133)

Momentum balance equation

Conservation of momentum is described by a momentum balance equation, also known as
Navier-Stokes equation,
∂
(% v) + ∇ · (% v ⊗ v) = −∇p − % ∇Φ + %e E + j × B + ∇ · R + Fext
∂t

(134)

where v is the velocity vector field, p the pressure field, Φ the gravitational potential, R the
friction tensor, and Fext are the external force densities, which could describe the Coriolis and
centrifugal accelerations.
4.2.7

Total energy balance equation

The conservation of energy is described by
∂ % 2 1
1
|v| + H · B + E · D + % Φ + % u +
∂t 2
2
2


% 2
+∇ ·
|v| v + E × H + % Φ v + % u v + p v − v · R + λ · ∇T =
2
∂Φ
=%
+ Fext · v + Q
∂t




(135)

where u is the density of the internal energy, T is the temperature field, and λ the thermal
conductivity tensor, respectively. Furthermore a term Q has been added which could describe
a heat density source or sink distribution.
4.2.8

Poynting’s theorem

From Maxwell’s equation with space-time independent ε and µ one obtains the relation
∂ 1
1
H · B + E · D + ∇ · (E × H) = − j · E
∂t 2
2




(136)

This relation is a balance equation. The Pointing vector field E × H may be interpreted as
an energy current density of the electromagnetic field.
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Consequences of the conservation laws

Multiplying Ohm’s law for moving media (Equation 133) with (j − %e v) one gets
(j − %e v) ρ (j − %e v) = j · E + j · (v × B) − %e v · E
= j · E − v · (j × B) − %e v · E

(137)

which may be rewritten as
j · E = (j − %e v) ρ (j − %e v) + v · (j × B) + %e v · E

(138)

Inserting this into Poynting’s theorem (Equation 136) one obtains
∂ 1
1
H · B + E · D + ∇ · (E × H) =
∂t 2
2
= − (j − %e v) ρ (j − %e v) − v · (%e E + j × B)




(139)

On the other hand, if one applies the scalar product with v on the momentum balance
equation Equation (134) one gets
∂ % 2
% 2
|v| + ∇ ·
|v| v =
∂t 2
2
= −v · ∇p − % v · ∇Φ + v · (%e E + j × B) + v · (∇ · R) + v · Fext








(140)

Replacing v · (%e E + j × B) with Equation (139) and doing some elementary manipulations
one finally obtains
1
∂ % 2 1
|v| + H · B + E · D + % Φ +
∂t 2
2
2


% 2
+∇ ·
|v| v + E × H − v · R + p v + % Φ v =
2
∂Φ
= p∇ · v + %
− Tr((∇ ⊗ v) · R) − (j − %e v) ρ (j − %e v) + Fext · v
∂t




(141)

Hence, this relation is a consequence of the fundamental equations of magnetohydrodynamics.
The heat density source term Q, the internal energy density u, and the divergence of the heat
current density q are missing here.
4.2.10

General heat equation

With
du =

p
d% + T ds
%2

(142)

for reversible processes one can substitute the density of the internal energy u by the density
of the entropy s.
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With the aid of Equations (135) and (136) one derives a differential equation for the
entropy density s:
∂(% s)
+ ∇ · (% s v) =
∂t
1
1
= Tr((∇ ⊗ v) · R) + (j − %e v) ρ (j − %e v)
T
T
1
Q
− ∇ · (λ · ∇T ) +
T
T

(143)

This is the generalized form of the heat equation.
Only with artificial heat densities Q in Equation (143) one can incorporate a hypothetical
warming by radiation. There is no term that depends on the carbon dioxide concentration.
4.2.11

Discussion

The equations discussed above comprise a system of one-fluid equations only. One can (and
must) write down many-fluid equations and, in addition, the averaged equations describing
the turbulence. To get a realistic model of the real world, the above equations must be
generalized to take into account
• the dependency of all relevant coefficients on space and time;
• the presence and coexistence of various species of fluids and gases;
• the inhomogenities of the media, the mixture and separation of phases.
In principle such a generalization will be feasable, if one cuts the domains of definition into
pieces and treats the equations by a method of patches. Thus the final degree of complexity
may be much larger than originally expected arriving at a system of thousands of phenomenological equations defining non-linear three-dimensional dynamics and heat transfer [192–194].
It cannot be overemphasized that even if these equations are simplified considerably, one
cannot determine numerical solutions, even for small space regions and even for small time
intervals. This situation will not change in the next 1000 years regardless of progress made in
computer hardware. Therefore, global climatologists may continue to write updated research
grant proposals demanding next-generation supercomputers ad infinitum. As the extremely
simplified one-fluid equations are unsolvable, the many-fluid equations would be more unsolvable, the equations that include the averaged equations describing the turbulence would be
still more unsolvable, if “unsolvable” had a comparative.
Regardless of the chosen level of complexity, these equations are supposed to be the backbone of climate simulations, or, in other words, the foundation of models of nature. But
even this is not true: In computer simulations heat conduction and friction are completely
neglected, since they are mathematically described by second order partial derivatives that
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cannot be represented on grids with wide meshes. Hence, the computer simulations of global
climatology are not based on physical laws.
The same holds for the speculations about the influence of carbon dioxide:
• Although the electromagnetic field is included in the MHD-type global climatologic
equations, there are no terms that correspond to the absorption of electromagnetic
radiation.
• It is hard if not impossible to find the point in the MHD-type global climatologic equations, where the concentration of carbon dioxide enters the game.
• It is impossible to include the radiative transfer equation (59) into the MHD-type climatologic equations.
• Apparently, there is no reference in the literature, where the carbon dioxide concentration is implemented in the MHD-type climatologic equations.
Hence, one is left with the possibility to include a hypothetical warming by radiation by hand
in terms of artificial heat densities Q in Equation (143). But this would be equivalent to
imposing the “political correctly” requested anthropogenic rise of the temperature even from
the beginning just saving an additional trivial calculation.
In case of partial differential equations more than the equations themselves the boundary
conditions determine the solutions. There are so many different transfer phenomena, radiative
transfer, heat transfer, momentum transfer, mass transfer, energy transfer, etc. and many
types of interfaces, static or moving, between solids, fluids, gases, plasmas, etc. for which
there does not exist an applicable theory, such that one even cannot write down the boundary
conditions [176, 177].
In the “approximated” discretized equations artificial unphysical boundary conditions are
introduced, in order to prevent running the system into unphysical states. Such a “calculation”, which yields an arbitrary result, is no calculation in the sense of physics, and hence,
in the sense of science. There is no reason to believe that global climatologists do not know
these fundamental scientific facts. Nevertheless, in their summaries for policymakers, global
climatologists claim that they can compute the influence of carbon dioxide of the climates.

4.3
4.3.1

Science and Global Climate Modelling
Science and the Problem of Demarcation

Science refers to any system of objective knowledge, in particular knowledge based on the
scientific method as well as an organized body of knowledge gained through research [195,196].
There are essentially three categories of sciences, namely
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• formal sciences (mathematics),
• natural sciences (physics, chemistry, biology)
• social sciences

In natural sciences one has to distinguish between
• a theory: a logically self-consistent framework for describing the behavior of certain
natural phenomena based on fundamental principles;
• a model: a similar but weaker concept than a theory, describing only certain aspects of
natural phenomena typically based on some simplified working hypothesis;
• a law of nature: a scientific generalization based on a sufficiently large number of empirical observations that it is taken as fully verified;
• a hypothesis: a contention that has been neither proved nor yet ruled out by experiment
or falsified by contradiction to established laws of nature.
A consensus, exactly speaking a consensus about a hypothesis is a notion which lies outside
natural science, since it is completely irrelevant for objective truth of a physical law:
Scientific consens(us) is scientific nonsense.
The problem of demarcation is how and where to draw lines around science, i.e. to distinguish science from religion, from pseudoscience, i.e. fraudulent systems that are dressed up
as science, and non-science in general [195, 197].
In the philosophy of science several approaches to the definition of science are discussed
[195, 196]:
• empirism24 (Vienna Circle): only statements of empirical observations are meaningful,
i.e. if a theory is verifiable, then it will be scientific;
• falsificationism (Popper): if a theory is falsifiable, then it will be scientific;
• paradigm shift (Kuhn): within the process of normal science anomalies are created
which lead eventually to a crisis finally creating a new paradigm; the acceptance of a
new paradigm by the scientific community indicates a new demarcation between science
and pseudoscience;
• democratic and anarchist approach to science (Feyerabend): science is not an autonomous
form of reasoning but inseparable from the larger body of human thought and inquiry:
“Anything goes”.
24

also logical positivism or verificationism
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Superficially, the last point provides a nice argument for computer modelers in the framework
of global climatology. However, it is highly questionable whether this fits into the frame of
physics. Svozil remarked that Feyerabend’s understanding of physics was superficial [198].
Svozil emphasizes:
“Quite generally, partly due to the complexity of the formalism and the new
challenges of their findings, which left philosophy proper at a loss, physicists have
attempted to developed their own meaning of their subject.”
Physics provides a fundament for engineering and, hence, for production and modern economics. Thus the citizen is left with the alternative (in the sense of a choice between two
options)
(a) either to accept the derivation of political and economical decisions from an anarchic
standpoint that eventually claims that there is a connection to experiment and observation, and, hence, the real world, when there is no such connection;
(b) or to call in the derivation of political and economical decisions from verifiable research
results within the frame of physics, where there is a connection to experiment and
observation, and hence, the real world.
Evidently, the option (b) defines a pragmatic approach to science, defining a minimum of
common features, such that engineers, managers and policymakers have something to rely on:
Within the frame of exact sciences a theory should
(a) be logically consistent;
(b) be consistent with observations;
(c) have a grounding in empirical evidence;
(d) be economical in the number of assumptions;
(e) explain the phenomena;
(f) be able to make predictions;
(g) be falsifiable and testable;
(h) be reproducible, at least for the colleagues;
(i) be correctable;
(j) be refinable;
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(k) be tentative;
(l) be understandable by other scientists.
Can these criteria ever be met by a computer model approach of global climatology?
4.3.2

Evaluation of Climatology and Climate Modelling

In contrast to meteorology climatology studies the averaged behavior of the local weather.
There are several branches, such as paleoclimatology, historical climatology, and climatology
involving statistical methods which more or less fit into the realm of sciences. The problem
is, what climate modelling is about, especially if it does refer to chaotic dynamics on the one
hand, and the greenhouse hypothesis on the other.
The equations discussed in Section 4.2 may give an idea what the final defining equations of
the atmospheric and/or oceanic system may look like. It has been emphasized that in a more
realistic albeit phenomenological description of nature the system of the relevant equations
may be huge. But even by simplifying the structure of equations one cannot determine
solutions numerically, and this will not change, if one does restrict oneself on small spacetime domains.
There are serious solvability questions in the theory of non-linear partial differential equations and the shortage of numerical recipes leading to sufficient accurate results will remain in
the nearer or farer future - for fundamental mathematical reasons. The Navier-Stokes equations are something like the holy grail of theoretical physics, and a brute force discretization
with the aid of lattices with very wide meshes leads to models, which have nothing to do with
the original puzzle and thus have no predictability value.
In problems involving partial differential equations the boundary condition determine
the solutions much more than the differential equations themselves. The introduction of a
discretization is equivalent to an introduction of artificial boundary conditions, a procedure,
that is characterized in von Storch’s statement “The discretization is the model” [199]. In
this context a correct statement of a mathematical or theoretical physicist would be: “A
discretization is a model with unphysical boundary conditions.” Discretizations of continua
problems will be allowed if there is a strategy to compute stepwise refinements. Without such
a renormalization group analysis a finite approximation does not lead to a physical conclusion.
However, in Ref. [199] von Storch emphasized that this is by no means the strategy he follows,
rather he takes the finite difference equations are as they are. Evidently, this would be
a grotesque standpoint, if one considered the heat conduction equation, being of utmost
relevance to the problem and being a second order partial differential equation, that cannot
be replaced by a finite difference model with a lattice constant in the range of kilometers.
Generally, it is impossible to derive differential equations for averaged functions and, hence,
an averaged non-linear dynamics.
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Thus there is simply no physical foundation of global climate computer models, for which
still the chaos paradigma holds: Even in the case of a well-known deterministic dynamics
nothing is predictable [200]. That discretization has neither a physical nor a mathematical
basis in non-linear systems is a lesson that has been taught in the discussion of the logistic
differential equation, whose continuum solutions differ fundamentally from the discrete ones
[201, 202].
Modern global climatology has confused and continues to confuse fact with fantasy by
introducing the concept of a scenario replacing the concept of a model. In Ref. [29] a clear
definition of what scenarios are is given:
Future greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are the product of very complex dynamics
systems, determined by driving forces such as demographic development, socioeconomic development, and technological change. Their future evolution is highly
uncertain, Scenarios are alternative images of how the future might unfold and
are an appropriate tool with which to analyze how driving forces may influence
future emission outcomes and to access the associated uncertainties. They assist in
climate change analysis, including climate modeling and the assessment of impacts,
adaptation and mitigation. The possibility that any single emissions path will
occur as described in scenarios is highly uncertain.
Evidently, this is a description of a pseudo-scientific (i.e. non-scientific) method by the experts
at the IPCC. The next meta-plane beyond physics would be a questionnaire among scientists
already performed by von Storch [203] or, finally, a democratic vote about the validity of a
physical law. Exact science is going to be replaced by a sociological methodology involving
a statistical field analysis and by “democratic” rules of order. This is in harmony with the
definition of science advocated by the “scientific” website RealClimate.org that has integrated
inflammatory statements, personal attacks and offenses against authors as a part of their
“scientific” workflow.
4.3.3

Conclusion

A statistical analysis, no matter how sophisticated it is, heavily relies on underlying models
and if the latter are plainly wrong then the analysis leads to nothing. One cannot detect and
attribute something that does not exist for reason of principle like the CO2 greenhouse effect.
There are so many unsolved and unsolvable problems in non-linearity and the climatologists
believe to beat them all by working with crude approximations leading to unphysical results
that have been corrected afterwards by mystic methods, flux control in the past, obscure
ensemble averages over different climate institutes today, by excluding accidental global cooling results by hand [154], continuing the greenhouse inspired global climatologic tradition
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of physically meaningless averages and physically meaningless applications of mathematical
statistics.
In conclusion, the derivation of statements on the CO2 induced anthropogenic global
warming out of the computer simulations lies outside any science.
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Physicist’s Summary

A thorough discussion of the planetary heat transfer problem in the framework of theoretical
physics and engineering thermodynamics leads to the following results:
1. There are no common physical laws between the warming phenomenon in glass houses
and the fictitious atmospheric greenhouse effect, which explains the relevant physical
phenomena. The terms “greenhouse effect” and “greenhouse gases” are deliberate misnomers.
2. There are no calculations to determinate an average surface temperature of a planet
• with or without atmosphere,
• with or without rotation,
• with or without infrared light absorbing gases.
The frequently mentioned difference of 33 ◦ C for the fictitious greenhouse effect of the
atmosphere is therefore a meaningless number.
3. Any radiation balance for the average radiant flux is completely irrelevant for the determination of the ground level air temperatures and thus for the average value as well.
4. Average temperature values cannot be identified with the fourth root of average values
of the absolute temperature’s fourth power.
5. Radiation and heat flows do not determine the temperature distributions and their
average values.
6. Re-emission is not reflection and can in no way heat up the ground-level air against the
actual heat flow without mechanical work.
7. The temperature rises in the climate model computations are made plausible by a
perpetuum mobile of the second kind. This is possible by setting the heat conductivity
in the atmospheric models to zero, an unphysical assumption. It would be no longer
a perpetuum mobile of the second kind, if the “average” fictitious radiation balance,
which has no physical justification anyway, was given up.
8. After Schack 1972 water vapor is responsible for most of the absorption of the infrared
radiation in the Earth’s atmosphere. The wavelength of the part of radiation, which is
absorbed by carbon dioxide is only a small part of the full infrared spectrum and does
not change considerably by raising its partial pressure.
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9. Infrared absorption does not imply “backwarming”. Rather it may lead to a drop of
the temperature of the illuminated surface.

10. In radiation transport models with the assumption of local thermal equilibrium, it is
assumed that the absorbed radiation is transformed into the thermal movement of all
gas molecules. There is no increased selective re-emission of infrared radiation at the
low temperatures of the Earth’s atmosphere.
11. In climate models, planetary or astrophysical mechanisms are not accounted for properly. The time dependency of the gravity acceleration by the Moon and the Sun (high
tide and low tide) and the local geographic situation, which is important for the local
climate, cannot be taken into account.
12. Detection and attribution studies, predictions from computer models in chaotic systems,
and the concept of scenario analysis lie outside the framework of exact sciences, in
particular theoretical physics.
13. The choice of an appropriate discretization method and the definition of appropriate
dynamical constraints (flux control) having become a part of computer modelling is
nothing but another form of data curve fitting. The mathematical physicist v. Neumann
once said to his young collaborators: “If you allow me four free parameters I can build a
mathematical model that describes exactly everything that an elephant can do. If you
allow me a fifth free parameter, the model I build will forecast that the elephant will
fly.” (cf. Ref. [185].)
14. Higher derivative operators (e.g. the Laplacian) can never be represented on grids with
wide meshes. Therefore a description of heat conduction in global computer models is
impossible. The heat conduction equation is not and cannot properly be represented on
grids with wide meshes.
15. Computer models of higher dimensional chaotic systems, best described by non-linear
partial differential equations (i.e. Navier-Stokes equations), fundamental differ from calculations where perturbation theory is applicable and successive improvements of the
predictions - by raising the computing power - are possible. At best, these computer
models may be regarded as a heuristic game.
16. Climatology misinterprets unpredictability of chaos known as butterfly phenomenon as
another threat to the health of the Earth.
In other words: Already the natural greenhouse effect is a myth albeit any physical reality.
The CO2 -greenhouse effect, however is a “mirage” [204]. The horror visions of a risen sea
level, melting pole caps and developing deserts in North America and in Europe are fictitious
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consequences of fictitious physical mechanisms as they cannot be seen even in the climate
model computations. The emergence of hurricanes and tornados cannot be predicted by
climate models, because all of these deviations are ruled out. The main strategy of modern CO2 -greenhouse gas defenders seems to hide themselves behind more and more pseudoexplanations, which are not part of the academic education or even of the physics training.
A good example are the radiation transport calculations, which are probably not known by
many. Another example are the so-called feedback mechanisms, which are introduced to amplify an effect which is not marginal but does not exist at all. Evidently, the defenders of the
CO2 -greenhouse thesis refuse to accept any reproducible calculation as an explanation and
have resorted to unreproducible ones. A theoretical physicist must complain about a lack of
transparency here, and he also has to complain about the style of the scientific discussion,
where advocators of the greenhouse thesis claim that the discussion is closed, and others are
discrediting justified arguments as a discussion of “questions of yesterday and the day before
yesterday”25 . In exact sciences, in particular in theoretical physics, the discussion is never
closed and is to be continued ad infinitum, even if there are proofs of theorems available.
Regardless of the specific field of studies a minimal basic rule should be fulfilled in natural
science, though, even if the scientific fields are methodically as far apart as physics and meteorology: At least among experts, the results and conclusions should be understandable or
reproducible. And it should be strictly distinguished between a theory and a model on the one
hand, and between a model and a scenario on the other hand, as clarified in the philosophy
of science.
That means that if conclusions out of computer simulations are to be more than simple
speculations, then in addition to the examination of the numerical stability and the estimation
of the effects of the many vague input parameters, at least the simplifications of the physical
original equations should be critically exposed. Not the critics have to estimate the effects of
the approximation, but the scientists who do the computer simulation.
“Global warming is good . . . The net effect of a modest global warming is positive.”
(Singer).26 In any case, it is extremely interesting to understand the dynamics and causes of
the long-term fluctuations of the climates. However, it was not the purpose of this paper to
get into all aspects of the climate variability debate.
The point discussed here was to answer the question, whether the supposed atmospheric
effect has a physical basis. This is not the case. In summary, there is no atmospheric
greenhouse effect, in particular CO2 -greenhouse effect, in theoretical physics and engineering
thermodynamics. Thus it is illegitimate to deduce predictions which provide a consulting
solution for economics and intergovernmental policy.

25
26

a phrase used by von Storch in Ref. [1]
cf. Singer’s summary at the Stockholm 2006 conference [1].
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Global science

I have a very deep concern regarding the present attitude of the politicians and especially the majority of environmentalists regarding the
issue of man-made "global warming".

For a reason to my sceptic approach see more on Global Warming
GLOBAL WARMING AND ANTARCTIC ICE?
It is with great regret that I find media apt to grab any prophesy for catastrophies by "reputed scientist" without hesitation. Melting of the ice on
Antarctica has hit the news many times. Likewise the detachment of giant icebergs has been deemed the result of global warming due to manmade
increase in carbon dioxide. The movement of the ice cap on Antarctica is governed by precipitation and not by global temperature. The giant
iceberg mentioned earlier is a fully natural phenomenon and can not be blamed to any human activities. To state that sea level rises or falls due to
global change is completely out of proportion. There are far too many factors affecting this planet from the inside and the outside to warrant the
idea that man is capable of influencing these natural processes.
SEA LEVEL
Sea level is governed by the amount of fresh water stored in the ice caps, and precipitation in the polar regions is a function of global sea surface
temperature. That is obvious. What is less obvious is the vertical and horisontal crustal movements. We know that many parts of the World
experience either a sinking or rising ground surface (in relation to the sea surface). Some of the horisontal ones, e.g. like the Americas moving
away from Europe, has been established by satellite measurements. The amount of sediment accumulation into the oceans from land erosion is also
a matter to take into consideration. The idea of clathrates (methane ice found abundantely in the oceanic sediments) gasifying and causing a loss in
seabed matter and thus causing a lowering of the sea floor is an interetsing idea, but completely irrelevant in the context of sea level rise or plunge.
The whole question of sea levels should not be addressed only by land based tide gauges because prior to satellite altimetry there has not been a
common reference point of sufficient accuracy.
GLOBAL CLIMATE
Coming back to global climate, it has been obvious to me that the stellar influence is the most important factor in this respect. Variations in solar
activity is a fact. It has been considered that variations in insolation has not been sufficient to explain measured changes in global climate.
However, the effect of solar winds on cosmic radiation has just recently been established and, furthermore, there seems to be a good correlation
between cloudiness and variations in the intensity of cosmic radiation. Here we have a mechanism which is a far better explanation to variations in
global climate than the attempts by IPCC to blame it all on anthropogenic input of greenhouse gases. On one point I do agree upon, and that is that
air pollution, especially around larger cities, should be limited and that should have been the main objective of the Kyoto agreement and not global
warming.
The el Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) seem to regulate global climate and also influences the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). Not even the
IPCC attributes the ENSO or NAO to man-made warning. On the other hand Dr Theodor Landscheidt has clearly demonstrated that ENSO can be
forecasted and Timo Niroma has shown how Jupiter influences solar activity. Furthermore Nir Shahiv has shown that galactic cosmic rays (GCR)
modulated by the active Sun is a plausible cause for past ice ages. It is obvious that IPCC has completely misunderstood factors influencing global
climate and as Landscheidt mentions: "The Third Assessment Report, published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
continues to underestimate the Sun's role in climate change: "Solar forcing is considerably smaller than the anthropogenic radiative forcings", and
its "level of scientific understanding" is "very low", whereas forcing by well-mixed greenhouse gases "continues to enjoy the highest confidence
level" as to its scientific understanding."
Marine geological and geophysical research has during the past decades tremendously improved our knowledge of the deep sea and also how the
Earth functions. Plate tectonics, movement of the continents and the formation of mid-oceanic ridges are topics of great importance. Black smokers
and massive sulphide ores forming on the seabed have completely changed our conception of ore genesis.

To be continued
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"This is nonsense," says Tom V. Segalstad, head of the
Geological Museum at the University of Oslo and
formerly an expert reviewer with the same IPCC. He
laments the paucity of geologic knowledge among IPCC
scientists -- a knowledge that is central to understanding
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climate change, in his view, since geologic processes
ultimately determine the level of atmospheric CO2.
"The IPCC needs a lesson in geology to avoid making fundamental mistakes," he says.
"Most leading geologists, throughout the world, know that the IPCC's view of Earth
processes are implausible if not impossible."
Catastrophic theories of climate change depend on carbon dioxide staying in the
atmosphere for long periods of time -- otherwise, the CO2 enveloping the globe
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10 years because of the oceans' near-limitless ability to absorb CO2.
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Students hear different
take on global warming
By COLIN HICKEY
Staff Writer
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Wednesday, April 25, 2007
WATERVILLE -- Retired physics professor Howard Hayden does not
dispute that global warming is happening.
But Hayden is an unabashed contrarian when it comes to assigning
blame for the phenomenon.
Sports utility vehicle owners are innocent, he told his audience of
about 90 people, most of them students, at Colby College on Tuesday
afternoon.
enlarge
Staff photo by David Leaming
Howard Hayden, a retired
University of Connecticut
professor and editor of The
Energy Advocate, gave a lecture
critical of the recent hysteria
surrounding global warming at
Colby College in Waterville on
Tuesday.
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The culprits, he said, are more likely astronomic and solar events.
"You think SUVs are the cause of glaciers shrinking?" he said to his
audience. "I don't think so."
Hayden, though, certainly could be blamed for heating up debate on
global warming causation, as well as debate between Democratic and
Republican students at Colby.
Colby Republicans were the ones who invited Hayden to speak at the
college, a presentation that took place in the Diamond Building.
Nathaniel Betz of the Colby Republicans said their objective was simply
to provide a balanced account of an important issue.

Alternative energy task force
led by Otten, former ski exec

"We are not trying to make this a partisan thing," he said.

Panel to review Plum Creek
land sales and easements

Henry Beck of the Colby Democrats, however, had a different view.
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Wind to get airing at LURC
meeting Monday
Cony Village project tops
council meeting agenda

"At times it was more an anti-Al Gore presentation," Beck said, "than a
scientific presentation."
Hayden did poke fun at Gore in the course of trying to debunk the
arguments of "An Inconvenient Truth," Gore's book and movie on
global warming.

Cony avenges early loss to
Edward Little

"Don't believe what you hear out of Hollywood and Washington, D.C.,"
Hayden said.

Almost
perfect
Brady brings 'A' game
in another Patriots win

Hayden, a physics professor for 32 years at the University of
Connecticut, is an editor of a monthly newsletter called "The Energy
Advocate."
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He also is the author of the book "The Solar Fraud: Why Solar Energy
Won't Run the World."
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In his presentation, Hayden blended humor with computer-generated
images of various graphs and charts on global warming and carbon
dioxide levels over the centuries and millennia.

Otten
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He argued that climatic history proves that Gore has the relationship
between carbon dioxide concentration and global warming backwards.

Two wind projects to get
airing Monday

A higher concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, he said,
does not cause the Earth to be warmer.

PLUM CREEK PROPOSAL
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to land conservation

Instead, he said, a warmer Earth causes the higher carbon dioxide
levels.
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"The sun heats up the Earth," he said, "and the oceans warm up and
atmospheric carbon dioxide rises."
Hayden said humans' contribution to global carbon dioxide levels is
virtually negligible.
After the presentation, a Colby student asked Hayden to explain his
belief that liberal politicians and the media promote the theory that
humans are causing global warming.
Hayden said: "I don't pretend to understand people's motivation. I
really don't."
But Hayden also said recent cap and trade policies earmarking big
carbon dioxide emitters tend to benefit Third World countries and
penalize highly industrialized nations.

Jacob Roundtree, executive director of Colby Republicans, said Gore's view on global warming also
meshes well with the environmentalist agenda.
"Look at the people predisposed to that global warming view," he said. "They happen to be stewards of
the environment."
Roundtree said he is not against protecting the environment but opposes promoting false information to
achieve that goal.
Beck, in turn, rebutted the arguments of Hayden and Roundtree.
In a statement e-mailed after the event, Beck said Colby Democrats "believe that global warming is real
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and that governments must work toward solutions. Howard Hayden suggested that climate change
science is a conspiracy by Al Gore and foreign governments. We reject that notion. This was political
event about the issue of global warming."
Colin Hickey -- 861-9205
chickey@centralmaine.com
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Sam Prentice of Andover, CT
Apr 26, 2007 8:00 PM
JThompson and Brian Alves should share with us the truth Mother Gaia told them that real scientists
haven't yet discerned. For instance, CO2 doesn't cause temperature increases, it lags behind them as an
effect. The oceans store CO2 in cooler conditions and then release it into the atmosphere when they warm
- this is the earth's way of providing fertilizer for plants during the periods of warmth that are conducive
to growth.
Why can't global warm-ongers understand that increasing trace amounts of a trace gas only exerts a
minor warming influence? CO2's warming capability is logarithmic yet the AGWers claim its effects are
exponential in nature; if this is true then we've over-ruled a law of physics and discovered the elusive
perpetual motion machine that generates more energy in output than what was initially input.
Humans only contribute 3% of the total going into the atmosphere each year so fractionally reducing what
is already a miniscule contribution is nothing more than an exercise in handwaving.
JT and BA, please dispute these facts rather than just engagine in juvenile name calling otherwise it is you
who don't look especially intelligent.

Leon Richard of Farmington, ME
Apr 25, 2007 6:00 PM
Oh, I didn't have room for this in my post yesterday, so here it is.
This man and those of us who don't argue with him have questioned the far left liberal thought monopoly.
Therefore, we already know that we're "closed minded", "intolerant", "ignorant", "uneducated",
"unintellectual", "simpletons", and "cerebral troglodytes". Did I forget anything?
Of course, if we were "open minded" maybe our brain would fall out on the ground, then we'd agree with
Mr. Thompson.
Mr. Thompson. I, for one, would like to know what original research you have published on the topic of
climate and global warming? What are your educational credentials, level of study? Is it within the
sciences? Maybe a BS in English, sociology?
I have a masters of science degree. And although I have not studied, nor published, on climate and global
warming, I have some level of education in the natural sciences, and I also know how to critically read a
scientific study.
The true "scientists" involved in this are not sold on the idea that we all have to wipe ourselves with one
sheet of toilet paper, and freeze to death in the dark, riding back and forth to work in a rollerskate with a
battery operated motor on it that causes more environmental devastation and costs more than a H-1
Hummer to drive.
Open-minded my behind. The Global Warming crowd is as open minded as a bunch of cows that gather
under a tree during a thunderstorm to keep out of the rain.
Get an original thought, and don't come around calling people names. You won't convince anyone by
calling them an idiot. And only prove your own predisposition in that regard.

John Proulx of Hampton, VA
Apr 25, 2007 4:51 PM
I think Leon Richard has said it all for the most part. I'd just like someone to explain why the polar ice
caps on Mars are melting, no SUVs or Republicans up there.

JR of waterville, ME
Apr 25, 2007 3:03 PM
I was at that event and that vain partisan Henry Beck question Professor Hayden as to what he believed
to be the political motives behind Al Gore supporting the claim that Global Warming is caused by Human
beings. And because the guy answere the little shmucks question Henry claims the event was political.
Hayden answering Henry's question was the only political claim he made during the entire event.
The entirety of the presentation focused solely on what many scientists believe is causing global warming
and how our planet has been much warmer in our recent past (the medieval warm period.). The only
person who made this event political was Henry, Professor Hayden honorably stuck to the science of the
matter except when prompted by that political opportunist to answer a political question and this
journalist demonstrates his bias by closing this article with a statement from the Colby dems when it was
the Colby Republicans that brought Professor Hayden in.
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